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The work of the Bureau of American Ethnology is ~nducted under act of Con-
gress "for continuing ethnologic researches among the American Indians under the 
direction of the Smithsonian Institution." 
Two series of publicatioris are issued by the Bureau under authority of Congress, 
viz, annual reports an<l bulletins. The annual reports are authorized by concurrent 
resolution from time to time and are published for the use of Congress and the 
Bureau; the publication of the series of bulletins was authorized by concurrent 
resolution first in 1886 and more definitely in 1888, and these also are issued for the 
use of Congress and the Bureau. In addition, the Bureau supervises the publication 
of a series of quarto volumes bearing the title, "Contributions to North American 
Ethnology;'' begun in 1877 by the United States Geographical Survey of the Rocky 
Mountain Region. 
These publications are distributed primarily by Congress, and the portitms of the 
editions printed for the Bureau are used for exchange with librnries and scientific 
and educational institutions and with special investigators in anthropology who 
send their own publications regularly to the Burea,u. 
The exchange list of the Bureau is large, and the prouuct of the exchange forms 
a valuablf1 ethnologic library independent o~· the general library of the Smithsonian 
Institution. This library is in constant use by the Bureau collaborators, as well as 
by other anthropologists resident in or visiting Washington. · 
The earli3r volumes of the annual reports and the first seven volumes of the "Con-
tributions to North American Ethnology" are out of print. The eighth volume of 
the latter serie:,; has not yet been published. 
Exchanges and other contributions to the Bureau should be addressed, 
The DIRECTOR, 
Bu1·eau of .Ame1·ican Ethnology, 
Washington, D. C., 
U.S. A. 

LETT.ER OF TRANSMITTAL 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, 
Washington, D. C., July 1, 1892. 
Srn: I have the honor to submit my Thirteenth Annual 
Report as Director of the Bureau of Ethnology. 
The first part consists of an explanation of the organization 
and operations of the Bureau; t];ie second part consists of a 
series of papers, prepared chiefly by assistants, which illustrate 
the methods and results of the work of the Bureau. 
It is a pleasure to express appreciation of your unfailing 
support in the worl~. intrusted to me. 
I am, with respect, your obedient servant, 
. ~ 
Honorable S. P. LANGLEY, 
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THIRTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT 
OF THE 
BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY 
By J. W. PowELL, DIRECTOR ' 
INTRODUCTION 
Ethnologic researches among the American Indians were 
continued during the fiscal year 1891-92, in accordance with 
acts of Congress. · 
When the Bureau was instituted in 1879, the aboriginal 
population of North America was already greatly restricted in 
territory and considerably reduced in number, and the terri-
torial restriction was progressing more rapidly than ever before 
with the extension of white settlement, especially over the 
western and northern portions of the continent. . At the same 
time th_e Indians were undergoing acculturation more rapidly 
than ever before, · by reason of frequent contact with white 
men in nearly all parts of their abmiginal domain. The urgent 
need of researches concerning the characteristics and relations 
of the native races, emphasiz~d by the rapidity with which 
they were being restricted and modified, was recognized by 
students and statesmen; this recog11ition led to the institution 
of the Bureau. 
When the Bureau of Ethnology was organized, under author-
ity of law, a plan of operation was formulated in accordance 
with what were deemed the most urgent needs. For two or 
three centuries explorers and students ha~ observed and 
recorded, with pen and brush, the physical characteristics and 
the daily habits and customs of the American aborigines, 
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th r hy producing a on iderable library pertaining to th 
native ra e ; and it wa thought needless to compete with ca, -
ual ob erver and extend the superficial and desultory ob r-
Yation such a is alone expedient under the ordinary conditions 
of exploration. Again, another Federal bureau was charged 
with the upervision of the current affairs of the Indians, its 
dut.ie. including the record of the -lands allotted to, and claimed 
or conveyed by, the several tribes; it was accordingly deemed 
inexpedient to give attention primarily to the modern habitat 
of the tribes. At the same time, a number of students and 
scientific societies, especially in the eastern part of the con-
tinent, were giving attention to the relics of the red men 
distributed over the country in the form of stone and copper 
implements, weapons, and ornaments, as well as in the form of 
earthworks and graves; but since these relics were relatively 
imperishable and already under investigation, it seemed the 
less desirable that the energies of the new bureau should be 
expended in examining them. A still weightier consideration 
in determining the direction of research was found in the fact 
that many of the observations of explorers and other students 
of the Indians suggested, sometimes faintly, sometimes more 
clearly, but always more or less vaguely, the existence of a 
system or systems of organization among the Indians, differing 
widely from the customary organizations of white peoples; · and 
it was thought desirable to investigate this obscure character-
istic of the aborigines as thoroughly as possible. Moreover, 
a wide dissimilarity in language had been brought to light; and 
since the earlier researches in this and other countries indicated 
that tribes and peoples may be classified by language more sat-
isfactorily than in any other way, it was thought important to 
extend linguistic researches energetically. Influenced by this 
consideration, the Director planned for a series of researches 
concerning the relations of the native tribes, as expressed in 
language and organization. 
As the researches progressed, the original plan was modified 
from time to time, whenever the terms of law or increasing 
knowledge required. Conformably to a legal provision, the 
investigation of the prehistoric mounds was undertaken; and , 
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for several years surveys an<l examinations of the aboriginal 
earthworks of eastern United States were carried forward, and 
reports thereon were published. A necessary collateral line 
of research, without which the full significance of the ancient 
earthworks could not be ascertained, related to the implements 
and utensils of the mound-builders, and the investigation was 
so expanded as to cover this subject; then it was found that 
the study of implements and utensils involve<l study of the 
art products and finally of the industrial arts of the build-
ers, while the interpretation of the mortuary works involved 
extended researches concerning mortuary articles and ·customs 
in general; an<l in this way the researches were still more 
broadly expanded. Meantime, the linguistic researches were 
extended toward the fundamental elements of the art of 
expression. Among civiiized peoples thought is expressed 
by vocables which are more or less purely arbitrary and so 
fully differentiated as to be essentially denotive, and ideas are 
recorded by means of characters which are almost wholly arbi-
trary or denotive; and to such degree has the mechanism of 
expression been developed th~t the oral and visual elements 
of expression are interwoven with thought so completely 
that most men think in these denotive symbols, whereby 
thought is simplified and made easy. Among primitive peo-
ples this denotive symbolism is not developed, and in lieu 
thereof an extensive and cumbrous system of connotive or 
associative symbols is employed. This primitive system of 
expression represents in a general way the prescriptorial stage 
of human development. When the primitive peoples using .. 
such a prescriptorial system of symbols possess a definite 
social organization~ this type of symbolism, like the higher 
type, becomes interwoven with thought in curious and persist-
ent fashion, so that the primitive man thinks in a series of 
symbols which seem incong~uous, extravagant, even bizarre, 
to the civilized thinker; and therein lies the chief difference 
between primitive and civilized modes of thought-a differ-
ence so profound that few civilized .men ever comprehend the 
mental workings of the uncivilized man, while it is doubtful 
whether any uncivilized man ever comprehends the mentation 
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f hi.· · 11 ur ,cl hroth r. Thu., t th 1 rimitiv think r th re 
i. , n a:: ri, ti 11 1 t\ n clir ti n , r p int f the mpa , 
an 1 · >lor: alHl ,· clir ·tion · , nd ol r ha-ve b ·ome ynon y-
m u · in hi. und r tan lin<r; then direction. and color are 
habi uall T num rat d in a c rtain order, ancl thu the smaller 
num ral ar added to the body of ynonyms. . Again, .. ince 
it i imp rt, nt that ev r-jr man, woman, and child shall always 
r m mber the onnotive ,·ymbolism, many primitive peoples 
arran()" th rn elv s in a definite order when sitting about the 
camp fire in the family group, and in this way relative posi-
tion f •individual.· become associated with direction , colors, 
and numeral , and practically synonymou therewith. The 
a: ciative ymbolism does not stop here, but indeed goes 
much farther. Among some primitive peoples, individual 
name. ar applied connotivel y in such manner as to indicate 
ord r or rank, which i synonymous with position in the camp-
ino- group; and among many peoples tradition is crystallized 
and pre erv d from generation to generation by means of a 
wide-reaching ·onnotive association in which direction, color, 
number, and names all play important parts. In many 
in tanc . orO'an of the body ente1· into the system; and where-
soev r the connotive sy tern is well developed, the traditions 
run ba k into myth and sometimes through myth into curi-
ou:ly elaborate co mogony; and the myth and cosmogony 
are p rpetuat cl by ceremonials in which direction, color, 
numb r, et , peiform essential role~. These are but a few of 
the way in which the prescriptorial symbolism is employed; 
. th y erve only to indicate its fundamental and far-reaching 
chara t r and the influence of the system on the primitive 
mind. By m an of this Eymbolism, the social organization, 
the tradition , the myths, the ceremonials, the language, the 
indu trial art , and indeed all of the activities of the American 
Indian. ar interwoven to the extent that no class of activities 
can b , tudi d thoroughly without careful study of other 
a tiviti , . 
. th e far-reaching rel~tions of the arts of expression 
w r brought out through the early re earches of the Bureau, 
th oro- nization and plan were modified as seemed necessary. 
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Since the complex relations of the modes of expression culmi-
nate and are expressed in oral language, and can be inter-
preted only through this medium, special attention was given 
to linguistic r.esearches. These researches were in part direct, 
and it. has been found thereby that language indicates the 
relations of tribes and families more clearly than other cri-
teria, while at the same time the studfes throw much light on 
the interesting subject of the evolution of language; and i~ 
part the linguistic researches have been pursued as a means to 
the end of gaining insight into the social organization, philoso-
phy, and religion of the native tribes. Thus the problems of 
American ethnology, seemingly .simple at the outset, have 
been found highly complex, and many lines of investigation 
have been opened. 
With the increase of knowledge . concerning the different 
lines of research, the labors of the Bureau have increased in . 
some measure, though it has always been found necessary, by 
reason of financial limitations, to confine attention to those 
branches of the work that pro.mised to yield the largest 
results with the least expenditure of time and money . . 
In accordance with the original plan of operations, special 
topics are assigned to individual collaborators. In general, each 
collaborator makes researches in the field during a part of each 
year, spending the remaining months in the office in the elab-
oration of the field material, either for publication or for record 
in such manner as to facilitate future studies and comparisons. 
Thus the assignment of the work is primarily topical, and the 
field researches form the basis for office work by the field stu-
dents and their collaborators. 
Since the institution of the Bureau, it has been the policy to 
convey to, and obtain from, intelligent observers all possible 
information concerning -the Indians, and under this policy a 
wide correspondence has grown up. Most of that portion of 
the edition of its publications ·allotted to the Bureau for distri-
bution is_ conveyed directly to ethnologic and archeologic stu-
dents who have communicated valuable linguistic and other 
notes, which have been utilized by the Director and the col-
laborators in their researches. It is a pleasure to acknowledge 
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indebtedn ·.· t th man ~ p n 1 nt who nrich d 
ethnolog by th ir z al in th ·o n f inf rm ti n and 
by their lib rality in eonv yinO' it t th Bur au £ r the public 
good. 
1 IELU O PEI TIO 
The field operation duriug the year ju t clo ed comprised 
(.1) archeologic re earche and (2) general field tudies, the lat-
ter being· directed chiefly to mythology, technology, and lin-
guistics. The archeologic work was conducted by Mr W. H. 
Holmes and his collaborator . The general field studies were 
carried forward by Ar H. W. Henshaw, Mr Albert S. Gatschet, 
Mr J. Owen Dorsey, Mr Jam s Mooney, Dr W. J. Hoffman, 
and Mrs Matilda Coxe Stevenson. 
ARCIIEOLOGIC FIELD WORK 
In the conduct of the archeologic researches Mr W. H. 
Holmes had the assistance of Messrs Cosmos Mindeleff, Gerard 
Fowke, and William Dinwiddie. Dr Cyrus Thomas, with th~ 
assistance of Mr F. W. Wright and Mr Frank Hamilton Cush-
ing, also contributed to this branch of the work. 
The survey begun in the tide-water regions of Maryland and 
Virginia in the pring of 1891 was continued throughout the 
present year. Careful attention wa · given to the examination 
and mapping of the shell deposits of the lower Potomac and 
Chesapeake bay, and many of the historic village sites visited 
by John mith and hi · associate were identifieq and examined. 
The remains on the,•e Hit are identical with those of the many 
other village ite of the r gion. Mr Holmes studied the arche-
ology of uth, We ·t, and Rhode rivers and of the shores of · 
the bay ab ve and below Annapolis. The middle Patuxent 
wa vi. it d, and the ·ite of the ancient village of Mattpament . 
was id ntifi <land examined. The valley of the Rappahannock 
in th vi init of Fr d rick burg, and the neighboring valleys 
of a numb r of th vv tern tributaries of the Potomac received 
att nti n. Anci nt oap tone quanies, one in Fairfax county, 
ir 'inic, and thr iu Montgomery county, and one in Howard 
ounty, Maryland, were tudiedJ and collections of the quarry 
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r~jects and implements used iu quarrying and cutting the 
stone were obtained. 
In· July Mr Holmes made a trip to Ohio to assist in the 
resurvey of several geometric earthworks at Newark and near, 
Chillicothe. A . visit was made to the great flint quarries in 
Licking county, between Newark and Zanesville. This well-
known quarry is one of the most extraordinary pieces of abo-
riginal work in the country, and the evidence of pitting and 
trenching, and of the removal and working up of great bodies 
of the flint, are visible on all sides, the work having extended 
over rriany square miles. Numerous hammerstones and large 
bodies of the refuse of manufacture are seen. The chief prod-
uct of the work on the site here as elsewhere was a thin blade, 
the blank from which various implements were to be special-
ized. The countless handsomely shaped and beautifully tinted 
arrowheads, spear points, and knives scattered over Ohio and 
the neighboring states are derived chiefly from this site. 
When the work of resurveying the earthworks at Newark 
and Chillicothe was finished, Mr Holrries made a journey into 
Indian ,Territory to examine an ancient quarry formerly sup-
posed to be a Spanish silver mine. It was reported ,by Mr 
Walter P. Jenney, of the United States Geological Survey, 
that this was really an Indian flint quarry, and the visit of Mr 
Holmes confirmed this c;onclusion. Seven miles northwest of 
Seneca, Missouri; and 2 or 3 miles west of the Indian Terri-
tory line, there are numerous outcrops of massive whitish 
chert, and in places this ro~k has been extensively worked for 
the purpose of securing flakable material for the manufacture 
of implements. The pits and trenches cover an area of about 
10 acres. They are neither so deep nor so numerous as the 
Flint Ridge quarries. The product of this quarry was also the 
leaf-shape blades of the usual type, the size being greater than 
in the other similar quarries of the country by reason of the 
massive and flawless character of the stone. 
In May, 1892, Mr Holmes examined a.number of extensive 
quarries of · novaculite in Arkansas, one of which had been 
visited during the previous year. A great quarry situated on 
the summit of a long mountain ridge at the head of Cove 
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r k i · th mo. xten ive y t di cov red in thi untry. 
The an i nt xcavations extend along the ere t of the ridge 
for ev ral mil . The large t pits are still 25 feet deep and 
upward f 10 feet in diameter. The product of this quarry 
wa al leaf- hape blades of the type obtained from the other 
guarrie , and closely analogous in size, shape, and appearance 
to tho e of Flint Ridge, Ohio. Mr Holmes next passed north-
ward into Stone county, Missouri, to visit a very large cave 
situated about 20 miles southeast of Helena, the county seat. 
Neither human remains nor works of native art were found 
within the cave. The manufacture of chert implements had 
been carried on extensively in the surrounding region. From 
Stone county he went to southwestern Minnesota, and spent 
ten days in the study of the red pipestone quarry so famous 
in the history of the Coteau des Prairies. Evidence of the 
prehistoric operation of this quarry was found in the series 
of ancient pits extending across the prairie for nearly a mile 
in a narrow belt and following the outcrop of the thin layer 
of pipestone. · 
The ancient copper mines of Isle Royale, Lake Superior, 
were I)..ext visited and mapped, and extensive collections of 
stone hammers were obtained from the numerous pits and 
trenches . .. 
Mr Holmes afterward proceeded to Little Falls, Minnesota, to 
examine the locality from which certain flaked quartz objects, 
supposed to be of paleolithic age, had been obtained. It was 
found that these bits of quartz were the refuse of the manu-
facture of blades of quartz by the aborigines, and at a period 
of time not necessarily more remote than the period of q1:!arry 
working already described. 
Mr Cosmos Mindeleff closed the field work on Rio Verde, 
Arizona, early in July, 1891. An account of this survey was 
given in the last annual report, and the results are incorporated 
in thi · report. He returned to Washington during the month, 
and was engaged for the remainder of the fiscal year in office 
work. 
Mr Gerard Fowke completed the exploration of James river 
and it northern tributaries, making interesting discoveries in 
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Botetourt, Bath~ Alleghany, and Highland counties. He then 
began an examination of the prehistoric remains of Shenan-
doah valley, remaining in the field until December. Later he 
examined the islands and coast between Savannah and St. 
Johns rivers, locating mounds and shell heaps .. In the spring 
he ·resumed work in Shenandoah valley, making a careful and 
thorough investigation of every county. The results show 
that this region was not the seat of permanent occupancy 
by the aborigines, though it seems to have been a place of 
resort for hunters in large numbers. 
Mr William Dinwiddie was engaged during the year in 
mapping and e~amining the shell banks and other aboriginal 
remains of the Potomac-Ch~sapeake region. 
As Dr Cyrus Thomas was engaged most of the time during 
the year in necessary office work, his field work was limited. 
Finding more accurate information desirable in reference to 
certain ancient works in Vanderburg county, Indiana, he 
engaged Mr -F. W. Wright to make a careful survey and meas-
urement of them. As the result showed that they were of 
unusual importance on account of their peculiar character as 
compared with other ancient vvork.s of the same section, Dr 
Thomas found it necessa:i;-y to make a personal examination of 
them. During the same trip he examined certain important 
mounds in Illinois, among which was the noted "Cahokia" or 
"Monk's Mound," of Madison county. His object in this case 
was to ascertain the present condition of this remarkable mon-
ument, and to investigate certain other points in relation to 
which satisfactory conclusions could be reached only by per-
. sonal inspection. 
He also made during the summer another examination of 
the Newark works and Fort Ancient, in . Ohio, in order to 
settle some points which previous reports had overlooked. At 
his suggestion the Director had a resurvey made, under the 
direction of Mr Henry Gannett, of the four most noted circles 
of the Ohio works; the planetable being used to show their 
exact form as they at present appear. 
Mr F. H. Cushing, during the summer and autumn months 
of rn91, made some examinations on t.he shore of Lake Erie 
' 
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n ar Buffalo, and of Lake Ontario in Orleans county, New 
y rl, wh r he discovered pottery of the well-known net-
impr d lacustrine or littoral type, and also, at the former 
point, ome pits or slightly indurated ca vi ties in the sand, 
whi h he con idered to be connected_ with the manufacture of 
that I ttery. By experiments made without the aid of mod-
ern appliance of any kind, he duplicated the ancient speci-
m n found in the vicinity, and showed that these pits, lined 
with ordinary fishing nets, had actually been used simply and 
effectively for shaping pottery. He afterwards prepared an. 
illustrated report giving the details on the subject. 
GENERAL FIELD STUDIES 
WORK OF MR H. W. HENSHAW 
On May 14, 1892, Mr H. W. Henshaw proceeded to New 
Mexico and California for the purpose of collecting ~aterial 
for the tribal synonymy, and also with the view of collecting 
such linguistic information as to permit more trustworthy 
classification of certain southwestern tribes. He was also 
commissioned to make collections for the World's Columbian 
Expo ition. He was able to make a considerable collection 
of objective material, which was arranged in the National 
Mu ·eum and conveyed to Chicago as a ·part of the exhibit of 
the Bureau of Ethnology. He also obtained a considerable 
body of linguistir, and other data pertaining to the tribes of 
uthern California; but unhappily his health became im-
paired, and, while he . remained in the field until the close of 
th :fi cal year, the results of his work were not so voluminous 
a anti ipat d. 
WORK 01.<' MRS M. U. STEVENSON 
uo-u ·t, 1891, Mr Matilda Coxe Stevenson resumed her 
inv ti ati n · into the mythology, religion, and sociology of 
th Zuni Indian , making a careful study of the shrine worship 
,vhi h n titut ' an important feature in the religion of those 
p pl . h adrlecl to the already valuable collection of pho-
t gra1 h · and kJt h . of their anctuaries, made in previous 
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years by Mr James Stevenson, and by the aid of the ~ar 
priest of Zuni secured from the tribe some interesting objects. 
Through the influence of the war priest, the priest of the 
Ka-ka, and theurgists of the "medicine societies," Mrs Steven-
son was able to be present at Zuni ceremonials almost contin-
uously from the time of her arrival to her departure in March. 
WORK OF DR W. J. HOFFMAN 
Dr W. J. Hoffman proceeded early in August to the Meno-
mini reservation in Wisconsin, in response to an invitation from 
the mi ta wok or chiefs. of the Mita wit ( or "Grand Medicine 
Society") of the Menomini Indians, to observe the ritualistic 
ceremonies and order of initiation of a new candidate for mem-
bership, for comparison with similar ceremonials of other 
Algonquian tribes. In addition to the mythologic material col-
lected at this attendance, he also secured much valuable i_?for:-
mation relating to the, primitive customs and usages of the 
Menomini for use in the preparation of a monograph on that 
people. Specimens of their workmanship were also collected. 
As he had been appointed a special agent for making eth-
nologic collections for the exhibit to be made by the Bureau 
of Ethnology at the World's Columbian Exposition, he se~ured 
a collection of Menomini material, as well as a number of 
desired objects at White E;rth reservation, Minnesota. In May, 
1892, he visited the Crow agency in Montana, to procure a 
collection of articles illustrating the industries and workman-
ship of the Crow Indians. It was deemed specially desirable 
to obtain some of the elaborate clothing for which the tribe is 
remarkable. A unique series of articles was obtained, after 
which a visit was made to the isolated band of Ojibwa at 
Leech lake, Minnesota, to collect various specimens desired to 
complete the collection illustrating early Ojibwa history. 
On his return, Dr Hoffman again stopped at the Menomini 
reservation to make final collections of ethnologic material and 
to complete his studies of the ritual and initiatory ceremonies · 
of the Grand Medicine Society, a :ipeeting of which body had 
been called for this special purpose. He retur~ed to Washing-
ton in June, 1892. 
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WORK .,oF MR JAMES MOONEY 
Mr James Mooney, during the field months of the fiscal 
year, continued making collections for an exhibit at the 
World's Columbian Exposition comprising objects to illustrate 
the daily life, arts, dress, and ceremonies of the Kiowa in the 
southeastern part o~ Indian Territory. That tribe was selected 
as continuing in its primitive condition more perfectly than any 
other which could be .examined with profit. He succeeded 
in making a tribal collection which is practically complete, 
including almost every article in use among the Kiowa for 
domestic uses, and for war, ceremony, amusement, or dress. 
A number of photographs were also obtained. On his return 
in August this collection was labeled and arranged in cases 
ready for transportation to Chicago on the opening of the 
Exposition, and by the use of the photographs and costumes 
~everal groups of life-size figures were prepared to show char-
acteristic scenes in Indian life. 
In November he again set forth to obtain additional infor-
mation relating to the ghost dance, especially among the prin-
cipal tribes not before visited. After a short stay in Nebraska 
with the Omaha and Winnebago Indians, neither of whom, it 
was found, had taken any prominent part in the dance, he 
went to the Sioux villages at Pine Riage agency, South Dakota, 
the chief seat of the late outbreak, where he collected a large 
number of songs of the dance and much miscellaneous infor-
mation on the subject. From there he went to the Paiute in 
evada, among whom the messiah and originator of the ghost 
dance re ides. Here he obtained the statement of the doctrine 
from th lips of the messiah himself, took his portrait (the only 
one ever taken), and obtained a number of dance songs in 
the Paiute language. He then returned to the Cheyenne and 
Arapaho Indians in Indian Territory, among whom he had 
b gun the study of the dance, and obtained from them the 
original 1 tter which the messiah had given them, containing 
th auth ntic -tatement of his doctrine and the manner in 
whi h th r w re to ob erv•e the ceremonial. He returned to 
'\\ a ·hi1wt u in F br~ary. 
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In May he again started out to gather additional ethnologic 
material, especially with regard to the Kiowa, and to obtain 
further collections for the ·World's Columbian Exposition. 
Going first among the Sioux, he proceeded next to the Sho-
shoni and northern Arapaho villages, ir+ Wyoming, and then 
to the Kiowa country, in Indian Territory, where he was still 
working at the close of the fiscal year. 
WORK OF MR J. OWEN DORSEY 
"I 
Reverend J. Owen Dorsey, from January 14 to February 21, • ,, · 
1892, made a trip to Lecompte, Rapides parish, Louisiana, for 
the purpose of gaining information from the survivors of the 
Biloxi tribe. He found only one person, an aged woman, who 
spoke the language in its purity, and two others, a man and 
his wife (the latter the daughter of the old woman), whose dia-
lect contains numerous modifications of the ancient language.· 
From these three persons he obtained several myths and other 
texts in the Biloxi language, material for a Biloxi-English dic-
tionary, local names, personal names, names of clans, kinship 
terms, list of flora and fauna with their Biloxi names, and 
grammatic notes. He filled 1~any of the schedules of a copy 
of the second edition of "Powell's Introduction to the Study 
of Indian Languages i, (English-Biloxi in this instance). He 
brought to Washington a few botanical specimens, for which 
he had gained the Biloxi names, in order to obtain their scien-
tific names from the botanists of the Smithsonian Institution. 
He photographed three Biloxi men and two women, all who 
could be found. There were about seven other Biloxi resid-
ing in the pine forest 6 or 7 miles from Lecompte, but they 
would not be interviewed. The Biloxi language contains 
many words which resemble their equivalents in other Siouan 
languages, some being identical in sound with the correspond-
ing words in Dakota, Winnebago, etc. The Biloxi has more 
classifiers than are found in the other languages of this family, 
and, while it uses adverbs and conjunctions, it often expresses 
a succession of actions by mere juxtaposition of two, three, or 
more verbs. . In the paucity of modal prefixes it may be com-
pared with the Hidatsa and Tutelo, and in the use of d tlh and 
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t th it may be classed with the K wapa and Hidatsa. The infor- · 
mation now gained permits a tabular comparison of the Biloxi 
with the Hidatsa, Winnebago, Kataba, and Tutelo, those five 
being regarded as the archaic languages of the Siouan family. 
WORK OF MR ALBERT S. GATSCHET 
Mr Albert S. Gatschet, having met with little success in his 
previous attempt, in 1884, to study the Wichita language . in 
the field, continued to watch for better opportunities. In 
1892 he met twelve young men of that tribe in the Educa 
tional Home (branch of the Lincoln Institute) at Philadelphia, 
and selected four of the brightest of their number, who seemed 
to be the most promising through their advanced knowledge 
of English. With their help he gathered about three thousand 
terms of Wichita, which is a Caddoan dialect, also a large 
number of paradigms and sentences, and a few mythologic 
texts. A thorough interchangeability of the consonants makes 
the study peculiarly difficult. 
Maria Antonia, a young Costa Rica woman residing in Phil-
adelphia, was questioned concerning what she remembered of 
her native tongue, the Guatuso. About one hundred and 
twenty vocables were recorded as the result of the inquiry. 
Mr Gatschet's field work extended from the beginning of 
March to the beginning of June, 1892. 
OFFICE RESEARCHES 
The Director devoted some time to the revision and correc-
tion of a report on the '' Indian Linguistic Families of America 
orth of Mexico," as it pa sed through the press. In this work 
he wa effici ntly aided during the earlier part of the year by 
Mr H. W. Henshaw. Although not voluminous, this document 
ompri e ·, in p cialized form, one of the classes of data which 
th Bureau ha · b en ngaged in collecting since its institu-
tion; whil a part of the information wa obtained from both 
th arli r and the current literature of the subject, as well as 
fr m th , v luminou, orr p ndence of the Bureau. Although 
th ' p wa. · pr pared with care, it was found desirable to reex-
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amine the various sources of information and to incorporate 
the latest data obtained from correspondence and from recent 
publications, and the labor of revision was thereby materially 
enhanced. The memoir is printed in the Seventh Annual 
Report of the Bureau. . 
Mr H. W. Henshaw was largely occupied during the earlier 
part of the fiscal year in the general administrative work of 
the office. In addition to these duties, he was employed, up to 
the middle of May, in the preparation of the tribal synony-
my, which has been described in ' previous reports. In this 
work Mr Henshaw had the assistance of Mr F. W. Hodge, 
who devoted particular attention to the Piman and Yuman 
linguistic stocks, as well as to the several stocks represented 
among the Pueblo Indians. Satisfactory progress was made in 
the accumulation of material for this work, which is recorded on 
cards in such manner as to be either available for publication 
at any time, or accessible for reference until the work is so far 
completed as to warrant printing. The cards are arranged in 
drawers in cases provided for the purpose. They are already 
of great and constantly increasing use, not only to the collab-
orators of the Bureau but to students of ethnologic and histor-
ical subjects from other governmental bureaus and departments. 
In connection with the administrative work, Mr Henshaw was 
occupied for some time in preparing the exhibit of the Bureau 
for the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago. 
Colonel Garrick Mallery, United States Army, was occupied 
chiefly in writing in final form a comprehensive paper on the 
"Picture Writing of the American Indians," which presents the 
result of several years of personal exploration and study of all 
accessible material on that subject. At the close of the year 
the manuscript and the drawings for the large number of nec-
essary illustrations had been transmitted through the Secretary 
of the Smithsonian Institution to the Public Printer. Colonel 
Mallery was also, during the greater part of the year, charged 
with administrative duties and with the execution of a variety 
of special works under the instructions of the Director. 
The office work of Mr W. H. Holmes consisted in the com-
pletion of papers on the pottery and shellwork of the abo-
rigines of the United States. A third paper was written, on the 
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textile fabrics obtained from the mound region; and a fourth, 
on the stone implements of the tide-water country, was sub-
stantially completed. A fifth paper, on the general archeology 
of the region, was commenced. 
At the commencement of the official year Dr Cyrus Thomas 
was engaged in examining and correcting the proof of his '' Cat-
alogue of Prehi8toric Works East of the Rocky Mountains," 
which was published in the latter part of 1891 as a Bulletin of 
the Bureau. This examination involved in many cases the 
necessity of a. reference to the authorities quoted. 
Much of his time during the year was employed in writing 
the final pages of the report on the field work and explorations 
which for several years had been in his charge, and in adapt-
ing it to a change in the form and manner of its publication 
which had been made necessary. This involved . the rewrit-
ing of many pages and a material condensation of the intro-
ductory portion relating to the distribution of types of mounds. 
It was completed by the close of the fiscal year and filed for 
publication, nearly all the illustrations having been drawn and 
prepared for engraving. 
Dr Thomas devoted all his spare time to the study of the 
Maya codices and to the preparation of a report on the discov-
eries he made therein. One of these, which is deemed of 
much interest and importance, is that, when the Dresden 
codex, which is considered the most ancient of those known, 
was written, the year consisted of 365 days, and that the cal-
endar was arranged precisely as it was found to be by the 
Spani h conquerors. His most important discovery, made 
<luring the closing days of the year, was the key to the signifi-
cation of the hieroglyphic characters of the codices, by which 
it i · probable that the inscriptions may ultimately be read. 
Thi di ·covery, which the tests so far applied appear to con-
firm, con i ·t ·, fir t, in the evidence that the characters as a 
rule are phonetic, and, second, in ascertaining the signification 
of a . ·ufficient. number to form a basis for the interpretation of 
th re t. If thi di covery prove to be what, from the evi-
d nee pre ent d, it appear. to be, it will be of incalculable 
imp rtance t merican archeology. 
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Early in the year the work of Mr Cosmos Mindeleff com-
menced in repairing and securing the preservation of the Casa 
Grande ruin. This work was ordered by act of Congress, and 
plans for its execution had been prepared by Mr Mindeleff 
while in Arizona during the previous year. These plans pro-
vided for the excavation ·of the inte.rior of the ruin and under-
pinning of the walls with brick and cement, the use of tie-beams 
to hold the walls in place and render them more solid, the 
restoration of the lintels over door and window openings·, and 
the filling of the cavities above the lintels with brick and 
cement. The work was completed in November, and was 
inspected and accepted. Although all that was deemed neces-
sary to preserve the ruin could not be done with the appropri-
ation provided, still it is believed that enough was dope to 
preserve· it in its present condition for many years. All the 
work done was directed to the preservation of the ruin, no 
attempt at restoration being made. In June, 1892, the Presi-
. dent, in accordance with the authority vested in him by Con-
gress, reserved from settlement twelve quarter sections about 
the ruin, comprisiRg an area of about 480 acres. A number of 
specimens obtained during the excavation were shipped to 
Washington and deposited in the National Muse um. 
During a part of the year Mr Mindeleff vvas engaged in the 
preparation of a report on his field work of the previous year. 
This report, entitled "Aboriginal Remains in Verde valley, 
Arizona," was completed and appears in this volume. Aside 
from a comprehensive treatment of the ruins in the valley of 
the Verde the report contains the first illustrations published 
of ancient irrigating ditches, and the first comprehensive data, 
including illustrations, relating t<;> cavate lodges. It is fully 
illustrated from photographs, plans, and surveys made by the 
author. Subsequently Mr Mindeleff commenced a scientific 
report on Casa Grande ruin, Arizona, which also appears else-
where in this volume. 
No new work was undertaken in the modeling room during 
the year, as the entire force was occupied in preparing dupli-
cates of models previously executed for use at the World's 
Columbian Exposition and elsewhere. Six models, in addition 
to other material, were sent to Spain, to be exhibited at the 
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Historical Exposition at Madrid. The series comprised models 
of the Pueblo of Zuni, New Mexico, the Pueblo of W alpi, 
Arizona, and Mummy Cave cliff ruin, Arizona, all of large size, 
together with three smaller models of ruins. 
An indefinite leave of absence without pay was granted to 
Mr Frank Hamilton Cushing in December, 1886, in order that 
he might organize and conduct the important explorations in 
southern Arizona and the Zuni country provided for by Mrs 
Mary Hemenway, of Boston. His successful prosecution of 
this work was suddenly interrupted in the spring of 1889 by 
a severe and prostrating illness, which disabled him until the 
summer of 1891. He was therefore unable to resume promised -
work on his older Zuni material for the Bureau until August, 
1891, when he began the preparation of a memoir on the Zuni 
myths of creation and migration as related to the mythic 
drama-dance organization, or Kaka, of the Zunis-the so-called 
Kachina ceremonials of the other southwestern Pueblo tribes. 
Mr Cushing's discoveries, as set forth in this essay, confirm and 
substantiate the opinion held by the Director that all primitive 
so-called dance ceremonials are essentially dramatic, and they 
go so far as to indicate also that all primitive ceremonials, of 
whatever nature, are essentially dramaturgic, thus making his 
contribution of general as well as of special significance. 
In January, 18~2, Mr Cushing again reported at Washing-
ton and was regularly engaged as an ethnologist of the Bureau 
on February 1, and he has since been occupied in elaborating 
his paper on the myth of the drama dances and on a study of 
manual concepts or the influence of primitive hand usages on 
mental development in the culture growth of mankind. The 
memoir on the former ubject appears in this volume. 
Mr Steven on returned from the field in March, 1892, and 
was employed for the remainder of the fiscal year in preparing 
h r field note for publication. 
Mr Gerard Fowke wa engaged during December and Jan-
uary in preparin()' a report of hi eason's work in archeology, 
arranging and cla ' ifying the pecimens procured, and embody-
inO' in r port. previ u ly prepared, the re ults of recent dis-
v n . IIi r port i appended hereto. 
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The office work of Dr Hoffman consisted in arranging the 
material gathered during the preceding field season and in 
preparing for publication an account of the Midewiwin, or so-
called '' Grand Medicine Society," of the Ojibwa Indians of 
White Earth, Minnesota. This work, which forms one of the 
papers accompanying the seventh annual report, embraces 
new material, and consists of the traditions of the Indian cos-
mogony and genesis of mankind, the '' materia medica" of the 
shamans, and the ritual of initiation, together with the musical 
notation of the chants and songs used. . 
During the winter and spring months a delegation of Meno-
mini Indians from Wisconsin visited Washing-ton, and Dr 
Hoffman frequently conversed with them to obtain information 
explanatory of the less known practices of the Menomini 
ceremony of the Mita wit, or their "Grand Medicine Society,'' 
for the purpose of comparison with the ritual as observed by 
the Ojibwa. In addition a large mass of mythologic material 
was obtained, as well as texts in the Menomini language. 
On returning from the field in August, 1891, Mr James 
Mooney spent about ten weeks in arranging his Kiowa collec-
tion for the World's Columbian Exposition, writing o-q.t a 
series of descriptive labels, and in copying all the more 
important documents relating to the "ghost dance" from the 
files of the Indian Office and the War Department. He then 
again we~t into the field, as above stated, returning to Wash-
ington in February, 1892. About three months were then 
occupied in arranging the material thus obtained and in 
writing the preliminary chapters of his report on the . ghost 
dance. He also superintended the preparation, at the National 
Museum, of a number of groups of life-size figures to accom-
pany the Kiowa collection at the World's Fair. 
Reverend J. Owen Dorsey continued the arrangement of 
K wapa texts with interlinear and free translations and critical 
notes. He revised the proof of'' Omaha and Ponka Letters," 
a bulletin prepared from ¢egiha texts collected by himself. 
He finished the collation of all the Tutelo words recorded by 
Dr Hale, Mr J. N. B. Hewitt, and himself, with the result th~t 
he had 775 words in the Tutelo-English dictionary. He 
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furnished a list of several hundre<l. linguistic and soci_ologic 
questions to be used among Indian tribes. These questions 
were in addition to those contained in the second edition of 
the Introduction to the Study of Indian Languages, and were 
based on original investigations made by Mr Dorsey among 
the Siouan tribes He prepared for publication the follow-
ing articles: Siouan Onomatopes (sound-roots), illustrated by 
charts; The Social Organization of Siouan Tribef\, illustrated 
by figures consisting chiefly of material gained by himself 
from the Dakota . tribes, the Omaha, Ponka, K wapa, Osage, 
Kansa, Iowa, Oto, Missouri, Winnebago, and Tutelo; Nani-
bozhu in Siouan Mythology; Games of Teton Dakota Children 
(translated and arranged from the original Teton manuscript 
in the Bushotter collection of the Bureau of Ethnology). He 
also prepared a paper on Omaha Dwellings, Furniture, and 
Implements, which accompanies this report. 
After his return from Louisiana Mr Dorsey devoted most of 
his time to the arrangement of the mate.rial collected in his 
Biloxi note-books. He prepared a Biloxi-English dictionary 
of 3,183 words on about 7,000 slips in alphabetic order. He 
arra:iaged the Biloxi texts for publication, adding to the myths 
(with the~r interlinear and free English translations and criti-
cal notes) a list of several hundred Biloxi phrases. In his 
article on the Biloxi kinship system, he gave 53 kinship 
groups, of which number only 27 have their counterparts in 
the Dakota, (pegiha, and other Siouan languages of the Mis-
souri valley. The elaboration of all the Biloxi material was 
not completed at the end of the fiscal year. 
Mr Albert S. Gatschet assisted in augmenting and improving 
the data for the tribal synonymy, extracting material from a 
number of books and original reports especially referring to 
southern and · south we tern Indians. His main work during 
th year was directed toward extracting and arranging some 
of the more exten ive vocabularies made by him previous! y in 
the fi ld. After completing the Tonkawe of Texas, he carded 
each word of the hawano and Creek languages obtained by 
him, copied the historical and legendary texts of both, and 
extracted the lexic and grammatic element from them to serve 
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as the groundwork for future grammars. The known records 
of the Virginia or Powhatan languages were also made acces-
sible by carding the terms. 
During the nscal year Mr J. N. B. Hewitt was a part of the 
time engaged in careful study of the grammatic forms of the · 
Iroquoian languages, especially in ascertaining the number 
and order in which the affixes may be used with one and the 
same stem or base He was also engaged in tramdating, 
extracting, and transferring to cards from the "Decouvertes et 
Etablissements des Frarn;ais dans l'Amerique septentrionale," 
by Pierre Margry, matter relating to the manners, :customs, , 
beliefs, rites, ceremonies, and history of the Iroqrn?is. This 
matter is now placed on ab'out 20,000 cards. He continued 
his work on the Tuskarora dictionary and directed attention to 
developing the full number of ordinary sentences in which 
every generic noun may be employed for the purpose of 
establishing a measure of the capacity of the vocabulary for 
the expression of thought. 
Mr James C. Pilling continued his bibliographic work 
throughout the year, giving special attention to the Atha-
pascan family. Work on this family was begun early in the 
fiscal year; on October 13 the manuscript was sent to the 
printer, and at the close of the year all but a few pages of the 
final proofs were read. The bibliography of the Athapascan 
13:nguages forms a bulletin of xiii+ 125 pages. While this 
volume was being put in type Mr Pilling began the collec-
tion of material for other bibliographies relating to the lan-
guages of the northwestern coast of America-the Chinookan, 
Salishan, and W akashan-and satisfactory progress has been 
made. During the month of May, 1892, Mr Pilling made a 
brief visit to libraries in Boston and Cambridge in connection 
with the compilation of material relating to these northwestern 
languages. 
Mr De Lancey W. Gill continued in charge of the work of 
preparing and editing the illm:\trations for the publications of 
the Bureau. 
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The total number of illustrations prepared during the year 
was 980. These drawings may be classified as follows: 
Landscapes .. ............ ...... - - ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - 6 
Maps .. .. ... . ... ............ - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 
Objects .... - .. - .... . - ........ - . - - . - . - - . . - . - .. - - .. . - ....... 300 
Diagrams . ........ .. .. ..... . ..... .. ..... . .... - - - - .. - . - - - - . 31 
Miscellaneous ..... ........ . .. ............................. ~37 
The number of illustration proofs handled during the year 
was as follows: Eighth Annual Report, 308; Ninth Annual 
Report, 459. In addition, 678 illustrations for the Tenth 
Annual Report were transmitted to the Public Printer. 
The photographic laboratory remains under the able manage-
ment of Mr J. K. Hillers. A small but valuable collection of 
portraits of North American Indians was secured by hirri dur-
ing the year from sittings; twenty-six negatives were obtained. 
The following table shows the size and number of photographic 
prints made: 
20 by 24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 
11 by 14. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 274 
8 by 10...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 546 
5 by 8 ....... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 875 
4 by 5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 187 
PUBLICATIONS 
The publications issued during the year are as follows: 
(1) '' Seventh Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology to 
the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, 1885-86, by J. W. 
Powell, Director." This report contains an introductory report 
by the Director, 27 pages, with accompanying papers, as fol-
lows: "Indian Linguistic Families of America north of Mex-
ico," by J. W. Powell; "The Midewiwin or 'Grand Medicine 
Society' of the Ojibwa," by W. J. Hoffman; "The Sacred For-
mulas of the Cherokees," by James Mooney. The report forms 
a royal octavo volume of lxi+409 pages, illustrated with 39 fig-
ure: and 27 plates, one of which is a folding plate in a pocket 
at the nd of the volume. 
(2) "Contributions to North American Ethnology, vol. n, part 
n." Thi part contains the Klamath-English and English-Kla-
math Dictionary, by Albert Samuel Gatschet, and concludes . 
bi · work relating to '' The Klamath Indians of Southwestern 
Oreg n.'' The Yolume i a quarto of 711 pages. 
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(3) "Contributions to North American Ethnology, vol. vi," 
containing the following papers by James Owen Dorsey: '' The 
(/)egiha Language, part r, Myths, Stories, and Letters," and '' The 
(/)egiha Language, part n, Additional Myths, Stories, and Let-
ters." The report forms a quarto volume of xviii+794 pages. 
( 4) "Contributions to North American Ethnology, vol. vn, 
"A Dakota-English Dictionary, by Stephen Return Riggs, 
edited by James Owen Dorsey." This is a quarto volume of 
x+665 pages. 
(5) Bulletin of the Bureau of Ethnology, "Omaha and Ponka 
Letters:" by James Owen Dorsey. This work forms an octavo 
volume of 127 pages. 
(6) Bulletin of the Bureau of Ethnology, ''Catalogue of 
Prehistoric Works East of the Rocky Mountains," by Cyrus 
Thomas. This document is an octavo volume· of 246 pages, 
with 1 7 maps. 
(7) Bulletin of the Bureau of Ethnology, "Bibliography of 
the Algonquian Languages," by James Constantine Pilling. 
This work forms an octavo volume of 614 pages, with 82 
plates of facsimiles of title-pages of rare works. 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
Appropriation by Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1892, "For continuing ethnological researches among the 
American Indians under the direction of the Smithsonian 
Institution, including salaries or compensation of all neces-
sary employees" (Sundry civil act, app~oved March 3, 1891. $50,000.00 
Balance July 1, 1891, as per last annual report............... 12,774.24 
---- $62,774.24 
Salaries or compensation.................................... 36,560.33 
Traveling expenses ................................ $3, 660. 05 
Transportation...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 963. 69 
Field subsistence.................................. 719. 20 
Field expenses.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,675.25 
Field material . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 166. 19 
Freight ................... :....................... 3RO. 55 
~;~J~~;r;; _· _· _·_· _· _· _·_· _· _· _·_· _·: _·_· .· .· _·_·: .· .·.·: _· .· _·: _· _· _· _· .· _· _· _· _· _·: 1, 8;~.' ;: 
Office furniture ........ ... ......... .. ........ _.... 138. 25 
Publications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 566. 63 
Drawings ................... ........ _ .......... __ . 908. 77 
Laboratory supplies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27. 80 
Repairs .................. ....•................. _... 51. 11 
11,205.85 
47,766.18 
Balance July 1, 1892 .. ........•.......... _ ........• _ ... ___ . . ____ . 15, 008. 06 
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CHARACTERIZATION OF ACCOMPANYING PAPERS 
SUBJECTS TREATED 
Six special treatises are appended to, and form the body 
of, this report. The first is an illustrated paper on the textile 
art of the aborigines of eastern United States; it comprises 
descriptions and illustrations of textile art products preserved 
from the prehistoric past in various ways, and the relics are 
interpreted by means of the records of explorers and pioneers. 
The second paper is a synoptical description of the stone art 
of the native races, also of eastern United States, as exempli-
fied in the collections of the Bureau of Ethnology; this article, 
too, being proft1sely illustrated. The third treatise pertains to 
the chiefly prehistoric aboriginal works of the Verde valley, 
Arizona. It elucidates clearly, by means of maps, plans, and 
pictures, as well as by verbal statement, the mode of life of 
the aborigines of the far southwest, while yet they remained 
free from accultural influences. To it the fourth paper is 
closely related in subject, though distinct in the sources of 
information. It is a description of the dwellings, furniture, 
and implements of one of the tribes of the northern plains, 
based on direct observations of the evanescent structures pro-
duced by the wandering tribesmen. The fifth paper com-
prises a detailed and illustrated account of the prehistoric 
"Great House" (Casa Grande), which was already ruined' 
when Coronado traversed the arid plains of the southwest in 
1540, and which has been deemed by statesmen of such im-
portance as a relic of the past that steps have been taken to 
in ure its preservation. The sixth treatise is a part of the rich 
body of tradition preserved among the Zuni Indians, trans-
lated almost literally into the English, with a brief introduc-
tion explaining the bearings of the singularly picturesque cos-
mogony of this tribe. 
Considered geographically, two of the papers treat of east-
ern United States, one of the northern-central portion of the 
country, and three of the arid region of the southwest, all 
finding their subjects within the national domain. Classified 
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topically, four of the papers are contributions to archeology 
or the prehistoric condition of the native races, while one per-
tains to the customs and another to the beliefs of the aborigi-
nal tribes; the preponderance of the archeologic material being 
due partly to the fact that one of the branches of research 
pertaining to this subject is just terminating. Collectively, the 
papers cover a considerable part of the field of research which 
it is the province of ·the Bureau to carry on; and while, with 
the exception perhaps of the report on Casa Grande ruin, none 
of them can be regarded as exhaustive monographs, several 
are of such completeness as to represent fairly, and indeed 
fully, the most advanced knowledge concerning their subjects. 
PREHISTORIC TEXTILE ART OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 
In 1881 the law under which the Bureau of Ethnology was 
organized was modified by the addition of a specific provision 
that a part of th~ appropriation should '' be expended in con-
tinuing archeological investigation relating to mound-builders 
and prehistoric mounds." Conformably · to this provision, a 
survey of the prehistoric mounds and other earthworks scat-
tered over the Mississippi valley and eastern Uni~ed States was 
at once undertaken. At that time the mounds represented a 
serious problem of American archeology, most students inclin-
ing to the opinion that they were constructed by a race ante-
rior to, and more highly cultured than, the Indians found in 
the same districts by explorei:s. Accordingly the surveys and 
other researches were planned and conducted in such manner 
as to throw light on the much-discussed question, Who were 
the mound-builders~ To this end the studies were made com-
parative; the mounds themselves were compared from locality 
to locality and from district to district, throughout the section 
of the country in which they occur; and they were compared, 
also, with tumuli, cairns, pyramids, and other works of earth 
and stone in different countries. This comparison proved sug-
gestive but not conclusive; it indicated a close relationship 
among the American mounds, and a more remote relationship 
to the earthworks of other countries. In order to render the 
I 
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conclusion more definite, the examination was extended in 
various directions. The mounds were excavated and their 
contents scrutinized; the relics found therein were, like the 
mounds themselves, compared from locality to locality and 
from district to district, and also with the relics from foreign 
earthworks; then the osseous remains and artificial relics of 
the mounds were compared with the skeletons and art products 
of the historical period; and it was eventually found that the 
mound relics are in every respect eissentially similar to those 
of the Indian tribes. Thus, after some years of patient research, 
extending over a large section of the country and embracing 
many thousand mounds, the question as to the builders of 
these works was gradually set at rest-it was shown to the 
satisfaction of the ethnologists and archeologists engaged in 
the work, and of other students of the subject in this country 
and abroad, that the builders of the mounds were unquestion-
ably the historical Indians and their ancestors. 
The general results of this research have been set forth in a 
previous report; but the more special results of several of the 
collateral lines of study were excluded from that report by 
reason of the great volume of the material, and were reserved 
for other pu~lications. One of these collateral lines of study 
which was found especially significant, as indicating relations 
between the mou~d-builders and the historical Indians, per-
tained to textile fabrics. This study was conducted by Mr 
W. H. Holmes; its results are incorporated in the first of the 
accompanying treatises. 
In the excavation of the mounds, traces of textile fabrics 
were frequently found. Generally the perishable textile ma-
terials were o far decomposed that little could be learned of 
the processes of manufacture; but when the fabric was wrapped 
around, or otherwise juxtaposed with, implements and orna-
ments of copper, it was preserved by the cupric oxide, and 
under certain other conditions also the fabrics were so well 
pre erved a to permit careful examination. Thus, as the 
x avation progressed, a considerable quantity of textile fab-
ri wa brought to light and subjected to comparative study. 
M antim , opportuniti for the examination of prehistoric fab-
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rics from caverns and rock shelters, in which textile material is 
sometimes preserved through the in~uence of niter, copperas, 
and other earthy f.alts, were utilized; and, as the material from 
such localities was brought to light, it was compared with the 
textiles recovered from the mounds. The comparison was then 
extended to the fabrics produced by the historical Indians, spe-
cial attention being given_ to the fabrics found in use among 
the Indians by the earliest explorers. The comparisons indi-
cated similarity in all essential respects. As stated by Mr 
Holmes, '' There are among them [ the coarse · cloths of the 
mound-builders J some finer examples of weaving than those 
obtained from the caves and shelters of Tennessee and Ken-
tucky, but there is nothing specifically diff~rent in material or 
methods of combination, and there is nothing whatever to sug-
gest a higher stage of culture than that of the historical Indian" 
(page 35). 
As the researches and comparisons were extended, the pot-
tery of the mounds and that found in use among the aborigines 
came under examination. Skilled in the recognition of textiles, 
Mr Holmes soon found that such pottery frequently bears· 
impressions of woven fabrics, and he devised a method of tak-
ing casts from the fabric-impressed pottery by which the char-
acter of the fabric was shown much more clearly than in the 
negative impression. A large number of fabrics from the 
mounds were thus restored, and they were compared with 
restorations from the pottery of the historical Indians and of 
the primitive peoples of other countries, as well as with the 
fabrics themselves. This comparison indicated that the fab-
rics impressed on the mound pottery, like those found intact 
in the mounds, are essentially similar to the fabrics produced 
by the red men found roaming the plains and woodlands of 
this country, and that "All tell the same story of a simple, 
primitive culture, hardly advanced beyond the grade sepa-
rating the savage from the barbarous condition" (page 45). 
There are two modes of comparison, occupying different 
planes: The first is the direct or analogic comparison in which 
the objects themselves are juxtaposed (in reaHty or ideally, 
with the aid of memory and picture) and their external charac-
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ters identified or discriminated. This is the common mode of 
comparison, such as was employed in comparative anatomy 
during the last generation, and such as is always employed in 
the earlier stages of research. The second method is that of 
rational or homologic comparison, in which the objects com-
pared are considered as assemblages of characters, each con-
veying a meaning; and when the obj~cts are juxtaposed (really 
or ideally) the comparison is made, not between external fea-
tures, but between the meanings of these features. This is the 
method pursued in comparative anatomy today, and pursued 
everywhere in the more advanced stages of scientific develop-
ment. The first method yields an adventive classification 
which is often of great convenience and utility, but whi.ch does 
not necessarily express fundamental relations; the second 
method yields an essential classification in which ·fundamental 
relation~ are expressed-and it is found, as the meanings of 
char3cters are accurately interpreted, that the essential classi-
ficatiGn is an arrangement by sequence or genesis. . Now 
ethnology, including archeology and other branches of the 
· sc .ence of man, have hardly reached the more advanced stage 
o:f homologic comparison or genetic classification; but, in the 
researches of the Bureau of Ethnology, efforts have constantly 
been made to raise the science to the higher plane represented 
by genetic classification. To this consummation no collabo-
rator has contributed more than Mr Holmes, who, in his studies 
of textiles, of pottery, and of stone art, has constantly sought 
to interpret the special features of objects, and in this way 
to ascertain modes and conditions of development. 
By pur uing this method of research and after acquainting 
himself through study and actual imitation with manufacture 
processes, :Mr Holmes has been able not only to compare the 
fabrics from the mounds, caves, and wigwams, but to compare 
the processes of manufacture; and he has thus placed himself 
in a position to speak with much greater confidence concerning 
the mak r . of the e fabrics than it would be possible to do 
with any amount of material arranged by the adventive 
cla ification. 
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It may be noted that Mr Holmes is now engaged on elabo-
rate studies of the stone and fictile arts of the aborigines, the 
results of which are designed for publication in other reports, 
and that these researches have been conducted in the same 
advanced way-i. e., by means of homologic comparison-and 
have yielded results in complete accord with those flowing 
from the study of the textiles. 
STONE ART 
In the course of the excavation of the mounds a large num-
1:ier of relics of various kinds were recovered ; and these were 
carefully preserved and brought to the office of the Bureau 
for study and comparison, and were afterward placed in the 
United States National Museum. Partly because. of extensive 
use, partly because of its imperishable nature, the prevailing 
material of these relics is stone. A large number of the 
stone implements, weapons, ornaments, etc, were collected 
from the mounds; and in many cases these stone articles were 
associated with skeletons or with mortuary vessels and cere-
ments in such manner as to prove that they were habitually 
used by the builders of the mounds. 
As the archeologic surveys progressed, many articles of 
stone were found in the fields, forests, and plains, on the sur-
face of the ground, sometimes in the vicinity of, sometimes far 
removed from, the prehistoric mounds ; others were obtained 
either directly from living Indians in different parts of the 
country, or from white men who had received them from 
Indians or who had at least a definite history of the articles con-
necting them with the native makers, and frequently the use 
of the articles acquired in this way was ascertained through 
direct observation or through circumstantial account. Many 
articles picked up at random on the surface or extracted from 
mounds by farmers and · hunters or by skilled archeologists 
were also added to the collection. 
On assembling the stone art products from the mounds, 
those picked up on the surface, and rihose obtained directly 
from th~ Indians, it was found that all are essentially alike. 
It is true that sometimes all of the objects found in a single 
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mound are of superior design and excellent finish, and indeed 
the relics found in the burial mounds are, on the average, 
finer than those found on the · surface ; but in most of the 
mounds articles of ~rdinary an·d even decidedly inferior work-
manship are not uncommon. On making allowance for the 
selection exercised in connection with Indian burial customs, 
whereby the finest possessions of the deceased are most likely 
to be inhumed or destroyed, it became evident that the surface 
relics and the historical articles are alike in the grade of cul-
ture represented. This similarity in art products is one of the 
lines of evidence linking the mound-builders with the histori-
cal Indians. 
One of the collaborators of the Bureau engaged in surveys 
and examinations of the mounds was Mr Gerard Fowke. To 
him the task of arranging and classifying the stone art pro-
ducts was intrusted. One of the results of his excellent work 
is the accompanying paper on stone art. In classifying the 
material Mr Fowke followed the m,age of archeologists in 
this and other countries, arranging the objects in part by pro-
cesses of manufacture, in part by form, and in part by func-
tion ; and in every class the functions were ascertained by 
comparison with the observations of anthropologists through-
out the world, as recorded in the literature of the subject. 
As will be seen from the tables and illustrations incorporated 
in the paper, the body of material with which Mr Fowke had 
to deal, and on which his descriptions are directly based, was 
quite rich. 'l-,hus the grouping of the grooved stone axes is 
founded on more than 200 specimens; the descriptions of celts 
rest on over 600 polished and 400 c4ipped specimens, or more 
than 1,000 in all. Of even so rare a class of relics as the 
hematite celt there are nearly a score of specimens; of the 
bulky and elaborate implements known as spuds there are 10 
o·ood example , and of the beautifully finished articles com-
monly d signated plummets 26 are described; while of the 
laboriou ·ly carved wheel- hape gaming articles known as 
i · oirlal ·t n . · th re were no fewer than 800 in the collection. 
Of th arti le la d a' eremonial, including gorgets, banner 
t , n arly 200 are described in detail or by type. 
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Collectively, the battered or polished stone objects number 
several thousand, and the chipped stone articles are still more 
numerous. Two hundred and fifty of the specimens are illus-
trated by careful drawings, many of which show profiles or 
sections, as well as the faces of the articles. 
Mr Fowke's paper forms an illustrated descriptive catalogue 
of the stone art products collected in connection with the 
mound surveys. It is believed that the paper will be found 
of great interest and value to the many archeologists and col-
lectors of the country. 
ABORIGINAL REMAINS IN VERDE VALLEY, ARIZONA 
There is a large tract in southwestern United States char-
acterized by arid climate, dearth . of water, and scantiness 
of vegetation. Much of this tract is mountainous, portions 
are broad plateaus, and other portions are extensive lowlands 
relieved by scattered mountain peaks and ranges. Structurally 
it consists chiefly of extensive and thick formations of Meso-
zoic and Cenozoic age, often lying in horizontal sheets. Locally 
these formations are broken by faults and tilted in various 
directions, and sometimes they are crumpled and folded; and 
over considerable areas they are associated with, or overlain 
·by, lavas and other igneous rocks. 
During the later geologic ages, that portion of the tract com-
prising parts of Nevada, Utah, Colorado, and New Mexico, 
with all of Arizona and much of Sonora in the neighboring 
Republic of Mexico, has suffered a general tilting southwest-
ward; and this tilting or warping of the earth-crust has mate-
rially affected _the g~ography of the region. In the first place, 
the northeastern half of the tract was lifted into a vast plateau, 
and thereby the temperature was lowered and precipitation 
increased; by reason of the warping the streams flowing 
in southerly and westerly directions were stimulated, and 
through the increased precipitation they gained still further in 
power; and accordingly this portion of the tract was corraded 
into a labyrinth of canyons, among which the Grand Canyon 
of the Colorado is most notable. At the same time, _the 
streams flowing in northerly and easterly directions were para-
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lyzecl by the diminishing declivity of their ways, and some of 
their valleys were converted into basins, while others were 
robbed by the transgression of the more active streams flow-
ing southwestward. In the southwestern half of the tract the 
rainfall remained slight, and the feeble streams born of the 
rare storms spent their energy in carrying debris from the 
mountains into the valleys, where by the area of deseit plains 
was still further increased. To this series of movements 
many of the peculiarities of the region are due; excepting 
the Little Colorado ( which has been affected by peculiar 
conditions) and its tributaries, the principal streams flow west-
ward, southward, arid southwestward; their waters gather in 
the mountains or northeastern plateaus, and they flow for a 
time through canyons which gradually diminish in depth as 
the streams approach tide level-for the mean slope of the 
surface is greater than the mean slope of the stream; and dur-
ing the dry season and sometimes throughout the year the 
streams are smaller in the lower courses than in the upper 
regions-for the waters are drank by the · thirsty soil 
and absorbed by the heated air. South of the Gila and all the 
way to Rio Yaqui, halfway down the Gulf of California, the 
parched land yields no water to the sea. In their upper 
reaches the streams corrade, in their lower courses they deposit 
the debris gathered toward their sources; they degrade above 
and aggrade below, and thereby the great geologic process of 
gradation is in this region completed without the aid of the sea, 
save as a source of vapor. So the southwestern part of the 
tract is a region of arid plains of aggradation, beneath which 
the Mesozoic and Cenozoic formations are largely buried; the 
northeastern part is a region of arid plateaus, in which these 
formations crop out over the surface and in rugged canyon 
walls; while the central portion is a broad zone, in which the 
later formations crop out in low plateaus and mesas, and in 
which the southwestward-flowing streams are often flanked by 
alluvial terraces and floodplains. rrhese geographic condi-
tion , oriD'inatinO' in clear! y defined geologic processes, have 
affected the habitability of the tract since men first appeared 
therein-indeed, t the e condition the peculiarities of south-
we tern aboriginal culture are to be a cribed in large measure. 
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The valley of Rio Verde (the" green river" of the Spaniards) 
is a typical . section of the middle zone of the great arid tract. 
Its waters gather among great volcanic mesas by which the 
southwestward slope of the sedimentary formations is broken; 
they flow southward in gradually shallowing canyons, chiefly 
of the bedded sedimentary rocks, falling into Rio Salado (the 
salted river), whose waters are so largely evaporated as to leave 
the residue brackish, and thence into the Gila. When swollen 
by storms, the Verde builds floodplains or overflows the 
plains of previous storms, and on these plains and terraces the 
hardy vegetation of the subarid regions greedily seizes and 
persistently maintains a preemption; so that the valley winds 
through the barren mesas, gray, pink, or black in tint, as a 
verdant ribbon. By this verdure the Spanish conquerors were 
attracted more than three centuries ago; but long before their 
coming the native peoples gathered along the fruitful river-
banks to alternately practice a primitive horticulture in the 
valley bottom and find refuge from predatory neighbors in the 
rugged valley sides. 
Mr Cosmos Mindeleff (the younger of the two Mindeleff 
brothers, long associated in archeologic work) spent several 
months in making surveys of, and researches concerning, the 
ruined villages, lodges, and irrigating works, which remain as 
the sole record of . the prehistoric population of Verde valley. 
He found a large :q.umber of ruins, of which many were so well 
preserved as to indicate not only the style of architecture but, 
in many cases, the purposes and customs of the builders. 
Through careful comparison of the ruins themselves, of the 
implements and utensils found in connection therewith, of the 
irrigation works, of the relation of the sites to natural features, 
etc, he has been able to restore at least the main lines of the 
picture representing this region during prehistoric times. 
The principal villages were built of stones, sometimes rude, 
sometimes rough dressed. They were usually great clusters of 
houses, or of rooms united in a single structure. They were 
often located without regard to defense; but they were placed 
on or near broad stretches of tillable bottom land. The 
remains of irrigation works indicate that the artificial control 
of the waters was extensive and suc~essful. 
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Mr Mindeleff concludes that the ruins of the lower Verde 
valley represent a comparatively late period in the history of 
the tribes living in pueblos. He infers also that the period of 
occupancy was not a long one. His estimate of the prehistoric 
population is notably mode·rate. His careful drawings and 
other illustrations of the ruins, based on careful surveys and 
measurements, will, it is believed, be found of great and per-
manent value. 
OMAHA DWELLINGS, FURNITURE, AND IMPLEMENTS 
The· noi·thern plains of central United States are in many 
ways antithetic to the arid southwest; the rainfall is consider-
able, and fairly distributed throughout the year; the water-
ways are shallow, so that the flowing and ground waters are 
accessible to animals and within easy reach of the . roots of 
plants; and a fairly luxuriant flora and rich fauna have long 
occupied the region. · At an unknown yet probably not 
remote period, measured in years, and well within the recent 
time of geology, the bison spread over the plains, and by 
reason of exceptionally favorable conditions soon became the 
dominant animal form of the region, pushing far into the 
mountains on the west and still farther into the woodlands on 
the east. The development of living things is a succession of 
contests against enemies or inimical conditions, and a domi-
nant form, animal or vegetal, soon comes to be beset on all sides 
by enemies, and frequently the development of the enemies 
follows hard upon the development of the dominant organ-
isms; but the American bison seems to have come up with 
such rapidity as to outstrip the development of natural ene-
mies; and the growth of the species chanced to be so related 
to the aboriginal occupation that it was first controlled and 
afterward checked by human agency. While the buffalo and 
the 1 lains Indians ,vere contemporaries, each influenced the 
other in some mea ure ; and on the human asso~iate, at least, 
the influence wa potent. Some students have opined that, 
b r a on of th xten ion of the buffalo into the cis-Missis-
ippi woodland , the Indians of the interior were transformed 
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from farmers to hunters. Whether or not this be true, it is cer-
tain that the plains Indians depended largely on the buffalo 
for subsistence, as well as for clothing and shelter, when first 
seen by white men. Thus their industries, which, like those 
of all primitive peoples, were adjusted directly to their condi-
tions, were controlled largely by the presence of the buffalo. 
After the introduction of the horse, the Indian~ were able 
more effectively than before to capture their sluggish and 
naturally peaceful associates, and their industries came to be 
still more profoundly affected by the proximity and wealth of 
this source of food, clothing, and habitations. 
It was in the closing episodes of this stage in the history of 
the plains Indians that the Reverend James Owen J?orsey 
came in contact with the Omaha tribe, first as a missionary 
and later as a scientific collaborator of the Bureau of Ethnology. 
The Indians were still in the prescriptorial stage of culture; 
and thus some of their dwellings, in their arrangement, design, 
and ornamentation; their ceremonials, costumery, and furni-
ture, and some of their weapons and implements, were of 
special interest. As Mr Dorsey observes, there were no sacred 
rites connected with lodge-building or tent-making at the time 
of examination; yet the symbolism elsewhere or othertime 
connected with such ceremonials persisted. 
The more permanent lodges of the Omaha were of earth or 
else of bark or mats; but the skin tents were common and 
characteristic. In a general way the tents of the northern 
plains Indians are well known through the descriptions and 
illustrations of many explorers; but few observers have noted 
the minor features of construction with care, and Mr Dorsey's 
descriptions are for this reason of special interest. So also 
the descriptions of the calumet or ceremonial pipe, and of 
the musical instruments, etc, are of value because of the 
painstaking study "given to minor details as well as to general 
features. · 
CASA GRANDE RUIN 
The territory of the pueblos and cliff houses merges south-
westward into the land of low-lying plains, composed chiefly 
of alluvial deposits, though isolated buttes and narrow yet 
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rugged ranges rise from its surface. The land of the canyons 
and the land of alluvial plains belong to the same province, 
and their characteristics, as already set forth, are due to a gen-
eral southwestward tilting. In the canyons the aboriginal 
habitations and temples were of stone, which was everywhere 
abundant; in the plains the structures were of earthen grout 
or cajon-a puddled mass of soil, perhaps mixed with pebbles, 
molded into walls in successive layers, each allowed to dry 
in the sun before the next layer was added; sometimes this 
type of structure was modified by the incorporation of upright 
or horizontal beams or poles, and sometimes the cajon was 
combined with a sort of wattled structure composed of stems 
and ribs of cacti, etc; but in general cajon was an important 
element in the construction of the more permanent structures 
of the lowland. 
A considerable part of current knowledge concerning the 
construction of the larger buildings of the plain springs from 
studies of the Casa Grande ( the "Great House" of Spanish 
explorers), not far from the present town of Florence, Arizona. 
This structure was discovered, already in ruins, in 1694, by 
Padre Kino; and it has ever since been a subject of note by 
explorers and historians. Thus its history is exceptionally 
extended and complete. By reason of the early discovery and 
its condition when first seen by white men, it is known that 
Casa Grande is a strictly aboriginal structure; and archeologic 
researches in this country and Mexico afford grounds for consid- • 
ering it a typical structure fof its times and for the natives of the 
southwestern region. Many other structures were mentioned 
or described by the Spanish explorers, but the impressions of 
these explorers were tinctured by previous experiences in 
an inho pitable region, and their descriptions were tinged by 
the romantic ideas of the age. Moreover, nearly all of these 
tructure disappeared long ago-indeed, with the exception 
of Ca a Grande ruin, there is hardly a structure left by w.hich 
the early accounts of Spani h explorers in orth America can 
b checked and interpreted. Ca a Grande is therefore a relic 
of exceptional importance and of essentially unique character. 
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Several years ago Casa Grande ruin was brought into gen-
eral notice throughout the United States in consequence of 
southwestern explorations; and in 1889, in response to a peti-
tion from several illustrious Americans, the Congress of the 
United States, at the instance of Senator Hoar of Massachu-
setts, made an appropriation of $2,000 for the purpose of 
undertaking the preservation of this ruin. This appropriation · 
was expended in works urgently required to prevent the fall-
ing of the walls and final destruction of the ruin; they included 
metal stays for the walls, with brickwork for the support and 
protection of the walls at their bases. Subsequently an area of 
about 480 acres, including the ruin, 'Yas reserved from settle-
ment by Executive order. A custodian was also appointed, 
and has since been continued. 
The accompanying description of this notable ruin, by Mr 
Cosmos Mindeleff, . is based on examinations and surveys made 
before the preservative works were commenced. The memoir 
accordingly presents an ~ccurate picture of the ruin in the con-
dition to which it was brought by the destructive agencies of 
nature and th~ relatively slight injury by vandals. The his-
tory of the operations for the preservation of the ruin, with 
suitable illustrations, is reserved for a future report. 
OUTLINES OF ZUNI CREATION MYTHS 
Under primitive conditions •of ]ife, the habits and customs of 
people directly reflect the enviroflment by which they are sur-
rounded, and these habits and customs in turn shape thought. 
In this way there has been developed among each primitive 
people of the earth a series of opinions concerning· the relations 
of the things about them among each other and to mankind; 
and sometimes such a group of opinions is elaborated into a 
system of philosophy. Now, all primitive philosophies are 
more or less mythic and unreal-indeed, the whole course of 
intellectual development among mankind has been one of con-
stant elimination of unreality. Thus the primitive philosopy is 
in greater or less degree a mythology; and the myths are inti-
mately interwoven with history and tradition in such manner 
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that .each primitive people has a more or less definite and 
detailed · cosmogony. 
In view of the mode of development of the primitive 
cosmogony, it is not surprising to find an intimate connection 
between the story of the earth, sun, and stars arid the imme-
diate surroundings of the people among whom the cosmogony 
was developed. Thus the myths of a people who have lived · 
long by the sea relate to water monsters, and perhaps to great 
inundations, as well as to other phenomena with which they 
are acquainted; the myths of primitive mountaineers relate 
to ancient animals, akin to those roaming the mountain sides 
but much larger and mor.e sagacious, and also to great torrents 
in the gorges, to thunder and lightning, perhaps to caverns, and 
to other phenomena of their experience; the myths of desert 
tribes relate to springs or streams, to plants that afford suste-
nance, perhaps to great storms, and to other phenomena of 
their peculiar experience. In this way the myths of the tribes 
are connected with natural province~ of the earth inhabited 
by tribes, and as these provinces intergrade, so the myths 
intergrade. Moreover, since the experiences of a people in a 
given province on one continent are like unto the experiences 
of the people of a similarly conditioned province on another 
continent, there is a curious likeness in the myths of remote 
countries; · and this parallelism in mythologies is one of the 
phenomena of ethnology which is frequently misinterpreted, 
and which requires constant consideration on the part of stu-
dents. 
There are few more striking illustrations of the connection 
between the experiences and the mythology of a people than 
that found among th Zuni Indians of southwestern United 
States. Pre sed by a hard environment, including an arid 
~abitat and ho tile neighbors, these Indians have been driven 
into unu ual habits and u tom , and into an assocjation with 
plant '; animal , and m n of such character as to produce a 
peculiarly acute intelE 0 • n . Thjs intelligence is manifested 
in part in the art of th tribe, and i manife ted also in their 
elaborat , · t m of ►' . mboli m and mythology. Thus the 
myth of the Zuni ar of e 'pecial intere t; they represent an 
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unusual development of the primitive concepts concerning the 
relations of things, yet one which is thoroughly characteristic 
of the Indian's character, as well as with the prescriptorial 
culture-stage. Moreover, the Zuni myths are of exceptional 
interest in that they relate to the preservation and cultivation-
indeed to the artificialization-of maize, one of the most useful 
. foocl plants of the earth. There are indeed certain stages in the 
history of the artificialization of this grain plant which can not 
be interpreted save through the traditions and myths of this 
and other tribes. 
In his memoir accompanying this report, Mr Cushing sets 
forth a part of the interesting and suggestive cosmogony of 
the Zuni, so nearly as possible in its aboriginal form. Mr 
Cushing has had the advantage of long life with the tribe, into 
which indeed he was formally adopted; he has the advantage, 
also, of peculiar aptitude in entering into the cumbrous system 
of prescriptorial expression, and is thus able to appreciate the 
aboriginal concepts in unusual degree. For these reasons his 
rendering of the Zuni creation myths is regarded as notably 
accurate and trustworthy. 
The memoir is introduced by a sketch of Zuni J::iistory, and 
by a brief' exposition of the mythology of this interesting 
tribe. This introduction may be commended to readers of the 
report as a faithful picture of the Zuni tribe in the light of 
history and ethnology combined. 
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PREHIS1"'0RIC rrEXTILE ART OF EASTERN 
UNITED STATES 
BY w. H. HOLl\'lES 
INTRODUCTORY. 
SCOPE OF THE WORK. 
About the year 1890 the writer was requested by the Director of the 
Bureau of Ethnology to prepare certain papers on aboriginal art, to 
accompany the final report of Dr. Cyrus Thomas on his explorations of 
mounds and other ancient remains in eastern United States. These 
papers were to treat of those arts rep resented most fully by relic~ 
recovered in the field explored. They included studies of the art of 
pottery, of the textile art and of art in shell, and a paper on native 
tobacco pipes. Three of these papers were already completed when it 
was decided to issue the main work of Dr. Thomas independently of the 
several papen; prepared by his associates. It thus happens that the 
present paper, written to form a limited section of a work restricted to 
narrow geographic limits, covers so small a fragment of the aboriginal 
textile field. · 
The materials considered in this paper include little not germane to 
the studies conducted by Dr. Thomas ib the mound region, the collec-
tions used having been made largely by members of the Bureau of Eth-
nology acting under his supervision. Two or three papers have already 
been published in the annual reports of the Bureau in which parts of the 
same collections have been utilized, and a few of the illustrations pre-
pared for these papers are reproduced in this more comprehensive 
study. 
Until within the -last few years textile fabrics have hardly been 
recognized as having a place among the materials to be utilized in the 
discussion of North American archeology. Recent studies of the art 
of the mound-building tribes have, however, served to demonstrate their 
importance, and the evidence now furnished by this art can be placed 
alongside of that of arts in clay, stone, and metal, as a factor in 
determining the culture status of the prehistoric peoples and in defining 
their relations to the historic Indians. This change is due to the more 
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careful investigations of recent times, to the utilization of new lines of 
archeologic research, and to the better knowledge of the character and 
scope of historic and modern native art. A compari on of the textiles 
obtained from ancient mounds and graves with the work of Jiving tribes 
has demonstrated their practical identity iu materials, in processes of 
manufacture, and in article produced. Thu" another important link 
is added to the chain that binds together the ancient and the modern 
tribes. 
DEFINITION OF THE ART. 
The textile art dates back to the very inception of culture, and its 
practice is next to universal among living peoples. In very early stages 
of culture progress it embraced the stem8 of numerous branches of 
industry afterwa,rd differentiated through the utilization of other 
materials or through the employment of distinct systems of construction. 
At all periods of cultural development it has been a most indispensable 
art, and with some peoples it has reached a marvelous perfection, both 
technically and esthetically. 
Woven fabrics include all those products of art in which the elements 
or parts employed in construction are more or less filameutal, and are 
combined by methods conditioned chiefly by their flexibility. The 
processes employed are known by such terms as wattling, interlacing, 
plaiting, netting, weaving, sewing, and embroidering. 
MA TE RIALS AND. PROCESSES. 
Viewing the entire textile field, we find that the range of products 
is extremely wide. On the one hand there is the rude interlacing of 
branches, vines, roots, and canes in constructing houses, weirs, cages, 
raftR, bridges, and the like, and on the other, the spinning of threads 
of almo t micro copic fineness and the weaving of textures of mar-
velous delicacy and beauty. 
The more cultured peoples of Central America and South America 
lrn<l accomplished wonders in the use of the loom and the embroidery 
frame, but the work of the natives of the united States was on a 
decidedly lower plane. In ba ketry and certain classes of garment-
makin o-, the inhabitants of the Mi is ippi valley were well advanced 
at the period of European conque t, and there is ample evidence to 
how that the mound-building people ' were not behind historic tribes 
in thi matter. In many section of our country the art is still prac-
ticed, and with a technical perfection and an artistic refinement of 
high order, a" the plendid collections in our museums amply show. 
Th degl' e of . ucces in the textile art is not necessarily a reliable 
ind x of th ·ulture status of the people.::; conc~rned, a8 progress in a 
particular a,rt depend. much upon the encouragement given to 1t by 
lo ·al feature of environment. The tribe that had good clay used 
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earthenware and neglected basketry, and the community well supplied 
with skins of animals did not neefl to undertake the difficult and 
laborious task of spinning fibers and weaving garments and bedding. 
Thus it appears that well-advanced peoples may have produced inferior 
textiles and that backward tribes may have excelled in the art. 
Caution is necessary in using the evidence furnished by the art to aid 
in determining relative degrees of culture. 
SOURCES OF INFORMATION. 
The failure of the textile art to secure a prominent place in the field 
. of archeologic evidence is due to the susceptibility of the products 
to decay. Examples of archaic work survive to us only by virtue of 
exceptionally favorable circumstances; it rarely happened that mound 
fabrics were so conditioned, as the soil in which they were buried is 
genera1ly porous and moist; they were in some cases preserved through 
contact with objects of copper, the oxides of that metal having a 
tendency to arrest decay. The custom of burial in caves and rock 
shelters has led to the preservation of numerous fabrics through the 
agency of certain salts with which the soil is charged. Preservation 
by charring is common, and it is held by some that carbonization with-
out the agency of fire has in some cases taken place. 
Considerable know ledge of the fabrics of the ancient North Ameri-
can tribes is preserved in a way wholly distinct from the preceding. 
The primitive potter employed woven textiles in the manufacture of 
earthenware; during the processes of construction the fabrics were 
impressed on the soft clay, and when the vessels were baked the im-
pressions became fixed. The study of these impressions led to meager 
results until the idea was conceived of takiiig castings from them in 
clay, wax, or paper; through this device the negative impression 
becomes a positive reproduction and the fabrics are shown in relief, 
every feature coming out with surprising distinctness; it is pos::;ible 
even to discover the nature of the threads employed and to detect the 
manner of their combination. 
Evi1lence of the practice of textile arts by many aucient nations is 
preserved to us by such implements of weaving as happened to be of 
enduring materials; spindle-whorls in clay and stone are perhaps the 
most common of these relics. These objects tell us definitely of the 
practice of the art, but give little insight into the character of the 
products. It is a notable fact that evidence of this class is almost wholly 
wanting in the United States; spindle-whorls have in rare cases been 
reported from southern localities, and a few writers have mentioned 
their use by modern tribes. 
It happens that in some cases we may learn something of the progress 
made by vanished peoples in this art by a study of the forms of such 
of their earthen vessels as were manifestly derived from baskets, or 
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made in imitation of them. The orLamental art of people w 11 
advanced in culture often bears evi<l. nee of the influence of the ystem 
of combination of parts followed originally in the t xtile art , and little 
art, ancient or modern, in which men have endeavored to embody 
beauty, is without strongly marked traces of thi influence. By the 
study of archaic omament embodied in clay, wood, and stone1 there-
fore, the archeologist may hope to add ·omething to the sum of his 
knowledge of ancient textiles. It hould be noted that the pottery of 
the mound-builders shows less evidence of the influence of textile forms 
than does that of most other nations~ and some groups of their ware 
appear to present no recognizable traces of it whatever. 
Although much information has been brought together from all of the 
sources mentioned, it is not at all certain that we can form anything 
like a complete or correct notion of the character and scope of the art 
as practiced by the mound-builders. No doubt the finest articles of 
apparel were often buried with the dead, but a very small fraction only 
of the mortuary wrappings or costumes has been preserved, and from 
vast areas once thickly inhabited hy the most advanced tribes nothing 
whatever has been collected. Of embroideries, featberwork, and the 
like, so frequently mentioned by early travelers, hardly a trace is left. 
The relat'fons of our historic tribes to the ancient peoples of our con-
tinent and. to all of the nations, ancient and modern, who built mounds 
and earthworks, are now generally considered so intimate that no objec-
tion can be raised to the utilization of the accounts of early explorers 
in the elucidation of such features of the art as archeology has failed 
to record. The first step in this study may conRist quite properly of a 
review of what is recorded of the historic art. Subsequently the purely 
archeologic data will be given. 
PRODUCTS OF THE A.RT. 
In un,p.ertaking to classify the textile fabrics of the mound region it 
is found that, although there is an unbroken gradation from the rudest 
and heaviest textile constructions to the most delicate and refined 
textures, a number of well-marked divisions may be made. The 
broadest of these is based on the use of spun as opposed to unspun 
strands or parts, a classification corresponding somewhat closely to the 
division into rigid and pliable forms. Material, method of combination 
of parts, and function may each be made the basis of classification, 
but for present purposes a simple presentation of the whole body of 
products, beginning with the rudest or most primitive forms and ending 
with the most elaborate and artistic products, is sufficient. The mate-
rial will be presented in the following order: (1) Wattle work; (2) 
basketry; (3) matting; ( 4) pliable fabrics or cloths. 
WATTLE WORK. 
The term wattling is applied to such constructions as employ by 
interlacing, plaiting, etc., somewhat heavy, rigid, or slightly pliable 
parts, as rods, boughs, canes; and vines. Primitive shelte_rs and dwell-
ings are very often constructed in this manner, and rafts, cages, 
bridges, fish weirs, and inclosures of various kinds were and still are 
made or partly made in this manner. · As a matter of course, few of 
these constructions are known to us save through historic channels; 
but traces of wattle work are found in the mounds of the lower Mis-
sissippi valley, where imprint::; of the interlaced canes occur in the baked 
clay plaster with which the dwellings were :finished. When we con-
sider the nature of the materials at hand, and the close correspondence 
in habits and customs of our prehistoric peoples with the tribes found 
living by the earliest explorers and settlers, we naturally conclude that 
this class of construction was very common at all known periods of 
native American history. 
The constructor8 of native dwellings generally employed pliable 
branches or saplings, which are bound together with vines, twigs, and 
other more pliable woody forms. John Smith says of the Indians of 
Virginia 1 tb at-
Their houses are built like our Arbors, of small young springs bowed and tyed, and 
so close covered with Mats, or the barkes of trees very handsomely, that notwith-
standing either winde, raine, or weather, they are as warm as stooues, but very 
smo::lky, yet at the toppe of th.e house there is a hole made for the smoake to goe into 
right over the fire. 
1 Hist. Virginia, .John Smith. Richmond, 1819, vol. I , p. 130. 
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Butel-Dumont al ·o, in describing the dwelling of the atchez 
Indians of the lower Mi sissippi regiou, speaks of th door of an Indian 
cabin "made of dried cane fa teued and interlaced on two other 
canes placed acros~." 1 
A. singular use of wattle work is mentioned by Lafitau. He states 
that the young men, when going through the ordeal of iuitiation ou 
attaining their majority, wer~ placed ::1-part iu-
An inclosure very strongly built, made expressly for this purpose, oue of whiuh I 
saw in 1694, which belonge<l to the Indians of Pamnalinkie . Jt was in the form of 
a sugar loaf ancl was open on all sides like a trellis to atlmit the air. 2 
Fw. 1. - l<'ish weir of the Virginia Indians (after Ha.riot). 
Of a somewhat 1-limilar nature was the construction of bier::; described 
by Butel-Dumont. Speaking of the Mobilians, he says: 
When their chief i dtm<l they proceed a follows: At 15 or 20 feet from his 
cabin they erect a kin,l of platform raise1l auout 4½ feet from the grountl. Th is is 
compose1l of fonr large forked pole of oak wood planted in the earth, with othen; 
placed aero ; this iR eoverecl with canes bouud and interlaced so as to resemule 
groatly the be<l n ed by the Hative:. ~ 
ccording to John Law~on, Himilarly constructed "hurdles" were in 
u e among tl1 aroliua India11 . 
The tide-water tribe of the Atlantic coaHt region made very frequent 
u e of fi 'h weir~ whi ·h were e ' 'entially textile in charaeter. Johu 
'mith m ntiou ,' their 11 ' e in irg'iltia, and Hariot g·ives a m1mber of 
plate in wbich th 1 weir are d lineated. The cut here given (figure 1) 
1lfomoires Bif,toriqu s snr la Lo11isia1H•, G orge :Marie H11tel-Dumont. Paris, 1753, vol. rr, p . 104. 
2 Mceuni <l«>s au,·ages .Amt•riquaim;, Per• J useph Fran9ois Latitau. Paris, 1724, vol. I, p. 286. 
3 01,. cit., YoL r, p. 244. 
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is from Hariot's plate XIII. It represents a very elaborate trap; much 
simpler forms are shown in other plates. Slender poles set in ~he shallow 
water are held in place by wattling or interlacing of pliable parts. 
It is probable that traps of similar character were used by the mound-
building tribes wherever the conditions were favorable. The only 
apparent traces of such weirs yet found in any part of the country are 
a number of stumps of stakes discovered by H. T. Cresson in Delaware 
river near Wilmington, but these appear to be much heavier than 
would have been used for the purpose by the natives. 
Another somewhat usual use of wattling is mentioned by various 
authors. Butel-Dumont speaks of a raft made of poles and canes, and 
Du Pratz, writing of the Louisiana Indians, says: 
The convemencies for passing rivers would soon be suggested to them by the 
:floating of wood upon the water. Accordingly one of their methods of crossing 
rivers is upon :fl.oats of canes, which are called by them CaJeu, and are formed in this 
manner. They cut a great number of canes, which they tie up into faggots, part of 
which they fasten together sideways, and over these they lay a few crossways, 
binding all close together, and then launching it into the water. 1 
We learn from various authors that eage-like coffins were constructed 
of canes and reeds something after the wattle style; and hampers, cages 
for animals, chests for treasures or regalia, biers, carrying chairs, :fish 
baskets, beds and seats were often similarly made. These articles, 
being generally light and portable, and constructed of delicate parts, 
can as well be classed with basketry as with wattle work. 
BASKETRY. 
TYPES OF BASKETRY. 
Perhaps no branch of the textile art was of greater importance to 
the aborigines than basketry. . This term may be made to cover all 
woven articles of a portable kind which have sufficient rigidity to retain 
definite or stable form without distention by contents or by other extra-
neous form of support. It will readily be seen that in shape, texture, 
use, size, etc., a very wide range of products is here to be considered. 
Basketry includes a number of groups of utensils distinguished from 
one another by the use to which they are devoted. There are baskets 
proper, hampers, cradles, shields, quivers, sieves, etc. There is fre-
quent historical mention of the use of basketry, but the descriptions of 
form and construction are meager. An excellent idea of the ancient 
art can be gained from the art of the present time, and tliere is every 
reasou to believe that close correspondence exists throughout. 
BASKETi5. 
Lawson refers to basket-making and other textile arts of the Uaro-
lina Indians in the following language: 
The Indian women's work is to cook tbe victuals for the whole family, and to make 
mats, baskets, · girdles, of possum hair, and such like. "" "" ... · 
1 Hi st. Louisiana, L e Page Du Pratz. English translation, London, 1763, vol. n, pp. 2;·8-22-;--
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The mats the Indian women make ar f ru, he , and about ffr f t hi rh, and two 
fathom long, and sewed clonbl , that i.', two together; wh r by they become very 
commodious to lay under our hed , or to 1 ep on in th summer s a on in the day 
time, and for our laves in the night. 
There are other mats made of flag , whi h the Tu keruro Indian make, and sell to 
the inhabitants. 
The baskets our neighboring Indian make are all made of a very fine sort of bull-
rushes, and sometimes of silk gra s, which they work with :figures of beast , birds, 
fishes, &c. 
A great way up in the country, both ba ·ket and mats are made of the split reeds, 
which aro only the outward shining part of the cane. Of these I have seen mats, 
baskets, and dressing boxes, very artificially don e. t 
James Adair, although a comparatively recent writer, give8 such 
definite and valuable information regarding the handiwork of the South-
ern Indians.that the following extracts may well be made. Speaking 
of the Cherokees, he remarks: 
They make the handsomest clothes baskets, I ever saw, considering their materials. 
They divide large swamp canes, into long, thin, narrow splinters, which they dye of 
several colours, and manage the workmanship so well, that both the inside and out-
side are coven'd with a beautiful variety of pleasing :figures; n,nd, though for the 
space of two inches below the upper edge of each basket, itis worked into one, through 
the other parts they are worked asunder, as if they were two joined a-top by some 
strong cement. A large nest consists of eight or ten baskets, contained within ea0h 
other. Their dimensions are different, but they usually make the outside basket 
about a foot deep, a foot and an half broad, and almost a yard long. 2 
This statement could in most respects be made with equal truth and 
propriety of the Cherokee W()rk of the present time; and their pre-
Columbian art must have been even more pleasing, as the following 
paragraph suggests: 
Tho Indians, by reason of our supplying them so cheap with every sort of goods, 
have forgotten the chief part of their ancient mechanical skill, so as not to be well 
able now, at least for some years, to live independent of us. Formerly, those baskets 
which the Cheerake made, were o highly esteemed even in South Carolina, the 
politest of our coloni s, for dome tic usefulnes , beanty, and skilful variety, that a 
large ne t of them cost upwards of a moidore.:i 
That there wa much uniformity in the processes and range of prod-. 
uct · and u e throughout the ·ountry i apparent from statements made 
bynumerou writer:. peaking of the Louisiana Indians, Du Pratz says: 
The women likewise make a kincl of hampers to carry ·orn, flesh, fish, or any other 
thing which they want to transport from one place to another; they are round, 
deep r than broad, and of all izes. They make ba kets with long lids that 
roll <lonbly ov r them, and in these they place their earrings and pendants, their 
brae ,Jet , garter , their ribbancls · for their !lair, and their vermillion for painting 
thc•msclv<',, if th y have any, but when they have no v rmilliou they boil ochre, and 
paint th m · lv with that. 4 
It happ n that few ba kets have been recovered from mounds and 
grav but th y are occaRionally reported as having been discovered in 
1 Ili t. of Carolina, tc., John Law on. London, 1714, pp. 307,308. 
2 Il1story ofth Americ·an Indiam;. London, 1775, p. 424. 
3 Ib1CI., p. 424 
• Iliet. Louisiana. English translation, London, 1763, vol. H, pp. 227-228. 
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cavern and shelters where conditions were especially favorable to their 
preservation. Such specimens may as reasonably be attributed to the 
mound-building as to the other Indians. The following statement is 
from John Haywood: 
On ·the south side of Cumberland river, about 22 miles above Cairo, * * * is a 
cave * * *. In this room, near about the center, were found sitting in baskets 
ma<ie of cane. three human bodies; the flesh entire, but a little shrivelled, and not 
much so. Tho bodies were those of a man, a female and a small child. The com-
plexion of all was very fair, and white, without any intermixture of the copper 
oolour. Their eyes were blue; their hair auburn, and :fine. The teeth were very 
white, their stature was delicate, about the size of the whites of the present day. 
The man was wrapped in 14 dressed deer skins. The 14 deer skins were wrapped in 
what those present called blankets. They were made of bark, like those found in the 
cave in White county. 'rheform of the baskets which inclosed them, was pyramidal, 
being larger at the bottom, and declining to the top. The heads of the skeletons, 
from the neck, were above the summits of the blankets. 1 
SIEVES AND STRAINEHS. 
It is apparent tb,at baskets of open construction were employed as 
sieves in pre-Columbian as well as in post-Columbian ~imes. Almost 
any basket could be utilized on occasion for separating fine from coarse 
particles of food or other pulverulent substances, but special forms 
were sometimes made for the purpose, having varying degrees of 
refinement to suit the material to be separated. 
Bartram mentions the use of a sieve by the Georgia Indians in strain-
ing a" cooling sort of jelly" called conti, made by pounding certain 
roots in a mortar and adding water. 
Butel-Dumont describes the sieves and winnowing fans of the Louisi-
ana Indians. The Indian women, he says, make very fine sieves-
With the skin which they take off of the canes; they also make some with larger 
holes, which serve as bolters, and still others without holes, to be used as winnowing 
fans. * · * * They also make baskets very neatly fashioned, cradles for holding 
maize; and with the tail feathers of turkeys, which thoy have much skill in arrang-
ing, they make fans not onJy for their own use, but which even our French women 
do not disdain to use. 2 
Le Page Du ·Pratz says that" for sifting the flour of their maiz, and 
for other uses, the natives make sieves of various finenesses of the splits 
of cane; "3 and a similar use by the Indians of Virginia is recorded by 
John -Smith: '•' 
They vse a small basket for their Temmes, then pound againe the great, and so 
separating by dashing thei~ hand in the basket, rec'eiue the flowr in a platter of wood 
scraped to that forme with burning and shels. 4 
From Hakluyt we have the following: 
Their old wheat they firste steepe a night in hot water, and in the morning pound-
ing yt in a morter, they use a small baskett for the boulter or searser, and when 
'
1 Nat. and Abor. Hist. of Tenn., John Haywood. Nashville, 1823, pp. 191-192. 
2 Op. cit., vol. 1, p. 154. 
• Op. cit., vol. 11, p. 226. 
4 Hist. Virginia, John Smith. Richmond, 1819, p. 127. 
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they b av syfted fourth th fine t, they pound againe the great , and so separating yt 
by dashing their hand in the ba kett, receave the flower in a platter of wood, which, 
blendini with water, etc. 1 
CRADLES. 
That cradle of textile con truction were used by the mound-build-
ers may be taken for granted. The following is from Du Prat7,, who is 
speaking of t.he work of the inhabitants of the lower Mississippi: 
This cradle is about two feet and a half long, nine inches broad. It is skill-
fully made of straight canes of the length desired for the cradle, and at the end 
they are cut in half and doubled under to form the foot. The whole is only half a 
foot high. This cradle is very light, weighing only two pounds. * * " The 
infant being rocked length wise, its head is not shaken as are those who are rocked 
from side to side, as in France. " " " The cradle is rocked by means of two ends 
of canes, which make two rollers. 2 
SHIELDS . 
Woven targets or shields would seem to be rather novel objects, but 
such are mentioned by J ohu Smith, who used those belonging to 
friendly Indians man encounter on the Chesapeake: 
Here the Massawomek Targets stood vs in good stead, for vpon Mosco's words we 
had set them about the forepart of our Boat like a forecastle, from whence we 
securely beat the Salvages from off the plaine without any hurt. " "" " Arming 
oursclues with these light Targets (which are made of little small sticks woven 
betwixt strings of their hempe and silke grasse, as is our cloth, but so firmly that 
no arrow can possibly pierce them). 3 
MATTING. 
o class of articles of textile nature were more universally employed 
by the aborigines than mats of split cane, rushes, and reeds, and our 
information, derived from literature and from such remnants of the 
articles themselves as have been recovered from graves and caves, is 
quite full and satisfactory. Mats are not so varied in form and char-
acter a are baskets, but their uses were greatly diversified; they 
. erved for carpeting, ::,eats, hangings, coverings, and wrappings, and 
they were extensively employed in permanent house construction, and 
for temporary or movable shelters. A few brief extracts will serve to 
indicate their use in various classes of construction by the tribes first 
encountered by the white . 
Ilariot ays that the house of the Virginia Indians-
Are made of small poles made fast at the tops in rounde forme after the maner as 
is v ed in many arbories in our gardens of England, in most townes couered with. 
barke , and in some with artificiall mattes made of long rushes; from the tops of 
the houses clowne to the ground. 4 
It would appear from a tudy of the numerous illustrations of houses 
given by thi author that the mats so often referred to were identical 
1 Hi!! t . of Travaile into Virginia : ·wm. St,rachey, Hakluyt Society, Lond .. 1844, vol. v 1, p. 73. 
2 lli t . Loui iana, vol. 11 , pp . 310, 311. 
3 p . cit. , p . 185. 
4 Brief and True account of the New Founcl Land of Virginia, Thomas Hariot, p. 24 . 
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PRODUCTS OF THE TEXTILE ART. 
a. Openwork fish baskets of Virginia Indians; b, manner of weaving; c, basket strainer; d, quiver 
of rushes; e, mat of rushes. 
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in construction with those still in use among the tribes of the upper 
Mississippi and· the far west. The rushes are laid close together side 
by side and bound together at long intervals by cords intertwined 
across. In e, plate I, is reproduced a small portion of a mat from Har-
iot's engraving of the dead-house of the Virginia Indi~ns, which shows 
this method of construction. 
The modern use. of mats of this class in house construction is known 
by an example which I have seen represented in a small photograph, 
taken about the year 1868, and representing a Chippewa village, situ-
ated somewhere in the upper Missouri valley, probably not far from 
Sioux City, Iowa. 
Mats were used not only in and about the dwellings of the aborigines, 
but it was a common practice to carry them from place to place to sleep 
on, or for use as seats or carpeting in meetings or councils of ceremoni-
ous nature. The latter use is illustrated in a number of the early 
FIG. 2.-Use of mats in an Indian council (after Lafitau). 
accounts of the natives. Figure 2, copied from Lafitau, serves to indi-
cate the common practice. 
The omnipresent sweat-house of the aborigines is thus described by 
Smith: 
Sometimes they are troubled with dropsies, swellings, aches, and such like diseases; 
for cure whereof they build a Stoue in the forme of.a Doue-house with mats, so close 
that a few coales therein covered with a pot, will make the patient sweat extreamely. 1 
Bartram, speaking of the Seminoles, states that the wide steps lead-
ing up to the canopied platform of the council house are "covered with 
carpets or mats, curiously woven. of split canes dyed of various colours." 2 
1 .A. Brief and True account of the New Found Land of Virginia, Thomas.Hariot, p.137. 
2 William Bartram's Travels, etc. London, 1792, p. 302. 
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The u e of mats in the mound country iu ~1- , ·arly tim. 
by J outel as follows: 
Their movea?~es are some bullocks' hides and goat ki 1 , 
wove, wherew1tn they adorn their hut , and orue ar 
very skilful at making, and wherein they boil their 
which, as has been said, is their pottage. They bav al 
of canes, serving to put in their fruit and other provisi 
c~nes, raised 2 or_ 3 feet above the ground, hand omely ti , 
hides, or goat skms well cured, which serv them for feath 
blankets; and those beds are parted one from au other by mat 
The mats so much used for bed and carp t an r 
shelters, houses, etc., were probably made of plia 11 
rushes. De la Potherie illustrate their u a 
mat being rolled up for a pillow as , hown i II fig-nr 
FrG. 3.-Use of mat in sleeping (af1 er 1) la Poth r1 ). 
The sizes of mat were greatly varied; tll · 
for seating only a single person, but the la 
length, the width being restricted to a£ w 
construction. 
Mats were woven in two or more tyle . 
were uniform in size and rigidity they were i 
one strong or rigid serie wa to be k pt i 
latter were twisted about tbe former at tb 
twined weaving. The heavy serie of 
together side by side by the intertwin 
common practice yet among native mat-
character and appearance was giv n to the 
of the strands in intersection. It wa c 01 
strands of different size, hape, or color, th 
patterns of no little beauty. Du Pratz thu 
by the Louisiana Indians: '' The worn n o 
ture of the bed mats woven of cane, dyed of 
the weaving are formed into variou figure ." 3 
1 Hist. de l '.A.m6r. Sept., Bacqueville de la Poth ri . Paris, 1722, vol. 111 Pl 
2 Joutel, in B. F . French 's Historical Collections of Louisiana. w York, l 
3 Hist. Louisiana, Du Pratz. English translation. Lonrlon, l'i63, vol. u, p . 227 · 
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in the mat from a rock shelter in Tennessee, later to be described, and 
the Indians of the east and north practiced the same art. 
Speaking of the ceremony of smoking the calumet among the Iroquois, 
De la Potherie says: 
The ceremony is held in a large cabin in winter and in summer in an open field. 
The place b eing chosen, it is surrounded with branches to shade the company. In 
the center is spread a large mat of canes dyed in various colors, which serves as a 
carpet. 1 
Frequent me.ntion is made of the use of mats in burial. Two brief 
extracts will serve to illustrate this use. Butel-Dumont makes the 
following statement regarding tribes of the lower Mississippi: 
The Paskagoulas and Billoxis do not inter their chief when he dies, but they dry 
the corpse with :fire and smoke in such a way that it becomes a mere skeleton. 
After it is reduced to t,his state they carry it to the temple (for they have one as 
well as the Natchez) and put itin the place of its predecessor, which they takefrom 
the spot it occupied and place it with the bodies of the other chiefs at the bottom of 
the temple, where they are arranged one after the other,, standing upright like 
statues. As for the newly deceased, he is exposed at the entrance of the temple 
on a sort of altar or table made of cane and covered with a :fine mat very neatly 
worked in red and yellow squares with the skin of the canes. 2 
Brackenridge3 says that a few years ago, in the state of Tennessee, 
"Two human bodies were found in a copperas cave in a surprising 
state of preservation. They were first wrapped up in a kind of blanket, 
supposed to have been manufactured of the lint of nettles, afterwards 
with dressed skins, and then a mat of nearly 60 yards in length." 
PLIABLE FABRICS. 
DEVELOPMENT OF SPINNING AND WEAVING. 
The use of simple strands or parts in textile art precedes the use of 
spun threads, but the one use leads very naturally up to the other. In 
employing rushes, stems, grasses, etc., the smaller strands were doubled 
to secure uniformity of size, and when a number of parts were used 
they were combined into one by twisting or plaiting. In time t.he 
advantage in strength and pliability of twisted strands came to be 
recognized, and this led to the general utilization of fibrous substances, 
and finally to the manufacture of suitable fibers by manipulating the 
bark of trees and plants. Spinning was probably not devised until 
the weaver's art had made considerable advance, but its invention 
opened a new and broad field and led to the development. of a mag-
nificent industry. Semi-rigid fa?rics served for a wide range of uses, 
as already described, but soft and pliable cloths for personal use and 
ornament were made possible only by the introduction of spinning. 
On the arrival of the whites the native art was well advanced· 
' thread, cordage, and even ropes of considerable weight were made with 
1 Hist. de l 'A.mer. Sept., vol. n, p. 17. 
2 Mem, sur la Louisiane, vol. I, pp. 240-241. 
3 Views of Louisiana, H. M . Brackenridge, 1817, p.178. 
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a degr f uni£ rmit an<l r finem 
thread ith whi ·h I am acquaint 
10 ordinar p 1 ott n tbr ad, bu ar" not ju tifi d in a ·umiug 
that more re:fin d work wa not d ne. What w ha i nly that which 
happened to be pr rved hron ·h buric 1 with th d ad or by impre -
sion on the pla tic urfa ·e of la u d in th art . 
The material: rnploy d for pinnin · by the ab ri ine were greatly 
diver ified. Through hi torical a well a hrougb pur ly archeologic 
sources we learn that both veg tal aud animal ti.lam nt. and fibers were 
freely used. 'l'he inner bark of the mulberry was a favorite material, 
but other fibrou barks were utilized. Wild hemp, nettles, grasses, 
and other like growth furni hed much of the finer fibers. The hack-
ling wa accomplished by mean of the implest device , ._ uch as pound-
ing with hammers or stick . The hair and inews of animals were fre-
quently spun into threads and woven into cloth. 
A few citations from early authors will indicate suffici~ntly for present 
purposes the methods of spinning and weaving employed by tribes 
which, if not in all ca e rnouncl-buil<lers, were at least the neighbors 
and relatives of the mound-building Indians. 
CLOTHS. 
The character of the woven articles is to a great extent indicated in 
the extracts which follow. It evidently was not customary to weave 
"piece" good , but rather to make separate units of costumes, furnish-
ing, etc., for u e without cutting, fitting, and sewing. Each piece was 
practically complete when it came from the frame or loom. For cloth-
ing and personal use there were mantles, shawls, and cloaks to be worn 
over one or both should.er or about the body as described by Hariot, 
Smith, the Knight of Elva , Du Pratz, and others; there were skirts 
fastened about the waiRt and drawn with an inserted cord or looped 
over a belt; there were belts, sashes, garters, shot pouches, and bags. 
For household use there were hangings, covers for various articles, and 
bedclothiug; there were nets for fishing and cords for angling. Some 
of th e extract de cribe the whole group of activities included in the 
practice of the art as well as the use of the products. I have considered 
it preferable to quote as a unit all that is said on the subject by each 
author, giving cross reference, when necessary, in di cussing particular 
topic · under other heading . 
Weaving among the Indians of New Jersey, Pennsylvania, New York, 
and tbe nol'thea t is described by Kalm, De la Potherie, and others. 
The following extracts are from Kalm, and will serve to indicate the 
tatu of the art over a wide area: 
Apocynum cannabinum was by the Swedes called Hemp of the Indians; and grew 
pl ntifully in old corn grounds, in woods on hills, and in high glades. The Swedes 
had given it the name of Indian hemp, because the Indians formerly, and even now, 
apply it to the same purpose as the Europeans do hemp; for the stalk may be divi-
ded in to filament , and i easily prepared. When the Indians were yet settled among 
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the Swedes, iu Pensylvania and New Jersey, they made ropes of this apocynum,, 
which the Swedes bought, and employed them as bridles, and for nets. These ropes 
were stronger, and kept longer in water, than such as were made of common hemp. 
The Swedes commonly got fourteen yards of these ropes for one piece of bread. Many 
of the Europeans still buy such ropes, because they last so well. The Indians likewise 
make several other stuffs of their hemp. On my journey through the country of the 
Iroquese, I saw the women employed in manufacturing this hemp. They made use 
neither of spir.ning wheels nor distaffs, but rolled the filaments upon their baro 
thighs, and made thread and strings of them, which they dyed red, yellow, black, 
etc., and afterwards worked them iuto stuffs, with a great deal of ingenuity ,_ The 
plant is perennial, which renders the annual planting of it altogether unnecessary. 
Out of the root ·and stalk of this plant, when it is fresh, comes a white milky juice, 
which is somewhat poisonous. Sometimes the :fishing tackle of the Indians consists 
entirely of this hemp. The Europeans make no use of it, that I know of. 1 
In another place this author describes the weaving of bark fibers: 
The Dirca palustris, or Mouse-wood, is a little shrub which grows on hills, towards 
swamps and marshes, and was now in full blossom. The English in Albany call it 
Leather-wood, because its bark is as tough as leather. The French in Canada call 
it Bois de Plomb, or Leaden-wood because the wood itself is as soft and as tough as 
lead. The bark of ·this shrub was made use of for ropes, baskets, etc., by the 
Indians, whilst they lived among the Swedes. And it is really very fit for that pur-
pose, on account of its remarkable strength and toughness, which is equal to that of 
the Lime-tree bark. The English and the Dutch in many parts of North America, 
and the French in Canada, employ this bark in all cases where we make use ofLime-
tree bark in Europe. The tree itself is very tough, and you cannot easily separate 
its branches without the help of a knife: some people employ the twigs for rods. 2 
De la Potherie, who wrote at an earlier date than Kalm, says-
The women spin on their knees, twisting the thread with the palm of the hand; 
they make this thread, which should rather be called twine (fisselle), into little 
balls. ' 
Bariot, John Smith, and Adair bear witne~s to the primitive practice 
of the art in Virginia and the Carolinas. Smith uses the following 
words: 
Betwixt their hands and thighes, their women vse to spin, the barkes of trees, 
Deere sinewes, or a kinde of grasse they call Pemmenaw, of these they make a 
thread very even and readily. This thread s~rveth for many vses. As about their 
housing apparell, as also they make nets for :fishing, for the quantitie as formally 
braded as ours. Theymake also with it lines for angles. 4 
The Cherokees and other Indians with whom Adair came in contact 
preserved in their purity many of the ancient practices. The following 
extracts are, therefore, of much importance to the historian of the tex-
tile art in America: 
Formerly, the Indians made very handsome carpets. They have a wild hemp that 
grows about six feet high, in open, rich, level lands, and which usually ripens in 
July: it is plenty on our frontier settlements. When it is fit for use, they pull, 
steep, peel, and beat it; and the old women spin it off the distaffs, with wooden 
machines, having some clay on the middle of them, to hasten the motjon. ,vhen the 
'Travels in North America, Peter Kalm. English translation, London, 1771, vol. n, pp. 131,132. 
2 Ibid., pp-. 148-149. 
3 Hist. de l' Amerique, Sept., vol. m, p. 34. 
4 Hist. Virgini~. Richmond, 1819, pp. 132-133 . 
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pr par d tb y put it int nd in tead 
of a h y thrn brongh tb hr atl with a, 1 n r ar e string 
through th w b, whi h h y hif a "er on l ad. When 
they hav bu fini h d th ir ardu u. lab ur th paint a h id f th carp t with 
such figur , of variou ol ur a th ir fruitful ima inati n d vi e; parti ularly the 
images f those bird and b a t th y ar a qu inted with· ao<l l~kewise of them-
selves, acting io theirs ial, and martial tati n . Th r i that due proportion and 
so much wild vari ty in th d ign, that would really strike a urious eye with 
pleasure and admiration. J. W-t, E q., a most kilfnl liuguist in the Muskohge 
dialect, a urea m , that tim ut of mind h y pa s cl th woof with a shuttle; and 
they have a couple f thr ddle , whi h th y mov with the band so as to enable 
them to make good di patch, omething aft r our manner of weaving. This is suffi-
ciently confirmed hy their method of workir:,g broad garters, sashes, shot pouches, 
broad belts, and the like. which are decorat d all over ,vitb beautiful stripes and 
chequers. 
The women are the chief, if not th only, m~mnfacturers; the men judge that if 
they performed that office, it would exceedingly d preciate them. " • • In the 
winter season, the women gather buffalo's hair, a sort of coarse, brown, curled wool; 
and having spun it as fine as they can, and properly doubled it, they put small beads 
of different colours upon the yarn, as th y work it, the figures they work in those 
small 'febs, are generally uniform, but sometimes they di versify them on both sides. 
The Choktah weave shot-pouches which have raised work inside and outside. 
They likewi e make turkey feather blankets with the long feathers of the neck and 
breast of that large fowl-they twist the inner end of the feathers very fast into a 
strong double thread of hemp, or the inner bark of the mulberry tree, of the size 
and strength of coarse twine, as the fibres are sufficiently fine, and they work it in 
manner of fine netting. As the feathers are long and glittering, this sort of blankets 
is not only very warm, but pleasing to the eye. 1 
The extent and importance of the a.rt among the Gulf tribes are indi-
cated by a number of early observers. The Knight of Elvas speaks of 
the use of blanket by the Indians, 83 degrees west longitude, and 32 
degree north latitude, or near the central portion of Georgia: 
These are like bawls, ome of them are made from the inner barks of trees, and 
others from a gra s resemuling nettle, which, by threading out, becomes like flax. 
The women use them for covering, wearing· one about the body from the waist down-
ward, and anoth r over the shoulder, with the right arm left free, after the manner 
of the gyp ies: the men wear but one, which they carry over their shoulders in the 
same way, the loins being covered with a bragueiro of deer-skin, after the fashion 
of the woolen br ech-cloth that wa once the custom of Spain. The skins are well 
dres ed, tbe color b ino- given to them that i wi ·bed, and in such perfection, that, 
when of vermilion, they look like very fine red broadcloth, and when black, the sort 
in use for shoes, they are of the purest. The same hues are given to blankets.2 
At Cutifa hiqui imilar fabric were ob erved: 
In the barbacoai:; were large quantities of clothing, shawls of threa'd, made from 
the hark of tre and others of feathers, white gray, vermilion and yellow, rich 
and proper for wint r. :1 
The fr quent mention of fabric used by the Indians for shawls, 
mantle ·, tc., make it plain that such were in very general use when 
1 Ili story of the American Indians. London, 1775, pp. 422, 423. 
2 arrative of the 'ar er of Hernando de oto in the Conquest of Florida as told by a Knight of 
Elvaa. Translated by Buckingham Smith. ew York, 1866, p. 52. 
1Ibid., p. 63. 
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the town of Pacaha was captured, and the Spaniards clothed them-
s~lves -with mantles, cassocks, and gowns made from these native gar-
ments. Everywhere woven shawls were a principal feature of the 
propitiatory gifts of the natives to t~e Spaniards. 
The extent of this manufacture of hempen garments by the Indians of 
the lower Mississippi is well indicated in the account of the adventures 
of the expedition on the western side of the Mississippi at Aminoga. 
The Spaniards undertook the construction of brigantines by means of 
which they hoped to descend the Mississippi and to pass along the gulf 
coast to Mexico. A demand was made upon the natives for shawls 
to be used in the manufacture of sails, and great numbers were brought. 
Native heinp and the ravelings of shawls were used for calking the 
boats. 1 What a novel sight must have been this first European fleet on 
the great river, consisting of five brigantines impelled by sails of native 
manufacture! 
It is worthy of note that in this region ( of the lower Mississippi) the 
Spaniards saw shawls of cotton, brought, it was said, from the west-
probably the Pueblo country, as they were accompanied by objects that 
from the description may have been ornaments of turquois. 2 
The following is from Du Pratz: 
Many of the women wear cloaks of the bark of the mulberry-tree, or of the feathers 
of swans., turkies, or India ducks. The bark they take from young mulberry shoots 
that rise from the roots of trees that have been cut dGwn; after it is dried in the sun 
they beat it to make all the woody part fall off, and they give the threads that 
remain a second beating, after which they bleach them by exposing them to the dew. 
When they are well whitened they spin them about the coarseness of pack-thread, 
and weave them in the following manner: they plant two stakes in the ground 
about a yard and a half asunder, and having stretched a cord from the one to the 
other, they fasten their threads of bark double to this cord, and then interweave them 
in a curious manner into a cloak of about a yard square with a wrought border 
round the edges. " * " The girls at the age of eight or ten put on a little petti-
coat, which is a kind of fringe made of threads of mulberry bark :3 
This is illu:strated farther on. 
The manner of weaving in the middle and upper Mississippi country 
is described by Hunter, who, speaking of the Osage Indians and their 
neighbors, says: 
The hair of the buffalo and other animals is sometimes manufactured into blankets; 
the hair is first twisted by hand, and wound into balls. The warp is then laid of a 
length to answer the size of the intended blanket, crossed by three small smooth 
rods alternately beneath the threads, and secured at e::ich end to stro~ger rods sup-
ported on forks, at a short distance above the ground. Thus prepared, the woof is 
filled in, thread by thread, and pressed closely together, by means of a long flattened 
wooden needle. When the weaving is finished, the ends of the warp and woof are 
1 N arratives of the Career of Hernando de Soto in the Conquest of Florida as told by a Knight of 
Elvas. Translated by Buckingham Smith. New York, 1866, p.160-70. 
2 Ibid., p. 164. 
3 Hist. Louisiana, op. cit. , vol. n, p. 23. 
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tied into kn t , and b hi auk• i n• 1ly for 11 P.. In I h1• am• mann •r 1 he•, 1·on rn 
mat. from fla ancl ru. b . cm whic·h. partu·nlarJ.r in warm w •:tlbt•r, th•.· l •pa,u l it.• 
Fabric f · · 
erallymade fi 
very elaborat 
the condition 'V 
period in a JU 
of our inform · 
increa~ed by de cripti n n 
early times. Extra t r-
tuary cu tom ·. 
sufficient: 
After the dead person bas lain a day and a night in on of tb ir hurdle. of canes, 
commonly in some out hou macl for that purp s , tho , tl1at officiate about the 
funeral go into the town and th fir t young m n th y m et withal, that have 
blankets or match oats on, whom they think fit for th ir tnru, they strip them 
from their backs, who suff r th m so to do without any resistance. In these they 
wrap the dead bodies, and cov r them with tw or three mats which the Indians 
make of rushes or cane; and, la t of all, th 1y havo a long web of woven reeds or 
hollow cane , which is the coffin of th Iuclian ·, an(l i brought round several times 
and tied fa t at both eucls, wbicb, ind cl, looks v ry d cent and well. Then the 
corps is brought out of th hou e mto the orcharcl of p ach trees, where another 
hurdle is made to receive it, about which corn an the relations and nation that 
the dead person belonged to, he icl •s s ,vnal from other nations in alliance with 
them; all which 8it down on tho g-roml(l upon mats . pread there for that pnrpose.2 
The mauufactur , 1Hl u ) of n t.· by nativ . in variou partg of the 
country are recorded by arly writer , . om of whom have already been 
quoted. Speakin of the Iroquoi. De ]a tberie , ays: 
The old men and thos who can not or do not w·i, h to go to war or the chase, make 
nets :tnd are fisher . This is a pl bian trad among th rn. Their nets are made of 
thr ad of nettles or of white wood, the hark of whi h they make into threaci by 
means of lye which r nd rs it ~trono- and pliahl .~ 
1n anoth r place th sam author ,·ay ' : 
The Sauteur , who are b yond th issi akis, take their name from a Saut (water-
fall) which ilows from Lake up rior into Lake Huron by a great fall whose rapids 
are xtreruely violent. Th p ople ar v ry killful in fishery by which they 
obtain white fi h a large as salmon . They cross all the e terrible rapids into which 
they a ta net like a ack, a littl roor than half an en in width by one in depth 
attach d to a forked stick abont 15 fe t lono-. 4 
no 1 u. of 11 t i record <l l>y thi author as follows: 
For takioo- pig on iu nmrner iu n ts, they make a broad path in tho woods and 
attach to two tr e , on on each sid , a large net made in the shape of a sack well 
op ned.-i 
J Memoir of n. captive among th Indianli of orth merica, John D. Hunter. Loudon, 1823, pp. 
289-200. 
2 Hist. of Carolina, John Lawson. London, 1714; reprint, Raleigh, N. C., 1860, pp. 293-294. 
3 Ilistoir de l'Amerique eptentrionale, Bacqueville de la Potherie, vol. m, pp. 33-34. 
4 Ibid., vol. n, pp. 60-61. 
6Ibid., vol. n, p. 80. 
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Du Pratz, speaking of the fishing nets of the Louisiana Indians, states 
that they "are meshed like ours and made of lime-tree bark; the large 
fish are shot with arrows." 1 
FEATHER WORK. 
Feather work was one of the most remarkable arts of the natives of 
Mexico and other southern countries at the period of the conquest. 'rhe 
feathers were sometimes woven in with the woof and sometimes applied. 
to a network base after the fashion of embroidery. Rarely, it may be 
imagined, were either spun or unspun fabrics woven of feathers alone. 
Very pleasing specimens of ancient Peruvian feather work are recovered 
from graves at Ancon and elsewhere, and the method of inserting the 
feathers is illustrated in the Sixth Annual Report of the Bureau of 
Ethnology. 2 In few instances has such· work been recovered from 
mounds or burial places, but there can be no doubt that the mound-
i:)llilding tribes were experts in this art. Frequent mention is made of 
the feather work of the natives by the earliest explorers of the Missis-
sippi valley, and the character of the work may be gathered from the 
extracts already given and from those which follow. 
John Smith, speaking of the feather work of the Virginia I n<lians, says: 
We haue seene some vse mantels made of Turky feathers, so prettily wrought and 
woven with threads that nothing could be discerned Lut the feathers. 3 
Lawson mentions a "doctor" of the Santee nation who "was warmly 
and neatly clad with a match coat, made of turkies feathers, which makes 
a pretty show, seeming as if it was a garment of the deepest silk shag." 4 
In another place the same author says: · · 
Their feather match coats are very pretty, especially some of them, which are made 
extraordinary charming, containing several pretty figures wrought in feathers, 
making them seem like a fine flower silk shag; and when new and fresh, they become 
a bed very well, instead of a quilt. Some of another sort are ~ade of hair, raccoon, 
bever, or squirrel skins, which are very warm. Others again are made of the green part 
of the skin of a mallard's head, which they sew perfectly well together, their thread 
being either the sinews of a deer divided very small, or silk grass. When these are 
finished, they look very finely, though they must needs be very troublesome to make.5 
Du Prafa thus describes the art in Louisiana: 
If the women know how to do this kind of work they make mantles either of 
feathers or woven of the bark of the mulberry tree. We will describe their method 
of doing this. The feather mantles are made on a frame similar to that on which 
the peruke makers work hair; they spread the feathers in the same manner. and 
fasten them on old fish nets or old mantles of mulberry bark. They are placed, 
spread in this manner, one over the other and on both sides; for this purpose small 
turkey feathers are used; women who have feathers of swans or India ducks, which 
are white, make these feather mantles for women of high rank. 0 
1 Histoire de la Louisiane, vol. 11, pp. 179-180. 
2 The Textile .A.rt, W. H. Holmes, p. 231. 
3 Hist. Virginia, John Smith. Richmond, 1819, vol. 1, p. 130. 
4 Hist. Carolina, John Lawson. Raleigh, 1860, p . 37. 
6 Ibid., pp. 311-.312. 
6 Hist. de la Louisiane, vol. 11, pp. 191-192. 
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Butel-Dum nt d . tri ' fpath •r work of th, 
briefly a follow : 
They [th women] al o · 1 innin~ wl11·1•l or ,li 
of cattle of whi h th y ma t u<l · • aurl " 
obtain from lime-tree bark a of 111 au 
the finest wan's feath r fa cl by tlw mnt• 
but they do not connt this troubl • tiu it 1·on1•1 
E rnnow1my 
The use of beads, quills, and otb r articl to b autif h • urf~ , 
of fabrics and skins was as common, no doubt, , ith 11 an •i II a with 
the modern native inhabitants of the Mi sis ippi van In di ing 
on the dress of native women of Loui iana But ,1.Dum nt ha 
the young girls wear-
* * " a sort of network attached to the wai t and t rminating in a point, 
* ... ~ both sides of which are ornamented with ribbons of thread made from hm -
tree fiber, also made into network. From the waist to the kn es ban sev ral cords 
of the same thread, to the ends of which are attached claws of birds f prey, uch 
as eaglets, crows, etc., so that when the girls walk these make a rattlin,. noi 
which is highly pleasing to them. This kind of ornament doe not illy res mble 
those nets which we use to cover our horses to protect them from fii .~ 
From Du Pratz we have the following: 
The women make also designs in ~mbroidery with the skin of the por upin ; th y 
remove for this purpose the skin of this animal, which is white and bhi k; th y Aplit 
it very fine to use as embroidery thread, dye a part of th white skin a r d c lor, 
another part yellow, and a third part is left white; they u ually work on bla 1 Akin, 
and dye the black a reddish brown; but if they work on bark, th bla, ·I [tbrearl J 
remain the same. Their designs are very similar to som of tho fonnd in thic 
architecture; they are composed of straight lin which form right an 1 at th ir 
conjunction, which is commonly called the corn r of a quar . Th y al w rk im-
ilar designs on mantles and coverings wllich th y mak wit,h tb bark of th mul-
berry tree. ·1 • 
John Smith testifies to the Rame practi , .in ir iniaa ,•bown in the 
following lines: 
For their apparell, they are sometim kinn s of wilcl bea ts, 
which in Winter are dre ed with th hayre, but in mm r with ut. The better 
sort vse large mantels of Dear skin , not mu b clifferin in fa hiou from the Irish 
mantels. Some imbroder d with white beads, some with 'opp r, other painted after 
their manner. " We haue seene some vse mantels roacl f Turky feathers, 
so prettily wrought and woven with threads that nothing could be discerned but 
the feathers .~ 
FOSSIL FABRICS. 
MODE OF PRE ERVATIO 
Oontenting my elf with the prec ding references to the practice of 
the artA of spinning and weaving in the various regions of the country, 
" 
1 Memoir sur la Lonisiane. PariR, 1753, vol. r, pp. 154-165. 
2 Ibid., vol, 1, pp. 138-139. 
a Hi torie de la Louisiana, vol. 11, pp. 184-185. 
4 Hist. Virginia. l{icbmond, 1819, vol. 1, pp. 129-130. 
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I pass on to an examination of the archeologic material which includes 
traces or remnants of the weaver's work from all sections of the coun-
try. As already mentioned, there are a number of ways in which textile 
articles or data relating to them may be preserved in such manner as 
to permit examination and study. 
Through charring by the use of fire in burial rites, and by contact 
with copper or preservative salts in burial caves, numerous pieces of 
cloth and parts of costumes have come into our possession. One of the 
most fertile sources of information has but recently been made availa-
ble. The ancient potter employed woven fabrics in handling, :finishing, 
and decorating pottery. From mounds, graves, and dwelling sites, all 
over the country, vases and sherds are found covered with impressions 
of these fabrics, and so well preserved that by taking casts in clay or 
wax entirely satisfactory restorations are made. Something may be 
learued from the recovery of implements of spinning and weaving, but 
up to this time the only relics secured are a few rather rude spindle 
whorls. 
I shall present m the following paragraphs such portions of the avail-
able data as seem calculated to illustrate briefly and clearly the nature 
of the ancient art. 
FABRICS FROM CAVES AND SHELTERS. 
At an early date in the history of the country reports began to find 
their way into print relating to the discovery of mortuary fabrics in 
caverns and shelters. Extracts from some of these publications may 
be given. 
From the writing of John Haywood historian of rrennessee. we have 
the followiug: 
In the spring of the year 1811, was found in a copperas cave in Warren county, in 
West Tennessee, about 15 miles southwest from Sparta, and 20 from McMinnville, 
the bodies of two human beings, which had been covered by the dirt or ore from 
which copperas was made. One of these persons was a male, the other a female. 
They were interred in baskets, made of cane, curiously wrought, and evidencing 
great mechanic skill. They were both dislocated at the hip joint, and were placed 
erect in the baskets, with a covering made of cane to :fit the baskets in which they 
were placed. The flesh of these persons was entire and undecayed, of a brown dry-
ish colour, produced by time, the :flesh having adhered closely to the bones and sin-
ews. Around the female, next her body, was placed a welI dressed deer skin. Next 
to this was placed a rug, very curiously wrought, of the bark of a tree and feathers. 
The bark seemed to have been formed of small strands well twisted. Around 
each of these strands, fe;:i,thers were rolled, and the whole woven into a cloth of firm 
texture, after the manner of our common coarse fabrics. This rug was about three 
feet wide, and between six and seven feet in length. The whole of the ligaments 
thus framed of bark were completely covered with feathers, forming a body of about 
one eighth of an inch m thickness, the feathers extending about one quarter of an 
inch in length from the strand to which they were confined. The appearance was 
highly diversified by green, blue, yellow and black, presenting different shades of 
colour when reflected upon by the ,light in different positions. The next covering 
was an undressed deer skin, around which was rolled, in good order, a plain shroud 
manufactured after the same order as the one ornamental with feathers. This article 
r~sembled very much in its texture the bags generally used for the purpose of hold-
30 ."fll.,£ 
ing coffee exported from Ha a 
a fan formed of th t· · ath 
curiously bound by kin 
about one inch from t . 
bound, by another d t 
and expanded at ple " 
The cave in which they wer f un<l l i · , alum and a l 
The whole of this ov ring, with th , w nd, , ithout any 
marks of decay. 1 
There was also a s oop net made o · n 
material/3; a mat of the same mat ri tu found in 
saltpetre dirt, six feet below the surfa o l r d on 
being exposed to the sun. 2 
In the year 1815 a remarkably int r tin 
recovered from a saltpeter cave near Gla g w, 
Samuel L. Mitchell, publi bed by the 
contains the following description of th 
and of the nature of it covering : 
ary f b · 
. letter from 
uarian ociety, 
human remains 
The outer envelope of tbe hody is a deer skin, probably dri d in the usual way, 
and perhaps softened before its applicati n, by rubbio r. Tho next covering is a 
deer skin, whose hair bad been cut away hy a sharp rn trument, r mbling a hat-
ter's knife. The remnant of the hair, and the ga. hes in tbe skin, nearlyr scmble the 
sheared pelt of beaver. The n xt wrapper of cloth id made of twrno doubled and 
twisted. But the thread does not appear to have l> en form d by the wh 1, nor the 
web by the loom. The warp and filling m d to have b en crossed and knotted by 
an operation like that of the faLricks of the northwest coast, and of the Sandwich 
islands: .. • " The iunermo t tegum nt is a mantl of cloth like the preceding; 
but furnished with large brown feather , arranged and fa toned with great art, so 
as to be capable of guarding the living wearer from w •t and cold. The plumage is 
distinct and entire, and the whole bears a near sin111itucle to the feathery cloaks 
now worn Ly tbe nation of tho northwestern oast of America. 3 
The Bureau of Ethnology llad th good fortune to ecure r cently a 
number of representative piece of burial fabric' of the clas es men-
tioned in the preceding extract , and omewhat detailed description of 
these will sufficiently illustrate the art as practiced by the early 
inhabitants of the middle portions of the country. 
The relics which have come into the possession of the Bureau were 
obtained in 1885 by Mr. A.. J. McGill from a rock shelter on "Clifty" 
or Cliff Creek, Morgan county, Tennessee. Mr. J. W. Emmert, through 
whom they were procured, report that they were found in a grave 
3½ feet below the urface and in earth strongly charged with niter and 
perhaps other pre ervative salts. The more pliable cloths, together 
with skeins of vegetal fiber, a dog's skull, some bone tools, and por-
tions of human bones and hair, were rolled up in a large split-cane mat. 
The grave wa situated about as hown in the accompanying section 
(figure 4). A. shelf some 20 feet in width, with depressed floor, occurs 
1 at. an<l Abor. Ilist . of Tenn .. John Haywood. Nashvi !Je, 1823. pp . 163-165. 
2 Ibid., p. 62. 
3 Trans. and Coll. Amer . .Aotiq. Soc. \\'orcc!<ttir, 1820, vol. I , pp. 318,319. 
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about midway between the creek bed and the slightly overhanging ledge 
above the whole height being estimated at 300 feet. 
The' mat, a very excellent piece of work, is 6 feet 6 inches by 3 feet 4 
inches. By reference to plate rr it will be seen that it is neatly and 
artistically made and quite well preserved. The strands are from one-
third to three-sixteenths of an inch in width and are even on the 
edges and smoothly dressed on the back. The hard, glistening outer 
surface of the can~ is light in color and the dressed surface is dark 
naturally or artificially, and the weaving is so managed that a taste-
ful border and a checkered effect are produced by alternately exposing 
the light and dark sides. This piece prob- Crest, 
ably very fairly represents the split-cane work 
of thew hole cane-producing region. A similar 
piece of work from the gulf coast is illustrated 
in figure 12. 
lnclosed with the mat were three pieces of 
fabric of especial interest, all pertaining, no 
doubt, to the costume of the person buried. · 
1'he piece of cloth shown in plate III probably Slalrer 
serve<l as a mantle or skirt and is 46 inches 
long by 24 wide. It is of coarse, pliable, yel-
lowish-gray stuff, woven in the twined style 
so common all over America. The fiber was 
doubtless derived from the native hemp, and 
the strands _are neatly twisted and about the 
size of average wrapping cord. The warp 
strands, 24 inches in length, extend across 
the piece; and on the left margin, as seen in 
. . FIG. 4.-Section of cliff showing the 1llustrat10n, they are looped for the pas- position of grave shelter. 
sage of a gathering string, while on the left they have been cut to form a 
short fringe. The. opposing series (the woof strands) have been passed 
through with the length of the cloth in pairs, which are twisted half 
around at each intersection, inclosing the web strands in alternating 
pairs as shown in detail in figure 5. These twined strands are placed 
three-eights of an inch apart, tho web being so close that the fabric is 
but slightly open. The twined strands are carried back and forth in 
groups of four as shown at the ends in the plate, and are knotted as 
illustrated in the figure. 
A piece of fabric of much interest is presented in plate IV. It may be 
an unfinished garment of the class shown in the preceding illustration, 
but it is more likely a complete skirt, the narrow woven band with its 
gathering string serving as a belt and the long fringe being the skirt. 
The length at the gathered edge is 3;1 inches, and the pendant length 
is 20 ~p.ches. The material and the . weaving are the same as in the 
piece of cloth already described, although the work is somewhat coarser. 
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A detailed study of the border is given in figure 6, the vertical series 
of threads being pulled apart to show more distinctly the manner of 
combination. 
The two pieces just described would seem to correspond pretty cloRely· 
with the garments formerly worn by women and girls of the lower lVlis-
Fro. 5.-Portion of mantle showing manner of weaving. 
sissippi country, as illustrated by Du Pratz in a, plate facing page 310, 
volume n, of his Histoire de la Louisiane. His plate is reproduced in 
figure 7. The following are translations of his descriptions of the gar-
ments delineated: 
The women in warm weather have only a half ell of limbourg, wi.th which they 
are covered; they fold this cloth around the body and are well clothed from the 
Fro. 6.-Analysis of the weaving of fringed skirt. Threads nat ural size. 
waist to the knees; whim they have no lim bourg they use in the same way a deer 
skin. * * * 1• • 
When the girls reach the age of eight or nine years they are clothed from the 
waist to the ankles with a fringe of threads of mulberry bark, fastened to a band 
· Histoire de la. Louisia.ne . Du Pratz. Paris, 1758, vol. 11, p . 191. 
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which is attached below the ab,lomen; there is also another band above the abdo-
men which meets the first at the back; between the two the body is covered in front 
by a network which is held there by the bands, and at the back there are merely 
t~o large cords, each having a tassel.1 
Of equal interest to the preceding is the badly frayed bag shown in 
plate v. It is 20 inches in length and 13 inches in depth. The style 
FIG. 7.-Former costumes of woman and girl in Louisiana (after Du Pratz). 
of weaving is the same as that of the two preceding examples; a pecu-
liar open effect is produced by the rotting out of certain strands of dark 
color, which were arranged in pairs alternating with eight lighter· 
threads. The construction of the border or rim of this bag is quite 
remarkable. As shown in :µgure 8, the upper ends of the vertical 
1 Histoire de la Lomsiane, Du Pratz. Paris, 1758, vol. II, p. 193. 
13 ETH--3 
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strands are gathered in slightly twisted groups of four and carried up 
free for about two inches, wheu they are brought together and plaited 
with remarkable neatness into a string border. As if to convey to the 
curious investigator -of modern times a complete knowledge M their 
weavers' art, the friends of the dead deposited with the body not only 
the fabrics worn during life but a number of skeins of the tlber from 
which the fabrics were _probably made. This fiber has been identified 
as that of the Cannctbis satirn, or wild hemp. Two of the skeins are 
shown in plate v. 
Th_e presence of these unw.orked materials makes it probable that the 
individnal burned was a female, for the distaff and the loom have been 
and are universal ~mblems of the practical enslavement of that sex. 
A ,small but very instructive 
group of burial fabrics is pre-
served in the National Museum. 
These specimens were fouud with 
a desiccated body in 1877 in a 
cave 8 miles from Mammoth cave, 
Kentucky. They consist of a num-
ber of bags and other articles • 
woven in the usual styles of bast 
and hemp. Nearly all of the 
articles are worn or fragmentary, 
but the fiber is wonderfully pre-
served and the original colors are 
as fresh as if the burial had taken 
place but yesterday. There are 
three wide-mouthed, shallow bags, 
resembling the one from Tennessee 
illustrated in plate v. The largest 
is 34 inches long when clrn,ed, and 
FIG. S.-Borderof bag. 15 inches deep. Both web and 
woof are of bast. There is a border of open work bound by a plaited 
band as seen iu figure 8, and the manner of weaving is identical with 
that shown in that figure. The second bag is 22 inches long and 16 
deep. The web is of bast, the woof of hemp. The maller specimen is 
14 by 9 inches and i made exclu ively of hemp, and is thus much more 
1>liable than the others. The small remnant of a larger bag shows a 
w b of h avy, plaited ba. t strands resembling the pecimen impressed 
-0n pottery and hown in a, plate rx. Beside tliese pieces there is a bit 
-0f lieavy, compactly woven tuft', resembling_ the broad part of a sling, 
whi ·h how , trace of a geometric pattern, aud a piece of flattish rope 
L f~ t long aud 12 inche , broad plaited very neatly of hempen twine. 
mon a number f cave relic from Kentucky donated to the Museum 
by Ir. Franci · JG tt are ome textile article . mong the e is a san-
dal or mocca in wo eu or plaited very neatly of bast. It is shown in 
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:figure 9. Prof. F. W. Putnam and other explorers of these caves have 
obtained numerous textile articles of interest. 
CHARRED REMAINS OF FABRICS FROM MOUNDS. 
That the well-preserved fabrics just illustrated represent fairly the 
textile work of the mound-builders is practically demonstrated by the 
evidence furnished by the mounds themselves. From hundreds of 
sources come the same story; and it is not necessary here to enter into 
any elaborate discussion of the subject or to multiply illustrations. I 
present in plates vr and vu specimens of mound fabrics which, since 
they were burned with the dead_, undoubtedly formed part of the cloth-
ing of the living or were wrappings of articles deposited with the 
bodies. These coarse cloths may be considered as fairly representing 
the weaving of the mound-builders. There are among them some finer 
examples of weaving than those obtained from the caves and shelters 
of Tennessee and Kentucky, but there is nothing specifically differ-
ent in material or methods of combination, aud there is nothing what-
(1\ 
FIG. 9.-Sau<la1 or moccasin from a Kentucky cave. 
ever to suggest a higher stage of culture than that of the historic 
Indian. 
The fiber is quite fine and is more probably of hemp than of the 
bark of trees. The strands are generally well twisted and even, the 
twist being in most cases to the right, or as if twisted on the thigh 
with a downward movement of the right-hand, the thread being held 
in the left. As in the case of cave fabrics as well as the work of the 
modern peoples of the region, the weaving is nearly all in the twined 
style, of which there are two varieties; one in which each strand of 
the web is in turn inclosed simply by the woof twisted in pairs, and 
the other iu which alternate pairs of the web strands are iuclosed by 
the twined pairs of the woof. Cloths woven in the :first method are 
often quite close, as the woof threads are readily pressed or pounded 
down on one another entirely hiding the web strands, giving a fabric of 
much compactness and strength. The second variety is usually some-
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wha.t open and net-like, and very often the pair of twined woof traud 
are placed far apart, as bown in veral of the illu tration ·iv n iu 
this paper. 'rhe fine t mesh ob erved i. in the fi.r:t of the e tyle ·, 
and includes a.bout twenty inter. ection to the in h. 
From the Ohio mound also there are examples of plain a well as 
of diagonal interlacing. In appearance the cloth i much the same as 
that done in the twined style. In a few case a border or selvage of 
very simple construction i seeq,. A looped margin for the passage of 
a gathering cord is common. 
In plate VI a number of bits of charred cloth are shown; being quite. 
black the camera fails to give them with clearness, but the drawings 
presented in plate vu serve to make clear ail details of the strands and 
their combination. The charring bas taken place in cremating the-
dead, in the burning of offerings or through accidental subjection to. 
heat. In some cases very con iderable portions of the cloth are found, 
but it is usually in a very fragile state and little has been preserved. 
Specimens preserved in this way are obtained from a large area,. 
including the Ohio and a large portion of the Mi::;sissippi valleys. 
FARRICS PRESERVED BY CONTACT WITH CO PPER. 
The preservation of woven textures through association in burials. 
with implements or other articles of copper is of common occrrrrence. 
Our museums contain many examples of copper celts retaining on their 
surfaces portions of cloth so well preserved that 
the fibers 1·etain much of their original strength 
as well as color. In plate VIII three examples are 
shown from a, mound uear Davenport, Iowa, and 
a fourth from a mound near Savannah, Georgia. 
The fabrics on a and b are of the twined style 
and, although occurring 800 miles apart, are 
identical in every respect. The cloth on c is 
very clo~ely woven and has the appearance of 
simple interlacing. The finest piece of work 
that has come to my notice is a bit of cloth from 
a mound in Pike county, Ohio. It has from 
Fm. 10.-Fine, closely woven thirty-five to forty strands to the inch, and look:-; 
clo1 h preserved by contact . . . . 
with coppe1· ueacts. much hke coarse twilled gooq.s. It 1s woven m 
the twined tyle, however, and i' therefore of native origin. It was. 
pre ·erv d by contact with a large number of copper beads, four of which 
are hown in th cut, figure 10. 
Trac · of ba ketry are rarely pre erved either by cl.larring or by con-
tact with copp r. Matting i: occa ionally pre ·erved in these ways. 
Fi<rurc 11 illu trate a, piece of ru h matting found. fixed to the surface 
of a, bit of copper in a mound near Augu ta, Georgia. 
Th weavin°· of the, hair of many species of quadrupeds, the buffalo, 
th po um, the rabbit, etc. 1 is noted by a number of authors, and a few 
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specimens of haircloth have been recovered from mounds. Mr. Henry 
R. Howland found in a mound near Alton, Illinois, two varieties of cloth 
preserved by contact with a copper ornament representing a turtle-
shell; they are described as follows: 
Closely fitting over the outer surface of the copper shell is, first, a woven cloth of 
.a vegetable fibre, similar in its general character to the outer matting above described, 
but of a stronger and better preserved fibre, apparently more like that which forms 
the woven coating of the Davenport axes. This is covered in turn with a softer, 
finer fabric, now of a dark-brown color, formed of twisted strands, laid or matted 
closely together, though apparently not woven. The material of which these strands 
:are formed proves, under microscopi_c examination, to be animal hair. 1 
An illustration of ancient split cane matting is presented in figure 
12. The specimen waEi obtained from Petite 
Anse island, near Vermilion bay, southern -=.:-•:§§:.l....t!.lfil~~m=-~~~-
-coast of Louisiana, and a photograph was -~~~~l!lillllLI:::::==r,iii~~~ 
:presented to the Smithsonian Institution in _.l!.illUIL--,,rmrm:==~:::--":~-:T 
1866, by J. F. C!eu. The following descrip- _ _ _ --=-=. 
tion, as given by Prof. Joseph Henry, ap- .,;;~~ 
pears on the label attached to the specimen: "=...-- 11 --==~ I =-
. .. =- - ---::- - )j - -
This fragment of matting was found near the sur- =-=-;--~~~ =~-
·face of the salt, and about 2 feet above it were re- h= ,· ~~ 
mains of tusks and bones of a fossil elephant. The -=- -=--
peculiar interest in regard to the specimen is in its 
-occurrence in situ 2 feet below the elephant re-
mains, and about 14 feet below the sur-face of the 
,soil, thus showing the existence of man on the island -=-==' -- --
. h d · · th ·1 • h i- •1 l h t Fro. 11.-Small portion of rush mat-pr10r tot e epos1t m e soi oft e .1oss1 e ep an . ting preserved by contact with 
The material eonsists of the outer bark of the common copper. 
sou them cane ( .. ,frundina1·ia macrosperma), an cl bas been preserved for so long a period 
both by its silicious character and the strongly saline condition of the soil. 
FABRICS IMPRESSED ON POTTERY. 
It was a common pr~ctice among the aborigines to employ woven 
fabrics in the construction and ornamentation of earthenware. Im-
pressions were thus left on the clay, and by baking these were rendered 
as lasting as if engraved on stone. 
From no other source do we obtain so wide a range of fabrics. The 
fabric-marked vases and sherds are obtained from mounds, graves, and 
village sites all over the country. There is not a state within the 
Mississippi or Atlantic drainage that does not furnish some example of 
the preservation of native fabric impressions on earthenware. The 
perfeetion with which every character of these textures is preserved is 
well shown in a number of the figures here introduced. 
A somewhat extended study of this subject was published in the 
Third Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, and illustrations of 
nearly all the styles of weaving w:ere given. As indicated by subse-
Recent Archreolog-ical Discoveries in the American Bottom. Bulletin of the Buffalo Society of 
Natural Sciences, March '.l, 1877, p. 208. 
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quent investigations, a number of slight inaccuracies of analysis and 
drawing occur in that paper, but they are of such minor importance 
that detailed correction is unnecessary. 
It would seem that imprints of cloth woven in the plain interlaced 
style appear to be quite rare, although it is difficult, from the impres-
sions on clay, to distinguish this from other forms when the threads 
are closely impacted. In somewhat rare cases the interlacing is so 
arranged and alternated as to give diagonal effects as iu a specimen 
I<'rn. 12. -Split-cane matting from Petite Anse ialand, Louisi:ina. 
shown in figure 13. These effects are peculiar to tlie iuterlaced fabrics, 
not being produced in twined or netted work. 
It has been supposed that vessels of clay were often modeled in bask-
ets, and that the native earthen ware preserved numerous impressions of 
baskets. On closer analysis tlle e impressions turn out to be the applica-
tion of pliable cloths, or of cords singly or in groups, or of stamps covered 
with textile. or llaviug geometric textile-like patterns engraved on them. 
I an n t recall a in gle example from ea tern United States in which it 
i ntir Iy cl ar that the clay vessel wa modeled in a basket. The 
impre ion of ba k t work occa ·ion ally , een are only partial, having 
be 11 appli dafter the ve sel was practically .finished. 
I pre "ent in figure 13, a small earthen vessel from a mound in North 
arolin , the entire exterior surface of which is marked with a fabric, 
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e. 
1 in the twined styled. The impressions 
application of the texture, but consist of 
ing as if the band or a paddle covered 
n handling the vessel or in imparting a 
FIG. 13.- Fabric-marked vase from a mound in North Carolina. 
Specimen of diagonal fabrics, restored from potsherds, are given in 
figure 14 and 15. The first is a very neatly woven diagonal from the 
ancient pottery of Polk county, TeQ.nessee. Two series of cords have 
be n interwoven at riglit angles to each other, but so arranged as to 
produce the diagonal effect. One series of the cords is fine and well 
FIG. 14.-Diagonal fabric, ancient pottery of Tennessee. 
t · t er and very slightly twisted. The second is a 
cl from the impression o~ a small piece of pot-
t e a. It was probably made of rushes or heavy 
th 
ing pr vails in the fabrics impre~sed on pottery as in 
h r boriginal ources. An example of the · simplest 
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form, obtained from a small fragment of pottery found in Polk county, 
Tennessee, is shown in figure 16. Two series of threads are interwoven 
at right angles, the warp being arranged in pairs and the woof singly. 
FIG. 15.-Fabric from the ancient pottery of Alabama. 
At each intersection the pairs of warp threads are twisted half around 
upon themselves, mclosing the woof threads and holding them quite 





F10. 16.-Twined fabric from ancient pottery, Tennessee. 
firmly, so that the open net-like effect is well preserved even under 
strain or in long continued use. There are many varieties of this form 
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Fm. 17.-Twined fabric from ancient pottery, Tennessee. 
of fabric r ulting from difference in size and pacing of tbe threads. 
The differ nee are well brought out in the 8ucceeding figures. 
In figure 17 we have a characteri tic example of this fabric, obtained 
from a fragment of pottery from a mound at Sevierville, Tennessee. 
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The impression is quit,e perfect. The cords are somewhat uneven, and 
seem to have been only moderately well tw)sted. They were probably 
made of hemp fiber. It will be observed that the threads of the web 
are placed at regular intervals, while those of the woof are irregularly 
placed. It may be noticed that in one case the woof bas not been 
doubled, the single tbrea,d having, as a consequence, exactly the same 
relation to the opposing series as corresponding threads in simple inter-
FIG. 18.-Twined fabric from ancient salt Ye~se1, Illinois. 
lacing. The impression, of which this is only a part, indicates that 
the cloth used in shaping the vessel was considerably distorted when 
applied to the soft clay. 
Nowhere else are found so many fine impressions of fabrics on clay 
vessels as in the ancient salt-making localities of the Mississippi valley. 
The huge bowh, or vats used by the primitive salt-maker have gener-
ally been modeled in coarse, open fabrics, or have had cloths impressed 
Fm. 19.-Twined fabric from ancient salt vessel, Illinois. 
upon them for ornament. In figures 18 and 19 fine examples of these 
impressions are given. The latter engraving illustrates a specimen in 
which every detail is perfectly preserved. Only a small portion of the 
original is shown in the cut. · It is noticeable that the cords are quite 
heavy and well twisted, although the spacing is somewhat irregular. 
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The example given in figure 20, impressed on a fragment of clay from 
Arkansas, has an ornamental border produced by looping the cords of 
FIG. 20. -Twined fabric from a piece of clay, Arkansas. 
the web, which seem to have been :five in number, each one passing 
over four others before recrossing the frame. A specimen showing a 
somewhat different border is given in figure 21. 
Fm. 21.-Twined fabric from ancient pottery, Tennessee. 
FIG. 22.-Twin ct fabric from ancient pottery, Missouri. 
Tb inter ,ting p im n mu trated in :figure 22 was obtained from 
a mall fragment of pott ry found in Ripley county, Missouri. The 
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combination of the two series of strands clearly indicates the type or' 
fabric, the twisted cords of the woof being placed very far apart. 
The warp is of braid formed by plaiting strands of untwisted fiber, 
probably bast. .All the details are shown in the most satisfactory 
manner in the clay cast. 
---=-- ~ \. 
Fm. 23.-Twined fabric from ancient pot,tery, Carter county, Tennessee. 
In figure 23 we have a similar fabric closely woven or impacted. I 
have made the drawing to show fillets of fiber appearing at the ends; 
these do not appear in the impression. It is highly probable, however, 
FIG. 24.-Twined fabric from ancient pottery, T ennessee. 
that these fillets are plaited bands, as in the preceding example. They 
are wide and fiat, giving somewhat the effect of basket-work of splints 
or rushes. 
FIG. 25.-Twinecl fa.bric from ancient pottery, Tennessee. 
Another variety of the twined fabrics, distinguished by peculiarities 
in the combinations of the threads, is illustrated in figures 24 and 25. 
The threads of the warp are arranged in pairs as in the specimens 
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already described, but are twisted iu such a way as to inclose two of 
the opposing series instead of one, each succeeding pair of warp threads 
taking up alternate pairs of the woof threads. Figure_ 25 is from a 
FIG. 26.-Twiued fabric, with patterns, Ohio -valley. 
small piece of pottery exhumed from. a mound on Fain island, Jefferson 
county, Tennessee. The threads of the woof are quite close together, 
those of the web being far apart. 
FIG. 27.- t from ancient pottery, DiRtrict of Columbia. 
That th nativ love of decoration had a marked iufluence on the 
wea er art in it imple and rude t a well as higher forms is well 
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evinced even in the meager vestiges brought to light by res_earches in 
the mounds. Decorative borders and fanciful combinations of strands 
are shown in some of the preceding cuts, and figure 26, copied from a 
pottery fragment obtained in the Ohio valley, indicates a more ambi-
tious attempt at embellishment-. The fabric was evidently of ornate 
design and the execution excellent. 
Plate rx is intended to convey a clear notion of the nature and 
appearance of fabric-marked pottery and of the manner of securing· 
positive impressions in clay. Three bits of pottery from Illinois are 
placed at the left, and the three casts appear at the right. All illus-
trate open fabrics of com para ti vely simple pattern done in the charac-
teristic twined sty le. 
Nets were in use by the Indians of Florida and Virginia at the time 
of the discovery, and the ancient pottery of the Atlantic states has 
preserved impressions of innumerable specimens. The piece shown in 
figure 27 is from a small fragment of pottery picked up in the District 
of Columbia. The impression is so perfect that the twist of the cord 
and the form of the knot may be seen with ease. Most of the examples · 
from this locality are of much finer cord and have a !ess open mesh than 
Fm. 28.-Net from ancient pottery, North Carolina. 
the specimen illustrated. The net illustrated in figure 28 is from a 
specimen of North Carolina pottery. Netting of this class was still 
in use among the natives of the Chesapeake region when the English 
colonies were founded. 
The lesson of the prehistoric textile art of eastern United States 
is simple and easily read, and goes far to round out the story of native 
occupation and culture. Colonial records furnish definite knowledge 
of the woven fabrics and weaving of the nations first encountered by 
the whites. Q-raves, mounds, and caves give us an insight into the 
pre-Columbian' status of the art, and evidence furnished by associated 
industries which happen to echo features of the textile art contribute 
to our information. Charred cloths from the great mounds are 
identical in material, combination of parts, and texture with the 
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fabrics of the simple savage. Cloths preserved by contact with 
copper implements and ornaments characteristic of the art of the 
builders of the mounds do not differ iu any way from the humble 
work of the historic peoples. All tell the same story of a simple, 
primitive culture, hardly advanced beyond the grade separating the 
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178. Chipped flint .............................................. (90672) 144 
179. Chipped fl.mt .................... .. ....................... (116058) 145 
180. Chipped flint, somewhat bell-shape ......... _ .... ........... (82883) 145 
181. Chipped flint, elliptical outline ................••.••....•. (71562 a) 145 
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FIG. 182. Chipped flint, leaf-shape or oval outline ... _ ................ (88353) 145 
183. Chipped flint ............................................. (132186) 146 
184. Chipped flint, large, pointed elliptical outline ...... · ........ (88122) 146 
185. Chipped flint, large, long, sharp point ...... ... ............ (113767) 146 
186. Chipped flint, large ....................................... (il4486) 147 
187. Chipped flint ......... - ..... - ............................. (91921a) 14 7 
188. Chipped fl~nt ............................................. (114277) 14 7 
189. Chipped flint, with shoulders ....... . ...................... (115419) 147 
190. Chipped flint, small .......... ... ........................... (62883) 148 
191. Chipped flint, triangular .................................. (91754a) 148 
192. Chipped flint, asymmetric................. . . .. . ......... ·. (115404) 148 
193. Chipped flint, concave edges .... ........................... (82832) 148 
194. Chipped flint, triangular ................................... (88072) 148 
195. Chipped flint, small ...•........................ . " ......... ( 131633) 149 
196. Chipped flint, short, convex edges ......... . . .. ............ ( 114539) 149 
197. Chipped flint, triangular ............................ ....... (832.l5) 149 
198. Chipped flint, concave edges ........... .. .. .. ............... ( 65811) 149 
199. _Chipped flint, convex base ................... ... . ...... ... (114405) 149 
200. Chipped flint, edges concave .............................. (91921b) 150 
201. Chipped flint, pentagonal .................... · ............. (115634) 150 
202. Chipped flint, narrow and thick .......................... (115665) 150 
203. Chipped flint, stemmed, bar bless .................... ....... (87555) 151 
204. Chipped flint, stemmed, bar bless ......................... .. (97754) 151 
205. Chipped flint, expanding shoulder .................. . ...... (132212) 152 
206. Chipped flint, double-curved edges ........................ (83409a) 152 
207. Chipped flint, double-curved edges ........... ...... ...... (113605a) 152 
208. Chipped flint, convex edges, long, tapering stem ............ (72123) 152 
209. Chipped flint, with long, tapering stem . . ................... (82718) 153 
210. Stemmed chipped flint, diamond or lozenge shape .......... (91859a) 153 
211. Stemmed chipped flint ......... · ........................... (65803) 153 
212. Stemmed chipped flint ...•................................ (115405) 154 
213. Stemmed chipped flint, ovoid .............................. (71562b) 154 
214. Stemmed chipped flint, short blade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 90750) 154 
215. Stemmed chipped flint, symmetric outline ................. (113821) 155 
216. Stemmed chipped flint ..................... ~ .............. (113726) 155 
217. Chipped fl.int, with very long, t>lender stem. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 8784 7) 156 
218. Stemmed chipped flint, with but one barb or shoulder ..... (91731) 156 
219. Stemmed chipped flint, short ................ . ............. (90673) 156 
220. Stemmed chipped flint ............ ~ ....................... (87664) 156 
221. Stemmed chipped fl.int, roughly made.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 65817) 157 
222. Stemmed chipped fl.int...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (65786) 157 
223. Stemmed chipped fl.int ..................................... (90739a) '157 
224. Stemmed chipped fl.int, edges convex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (88323) 157 
225. Stemmed chipped fl.int, with long barbs ................... (83409b) 158 
226. Stemmed chipped flint ... ........................... ...... (131775) 158 
227. Stemmed chipped fl.int .................................. .. (71562c) 159 
228. Stemmed chipped fl.int, broad point ....................... (71562d) 159 
229. Stemmed chipped fl.int, slender point ....................... (87837) 159 
230. temmedchippedfl.int .................................... (90760) 159 
231. Stemmed chipped fl.int .................................... (114558) 160 
232. Stemmed chipped flint, thin ............................... (91921d) 160 
233. Stemmed chipped fl.int .................. .. ................ (116059) 160 
234. temmecl chipped flint .................................... (113741) 160 
2:!5. temmed chipped fl.int .................................... (114340) 160 
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Fm. 236. Stemmed chipped flint, slender, with small stem ........... (116047) 161 
237. Stemmed chipped flint, ova.I outline, notched .............. (97547) «161 
238. Stemmed chipped flint .................................... (65614) 162 
239. Stemmed chipped flint, notched, very wide stem ........... (113894) 162 
240. Stemmed chipped flint, notched, very wide stem .........•• (90739b) 162 
241. Stemmed chipped flint ....•................................ (82686) 163 
242. Stemmed chipped flint, projecting shoulde;rs ..............• (91754b) 163 
243. Stemmed chipped flint .................................••. (91921c) 163 
244. Stemmed chipped flint, very rough .....................•••. (91136) 164 
245. Perforator, not stemmed .........•.......................• (87556b) 165 
246. Perforator, not stemmed, double pointed ...............•••• (90843) 165 
247. Perforator, not stemmed, double pointed ................••• (90759) 166 
248. Perforator, not stemmed, ·rough base ....••....... . ......... (91924,>° 166 
249. Perforator, not stemmed, expanding base ................••. (87951) 166 
250. Perforator, not stemmed, expanding base ................... (88019) 166 
251. Perforator, stemmed ..................................... (113605b) 167 
252. Perforator, stemmed, very wide shoulders ................. (91754c) 167 
253. Perforator, stemmed,,...... . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • • • • 167 
254. Perforator, stemmed ...•...•.............................• (834090) 167 
255. Perforator, stemmed, with cutting point ................••• (132226) 168 
256. Blunt arrowhead, or "bunt" .............................• (132204) 168 
257. Stemmed scraper .......................................... (132190) 169 
258. Stemmed scraper .......................................... (71560) 169 
259. Stemless scraper, celt form .............................•.. (131749) 170 
260. Stemless scraper, flake ..................................... (90822) 170 
261. Cores ...................................................•.. (97526) 171 
262. Core ....................................................... (97520) 171 
263. Flake, chipped for scraper ................................. (91968) 173 
264. Flake, chipped for knife or arrow head ...................... (97537) 174 
265. Flake, slender, probably for lancet ......................... (88018) 174 
266. Stemmed chipped flint ........ . ........................... (132176) 174 
267. Stemmed chipped flint, winged ......................•..... (132213) 175 
268. Stemmed chipped flint .................................... (132174) 175 
269. Stemmed chipped flint, barbed.................................... 175 
270. Stemmed chipped flint, broad .........................•••. (132235b) 175 
271. Stemmed chipped flint............................................ 176 
272. Stemmed chipped flint, slender ..........................•. (132208) 176 
273. Stemmedchippedflint ...••.............. . .............••••....•.. 176 
274. Stemmed chipped flint, triangular ..... ~ ................•• __ ..•••.. 176 
275. Stemmed chipped flint .......•....................... .••• (132235a) 176 
276. Chipped flint, with sharp-edged stem ................... •••• (63150) 177 
277. Stemmed chipped flint, point blunted from use.................... 177 
278. Stemmed chipped fl.int............................................ 177 

STONE ART 
By _GER.A.RD FOWKE 
INTRODUCTION. 
BASIS :FOR THE WORK. 
The collection of the Bureau of Ethnology includes almost every type 
of stone implement or ornament, and as the investigations and explora-
tions of the collaborators have extended over nearly all the eastern and 
central portions of the Mississippi valley, it furnishes a substantial 
basis for showing the geographic distribution of various forms of ob-
jects in use among the aboriginal inhabitants. 
It has not been deemed advisable to utilize material contained in 
other collections. Should this be done there would }?e no reason for 
drawing upon one rather than another, and if it were once begun the 
examination would finally extend to every collection m_ade from. Amer-
ican localities, a study which, although perhaps desirable, would tran-
scend the scope of the Bureau plans. 
Much that has been published in regard to the distribution of relics 
in various portions of the country is of little value to a paper of this 
kind, since few of the objects are sufficiently illustrated or referred to 
any class in other than the most general terms; so that it is frequently 
impossible to determine the group in which a given article should be 
placed. Partly for this reason, partly because the primary purpose is 
description of a certain collection made in a definite way, little space 
is given to the descriptive work of predecessors in the field of archeol-
ogy. The general results of previous work are, however, carefully 
weighed in the conclusions reached. 
CLASSIFICATION OF OBJECTS AND MATERIALS. 
The ordinary division into chipped and pecked or ground implements 
has been adopted: the former including all such as are more easily 
worked by flaking, and the latter including those made from stone 
suitable for working down by pecking into form. with stone ham.m.ers 
or by similar means. The system of nomenclature in general use has 
been retained, as it is now familiar to students of North American 
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archeology, and, while not entirely satisfactory in some respects, is 
perhaps as good as can be devised in the present state of knowledge. 
Careful study of the entire collection has failed to show the slightest 
difference in the form, finish, or mat~rial of implements from the same 
locality, whether found in mounds or graves or on the surface; hence 
no attempt is made to separate the two classes of objects. .A.llowauce 
is to be made for the weathering of a surface specimen, but this is the 
only distinction. 
It is not always easy to identify a stone, even with a fresh surface; 
in a weathered specimen it is often impossible. For this reason the 
material of which a specimen is made may not be correctly named; fre-
quently the alteration due to exposure will change the appearance of a 
rock very muc~, and in such a case the best that can be done is to tell 
wliat it looks most like. The material of a majority of specimens how-
ever, or at least the classes of rock to which they belong, as granite, 
porphyry, etc., are correctly named; to give a more exact name would 
be possible only by the destruction or injury of the specimen. There 
are a few terms used which may be here explained. 
"Compact quartzite" is a very hard, close-grained, siliceous rock; 
sometimes nearly a flint, and again closely approaching novaculite. 
'' Greenstone" may be diorite or diabase, or it may be a very compact 
dark sandstone or quartzite so weathered that its nature can not be 
determined from superficial observation. "Argillite" refers to any slaty 
rock; it may be so soft as to be easily cut with a knife, or nearly as hard 
as quartzite. Usually it is greenish in color . 
.A.comprehensive study of all available collections will no doubt mod-
ify materially the classification and system of types here presented. 
The quotations from eminent anthropologists given below show the· 
_difficulties in the way of establh,hing a satisfactory system of types, or 
of assigning certain forms to particular localities. In most of these 
quotations the substance only of the author's remarks is given. 
According to Dr. E. B. Tylor, the flint arrows of the Dakota, the 
Apache, or the Comanche might easily be mistaken for the weapons 
dug up on the banks of the Thames; 1 while cores of flint in Scandinavia 
and of obsidian in Mexico are exactly alike, 2 and a tray filled with Euro-
pean arrqwheads can not be distinguished from a tray of American 
ones.3 Prof. Otis T. Mason observes that the great variety of form in 
such weapons after they are finished is due partly to natur~ and partly 
to the workman' desire to produce a certain kind of implement. All 
sorts of pebbles lie at the hand of the savage mechanic, none of them· 
just what he wants. He selects the best.4 Perhaps the truth about 
the hape is that the savage found it thus and let it so remain. 5 
1 Anahuac, p . 101. 
2 Ibid. , p. 98 . 
BD awson, Sir William ; F ossil M en, p.121. 
4 Smithsonian R eport for 1884, p. 741. 
'Ibid ., p. 748. 
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The state of things among the lower tribes which presents itself to 
the student is a substantial similarity in knowledge, arts, and customs, 
running through the whole world. Not that the whole culture of all 
tribes is alike-far from it; but if any art or custom belonging to a low 
tribe is selected at random, the likelihood is that something substantially 
like it may be found in at least one place thousands of miles off, though 
it frequently happens that there are large intervening areas whero it 
has riot been observed.1 
On the whole, it seems most probable that many of the simpler 
weapons, implements, etc., have been invented independently by vari-
ous savage tribes. Though they are remarkably similar, they are at 
the same tiine curiously different. The necessaries of life are simple 
and similar all over the world. The materials with which men have to 
deal are also very much alike; wood, bone, and to a certain extent 
stone, have everywhere the same properties. The obsidian flakes of 
the Aztecs resemble the flint flakes of our ancestors, not so much be-
cause the ancient Briton resembled the Aztec, as because the frac-
ture of flint is like that of obsidian. So also the pointed bones used as 
awls are necessarily similar all over the world. Similarity exists, in 
fact, rather in the raw material than in the manufactured article, and 
some even of the simplest implements of stone are very different among 
different races. 2 
Tylor again says: 
When, however, their full value has been given to the differences in the produc-
tions of the Ground Stone Age, there remains a residue of a most remarkable kind. 
In the first place, a very small number of classes, flakes, knives, scrapers, spear and 
arrow heads, celts, and hammers take in the great mass of specimens in museums; 
and in the second place, the prevailing character of these implements, whether 
modern or thousands of years old, whether found on tb.is side of the world or on the 
other, is a marked uniformity. The ethnographer who has studied the stone imple-
ments of Europe, Asia, North or South America, or Polynesia, may consider the 
specimens from the district he has studied as types from which those of other 
districts differ, as a class, by the presence or absence of a few peculiar-instruments, 
an,d individually in more or less bnportant details of shape or finish, unless, as some-
times happens, they do not differ perceptibly at all. So great is this uniformity in 
the stone implements of different places and times, that it goes far to neutralize 
their value as distinctive of different races. It is clear that no great help in tracing 
the minute history of the growth and migration of tribes is to be got from an 
arrowhead which might have come from Polynesia, or Siberia, or the Isle of Man, 
or from a celt which might be, for all its appearance shows, Mexican, Irish, or 
Tahitian. If an observer, tolerably acquainted with stone implements, had an 
unticketed collection placed before him, the largeness of the number of specimens 
which he would not confidently assign, by mere inspection, to their proper countries, 
would serve as a fair measure of their general uniformity. Even when aided by 
mineralogical knowledge, often a great help, he would have to leave a large fraction 
of the whole in an unclassified heap, confessing that he did not know within 
thousands of miles or thousands of years where and when they were made. 
How, then, is this remarkable uniformity to be explained! The principle that 
man does the same thing under the same circumstances will account for much, but 
1 Tylor; Early History of Mankind, p. 169. 
2 Lubbock, Sir John; Prehistoric Times, p. 569. 
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it is very <loubtful whether it can be tretched far enough to account for even the 
greater proportion of the facts in question. 'fhe other side of the argument is, of 
course, that resemblance is due to connection, and the truth is made up of the two, 
though in what proportion we do not kuow.1 
While the several authors quoted do not fully agree, and some are 
even slightly self-contradictory, still, if the statements are to be taken 
at their face value, it would seem that efforts to make such classifica-
tions are mainly a waste of time. 
It may be premised that in every class of implements there are 
a]most as many forms as specimens, if every variation in size or pat-
tern is to be considered; and these merge into one another impercepti-
bly. Not only is this the case with individual types, but the classes 
themselves, totally unlike as their more pronounced forms may be, 
gradual1y approach one another until there is found a medium type 
whose place can not be definite]y fixed. 
THE ARTS AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION. 
DISTRICTS . 
.As space would be needlessly occupied by attempting to name each 
county, the area from which specimens have been obtained is, for 
convenience, divided into districts. These divisions are for use in this 
article only, and are not intended as archeologic districts. 
In the tables given under each heading, the names of counties or 
districts show where the types described are obtained; the columns 
following show the number of specimens of each material mentioned 
in the collection of the Bureau. 
Where a limited area only has been examined in any division, the 
name of the county is usually given; but where specimens of any kind 
have been obtained from different counties near one another, they are 
assigned to the district including those counties. The districts are as 
follows: 
Arkansas. 
Northea tern: Between White and Mississippi rivers. 
Southea tern: Between White and Washita rivers from Clarendon to 
Arkadelphia. 
Southwestern: West of Wa bita river and south of .Arkadelphia, 
including Bowie and Red River counties, Texas. 
Central: From Dardanelles outhward and eastward to the above 
limits. 
Alabama. 
ortheastern: Bordering Tennes ee river ea t of Decatur. 
Northw tern: Bordering Tenne see river west of Decatur. 
1Early History of Mankind , p. 203. 
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Coosa: Bordering Coosa river southward to and including Dallas 
county. 
Tuscaloosa: Bordering the Tuscaloosa and Little Tombigbee, and 
extending a short distance below their confluence. 
Ohio. 
Miami valley: The country along the two Miami rivers, including 
Shelby county on the north and Madison and Brown counties on 
the east. 
Scioto valley: South of Franklin ~ounty, including Adams and Law-
rence counties. 
Central: Including Union, Knox, Perry, and Franklin counties, and 
the area within these limits. · 
Wisconsin. 
Southwestern: The counties bordering on either side of Mississippi 
river from La Crosse to Dubuque (Iowa). 
Eastern: The portion between Lake Michigan, Lake Winnebago, and 
the Illinois line. 
Southern: Dane and adjoining counties. 
Iowa. 
Keokuk: The southeastern corner of the state and adjacent portions 
of Illinois and Missouri. 
Tennessee. 
Eastern: All the mountain district, with the extreme southwestem 
part of Virginia. 
Western: From Mississippi river to and including the tier of counties 
east of the Tennessee. 
Northern: The northern half of the interior portion. 
Southern: · The southern half of this portion. 
South Carolina. 
Northwestern: North and west of a line from Lancaster to Columbia. 
As no other portion of the state has been examined under direc-
tion of the Bureau, only the name of the state is used hereiu, ref-
erence being always to this sectio11. 
Georgia. 
Northwestern: The portion northwest of the Chattahoochee. 
Southwestern: Area contiguom, to the lower Chattahoochee aud Flint 
river. 
Savannah: The vicinity of the city of Savauuah, where a large collec-
tion was gathered. 
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Kentucky. 
Northeastern: Between Kentucky, Big Sandy, and Ohio rivers. 
Southeastern: From Estill and Cumberland counties to the Tennessee 
and Virginia state lines. 
Central: Between Green and Ohio rivers, west of the last described 
districts. 
Southern: From Green river southward and as far westward as Chris-
tian county. 
Western: West of Green river and Christian county. 
North Carolina. 
Wes tern: West of Charlotte. 
Central: Between Charlotte and Raleigh. 
Illinois. 
Southwestern: From the mouth of the Cumberland to Washington 
county, and thence to the Mississippi. 
DESCRIPTIVE Tt<:RMS. 
The various forms of implements will now be considered. .As stated 
above, the names given the various articles a.re those by which they are 
usually known; but it may be well to define some of the terms used. 
In the grooved axes, edge refers to the cutting portion; blade, to the 
part below the groove; poll or head, to that above the groove; face, to 
the wider or flat portion of the surface; side, to the narrower part; 
front, to that side farther from the hand, and back, to the side nearer 
the hand when in use. 
In celts, the terms are the same, so far as they are applicable; blade 
referring to the lower half of the implement; that is,- to t.he portion on 
wh,ich the cutting edge is formed. 
GROUND .A.ND PECKED .ARTICLES. 
GROOVED AXES. 
The implements known as grooved axes seem to be of general distri-
bution throughout the United States; being, so far can be learned from 
various writers, much more numerous east of Mississippi river than 
west of it. It mu t be remembered, however, that thousands of diligent 
collectors have carefully searched for such things in the east, while in 
the west little attention bas been paid to them; consequently, deduc-
tion are not to l>e made concerning their relative abundance or scarcity, 
until further knowledge is gained. The same remark will apply to 
every form of aboriginal relic. 
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In the eastern and interior states, the grooved axes are far more 
abundant than the celts of the same size 1, because as a rule only the 
1arger implements of this class are grooved. .All the ordinary varieties 
of axes and hatchets are found about Lake Champlain, by far the most 
abundant bemg celts, or grooveless axes. 2 
.According to .Adair and other early observers, the southern Indians 
had axes of stone, around the grooved heads of which they twisted 
hickory withes to serve as handles; with these they deadened timber 
by girdling or cutting through the bark. 3 .According to travelers of a 
later generation among the western Indians, similar implements were 
used on the plains to chop up the vertebrffi of buffaloes, which were 
boiled to obtain the marrow. 4 
These.statements, which might be multiplied, show that such objects 
are to be found widely scattered; · 
none, however, give information 
more definite than that the axes 
are "grooved," no reference being 
made to the shape of the ax or the 
manner of grooving. 
The various modes of mounting 
axes and celts in handles are illus-
trated in the Smithsonian Report 
for 1879. 
Stone axes were used in Europe 
by the Germans at as late a period 
as the Thirty Years' war, and are 
supposed to have been used by the 
.Anglo-Saxons at the battle of Hast-
ings. 5 
.Axes hav::.ng two grooves occur FIG. 29.-Grooved ax, showing groove proJeotions. 
in considerable numbers in the pueblos of southwestern United States, 
but they are extremely rare elsewhere and unknown in most districts; 
as the objects are generally small, .the utility of the second groove is 
not evident. 
The arrangement of stone axes may be based upon the manner of 
forming the groove. In one class are placed those which·in the process 
of making had a ridge left encircling the weapon, in which the groove 
was formed. This gives the ax greater strength with the same mate-
rial. UsuaJly the groove has been worked just deep enough to .reach 
the body of the ax; that is, to such a depth that should the projections 
be ground off there would remam a celt-like implement (as shown m 
1 Abbott, C. C., in .American Naturalist, vol. x, p. 494. 
2 Perkins; Ibid, vol. xm, p. 738. 
3 Adair; History of American Indians, p . 405. 
4 Long, S. H.; Expedition to the Rocky Mountains. p. 211. 
6 Knight, E. H.; Smithsonian Report for 1879, p. 242. 
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figure 29, of chlorite-schist, from Sullivan county, Tennessee). The axes -
of this class in the Bureau collection are shown in the foilowing table: 
I' --------------.,----a;,-.---,---:-----,--- --
1 .:l -~ I ~ ::::·~ '.': ~ ~ ~~ct. - . ~ - ~ 
~ .bJ) "ij ·~ :a ~ 
~ ~ w (!) cJ5 & 
-- - ---
Eastern Tennessee ... _ .. _ ....... . ........ --9 /--8 --4 5 . . . . . . 1 
Western North Carolina.................. 1 I 1 ...... . ..... ······ ······ 
Central North Carolina . ........ _ ..... __ . _ ...... , . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . - - - - • 
::;:;::~:.::·i:~, : :: : :: : .. 4 : 1 .. ; i::::: 
In the second class the groove is formed by pecking into the body 
of the ax after the latter is dressed into shape; in this pattern a regu-
lar continuous line from edge to poll would touch only the margius of 
the groove, leaving it beneath. An apparent medium between the two 
is sometimes seen, in which there is a projection on the lower side of the 
groove only; this is due, usually, to dressing the blade down thinuer 
after the implement was originally worked to a symmetric outline. 
By continuous or long m;;e the edge of the ax becomes broken or 
blunted and requires sharpening, and in 
order to keep the proper outline to make 
the tool efficient, 1t is necessary to work 
the blade thinner as it becomes shorter. 
No such change is required in the poll, 
1 consequently a projection is formed where 
originally there was no trace of one. 
There are different methods of finishing 
the ax, which may appear with either 
form of groove. . The poll may be worked 
into the shape of a flattened hemisphere, 
may he flat on top, with the part between 
the groove and the top straight, convex 
or concave, or may be worked to a blunt 
point, with straight or concave lines to 
. the groove. The blade may taper from 
FIG. 30.-Groovetl ax. s!Jowing pointed d · h · ht 
edge. the groove to the e ge, wit straig or 
curved i<le., wlii0h may run almost parallel or may be drawn to a 
blunt-pointed edge. Thi,' latter form i, probably due to breaking or 
weariug of the blade, whi ·h is reworked, as shown in figure 30, of gran-
ite, from Boon county, Mis ouri. 
There are a very few pecime11 , as noted below, in which the ax 
o-radually iucrea e in width from the poll to the edge; but such speci-
men eem to be made of 'tone· which bad this form approximately at 
th b ginning and were worked into uch liape as would give a suita .. 
bl unpl ment with the J a ·t labor. 
In nearly v ry i1rntau e the groove of an ax with a groove prQjection 
e t nd' entir l around with practically the ame depth, aud the blade 
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of the ax has an elliptical section. · There are, however, a few with the 
back flattened; and while many of the second division may be similar in 
section, and in having the groove extend entirely aroundJ yet in this 
class are to be placed nearly all of those only partly encircled by a 
groove or showing some other section than the ellipse. 
F m. 31.-Grooved ax, showing 
groove entirely around. 
FIG. 32.-Grooved ax, slen. 
der, showing groove en. 
tirely around. 
With these exceptions, the second class of grooved stone axes com-
prises seven groups, which may be desc.ribed and tabulated as follows: 
A. Grooved entirely around, elliptical section, polls dressed i~ any 
of the ways given above; three or four have the blunt-pointed edge 
(figure 31, of granite, from Bradley county, Tennessee). 
a5 
i ~ j ~~ b 
District. .:i ~ 1 ~ 3 ~ .S ;.,-, 
i l O 1 M ~ i ] I 
~ V A ~ ~ ~ w w ~ 
I 
Southwest ern Illinoi s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Eastern Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 3 2 j 2 15 4 1 . .. . 
Central North Carolina . . .. . . ... .. ...... . . . . 1 . . . 1 ........... . 
West ern North Carolina . .. . .. . .... . . . . . . . . 2 2 I 
Cent ral .Arkansas . . . . .... . . ... .......... 1 1 ....... . ... . 
Ross county, Ohio ... . . .. ...... . .. ... .. ... . 1 .. 
1 
... . . : :
1
:_: . · .. · . · . · .: .. · .. ·.: .. ·.: .. · .:1.: .. · .. · .. · 
Green r iver , K entucky .......... . .. . .. . ....... . 
N oriheastern K entucky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 •,. . . . .. · 1 l 
Kanawha va1ley, W est Virginia . . ......... . 4 1 l . ... ··· l ··· 1 . .. . 
~:!:~:,i::~::i:o~~::::::::: :: :: : :::: ~ . . ~. : : : : .- .· 2.· .· .: .: .: .: .· .· 6.· .· 1.: ·.· ·.· ·.· .: ·.·  ·.· ·.· 1· .· .· 3.· .· 
Miami valley, Ohio ... ....... 2 5 
13 ETH--5 
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B. Long, narrow, and thin, giving a much :flattened elliptical section. 
These are classed with axes on account of the grooves, although too 
thin and usually of material too soft to endure violent usage. The 
edges are nicked, striated, or polished, as though from use as hoes or 
adzes (figure 32, of argillite, from Bradley county, Tennessee). 
i ~ 
District. .A i $ 
"" .. .. "' 0 <1 @ 
1------------------------- ---
Eastern Tennessee ......... _ ...... _ .......... _ . _ ... _ .... _. __ . . . . . . . 18 1 
Keokuk district, Iowa ..... ...... ........ . ...................... -- - . l ..... . 
Kanawha valley, West Virginia . . ................ .. ....... _.. . . . . . . 1 ..... . 
Montgomery county, North Carolina.......................... . .. . . 1 I-.... . 
!:;::r::::;\cb~:o~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::: __ .. ~. : : : : : : i.: .. ;. 
0. Grooved on both faces and one side; back hollowed, usually in a 
straight line the whole length; front drawn in from the groove to giv~ 
FIG. 33.-Grooved ax, showing 
grooved back. 
Fm. 34.-Grooved ax, showing 
grooved back. 
a narrower edge (figures 33, of porphyry, from Brown county, Ohio, and 
;J4, of granit , from Kanawha valley, West Virginia). 
District. 
-----------1---1--- ----
Eastern Tennesse ...... ... .... .. ..... ... .. ... ... .. .. . 1 ........... . 
Kanawha valley, West Virginia...... . ....... . ........ 1 j ... .. . 
!::::::::~,, ~!:: : :::::::: ::::::: :: : : : : :: : ::: : ::: :: :,:::: :: 1: ::::: .... ~r-· ~· 
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JJ. Same method of grooving;" back is rounded, and may be in a 
straight or curved line the entire length, or a broken line straight in 
€ach direction from the groove. The type is illustrated · by figure 35, 
of granite, from Keokuk, Iowa. This specimen is unusually wide and 
thin; generally the outlines are similar to those last described. 
District. 
1----- -----------------1-- ----- - -
E astern Tennessee . . .. . . . .. .. . : . .... . ... . .. .. ........... . ....... . - .. 5 · ·•••• 
Butler county, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
K eokuk district, Iowa .... . ... .. .. . .. . ......... . . .. . . .... . .. . . 1 ..... . 
FIG. 35.-Grooved ax, showing rounded back. 
E. Grooved like the last; same general form, except that the back 
is flat (figures 36, of sienite, from Brown county, Ohio, and 37, of granite, 
from Drew county, Arkansas). · 
1 .s .s ~ .§ .,.. Cl) 
.i.:: § f 
'--' in cb 
District. 
Miami valley, Ohio . . .. ... . . ........ . . . . . ... . ... • . ..... --2 --3 = 1--5 
Brown county, Ohio . .... .... . .. . ..... ..... .... ...... . . .. . . ...... 1 1 • ••••. 
!:::::l:::~~i1~:::·:::::: ::::::::::::::::::: I:::::: .. .. ~. . . . . . . ~ : : : : : : 
E astern T ennessee . . . . ... . ... .. . .. ........... . ...... 2 ... .. . ...... 2 
K anawha v alley, W est Virginia... . .................... . ... 4 1 2 
Savanna h, Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Northeastern Kentucky ... . ....... . .. . ................. . ... . ....... . .. . 
Licking county, Ohio.. . . .. . . ........... . ... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .••••.•••••• 
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F. Grooved on both faces and one side, with both sides flat. There 
is only one of this form in the collection; it is of argillite, from Keokuk, 
Iowa. 
G. Grooved· on faces only, with both sides fiat (figure 38, of granite, 
from Keokuk, Iowa). There are from the same place one of porphyry, 
one of argillite, , and three of sienite. This and the preceding form 
seem peculiar to that locality. 
1rhere are a few exceptional forms which are not placed with those 
just given, since they may have some features common to all except 
FIG. 36.-Grooved ax, showing flattened 
curved back. 
FIG. 37.-Grooved ax, showing 
flattened straight back. 
the Keokuk type, while in other respects they differ from all. Among 
them are some entire-grooved or grooved only on the two sides and one 
face; the general outline may correspond with some of the regular 
forms, but one face is curved from poll to edge, while the other is 
straight or nearly so (fi.gure 39, of granite, from Wilkes county, North 
Carolina). This specimen has a depression, as if worn by the end of a 
handle, on the traight face at the lower edge of the groove. 
on of this form are long enough for hoes, and although they may 
have been u ed for axes and hatchets their shape seems to indicate 
n e a adze . Be ide ' the one figured there are two from Savannah, 
Georgia; three from ea tern Tennessee, one with a slight groove and 
very d p ide notches; and three from western North Carolina, two of 
them entire-grooved with groove projections. 
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Another unusual form, which may come u~der any of the foregoing 
figures, has the groove crossing the implement diagonally, in such a 
way as to cause the blade to incline backward (figure 40, of granite, 
from Carter county, Tennessee). Besides the spedmen illustrated, this 
form is also represented by one of granite from northwestern North 
Carolina with projection for groove; two of argillite from southwestern 
Tennessee; one, widest at edge, from Savannah, Georgia; one from 
FIG. 38.-Grooved ax, Keokuk 
type. 
FIG. 39.-Grooved ax, showing adze form. 
Ross county, Ohio; and two of granite, highly polished, grooved on 
faces and one side, with backs flat, from Kanawha valley, West 
Virginia .. 
Of the axes wider at the edge than at any point above ( of which the 
specimen illustrated in figure 41, of granite, from a 
grave at Kingsport, Tennessee, may be taken as a 
type,) there are one of diorite from Kanawha valley, 
West Virginia, which seems to 
have been of ordinary pattern but 
broken and redressed to its pres-
ent form; anq. from Savannah, 
. Georgia, one of uniform taper with 
diagonal groove, and one widening 
irregularly until the blade is fully 
twice the width of the poll. 
FIG. 40.-Grooved ax. M 'f t . 't f th 
showing diagonal any, 1 no a maJOrI Y, 0 e 
groove. entire-grooved axes have the 
groove wide enough for a very large handle, or for 
an ordinary withe to be twisted twice around. In 
those which have op_e side ungrooved, the intention _ 
was to admit a wedge between the stone and the FIG. 41.-Grooved ax, show-
curve of the handle. The handles were very firmly ing wide edge. 
fastened; two axes in the collection have been broken in such a way 
that on one side, from the top half way down, the blade is gone, carry-
ing away the groove on that side; yet the polish of the groove extends 
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over the fractured surface, which has never been reworked, showing 
that the tool was long used after this accident. As the handles could 
easily slip off over the top in specimens thus broken, they must have 
been tightly lashed; perhaps gum or glue was used. 
Partly finished specimens show that the groove was pecked out and 
the edge ground before the remaining parts of 
the ax were worked. Some have the edge ground 
sharp and the groove worn smooth or even polished 
by long use, while all the rest of the implement 
retains the original weathered surface. A stone 
was always chosen that could be brought to the 
desired form with the least labor, and very often 
one could be found that required but little work to 
make a very satisfactory weapon or implement or 
even ornament. 
Occasionally specimens indicate by the manner 
of wear their application to certain kinds of work. 
Sometimes the edge is curved by the wearing away 
of one face until it has almost a gouge form; some-
times the side of the· blade next the hand, again 
that farthest away, is more worn. This in time 
would give the blunt-pointed edge. A peculiar 
finish of the lower part of the blade, which is also 
seen in a few celts, is shown in figure 42, of sienite, 
FIG.42.-Groovedax,show- from Carter county, Tennessee. One half of each 
ing curved edge. face has been left full, and the part opposite hol-
lowed out, giving an ogee curve to the edge . . Figure 43, of granite, 
from Jefferson county, Tennessee, seems to have a ridge on the upper 
side of the groove; but closer examination shows that it once had a 
groove projection, and that afterwards the poll 
was nearly all broken away and a new groove 
made lower down, so that what was originally 
the lower projection is now above the groove, '" 
the remainder of the poll being workect down 
to a point. 
There are a few hammers which differ from 
the ordinary ax only in being blunt instead 
of sharp. They may be nothing more than 
broken a:ies, utilized as hammers instead of 
being resharpened. FIG. 43.-Grooved ax, showing 
Under this head may be placed implements single groove projection. 
plainly used a adze . They are much longer than axes in proportion 
to their other dimen ion, , have one face convex, the other straight or 
concave. They may be place.ct in the same class ~s the specimen shown 
in figure 39, and also those represented in figures 44 and 45, from 
McMinn county, Tenne ee. There is also a similar adze from Saline 
county, rkan a . All the pecimens of this clas are of argillite. 
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With the grooved axes is also placed a class of implements that may 
be called axes notched on the sides. Many of them were no doubt used 
as sinkers; but some of the same form, size, and material have · the 
notches and sometimes portions of the face worn perfectly smooth, while 
frequently they are ground to a sharp edge. Again, even in those 
that have not t,he least polish, the ~dge shows marks that would seem 
to result from use as axes, adzes, or hoes. 
There are three divisions of this class of implements, as follows; 
A. Un worked, except notches; probably sinkers. 
District. 
Eastern Tennessee ... - . - - - - . - • - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - · · - · · · · - · 1 I 5 1 · - - - - - · - - · · · 
Montgomery county, North Carolina ... _ .................... 
1
• __ -- • l . - ... . 
I 
Northeastern Alabama . -............... __ .......... - .. I ...... I ...... .... - - 5 
Kanawha valley, West Virginia - - - . - ------ ---- - - - -- - . -; 3 ,. -- - - -1--· --- --- --· 
B. Partly ground sharp edges, mostly with polished notches, some-
times with faces polished from one notch to the other (figure 46, of argil-
lite, from Cocke county, Tennessee). In addition there are 11 exam-
ples of argillite, besides one of mica-schist from eastern Tennessee and 
another of sandstone from Savannah, Georgia. · 
FIG. 44.-Grooved adze. Fm. 45.-Grooved adze, showing curved blade. 
0. Roughly chipped, with notches often at the middle but sometimes 
nearer one end. Probably most of these were sinkers; but as above 
stated the edges show marks of use, apparently in scraping, digging, 
or striking. Of these the following examples are in the Bureau collec-
tion: From several localities in eastern Tennessee, 40 of argi1lite; from 
Montgomery county, North Carolina, 24 of argillite and quartzite; 
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from Kanawha valley, West Virginia, and from Savannah, Georgia, a 
few specimens of the same materials. 
CELTS. 
What is true of the uses and distribution of stone axes applies with 
much the same force to what are called celts-not a good descriptive 
term, but one which is now given to the implement in lieu of something 
better. It would appear difficult or impossible to do with these rude 
tools any work for which we commonly use an ax or hatchet; and yet, 
by the aid of fire. or even without it, the aborigines contrived to accom-
plish a great deal with them. 
The Maori of New Zealand do all their wonderful work of wood 
carving with only a chisel or adze ( of stone or shell). 1 Among the 
Iroquois, in cutting trees, fire was applied at the root, the coals were 
scraped away with a chisel, and this process was repeated until the 
tree was felled. 'rhe trunk was divided into lengths in the same way. 
Similarly canoes and mortars were hollowed out. 2 The Virginia Indians 
at an early day employed a similar process. 
They also cleared ground for cqltivation by 
deadening trees with their tomahawks,3 
and used adzes made of shell in cleaning 
out the charred wood in making canoes.4 
The N ootka of the northwestern part of 
the continent in felling a tree use a flint or 
elk horn set in a handle, this being struck 
with a stone mallet. In hollowing canoes 
a musselshell also is used as an adze, and 
sometimes fire is applied. The outside is 
shaped by similar means. 5 
Stone chisels have been found in various 
Fm. 46.-Notched ax, showin 11: polished . . 
edge. steat1te quarries, where vessels and other 
utensils of this material were made, and the marks of their use is plain 
both on the vessels in an unfini bed state and on the cores, as well as 
on the quarry face.b 
The different ways of hafting, as shown by specimens in the Bureau 
collection, were as follows: .. 
(1) A hole was cut entirely through a stick and the celtwas inserted 
so that it would project on both sides; 
(2) The hole was cut partly through, and the celt was pushed in as 
far a it would go; 
1 \Vood, JU.; atural History of Mankind, p. 200. 
2 forgan, L . Il . ; L ague of the Iroquois, p. 358. 
a Beverly, Robt.; Ilistory of Virginia, 1722, p. 198. 
4 Wyth, John; raphic ketch , part r, plate 14. 
6 Catlin. o.; Last Ramble Among the Indians, pp. 100-101. 
6:}fohr, .'mithsonian Report for 1881, p. 618; Barber, Amer. Nat., vol. xn, p. 403; McGuire, Ibid., 
vol. xv11, p. 5 7 ; Walker, Science, vol. 1x, p. 10; chumacber, Eleventh Annua l R eport of Peabody 
Mus um, p. 263. 
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(3) The top of the celt was set in a socket of deer horn, which was 
put into a handle as in form 2; t 
( 4) Small celt-shaped knives or scra ers were set into the end of a 
piece of antler long enough to be use as a handle; 
(5) A forked branch was so cut as to make two prongs of nearly 
equal length, and the celt was fastened to the end of one, parallel with 
it, the other being used to guide and steady it, a prong being held in 
each hand; 
(6) The fork of a root or branch was trimmed so as to make a fiat face 
at any desired angle, to which the celt was lashed, a shoulder, against 
which the end of the celt was set, being sometimes cut in the wood; 
(7) A stick was split its entire length and a single turn taken around 
the celt, the ends being brought together and tied. forming a round 
handle; 
(8) A stick was split part way, one fork cut off and the other wrapped 
once or twice and tied, thus forming a round handle of solid wood. 
\ 
V 
Ji'IG. 47.-Celt, showiug Lla1le thick 
near edge. 
]'IG. 48.-Celt, showing Llade thick near 
edge. 
Forms 5 and 6 were used as adzes; forms 7 and 8 are the same 
methods as employed in hafting grooved axes. 
· A mounting similar to form 4 is seen in some Alaska speciwens of 
celt-scrapers in which the implement is fastened to a piece of wood so 
as to pr~ject a short distance, and used like a plane. In all these, the 
celt is very firmly fastened to the handle with sinew or rawhide, which, 
when put on green, contracts with great force and binds like wire. 
As to the forms of celts, no division is practicable based on anything 
but their entire appearance. The following descriptions and tabulations 
represent the material of this kind in the Bureau collection: 
A. Round · or nearly round section, pointed or :flattened at the top, 
blade rapidly thickening from the edge; a :few are polished at the top, 
but most of them show marks of a maul or hammer; all have been highly 
polished; all of this class were probably used as wedges, as their 
shape renders. them more fit for this purpose than for any other; the 
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battered tops indicate such usage. The few not showing such marks 
may have been set into a bumper of wood or horn, or used with wooden 
mauls. They vary in length from 2½ to 7 ½ inches. They are represented 
by the specimen shown in figure 47, of argillite, from Lincoln county, 
Arkansas; there are also one from a mourn I in Sumter county, Ala-
bama (figure 48), and one from Kanawha valley, West Yirginia, both of 
serpentine and elliptical in section, though the form of the edge puts 
them in this class. The following specimens are typical representa-
tions of the class : 
· District. 
,----------------,------ -- --
North western North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 7 2 1------ ------
:::?:!::;~:;L ::: : :: ::: :::i 1 : 
. Union county,· Mississippi..... .. .. ... ........ .. 1 1-.... -. ..... ·1 ·.... ... ... . 
::~:::h~~:ot~i~~l-i~~i~-: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1 · . - - ; · 1: : : : : : ---. ~ - : : : : : : ---. ~. 
B. Long, narrow, elliptical section, pointed top, curved or straight 
edges, sides stra1gbt or gently curved. None of these seem to have 
:F1G. -!9.-Celt, :;howing lung, slender foi:m. 
been put to any rough use, as the edges are quite sharp and the entire 
surface is well polished; length from 4¼ to 12½ inches. The type is 
illustrated by figure 49, of argillite, from a, mound in Monroe county, 
Tennessee. 
District. 1 /i I 
EasternTenness e ...............••......••.•.. --8 --3 . .. . . . -=I= 
~:~::a~,t;:o~i:~~~~--::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I.·· · ~ ----. ~ ... --~·I · ---~. 
Kanawha valley, W est Virginia .... . -- ...... ...... . •·I······-- ·- -- !······J 1 
;r8t!::st :\:la::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::,····~- :::::: ::::::i::::::i----~-
0. Thi k, almo t round ection, ·round-pointed top, nearly straight 
to sharp-curved edge, ide gently curved, widest at edge or just above. 
Mo t of the e how mark of u e a cutting tools or hatchets. In 
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many the top has been roughened as if for insertion into a hole cut 
in ft piece of wood; others have this roughening around the middle or 
immediately above, leaving a polish at both ends, and these were hafted 
probably by means of a stick or withe twisted around them. The 
roughening is a secondary operation, having no relation 
to the making of the implement; it was produced by peck-
ing after the surface was polished. In a 
few cases it extends from the top well 
down the sides; but usually it reaches 
but a little way below the top, or else is 
in a circle around the body of the celt. 
Most of them have sharp edges; a few 
have edges either chipped or blunted 
and polished, showing long usage. Two 
from Kanawha valley (one roughened for 
handle) have the edges worn in on one 
of the faces until they almost resemble 
gouges; but that they were not intended 
as such is shown by the concavity being 
nearer one side and not reaching entirely FIG.51.-Celt, nearly 





ec- inches. The type is illustrated by figures 50 and 51, both 
of sienite, from Lauderdale county, Tennessee. 
This may be regarded as the typical form of celt for ea.stern. United 
States, and its geographic distribution is exceptionally wide, as shown 
in the table. 
The Bureau collection includes the following specimens of this class: 







We~tern North Carolina..................... 4 
Montgomery county, North Carolina........ 1 
Coosa district, .Alabama ....... __ ... _ .. __ ._ .... - . 
i .... ce 
<l.) p 
A <l.) o< 
<l.) j ~ A -+" j 0 j 0 ~ i§ ~ ce A p. "8 ~ <l) ~ ·c l:l.O <l) 
~-
0 s .:!l .... .... .... i=i 0 w. c!:l -"'1 c!:l w. ::.) 
- - - - -
2 9 16 . _ ... __ .. .. .. __ . 
1 .. - .. - - .. - - .. - - .. - - .. - . . 
Ross county, Ohio .. _ . .. . ..... __ .. . . . _ ....... _ . ... _. 1 . __ .. __ .. __ .. __ .. __ . 
Knox county, Ohio·----- .. ....... _ ... _ ....... -- ... _ .. ___ .. _. ____ 1 . __ _ . __ _ 
Miami valley, Ohio . _ .. .. _ ... _____ __ ____ . __ _ . __ .. 1 2 ___ . __ . ________ . .. _. 
Eastern Tennessee. - - . _. __ . . __ .. __ .. __ . ________ .. 5 . __ . 1 . ______ . ___ . . __ . 
, Green river, Kentucky . ____ _ . __ . _________ . __ . __ . _. _. 1 . __ .. __ . _______ .. __ : 
I . :::::::::::1::::::: :: :::::: :::: :::::::::: :::1: :: : : ::: : ::: --~- 1: ::: --~-:: :: 
Kanawha valley, West Virginia ___ ___ _______ .... 
1 
4 4 ________ I ____ 3 1 
;~~§I~~~if ~~?~ ::~: : ) :: H :} :p \ : / 
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D. Of the form last described, except in being much thinner; some 
have the tops battered, showing use as wedges; length from 3 to 9 
inches. 
co CD CD 
_.., 
>, CD "O p Q .s 
J A A ~ 
A 
I'< .s ~ :g ce .... District. >, .s .s ~ ;a A~ ,q '8 A ~ sa 'b'_o A '8 ·c ,::, p ~ A ::.. 0 ~ ce I'< ~ I'< o::S ~ 0 ~ I'< 0 I'< i:i., i:i.i ~ c!) p:1 c!) ~ oo< w w 
- - - - - - - - - --I 
Eastern Tennessee................ 11 · 3 2 . . . . . . . . 1 1 . . . . 1 ..... . 
Kanawha valley, West Virginia.. . . . . . . . . 2 5 2 6 ............ --· .. . 
:::!!::t;:o~;;:~~~:::::::::::: :::: :::: --~- :::: ··;· ·:::1:::: --~- :::: :::::: 
Green river, Kentucky..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ........... -- ... .. . 
Northeastern Kentucky.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 .•...•. . .•....•••. 
1::~~f:;:::-:::::::: L •••• : : :: , •• :: :: --: 
Butler county, Ohio · .............. , ............ 2 1-·-- ····I··-- ............. . 
Northwestern North Carolina -- -- ;. 8 2 1 _... . . . . 4 ................. . 
E. Pointed- oval, or nearly diamond section, sides straight or slightly 
curved; length 6 to 12½ inches. Few as these are, they vary consider-
ably in appearance. The group is illustrated by figure 52, showing a 
specimen of brown flint, containing 
numerous small deposits of chalcedony, 
from Ben ton county, Tenn es see; polished 
over the entire surface, the edge highly 
so. 
In addition, there are the following 
examples: From Caldwell county, North 
Carolina, one of porphyry and one· of 
granite, the latter roughened on sides 
for handle; from McMinn county, Ten-
nessee, one of gray flint, highly polished 
over its surface, except the top, which 
is much battered; from Cocke county, 
Tennessee, one of argillite. 
F. Elliptical section, flattened or 
rounded top, edge curved or nearly 
straight, sides straight or g-entlycurved, 
tapering from edge to top or in a few 
cases nearly parallel. These present 
FIG. 52.-Celt, showing nearly diamond many variations in finish and in evi-
s ction. dence of u e. Some are well polished 
over the entire urface; some have only the lower part polished; while 
some are entirely without polish except at the extreme edge. In some 
the top is battered; some have the surface roughened for handle at 
the top, others around the middle, till others all over the upper half 
or even more than half. One from McMinn county, Tennessee, has a 
r ughl T p ·ked 'hallow groove at tbe middle. Several have the edge 
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very blunt, the faces at the edge form almost a right angle; these are 
thickest very near the edge and become gradually thinner toward the 
top. Most of this kind are from Caldwell county, North Carolin the 
-FIG. 53.-Celt. FIG. 54.-Celt. FIG. 55.-Celt. same form coming also from Monroe county, Tennessee, and from 
Savannah, Georgia. The .length is from 3 to 7¼ inches. Figure 53, of 
compact quartzite, from Monroe county~ Tennessee; :figure 54, of gran-
ite; and figure 55, of sienite, from Caldwell county, North Carolina. 
,i5 
] i:1 0 -~ 
'O 
k -~ ,i5 ~ District. 'O ,i5 ;:l 
i:1 i:1 o-< g ,:, "' Q) :.; -+" k 2 ;:lp i:1 Q 2 ~ 0 ~ ~ ;:l Q) A -"l -~ k A s ·5n -~ A ~ 0 k k oil 0 
p:l Q) 0 
k Q) 0 k 
~ w. 0 ~ w p.., c!;-
- - - - - --
Eastern Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 4 20 7 
Western North Carolina. ..... 1 . . . . 4 22 4 3 
1 ........ . 
5 .•............... 
Montgomery county, N. C ........... ......... ......... .. . 
Coosa district, .A.labama. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 .......... .. . 
Southwestern Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. . • • . • • • . . . • • 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 
Kanawha valley, W. Va...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 7 . . . . 5 .... 10 . .. 1 11 
I 




.... ····11 ........ ···1··· .. . 
Southwestern W1sconsm..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Miami valley, Ohio .. . ............ : . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 3 ................ . 
Northeastern Arkansas . . . . . . 1 J·... . . . 1 . . . . . . . . 2 ........ 2 ..... . 
Southeastern Arkansas ... .... . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ...................... I .. . 
Northwestern Georgia ....... ... . .!. . . . . . . . I 
Savannah, Georgia ............... ·I 2 •· _ ..... . 
Yazoo county, Mississippi. .. . ... T ........ . _. 
: 1:::: .. ~. : :: :i:::: : : : ·; ·1::: 
5 _ ___ 2 ·---1-______ .. ___ _ 
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G. Of the same general pattern as the last, except that the sides 
widen just before reaching the edge, giving a "bell 
shape'' (figure 56). The length is from 6¼ to 8 
inches. In this group there are two specimens of 
granite, two of porphyry, and one of sienite, all 
from Yazoo county, Mississippi. Two have their 
tops roughened. 
H. Rectangular section, occasionally with the 
corners sufficieutly rouuded 
to give a somewhat elliptical 
section; top fia ttened or 
rounded; sides straight and 
parallel or nearly so, some-
times very slightly curved. ' 
Most have polished surfaces; 
only three or four show any 
battering, or roughening for 
handle. A large one of 
hornblende from Lauderdale 
county, Tennessee, bas the 
edge dulled and polished by 
use. Length is from 2 to 9 
inches. Figure 57, of argil -
lite, from a mound in Monroe 
county, Tennessee. The dis-
tribution of this class of celts 
l!'m. 56.-Celt, showini "bell is wide, as shown by the fol-
sh ape" and roughemng for l . t bl FIG. 57 .-Celt, showing rec-
handle. OWing ,a e : tangular section. 
<P 




~ .s ai <I) ~ :;::: District. I>, :a ... A 
'd i ..Cl ~ "i:i ~ A <I) <I) <I) A p. A § ... <I) :, ... .§ ~ ... ... 0 ... 00 A 0 a; 00 <t1 ~ C!:i p:i ...:I ~ w 
- - - - - - - -
Eastern T ennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 JO 2 1 . _ .. . _. . . . . . . . . . 1 ... . 
Western Tennessee .. ..... . ..... . .. . ... . 
1 
..... .. .. .. .. . ... .. . -1 ........... . 
Northeast ern K entucky.·-········· .... . .. . 1 1 1 . .. . 1 1 . . .. . .. . 
Green river, Kentucky· ·· - ·· ··· ··· . . . . . .. .. ....... 1 . .................. . 
Southwest ern Illinois .. .. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 .. .. .. ~- . .......... . 
Miami Yalley, Ohio...... . .... .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 1 .. _ . ....... . 
Kanawha valley, W est Virginia . . . 1 . . . . . . . . 8 4 4 1 ........... . 
~~i[f IEt::;L ;:;; ; H :: ( ; ;; )( } ~:;: 
I. Thickest at top (wedge form), section elliptical or nearly rectangu-
lar· side traight or curved, widest at edge or n~arly parallel. A few 
are roughened for handling, and one or two are battered at top by 
hammering; mo tare mall. The type is shown in figure 58, of granite, 
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from Carroll county, Indiana. This .class of celts also 1s widely dis-






'O @ A 
IJ 
h .Oistrict. A ;:I $ <l) $ o< .s ~ 
k 
;n i § rfJ h ...; .§ i::. ~ ,.<:l 1 A .A ;... A 5 5 b.O <l) a 0 k k <l) 0 k k ~ 0 cd l=1 0 in (;.) <tj 0 w p., c:q 
- - - - -· - - - -
' I 
Eastern Tennessee ...... ••••••••··· · · · · 
113 4 · · · 1 · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Northeastern .Arkansas. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .. • • · · · · . . . · · · l · · · .
1
. · · · · · · · · · · · 
Southeastern.Arkansas ............... .. 1 .... 1 ........... 
1 
.......... . 
Butler county, Ohio .. ........ .......... 
1 
.... ····11 .................... . 
Green river, Kentucky .... . .......... • .. • • 1 .. .. .. .. . • • -- • • 
1 
-- -- • • • • • • • • 
Northeastern Kentucky............ 3 .. . .... ............. l 1 ... . 
Crawford county, Wis ... .. ............................................ 1 
Southwesternlllinois............... ... 3 ........ ·-·· .. ........ . .... . 
Savannah, Georgia ............... • .... • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . . . .. . 
I Kanawhavalley,WestVirginia ... 1 7 5 ........ 1 ... ·. 5 2 ... . 
J. Flat on one side, convex on the other, giving a semi-elliptical sec-
tion; sides nearly parallel; top fl.at or rounded. These were evidently 
FIG. 58.-Udt, showing wedge.shape. FIG. 59.-Celt, showing half.elliptical 
section. 
intended for scrapers; none are at all chipped or battered from use, 
and with very few exceptions the whole surface is highly polished. The 
fl.int and jasper specimens, which have been first chipped into shape, 
have the facets and edge as smooth as though finished o·n an emery 
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wheel. Similar forms, except wi-th flat instead of convex upper sur-
faces, are known to have been used as adzes, but these have no marks 
of such use. The length ranges from 2 to 8 inches, but most are small. 
The type is shown in figure 59, of brown flint, from a grave in .Alexan- · 
der county, Illinois .. 
] ~ 
8 ~ ,.: 
IHstrict. · & g. .;; ~ ~ 
$ ~ h ~ ~ -~ ~g B 
1----- ------- -- U ! H n I l 
1 I l . ___________ I __ .. 
~:::~;.:::~~:;;:: ::: : ::>}' 1 ; ; :: : 
Southeastern Arkansas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... _I_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 / · - - -
Southwestern Illinois ... ..... . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .. .. 1 . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . _ .. _ .. 
Butler county, Ohio . ......... . .. ..... ... ..... ... ----1---- .. ...... .... 1 ..•• 
N ortheaster11 Kentucky ...... ............... 1 2 ................ . .. . 
1
: .. .. :_ ... · 1 
Tuscaloosa district, Alabama ................ i .. .. I. ... . . . . 1 ..... _. __ . _ .... . 
Northwestern North Carolina ........ -· ···· / 1 / 2 . .... .... . . .. ....... / 1 
K. Similar to last, except that the sides come to a point at the top; 
length, 3½ to 9 inches.. Very few of either pattern are above 5 inches 
long, the larger ones being mostly of flint (figure 60, of sienite, from 
Warren county, Ohio). 
L. Sides concave, top narrow. Nearly every specimen has the upper 
portion pecked rough; one- from Bradley county, Tennessee, and 'an-
other from Mis8issippi county, Arkansas, are entirely polished. The 
latter .ha the scraper-form edge to be described later and is of excep-
tionally large size; it measures 5½ inches, being the only one-exceeding 
5 inches in length. 
M. Top flat, round, or pointed; the blade usually begins a little below 
the middl , and i perfectly smooth in every case; in some the blade is 
not over an inch in length, probably reduced by continual sharpening. 
They may have been scrapers, though they do not have that form; if 
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used as weapons they were probably set into the end of a piece of antler, 
which, in turn, was set in a club. The type is shown in figure 61, of 
argillite, from Monroe county, Tennessee. 
<l) 
.~ '8 .s .ei ~ Q, 
District. :!:l ~ ·;;; ..§ :0 
1 l g t ! 
Eastern Tennessee ..... · ............. ~~~.~ --7 ,--:t --~ ::::}::::: 
Kanawha valley, West Virginia ...................... ' 
Northeastern Arkansas .............................. , ·· l 1 ..... . 
Sou the as te-rn Arkansas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... , 1 
Southwestern Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 •••• • • 2 . . . . . . . ..... 
N. Ground down thin, with a :flat-elliptical or nearly rectangular 
section; sides straight or slightly curved, nearly parallel or tapering 
considerably to the top, which is either rounded or flattened. .All are 
polished over the entire surface; none show any marks of use as wedges 
FIG. 60.-Celt, showing half.elliptical section. FIG. 61.-Celt, showing concave sides 
or hatchets, and most of them are too delicate for such use. The longer 
ones can be readily grasped in the hand, and are as well adapted to 
stripping off the hide of an animal, dividing the skeleton at the joints, 
or stripping the flesh from the bones, as anything made of st.one can be; 
while the smaller ones, set in a handle to afford a grip, would answer the 
same purpose. There are three which are sharp at both ends, one hav. 
ing one symmetrical and one scraper. form edge; one having a scraper-
form edge at each end on opposite sides; and one of rather soft argillite, 
uufinhihed, which has marks of pecking, chipping, and grinding, show-
iug that any of these methods were practiced, as was most convenient. 
All these are from eastern Tennessee. The features are illustrated in 
13 ETH--6 
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:figures 62, of argillite, from a mound, Caldwell county, North Uaro~ina; 
63, of black flinty slate, very hard, from a mound, Poinsett county, Arkan-
sas; and 64, of argillite, from a mound, Monroe coun~y, Tennessee. 
Fm. 62,-Thin polished celt. F1G. li3.-Thin polished celt. FIG. 64.-Thin polished celt. 
GOUGES. 
While there are perhaps no true gouges in the collection, there are 
ome example of a form between a celt and a gouge, illm,trated. in.figure 
65 of. erpeutine, from Caldwell county, North Carolina. 
Impl rn nt of tbi:-; form are known to have been used to tap sugar 
mapl · ancl al: to hollow out wood.en troughs, and are very commou 
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in the north, though less abundant in the south.1 It is in tho~e locali-
ties in which bark instead of logs was used for canoes that they are 
most numerous. Sometimes they were hollowed the whole length and 
used as spiles.2 They were also employed instead of celts in hollowing 
wooden mortars and the like when a more regular concavity was desired.3 
CHISELS AND SCRAPERS, 
The aboriginal implements known as ''chisels" are round, elliptical, 
or rectangular in section. The flint and jasper specimens are gen_erally 
widest at the edge, the reverse being usually the case 
with those of other material. Most of them have marks 
of hammers at the blunt end, though some are polished 
at the top and a few, from eastern Tennessee, are sharp 
at both euds. The top (except in the double-edged 
ones) is usually flat, though a few are pointed or very 
thin: almost with cutting edges. Jaspers and flints are 
chipped, wjth the facets polished, the edges highly 
so. Any form may occur in any locality. Almost 
invariably they have scraper-form edges. The length 
is from 2 to 6 inches. 
Typical examples are shown in figure 66, of yellow 
jasper, from a grave in Mississippi county, Arkansas• 




FIG. 66.-Celt, chisel-form. 
• 
FIG. 67.-Celt, chisel-form. .FIG. 68.-Celt, chisel-form . 
• Arkansas; figure 68, of serpentine, from Bradley county Tennessee• 
figure 69, of sienite, from Caldwell county, North Carolin~- and :figur~ 
,..,.0 f . ' ' , o gray Jasper, from Bradley county, Tennessee. Some specimens 
are sharp and worn at both ends~ and could have been used only with 
handles. 
'Dawson, .r. W.; Fossil Men, p . 16. 
2 Ibid., p.132. 
3 Morgan, L. H.; League of the Iroquois, p. 358. 
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The Bureau collection includes the following specimens: 
..: ..: ,d 
] 
<l) 
0 ~ Cl) 
~ ..., c5 ~ i..: i..: 0 ~ 
g. c5 District. ;a <l) -~ ~ ~ i,.:. a5 'd A -~ A <l) ~ :p c5 A "O ..., 'I-< A A i ;<;::: .s ~ ~ "O "' <l) ~ 'i:l c:;, p,., ~ <l) .s A . ..., <l) o; ~ ..§ c:;, "" ~ ;a Cl) ·s i .§ 0 P> ~ . ..., :§ le ~ o; A :=i. 'Cl E ~ A ::=: o; ... "O c:;, p- s I-< § I-< <l) I-< I-< <l) I-< 0 <l) ~ ::s o; 0 0 0 0 ~ <l) ~ w w ,<lj c!:l ~ c!:l ~ ~ O' ~ 0 il-1 w p:l 
- - - - - - - - - -- - - -
NorthwesternNortl:.Carolina ............ 1 2 1 ... ... ......... ··· ' ··· ... 
1 
............ . 
Northeastern Arkansas ......... .. . ............... 32 5 2· 4 1 1 1 ...... .. ... ... . 
Southeastern Arkansas .................. 1 ...... 2 ...... .... ........ 3 ......... .. . 
::;:;::~::r:~;~·::::::::: :: :, :1 ;: ::: :;: ::: :: ::: : ::: ' ::: I { : 
Eastern '.rennessee .......................... 40 . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . ........... j 2 1 I 3 1 
~:::::
0
::!i{e:i;~::~i~~i~i~:::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: -~- ::: i::: :::( ::~ 
Northwestern Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . _ ........................ _I_ . .. .. ' .. _ .. . 
Savannah, Georgia .......................... 1 ........................ . -:- .... -: ..... . 
The high polish sometimes found on the top of a round-pointed celt 
may be due to its working slightly in the socket in its handle of wood, 
deerborn, or other materia1. 
By celts having a scraper-form edge is meant those having the edge 
to ·one side of the median line, due to constant use of one 
face. This face, at the edge, is in a straight line from side 
to side; it may have a chisel-like flattening, or may curve 
toward the middle of the celt for a short 
distance- and then have the same form to 
the top as the other face, which is convex 
or <;urvcd, as in t~e ordinary hatchet-celt. !/ 
They form a medmm between celts whose i/ 
faces gradually curve from top to edge, I/ 
and the celt-scrapers which are flat on one ~ 
side. Among the thicker celts this form is \[\ 
quite rare, though several, especially one 1~\ 
from Kanawhavalley,WestVirginia (rep- \~) 
F~t;!i.ro~~~· resented in :6.gnre7 4) ,are quite pronounced. 
In the thinner specimens,bowever, a majority are of this 
pattern, while in some types, nearly all indeed, even 
those up to 6 inches long, are so beveled. The type,· 
of which an illustration is shown in :figure 71, is of very Fm. 70·ro~!}~· chisel -
bard black slate; the same form i presented in :figures 66 and 70. 
From Bartow county, Georgia, is a scraper made from the edge of 
a ce.lt which ha been broken diagonally aero s from one face to the 
otb r. , t m like that of a spear-head has been formed by chippiug 
away the ide of the part broken, which gives a convenient attach-
ment for a haud1 j the original dge i unchanged except iu the wear 
wbi ·h ha re ulted from its new u e. 
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The specimen shown in figure 72 (of argillite, from McMi:µn county, 
Tennessee) is introduced on account of its undoubted use as a scraper, 
and because it is much smaller than some of the chipped flints thus 
classified, the edge being less than an •inch wide; the sides are roughly 
incurved. 
In Bradley county, Tennessee, there were found over 200 specimens 
of very small, thin, fl.at, waterworn sandstone peb-
bles, which were mostly in their natural condition, ex-
cept that they had one side rtJbbed to a sharp edge. 
A few, more slender, were ground to a point. Some 
of them have a handle chipped out 
on the side opposite the edge, some-
times with nicks in it, made for at-
Fm. 71.-Celt, showing 
scraper-form edge. tachment to a handle by means of a . , 
cord. Most of these specimens are less than 2 inches -l\:'\ 
in length: ~o suggestion is o~ered as to th~ir 1:se.. Jfn: 
A gramte implement from U mon county, Illmois, with 'rfft<f ! 
nearly rectangular section, slightly curved sides, · · 
rounded corners, and high polish over the entire 
surface, having nearly the same thickness (about an Fm. 72,-Scraper. 
Fm. 73.-Scraper or adze, 
with projecting ridge. 
inch) at every part, would seem to be a polishiD:g or 
rubbing stone. There are, however, one from ,var-
ren county, Ohio, and three from Kanawha valley, 
West Virginia, of almost exactly the same size and 
Fm. 74.-.A.dze or scraper. 
pattern, which have had one end ground off to a sharp edge; so the 
specimen may be only an unfinished celt. One of those from Kanawha 
valley has had the edge partly broken away, and one face has been 
pecked considerab\y in an attempt to restore it for use; but the inten-
tion was not carried out. Some celts, not of the scraper pattern, which 
have the edge to one side of the median line, are perhaps broken or 
blunted specimens redressed on one.side only. 
Figure 73 exhibits a specimen of argillite from Carter county, Ten-
nessee, . probably an adze or scraper, with a projection to keep the 
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implement from being forced into the handle. The edge is symmetrical, 
though much striated. The specimen shown in figure 7 ! ( of granite, 
from Kanawha valley, West Virginia) represents a peculiar form. There 
are several like it in the collection, all but this one from islands in the 
Pacific. 
CHIPPED CELTS. 
On account of their shape and undoubted 
use, a class of celts, although neither pecked 
nor ground, is introduced. Many of them re-
semble, in most respects, the so-called paleo-
lithic implements, though sometimes of better 
:finish. They are made with a rounded top and 
nearly parallel sides; rudely triangular; or 
with the sides curved to a point at the top. 
The edge may be straight or curved, and is 
usually chipped, though sometimes ground; a 
few are chisel-8haped. Usually they show no 
signs of wear; when they do, it is always in 
the form of a polish at the larger end, or on 
the exposed facets. One of black flint, 8 inches 
Fw. 75.-CLippedceit. long, from Kanawha valley, has a scraper-
form edge., smoothly polished. Many, even of those scarcely changed 
from their original form and natural surface, have the 
edges dulled and polished from use as scrapers or 
adzes. 
The collection includes the following ex-
amples: 36 of argillite, flint, porphyry, 
and compact quartzite, from Montgomery 
county,NorthOarolina,somewith thewider 
edge sharp (figure 75, of flint); 12 of lime-
stone and flint from Mason county, Ken-
tucky; 70 of argillite, a few with the edges ?. 
ground, from southeastern Tennessee (:fig-
ure 76, from McMinn county); over300from 
Kanawha valley, nearly all of black flint, 
a few being of diorite or quartzite-some 
Fw. ·7\;if.hipped are partly polished, or have ground edges Fw. 77~;i:f.hipped 
(figure 77, of black flint, from a mound). 
HEMATITE CELTS. 
With the exception of two from Iowa and a few from Preston county, 
We t Virginia, the hematite celts in the collection are from Kanawha 
valley, and are mall, ranging in length from 1 to 2¾ inches, except one 
4½ an<l one 5½ inche . They are illustrated in figures 78, 79, 80, and 81, 
the la t from a mound. early all have been ground directly from the 
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nodule or concretion in which this ore of iron so frequently appears. 
Occasionally one of homogeneous structure has been chipped into form 
before grinding, the facets in some cases being rubbed nearly away. 
Sometimes they have a rectangular outline, but usually the sides taper 
from the edge to the top by a gradual 
curve, or are parallel a part of the way 
and then taper either by a straight or, 
oftener, by a curved line. The section is 
rectangular or elliptical. 
These imple~ents were probably used as 
knives or scrapers, being set into the end 
of a piece of antler, which may in turn 
have been set into a.larger handle of wood. Fm. 78.-Hematite celt. 
That some we;re knives is shown by the edge which is dulled to a ' fiat 
polished surface extending from side to side; and that many were scrap-
ers is shown by their celt-scraper shape, a half ellipticaf section, or by 
the scraper-form edge, seen in the largest specimen. Some, however, 
FIG. 79.-Hematite celt. FIG. 80.-Hematite celt. FIG. 81.-Hematite celt. 
have the edge symmetrical, as in the hatchet-celts. One has incurved 
sides, and is roughened on the sides and on the faces near the top. 
PESTLES. 
The fact of the ordinary conical or bell-shaped, long-cyli:i;idrical, or 
somewhat pear-shaped stones having been used for pestles is so well 
settled that no confirmatory references are needed. A few citations 
may be given in regard to certain forms sometimes differently classed, 
especially some of the discoidal stones "to be hereafter described. 
According to Stevens, the corn crushers used by the ·swiss lake. 
dwellers are spherical; some are :flattened on two sides, like an orange, 
others almost round with depressions on_ four sides. They are about 
the size of a man's fist or rather smaller. The Africans have a piece 
of quartz or other hard stone as large as half a brick, one side of 
which is convex, to tit the hollow of a larger stone used as a mortar.1 
Evans observes that disks sometimes show marks of use as ham-
1 Stevens, E. T.; Flint Chips, p. 174. 
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mers or pestles; 1 one found at Ty Mawr was thick, with a cavity on 
each face. 2 In preparing pemmican, the .American Indians are known 
to have pounded the dried meat to a powder between two stones. 3 
This gives theimpres8ion that any suitable stones may have be3n used; 
and the ancient California Indians worked 
out a round stone as an acorn sheller, 
modern tribes using any smooth stone.4 
The pestles which have the bottom round 
or convex are generally found in the same 
localities as the hollowed stone mortars. 
Several forms of pestles are represented in 
the collection. They may be grouped as in 
the following description and tabulation. 
A. With expanding base; bottom flat or 
slightly convex, often with a slight depres-
. sion in the middle. Handle tapering, or of 
uniform diameter to the top; in a few, 
slightly swelling . above as if to give a 
firmer hold. Top rounded, flat, or pointed. 
Bottom may be very little expanded or may 
have twice the diameter of the handle. 
Fm. 82.-Handled pestle, with expand· Probably used for pounding grain or seeds 
ing base. on a fl.at stone, as it could not be used in a 
mortar even slightly bo1lowed. None seem to have been used as mullers 
or rubbers. They may have served for hammers, and would be excellent 
for crackiug nuts, as the pit in the bottom would tend to keep them 
from flying out to the side. The type is shown in figure 82, of quartzite, 
from Sullivan county, Tennessee. The distribution is moderately wide, 
and the material chiefly granite and quartzite, with a few of other rock 
varieties, as shown in the table: 
I ~ 
j I A ~ 
District, ] $ I .S $ ~ 1l 
~ I i I i ] ~ i 
& 1 ~ 1 w A J ~ 
---1- -----
1 Nortteastcrn Kentucky.................. 2 2 ...... ...... 1 ...... 




-_·.·.·. ·.·. · .. ·.· ·. ·_ ·_ ·.·.·.·.·.·_ ····l·· 
Ross cou11ty, Ob10 ................... .... . 
1 Miami valley, Ohio ................ ·...... . 1 7 1 1 2 .......... .. 
Southwestern Ilhnois..................... .... .. 1 ....... ................ . 
Kanawha val! y, West Virginia .......... , 1 1 
1
...... 1 I 1 ..... . 
B . .Almost cylindrical, from 6 to 18 inches long and about two inches 
in diameter. ome of the larger ones were probably rolling-pins, as 
I Evan., John: ·tone Implements, 1>. 218. 
IJb1d., p. 227. 
JDodge, R. I; Wild Indians, p. 254 . Schoolcraft, JI. R.; Indian Tribes, vol. IV, p. 107. Catlin, Geo.; 
North rueri au Indian. , vol. 1, p. 416. 
4Powers, • t pbei.; 'ontributioos to . A. Ethnology, vol. III, p. 433. 
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the ends, either from some fancy finish, or because worked to a point, 
are of a sllape that would make their use as pestles impracticable. 
Even as rollers, some must have bee·n used for crushing grain that had 
previously been softened or was not fully matured, as they are of a soft 
stone tha.t would wear· very easily. The shorter oues are 
blunt at the ends, and may have been used in a shallow 
wooden mortar; none are adapted for use in stone. The 
class is illustrated by figure 83, of soft clay slate, from 





~ a5 .s ;a i 
~ ~ ~ ~ ] 
; ~ ~ i .~ ~ 
_:: __ ~ i G !~~ 
Montgomery county, North Carolina. . . .. .. .... 1 • •· • · .i. ·····I······ · ··· ·· 
Northwestern :North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ....................... . 
\ Eastern Tennessee_-..... . . ....... . . . . . . . .... . . · 1 3 2 I 3 1 I·••••• 
Butler county, Ohio ....... · ..................... •·····1···· ·· ······ 1 ······ 
Nort~western Georgia . .. _.····················· l· ···· · ...... 1 1 1 / -··· · 
Hopkms county, Kentucky ...... '. ...... . ...... •i······I···· -- 1 ...... ······1 · _ 1 
0. Conical, or truncated cone, bottom flat, convex or 
curved from one side to the opposite. Some are quite 
smooth on the bottom 
as if from rubbing 
either back and forth 
or with a rotary 
motion; while many 
have t h e b o t t o m 
pecked rough, show-
ing use as hammers 
orpounders. Forthose 
with curved bottoms.FIG. ss.-P~stI~, 
. . long cylmdr1• 
a rockrng mot1o_n cal form. 
seems best adapted; with the 
palm resting on the longer side, 
good work could be done in any 
of these ways. Typical speci-
mens are shown in figures 84, of 
quartzite, from Monroe county, 
Tennessee; 85, of granite, from 
Warren county, Ohio; and 86, 
of quartzite, from Saline county, 
Arkansas . . A somewhat aberrant 
FIG. 84--Pestle, conical. specimen, shown 1n figure 87, of 
granite, from Carter county, Tennessee, has an elliptical base, rounded 
top, and flat bottom; the longer sides grooved for handle. A similar 
one, of quartzite, came from Warren county, Ohio. There is consider-
able variety of material, quartzite largely i>re<lomiuating. Although .. 
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the geographic range is wide, the distribution is rather sparse, and 
several districts are not represente~~ 
i ~ 
I Q) -g ~ 
~istrict. 
1 
] $ · $ ;a ~ .S ~ 
I 
~ ~ ~ a = i ] 
& ~ ~ ~ ~ A ~ 
1------------- ---- --- ------ --- --
Southeastern Arkansas ..... ~...... 2 ...................... .. ........... . 
Central Arkansas .................. . 
Eastern Tennessee................. 12 1 1· .. • • • ... • •· 1 · ·· · · · · ·· · · · 
Miami valley, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . ~ . .. _ .. 
Montgomerycounty,Nprt~C~r~lina ... .... ······1 1 1 ······ ·---· · ······ 
Kanawha valley, West V1rgrnia... 2 .................. : ····· ...... , -1 
Fm. 85.-Pestle. Fm. 86.-Pestle. 
D. Conical, or truncated cone, with top more or less rounded, very 
little worked, a stone of approximate form having been chosen and the 
angles and corners pecked off; 
bottom flat, and in some quite 
smooth ; used as pestles or roullers. 
. e. FIG. 88.-Pestle. 
The 0Ton · re ented by 17 pecimen of quartzite, all from south-
a t rn e. 
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E. Not dressed at all on the sides, but with both ends worn to a con-
yex shape. Represented by two specimens of quartzite from southeast~ 
ern Tennessee. 
F. Cylindrical, flat bottom, dome-shaped top, these portions having 
been carefully pecked into shape. Some are smoothly polished on the 
bottom, but none elsewhere. Those from Miami valley, and one from 
Kanawha valley are much longer than the others. The type illustrated 
in figure 88 is of quartzite, from McMinn county, Tennessee~ 
i ~ o5 o5 A A i-. 
~ District. ] :>, ~ ,.<l 
al P< 'O <l) i-. § .§ ~ 0 
Cf P-; w. H 
--------
Kanawha valley, West Virginia.................... . .. 1 ..... . 
Eastern Tennessee --- - - - - - - - - · · - - · · · · ·· · · · · ·· · · - · · ·· · · 5 1 II 
Miami valloy, Ohio . . ... • ....... --- ........ . ..... ------1-----. --,-- . 
PITTJW STONES. 
There is scarcely a locality in the . country where pitted stones are 
not found; they are indeed of such frequent occurrence that they are 
seldom considered worth the trouble of gathering. 
There can be no "type" among such crude implements; they are 
almost invariably waterworn sandstone pebbles, with a pit varying 
from a slight roughening of the surface to a hollow half an inch in depth 
pecked in each face. They probably belong with hammerstones, as 
they seldom show other marks of work, the edge in some being only 
slightly marked in one or two places, while in others it is much worn.· 
Various numbers of the · Journal of the Anthropological Society of 
Great Britain and Ireland refer to pitted stones as found in every part 
of the world. According to Evans, slight pits aid in holding stone 
hammers; they also prevent the jar to a large extent. If used to pound 
meat or break bones, it would be hard to hold them when greasy with-
out pits. 1 • Such implements may have had handles of wood with pro-
jections to fit the pits,2 though this is not probable; but if so a piece of 
·buckskin on the handle opposite the pits would do better and be more 
convenient to apply. 
• CUPPED STONES. 
Conjecture and theory have had full sway in regard t~ the uses of 
cupped stones; but the question is apparently far from solution. There 
is a pre val en t idea that they were used for cracking nu ts; but why should 
an Indian mak~ a large number of holes in a great many stones for such 
purpose, It is true there would be an advantage in having the nut stand 
on one end; but very few stones have depressions that will allow this. 
Of the southern Indians Adair observes: 
They gather a number ofhiccory-nuts, which they pound with a round stone, upon 
~ stone, thick and hollowed for the p-q.rpose. When they are beat fine enough, they 
1 Stone Implements, p. 218. 
2 Ibid., p. 213. 
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mix them with cold water, in a clay l>ason, where the shells subside. The other 
part is an oily, tough, thick, white substance . . . with which they eat their 
bread. 1 
Lawson's language regarding the Indians of North Carolina is even 
more definite. He says: 
[They gather] likewise hickerie nuts, which they b eat betwixt two great stones, 
then sift them, so thicken their venison broth therewith, the small shells precipitat-
ing to the bottom of the pot, whilst the kernel, in the form of fl.our, mixes it with 
the liquor, both these nuts [hickory and chinquapin] made into meal makes a curi-
ous soup, either with clear water, or in any meat broth. 2 
Neither of these statements seems to have any reference to cupped 
stones. The first is a good description of a mortar with a round pest1e, 
while the second says nothing about any particular form of stone; yet 
they have been referred to time and again as proof of the nut-stone 
theory. There would be some difficulty in pounding nuts fine in small 
holes half au inch or more below where the pounding stone could reach. 
0. C. Jones 3 was satisfied that cupped stones were used for cracking 
nuts because great numbers of nut-bearing trees grow where they are 
found; while Whittlesey, noting the fact that hundreds of them are 
found throughout northern Ohio, considered them as sockets in which· 
the end of a spindle rested. Daw:son 4 speaks of "stones having deep 
hollows in the sides which were mortars for grinding pigments, or 
sockets for fire drills." 
The cupped stones in the Bureau collection are almost invariably of 
reddish sandstone, of varying texture, from a few ounces to 30 pounds 
in weight. The holes are from one to twenty-five in number, of various 
sizes even in the same stone, and follow the natural contour of the sur-
face even when that is quite irregular; the stone is never dressed or 
:flattened to bring the cups on a level; none show any marks of w0rk, 
but are the rough blocks or sla.bs in their natural state. 
Many of the holes are roughly pecked iu, but the larger ones are 
usually quite smooth, as if ground out, and almost complete hemis-
pheres. They range from a pit only started or going scarcely beyond 
the surface to one 2 inches in diameter. The smaller ones with one 
cup pass into the pitted stones. Occasionally at the bottom of a large 
cup there is a mall secondary hole as though made by a flint drill. 
The polished cups may have been used for fire-drill or spindle sockets, 
though why there bould be a number of holes when but one could 
be u ed at a time await· explanation. The rough ones may have been 
for holding nuts, and , o long as they were on the same plane any 
number could be utilized; but when they are on different parts of the 
stone, even on opposite sides, as many of them are, the question re-
mn,in open. lab.' or thin pieces nearly always have cups on both 
side~, while block: or thick lab have them on one side only. On the 
1 A1lair, ,James; American Iudians, p. 400 . 
·, Law:1011, ,John; History of North Carolma, p. 53. 
3 nt1quities of the 'outh rn Indians, pp. 315-320. 
• Fos ii .ll u and Their Modern Representatives , p. 112. 
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former a number of nuts could be cracked with one blow of a fiat stone 
and thrown into a receptacle of some kind, either side of the stone be-
ing used at pleasure; but there would be no economy of time or work 
in this method, and it would be very strange that any one should not 
learn with so much experience that a nut should never be laid on the 
fiat side in cracking. No theory yet advanced accounts for the greater 
number of such relics, namely, the irregular fragments of stone with 
cups at varying intervals and different levels. 
No division can be made in regard either to size or material of the 
stone, or to form or flnish of the cups. Many of the 
smaller ones were no doubt paint mortars. One well 
finished specimen of this class is showri in figµre 89; 
it is of quartzite from 4 feet beneath the surface in 
Crittenden county, Arkansas. 
Cupped stones are found wherever representatives 
B h k d d .f.' FIG. 89.-Cupped stone of the ureau ave wor e , an numerous reierences or paint cup. 
might be given concerning their existence in other localities. 
MULLERS. 
The objects known as mullers are generally :flat and smooth on one 
side and convex on the other, sometimes with a pit in one side or both, 
mostly of granite, quartzite, or sandstone; ra.rely of other materials. 
A fine specimen of white quartz from Elmore county, Alabama, has 
the boJ;tom fiat and highly polished, the edge perpendicular to bottom 
and rounding off into the slightly convex top, 
with a pit at center. Figure 90 represents a 
muller of marble or crystalline limestone from 
a grave in Randolph county, Illinois. It has a 
smooth, fiat bottom, with convex top somewhat 
smaller than the base; around the circumfer-
ence there is a depression polished by wear. 
A similar specimen, of diorite, from Carter 
FIG. 90.-Muller, showing pol-
ished surfa11e. county, Tennessee, seems to be the lower part of 
a pestle with expanding base, whose top or handle has been Jost, the 
part remaining having a place for a handle pecked around it. 
The discoidal stones with this shape were probably used as mullers; 
they were also used as pestles in the hollow mortars, as the edge is 
often chipped or pecked, which would account for the pits on the faces. 
Figure 91 represents a muller of granite from Savannah, Georgia. Some-
times the base has an elliptical instead of a, circular outline, as seen 
in other specimens from Savannah. 
Mullers are found wherever there are indications of occupancy for 
any com,iderable length of time. 
GRINDING AND POLISHING STONES. 
Stones evidently used for grinding and polishing need only to be men-
tioned, as they are of widespread occurrence. Im'plements used for the 
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former purpose are made of any siliceous stone of convenient size and 
suitable texture, from a coarse quartzite to a very fine close-grained 
sandstone, according to the class of work to be done. The markings 
on them range from the narrow, sharp, incised lines due to shaping a 
small ornament, to the broad grooves resulting from grinding an ax or 
celt into form. Nearly all of those in museums are small specimens 
used for rubbing; but there are many large blocks in various localities, 
sometimes several feet square, marked and scored in every direction 
by grinding or sharpening the large implements on them. 
Among the polishers may be included a number of small pebbles of 
very hard siliceous stone, generally some form of quartz, which by the 
high polish.show long use. The larger ones may have been used for 
rubbing skins in tanning, . as they can easily be grasped in the hand. 
Very few have changed from their primitive form to a .greater degree 
than would naturally result from the wear upon them. A few very 
Fm. 91.-Muller, showing polished surface. 
small ones, long-ovoid in shape, usually not over 2½ or 3 inches in 
length, were probably paint mullers, as they are well :fitted for use in 
small paint cups. Many of the discoidal stones-which will be spoken 
of under the proper head-may have had these functions. The highly 
polished specimens are all from the southern states. There is one 
rubbing stone of pumice from Craighead county, Arkansas. 
HAMMERSTONES. 
Hammers or bammerstones show every stage of work, from the 
ordinary pebble or fragment, with its surface scarcely altered, to the 
highly polished round or ovoid "ball." They are usually of tue hard-
est available material, and seem to be of more frequent occurrence in 
the northern di tricts than in the southern states, though found every-
where. Used in their earlier stage merely as tools with which to fash-
ion other implement , they were assigned to specified purposes wllen 
brought to a better fini h orform. A typical example, shown in :figure 
92, i of granite, from Ross county, Ohio. 
The ioux u ed an oval tone, with a piece of rawhide covering all 
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but tbe point and attaching it to a withe handle, 1 while the Shoshoni 
and Ojibwa made use of a round stone, wrapped in Jeather, attached 
by a string of 2 inches to a handle 22 inches long covered with 
leather; tbis was called a poggamog-
gan. 2 · Rounded stories are said to 
. hirve been used by the California 
Indians as bolas, 3 though it is more 
probable that they were slung-shots. 
The ancient Californians worked out 
a round stone for an acorn-sheller; 
the present Indians use any smooth 
stone.4 · Elaborately carved round 
stones, mounted in handles as clubs, 
are known to have been used by the 
Queen Charlotte island ~ndians for 
killing fish, 5 and other northwestern Fm. 92.-Harnmerstone. 
Indians have been observed to use a round stone intlosed in .a net and 
attached to a liue as a sinker.6 
It is not necessary to quote references to the well-known fact that 
the Eskimo and the Patagonians made use of round stones of various 
sizes as bolas. There is no evidence that our Indians ever used any-
thing of the sort. 
GROOVED STONES OTHER THAN AXES. 
Three subclasses of grooved stones, 'differing in essential features 
from axes, may be discriminated. They are as follows: 
A. Slightly or not at all worked, except the groove; often showing 
marks of violent usage. With these may 
be classed the large stone hammers of 
the Lake Superior region. 
B. Round or e11ipsoid stones; in the 
latter the groove may follow either l\Lxis. 
The type (figure 93) is of sandstone from 
Carter county, Tennessee. 
0. Resembling axes in all but the edge. 
C,f class A there are none in the collec-
Fm. 93.-Grooved round stone. tion; their form and .size are such that 
they could have been for no other purpose than harnmerstones. Of 
class B there are some from Savannah, which may be sinkers or club 
heads. According to Morgan, oval stones with grooves were secured 
in the heads of war clubs, 1 and Carver observed that the southwestern 
Indians l1sed as a slung-shot a curiously worked stone, with a string a 
1 Dodge; Our Wild Indians , plater, fig. 3. 
2 Lewis and Clarke; •.rravels, p. 425. 
3 Powers; Contributions to N. A. Ethnology, ,ol. m, p. 52. 
4 Ibid., p: 433. 
5 Dawson; Fossil Men, p. 119. 
6 Stevens; Flint Chips, p . 95. 
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yard and a half long tied to it, the other end being tied to the arm 
above the elbow. 2 
The ~pecimens of class O may be broken axes. Figure 94 (granite, 
from Butler .county, Ohio) shows a form quite common throughout cen-
traland western Ohio. 'rhey are generally small, have eviden~ly never . 
been sharp, and were in all probability intended for hammers from the 
beginning. 
MORTARS. 
The Indian mortars in the collection are nearly always of sandstone 
of varying degrees of :fineness. As is the case with cupped stones, 
when made of s]abs, both sides have been worked;· when of rough 
blocks, only one. 
The Senecas and Oayugas are said by Morgan to have used wooden 
mortars in which to pound corn after it was hulled, 3 and it is possible 
that the long pestles of soft stone were used with 
wooden mortars, though some are not well adapted 
to this use. The Iroquois women pounded in stone 
mortars the stony material used in tempering the 
clay for their pottery.4 The California Indians 
made mortars by knocking a segment off a bowlder, 
making a flat surface, and working out with a 
hammer and chisel,5 while the tribes of the interior 
Fm. 94.-Grooved hammer. worked directly from the surface oi. a suitable rock. 
The Y okuts, according to Po-i;ers, use tolerably well made stone mor-
tars, and sometimes place a basket-like arrangement around the top 
to prevent the acorns from flying out.6 
No two specimens of t.he mortars and metate-like stones in the Bu-
reau collection are alike; the nearest approach that can be made to a 
classification is as follows: 
A. Smooth and flat on oue or both sides; for use with mullers; · from 
McMinn county, Tennessee, and Allamakee county, Iowa. 
B. With round cavities on one or both sides; for round or cylindrical 
pestles; from McMinn county, Tennessee. A cobblestone from Bra<lley 
county, Tennessee, bas a shallow cavity in either side and a pit in the 
center of eacb. From Kanawha valley there is a slab weighing about 
25 pounds, flat and smooth on one side, as though primarily used with 
a muller and the regular even cavity afterward made; on the other 
'ille a cavity and a cupped hole have been worked in from the natural 
surface. lab from Wa.rren county, Ohio, has a shallow cavity worked 
into one side and a, cuppecl hole in the other. From Union county, 
1 League of the IroquoiR, p. 359. • 
2 Carv r, Jonathan; Travels in North merica, p. 191. 
3 Report, to R gents of the uiv. of N w York, vol. u, p. 86. 
4 choolcraft, rotes ou the Iroquois, p. 230. 
6 'chumacher, 11th Ann. Rept. Peabody Museum, p. 264. 
G Power:-1 , Contributious to .r . A. Eth .. vol. m, p. 37i. 
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Mississippi, there is a flattened bowlder with a shallow cavity on each 
side; a shallow cup has been pecked on the edge of one of them. From 
Caldwell county, North· Carolina, comes a bowlder of water-worn mica-
scbist, with a shallow cavity and a deeper one on one side, and on the 
other a cupped hole opposite each of these cavities. . 
O. With one side hoUowed out, the other flat and smooth. Speci-
mens of this type come from Caldwell county, North Carolina; McMinn 
county, Tennessee, and Bradley county, Tennessee, the last with a pit 
in the center and another on the edge of the flat side. 
D. With a long, narrow depression on each side. ..A. very large 
specimen of fine-grained sandstone from Lincoln county, .Arkansas, 
represents this type. 
There are, in addition, two pieces of fine-grained sandstone with uni-
form thickness of less than an inch and about 10 inches across, from 
Kanawha valley, West Virginia, and Hale county, .Alabama, respec-
tively. Both sides are ground perfectly smooth and flat. The objects 
were probably for so_me culinary purpose. 
SINKERS. 
The sinkers in the collection may be divided into four classes, viz: 
A, entirely unworked; B, notched on the sides; O, encircled by a 
groove; and D, perforated. /:;onversely, stones under , all these differ-
ent heads may have served other and widely different purposes. 
Of the functions of class A, only those who have seen them in use can 
speak. Stevens mentions that some tribes inclose a round stone in a 
sort of net and attach it to a line in fishing; 1 and no other use can be 
imagined for some of the specimens in the Bureau collection. •. 
Specimens of class .13 are found along water courses in such situations ' 
as to leave no doubt of their use as sinkers; 2 they were attached to 
grapevines and dragged on the bottom of streams to frighten fish into 
nets or traps. 3 Those in the collection are made of ordinary flat water-
worn pebbles, with notches rudely chipped in the sides; a number are 
from southeastern Tennessee. 
Of class 0, while many were perhaps sinkers, more were club heads 
and slungshots or hammers. ..A. number have been obtained from Savan-
nah, Georgia, more or less worked, some being rounded, with grooves 
of varying depths and sizes. Small stones of this form are used by 
Greenland fishermen as sinkers; 4 and according to Thatcher, a large 
stone is by the Indians made fast to a sinking line at each end of a net, 
and the net is spread in the water by sinkers at different parts of it. 5 
Class D will be referred to under the bead "Perforated stones," from 
which they can be discriminated only arbitrarily. 
1 Flint Chips , p. 95. 
2 Abbott, C. C.; Primitive Industry, chap. 28. 
aJ,mes. C. C.; Antiquities of the Southern Indians, p. 338. 
4 Nilsson, S.; Stone .A.ge, p. 25. 
6Thatcher, B . B. ; Indian Traits, vol. 11 p. 70. 
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A number of roughly chipped, somewhat crescent-shaped specimens 
of argillite, from half a pound to 2 pounds· in weight, collected in Mont-
gomery county, North Carolina, may have been used as sinkers. 
P1<:rnFORATED STONES. 
Only the larger or rougher perforated stones used as implements are 
included in this class. 
Several perforated pieces of steatite, some mere rough fragments, 
others with the edges smooth and dressed to a somewhat symmetri-
cal outline, have been coJlected about Savannah, Georgia. Some of 
these have been drilled, others gouged through apparently with a 
slender flint. In the latter group the little projections left by the tool 
have been worn smooth. The hole may be near one end or about the 
center. Similar pieces have been found in Forsythe county, Georgia; 
one of these is worked to an frregularpentagon and smoothly-finished. 
From Haywood county, North Carolina, there a,re some very rough 
fragments, apparently just as they were picked up, except for the 
perforation; and a number of pieces of perforated pottery are from 
Montgomery county; North Carolina. 
Perforated stones were used by the southern Indians -to drag along 
the bottoms of streams and frighten fish into their nets and traps.1 
Four disks 4 to 5½ inches in diameter, with handles from 13 to 17 inches 
long, were found in a cave at Los A.ngeles, California,2 and objects of this 
character were, according to Schumacher, used by the Santa Barbara 
Indians as weights for wooden spades. 3 According to Abbott many 
perforated stones are found close to rivers and on shores in such posi-
tions ,as to leave no doubt of their use as sinkers . .4 Similar st<;mes were 
used as sinkers by the Scandinavians in comparatively recent times; 
by the Bechuanas for grinding grasshoppers, spiders, etc., and also as 
weights for digging-sticks; by some savages in the Pacific islands as 
clubs; by the Icelanders for breaking up salted fish.5 They were used 
by the lroquois as weights for fire drills; 6 by the Eskimo ,as clubs, 
having a rawhide handle secured by a knot.7 According to Dale,8 
Layard, 9 Griesbach, 10 ·and Gooch, 11 they were used by natives of 
southern Africa as root-diggers (to remove earth from the roots), as 
weapons, and to give weight to digging-sticks. They were also used 
by the Peruvian Indians to be thrown with a stick. Disk-shaped and 
1 Jones; .Antiquif.ies of the Southern Indians. p . 338. 
2 Amer. Naturalist, vol. xx, p. 574. 
3 Hayden Surv., Bull. 3, 1871, p. 41; also 11th Ann. Rept. P eabody Museum, p. 265. 
4 Primitive Industry, p. 244. 
6 Steven. ; Flint Chips, p. 95. 
6 Ibid. , p. 96. Morgan; League of the Iroquois, p. 381. 
7 t v n. ; Flint Ch1ps, p. 499 . 
8 Dale, L., in Journal of .A.nth. Inst. of Great Br. and Ireland , vol. r, p . 347. 
9 Layard, E. L ., in ibid., appendix. c. 
10 Griesbach , C. L ., m ibid., p. cliv. 
11 W. D. Gooch says they wore used as club heads by tb.e predecessors of the Bushmen, who now use 
tbem as diggers ; ibid., vol. xr, p. 128. 
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cylindrical throwing stones, perforated for the stick, are found among 
the Swiss lake dwellings.1 According to . Evans 2 they _were used 
mostly as hammer::; or clubs. They are hard and battered on the edges; 
sinkers would be of softer stone. 
The most complete article that has yet been given concerning the 
forms and uses of perforated stones is that by H. W. Henshaw.;i 
DISCOIDAL STONES. 
There are numerous references to discoidal stones by various writers, 
but a majority of the objects do not fall under any explanation that has 
so far been given. 
The Choctaw lu(iians used disks two fingers wide and two spans 
around in playing '·chungke," 4 and the Indians of North Carolma were 
much addicted to a sport called '' cbenco," played with a staff and a 
bowl made with stone.5 The same kind of game was, or still is, played 
with Loops or rings of wood or rawhide by the Iroquois,6 the Pawnee,7 
the Apache,8 the Navajo,9 the Mohave,10 and the Omaha;11 also, with 
rings of stone, by the Arikara, 12 the Mandan,13 and other tribes. 
The game of chungke, however, will account for only a small part of. 
the great number of stones of this form. 'rhe Indians of southern. 
California, in manufacturing pottery, make the clay compact and smooth 
by holding a rounded and smooth stone against the inside.14 The Fijians, 
in making pot tery, use a small, round fl.at stone to shape the inside,15 
while the Indians .of Guiana use ancient axes or smooth stones for pol-
ishing the clay rn making their vessels.16 According to Evans, 17 pitted 
disks were used as pestles, liamrners, or mullers; a thick one with 
pitted ends was found in a mortar at Holyhead. 18 Under the head of 
pestles and of perforated stones further references will be found that 
J?lay apply as well to this form of implements. 
No kind of re1ic is more difficult to classify. From the smooth, sym-
metrical, highly-polished chungke stone they gradually merge into 
mullers, pestles, pitted stones, polishers, hammers, 19 ornaments, and 
1 Knight, E. H., in Smithsonian Report for 1879, p. 232. 
2 Stone Implements, p . 194. 
3 Bui. Bur. of Eth ., "Perforated Stones from California." 
4 Adair; American Indians, p. 402. 
5 Lawson; History of North Carolina, p. 98. 
6 Morgan; League of the Iroquois, p. 299. 
7 lrving, J . T.; Indian Sketches, vol. n, p. 142. 
8 Cremony, J . C.; Life Among the Apaches, p. 302. 
9 Matti.Jews, W.; Smithsonian Report for 1884, p. 814. 
10 Report of Pacific Railroad Survey, vol. m, p. 114. 
11 Long; Expedition to Rocky Mountains, vol. 1, p. 205. 
12 Brackinridge, H. M.; Views of Louisiana, p. 256. 
13 Catlin; North American Indians, vol. r, p. 132. 
14 Schumacher, in Twelfth Annual Report Peabody Museum, p. 522. 
1~ Lubbock; Prehistoric Times, p. 648. 
16 Im Thurn in Jour. A nth. Inst. Gt. Br. and Ireland, vol. 11, p. 647. 
17 Stone Implements, p. 218. 
Jij lbid., p. 227. 
1 ~For any or all of which purposes they may have been used in the course of their manufacture. 
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the ordinary sinker or club-head, so that no dividing line is possible. 
Theories constructed on a basis of their use may be far from correct. · 
They pres.ent various forms and degrees of :finish; many have the 
natural surface on both sides with the edge worked off by grinding or 
pecking, the latter being produced probably by use as a hammer; the 
sides may be ground down while the edge remains untouched; or the 
sides may be pecked and the edge ground, being prob~bly of a thick 
pebble originally. Some of the finer grades, as chalcedony and quartz, If 
that have received the highest :finish, appear to have had all the work 
done by grinding or rubbing, as even those only slightly worked bear 
no signs of hammering or pecking. When of the harder materials 
they are generally made of water-worn pebbles as nearly the desired 
form as can be found; in fact, some specimens which are in their nat-
ural state, entirely unworked, require a very close examination to dis-
FIG. 95.-Discoidal stone. 
tinguish them from others whose whole surface has been artificially pro-
duced. Iu the jasper conglomerates from Arkansas, however, there is a 
regular series from a roughly chipped disk to one of the highest polish 
and symmetry. The larger ones of quartz, particularly those with con-
cavities in the sides, must have been patiently wrought for years before 
brought to their present state. Many of the smaller ones, especially 
sandstone, seem to have been'designed for grinding or polishing. 
The following groups are represented in the collection: 
./~. Sides hollowed out, edge convex; 2 to 6 inches diameter, seven-
eightk to 2¾ thick. 
1. Edges of concavity sharp. 
a. Cavity a regular curve from side to side. The type (figure 95) is of 
quartz, from Cherokee county, Georgia. There are also, from Kanawha 
valley, We t Virginia, one of sandstone, of which one side has been 
worked out by a flint, the little pits being distinctly visible, while the 
other ide ha natural surface; from Loudon county, Tennessee, one of 
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quartzite, 6 inches diameter, which has been used as a mortar, the cavi-
ties being roughened, with their edges broken and scarred (the edge of 
the stone is battered entirely around midway between the sides as 
though used for a hammer); from McMinn county, Tennessee, one of 
quartzite, about the same size as last, with a slight pit in the center of 
each cavity, the edges of' the concavity being considerably chipped, and 
the edge of the implement very smooth; from Polk county, Tennessee, 
one of quartzite, 3½ inches in diameter, with the edge polished except in 
FIG. 96.-Discoidal stone, with perforation. 
one spot,where it shows marks of use as a hammer or pestle-it has been 
used als~ as a mortar, the edges of the concavity being much chipped 
and broken; one each from Craighead county, Arkansas, of novacu-
lite; Randolph county, Illinois, of granite; Cherokee county, Georgia, 
of quartz; and Obion county, Tennessee, of sandstone. In the four 
last mentioned the entire · surface 
is quite smooth or even highly pol-
ished. 
b. With a small perforation at the 
cep.ter. The type is shown in figures , 
96 (of sandstone, from a grave in ' 
Union county, Illinois), and 97 (of 
granite. from Virginia). There is 
another specimen., of sandstone, from 
Red River county, Texas. 
c. With a secondar_y depression in 
each cavity. Figure 98 (yellow 
quartz, highly polished, from Fulton 
county, Georgia) is typical. There Fm. 97.-Discoidal stone, with perfor11tion. 
is also one of quartzite, with a secondary depression in one side only, 
from Roane county, Tennessee, which may be supposed, from this and 
other imperfections, to be unfinished. 
2. Edges of concavity rubbed off blunt. These are grouped simply 
by form, as the specimens from Kanawha valley, West Virgima, and 
northeastern Kentucky are nearly all roughly finished, quite different 
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from the smooth or polished ones from farther south. Some are worked 
out into the form of a ring, and there is every stage between that form 
and the flat disk whose sides show no trace of pecking. Figure 99 
FIG. 98.-Discoidal stone, with secondary depression. 
Fm. 99.-Discoidal stone, in form of a ring. 
(quartzite, from Sevier county, Tennessee) illustrates a typical example, 
roughly worked but entirely perforated, and. figure 97 shows the same 
type in another form. 
~ a5 a5 
"3 ] A a5 District. .ri 0 
] ~ 
~ ... c;j ... "C A c;j I> c;j 
~ 
ci! p 0 
~ 
p ... 
Ci' z Ci' if!. c!l 
Caldwell county, Torth Carolfoa .... ... . . ,~-1 r='··~~ === 
Crittenden county. Arkansas............. . . . . . . 1 ...... 1 ............. .... . 
Drew county, .Arknnsa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ........... . 
Randolph county, lllino1s ...... .......... . .. . . . . .. . . . 1 1 2 ........... . 
I !:r::: c::::;~;:;;~;~ ~ ~: ::: : ~ :::: :: : : : :1 .... ~. · ::::: :::: :: :::: :: :::::: 
I Kanawha valley, West Virginia.......... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Torth aRtern Kenturky ... ...................................... 1 22 ..... . 
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B. Blat or slightly concave sides, edges straight and at right angles 
to the sides; diameter, 1-g to 5 'inches. The type shown in figure 100 
FIG. 100.-Discoidal stone. 
is of sandstone from Lauderdale county, Alabama. 
District. 
<1) ,;, 
i A -~ ~ ~ '-A~ ~ i,.; 
~ t:g ~~ i oil 
:;::, <1)02 ~ !l O' p.- ~ 
1----------------1-- - -------
Lauderdale county, Alabama . ..... .... ...... . . 1 ----. - ·-- - - . ---- -- ·-- - --
Mississippi county, Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 1 ------
McMinn county, Tennessee ..... ___ ._ .. ___ ..... 1 1 ·. _. __ .... ··1······ 4 
Kanawha valley, West Virginia,._______________ 1 ------ ______ .•••••.••..• 
0. Sides flat; edges straight, sometimes rounding off .into the sides; 
diameter, 2¼ to 6 inches; thickness, three-quarters to 2! inches. .A 
FIG. 101.-Discoidal stone. 
number from southeastern Tennessee, especially the smaller ones, are 
quite rough, being merely pecked or chipped into shape with no subse-
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quent rubbing. Figure 101 (chalcedony, from a mound in :Monroe 
county, Tennessee) represents the type. The material is variable. 
I 
. ~ I . ~ <D I • 
~ . § I ~ 0~ 1 <l) 
• O _£ ,o C • _s Of J ;';:; 
District. ~ ~ S ] ~ ~ .A ~ g 1· i 
· ~ § ~ ~ : s ~ e ~- ;:, 
1--------- -----1-0'- U1 <d. O : ~ ;:;j C!l "j blll O' 
I 
Southeastern Tennessee----···-··------·--· 5 5 1 ·-·· ···· / 9 
Western Tennessee.·--··-··········--··.... 1 ........ 1 ---· ........ 1 •••• 
Savannah, Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . .. - - . . . . . 7 .· .. -/ i 
Mississippi county, Arkansas ..... ·---·I····,·--· -··· •-·· •··· •-··1····. 1 j···· 
D. Like .the last, except much smaller. Very few are polished over 
the entire surface; some are rubbed more or less on the edges or sides, 
but a majority have the edge rough as it was chipped or pecked out; 
many have either the edge or sides in the natural state . . From those 
smoothly polished to those very rudely worked the gradation is such 
that no dividing line can be drawn. This is true, also, of the smaller 
specimens of other types. Some of the quartzite specimens are very 
loose in texture. From seven-eighths to 2 inches in di;meter and one• 
fourth to three.fourths of an inch thick. 
<D ~ <D rn<D <D ~ i:: ~ 5j 
A 0 
$ 0 <D ~ 
;<;:; 0 <::) 
District. ~ ;<;:; -~ 2 ~~ ~ i ~ :;l rtJ .::i 'O § Fa gA <l) ~ A ... @ bl) 'O cj .§ § al ;:... Fa <l) ::l •.-<al ::l 
~ U1 <q C!l ~ O' ~rtJ H O' 0 
1-----------i- - -- - ------
Eastern Tennessee.............. 1 54 64 ...... _. 32 1 J2 4 ... . 
13artow county, Georgia_ . . ...... _.. 1 . . . . 1 1 4 
Savannah, Georgia ..... _ .... _ .... _ .. _ . . . 2 . _ .. ........ : : : : : : : : I:::: : : : : 
Kanawbavalle~r,West Virginia_.... 7 ........ ." ... 20 ........ j.... 1 
Northeastern KentuckY-·-·--·· ·--· 14 ·-·· ................ 5 /·· ·· ... . 
E. Convex on both sides, edges straight. One of white quartz from 
Caldwell county, North Oarolina, has the sides much curved, making 
Fm. 102.-Discoidal stone, convex. 
the tone very thick in proportion to its width; there is a deep pit on 
ea b ide, the entire urface being highly polished. Diameter, 2 to 3½ 
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inches; thickness, three-fourths to an inch and a half. Illustrated 
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,.Q ~ (I) :;::l ~ a ,:;, ~ ..i:::i C c<l c<l e 'O (I) P, ::::: A p- ~ ~ ~ Po-, b.O .~ A .;;s ~ ,:;, .~ d § $ c:i! H (I) e 0 p p 0 H (I) H .c:l 0 
~ ~ z ~ c:J' c:J' p::: ~ G ~ r.11 H 00 C:) 0 00. iii ~ H "" 1--------------------------------
EasternArkansas ................. 3 1 1 1 4 7 ... 1 ......... 7 1 ·-· ... 1 ........ . 
Eastern Tennessee (many of these 
rough and entirely without 
polish) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ...... 38 29 . . . 1 1 31 27 8 1 1 2 ........ . 
Kanawha valley, West Virginia 
(rough) ..............................•......... 1 
Savannah, Georgia................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 3 .•.••.••......•...... 
Union county, Mississippi........ . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ................... . 
Caldwell county, North Carolina ................. 1 10 ........... . 4 ...... 1 2 1 2 1 
F. Same form as the above; l! to 2 inches in diameter, one-half to 
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::i $ A A -Si ~ ;;3 0 E co ~ ~ (I) "' ~ (I) ,:;, ~ :z i ~ d ~ ~ 'O (I) ~ 
,:;, c:i! H 
~ s ~ ~ A p 
d Es 
"" c:J' c:J' ~ ~ w. ~ w. - - - - - - - - -
Elmore county, .Alai.Jama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . 1 
Western North Carolina............ . . . . . . . . . ... 
2





2 ... · _· .· ,· .
1 
..... _ ._ .. 
Eastern Tennessee ............................ . 
Bartow county, G-eorgia............ 1 1 2 ....................... . 
Savannah, Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 ....... _I_ ....... 1 ....... . 
Kanawha valley, West Virginia ..•.. ····1···· ................ : .... 4 , .... •··· 
Drew county, .Arkansas............ . . . . . . . . . . . . I ....................... . 
G. Flat or slightly convex on one or both sides, edge straight, one 
side wider than the other. Some have the edge battered or chipped, 
FIG. 103.-Discoidal stone. 
and it is always at the angle of the edge with the wider side. From 
1~ to 3½ inches in diameter, and three-fourths to an inch and a half 
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thick. Tbe specimen shown in :figure 103 (of compact quartzite, from 
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;.. s -~ ~ ;8 .:: cd cd 
cd ::, p Is p 0 
a:, ,..q <.) ~ rn ~ O' O' C!l O' 0 w 0 rn 
-- - - - - - - -
Eastern Tennessee.............. 2 1 2 . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . 1 ........... . 
Savannah,Georgia ............. .... ... . l 3 ........................... . 
Bartow county, Georgia........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 ........... . 
Kanawhavalley,WestVirginia. 2 .... ,.... .... 1 .... •··· .... -•·· ···· .. .. 
Caldwellcounty,NorthCarolina ......... 
1 
.... , .... 3 ....... ..... 1 1 2 
Mississippi county, A.rkansas . .... . ... . , .... : ........ .... ... J ... . . . . . . . . 1 
i I I 
There are also of this type, one of very bard black stone (not identi-
fied) from Red River county, Texas, three.fourths of an inch in diame-
ter; one of barite from Bartow county, Georgia, one inch in diameter, 
three-fourths inch thick; and one of granite, from Chester county, 
South Carolina, an inch in diameter. There are also one of quartzite 
from Drew county, Arkansas, with a shallow pit on each side; one of 
FIG. 104. - Discoidal stone. 
the same material from southeastern Tennessee, with a deep pit gouged 
in smaller side; and from the same locality, three of quartzite, one of 
quartz, and one of sandstone, each with a deep pit in the larger side. 
All of the e are small and none of them polished. 
H. Oonvex sides and curved edges; size as in group G. The type 
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Catahoula pari h, Louisiana. .................. 1= =I= =--1 
Distrirt: 
, Eastern Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . I 2 a ..... ..•.••. 
I 
Caldwell county, ortb Carolina.......... ... . . . 2 . . .. . . . . . . . . 1 ..... . 
. ,,orthea t rn Arkan as................... 1 1 I······ ······ I······ 
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I. Same form, rough and not polished; 1 to 2i inches in diameter, 
one-half to 1 inch thick. 
District. 
Eastern Tennessee .............. . .... _ .. . 50 ...... .... .. 3 11 ]0 
3 Northeastern Arkansas ................. . 1 3 ........... . 
Caldwell county, North Carolina ............................... -- .. .... 1 
Kanawha valley, West Virginia.......... 36 1 ...................... - . 
. . 
J. Sides slightly convex, edge slightly curved; 2¼ to 3½ inches in 








District. cl) ai s A ~ 0 ~ ai 0 
~ 
'O ~ i .... ..§ <D I>. j <1) Q <l) 'O ~ ~ cti '5'o ~ -~ ~ ::l ::l ..c:l ,., . $ -~ rn (Y (Y .o <11 6 rn ':Fl 
--------------- - -- - - - -- -
Kanawha valley, West Virginia 1evidently 
used for a hammerstone) ... _............. 1 .............. - ........... - . 
Eastern Tennessee.... .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . 2 3 4 1 2 J .••.•••• 
Lauderdale county, Tennessee.............. . . .. .. .. 1 ........ . - ...... - - .. 
Caldwell county, North Car:olina. ........... .... 2 .. . . .... ... . .... 1 .. .. 
Fulton county, Georgia ...... _ ................................... - .. . . . . 1 
K. Sides flat; edges convex; roughly finished, no polish; lf to 2-! 
inches in diameter, three-eighths to three-fourths of an inch thick. 
i . i I ~· i ~ 
1 = ~ 
r:/1 (Y (Y 
District. 
Kanawha valley, West Virginia .................. - - - - - - -.. ---1--l-=--l 
Eastern Tennessee .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . 4 1 7 




A -~ 0 
'O ~ i-: <l) 
Q :§~ ~ ~ 
::l ..c:l <l) 
(Y 0 ~ 
1- --------------------1--------
Mississippi county, Arkansas ....................... .. 1 1 3 
Bartow county, Georgia .................................. .. 1 .......... .. 
Union county, Mississippl. ...... ................ ... ... 3 
M. Edges V-shape; li: to 2½ inches diameter, 1 to 1½ inches thick. 
The type (figure 105) is of granite, from Randolph county, IlJinois, with 
insunk pecked sides and polished edge. A specimen from .Kanawha 
valley, West Virginia, is of flint, with only the edge worked; appar-
., 
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ently a hammer. One from Craighead county, Arkansas, has flat sides 
and the entire surface polished; another from McMinn county, Ten-
nessee, is also polished entire. A good spec-
imen from Cocke county, Tennessee, is of 
flint, one side rubbed flat, the other a, 
rounded cone, highly polished. 
N. Sides hollowed out; edges straight or 
slightly curved; very thick; used as mor-
ta_rs, hammers, or pestles. This form gradu-
FiG. 105.-Discoidal stone, with ally merges into disk-shaped, pitted, or 
V-shaped edges. entire-dressed hammers, which in turn run 
into the ordinary hammerstones. The types are figures 106 (quartzite, 
from Bradley county, Tennessee) and 107 (quartzite, from Nicholas 
cou.nty, Kentucky): There are in this 
· group from eastern Tennessee three of 
quartzite, 2¼ by 4½ inches, 4¼ by 5f 
inches, and lf by 3¼ · inches, and one 
of granite, 2¾ by 3 inches; from Cald-
well county, North Carolina, one of 
granite; and from Montgomery county, 
North Carolina, three of quartzite. 
The last four are evidently hammers 
or pestles. In addition there is a speci-
men from Jackson county, Illinois, of 
ferruginous sandstone, 3 inches in Fm. 106.-Discoidal stone, used as mortar. 
diameter. On one side there is a pit and on the other a shallow, mor-
tar-like cavity extending entirely across. 
0. One side flat, the other rounded; of conven-
ient size for grasping. In some the bottom is 
quite smooth. There is sometimes a pit in one or 
both sides, more frequently in the bottom. They 
were used as mullers or pestles; in the latter, either 
the side or the edge may have been the pounding 
FIG. 107.-Discoidal st-one, . · 
probably used as hammer. surface. The hne between these implements and 
the cylindrical, dome-topped pestles can not be drawn (see figure 91). 
·L 
Eastern Tennessee.... . ........... ........ ........... . 
District. 
2 ........... . 
, outhwestern Wisconsin .................... .. ....... . 1 
Kanawha valley, West Virginia ... .. ................. . 
Crittenden county, .Arkansas .. ........... . ........... . 
Jackson county, orth Carolina ..... . ...... ......... . 
l ... ... ···· ··I······ 
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District. " j ~ ~ ..., k k "O A 
d d ~ d p p d k 
C? C? w. 0 
- ---- --------
Southeast ern Tennessee . . . .. __ .... ............... . ..... . . . . . . 1 1 . . ... . 
Kanawha valley, ·w est Virginia . . _ .. ... _ .. . . _.. . . . .... 3 . . . . . . 5 ..... . 
Warren county, Ohio .... . .. . ........... . ......... . .. . ..... . ............ . 
Madison county, Alabama.... . ............... . .. . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ..... . 
Q. From southeastern Tennessee and northwestern Georgia there 
are many disk-shape fragments of pottery, small, thin, and coarse, 
with the edges roughly chipped; and from 
northeastern Kentucky there are similar 
pieces, except that they have been fashioned 
from fragments of limestone and sandstone. 
These specimens are illustrated by figure 
108 (pottery, from a mound -in Bartow 
county, Georgia). 
SPUDS. 
It has been a puzzle to archeologists to 
assign to any class the peculiar stones Fm. 108.-Discoidal pottery frag-
called " spuds." They are usually of a ment. 
comparatively soft material, carefully worked and polished, and l;>ear no 
marks of rough usage. On the other hand, they seem too large for 
ornament. Perhaps their office may have been in some ceremony or 
game. Something similar in form seems to be denoted in the following 
extracts: 
Col. James Smith1 says, speaking of the Indians of western Penn-
sylvania; that as soon as the elm bark will strip h1 spring, the squaws, 
after finding a tree that will do, cut it down, and with a crooked stick, 
broad and sharp at the end, take the bark off the tree, and of this bark 
make vessels. The Twana Indians, who formerly -lived at the south 
end of Hoods canal, Washington, in barking logs use a heavy iron 
implement about 3 feet long, widened and sharpened at the end ;2 and 
the tanbark workers of our day use an instrument of somewhat similar 
form. 
The ordinary spud is too weak to endure such usage, though it is 
claimed by old people living in the Shenandoah valley, Virginia, that 
in the last century the Indians in that locality used an implement,of 
this pattern for stripping ·i;he bark from trees. The implement may 
have been used in dressing hides, the ho]e being for attachment of a 
handle. 
1 Captivity Among the Indians, Lex ington, 1799; r eprinted , Cincinnati, 1870, p. 36. 
2 Eells, Myron ; Hayden Surv., Bull. 3, 1877, p. 81. 
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0. Grooved near the middle. The class is represented by a beauti-
ful specimen (figure 114) of hematite, with the groove much polished 
and irregular1 and a deep IlOtch cut in one end, from Ross county, Ohio. 
Another specimen, from Kanawha valley, West Virginia, 
is a double conical implement of hematite, elliptical in sec-
tion with · both-ends ground off on :flatter sides only. 
D. Grooved lengthwise. This class includes a plummet 
of quartzite, from Yellowstone park (figure 115): and anothe~ 
of hematite, much 
shorter than the Yel-
Fm. 114.- l t . d 
Plummet, ows one spemmen an 
grooved near . . h bl d f 
middle. wit unt en s, rom 
Kanawha valley, West Virginia. · 
E. Grooveless. A good specimen FIG. 115 -Plummet grooved lengthwise. 
(figure 116) is of quartz and mica, elliptical in section, pointed at ends 
with one end perforated, from Yellowstone park; another, from Randolph 
county, Illinois, of hematite, rough, perhaps unfinished. 
F. Double cone, with one end ground off flat and hollowed 
out. The type ( figure 117) is of granite, 
one of three from Savannah, Georgia. 
G. Top flattened and hollowed out; 
sides incurving to the middle; lower 
half a hemisphere. 'I.1he class is repre-
sented by figure 118 ( quartzite, from 
Randolph county, Illinois), and figure 
119 (sandstone, from Adams county, 
Ohio). From Kanawha valley there 
Fm.116.-Plum- is one of hematite, similar in form to 
met, grooveless, the last . Fm. 117.-Plummet, double 
perforated. . cone in shape. 
H. Ovo~d, with the smaller end ground off flat. 1 A good specimen of 
this class (figure 120) is of magnetite, 
from Caldwell county, North Carolina. 
From Savannah, Georgia, there are two 
of sandstone, both smaller than the 
type and rough; from Kanawha valley 
there is one of quartzite; nearly half 
ground away, leaving almost a hemis-
phere; and from eastern Tennessee 
there are one of magnetite and one of 
quartzite, the latter nearly round. 
I. Cylindrical. A unique specimen, 
from a mound in Loudon county, Ten-
nessee, is illustrated in figure 121. It 
F10.11s.-Plummet. i of sandstone; a short cylinder with 
incurved ide , each end terminating in a blunt cone. 
1 Peat·- haped stones with the smaller end cut squarely off are frequent in Georgia; they are about 
th size of turkey gg . Jones, .A.ntiq. Southern Indians, p. 372. 
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Figure 122 represents a piece of smoothly dressed steatite from Desha 
county, Arkansas, with a two-thirds round section, the ends rounded, 
with a groove near one end, which may be classed with the plummets. 
FIG. 119.-Plummet. · FIG. 120.-Plummet, 
end ground fl.at. 
FIG. 121.-Plummet. 
There are pieces of sandstone from the same locality which connect this 
pattern with the simpler "boat-form" stones, except that the flat side 
is ground smooth instead of being hol-
lowed. This is only one of numerous 
examples where the shapes of imple-
ments whose "typical forms" seem ut-
terly dissimilar merge into one another 
'I so gradually that no line of demarka- . 
~I tion can be drawn. 
~I CONES. 
The relics known as " cones " have the 
base flat and the side curving slightly; 
usually the curve extends regularly 
over the top, but sometimes the apex is 
FIG. 122. - Plummet, cylindrical. rubbed off flat. The conic surface may 
form an angle with the base, or the line ofjunctionmayberounded into 
a curve. They vary considerably in thickness, some being nearly flat, 
Fm. 123.-Cone. FIG. 124.-Cone. 
others having a height equal to the diameter of the base. One of steatit 
from Savannah, as also one of sandstone from Kanawha valley, has a 
slight, pit or depression on the flat side. Among the best examples are 
13 ETH--8 
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one (figure 123) of steatite from Bradley county, Tennessee, and another 
(figure 124) of hematite from Loudon county, in the same state; one 
(figure 125) of compact quartzite from a mound in Ogle county, Illinois, 
Fm. 125.-Cone. FIG. 126.-Cone. 
and a fourth specimen (figure 126) of granite from Kanawha valley, West 
Virginia. The distribution is as follows: 







~ District. P<+> 
ce s e@ .§ "O .., 
C) 8 g. i... p w til c, "' w
-- - ---i- -
Eastern Tennessee---------················-··· 4 ····-· ...... 1 _____ _ 
Oglecounty,Illinois .. ________________ . ______ . ________ ...... 1 ···--- _____ _ 
Savannah, Georgia ... . ....... -.... ______ _____ _ .. · 1 1 _____ . ____________ __ . __ _ 
Haywoodcounty, NorthCarolma . ..... . .. .. __ .. -····· 1 ...... ___________ _ 





Hemispheric stones, like the cones, 
can receive a name only from the form 
and not from any known or imagined 
use to which they could have been ap -
plied. 
All such specimens in the collec-
tion, except one, are from Kanawha 
valley, and of hematite; many if not 
most of them have beeu ground down 
from the nodule, and were probably 
paiut stones originally; at least, the 
material rubbed from them was used 
as paint while the maker had tlleir 
final form in view. One, however, has 
been pecked into shape and is en-
tirelywithout polish. In all, the base 
is flat and varies in outline from 
almo t a circle to a narrow ellipse. 
A section of the stone parallel to 
either axis of the ba e varies from a 
little more to a little less tllan a semi-
cir 1 Typi ·al form ~ both from Bracken county, Kentucky, are illus-
trat <l in figure 127. 
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The specimen illustrated in figure 128 (yellow quartz, from a mound 
in Kanawha valley) is intermediate between cones and hemispheres. 
The sides are polished, while the flat bottom and 
rounded top are roughened. As it has famt red 
stains, it may have been used as a paint-muller. 
PAINT STONES. ,, 
The articles known as paint stones scarcely come 
Fm . 128.-Hemisphere. under the head of implements. Some · of the hema-
tite pieces are mc1pient celts, hemispheres, or cones; but most of them 
were used merely to furnish paint, at any rate until rubbed down qmte 
small. They are of every degree of :firmness, 
some being as brittle as dry clay, others like 
iron. Most pieces in the collection are from 
Kanawha valley, but others are from south-
eastern Tennessee, northeastern Arkansas, and 
Caldwell county, North Oarolina. From the 
last-named section, as well as from Chester 
county, South Carolina, and McMinn county, FIG. 129.-Paint stone. 
Tennessee, come pieces of graphite more or less rubbed; and one bas 
been sent in from Elmore county, Alabama. 
The specimen illustrated in figure 129, from a mound, is a good 
example of the nrnnuer in which the harder hematite was ground. 
CEREMONIAL STONES. 
FUNCTIONS AND PURPOSES. 
The so-called "ceremonial stones" are variously subdivided and 
named by different writers. They are supposed to have been devoted 
to religious, superstitious, medical, emblematic, or ceremomal purposes; 
to be badges of authority, insignia of rank, tokens of valorous deeds, 
or perhaps some sort of heraldic device; in short, the uses to which 
they might, in their different forms, be assigned, are limited only by 
the imagination. 
According to Nilsson the ancient Scandinavians wore'' victory stones" 
suspended around their necks, 1 and the Eskimo wear charms and 
amulets to bring success in :fishing and hunting. 2 Adair (1775) says 
that the American Archi-magus wore a breastplate made of a white 
conch-shell, with two holes bored in the middle of it, through which he 
put the ends of an otter_-skin strap and fastened a buck-horn button to 
the outside of each. 3 An explanation of the purpose of many of the 
smaller perforated stones also may be found in Nilsson's rernark 4 that 
the small ovoid or ellipsoid ones were used as buttons; a string being 
tied to the robe at one end, run through the hole and tied in a knot. 
1 Stone .A.ge, p 215. 
2 Abbott: Prnnit1ve Industry, p. 408. 
~ .A_'merican Indians, p. 48. 
• Stone .Age, µ. 83. 
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The various Indians of Guiana in their leisure hours often fashion 
highly ornamental weapons and implements which they never use 
except ceremonially, but keep proudly at home for ~how. 1 
So, too, the Yurok and H upa Indians of California, as well as some 
of the tribes of Oregon, have very large spearheads or knives, which 
are not designed/or use, but only to be produced on the occasion of a 
great dance. The larger weapons are wrapped in skin to protect the 
hand; the smaller ones are glued to a handle. Some are said to be 
15 inches long. 2 The Oregon Indians believed the possession of a large 
obsidian knife brought long life and prosperity to the tribe owning it. 3 
Some of the wild tribes of the interior have something which they 
regard as the Jews did the Ark of the Covenant. Sometimes it is 
known; again it is kept secret. The Cheyenne had a bundle of arrows; 
the Ute a little stone image, and the Osage a similar stone. 4 The 
Kiowa had a carved wooden image, representing a human face; the 
Ute captured it, and the Kiowa offered very great rewards for its 
return; but the Ute, believing the Kiowa powerless to harm them so 
long as it was retained, refused to give it up. 5 
The North Carolina Indians, when they went to war, carried with 
them their idol, of which they told incredible stories and asked coun-
sel; 6 and as a token of rank or authority, the Virginia Indians sus -
pended on their breasts, by a string of beads about their neck, a square 
plate of copper. ; These were worn as badges of authority. The na-
tive tribes, from our first acquaintance with them, evinced a fondness 
for insignia of this kind. 8 
Simply for conyenience the ceremonial stones in the Bureau collec-
tion will here be divided into two general classes. The first, compris-
ing those pierced through the shortest diametei', will be called gorgets, 
which name, like that of celt, has no particular meaning, but is in com-
mon use. The second class will comprise all others, which will have 
some name that may or may not be suitable to their form, but by whicb 
they are usually called. In this class are included boat-shape stones, 
banner stones, picks, spool-shape ornaments, and bird-shape stones, 
as well as engraved tablets or stones. 9 
GORGETS. 
The relics commonly called gorgets have been found in Europe; they 
may be convex on one side, concave on the other, and are supposed to 
1Im Thurn ID Jour. Anth. Inst. Gt. l3r. and Ird., vol. XI. p. 445. 
~Powers; Contributions to .r . A. Eth. , vol. III, pp. 52 and 79. 
: Chase ; M . R ept. on hell Mounds of Oregon. 
4 Dodg ; Our Wild Inrlians, p . 131. 
t bbott ; Primith-e Industry , p . 373. 
1 Brickell, John ; at. History of .r . C., p . 317. 
; W y th, Graphic ketche , part 1, plate 8. 
~ cbool raft in Tran . Am. Etb. 'oc., Yol. 1, p. 401, pl. 1. 
11 am inform d by Prof. Cyrus Thomas that he noticed m the oollectiou of Mr. Neff. Gambier, 
Ohio, a "boat-shap stone '' attach d to the underside of a stone pipe, which the owner informed 
him was thu att.ached when found. 
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be for bracers. 1 It is said that the Miami Indians wore similar plates 
of stone to protect their wrists from the bowstring.2 Herndon and 
Gibbon remark that a gold ornament in shape like a gorget, but not 
pierced, is worn on the forehead by some of the Amazon Indians. 3 
According to Schoolcraft the so-called gorgets were sometimes used as 
twine-twisters; 4 but Abbott holds that while some may have been twine-
twisters; or may have been used for condensing sinews or evening bow-
strings (that is, reducing the strings to a uniform diameter), most were 
simply ornaments, as they are generally found on the breast of a 
buried body.'-' Stevens is even more conservative, holding that they 
were neither twine-twisters nor devices for condensing sinews or even-
ing bowstrings, a~ they show no marks of wear in the holes.6 
Some writers suppose the gorgets- to have been shuttles; but this 
supposition can hardly be entertained, although it is true, according 
to Chase, that the Oregon Indians passed thread with a curved bone 
needle.7 As twine-twisters they would be about as awkward as any-
thing that could be devised. As to evening bowstrings, it would seem 
that if a string were too large in places to pass through a hole it could 
not be pulled through; pounding and rolling the wet string with a 
smooth stone, or some such means, would be the remedy. The bracer 
theory is plausible; but no one seems ever to have seen a gorget used for 
this purpose. 
Few of the gorgets in the Bureau collection show such marks of wear 
around the edges of the hole as would be made by a cord; but the 
majority are thus worn at the middle, where the hole 1s smallest. 
Some :;pecimens among every lot are not perforated, or only partially 
so; the drilling seems to have been the last stage of the work. The 
hole is almost always drilled from both sides, and the few in which it 
goes entirely through from one side would probably have had it 
enlarged later from the other. A number are fragments of larger 
gorgets, the pieces having been re.drilled. 
Some of the specimens have various notches and incised lines, the 
latter being sometimes in tolerably regular order; but there is not the 
slightest indication that these marks had any meaning or were intended 
for any other purpose thau to add to the ornamental appearance of the 
stone. 
If they were to be worn at the belt or on any part of the dress they 
could easily have been fastened by a knotted string, or if the wearer 
desired he could have an ornamental button of some kind. If suspended 
around the neck, in order to make them lie flat against the breast they 
probably had a short cord passed through the perforation and tied 
1 Evans; Stone Implements, p. 383. 
2 Amer. Antiquarian, vol. II, p. 100. 
3 Expl. m the Valley of the Amazon, vol. n, p. 74. 
4 Indian Tribes, vol. I, p. 90. 
6 Amer. Naturalist, vol. vu. p. 180. 
6 Flint Chips, p. 478. 
7 MS. Rept. on Shell Mounds of Oregon. 
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above the top of the object, the suspending cord being passed through 
the loop thus formed. 
The principal division is into group A with one hole 
and group B with two holes, though in many cases this 
forms the only difference between two specimens. 
A . General outline rectangular, or perhaps slightly 
elliptical, sometimes with one end somewhat narrower 
than the other, or with one end rounded off, or with the 
corners slightly rounded. Perforation commonly near 
one end. The form is represented by the specimen 
with two perforations illustrated in figure 133, which 
otherwise fully answers the description. The argillite 
. Fm. 130.-Gorget. specimens have the broader ends striated as though 
used for rubbing or scrap in g, but in other respects conform to those of 
other materials. The materials are generally the softer rocks, as shown 
in the accompanying table: 
. i ~ i I i 
_s ! .£ r l ~ District. 
.s ~ § -§ i... 
-~ ~ ~-!~ ~ 
~ $ ~ 11 11 i 
I 
Eastern Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 I 3 21--. ---
Wilkes county, North Carolina.. . . . ...... . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 1 
Knox county, Ohio .......... - -- ...... •····· · ·· · · ····· 1 · ···
2
••1I -. ·_·_·_ ·_·_ ·_·_·_·_·_·_ 
Kanawha valley, West Virginia . . . .... . ......... . . . . 
i 
A related type is rectangular or with incurved sides (forming either 
a regular or broken curve) and rounded ends, and differs in having the 
perforation near the ceuter. The same pattern sometimes has two hole1;. 
It is illustrated in figure 130 (striped slate, from a mound in Kanawha 
valley, West Virginia) . There are also from the same place one each 
of slate, cannel coal, and clay slate, and from eastern Tenuessee one 
each of slate, shale, and clay slate. 
There are a number of small pebbles, 
thin and flat, with a hole drill ed near 
the edge, from southeastern Tennes-
see, North Carolina, and southeastern 
Arkansas. One of these, from Cald-
well county, North Carolina, is of 
banded slate; the others are of clay 
slate or sandstone. Two of them have Fm. 131.-Gorget m. 
straight and zigzag Jines on both faces , and notches around the edge. 
\..Hied to the e are a number of pieces of fla t stoue from southeastern 
Teune 'ee, Kanawha valley, and orth Carolina, with t he faces par-
tially rubbed down mooth, the edges being untouched. They are of 
lat , talc or argillite. 
From ~outhea tern T nne ee and orth Carolina t here. are several 
pie e of t atite, which may have been for inkers. Some have a bole 
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near one end, others a hole at each end, while still others are not per-
forated. All have been worked over t,he entire surface, and some of 
them are well polished. One of these is represented in figure 131. 
B. Gorgets with two holes. 
Of these there are several sub· 
divisions, differing more or 
less widely in form~ · They 
are as follows: 
1. Thick, with both the sides 
and the ends incurved or reel-
shape; faces flat or slightly 
convex. This form is repre-
sented by the specimen shown 
in figure 132, from a mound, 
Knox county, Ohio. There is 
another from the same place, Fm. 132.-Gorget, reel-
a third from Kanawha valley, shape. 
and a fourth from Butler county, Ohio; all of 
green slate. 
2. Rectangular, or with sides or ends, or both, 
slightly curved, either convex or concave; faces 
flat. Shown in :figure 133 (green slate, from a 




a5 a5 +> I.. 
A A ~ ell ~ _£ ~ o:i o< <l) Q:, "' ~ Q:>,ii ,,:, ~ 
~ 8 A A+> ..cl I.. -~ ·,.... ~ ell <11 w. w. [£. ~ 
Nicholas county, Kentucky, 
with ends V-shape(l ........ . ... . 
Kanawha valley, West Vir-
ginia . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 3 ...•. .- ...•...• •••• 
Eastern Tennessee...... . . . . . . 6 1 ........... . 
Ogle county, Illir.ois ........ . . 
Forsyth county, Georgia ...... .. ..... : ..................... . 
Haywood county, N. C . . ... . . . ... . . . ... . . . .. .. . . .. . . . 1 
Davidson county, N. C ....... .. .... 
1
...... .. . . .. ...... . ..... • 1 
Chautauqua county, N. Y . ... 1 1······ .... ... .. · ....... .. 
Fm. 133.-Gorget 3. Widest at middle, with single or double 
curve from end 10 end; very thin; both sides flat. 
District. 
1---------------------- ---- --
Kanawha valley, Wootvfrgin;a. ... ..... .. . . . .. . . ....•. . ..... 1 4 ..••. ·1 
DavM,on county, N o,th Carolina. . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .•... . .•.... 
Savannah, Georgw . ............. ... .... ... ............ •...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Eastern Tennessse . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 5 . ..... 1 
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4. Same outline but thicker; one face flat, the other convex. Rep-
resented by figure 134 (shale, from Jackson county, Illinois). The dis-




~ ~ .£ 
~ al <I) ~ <.i :::: II) 'O :a <\l "b'o <e i:::l ] Js ~ <\l 0 ~ ..Cl 
rn rn rn l.11 H <11 :n 
,--------------- --·-- -- ----
Eastern Tenne:see . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . 3 1 1 ..... . 
Haywood county, North Carolina... ...... . ... . . 1 2 ...... . .......... . 
Davidson county, North Carolina... ...... 1 .. ... . ...................... .. 
Savannah, Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 ................. . 
Kanawha va!ley, West Virginia.... 1 ................................... . 
Jackson county, Illinois............ ... . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Desha county, .Arkansas............ 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ...•.............. 
5. Same outline, but quite thick, approaching the "boat-shape" 
stones in form. In some the flat side is slightly hollowed out. A 
majority of them are not perforated. The type 
(figure 135) is of sandstone, from a mound at 
.Adelphi, Ohio. 
There are also, from Butler county, Ohio, 
Kanawha valley, West Virginia, and Savan-
nah, Georgia, one each of slate; from Ross 
county, Ohio, two, and from Kanawha valley, 
and Uocke county, Tennessee, one each, all of 
sandstone. There are two ( of sandstone and 
slate) from Kanawha valley, which differ from 
the others in having the sides parallel, giving 
them a semicylindrical form. 
The pattern of the specimen illustrated in 
figure 136 (striped slate, from Butler county, 
Ohio, of which a number have been found in 
thatstate), maybeclassed between the gorgets 
and the boat-shape stones. The shorter end · 
of the object has, sometimes, a projection or 
enlargement at the top, apparently for suspen-
sion, although no perforated examples have 
been found. 
BANNER STONES. 
Under the bead of "banner stones" are 
placed ornaments having the ends at right 
angles to the perforation. The hole is drilled 
Fm.184.-Gorget. in a midrib, from which the faces slope by 
either trai ht or curved lines to the edges. The two halves of the 
ston are ymmetrical. Ip. mo -t specimens one face is flatter than the 
other, even plane in some ca e Some specimens are finished to a high 
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polish before the hole is started; others have the hole completed with the 
exterior more or less unfinished. The specimens in the Bureau collec-
tion may be classified as follows: 
A. Rectangular or trapezoidal, with sides and ends sometimes slighly 
curved inward or outward. 
B. Reel-shape. 
C. Crescentic . 
.D. Butterfly pattern. 
Fm. 135.-Gorget, boat-shape. 




The last three varieties may be considered as only modifications of 
the simple rectangular banner stones. By rounding off the corners of 
the articles ·or dressi11g them to sharp points, by cutting away portions 
from the sides or by trimming away the central portions at either or 
both ends of the perforations, all these different forms may be pro-
duced. 
Fm. 137.-Banner stone. Fm.138.-Banner stone. 
A. A typical specimen is illustrated in figure 137. It is of slate, and 
was taken from a mound in Kanawha valley, West Virginia. Another 
good. example, shown m figure 138, is of sandy slate, from a grave in 
Monroe county, Tennessee. The geographic range of this type is wide, 
though the obJects are not abundant. 
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Montgomery county, North Carolina... . . 1 ............ . .. ....... . . 
Kanawha valley, West Virginia.......... .. .. . . . . . . .. 2 ... . - .. -...... - - --
Hancock county, Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . 1 .. -- ............ - . ... ........ . 
Savannah, Georgia . . . .................... 3 ... ... 1 1 
Eastern Tennessee ... . .. . .. . ...... . ................. - . 
B. The reel-shape banner stones are somewhat variable, but are fatrly 
illustrated in figure 139, representing a specimen of argillite from Sevier 
county, Tennessee. ~~- ''" 
A related form has the middle cut out-~ ... ,lffiM 
from one end, leaving two born-like pro-
jections extending parallel with the hole. 
. F m . 139.-
An example of this form, shown 
in figure 140, is of banded slate, 
from a mound in Kanawha val-
ley, West Virginia . 
Banner Fm. 140.-Banner stone, 
stone, reel - with horn-like 
shape. projections . Fm. 141.-Banner stone, crescent-shape. 
0. The crescentic banner stones might better be termed "semilunar," 
since most of them are fiat atone end and curved at the other. Occasion-
al1yone has both ends 
curved and para]Jel, 
, the sides also slightly 
curved, making the 
article reniform. 
Others have the ends 
straight and paralJel, 
with the sides curved 
or hke the zone of a 
circle. Two have a 
midrib for the hole, 
with the sides dressed 
FIG. 142.-Banner stone. cre11c·ent-shape. down quite tbi n, as 
with the butterfly gorget . All were fini bed in form before the dri II. 
ing wa done, though some bad not received their final polish. 'J.1he 
type i illustrated m figure 141 ( teatite, from uorthwesteru North 
Carolma): 142 (pagodite, from Rhea county, Tennes ee), and 143 (sand-
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stone, from Jefferson county, Tennessee). The last form is sometimes 
called a perforated ax, but the material and fragile make exclude it 
from every class except the ceremonial stones. 
~ i 1 I ~ i / d .s cl c:,: I -0 bl) , "; 
w w o 
1 
~ t I E-; 
District. 
--,-- --·- i ·- ·- --, - -
: : ::::b~~r:o~-~~=;~;j·~~: ::::::::::::: : :: : ~ :::::: . .. J .... ~. ····~·.,:::::: 
Montgomery county, North Carolina..... . l •····· · · ·· ·· /·· · ··· ······ 1 •••••• 
Kanawha ,·alley, West Virgima ·· ·· ·····I······ ···· ·· ····•• j••···· ··· ·· ·I 2 
Eastern Tenaesset .. .......... . .. ··· ·· ···· ··1· •· ·· · I · ·· ·· ·! ···· ·· 2 1·· ···· 
D. The "butterfly" gorgets are so named from their resemblance to 
a butterfly with expanded wings. The sides or wmgs are usually quite 
thin, either semicircular or 
like a spherical triangle in 
outline. The perforated mid-
rib is shorter than the wings 
and carefully worked. A 
/"·) 111 
w.·' ,I ,I 
'
/ I: l'I t, .,! 
(It , L 
,; ~ 
;,,.. 
F m .143.-Banner stone, crescent.shape. FJG. 144.-Buttiwtly banner stone. 
good example, shown in figure 144, is of ferruginous quartz from 
Monongahela, Pennsylvania., and that illustrated in figure 145 is of 
banded slate from Kanawha valley. There is also one of the latter 
material from Lewis county, 
Kentucky. 
Fm. 145.- But terfl y banner stone. 
Fm. 146.-Ranner stone. 
An aberrant form is elliptical in section at the middle, round or nearly 
so at the en~s, the sides expanding rapidly from end to middle by 
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double curves. It is represented _by :figure 146 (ferruginous quartz, 
from Kanawha valley, West Virginia), and by a specimen of quartzite 
from Union county, Mississippi. 
BOAT-SHAPE STONES. 
There are two types of relics, perhaps ceremonial, for which no use 
has been determined, and which are named from their ·general resem- . 
blance to the form of a boat. They are as follows: 1 
A.. With flat face more or less hollowed, sides triangular and parallel. 
.A. number are not perforated. The type is shown in :figure 147 (striped 
slate, from Davidson county, North Carolina). 
~ ~ ~ .,:, 
~~ -~ ~ .£ 
District. ~~ ~ ,; e, _£ ~ 
0 ;::l _$ ~ 0 -~ _£ 
Oo< rn rn P-< i:,::i rn 
Davidson county. N ortli Carolina- -- - -. - .. ~~ i--1 ~~ = = = 
Southeastern Arkansas .. _._ .. -- . - -- -- -. - - 1 -. . . . . 2 1 . --. -- -. -... 
Sa~annah,Georgia ................ ·-······ ······1·-···· ··-··· --···· -----· 1 
Eastern Tennessee·-·--·--·-··--···----····-··--- ····· 1 -·-- -- 1 1 . 
B. Coming to a point at each end; flat side, deeply hollowed; perfora-
tions near the ends, with a groove between them in which the suspend-
ing cord rested. Some have a flattened proJection in which the groove 
Fm. 147 .-Boat-shape stone, Fm. 148.-Boat-shape stone. 
is made. The type (figure 148) is of steatite, from a grave in Sullivan 
county, Tennessee. The distribution is as follows: 
1 Some perforated stones that will uot come under any of these heilds are here noted separately 
under the ational Museum numbers: 
131614. An elliptical piece of steatite, with notches at each end for suspension, ·· tallies· ' all around 
tbe edge, and four boles on the longer axis.-Bradley county. Tennessee. 
62879. A steatite ornament, shape like a bird's bead.-Jefferson county, Tennessee. 
131856. A short, wedge-shape ornament of barite, drilled at the larger end.-Louclon county, Ten • 
nessee; also a similar but much larger ornament of indurated red clay, possibly catlinite, from a mound 
in the same county, represented in figure 149. The edges of the holes are much worn by a cord. 
90847. A small ellip 01dal steatite bead, with several deep mc1sions around the edge.-Kanawha 
valley, West Virginia. 
116335. A small marble bead; form like the rim of a bottle mouth.-Brad.ley county, Tennessee. 
113943. Three small pendants of cannel coal. One 11:1 rn shape like the keyst~ne of an arch, with 
hole at smaller end; the other two are apparently m imitation of a bear's tusk.-Kanawha valley, West 
Virginia. 
91761. A linlestone celt, 6½ inches long, either much weathered Ri_nce made or ehie never highly 
polished, with a large hole drilled in from both sides at t,he center.- Bartow county, Georgia. 
116067. A sandstom, celt, with a bole drilled near one corner at the top.-Loudon county, Tennessee. 
97764. A large polished piece of steatite, curved from end to end, or cla,w.shaped. One end is 
pointed ; the other blunt and rounded, with a. hole drilled through it.-Caldwel1 county, North Caro-
l.ma. 
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Dhnrict. 
Central North Carolina . ........ .. ............ ·...................... 3 ..... . 
Eastern Tennessee........... . ..... . ................................ 2 1 
Savannah, Gtoorgia. .. .. .. . . . ...... ...... .... .. ...... .... . .... .. ... . . ...... 1 
PICKS. 
The relics known as picks from their form and not at all from their 
function vary considerably in size. 
Not all are perforated. A good exam-
ple, shown in figure 150, is of striped 
slate, from Knox county, Ohio. There 
are also in the collection, from Union 
county, Mississippi, one 
specimen of greenstone; 
from Jackson county, 
North Carolina, one of 
slate, and from Montgom- Q 
ery county, North Caro-
lina, one each 'of steatite 
and slate. The last named ,. 
is the half of a larger one 
that was broken at the 
part drilled, and has ,had 
Fm.150.-Pick. a hole drilled near the 
larger end of this fragment, which has 
not been reworked. 
SP00 L·SHAPE ORNAMENTS. 
FIG. 149.-Pendant. 
Relics of spool shape, probably ornamental rather than industrially 
useful, are not uncommon in copper, though very rare in stone. 
The specimen shown in figure 1.51 is of sand• 
stone, from J ackson county, Arkansas. There 
are also, from Prairie and Lonoke counties, 
one each of sandstone, and from Jackson 
county two of the same material; from Clark 
county there is one of pinkish slate, with 
the stem drilled between and parallel to the Fm. 151.-Spool•shape ornament. 
1 faces, the others with stems drilled lengthwise. 
BIRD·SH A PE STONES. 
Stone relics of bird form are quite common north of the Ohio river, 
but are exceedingly rare south of that stream. A good example, shown 
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in figure 152, is of granjte, from Vernon county, Wisconsin, and the 
collection embraces another specimen, of sandstone, from Kanawha 
valley, West Virginia. 
According to Gillman, bird-shape stones were worn on the bead by 
the Indian women, but only after marriage. 1 Abbott2 quotes Col. 
Charles Whittlesey to the effect that they were worn by Indian women 
to denote pregnancy, and from William Penn that when squaws were 
ready to marry they wore something on their heads to indicate the fact. 
Frn. 152.-Bird-shape stone. 
Jones 3 quotes from De Bry that the conjurers among the Virginia 
Indians wore a small, black bird above one of their ears as a badge of 
their office. 
SHAFT RUBBERS. 
The shaft of an arrow is straightened by wetting and immersing it in 
hot sand and ashes, and bringing into shape by the hand and eye. To 
reduce the short crooks and knobs it is drawn between two rough grit 
stones, each of which has a slight groove in it; coarse sand is also used 
to increase the friction. 4 
Again, a rock has a groove cut into it as wide as the shaft and two or 
three times as deep. Into this tbe crooked part of the shaft is forced, 
and by beating or steaming becomes :flexible and can be easily made 
straight, which shape it will retain when dry. 5 
A somewhat different device for the same purpose appears in the 
Bureau collection. It is illustrated in figure 153 (of fine sandstone); 
the1·e wa ' a,nother part to correspond with that shown. The specimen 
from Monongahela, Pennsylvania. 
TUBES. 
As the use of stone tubes by the Indians has given rise to consider-
able di cussion, the following references to the various ways in which 
they have been employed may help to settle it. 
1 Gillman, H.; m Smithsonian Report for 1sn, p. 371. 
2 Priruith'"e Industry, p. 371. 
3 Antiq. of the outhern Indians, p. 30. 
4 choolcraft; Indian Tribes, vol. I, p. 212. 
5 'cbumacher, Paul; Hayden Surv., Bull. 3, 1877, p . 548. 
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Schoolcraft observed that the Dakota Indians used a horn tube in 
bleeding; one end was set over the cut, and the other vigoromily 
sucked. 1 Powers says that the Klamath Indians use tubes for smok-
ing, 2 while H. H. Bancroft says that the Acaxees of Mexico employ 
'· blowing through a hollow tube" for the cure of disease, 3 and also 
that the Indians of southern California inhale smoke of certain lrnrbs 
through a tube to produce intoxication. 4 According to C. C. Jones the 
Florida and Virginia Indians used reeds in treating diseases by suck-
ing or blowing through them, and also used them in cauterizing; and 
he observes that the Indians of Lower California employed similar 
processes, using stone tubes 5 instead of reeds. Hoffman illustrates the 
removal of disease through the agency of a tube of bone by a Jes'sakid1 
or medicine-man of the Ojibwa. 6 Read calls at-
tention to the fact that the old Spanish writers 
describe a forked wooden tube, the prongs being 
inserted in the nostrils, while the other end was 
held over smoldering herbs, and suggests that the 
• Indians may have used stone tubes in the same 
way. 7 
The Indian mode of inhaling smoke would pro-
duce the same result, whether drawn through the 
mouth or into the nostrils. 
The use of stone tubes for astronomical purposes, 
which has been discovered by some imaginative 
writers, is, of course, absurd; nevertheless they 
are useful in viewing distant objects on a bright 
day, especially when looking toward the sun. 
Nearly all of the tubes made of soft material 
with tapering perforation seem to have been gouged FIG. 153.-Shaft rubber. 
rather than drilled. Schumacher observes that the California Indians 
drilled their tubes from both ends and enlarged the hole from one end 
by scraping, the mouthpiece being made of a bird bone stuck on with 
asphaltum.8 
There are five classes of stone tubes in the collection of the Bureau, 
as follows: 
A. One end :flattened and expanding into a wing on either side. 
This class is illustrated by figure 154 (from Kanawha valley, West 
Virginia). The corners of this specimen have been trimmed off· the 
' typical form is indicated by the dotted lines. There are also from the 
i Indian Tribes, vol. I, p. 253. 
:contributions to N. A. Eth., vol. m, p. 42u. 
3 NativeRaces, vol. I, p. 580. 
4 lbid., p . 566. 
6 Antiquities of the Southern Indians. pp. 362-364. 
6
Hoffman, W. J.; '' The Mide'wiwiu of the Ojibwa." Seventh .Annual Rep. Bur. Eth., 1885-86, p. 
278, pl. xvm . 
'Amer. Antiquarian, vol. n, p. 154. 
8 Peabody Mus., 11th .Ann. Rept., p. 268. 
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same locality one of quartzite, and from Ross county, Ohio, one of 
sandstone. 
B. Conical; the bore more tapering than the exterior. Represented 
by the specimen shown in figure 155, of sandstone, from a mound in 
Kanawha valley, West Virginia. 
~ 
I 
i ~ i District. ~ ~ 
'C ~ i >, .:l <1) o;l o;l 
~ w w 5 w. 
- ---------------------1-- ------
1 . - - - - - ----- -
1 - - - - - . 
0. Hour-glass shape, usualJy but not always with a narrow ring or 
pr~jection around the smallest part.- Exte-
rior with gently curving outlines; the per-
forat10n is usually in the form of a double 
cone, with the points at the smallest part of 
the tube, which may or may not be midway 
between the ends. A good Rpecimen 1 illus-
trated in figure 156, is of steatite, from 
Sevier county, Tennessee. 
D. Of nearly uniform (Uameter inside and 
out; section circular, elliptical, or flattened 
on one side. This form is exemplified by 
figure 157, a specimen from North Carolina. 
There are also one 
each from Oald well, 
Haywood, and Mont-
gomery counties, 
North Carolina, all of · 
slate. 
E. Rouud or ellip- :
1
• 
tical in section, fl to ',. 
2½ inches long; prob- FIG. 155.-Tube, conical. 
Fm. 154.-Tube, one end flattened. ably beads. The colle~tion includes spec-
imens from Bradley county, Tennessee, of steatite; from Savannah, 
Georgia, of forruginous sandstone; and from Union county, Mississippi, 
of ja per. 
PIPE . 
o much has been written concerning pipes that few references seem 
nee 'ary, and none wlll be given except from Col. R. I. Dodge, who, 
aft ran experience of many years among the Plains Indians, says that 
th Jatt r ha e differeHt pipes for difforeut occasions, as the medicine 
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pipe, peace pipe, council pipe, and a pipe for common use. Each is 
sacred to its own purpose. 1 
In an article so highly prized by its owner, great pains would be 
expended to give an ornamental appearance to one which would be 
used on important ceremonial occasions; and it would be carved or 
worked in a manner gratifying to its maker or the one for whom ~t 
FIG.156.-Tube, hour-glass form. 
was intended. This fact, and the statement quoted above, will explain 
the great variety in form from a limited area. Still, in some sections 
of the country there are certain types that prevail, and may be in 
some cases peculiar to these localities; such, for instance, are the long 
stemmed pipes from western North Carolina and eastern Tennessee. 
In many pipes of soft storn~ the bowl is gouged out instead of drilled. 
FIG. 157.-Tube, cylindrical. 
The pipes in the Bureau collection embrace the following classes: 
A. Stem with an elliptical or somewhat triangular section; the bowl 
near one end, leaving a projection in front; stem hole in Jong end. 
The form is shown in ·figure 158. From Caldwell county, North Caro-
lina there are two similar pipes of stea-
tite. Another, from Preston county, 
West Virginia, differs only in having 
the stem hole in the short end. 
B. Same form of stern; no projection 
in front, the bottom of the stem curv-
ing up gradually into the front of the 
bowl. This type is represented by fig- Fm.158.-Pipe, flat base. 
ure 159 (of steatite, from a mound in Loudon county, Tennessee). 
There are also, from Kanawha valley, West Virginia, an example of 
talcose slate, and from Caldwell county, North CaroUna, one of steatite .. 
0. Stem having a midrib in which the hole is bored. One of stea-
tite, from Caldwell county~ North Carolina, has a prow; the others 
have not. Another of steatite from Loudon county, Tennes~ee, ha~ a 
slender projection below the bowl, as if for a handle. The axis of the 
13 ETH--9 
1 Dodge ; Our Wild Indians, p. 130. 
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buwl and that of the stern meet at any angle between 100° and 1700. 
Figure 160 represents a typical specimen, of steatite, from a mound in 
Fm. 159.-Pipe. 
Sullivan county, Tennessee. There are also, from Ualdwell county, 
North Carolina, and Kanawha and Preston counties, West Virginia, 
•one each, and from Sullivan county, Tennessee, two, all of steatite; and 
there is an example from Kanawha valley, West Virginia, of material 
not identified. 
FIG. 160.-Pipe. 
D. With bowls and stems either round or square; very large. A 
good· example (figure 161) is of red sandstone, from southeastern Mis-
souri; it is the only pipe in the entire collection of the Bureau on 
which is shown any attempt at ornamentation . . From Jefferson county, 
Tennessee, and Savannah, Georgia, ~here are one eacll, of steatite. 
FrG. 161 -Pipe, ornamented. FIG. 162.-Pipe. 
E. ylrndrical bowl, with a qnare-edged groove around it near the 
mid<ll b low wbi ·h the bottom llas a omewhat celt like form, with 
t m llole in one ·ide. mall hole i drilled near the edge at the 
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bottom, probably for the purpose of suspending feathers or other orna-
ments. The type is represented by figure 162 ( of limestone: from 
Crawford county, Wisconsin). Pipes of the same form are found also 
in central Ohio. 
Jf'. Round stem from one-half inch to 10 inches long; bowl at ex-
treme end, set on at various angles from nearly a right angle to almost 
a straight line. Good examples are illustrated in figure 163 (steatite, 
Fm. 163.-Pipe, long-stemmed. 
from Caldwell county, North Carolina) and 164 (also of steatite, from 
a mound in Monroe county, Tennessee). The other specimens in the 
collection are distributed as shown in the table: 
District. 
Eastern Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 7 
Caldwell county, North Carolina................................... . ... .. 22 
Chester county, South Carolina...................... . ............. . .. . . . 1 
Fm. 164.-Pipe, short-stemmed. 
G. Same form of stem, short, with flange around the top of the bowl. 
Represented by one of sand-
stone, from a mound in Mon-
roe county, Tennessee (fig-
ure 165), and three of sand-
stone and two of marble 
from eastern Tennessee. 
H. Small, stem more or 
Fm. 165.-Pipe. less squareu, bowl upright. Fm. 166.-Pipe. 
There are two examples of this class from Monroe county, Tennessee, 
each having a flat projection or ridge on top of the stem, which is per-
forated for attachment of ornaments. The type, represented in figure 
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_ 166, is of clay slate, from Monroe county. Tennessee. It will appear 
from the following table that the distribution of tLis form is limited: 
District. 
----------'-------------·!-- ----
Savannah, Georgia .......................................... . 
Eastern Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Wes tern North Carolina ................................................ . 
I. Egg-shape bowl, stem hole in the side. One from Bradley 
county, Tennessee, of argillaceous limestone, has a hole drilled from 
end to end, but no stem hole. It may have been made so 
intentionally, or the drilling may have been carried too 
far and the specimeu left unfinished. The type is of 
barite, from Sevier county, Tennessee (shown in figure 
167). Another specimen, from McMinn county, Ten-
nessee, is of argillaceous limestone. 
J. Form like last, with a flange around the top of 
the bowl. A typical speci-
Fm.167.-Pipe. men, shown in figure 168, is of 
steatite, from Loudon county, Tennessee. 
There are, also, from Preston county, VVest 
Virginia, one of ~andstone, and from Uald-
well county, North Carolina, two of steatite. 
J{. Bowls egg-shape, but quite long and 
sometimes rather pointed at the bottom; stem 
hole in the side. This class includes the 
following ·: From Savannah, Georgia; Roane 
county, Tennessee; and Adams county, Ohio, 
one each of sandsto1rn; from Bolt county, 
Missouri, one of rnicaceous sandstone; from 
Kanawha valley, West Virg-inia, one of Fm. 16s.-Pipe. 
indurated red clay, possibly catlinite; and from Caldwell county, North 
Carolina, three of steatite. 
CHIPPED STONE .A R'.l'ICLES. 
MATERIALS AND MANUFACTUR1~. 
Tb chipped implement in the Bureau collection are nearly always 
ma<le of om fonn of tliut or similar chalcedonic rock, as it is easily 
·hipp d and au be brought to a keen edge or point. Sometimes 
f)mtr z. quartzite, aro-illit , or even am re granular rock is w.:;e(l; but 
thi i infrequent, and i due to the scarcity of the more desirable 
rnat rial. 
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In the spades and hoes first to be considered the :flaking seems to 
have been by percussion mainly, if not entire1y; the same method 
appears to have been employed in obtaining flakes from blocks, to work 
into the smaller implements. Some of the processes used in making 
them will be hereinafter described. 
SPADES. 
It must be admitted· that most Indians dependerl largely on agricul-
ture for subsistence; some historical works that represent them as bar-
barous hunters, depending entirely on the chas_e, will, on the same page 
perhaps, relate how Virginia and New England pioneers were saved 
from starvation by supplies of corn, beans, and pumpkins obtained from 
the Indians. This being the case, some method of cultivation was 
necessary. 
It is not to be inferred that "cultivation" implies all that is now 
meant by the term; the Indian seems merely to have worked the hill 
in which his corn was planted and not the whole surface of the field, 
a shallow hole being scooped out in which t,he gram was dropped, and 
as the stalk became larger the dirt was heaped up around it. The 
remains of many '' Indian old fields" in various parts of the country 
show this, there being no long ridges as in cornfields of the present 
day, but only a great number of these detached hills. The great scar-
city of implements suitable for such work argues nothing, for in most 
parts of the country stone easily worked and adapted 'to the-purpose 
is unobtainable. 
There are a few flint deposits found in southern Illinois in which 
the material occurs in nodules that can be made with .even less work 
than a piece of wood into suitable implements; and in the country 
which may be considered as belonging to this archeologic district 
the flint hoes and spades are tolerably abundant. In otber portions of 
the country, woou., the shoulder l>lades of laege animals, and mussel-
shells perforated for attachment to a handle, were formerly used; the 
shells are .frequently found, but the other materials have long since 
disappeared. 
Early observations on the industries of the aborigines are significant. 
Thus, according to De Forest, the Connecticut Indians used spades 
rudely constructed of wood, or of a large shell fastened to a wooden 
handle; 1 and Palmer 2 figures a hoe made of horn, 14 by 5 by one-fourth 
inches, in a wooden handle 5 feet long, which is split and slipped over 
the smaller end; such, with others of wood and stone, were used among 
the Utah Indians before iron was introduced. Dawson holds that they 
were probably prepared in large numbers for the planting time, when 
the whole tribe mustered to till the fields, and that when the work was 
over they were gathered and hidden in some safe place until the next 
1 De Forest, J. W.; History of Indians of Conn., p. 5. 
2 Peabody Mus., 11th Ann. Rept., p. 271. 
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season. 1 This may have been the case to some extent, but the speci-
mens found in these hiding places seldom have marks of use, and it is 
more probable that they were the property either of persons living at 
a distance or of an individual manufacturer in some particular village, 
being thus concealed for safe-keeping until there was a demand for 
them or, perhaps, to await a convenient time for transportation. A 
sedentary tribe would have no more reason for biding this than any 
other kind of property. 
The chipped implements known as spades are frequently found 
buried in large numbers. Two caches were disclosed by high water in 
Fro. 169.-Cbipped spade with pointed ends. Fm. 170.-Chipped spade with rounded ends. 
1884, near Ca eyville, Kentucky, containing, respectively, 57 and 75 
specimens from 6 to 13 inche long. 
The mo t common form is that having an oval or elliptical outline, 
with the en 1 eith r coming to a point or rounded. Long use of those 
havin °· pointed end would w ar them off until they approached the 
other in form; but so many of both patterns show no evidence of use 
1 Fos il Men, p. 125. 
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that this distinction must be considered intentional. The principal 
varieties are as follows: 
A. Those with pointed ends. Figure 169 represents a typfoal speci-
men of yellow flint, from Union county, Illinois. 
District. 
Southwestern Illinois .. .... .......... . ............................ - . 2 2 
Southeastern .Arkansas..................... ....... ................. 2 ... - - . 
Cheatham county, Tennessee. - .. • - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -~ · · · · · ·: · · · · · ··· · · 1 I 
Union county, Mississippi... . ...................................... 1 -- . - - -
B. Those with the ends rounded. Represented by figure 170 (yellow 
flint, from Union county, Illinois). 
+l .., 
A +l A q,1 .!3 q,1 ~ District. t:: ~ A .s i>, t:: i a5 c:ll 0 ... ... r, ps Cl ;:q <q 
--------
Southwestern Illinois ... ............................... 2 
Cheatham county. Tennessee.......................... . . . . . . . . .. . . 1 ..... . 
Lauderdale county, Tennessee.................... . .... 1 ................. . 
Polk county, Tennessee ................................. . ............. . ...... . 
Lauderdale county, .Alabama......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Craighead county, .Arkansas .. ....... - . - - - - . - - - - - - • - • • 1 ••····I···· · -
1 
.. · · · ·: 
A specimen from J~ckson county, Illinois, has had a portion of the 
edge broken squarely. The polish over this fractured surface shows 
that it was long used after breaking without being rechipped to a sharp 
edge. This indicates usage only in loose ground, as it evidently would 
be quite difficult to force the square, broken part into a hard soil or 
tough sod. 
The specimens from Polk county, Tennessee, are pecked or chipped, 
or both, and are quite roughly made. They are ne:ther scratched nor 
polished~ and may be unfinished implements of some other, class, though 
agreeing closely with the flint spades in shape and size. 
0. A modification of the last form has the upper portion chipped 
away along the sides until it is ovoid, with a blunt point, leaving the 
lower part a regular curve. _An example, shown in figure 171, is of 
grayish brown flint, from Scott county, Missouri. There are also one 
• each from Mississippi county, Missouri, and Hopkins county, Kentucky, 
of the same material. 
D. Like the above, but much shorter in ratio to the width, and with 
a flatter curve. The type, figure 172, is of yellow flint~ from a mound in 
Obion county, Tennessee. There are also three from Union county, Illi-
nois, one of them with almost the same dimensions. 
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rn1 •ir ular outline, with ide notched for securing the handle, a.s 
iu •1rr w oint.· and pearhead . Represented by figure 173, showing a 
p •im n of -ray flint from a mound. in Mississippi county, Arkansas. 
h r are t ur additional pecimens, a,11 from Union county, Illinois. 
Ji'. r lat d fi rm, al ·o notched for attachment of handle. Figure 174 
r pr , ut an example of yellow flint, from Poinsett county, Arkansas, 
th n1y ne of thi bape j 11 the collection. 
r m Jack on county, Illinois, there is a series beginning with a 
mall rap r and a mall scraper-like celt, and passing gradually into 
th large pade or digging-tools, there being a number of intermedi-
/ 
ate forms and sizes. Two specimens, 
only 6 inches locg, have the glazed 
surface so characteristic of these 
implements, which could have been 
produced only by long-continued use 
in digging. 
From a workshop at Mill creek, 
Union county, Illinois, there are a 
large number of pieces in every stage 
of work. Amoug them can be made 
series of aU the different types here 
given, from the nodule in its natural 
state to the completed implement. 
Near by is a flint deposit showing 
extensive aboriginal quarrying. 
Dawson, 1 in speaking of these 
implements, says: '' The rudest of 
all rude implements, similar to the 
paleoliths of Europe, were used by 
the more ettled and civilized agri-
cultural nations." While tlte major-
ity of t_hem a.re rude, simply because 
there was no necessity for elabor-
ate work or fine finish in tools of this 
class, yet there are many specimens 
Fm.171.-Chipped spade, ovoid. (as, for example, the one shown in 
figur 171) which iu ymmetry and workmanship will compare favorably 
with th larg r. pecimen. of other types, due regard being had to the 
fact th t th coar e flint of which they are usually made does not admit 
of b mo t delicate execution. 
TURTLEBACKS. 
ingular name '' turtleback" i .- uggested instantly on seeing a 
p •im n of the cla · so de ignated by Abbott and others. As com-
m nly u ed, it refer to rude or unfinished leaf-shape implements of 
ize, which may be fouud in great abundance almost anywhere. 
1 Fossil Men., p. 119. 
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It i u ~ed here, however, to denote more especially the disks or almond-
sbaped pieces of flint or chert sometimes found cached in considerable 
numbers. 
Perkins 1 records the discovery of such caches in Y ermont; an excep-
tional case, as they are srldom found outside of the Mississippi valley. 
The southern portion of Illinois has furnished more than any other 
section; those found there are almost invariably made from nodules of 
bluish gray hornstone, the concentric lines being strongly marked.2 
Fm. 172.-Chipped spade. 
The Bureau has secured a large number from southern Illinois, 
ranging from 3~ to 7½ inches in length, some nearly circular, others 
having a length nearly twice the breadth. .A.11 have secondary chip-
ping around the edges. Many of the larger ones and most of the 
smaller have the edges more ·or less worn or polished in such manner 
as would result from use as knives or scrapers. .A. typical specimen is 
shown in figure 175. 
1 Proc. A. A. A. S., vol. xxx1, p. 592. 
2 Since this was written several thousand specimens have been found in a small mound near Chil-
licothe, Ohio. The nearest point at which similar material is known to exist is between Corydon 
arnl Leavenworth, Indiana. 
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1 d nie in stronge t terms that these relics are unfinished 
aying it is the worst possible form into which flint could 
FIG. 173.- hipped spade, showing handle notches. FIG. 174.-Chipped spade. 
be chipped for carrying or for future work. On the other haud, 
Cheev~r 2 says the Indians of California usually carry a pouch of 
trea ure , consisting of unfinished arrowheads or unworked stones, to 
Fro. 175.-Chipped disk, or" turtleback. " 
b slowly wrought out when they are indu triously inclined. Catlin, 
t ob erv d that lie pache sometimes carry bowlder of hornstone 
btain material for arrowheads; 3 and according to 
1 Fliut Chips, p. 442. 
2 mer. aturali t, vo l. 1v, p. 140. 
a Last Rambles Among the Indiana, p. 187. 
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im Thurn, the various Indian tribes of Guiana have each their special 
manufacture and exchange with other tribes.1 Tylor says: 
Till lately the Patagonians, when they came on their journeys to a place where 
suitable fl.int or obsidian was to be found, would load themselves with a supply of 
lumps to chip into these primitive currier's scrapers. 2 
Both J ewitt 3 and Evans 4 say that stones of this character were used 
as sling-stones; but there is no evidence that North American Indians 
ever used slings. Speaking of similar stones, Tylor remarks: 
They were used either as knives or scrapers; with the curved side upward ( or out) 
there would be no danger of cutting a hide in skinning game, and th~y could be 
used to cut up the flesh; while by putting the pointed end in the handle they could 
be used as scrapers. 5 
The smoothed edge in so many specimens substantiates the last 
statement, while the theory that they are unfinished implements finds 
support in the fact that nearly all the nodules from which they are 
made have an ellipsoid form, and the present shape of the implement 
would result from chipping away the useless weathered surface to 
lessen the weight. -
SMALLER CHIPPED IMPLEMENTS. 
MATERIALS AND MODES OF MANUFACTURE. 
rn the remaining portion of this paper, which will treat of the smaller 
chipped implements, a plan somewhat different from that of the pre-
ceding part will be followed. 
As already stated, these specimens are almost invariably made·of 
some form of fl.int; this term including chalcedony, basanite, jasper, 
chert, hornstone, and similar rocks. So common is its use that the 
term ~'flints" is gradually being adopted as a name for all the different 
classes of arrowheads, knives, drills, etc. The exceptions are not 
numerous enough to justify separate classification, so no tables of mate-
rial will be used. Further, the great abundance of such relics in all 
portions of the country makes useless any allusion to the number from 
any particular locality; about the only limitation to their discovery is 
the amount of time and care which one chooses to give. 
Before entering on the description, some quotations may be given in 
·regard to methods of making these chipped implements. 
According to Evans, the_ Mexican Indians take a piece of obsidian 
in the left band and press it firmly against the point of a small goat-
horn held in the right, and by moving it gently in different direc-
tions they chip off s:mall flakes until the arrow is complete;~ they also 
1 Journal .A.nth. Inst. Gt. Br. and Ird., vol XI, p. 447. 
2 Anthropology, p. 245. 
3 .Jewitt, Llewellyn; Grave-mounds and their Contents, p. 121. 
4 Stone Implements, p. 374. 
5 Op. cit., p. 245. 
6 Stone Implements, p, 36 (from Cra,eri). 
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n h in the end of a bone, into which the edge of the flake is 
l t nd, ehip broken off by a sideways blow. 1 According to the 
am au 11 r th .E ' kimo ometime set the flake in a piece of sp-lit 
w d. Tb arrow i roughly chipped by blows with a hammer, either 
dir t r with a puuch interposed, and is then :finished by pressing off 
:fin" •hip, with a point of antler et in an ivory bandle.2 Not only leaf-
b p barb ct arrow , but also ones either with or without the stem, 
an b pr duced by pressure with a point of antl~r; the former, how-
eY r, are tlrn more easily made, and were probably earlier in use. 3 
The I lain Indian lay the fiat side of a flake of obsidian on a blanket, 
or oth r yiel<ling ubstance, and with a knife nick off the edges rapidly. 
In th ir p1·imitive state they probably used buckskin instead of the 
blank t , and pointed bone or horn instead of the knife. 4 
The pa be holds the flake or flint in bis left hand, places his punch 
at the point where the chip is to be broken off, and it is struck by an 
a i taut, thu knocking a chip from the under side; the flake is then 
turned aud the process repeated, until the arrow is complete. The 
tow~ i h Id in the hand, as it can not be chipped on a hard substauce.5 
A I nnch ob erved by Catlin in use by these Indians was a whale tooth 
6 or 7 ilrnhe long, with one round and two fl.at sides. The Fuegians, 
according to the same authority, use a similar process and make as 
flue implement.-::. 6 
The Eskimo make a spoon-shaped cavity in a log, la.y the :flake over 
it, and pre · along the margin, first on one side and then on the other, 
like tting a aw, until they form two sbarp serrated edges. The 
workiug· tool i a point of antler :firmly bound into a piece of ivory. The 
am lllan i u ed by widely separatefl peoples.· 
ii · 011, in chipping out gun flints with a stone hammer, fo-qnd it uec-
e ary to have the point operated on lie immediately above a point that 
r ted n the ro k "anvil" which he used.8 
The ard or Wiyot of California used a pair of buck-horn pincers 
tied to ther with a thong at the point; they first hammered out the 
arrowhead in the rough, and then with these pincers carefully nipped off 
n tiny fragm nt after another.9 The Klamath cover the band with a 
pie · f bu k, kin to keep it from being cut, and lay a :flake along the 
ball of th thumb holding it firmly with the fingers. With a point of 
antl r from to 6 inche long, they press against the edge, thus remov-
·al from th oppo ·ite side; they turn the ttake around and over 
t pr erve ymmetry. 10 
1 ton Implements, p. 36 (from De Pourtales). 
2 Ibid., p. 35 <from Belcher). 
3 Ibid., p. 38. 
4 rook in mithsoniau Report for 1871, p. 420. 
6 atlin; Last Rambles, pp. 18!, 185. 
6 Ibid., p. 290. 
7 tev n ; Flint Chips, p. 81 (from Belcher). 
8 Ibid .. p. 4. 
9 Pow r1:1 in Contributions to . A. Eth., vol. 111, p.104. 
10 Ibid., p 374. 
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The Shasta Indian lays a ston_e anvil on biR knee, holds the edge of 
the flake against it, and with his stone hammer chips off flakes, finish-
ing the base first, and gently chipping the whole arrow into s1rnpe. 
Both obsidian and glass are used. 1 The Shoshoni Indians used the 
same process.2 
A Pit River Indian bas been seen to make a very sharp and pierc-
ing arrow from a piece of quartz, with only a piece of round bone, one 
eud of which was hemispherical with a small crease in it (as if made by 
a thread) one-sixteenth of an inch deep. The arrow was made by 
pressing off flakes by main strength, the crease being to prevent the 
bone from slipping, and affording no leverage. 3 John Smith (1607) says 
of the Powhatan Indian: 
His arrowhead he maketh quickly, with a little bone, of any splint of stone or 
glass. 4 
The Cloud River Indian used two deer prongs, one much smaller than 
the other, the points ground to the form of a square, sharp-pointed 
file. He had also some pieces of iron wire tied to sticks and ground in 
the same manner; these were better than the deer horn, because harder, 
and not needing to be sharpened so often. The flake was held firmly 
in the left baud, guarded by a piece of buckskin; be pressed off chips 
with the larger tool, turning the arrow end-for-end when done on one 
side, so as to keep the edge opposite the middle line. The notches for 
barbs were worked out in a similar manner with the smaller tool. 5 
Some of the California Indians prefer agate and obsidian for their 
imp1ements, as the close grain admits more careful working. They use a 
tool with its working e<lge shaped like a glazier's diamond (apparently a 
piece of bone or antler with a square-cut notch on the side); the flake is 
held in the left hand, while the nick in the side of the tool is used to chip 
small fragments. 6 Pea1e makes similar statements, and adds that the 
notches are of different sizes to suit the different stageR of work.; 
The Klamath Indians, according to Schumacher, have a slender stick 
1½ feet long, with a piece of sea-lion tooth, or antler, fastened to the 
end of it. Holding one end under the arm to steady it, they take a 
flake in the left hand, wrapped in a piece of buckskin so as to leave only 
the edge exposed, and by pressure with the point of the tool break off 
flakes as large as necessary, the last being quite fine, to give sharp edges 
to the arrow. The notches are worked out ·by means of a point of bone 
4 or 5 inches long, without a shaft.8 Chase gives a similar account, 
but says that iron points have now taken the place of the bone or horn 
points formerly used.9 
1BaLcroft; Native Races, vol. 1, p. 342. 
2 Schoolcraft; Indian Tribes, vol. I, p. 212. 
8 Beckwith in Rep. Pac. R.R. ::-iurvey, Yol. n, p. 43. 
4 History of Virgima. 
6 Redcling in .Amer. Naturalist, vol. xm, p. 665. 
6 Cheever in ibid., vol. xv, p. 139. 
7 Cited by Stevens, Flint Chips, p. 78. 
6Hayden Survey, n·uu. 3, 1877, p . 547. 
9 MS. account of the Shell Mounds of Oregon. 
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ut f plac in thi connection to give a few quotations 
1 ngth f timer quired for making an arrowhead. 
<· • rdiutr ·h M· rqui, de~ adaillac, the Me 'icans could turn out 
hnnclr d flint kni (probably only unworked obsidian flakes) an 
h ur 1 , hil r ok ay that the Plains Indians with only a knife for 
ni ·kiu · off th dge will make from :fifty to one huudred arrows in 
th am p ri d. 2 ha found that a Klamath Indian required :five 
minut to mplete a perfect arrowhead ;3 thoug-11 Stevens observes 
tllat a lla ·ta Indian spent an hour in cltipping one from a flake of 
ob idian 4 and Lubbock tates that the most, skillful Indian workmen 
can not hope to complete more than a single arrow in a day's hard 
work.5 Powers also peaks of the aborigines of California as ''using 
that infinite patience which is characteristic of the Indian, spending 
day , perhap week , upon a single piece;"(j and Tylor notes "that 
utter di regard of time that lets the Indian spend a month in making 
an arrow." 7 
The la t two references are probably to the large and finely worked 
piece u ed for ceremonial or ornamental purposes. 
CLASSIFJC.A.TION OF THE IMPLEMENTS. 
The only practicable division of the greater part of the smaller flints 
i into stemmed and stemless, the former having a prolongation at 
the ba ' for :firmer attachment to a shaft or ban<lle, the latter being of 
a triangular or oval shape. The stemmed implements may be barbed 
or not, and the stem either narrower or broader toward the end. 
The nam "arrowhead" so com rno:rily applied, fits only the minority 
of pecim n , a none but the smaller ones could be so used; the larger 
ar t o h avy. The longest stone arrowpoint iu the extensive collection 
of arrow in the .r ational Museum measures two and five-eighths inches 
in length and i ' narrow and thin. Au arrowpoint two inches in length 
i ·el<l tn en. The larger specimens were probably knives and spear-
h ad ; but it would be difficult to assign any certain use for a particular 
typ , tl1 marking on o many indicate usage for which their shape 
w uld m to render them un uitable. It is probable that a single 
p cimen erved a variety of purposes. 
W o<l, bon , and shell w.ere also used to a considerable extent, in 
th manufactur of implements for which fl.int would seem much better 
adapt _d. TLu' for :fl h spears the southern Indians used canes, sharp-
p i11ted, barbed, and hardened in the fire,8 while knives were formerly 
rua<l of flint or cane; the e are till used when the hunting knife bas 
1 Prehistoric America, p . 170. 
2 mithsonian Report for 1871, p. 420. 
~ M . , hell Mounds of Oregon. 
4 Flint hips, p. 77. 
6 Pr historic Times, p. 106 (from Dodge and Blackmore). 
6 ontributions to .i: • A. Eth., Yol. m, p. 104. 
7 History of Mankind, p. 188. 
8 Adair; .American Indians, p. 403. 
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been lost. 1 The California Indians had arrows tipped with hard-pointed 
wood for common use, and with agate or obsidian for war.2 
The accompanying diagram (figure 176) will render plain the different 
terms used in the following descriptions : 
_,,. ✓ -·°' 
/ 
d·--- . _.b 
<:.> 
e I 
__ _J ~ 
tn 
d -----o<...y ___ __..7 
· FIG. 176.-Diagram, explaining terms. 
a, ____ Point. 
b _._.Edge. 
c ___ .Face. 
d _. _ .Bevel.:i 
e . __ .Blade. 
f - - - .Tang. 
g ... . Stem. 
h __ .. Base. 
i .... Notch. 
k .... Neck. 
m ... . Barb, or shoul-
der. 
The only difference between barb and shoulder is that the barb is 
prolonged toward the base. The shoulder is called squared or rounded 
according to whether the edge of the implement makes an angle or a 
curve where drawn in to form the stem. 
In the stemless specimens the base is the end opposite the point. 
A tapering stem means one narrowing toward the base; straight, one 
whose sides are parallel; and expanding, one which is widest at the base. 
STEMLESS FLL'ITS. 
CHARACTERS AND USES. 
The stemless flints are triangular or oval in outline. For convenience 
they will be divided into those small enough for arrowpoints (not above 
2½ inches long) and those which are too large for such purpose. The 
latter reach to the length of 7½ inches. They are chipped to a sharp 
edge all around. The ratio of width to length varies from 1 :4 to 4:5. 
These objects were mostly for use as knives, scrapers or spearheads. 
Some of the thicker ones were spikes for clubs. Abbott 4 mentions three 
triangular jasper implements 3 to 4 inches long from graves, associated 
with fragments of large bones which showed plainly that they had 
been used for clubs, and the Iroquois are known to have used. a club 
with a sharp-pointed deer-horn about four inches long inserted in th~ 
lower side. Schoolcraft 5 illustrates a pointed stone with a square 
1 Adair; .American Indians, p. 410. 
2 Cheever in Amer. Naturalist, vol. IV, p. 139. 
3 The section below shows this more plainly. 
4 .Amer. Naturalist, vol. x, p. 116. 
5 Indian Tribes, vol. u, p. 74, fig. 5. 
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section (al pareutly of the clas · u ually called "picks"), mounted in a 
•lub which i curved at th nd to 1 t the pike et in the end at a right 
angle to the handle; a11d Brickell ob erv s that the North Carolina 
In licrn u ed club· or long pole , in tlle ends of which were fastened 
artificially harpened stone , or born. of animal .1 Morgan also notes 
that among the Iroquoi row of arrow- hap d chert heads about two 
feet in extent have been found lying ide by ide. They were set in a 
frame and fa tened with thong , forming a peeie of sword .2 Accord-
i1w to Tylor the Mexicau bad a imilar sword, with obsidian teeth 
gummed in holes in a war club,3 an<l Bourke ob erved at Tao::; pueblo a 
similar weapon with iron teetb.4 But the number of specimens found 
mounted indicates that most of them were used as knives or scrapers. 
LARG E R IMPLE MENTS. 
A. With base and e<lges traight or Rlightly convex; corners square. 
The type illustrated in figure 177 is from Montgomery couuty, North 
Carolina. imilar forms come also from eastern Ten-
nessee; central and western orth Carolina; southwest-
ern Illinois; Miami and Scioto valley~, and central Ohio; 
southwestern Wisconsin; northeastern and southwestern 
Arkansas; northeastern and northwestern Alabama, 
and Coosa valley in the same state; Kanaw]ia valley, 
West Virginia; northeastern and central Kentucky; and 
Savannah, Georgia. 
B. Base straight or nearly so; edges parallel most 
of the length, curving abruptly to a point; usually with 
one faceless convex than tlrn other, 
even quite flat, giviug a plano-
convex section; medium size. The 
pecimen hown iu figure 178, from 
Kanawha valley, We~t Virginia, i~ 
repre entative. Other example~ 
Fm. 177.- Triangu- f t T 
Jar hipp dflint. come rom ea~ ern eune ee; cen-
tral North Carolina; northwestern .Alabama; 
Kanawlla vall y; and southwe tern Illinois. 
0. Ba e ·traigbt or nearly o; corner . quare 
or lightly rounded; edges convex, curving gradu-
ally and r gularly to the point; u nally wide t 
about one-third of the way above the base; vary-
i11g much in width and in len th from G½ inches 
d wn to th arrowpoin . f, w of the large t 
FIG. 178.-Chipped fl.int. 
b, ve theed e Ii ht]y xpanding at their ,innc-
ti n with the ba. e: f r firm r attacbm nt to a handle. The type is 
l.'n t . !Ii, t. f' . C., }) , :ns. 
' L agu1• of th Iroqu is, p. 35!l . 
1 Anahua , p . 3J2. 
•Bou1·k , J oh n .; ' nak Dane of t he Moq uiE<, p. 2:;i. ' e also Dodg ; Our Wild Indians, plate 5. 
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figure 179 (from Loudon county, Tennessee). Other specimens are 
from eastern Tennessee; central and western North Carolina; Kanawha 
valley; Keokuk, Iowa; Miami and Scioto valleys, and central Ohio; 
eastern, southern, and south western Wisconsin; northeastern Arkansas; 
central and northeastern Kentucky; 
northwestern Georgia, and Savan-
nah; southwestern Illinois; and 
Coosa valley, Alabama. 
JJ. Narrow and thick; up to 6 
, inches long; convex base; edges 
.:- straight to the base, where they 
expand somewhat, giving the imple-
ment a bell shape. The largest 
specimen in the lot (figure 180) has 
both faces polished almost the en-
tire length, a feature absent from 
all the others. This example is from 
Caldwell county, North Qarolina. 
The form is found also in central 
and western North Carolina, east-
ern Tennessee, northeastern Ken- . 
tucky; Kanawha valley; and north-
eastern Arkansas. Few of the flints 
Fm. 179.-Chipped flint. occur in the collection except from 
Fm. 180.-Chipped flint, 
the two localities first mentioned, where they are somewhat bell-shape. 
moderately abundant. 
E. Elliptical outline; some very thin, others resembling celts. One. 
from Kanawha valley has the projecting facets and ridges on one face 
very smooth from use, those on the other being stilf 
sharp, as when first chipped. The one figured has the 
edge worn smooth entirely around, 
seemingly from use as a cutting tool, 
the ends being most worn. Represent-
ed by figure 181 (from Dane county, 
Wisconsin). Found also in southern 
and southwestern Wisconsin; eastern 
Tennessee; northeastern Arkansas ; 
central and western North Carolina; 
Brown county, Illinois; Kanawha val-
ley; and South Carolina. 
F. With the outline a continuous 
curve from the point entirely around, 
Fm. !SL-Chipped the base being regularly rounded Th· Fm. 182--Chipped 
flint, elliptical out- • lS flint, leaf-shape or 
line. is the model of the pointed oval or leaf- oval outline. 
shape flint. Sometimes one face is flatter than the other, being less 
worked, or in a few cases the unaltered flat side of a flake. Usually 
they are quite symmetrical, but occasionally one edge is more curved 
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we tern rkan ; 
northwe tern and north-
easteru Georgia, and Sa-
vannah. 
FIG.183.-Chipped flint. G. With convex edges 
and slightly convex base; b ing a medium 
between the triangular and the leaf- hape. 
Some are quite narrow and thick, others 
wide and tlliu; the former 
probably clubs or , pear-
heads, the latter knive . A 
~I ;, 
good example, hown in fig- , 
ure 18.'3, is from Savannah, 
9"eorgia. Other are from 
central Arkan a ; central 
Ohio; eastern Tennes ee; ., 
Kanawha valley; central 1_:: 
North Carolina; southern .1 
Wiscon in; northwe tern · 
Georgia, and Savannah; 
northeastern Alabama; and 
South Carolina. 
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H. Pointed at each end; 
mostly elliptical, though 
sometime wide t near one 
end; from 5 t 12 inche 
long. early all are thin 
and fin ly worked, with 
sharp edg . One from 
Ch atl am County Tellne _ FIG. 184.-Cbipp_ed flint ,_large, pointed l , elhpt1cal outlme. 
ee, ha a deep notch on each edge about one-third of 
the way from one end, this end being somewhat rounded. 
Fm.1ss.-Chit>ped The type (figure 1 4) is from Lonoke county, Arkansas. 
flint, larie, 1ong Other pecimen are from central Arkansas, south west-sharp po10t. 
ern Illinoi , northern and eastern Tennes ee. 
I. imilar pattern but ha ing one end continued into a narrow 
point, h wn in figure 185 i fr m Bartow county, Georgia. Another 
ofth ame kind com from L udon county, Tenne ee. 
J. imilar to roup H, but with the edge traight for more than half 
the length, probably t afford a more convenient hold for the hand. 
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The form is snown in figure 186, representing a specimen from Mississippi 
county, .Arkansas. Others are from northwestern Georgia, southwest-
ern Illinois, and northeastern .Arkan-
sas. There are a few similar in method 
of chipping to those of group I, but 
smaller and very narrow, from eastern 
and western Tennessee and northeast-
ern .Arkansas. 
K. Double-pointed or lenticular in 
outline; quite symmetr.ical; from 2 to 
4 inches long; thin and well worked. 
Represented innortheastern_.i\.rkansas; 
South Carolina; central and western 
North Carolina; eastern Tennessee; 
Scioto valley, and central Ohio; Kana-
wha valley; and north western Georgia. 
L. With straight or concave base; 
edges diverging by straight or slightly 
convex lines for about half the length 
from the base, then curving to the 
point. There is considerable variation 
in the relative width of these, as well 
as the amount of concavity at the base. Fm. 187.-Chipped 
None with this outline of the edges has fl.int. 
Fmii!:t1a~:~~ped a convex base. From 2 to 6 inches long. The form 
is illustrated by figures 187 (from Lawrence county, Ohio), and 188 (from 
Blount county, Tennessee). In addition to the speci-
mens figured, there is material in the collection from 
Scioto valley, Ohio; central and western North Uaro-
lina; Keokuk, Iowa; Brown county, Illinois; eastern 
Tennessee; northeastern .Alabama, and 
Coosa valley in the same state; Kanawha 
valley; South Carolina; southern Wis-
consin; and Savannah, Georgia. 
M . .A modification of the last form in 
which the edge expands just at the 
base, forming a point at · each corner 
or shoulder. Illustrated in figure 189. 
1'he speci:men figured is from Forsyth 
county, Georgia. Others are from north. 
Fro. 
18
t ~ ? hipped western Georgia, and Savannah; east-
ern Tennessee; northeastern Kentucky; l~t;1fii-s<?i~~~:~s. 
southwestern Wisconsin; and Kanawha valley. 
SMALLER OBJECTS. 
_ Small triangular or oval arrowpoints, differing from those pre-
viously described in being too small for any similar uses, few of them 
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being so much a two inche in length, and varying from that size to 
not more than half an inch. early all 
are very thin, though some of the nar-
rower one may have a diamond or thick 
lenticular section. Some are very slender, 
so much so that they are u ually classed 
as perforators; others are equilateral. 
Both the ba e and edges may be straight, 
convex, or concave. A few h::);Ve a shallow 
notch in each edge just above the corner; 
nearly all, however, have both base and 
FIG. 190.-Chipped . FIG. 191.-Cl].ipped 
flint, small. edge contmuous. flint, triangular. 
The groups and subdivi ions which have been recognized among the 
smaller chipped flint object , in the Bureau collection may be enumerated 
as follows: 
.A. Concave base. The concavity may vary from almost a straight 
line to one-third the length of the flint. Usually symmetric, as in 
figures 190 and 191, though sometimes one tang or barb, if it may be 
called such, is longer than the other, as in figure 192. A very few 
have beveled or serrated edges. 
1. Convex edges. The·type, shown 
in figure 190, is from Jefferson county, 
Tennessee. Other specimens are 
from eastern Tennessee; Union conn ty, 
Mississippi; northwestern Georgia, 
and Bibb county and Savannah in the 
same tate; central and western North 
Carolina ; Miami and Scioto valleys 
and central Ohio; Kanawha valley, 
FIG. 192.-Chip~ed West Virginia· South Carolina· and Fro. 193--Chipped flint, 
flint, asymmetric. ' ' concave edges. 
southwestern Arkansa . 
2. Straight edges, as · in the specimen illustrated in figure 191, from 
Ouachita county, Arkansa . Similar specimens are found in north-
eastern and southwe tern Arkansas; western and central North Caro-
lina; Kanawha valley; ea tern Wisconsin; northwestern Georgia, and 
Savannah; eastern Tennessee; South Carolina; south-
western Illinoi ; Union county, Mississippi; and north-
ea tern Kentucky. 
3. Concave edge . This abundant form is illustrated 
in figures 192 (Cherokee county, Georgia), 193 (Caldwell 
county, orth Carolina), and 194 (Washington county, 
Virginia). Other specimens are from northwestern Fro. 194. -Chipped 
flint, trianf.'Ular. Georgia and Savannah; central and western North 
Carolina; Kanawha valley; eastern Tennessee; northeastern Ken-
tucky; southwe tern Arkansas; South Carolina; Union county, Miss-
i sippf · and Coo. a valley, .Alabama. This subdivision of group .A is 
abundant, a well a· widely di tributed. 
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B. With straight bases. These are all small, the broad ones being 
short and the long ones slender. Most of them arc both short and 
narrow. 
1. Convex edges as in figures 195 (McMinn county, Tennessee) and 196 
(Bradley county, Tennessee). The form is widely distributed, being 
represented by specimens from eastern Tennessee; 
northeastern, southwestern, and southeastern Arkansas; 
Scioto valley, Ohio"; northeastern Ken-
tucky; northwestern Georgia and Savan-
nah; Kanawha valley; Union county, 
Mississippi; Holt county, Missouri; 
northeastern Alabama, and Coosa valley 
in the same state· southern and south- _Fm. 196.-Chipped· 
' flint, short, convex 
western Wisconsin; and western North edges. 
Carolina. 
2 .. Straight edges. Exemplified by the specimen 
shown in figure 197, from McMinn county, Tennessee. 
Found also in eastern Tennessee; northeastern Arkan-
,·. sas; Coosa valley, Alabama; Union county, Missis-
Fm. 195.-Cillpped . • K h l M' . d S . t 11 
flint, small. s1pp1; anaw a va ley; · rnm1 an c10 o va eys, 
Ohio; eastern, southern, and southwestern Wisconsin; western and 
central North Carolina; Bartow county and 
Savannah, Georgia; South Carolina, and 
northeastern Kentucky. 
3. Concave edges, as in figure 198 (from 
Bledsoe county, Tennessee). Other exam-
ples of this class are from eastern Tennes-
Fm. 197.-Chipped see; Scioto valley, Ohio; northeastern and Fm._ 198.-Chipped 
fl ' t t ·, 1 fl.mt, concave 
m • riangu ar. southwestern Arkansas; Kanawha valley, edges. 
West Virginia; northeastern Kentucky; western and central North 
Carolina; northeastern Alabama; southwestern Illinois; and S::i.van-
nah, Georgia. 
0. Convex bases. · Less abundant than the preced-
ing, and the forms represeuting it are less variable. Its 
sub-groups are as follows: 
1. Convex edges. Some of these have a slight reverse 
curve at the base, giving a slight barb or shoulder. A 
few are widest at or near the middle, with bases some-
what pointed, but most of them are widestat the junction 
of the base and edges. They are mostly of the leaf-
shaped type, but quite small. Figure 199 (Mississippi 
county, Arkansas) is a good example. Others are from 
northeastern and southwestern Arkansas; northeastern 
Alabama and Coosa valley; Kanawha valley, w·est Fi?, 199.-Chipped 
V . · · T flmt, convex IJasfl. 1rgm1a; eastern ennessee; western and central North . 
Carolina; northwestern Georgia; eastern Wisconsin; southwestern 
Illinois, and Miami valley, Ohio. 
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2. Edge concave or nearly traight. There are very fow of this 
form, a nearly all with the ba e convex have the edges also convex. 
The type (figure 200) i from Lawrence county, Ohio; others are from 
Miami and S ioto valley , Ohio; Kanawha valley; and 
southeastern and south we tern Arkansas. 
Two exceptional forms, which may be considered 
modifications of the triaugular, come from 
eastern Tenne see and western North 
Carolina. The first, which is pentagonal, 
is shown in figure 201; the second, a me-
dium between a perforator and a deeply 
serrated, triangular arrowpoint, is shown 
. ft 909. 
lil g~re ':' ~- . . FIG. 201.-Cbipped 
While It IS likely that the smaller fl.mts, flint, pentagonal. 
last described, were intended for arro_ws, it can not be 
stated with confidence whether they were for use in war 
FIG. 200.-Chipped . . . 
flmt,edgesconcave. or in huntmg. It IS said tbat some of the western 
Indians used barbless arrow with Jong, tapering blades, firmly attached 
to the shaft, for hunting, while for war barbed arrowsJ only slightly 
attached_, were employed.1 
In many arrows with triangular points in the National 
Museum the sinew with which the fl.int is fastened to the 
shaft is brought over the corner or shoulder in such a way 
as to bind the point as .firmly as could be done if it were 
barbed or stemmed, so that when the shaft is drawn from a 
wound the poiut must come with it. If an arrowhead of 
this form were inserted in a shaft, which was then wrapped 
behind the fl.int, the latter would remain in the wound 
when the shaft wa withdrawn. 
There is no rea on for upposing that only the larger 
points were used for war purposes; the greater penetrating 
Fm. 202__ power of the thin, sharp oues would seem to fit them espec-
c~t~0~ !~;t• ially for such work, and it is probable that the smaller 
th1ck. traight or tapering- temmed flints (next to be described) 
were also utilized for this purpo e, a they could be easily detached. 
Tho e with expanding tern may Lave been u ed for hunting·, as they 
could b permanently fa tened to the shaft. 
TEMMED FLINT3. 
The abundant and variable material of thi class may roughly be 
rouped by form into two divi ion , in the fir t of which the stern is 
t p rin or traight, while in the econd the tern i generally expanding. 
STRAIOIIT OR T.APER TE:US. 
ould r ; tern concave at base; edges usually 
oncave. early all are of quartzite or coarse 
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flint, roughly worked,. the one illustrated (figure ~03) being abo~e the 
average, and are mostly from western North Carolma and the adJacent 
portions of South Carolina and Tennessee. A.11 of them exceed three 
inches in length. Those from Savannah, Georgia, are usually m~ch 
wider relative to the length than the specimens in the Bureau collection 
from other localities. 
The specimen figured is from Montgomery county, North Carolina; 
others are from western and central North 
Carolina; Kanawha valley; eastern Tennessee; 
South Carolina; Coosa valley, Alabama; and 
northwestern Georgia and Savannah. 
B. Similar to the last, except that the base 
is straight or convex, instead of concave. Large 
size, and nearly all of rough finish; mostly of 
argillite or flint, a few of quartzite. Varying 
considerably in width, as well as in thickness, 
some having almost a diamond section, others 
wide and thin, the latter generally having the 
edges worked quite sharp. Some are made 
from a large flake which bas been dressed on 
one side only. One from Mont. 
gomery county, North Carolina, 
has the end opposite the stem 
worked round and sharp, similar 
to the blunt arrowheads, but its 
FIG. 203.-Chipped flint 
size excludes it from this class. stemmed, barbless . 
From Savannah there are several which are chipped 
ve:!.'y thin, and smoothly finished, but they are excep-
tional; some from this locality are very large, reaching 
5 by 3 inches, while others are almost as wide as they are 
long. 
Fm. 204.-Chipped The specimens of this form are chiefly from western and 
:!~iiess~temmed, central North Carolina; eastern Tennessee; South Caro-
lina; southwestern Georgia, and Savannah; eastern Wisconsin; 
southwestern Arkansas; southwestern Illinois; northwestern Alabama 
and Coosa valley in the same state; Kanawha valley, West Virginia; 
and central Ohio. 
C. Of the same general form as the la::::;t, but much smaller, and finely 
worked. Most seem to be intended for arrowheads. The specimen 
illustrated in figure 204 is from Caldwell county, North Carolina; 
others are from South Carolina; western and central North Carolina; 
Union county, Mississippi; eastern Tennessee; Coosa valley and Tus-
caloosa,Alabama; Miami valley, Ohio; Kanawha valley; northwestern 
and southwestern Georgia and Savannah; and southeastern Arkansas. 
D. Convex edges; stem usually tapering with straight base, though 
it is noticeable that some are straight with convex b,ase. Resembling 
the last in form, but slender; from li to 4¼ inches · long. From western 
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and central orth Carolina; Kanawha vall y We t irgiuia; and 
Savannah, Georgia. 
E. Differing from pe imen 
shown in figure 203, in having 
the dges e pand at the boul-
der in a proj ction or point, 
~ml varying more in size, ome 
being small enough for arrow· 
head . All from Savannah 
(including the example shown 
in figure 205) are of moother 
finish than those from other 
sections, and are usually FIG. 206.-Chipped 
flint, double-curved 
larger, ranging from 2½ to 4½ edges. 
Fm. zos.-Ch~t~~1l~~t, expanding inches long. There are some from this local-
ity with base straight or convex. Found also in western and central 
North Carolina; Kanawha valley; South Carolina; eastern Tennessee; 
Coosa valley and northeastern Alabama; Brown county, Illinois; north-
eastern, southeastern, and southwestern Arkansas; and southwestern 
Georgia. 
F. Edge having a double curve, being convex toward the point, and · 
curving outward at the shoulders. Few of them are barbed, though 
many have the shoulder much expanded. Base some-
times convex or concave, but more often straight; in a 
few it is somewhat pointed. In most of the smaller 
specimens the base is notched, but of 
these none are over 2½ inches long. Stem 
taperiug or expanding, rarely straight. 
A few have tlie base rubbed smooth and 
dull, or even polished (thi feature ap-
pears in other forms, a noted); it seems 
to re. ult from u e as a knife or scraper, 
but tb implement as a whole does not 
app ar to be adapted to such u e. None 
· of them are over 3½ inches long, except 
FIG. 207.- Chippetl .c f b 11 f' th . flint, double-curved a .1ew rom avanna ; a rom ere are ]'.rG. 2os.-Ch1pped 
edge& . . fhnt, convex edges, 
. wide, but from other places the longer long, tapering stem. 
one are all narrow. 
The pecimen illu trated (figure 206 aud 207) are from Madi on 
county, labama: and Kanawha valley, re pectively. Others are from 
northea t rn labama and Coo a valley; eastern Tennessee; north-
w tern and nthw 'tern Georgia and Savannah; Kanawha valley; 
Catahoula pari h, Loui iana; we tern and central North Carolina; 
outh e t rn lllin.oi and Brown county in the same state; South 
Carolina· ou hwe tern Arlan a ; aud Miami vall y, Ohio. 
G. onv ed()"" ; harp point ; t m always long and tapering; 
ba e om wh t pointed, or outline of whole stem formin°· a regular 
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curve. Some slightly barbed, but mostly with only a small shoulder. 
The specimens vary much in size, and also in delicacy of workmanship. 
CJ.assed by function the group would probably be divided among several. 
The example shown in figure 208 is from Jackson county, Illinois. 
Others come from southwestern Illinois; eastern Tennessee; South 
Carolina; Kanawha valley; northeastern, southeastern, 
and southwestern Arkansas; western and centr.al Arkan- · 
sas; and southern Wisconsin. 
H. Similar to group G, save that the edges are straight 
while the stem is somewhat shorter. All the specimens 
are small. Found in western North Carolina; Kanawha 
valley,West Virginia; South Carolina; and southeastern 
Arkansas. 
I. Differing from group G in 
having concave sides; none are 
barbed and some have very wide Frn .. 210--s.temm!'ld , chipped fl.mt, dia-
sh ou]ders Nearly all are large. mond or lozenge • shape. 
Two from Savannah have the base 
straight, all the others being of the common type. 
The type (fairly exemplified in figure 209) is from 
Union county, Illinois, and others come from 
southwestern Illinois; southwestern Arkansas; 
South Carolina; western North Carolina; Kana-
wha valley, West Virginia; eastern Tennessee; 
and Savannah, Georgia. 
J. Lozenge or diamond shape; the four edges 
straight or nearly so, varying a little toward 
convexity or concavity. In some the base does 
not come to a point but is rounded or truncated; 
sometimes, though seldom, there is 
a slight shoulder. From 1¼ to 3½ 
inche·s long. A typical example, 
shown in figure 210, is from Chester 
county, South Carolina. Addi-
Fm. 209.-Chipped flint with tional material is from South Caro-long, tapering :-tern . 
lina; Kanawha valley; Brown and 
Ogle counties, Illinois; eastern Tennessee; western North 
Carolina; Bibb county and Savannah, Georgia; south-
eastern and southwestern Arkansas; Union county, Mis-
sissippi; and Coosa valley, Alabama. FIG. 2lL-Stemmed 
K. Edges usually convex, sometimes nearly straight, chipped flint. 
gradually rounding off into the stem, which may be straight, tapering, or 
slightly expanding; base straight or slightly convex. All of these are 
narrow, mostly thick, and none over two inches long. The ty,pe (figure 
211) is from Bledsoe county, Tennessee; others are from eastern Tenn es. 
see; western and central North Carolina; Coosa valley, Alabama; north. 
western Georgia; eastern, southern, and southwe1:1tern Wisconsin; 
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Kanawhavalley,We tVir inia; South Carolina; Brown county,Illinois; 
and northeastern and southea. tern Arkan a . 
.£. Edges convex, a very few being straight; shoulders 
square or omewhat rouncled, in two or three somewhat 
expanding. Stem usually straight, sometimes tapering; 
base ,traight or convex. Varying much in size and rela-
tive width, being from l¼ to 4½ inches long, and from 
f to 2½ inches wide; ome slender, others broad. Nearly 
all are quite roughly made. Illustrated in figure 212 
(from Cherokee county, Georgia). 
Like many other forms o:( small chipped 
implement , the distribution in this type is 
wide. It comes from northwestern Georgia 
and about Savannah; Kanawha valley, 
FIG. 212.-Stemmed w v· . . M" . 11 Oh" th 
chipped flint. est 1rgrnia; iam1 va ey, 10; sou -
western Illinois; western and central orth Carolina ; 
eastern Tennessee; northeastern Alabama and Coosa 
valley in the same state; and southwestern Arkansas. 
JI[. Convex edges; sharp points; very light shoulders; 
stem tapering by curved lines; base convex or somewhat 
pointed. All made of quartz, quartzite, or coarse fliut, 
and differing from the following group only in being very 
slender and, owing to the material emp]oyed, much more 
roughly finished. Found in western North Carolina, in 
South Carolina, and in outhwestern Arkansas. 
N. Convex edge ; remarkably symmetrical outline; 
most specimens finely finished; slight shoulders; taper- Fro. 21s.-stemmed 
ing stem, with convex ba e, the whole stem having a chipped fl.int , ovoid. 
quite regularly curved outline. From 2 to 42 inches 
long. · 
The type which is shown in figure 213 is from 
Dane county, Wi con in. This group also is widely 
di tributed, being found in southern and south-
we tern Wi consin; northeastern Kentucky; south-
we tern Illinoi ; Miami and Scioto valleys, Ohio, 
and the central part of the same state; north-
ea tern, central, and southeastern Arkansas; 
we tern North arolina; and Kanawha valley. 
0. Differing from group N only in having longer 
tern and horter blade, , the latter sometimes less 
than an inch. Illustrated in figure 214 (from 
FIG. 214 __ t mm c1 bippNl Kanawha valley). Found also in Scioto valley and 
flint , slwrt bind · in c ntral Ohio; outhwe tern Wisconsin; south-
we t rn ·rkan a ; and outhwe tern Georgia. 
onv x dg uar boulder ; tern forming a qui.te regular 
aucl c ntinuou cur e, lightly expanding in some pecimens. The one 
hown in fl ur ....,15, from Kana, ha alley, We t irginia, has the most 
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symmetric outline of any specimen in the entire collection. There are 
other specimens from Kanawha valley, and also from northeastern 
Kentucky; Miami valley, Ohio; Washington county, Pennsylvania; 
eastern and western Tennessee; south western Illinois; and southeastern 
Arkansas. 
Q. Similar to group P except that stem and base are straight. They 
are symmetric and well. .fl nisheu, vary more in size than those of the 
· 1ast group, being from 1½ to 4¼ inches long, the others not reaching 
either of these limits. 
The type (figure 216) comes from Knox county, Ohio, and other 
specimens from Miami valley and central Ohio; Keokuk, Iowa; north-
eastern Kentucky; Kanawha valley; eastern and western Tennessee; 
eastern, southeastern, and southwestern Arkansas; eastern and south-
western Wisconsin; northwestern Georgia; and southwestern Illinois. 
R. Edges generally convex, 
sometimes straight; base straight 
or convex, only rarely concave; 
shoulders usually square, some-
times rounded; stem expanding 
by straight lines. From less than 
an mch to 3~ inches long, mostly 
about the medium. 
The form, which resembles that 
_shown in figure 216 in a general 
way, is widely distributed, its 
range including Keokuk, Iowa; 
Miami and Scioto valleys, Ohio; 
Bibb county and Savannah, 
Georgia, as, well as the north- Fm. 216.-stemmed 
Fm. 215.-stemmed chipped western part of the state; eastern chipped flint. 
flint, symmetric outline. Tennessee; Kanawha valley, West Virginia; south-
eastern and southwestern Arkansas; southwestern Illinois, and Brown 
county in the same state; northeastern Kentucky; southern and south-
western Wisconsin; western and central North Carolina; and northeast-
ern Alabama. 
S. Differing from group Q in having the blade short, stem long (in 
some cases longer than blade), and only slight shoulders. Base some-
what convex in a few specimens; from an inch to 2-! inches in lengt_h. 
From Kanawha valley; northwestern Georgia; Miami and Scioto val-
leys, Ohio; southwestern Arkansas; southern Wisconsin; and north-
eastern Alabama. 
Beginning with those of group N and ending with those last de-
scribed, all the best worked and most finely finished specimens are 
from Kanawha valley, West Virginia; northeastern Kentucky, and the 
central and southern parts of Ohio. 
T. Convex edges; square shoulders; slender; very long and slender 
tapering or straight stem, corning almost to a point at the base. Illus-
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trated in figure 217 (from Kanawha valley). Others are from central 
North Carolina; Kanawha valley; southwe tern Arkansas; and Cata-
houla pari h, Louisiana. The specimens. from the two latter districts 
have the stem wider and le ·s pointed than the others. 
U. With one large, much expanded shoulder, the 
other being ab'ent or veryslight; both edges convex, 
or one convex and the other straight; stem some-
times straight, but usually taper-
ing, being almost pointed in some; 
base usual1y convex, sometimes 
straight, rarely concave. A speci-
men from Ross county, Ohio, bas 
the base deeply notched; it seems 
to have been symmetrical origi-
nally, and one barb or shoulder 
being broken, to have had that 
edge dressed down. Many were 
thus reworked, but in most cases 
it i evident that the form is 
original. Some are slender, others 
broad. 
The type shown in figure 218 is Fxo. 21s.-Stemmed FIG. 217.-Chipped 
:~;'. si:~l~rs:i from Bowie county, Texas. Other b~\PP0°f/\~!~~!~ 
examples are from southwestern shoulder. 
Arkansas; Catahoula parish, Louisiana; Scioto valley, Ohio; Kanawha 
valley; western and central North Carolina; eastern Tennessee; South 
Carolina; northeastern Alabama; as well as from northwestern Georgia 
and about Savannah. 
EXP ANDINO S'l'EllfS. 
In thiR cla of flint ' the tern is expanding, unless 
the contrary i stated. The majority of specimens 
having barbs belong to this cla ; while those with 
straight or tapering tern usually have only quare or 
rounded boulder ', the barb eldom appearing. 
A. Short and broad; ba e uRually 
straight, sometime. convex, rarely con-
cave; notclrnd in from edges to form the 
stem; very eld m with well-defined 
hould r , and n ver barbed. The type, 
illu trated in figure 219, i from Kanawha 
i 
1 
vall y, West irginia. Found al o i11 
FIG. 219.- temm < Fro. 220.-Stemmed 
chipped flint, short. northea tern Kentucky; w Rtern North chippe<l. tlint. 
arolina· northwe tern G orgia and about Savannah; ea tern Ten-
ne e; Co a valley, labama; and nion county, Mi si ippi. 
. Edge nvex:, , eldorn , tr.: ight; ba e traight or rarely convex 
no hed in n dg lo e to ba , o a to leaye a light 
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tang·; tliin and well worked; from an inch to 2½ inches long. All from 
Savannah have concave bases; a, few are not~hed so as to have slight 
shoulders, and they are somewhat larger than from other localities. 
They fit better in this group, "however, than in any other. A typical 
example, shown in figure 220, is 
from Montgomery county, North 
Carolina. Others are from central 
North Caroiina; eastern Tennessee; 
southwestern Illinois; various locali-
ties in South Carolina; and about 
Savannah, Georgia. 
0. Roughly made; unsymmetric-
al, seemingly made hastily; of var-
ious patterns, including all the com-
mon shapes. Nearly all with convex 
Fm. 221.-Stemmed chippeu edges, few straight, none concave. Fm.222.-Stemmed 
flint, rougl.!1y made. Base straight or concave, often the chipped flint. 
natural surface or fracture of the stone. Sometimes made from the 
tip of a broken larger specimen. From 1 to 5 inches long; slender or 
wide; usually thick, except when made from a thin flake. Edges 
notched just at the base in so·me, leaving a slight tang; others have 
the corners chipped out. This group is quite variable in size and in 
character of workmanship, as well as in form. The material also is 
variable. 
The types (figures 221 and 222) are, respectively, from Bledsoe and 
Polk counties, Tennessee. The 
range includes eastern Tennessee; 
Kanawha valley; western North 
Carolina; eastern and southwest-_ 
~rn Wisconsin; northeastern Ala-
bama and Tuscaloosa valley; ·· 
South Carolina; southwestern and 
northeastern Arkansas; central 
Ohio and Scioto valley; northeast-
ern Kentucky; and southwestern 
Georgia, as well as Savannah. 
D. Edges convex, rarely straight; 
base straight ·or convex; slender; ~ 
FIG. ~23.-Stemmed from 1! to 4 inches long; usually Frn. 224.-Stemmed chipped 
chippedflmt. thin; deeply notched, with edges fli:.:.t, edges convex. 
worked close to base, leaving the latter as :wide· as the blade, or nearly 
so. This form could be quite firmly attached to a shaft or handle. It 
is illustrated by figure 223, representing one of the specimens from 
Kanawha valley. It is found also in southwestern Illinois and Brown 
county in the same state; eastern, southern, and southwestern Wis-
consin; western and central North Carolina; eastern Tennessee; 
northwestern Georgia; central Ohio and Scioto .valley; southeastern 
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a. 11<l all 
The p ·imeu from '\ rnon unt , i on, in, 
illu trated in :figur 2""' 1 r Ir . ntati e. The 
group i cbaract ri ti of uthwe tern Wi con-
sin; Kana wlrn, valley; central Ohio and cioto 
valley; we tern and central orth Carolina; ea t-
ern Tenne ee; outh tern and outhwe tern 
Arkan a ; outhw,. tern Illinoi ; South Carolina; 
Coosa valley, Alabama; and Savannah, Georgia. 
F. Edges traight or convex; long barbs, some-
Fm. 225.-Stemmed chipped times reaching to the base; tern straight or 
flint , witb Jong l.>arbs sliglltly tapering; ba e straight, or very slightly 
convex or concave, usually well fi.ni hed. Oue barb i sometimes longer 
than the other, or the stem may be to one side of the center line. Some-
times made of a flake, the fiat ide being left untouched. 
The type shown in figure 225 i from Madi-
son county, Alabama. It is found generally 
in northeastern and north we tern Alabama, 
and also in eastern Tenne ee; Kanawha 
valley; Keokuk, Iowa; Holt county, Mi -
souri; southwestern Illinoi and Brown 
county in the same state; north we tern 
Georgia and about Savanuah; outhea tern 
and southwestern Arkansa ; northea tern 
Kentucky, and we tern and ·entral orth 
Carolina. 
G. Similar to the last, but with tem 
expanding by straight or curved line ; base 
always straight in lar er specimen,, ome-
times convex or oncave in maller one . 
Barbs varying in length, short in some and 
reaching nearly to the ba e in otb r . From 
three-fourth to 3i incl.le in length, and 
varying much in width. Fro. 226.-Stemmed chipped flint. 
Figure 226 repre nt a typical example from Jackson county, Illinois. 
Therange,whichi quite wide, includes southwestern Illinois; northeast-
ern, southwe t rn,and outhea ternArkan as;MiamiandSciotovalleys, 
aud central Ohio; southern and south we tern Wi consin; western and 
central ..c orth aroliua; ea tern Tenne. ee; South Carolina; northeast-
ern Kentu ky; Kanawha vall y; and Savannah, Georgia. 
H. Wid blade; hort; convex edge ; square shoulders or slight 
barb ; ba e ·on vex pr con ca e; tern broad and expanding by curyed 
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lines ; generally thick. Those with convex base are all of medium size, 
while those with concave base range from 
an inch to 4 inches in length. 
The form is indicated in figure 227, repre-
senting a good specimen from Dane county, 
Wisconsin. It is found over southern Wis-
consin; northeastern · .Alabama and Coosa 
valley; southwestern Illinois and Brown 
county in the same state; central North 
Carolina; north western Georgia and about 
Savannah; eastern Tennessee; Miami and 
Scioto valleys, Ohio; Kanawha valley; 
southwestern Arkansas; South Carolina; 
and Keokuk, Iowa. :Fm. 227.-Stemmed chipped fl.int. 
I. Edges parallel, or nearly so most of the length, with abrupt curve 
to the point; base straight or slightly convex; 
stem expanding by straight . 
,;~) or curved lines; notched in . 
). from the corners of the base 
giving long barbs, which, in 
a few, project slightly be-
yond the line of edges; thin; 
1 
well worked; from 2 to 4 
inches long. 
The specimen illustrated 
in figure 228 is from Dane 
county, Wisconsin,and there 
are several others from 
southern Wisconsin; south-
western Illinois; Scioto val- ::.,,1 
ley, Ohio; and Kanawha '">< 
Fm. 228.-Stemmed chipped ll W t V • . . FIG. 229.-Stemmed chipped 
flint , broad point. V3- ey, es 1rg1n1a. fl.int , slender point. 
J. Edges convex or sometimes straight; base straight or slightly 
convex. Notched in on the edges, leaving the stem 
nearly or quite as wide at the bottom as the blade; 
corners of the base square or slightly rounded. Mostly 
small, suitable for arrows, though a few are larger, up 
to 3! inches. A. few of these have the base polished. 
Some of the small ones are made of flakes having the 
natural, conchoidal shape and worked on one side only. 
Typical forms, shown in figures 229 and 230, are from 
Kanawha valley, and Nicholas county, Kentucky, respec-
tively. The distribution extends also over southern and 
southwestern Wisconsin; Miami valley, Ohio; Holt 
Fm. 230.-Stemmed t M' . th t K 
chipped fl.int. conn y, 1ssoun; nor eas ,ern entucky; Brown 
county, Ill_inois; southwestern Arkansas; Coosa valley, Alabama; 
eastern Tennessee, and about Savannah, Georgia. 
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K. Straight or convex edges (a few serrated or beveled); base straight, 
sometimes polished; notched in from the corners so as to give sharp 
barbs, with wide stem expanding by straight lines. 
Medium size. Illustrated in figure 231 ,. · · 
(Bradley county, Tennessee). Found 
in eastern Tennessee; southwestern 
Illinois; Scioto valley; Kanawha val-
ley; South Carolina; and about Sa-
vannah, Georgia. 
L. Very thin; well worked; usually 
quite sy~metrical; base straight or 
St d slightly concave; stem expanding by Fm. 232.-stemmeu FIG. 231.- emme . 
chipped flint. curved lines; with shoulders or barbs; chipped flint, thin. 
base with sharp tangs. Some specimens quite slender, others almost 
as wide as long. Few are above two inches in length. The edge is 
sometimes a broken line instead of a regular curve. The form is 
show:Q. in figures 232 and 233, representing specimens 
from Lawrence county, Ohio, and 
Loudon county, Tennessee, respect-
ively. Others are from Kanawha 
valley; Miami and Scioto valleys, 
Ohio ; eastern Tennessee; western 
and central North Carolina; Union 
county, Mississippi; northeastern 
Kentucky; and southwestern Illi-
nois. 
M. Convex edges; usually quite 
Fw. 233_-stemmed symmetric; base generally straight, Fm. 234_-stemmed 
chipped flint. although sometimes convex or con- chippeu flmt. 
cave; stem expanding by straight or curved lines, and notched in from 
the corners by a narrow notch whose sides are parallel. Sometirr;ies 
beveled ( or feathered). The barb as well as the 
notch of the same width throughout its eutire 
length. The type (figure 234) is from Knox county, 
Ohio, and similar forms come from central Ohio; 
Kanawha valley; western North Carolina; southern 
Wisconsin; southwestern Illinois; South Carolina; 
ea teru Tennessee; and Savannah, Georgia. 
N. Straight, or rarely convex, edges; base straight 
or slightly curved, with rounded corners; notched 
in on the edges above the corners, with sharp barbs. 
early every specimen is beveled, and some are ser-
rated. Base polished in many of them even when 
lightly concave. A good example from Ross 
county, Ohio, is represented in figure 235. Others 
are from Miami and Scioto valleys and elsewhere 
in Ohio, a· well as from Kanawha valle.r; eastern Teunessee; north-
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western Alabama; southwestern Georgia, and about Savannah in the 
same state. The style of chipping is frequently such as to give ser-
rated edges, as in the specimen :figured. 
O. Long; slender; thin; short, small stem; convex base; notched 
upward from the corners of the base; short barbs. The type shown in 
figure 236 is from Loudon county, Tennessee, and other specimens come 
from eastern Tennessee and southeastern Arkansas. 
P. ·convex edges and base; sometimes, though very 
seldom, the edges are nearly straight; the typical, 
leaf-shape implement, except for the notch, which is 
always worked in fr9m the widest part of the specimen 
at right angles to the axis. The base is invariably 
polished, even in the smalles·t specimens. From Licking 
county ( figure 237) as well as from Miami valley and 
throughout central Ohio; Kanawbavalley; eastern Ten-
nessee; southwestern Illinois; northeastern Alabama; 
southern Wisconsin; and about Savannah, Georgia. 
Q. Edges less convex than the last, sometimes 
straight; the notches are worked in nearer the ·base, 
going in an angle of about45 degrees, instead of perpen-
dicular to the middle line or axis. Sometimes the blade 
is of uniform thickness until very close to the edges, 
which are worked off in a double chisel-edge. Very 
few of these, or of group P, are small enough for arrows. Frn. 2:16. - Stemmed 
Usually symmetrical and well :finished; the base al ways chi!ftiid !~h ~\:~~r, 
polished, but whether from use or to add to the utility of the specimen 
can not be determined. From Miami valley, Ohio; Keokuk, Iowa; 
southwestern Wisconsin; and eastern Tennessee. 
R. Differing from the two last described only in being 
longer, and in having the stem alw~ys come to a point 
by either convex or concave lines, instead of being regu-
larly convex; base never polished. From. Kanawha 
valley, West Virginia, and central _i\.rkansas. 
S. Edges usually straight, sometimes concave, rarely 
convex; notched in deeply from edges; seldom barbed; 
stem nearly always wider than the blade, and large. 
Base convex; occasionally somewhat concave with 
rounded corners, and nearly always polished. Some 
(including all from the Savannah collection) are beveled 
l;l,nd a few have blunt and rounded points, apparently 
broken specimens reworked. From less than an inch 
FIG. 237.-Stemmed t 1 3 · h 1 E th 11 chippedflint,oval o near Y me es ong. ven among every sma 
outline, notched. ones, some have the base polished. 
An implement of this form, or of any form in which the stem is wide 
or with very long tangs, and especially with concave base, would be 
well adapted for hunting purposes. The wide stem would allow firm 
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attachment to a shaft, whether as an arrow or a spear, aud at the same 
time would be very difficult to withdraw from a wound. The shaft 
would impede the flight of an animal pierced by the weapon, particu-
larly in weeds or bushes; though greater force 
would be required with these than with the 
more slender points to make them effective. 
The type de1ineated in figure 238 is from 
Warren county, Ohio, and the form is well 
represented also in Scioto and Miami valleys, 
Ohio; western North Carolina; Kanawha val~ 
ley; eastern Tennessee; southern and south-
western Wisconsin; southeastern and south-
western Arkansas; northeastern Kentucky; 
northeastern Alabama; and about Savannah, 
Georgia. 
T. Convex edges; base 
straight, or slightly convex 
or concave, with square 
corners, and nearly always 
FIG. 238.-Stemmed chipped fliJ1t. polished; stem as wide as 
the blade or wider. Some rather slender, others 
as wide as long. Very few are beveled, except 
those from Savannah, a11 of which are thus made. 
From three-fourths to 2f 
inches long. Found in 
· T K Fm. 239.-Stemmed chip-eastern ennessee; ana- ped flint, notched, very 
h 11 (. l d. th wide stem. · w a va ey me u mg e 
specimen shown in figure 239); western North 
Carolina; southern and southwestern Wiscon-
sin; South Carolina; southwestern Arkansas; 
Miami valley, Ohio; and jn the vicinity of 
Savannah. 
U. Edges usually straight, sometimes con-
vex; base regularly concave, or rounding off 
into a convex curve at the corners, and nearly 
always polished. The stem in all is wider 
than the blade. Those from Savannah are all 
beveled, and but few of them have polished 
bases. The type, illustra·ted in figure 240, is 
from Kanawha valley, and others come from 
Kanawha valley; southern Wisconsin; Scioto 
Fm. 240.- temmed chippccl flint, valley; eastern Tennessee; southwestern Illi-
uotcb d, very wide stem. 
nois; and Savannah, Georgia. 
T. Edge convex, seldom straight, never concave; usualJy well fin-
i h d · ba e concave; notch worked in from the edge above the corner 
o a to leave the upper portion of the tang parallel to the lower, or base; 
corn r . quar . Few are beveled. The length is from 1 to 4 inches, 
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the width also varying considerably; some are widest at or near the 
middle of the blade, others are as wide at base as at any other part. 
The form is illustrated in figure 241 (Union county, Illinois). The dis-
tribution is wide, including southwestern Illinois; northwestern and 
southwestern Georgia and Savannah; northeastern Kentucky; Kan-
aw ha valley; South Carolina; northwestern Alabama; 
eastern Tennessee; eastern and southern Wisconsin; 
western and central North Carolina; southeastern 
and southwestern Arkansas; Miami valley, Ohio; 
Keokuk, Iowa; and Union county, Mississippi. 
W. Edges usually convex, sometimes straight; 
notched in on the edges above the corners; base con-
cave; some slender, others broad. Somewhat re-
sembling the two preceding types, but more roughly 
made. From 1 to 4 inches long. Represented by 
material from western and central North Carolina; 
Kanawha valley; eastern Tennessee; northeastern 
Alabama and Coosa valley, as well as from Miami 
valley, Ohio. Fm. 241.-Stemmed 
X. Small; very slender; convex edges, with wing- chipped flint. 
like barbs or shoulders; stem slight~y expanding by curved iines. This 
rather rare type, shown in figure 242 (from Ouachita county, Arkansas), 
is known from northeastern and southwestern Arkansas, as well as 
eastern Tennessee, and Savannah, Georgia. 
Y. Edges mostly straight, in a few convex; base 
straight, convex, or concave, in some specimens of each 
being polished; notched in on the edges just above the 
corners, notches usually slight; always widest at base. 
A few, including .all from Savannah, are serrated or 
beveled. Very few are over an inch and a half long. They 
are nearly always thick. One from Kanawha valley has 
Fm . . 242.-s~emmed the point worn perfectly smooth and the edges polished chipped flmt, pro- " 
Jectingshoulders. half way to the base, showing use as a drill. Points of 
this form would make the countersunk holes so common in gorgets and 
other flat stones. 
This form is widely distributed. The type (figure 243) is from Law-
rence county, Ohio. Its range includes Miami and 
Scioto valleys, Ohio; northwestern Georgia and Sa-
vannah; eastern Tennessee; Kanawha valley; south-
western Illinois, and Brown county in the same state; 
western North Carolina; Coosa valley, Alabama; south-
western Arkansas; South Carolina; northeastern Ken-
tucky; and eastern Wisconsin. 
Z. Very rough finish; blade more or less worked by 
fi t h . · (th b · . FIG. 243.-Stemmed rs c 1pprng ere emg usually no secondary chip- chipped flint. 
ping) to convex edges; base generally the natural surface of the 
nodule or pebble from which the implement was made; notches worked 
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in roughly on the edges. They were probably knives or spears, or in 
some cases celts or chisels, though none show polish. With these are 
placed a few that seem to be the points of larger rough implements, 
broken and having notches worked in the fragments. A typical form, 
shown in figure 244, is from Mississippi county, .Arkansas. It occurs 
also in northeastern .Arkansas; Scioto valley, Ohio; western Ten-
nessee; southwestern Illinois; and Kanawha valley, West Virginia. 
PERFORATORS . 
CHARACTER AND USES. 
The implements variously classed qy different writers as awls, drills, 
needles, rimmers or reamers, and the like, seem to represent a graded 
series, and as no distinction can be made in the different kinds, if, 
indeed, there is any room for distinction, they are grouped under one 
term, "perforators." 
Very few of the specimens could be used as drills, as most of them 
are too thin; only those with a rhomboidal or triangular 
section would seem adapted to this purpose, and the 
majority even of these seem too fragile. It is more . 
probable that drilling was done with a stick or horn 
with sand as a cutting medium, except in the thin tab-
lets of slate or similar stone and in shells. The thicker 
flints would answer very well for this purpose, and the 
countersunk holes appear to indicate such an instru-
ment. For sewing, bone would be more easily worked, 
and better suited than flint. The double-pointed 
slender specime-i;is may have been used for bait-holders 
in fishing; bone implements of a similar shape, with a 
hole drilled at the middle for attaching a line, have 
been seen in use among the Indians of Florida. 
Some such implement was no doubt used in the man-
ner of a burin, especially in making the fine lines on 
the ornamented shells or stones; certain flints in the 
collection may have served such a purpose. 
Lubbock considers it proved that the stone of which 
F10. 244. - stemmed ornaments, carved axes, etc., are made could be worked 
~~~~1fi~d flint, very with flint, and that the engraving on the Scotch r~cks, 
even on granite, was executed with this material ;1 and Bushmen are 
known to use triangular pieces of flint' for cutting figures in rocks.2 
Evans 3 observes that there are :five ways of making holes in stone, viz: 
(1) Chi eling or picking, with ''picks," "celts," or" drHls" of flint or 
other stone; (2) boring with a solid borer, as wood, hard or soft, or 
horn with sand and water; (3) grinding with a tubular grinder, as 
horn, cane, elder, etc., with sand and water; (4) drilling with a stone 
1 Prehistoric Tirues, p. 122. 
2 Holub, E., in .Tour. Anth. Inst. Gt. Br. and Ird., vol. x, p. 460. 
8 Stoneimplemcnts, p. 48. 
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drill, e. g., of flint or sandstone; ( 5) drilling or punching with metal. 
It should be remembered that there are no evidences of the use of any 
metal except copper for economic purposes by the 
aborigines of the United States; and nearly every-
thing of this material seems to have been ornamental 
in character. Bancroft says that the N ootka, in bor-
ing in wood, use a bird-bone drill worked between 
the bands,1 while according to Schumacher, the 
Santa Barbara Indians chip out rough disks of shell, 
pierce them with a fl.int drill, and. enlarge the hole 
with a slender, round piece of . sandstone.2 The 
Atlantic coast Indians drilled shell beads with a nail 
stuck in a cane or stick, rolling the drill on their 
thighs with the right hand, and holding the shell in 
the left; 3 and the southern Indians, according to 
C. C. Jones, pierced shell beads with heated copper 
drills. 4 Evans has found that ox-horn and sand 
make good borers,5 while low tribes on the Amazon 
make crystal tubes an inch in diameter and up to 8 
inches long by rubbing and drilling with a :flexible 
shoot ·of wild plantain, twirled between the bands, 
with sand and water; 6 and Tylor expresses the opin- Fm. 245.-Perforator, not 
ion that such operations are not the result of high st0mmed. · 
mechanical skill, but merely of the most simple and savage processes.7 
STEMLESS F ORM S . 
A. Base straight or nearly so; edges straight and parallel, sometimes 
half the length from the base, thence with concave curve which is 
reversed near the end to give a blunt point; these, usu-
ally the wider ones, are always thin, and were probably 
knives. The smaller ones, resembling the small triangu-
lar arrows except for the sharpened upper end, may have 
been for arrowheads, though the sharp points would have 
served well as awls or needles. Many of the smaller ones 
seem to be made from small broken arrowheads; exem-
plified by the specimen f'rom Montgomery county, North 
Carolina, shown in figure 245. The collection includes ma-
terial from western and central North Carolina; eastern 
Tennessee; Kanawha valley; northeastern Alabama; 
F~~-.
2~it-;~: !>!t South Carolina; Keokuk, Iowa; and Savannah, Georgia. 
double pointed. B. Slender, somewhat larger about the middle and 
tapering to a point at each end, or regularly and gradually decreasing 
lNative Races, v ol. 1, p. 189. 
3Brickell ; Nat. Hist. of N. C., p. 339. • 
6 f-; tone Implements, p. 46. 
2 Hayden Surv., Bul. 3, 1877, p. 43. 
4 Antiq. of the Southern Indians, p. 230. 
6Stevcus; Flint Chips, p . 96. Tylor; Early History of Mankind, p. 188. 
7It wonld seem that in u sing a wood or born drill, water would be a disadvantage, as the drill 
would swell and w ear rapidly away when wet, thus choking the bore. The sand also would be forced 
into the drill instead of sticking to its surface, thus being less effective. 
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from base to point. Some are undoubtedly arrowheads, as they are too 
blunt or too thin to have been used for piercing. Others show marks 
of use which could have been produced in no way except by drilling 
in stone. The specimen illustrated in figure 246 (from 
Kanawha valley) shows this to a marked degree, while 
that shown in figure 24 7 (from Nicholas 
county, Kentucky) is without such indi-
cations. The distribution of this form 
1s wide, including Kanawha valle.y; 
northeastern Kentucky; southwestern 
Illinois; southwestern Arkansas; south-
western Wisconsin; Coosa valley, Ala-
bama; northwestern and southwestern 
Georgia, and Savannah; eastern Ten-
nessee; and Scioto valley, Ohio. 
0. With the base very large in ratio 
to the point or piercer; sometimes the 
Fm. 247.-Per- . . l t . k d h 
forator, not entire imp emen is WOT e Smoot Or FIG. 248.-Perforator, 
stemmed, double th' . "t . th t l f t not stemmed, rough 
pointed. m, again i is e na ura ragmen or base. 
chip of stone entirely unworked except a point flaked on one part or 
edge. The piercer varies from one-fourth of an inch to two inches in 
length. It could have been utilized only as an "awl" or "needle," 
the base being held by the thumb and finger. This variable form is 
representedin:figure248 (from Lawrence county, Ohio). It comes from 
Scioto valley; Kanawha valley; western and central North Carolina; 
northeastern Kentucky; Keokuk, Iowa; southwestern aud southeastern 
Arkansas; eastern Tennes ee; and Savannah, Georgia. 
D. Piercer thin and slender; base thin, expanding 
to a wing-like projection on each side. Very few are 
strong enough to have been used for drillmg even in 
soft material, but they are excellent for piercing 
leather or similar substances. The expanding wings 
would make them good points for 
bunting and :fishing arrows, as they 
would have great penetrating power 
and be very difficult to extract from a 
wound, while allowing very firm attach-
ment to a shaft. The type, hown in 
figure 249, is from Kanawha valley. 
Other ·pecimen come from the same 
locality, and al o from southwestern 
Illinoi , and Brown county in the same 
FIG. 249.-Perforator, , tate; a ·tern Tennessee; Keokuk, FIG 250 -Perforator 
n t temm d, ex - • · • , 
Panding ba e. Iowa' c10to valley Ohio• northea t- not -stemmed, ex, , , , pandmg base. 
ern K ntu ·ky; outhern Wis on in; and Savannah, Georgia. 
E. With light ex pan ion at the ba e. The e may be thick or thin, 
wide or narrow and, according to their different form , might be used 
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as drills, piercers, or arrowheads. A good example (presented in figure 
250) is from Kanawha valley, West Virginia. It is found also in north-
eastern Kentucky; northeastern and southeastern Arkansas; eastern 
Tennessee; southwestern Illinois; a;nd southwestern Wisconsin. 
All of the foregoing perforators are without stems, unless the larger 
portion left at the base may be considered as such. 
STEMMED FORMS. 
The form of the stem and shoulders among perforators is often the 
same as in the stemmed arrowheads, etc., pre-
viously described. 
A. Stem usually tapering; shoulder more or 
less defined; never barbed; blade wide at the 
part next to the stem, tapering rapidly by con-
cave lines to a sharp point. Probably spear-
points or large arrowheads with the blade 
worked to a point. The type, shown in figure 251, 
is from Kanawha valley. 
B. Slender point; wide wings 
or shoulders; stem straight or 
nearly so; the implement hav-
ing the form of a cross. Some 
are less than an inch long, and 
very delicately worked, while Fm. 251.-Perforator, stemmed. 
Fm. 252,-Perforat_or, others reach 3 inches in length and are thick Some stemmed, veryw1de , • 
shoulders . from Savannah have very broad stems. There is a good 
example (.figure 252) from Ouachita county, Arkansas, ·and others from 
southwestern Arkansas; 
western North Carolin·a; 
and Savannah, Georgia. 
0. Narrow and thick 
' almost of a diamond or 
round section; stem ex-
panding or straight; with 
slight shoulders, some-
times slightly barbed. 
Some of the thinner ones, 
probably arrows, have a 
lenticular section; a few 
· Fm. 254.-Perforator, 
Jim. 253.-Perforator, stemmed. are triangular in se<;tion. stemmed. 
This form is well suited for drilling, and many of the specimens show 
marks of such use, especially the one illustrated (figure 253), the edges 
of which are striated almost the entire length. This is from Mason 
county,Kentucky; and the distribution of the type includes Kanawha 
valley; Scioto valley, Ohio; eastern Tennessee; northeastern Alabama; 
western and central North Carolina; southeastern and northeastern 
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Arkansas; Brown county, Illinois; South Carolina; and northeastern 
Kentucky. Thus the type is common and its geographic range broad. 
D. Long, slender point; shoulders wide or slightly barbed; stem 
straight, tapering, or expanding; edges straight or concave. Some 
would make good piercers for soft material, but very few could be used 
as drills. A majority would be good arrow heads. Some h~ve the edges 
smooth, but if this was caused by drilling it 
must have been done in enlarging holes already 
made, since the implements so marked are very 
thin. The faces of the blades show no polish or 
smoothness, such as might result from use as 
knives. The specimen illustrated (figure 254) is• 
from Madison county, Alabama; others from 
northeastern Alabama and Coosa valley; Scioto 
valley, Ohio; eastern Tennessee; western and 
central North Carolina; southwestern Arkansas; 
Kanawha valley,; and Savannah, Georgia. 
FIG. 255.-Perforator. stemmed, E. Stem may be of any form; wide shoulders; 
with cutting point. never bar bed; point or piercer narrow' . well 
worked, with edges parallel its entire length, and terminating in a cut-
ting edge instead of a point. This form (shown in figure 255) is found 
only in the collection from Savannah, Georgia. 
BLUNT ARROWHEADS, OR ' 'BUNTS." 
Certain arrowheads have the end opposite the base rounded or flat-
tenedinstead of pointed. Commonly, both faces are worked off equally, 
to bring the edge opposite the middle line of the blade, though some-
times it may be a little to one ide. The stem 
and base are of any form found in the common 
patterns of arrowheads. Few are barbed, 
though many have shoulders. For the most 
part, they are probably made from the ordi-
uary spearpoints or arrowheads and knives 
that have had the point broken off, though 
some seem to have been intentionally made 
this way originally. A few are smooth or Frn. 256.-Blunt arrowhead, or 
''bunt." 
polished at the end , as though u ed as 
knives or crapers; but mo t of them have no marks except such as 
would re ult from being 'truck or shot against ome hard substance; 
even thi being ab ent in many of them, a.., in the specimen represented 
in the accompanying :figure. 
Jone ay that ere cent- haped arrow were used by outhern Indians 
for hooting off bird ' head , 1 and it i known that chi el-shape arrows 
were much u ed during the Middle Ages.2 
Thi typ of aboriginal implement or weapon i shown in .figure 256, 
repre enting a pecimen from Savannah, Georgia. Other examples 
1 Quoted by Daw on; Fo sil Meu, p.124. 
2 Evans; tone Implements, p 253. 
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come from eastern Tennessee; Kanawha valley; western North Caro-
lina; southern and southwestern Wisconsin; southwestern Illinois; 
Scioto valley, Ohio; and Savannah, Georgia. 
SCRAPERS. 
STEMMED. 
The same remarks as to form and method of making apply to 
stemmed scrapers as to blunt arrows, except that the chipping of the 
end is always from one face so as· to produce a chisel edge. This edge 
is frequently smooth or polished from use. They would answer very well 
for smoothing down.arti-
cles made of wood, Qr 
for cleaning hides in tan-
ning; they would also 
serve excellently for re-
moving. scales from fish, 
and as they are usually 
abundant in the vicinity 
J!'IG. 257.-Stemmed scraper. of good fishing places, 
they were no doubt employed for this purpose. 
The material in the Bureau collection is represented by the specimens 
shown in figures 257 and 258, from Savannah, Georgia, and Dane.comity, 
Wisconsin, respectively. Other exam-
ples come from southern Wisconsin; 
southwestern Illinois; Kanawha valley, 
West Virginia; northeastern Kentucky; 
Miami valley, Ohio; central North Caro-
lina; eastern Tennessee; and Savannah, 
Georgia. 
STEMLESS. 
- -----·-- ---·---') A few quotations regarding the use FIG. 258.-t:ltemmect scraper. 
and mode of manufacture of stemless scrapers may be given: 
According to Evans, they are made by la-ying a flake flat side up on 
a stone, and chipping off around the edge with a hammer. The point 
struck ·must rest directly o·n the under stone, and but a thin spall is 
struck off at each blow.1 Leidy observed that the Shoshoni by a quick 
blow strike off a segment of a quartz bowlder in such a way as to form 
a circular or oval implement flat on one side, convex on the other, which 
is used as a scraper in dressing buffalo hides ;2 and according to Knight 
the Australians obtain, in exactly the same way, specimens which they 
use as axes. 3 Peale remarks that while hides are green they are 
stretched on the ground and scraped with an instrument resembling an 
adze ;4 and Dodge says more explicitly that when the stretched skin has 
become hard and dry, the woman goes to work on it with au adze-like 
1 Stone Implements. 
2 Hayden Survey, 1872, p. 653. . 
3 Smithsonian Report for 1879, p. 236. 
4 lbid, 1870, p. 390 . 
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instrument, with a short handle of wood or lkhorn tied on with raw-
hide; holding this in one hand, she chips at the hardened skin, cutting 
off .a thin shaving at every blow. 1 
The scrapers of this class in the Bureau collection are as follow.,: 
.A. Chipped over the entire surface to the form of the ordinary celt, 
except that the scraping· edge is in the same plane with one face. Some 
have a scraping, edge at ea.ch end. In a few the flat or traight face 
is chipped off slightly, bring-
ing the edge toward the mid-
dleline; but this was probably 
done after the implement had 
become broken or blunted 
from use. When there is any 
polish, it is always on the flat 
face, showing use as an adze, 
or,possibly,as a plane. Vary-
ingmuch in width, somemeas-
uring almostthesameineither 
direction, while others are 
more like the " chisel" celts, 
though the position of the 
cutting edge shows their use. 
A typical specimen (figure 
259) is from 
Jackson coun-
Fro. 259.-Stemless scraper, celt form. ty, Illinois; 
others come from Brown county and the southwestern 
part of the state generally; from northeastern Kentucky; 
Keokuk, Iowa; southwestern Wisconsin 1 eastern Ten-
nessee; and central Ohio. 
B. Flake or spall , chipped always from the concave 
side of the fragment. Some of the smaller specimens, 
usually those of somewhat crrcular outline, are chipped 
11early, or in some cases entirely, around the edge. Fig-
ure 260 represent a specimen from Mason county, Ken-
tucky. Others come from northeastern Kentucky; east-
ern Tenne see; Holt county, Missouri; Kanawha valley; Fm. 26o.-Stemless 
south we tern Wi con in; Miami valley, and central Ohio; scraper, flake. 
Coosa valley, Alabama; Union county, Mi issippi; and Savannah, 
Georgia. 
CORE. 
The generally accepted name "core " i applied to the blocks from 
which are truck oft' the flake to be next de cribed. 
Dr. Gillespi 2 claimed that object of this kind were made so inten-
tionally, and that th flake are simply the refuse or waste material. 
1 11r 'Wild Indians, p. 256. 
2 G-ill !!pi,·, r. ,v.; Jour. Anth. Inst. Gt. Br. and Ird., vol. VI. p. 260. 
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He gives six reasons for this belief, but an examination of the objects 
tb'.emselves would show that he is in error. That some might have 
been used as scrapers may be true, but very few are suited for such 
work, and not one shows the least mark of wear that could result from 
this use. 
The specimens in the Bureau collection, with perhaps half a dozen 
exceptions, are from the aboriginal quarries at Flint ridge, in Licking 
county, Ohio, or of the material so abundant at that place. 
All are small, few being of a size to furnish :flakes over three inches 
long. The flakes were un-
doubtedly struck off by means 
of stone hammers, hundreds ot 
which are to be found about the 
quarries, or removed by pres-
sure, many showing the bulb of 
percussion, others being per-
fectly smooth on the flat face. 
Usually all the flakes were ob-
tained from only one side, of the 
core until it became too small FIG . 261.-Cores. 
towork(figure261). Occasionally'theywerechipped 
from opposite sides, leaving the core of a conical or 
· cylindrical shape (as represented in figure 262). 
Cores and finely chipped implements of the Flint 
ridge stone have been · taken from the mounds in 
Kanawha valley, West Virginia, and Scioto valley, 
Ohio, showing that the mound-builders are to be 
credited with at least a part of the great amount of 
work done in those localities; but it seems a mis-
take to say, as some authors have done, that the 
''turtlebacks" found in caches in southern Illinois 
FIG. 262.-core. are from the same source, as the stone is entirely 
different, and occurs abundantly in the vicinity in which the specimens 
are found. 
FLAKES. 
The use to which were put the narrow, thin flakes so abundantly found 
in many parts of the :world has caused some discussion. Schoolcraft 
says that the Dakota bleed patients by scarifying with these :flakes; or 
sometimes one is fixed into the end of a piece of wood, held over a vein, 
and driven in as far as the wood will let it go,1 the use being similar to 
that of the modern :fl.earn. Harpoons in the Kurile islands are made of 
bone, with a deep groove along each side; in these grooves thin and 
sharp flat flakes are fastened with gum.2 According to Evans, similar 
flakes were used for scraping, 3 just as broken glass is used among mod-
1 Indian Tribes, vol. r, p. 253. 
2 Nilsson; Stone Age, p. 46. 
3 Stone Implements, p. 256 . . 
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ern wood workers. Flakes have been found in the Swiss lakes in wooden 
handles in the fashion of Eskimo kmves; also in Australia with skin 
wrapped around one end to protect the hand. 1 
All the flakes in the Bureau collection are small, few of them being 
over three inches long. They are found elsewhere with a length of over 
a foot; but the nature of the flint occurring in the United States is 
seldom such as to allow flakes to be struck off equaling in size those 
found in Europe. 
Evans says that blows with a pebble will form just such flakes as 
those produced by an iron hammer; the blows must, however, be deliv-
ered iu exactly the right 'spot and with the proper force. Cores some-
times show markings of hammers when struck too near the edge. 
Flakes can be produced by using a pebble as a set or punch and strik-
ing it with a stone. The use of a set was probably the exception 
rather than the rule, for great precision may be obtained. simply with 
a hammer held in the hand. The Eskimo use a hammer set in a han-
dle to strike off flakes, or strike them off by slight taps with a hammer 
of jade, oval in shape, about 2 by 3 inches, and secured to a bone handle 
with sinew.2 
.According to Tylor, the Peruvian Indians work obsidian by laying a 
bone wedge on the surface of a piece and tapping it until the stone 
cracks; 3 while the Indians of Mexico hold a piece of obsidian 6 or 8 
inches long between their feet, then holding the crosspiece of a T-
shape stick against the breast they place the other end against the 
stone and force off a piece by pressure. 4 
Nilsson says that the Eskimo set a point of deer horn intc, a handle 
of ivory and drive off splinters from the chert~ 5 and Redding saw a 
Cloud river Indian make flakes thus: Holding a piece of obsidian in 
his hand, he placed the straight edge of a piece of split deer horn, four 
inches long and half an inch in diameter, at a distance from the edge 
of the stone equal to the thickness of the arrow he wished to make; 
then striking the other end with a stone he drove off a flake. 6 Schu-
macher observed that the Klamath Indians heat a stone and break it 
into fragment ' at a single blow.7 
According to Stevens the Shasta Indian lays a stone anvil on his knee, 
and holding on the anvil the stone which he is working,8 strikes off a 
flake one-fourth of an inch thick with a stone hammer; but Powers 
says the Shasta Indians heat a stone and allow it to cool slowly, which 
splits it into flakes,9 and Bancroft that they place an obsidian pebble 
1 tone Implem en ta, p. 263 . 
2 Ibid ., p p. 20, 23, and 35. 
3 Anahuac, p. 99. 
4 Ibid, pp . 231,232 (note). 
6 Stone ge, p . 261 (not ). 
6 Amer. atu ra.lis t , vol. x m , p. 665. 
1 H ayden urvey, Bul. 3, 1877, p. 547. 
s Flint Crops, p. 77. 
9 Contr ibutiors to N. A. E t h., vol. 111 , p . L04. 
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on an anvil of stone and sp~it it with an agate chisel to the required 
size. 1 The Shoshoni or Snake Indians of the northwest work in the 
same way,2 and certain California Indians strike off flakes from a mass 
of agate, jasper, or chalcedony with a stone hammer, 3 while the Apache 
break a bowlder of hornstone with a heavy stone hammer having a 
twisted withe for a handle. 4 
Schoolcraft says experience has taught the Indians that sonie varie-
ties of hornstone (fl.int) are less easily fractured than others, and that 
the conchoidal form is found best in softer varieties;- also that weath-
ered fragments are managed with greater difficulty than are those 
freshly quarried.:, 
Evans points out that in making gunflints much depends upon the 
condition of the stone as regards the moisture it contains, those that 
have been too long exposed on the surface becoming intractable, and 
there is also a difficulty in working those that are too moist. Some of 
the workers, however, say that a fl.int which has been some time 
exposed to the air is harder than one recently dug, yet it works equally 
well.6 
It is related that in former times white hunt-
ers in Ohio and Kentucky, when they needed ~?If 
a gunflint, would select a fragment from the~ 
surface, where practicable, and soak it in oil }!'\· 
for several weeks" to make it tough;" other- ': I 
wise it would shatter to fragments when 
struck. 
Frequently the large fl.at spalls knocked 
from blocks or chunks of fl.int in shaping 
them, or in obtaining pieces to 
0
work, are of 
such form that very little additional labor 
converts them into serviceable scrapers, 
knives, spears, or arrows. A number of such 
Fm. 263.-Flake, chipped for 
pieces are found in the collection. These, scraper. 
however, are not considered in the flakes now to be described: 
A. Edges bluntly chipped (from the concave side) for use as scrapers. 
They may or may not have notches for attachment to a handle. An 
example from Kanawha valley, West Virginia, is shown in figure 263. 
Others come from southwestern ~.\rkansas; Kanawha valley; Miami 
and Scioto valleys, and central Ohio. . 
B. Trimmed only enough to .give a general leaf shape, the faces being 
left unchanged; for use as knives or arrowheads, most of them being 
exceedingly small; notched, or with continuous edges. This form is 
1 Native Races, vol. I, p. 342. 
2 Schoolcraft ; Indian Tribes, vol. 1, p. 212. 
3 Stevens; Flint Chips, p. 78 (from Powers). 
4 Catlin; Last Rambles .Among the Indians, p. 187. 
6 Indian Tribes, vol. III, p. 467. 
6 Stone Implements, p. 17. 
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by the specimen from Licking county, Ohio, illustrated 
in :figure 264. It is found in central Ohio; north-
eastern Arkansas; Coosa valley, Ala-
bama; eastern Tennessee; and we t-
ern North Carolina. 
0. Long, slender, with three or 
four facets on one face, caused by 
others having been struck off above. 
The edges are as keen as broken 
glass, and the points are usually 
quite sharp. In a great many the 
points have been worked off by :fine, 
secondary chipping. When this is 
done, it is always at the end which 
was struck in knocking off the flake. 
In some cases it may be due to the 
shattering effects of the blow; but 
in many specimens the evidence is Fm. 265--Flake, 
FIG. 264.-Flake, chipped slender, proba-
for knife or arrow head. plain that it was done afterward for bly for lancet. 
the purpose of making a sharper point. Some flakes of this kind 
have notches for attachment to a shaft, prob-
ably for arrows; such specimens, however, 
are without the secondary chipping, and the 
notche are at the end opposite the one struck. 
A good example, shown in figure 265, is 
from Kanawha valley, and there are others 
from the ame locality, as well as from 
Miami valley, Ohio; and Union county, 
Mis i. sippi. 
MISCELLANEOUS FORMS. 
From the Savannah collection there are 
several forms of chipped flints which, while 
resembling the foregoing in various ways, 
present characters which make it necessary 
to place them by themselves; and while con-
taining a majority of the types de8cribed 
above, this collection bas many that have 
no counterpart from any other section visited 
by the Bureau collectors. Some of these 
unique pecimens of aboriginal art are 
Fro. 266.- ·temmed chipped flint. among the following: 
. Edg double curved, expanding to a wide point at the shoulder; 
·t m traight or taperin ; ba e either straight or slightly convex. 
The t p f th group i quite weli represented in figure 266. 
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B. Edges concave; base and stem straight; very wide projections or 
wiugs at the shoulders, going in by straight or curved lines to the stem 
(illustrated in figure 267). 
O. Edges concave, changing to convex at the shoulders, and curving 
around to the stem, which is straight or slightly expanding; base 
straight or very slightly convex (figure 268). 
D. Convex edges, widening into greatly expanding barbs; base 
straight; stem expanding by straight lines (figure 269). 
Fm. 267. -Stemmed chipped flint, 
wiuged . FIG. 268 .-Stemmed chipped flint. 
E. Broad; double-curved edges; notched in from the base, and barbs 
worked so as to be narrowest near the blade, with the ends straight or 
round; stem expanding by straight lines; base straight (figure ~70). 
F. Edges nearly straight to the barbs, which are worked off to a 
point toward the stem; base convex and wide; stem expanding by 
curved lines ( figure 271 ). 
FIG. 269. --Stemmed chipped flint, 
barbed 
FIG. 270.-Stemmed chipped fliut, 
broad. 
G. Rather slender; base nearly straight, either convex or concave· 
stem rapidly expanding; notched in from the corners
1 
making Ion~ 
slender barbs which project beyond the line of the edges (as illustrated 
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in figure 272). The same form comes from Dougherty county, south-
western Georgia, as well as from Savannah. 
H. Straight or convex edges; base straight or slightly convex; stem 
to one side of the center, leaving one barb longer and larger than the 
other (figure 273). · 
I. Triangular, notched in ' from the bottom; 
barbs extend down even with the base, or the 
base is sometimes worked back, leaving it shorter 
than the barbs; some are beveled (figure 27 4). -The 
same form is found in south western Georgia. 
J. Broad; straight edges; base straigb t or 
concave; stem straight or expanding; long, 
rounded barbs ( figure 275 ). 
K. From Arkansas county, 
Arkansas, there . is an imple-
ment · of basanite or black 
jasper, of the general type of 
figure 180 or 182, the point 
being broken off. . The base 
has been worked down to a 
FIG. :m.-Stemmed sharp edge, the 8tem highly Fm. 272.-Stemmed chipped 
chipped flint. . polished on both faces. This fl.int, slender. 
polish does not extend to the faces of the blade, but both edges are 
rubbed smooth so far as they now extend. Whether the implement was 
originally pointed and used as a knife or spear, this sharp edge being 
given the stem after it was broken, or whetherit was so made in the first 
. place, can not be determined. Like the various forms with polished 
base, the specimen seems to indicate a manner of mounti11g or of use 
the reverse of what would be expected. It is shown in figure 276. 
FIG. 273.- remmed 
ohipp cl flin t . 
FIG. 274.-Stemmed 
chipped flin t, t riang ular. 
Fro. 275.-Stemmed 
chipped flint. 
Figure 277 hows an implement from Licking county, Ohio, some-
what of the form of figure 205, except that it is wider and much 
thimrer. It i worn .smooth on each edge for finch from the point, the 
point itself being quite blunt. This probably results from use as a 
knife or drill; though, if due to the latter cause, the material on which 
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it was used must have been quite soft or thin. Similar wear is seen on 
implements from the same locality of the form of figures 176 and 223, 
but this article is smaller than those represented by the :figures. 
In figure 278 is shown a small knife of the pattern so common in 
FIG. 276.-Chipped flint, with 
sharp-edged stem. 
FIG. 277.-Stcmmed chipped flint, 
point blunted from use . 
specimens mounted in antlers, from the Swiss lake dwellings. In out-
line it resembles the arrowheads having straight edges and a convex 
base; but the side view shows the purpose for which it was made. Sim-
FIG. 278.-Steroroed chipped flint. 
ilar pieces are foun_d throughout central Ohio, and along Ohio river 
from the Kanawha to the Miami. 
NOTES ON BEVELED FLINTS. 
In the beveled flints the side-chipping producing the bevel is always 
to the left, as may be seen in figure 235; only one exception to this has 
been found. It has be.en supposed that this is done to give a rotary 
motion to an arrow. Morgan 1 says that "arrowheads are occasion-
ally found with a twist to make the arrow revolve in its flight;" and 
1 League of' the Iroquois, p. 358. 
13 ETH--12 
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the same statement has often been made by others. It may be objected, 
however, that very few of these beveled specimens are small enough for 
arrowheads; and modern archers have shown that the shape does not 
affect the flight of the arrow. 
Schoolcraft, 1 Powers, 2 Morgan, 3 and Cheever 4 say that the mod-
ern Indians sometimes have a spiral arrangement of the feathers 
on their arrow to produce a rotary motion or "rifling." This rotary 
motion is supposed to keep the arrow in a straight course, as without 
it a deviation from the direct line would tend constantly to increase. 
But as showing that the rotary motion is not always desired, Dodge 
says that sometimes the blade, in regard to the string notch, is set so 
as to be perpendicular, to go in between the ribs of game; again, so as 
to be horizontal, to go in between the ribs of an enemy. 5 
The beveled flints were probably used for skinning game, as they are 
better fitted for this than for anything else, and would serve such pur-
pose better than almost any other form of the smaller chipped flints. 
The bevel is such as would be necessary if the implement were held ip_ 
the right hand and pulJed toward the user. 
There are a great many specimens in the collection, both in the 
ground or pechd and in the chipped implements, which can not be 
classified with any of the objects herein described; but they are to be 
considered as due rather to individual whims than as representative of 
a type. 
1 Indian Tribes, vol. r, p. 213. 
2 Cont. to N . .A.. Eth. , vol. III, p. 52. 
3 League ef the Iroquois, pp. 306, 308. 
4 .A.mer. Nat., vol. 1v, p.140. 
6 Our Wild Inuians, p. 418. 
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ABORIGINAL REMAINS IN VERDE VALLEY, ARIZONA 
BY COSMOS MINDELEFF 
INTRODUCTION. 
THE REGION AND ITS LITERATURE. 
The region described in the following pages comprises the valley of 
the Rio Verde, in Arizona, from Verde, in eastern central Yavapai 
county, to the confluence with Salt river, in Maricopa county. 
The written history of the region treated extends back only a few 
y~ars. Since the aboriginal inhabitants abandoned it, or were driven 
from it, the hostile Apache and Walapai roamed over it without hin-
drance or opposition, and so late as twenty-five years ago, when the 
modern settlement of the region commenced, ordinary pursuits were 
almost impossible. Some of the pioneer settlers are still in poRsession, 
~nd are occupying the ground they took up at the time when the rifle 
was more necessary for successful agriculture than the plow. 
The first notice of this region is derived from the report of Espejo, 
who visited some "mines" north and east of the present site of Pres-
cott early in 158.3; in 1598 Farfan and Quesada of Onate's expedition 
visited probably the same locality from Tusayan, and in 1604: Onate 
crossed the country a little way north of the present Prescott, in one 
o( his journeys in search of_ mineral wealth. Nothing seems to have 
come of these expeditions, however, and the remoteness of the region 
from the highways of travel and its rough and forbidding character 
causeu it to remain unknown for over two centuries. It was not until 
the active prospecting for gold aud silver accompanying the American 
invasion and conquest began that the country again became known. 
Valuable mines were discovered east and south of the site of Prescott, 
some of them as early as 1836; but it was not until after 1860 that any 
considerable amount of work was done, and the mining development of 
this region, now om~ of the best :known in Arizona, m·ay be said to date 
from about 1865. Camp Verde was first established in 1861, at a point 
on the northern side of Beaver creek, but was not regularly occupied 
until 1866. In 1871 it was removed to its present location, about a mile 
south of the previous site. It was abandoned as a military post in 1891, 
and gradually lost the military element of the name. 
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Concerning the archeologic remains of the Rio Verde valley almost 
nothing is known. In the early history of Arizona the Verde was 
known as Rio San Francisco, and vague rumors of large and important 
ruins were current among trappers and prospectors. The Pacific rail-
way reports, published in 1856, menti.-0n these ruins on the authority 
of tbe guide to Lieut. Whipple's party, Leroux by name. Other notices 
are found here and there in various books of exploration and travel 
published during the next two decades, but no systematic examination 
of the region was made and the accounts are hardly more than a men-
tion. In 1878 Dr. W. J. Hoffman, at that time connected with the 
Hayden Survey, published descriptions of the so-called Montezuma 
well and of a large cliff ruin on Beaver creek, the latter accompanied 
by an illustration.1 The descriptions are slight and do not touch the 
region herein discussed. 
The first publication of importance to the present inquiry is a short 
paper by Dr. E. A. Mearns, U.S. Army, in the Popular Science Monthly 
for October, 1890. Dr. Mearns was stationed for some years at Camp 
Verde, and improved the opportunity afforded by numerous hunting 
expeditions and tours of duty to acquaint himself with the aboriginal 
remains of the Verde. valley. He published a map showing the distri-
bution of remains in that region, described several ruins in detail, and 
illustrated some pieces of pottery, etc., found by him. The article is 
unfortunately very short, so short that it is hardly more than an intro-
duction to the wide field it covers; it is to be hoped that Dr. Mearns 
will utilize the material he has and publish a more comprehensive 
report. 
The remains in the valley of Rio Verde derive an additional interest 
from their position in the ancient pueblo region. On the one hand they 
are near the southwestern limit of that region, and on the other hand 
they occupy an intermediate position between the ruins of the Gila and 
Salt river valleys aud those of the northern districts. The limits of 
the ancient pueblo region have not yet been defined, and the accom-
panying map (plate x) is only preliminary. It illustrates the limited 
extent of our knowledge of the ancient pueblo region as well as the 
distribution of ruins within that region, so far as they are known; and 
the exceptional abundance of ruins noted on certai_n portions of the 
map means only that those parts are better known than others. Not-
withstanding its incompletenes , it . is the best available and is pub-
Ii hed ju the hope that it will ~ erve as a nucleus to which further 
data may be added until a complete map is produced. 
The ruin in the Gila valley, including those along Salt river, are less 
known than tho e farther northward, but we know that there is a 
marked difference between the type exemplified by the well-known 
Ca a Grand n ar Florence, rizona, and that of which the best speci-
men (notably the Chaco ruins) are found in the San Juan basin. This 
1 Tenth Ann. R p. . . Geol. Survey for 1876 (Washington, 1878), p . 477. 
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difference may be due only to a different environment, necessitating a 
change in material employed and consequent on this a change in 
methods, although it seems to the writer that the difference is perhaps 
too great to be accounted for in this way. Be the cause what it may, 
there is no doubt that there is a difference; and it is reasonable to 
expect that in the regions lying between the southern earth-constructed 
and the northern stone structures, intermediate types might be found 
which would connect them. The valley of Rio Verde occupies such an 
intermediate position geographically, but the architectural remains 
found in it belong fo the northern type; so we must look elsewhere for 
connecting links. The most important ruin in the lower Verde region 
occurs near its southern end, and more distinctly resembles the northern 
ruins than the ruins in the northern part of that region. 
Although the examination of this region failed to connect the north-
ern and southern types of house structure, the peculiar conditions here 
are exceptionally valuable to the study of the principles and methods 
of pueblo building. Here remains of large villages with elaborate 
and complex ground plan, indicating a long period of occupancy, are 
found, and within a short distance there are ruins of small villages 
with very simple ground plan, both produced under the same environ-
ment; and comparative study of the two may indicate some of the 
principles which govern the growth of villages and whose result can 
be seen in the ground plans. Here also there is an exceptional devel-
opment of cavate lodges, and corresponding to this development an 
almost entire absence of cliff dwellings. From the large amount of 
data here a fairly complete idea of this phase of pueblo life may be 
obtained. This region is not equal to the Gila valley in data for the 
study of horticultural methods practiced among the ancient Pueblos, 
but there is enough to show that the inhabitants relied principally and, 
perhaps, exclusively on horticulture for means of subsistence, and that 
their knowledge of horticultural inethods was almost, if not quite. 
equal to that of their southern neighbors. The environment here was 
not nearly so favorable to that method of life as farther southward, 
not even so favorable as in some northern districts, and in consequence 
more primitive appliances and ruder methods prevailed . .Added to these 
advantages for study there is the further one that nowhere within this 
region are there any traces of other than purely aboriginal work; no 
adobe walls, no chimneys, no constructive expedients other than those 
which may be reasonably set down as aboriginal; and, finally, the region 
i, still so little occupied by modern settlers that, with the exception of 
the vicinity of Verde, the remains have been practically undisturbed. 
A complete picture of aboriginal life during the occupancy of the 
lower Verde valley would be a picture of pueblo life pursued in the 
face of great difficulties, and with an environment so unfavorable that 
had the occupation extended over an indefinite period of time it would 
still have been impossible to develop the great structures which re-
sulted from _the settlements in Chaco canyon. 
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bad the occupation extended over an indefinite period of time it would 
still have been impossible to develop the great structures which re-
sulted from _the settlements in Chaco canyon. 
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It is not known what particular branch of the pueblo-building tribes 
formerly made their home in the lower Verde valley, but the character 
of the masonry, the rough methods employed, and the cbara.cter of the 
remains suggest the Tusayan. It has been already stated that the 
archeologic affinities of this region are northern and do not conform to 
any type now found in the south; and it is known that some of the 
Tusayan gentes-the water people-came from the south. The follow-
ing tradition, which, though not very definite, is of interest in this 
con:bection, was obtained by the late A. M. Stephen, for many years a 
resident near the Tusayan villages in Arizona, who, aside from his 
competence for that work, had every facility for obtaining data of 
this kind. The tradition was dictated by Anawita, chief of the Pat-ki-
nyumft (Water house gentesj and is as follows: 
We did not come direct to this region (Tusayan)-we had no fixed intention as to 
where we should go. 
We are the Pat-ki-nyft-mft, and we dwelt in the Pa-lat-kwa-br (Red Land) where 
the kwa-ni (agave) grows high and plentiful; perhaps it was in the region the 
Americans call Gila valley, but of that I am not certain. It was far south of here, 
and a large river flowed past our village, which was large, and the houses we,.e 
high, and a strange thing happened there. 
Our people were not living peaceably at that time; we were quarreling among 
ourselves, over huts and other things I have heard, but who can tell what caused 
their quarrels f There was a famous hunter of our people, and he cut off the tips 
from the antlers of the deer which he killed and [wore them for a necklace f ] ,he 
always carried them. He lay down in a hollow in the court of the village, as if he 
had died, but our people doubted this; they thought he was only shamming death, 
yet they covered him up with earth. Next day his extended hand protruded, the 
four fingers erect, and the :first day after that one :finger disappeared [was doubled 
up 1J · each day a finger disappeared, until on the fourth day his hand was no longer 
visible. 
The old people thought that he dug clown to the under world with the horn tips. 
On the fifth day water spouted up from the hole where his hand had been and it 
spread over everywhere. On the sixth clay Pa-lii-lii-kona (the Serpent deity) pro-
truded from this hole and lifted his head high above the water and looked around 
in every direction. All of the lower land was covered and many were drowned, but 
most of our people had fled to some knolls not far from the village and which were . 
not yet submerged. 
When the old men saw Pa-lii-lii-kona they asked him what he. wanted, because 
they knew he had caused this flood; and Pa-lii-lii-kona said, "I want you to give 
me a youth and a maiden." · 
The elders consulted, and then selected the handsomest youth and fairest maid and 
arrayed them in their finest apparel, the youth with a white kilt and paroquet 
plume, and the maid with a fine blue tunic and white mantle. These children wept 
and besought their parents not to send them to Pa-lii-lii-kona, but an old chief said, 
"Yon must go; do not be afraid; I will guide you." And he led them toward the 
village court and stood at the edge of the water, but sent the children wading in 
toward Pa-lii-lii-kofia, and when they reached the center of the court where Pa-lii-
lii-koiia was the deity and the children disappeared. The water then rushed down 
after them, through a great cavity, and the earth quaked and many houses tumbled 
down, and from tbi cavity a great mound of dark rock protruded. This rock 
mound wa glo y and of all colors; it was beautiful, and, as I have been told, it 
still r main there. 
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The White Mountain Apache have told me that they know a place in the south 
where old houses surround a great rock, and the land in the vicinity is wet and 
boggy. 
We traveled northward from Palat-kwabi and continued to travel just as long as 
any strength was left i"u the people-as long as they had breath. During these 
journeys we would halt only for one day at a time. Then our chief planted corn 
in the morning and the pa-to-la-tci (dragon fly) came and hovered over the stalks 
anct by noon the corn was ripe; bef~re sunset it was quite dry and the stalks fell 
over. and whichever way they pointed in that direction we traveled. 
When anyone became ill, or when children fretted and cried, or the young people 
became homesick, the Co-i-yal Katcina (a youth arid a maiden) came and danced 
before them; then the sick got well, children laughed, and sad ones became cheer-
ful. 
We would continue to travel until everyone was thoroughly worn out, then we 
would halt and build houses and plant, remaining perhaps many years. 
One of these places where we lived is not far from San Carlos, in a valley, and 
another is on a mesa near a spring called Coyote Water by the Apache. * * " 
When we came to the valley of the Little Colorado, south of where Winslow now 
is, we built houses and lived there; and then we crossed to the northern side of the 
valley and built houses at Homolobi. This was a good place for a time, but a plague 
of flies came and bit the suckling children, causing many of them to die, so we left 
there and traveled to Ci-pa (near Kuma spring). 
Finally we found the Hopi, some going to each of the villages except Awatobi; 
none went there. 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COUNTRY. 
The Rio Verde is throughout its length a mountain ·stream. Rising 
in the mountains and plateaus bounding two great connected valleys 
northwest of Prescott, known as Big Chino valley and Williamson 
valley, both over 4,000 feet above the sea, it discharges into Salt river 
about 10 miles south of McDowell and about 25 miles ·east of Phrenix, 
at an elevation of less than 1,800 feet above the sea. The fall from 
\ 
Verde to McDowell, a distance of about 65 miles, is about 1,500 feet. 
The whole course of the river is but little over 150 miles. The small 
streams which form the river unite on the eastern side of Big Chino 
valley and flow thence in a southerly and easterly direction until some 
12 miles north of Verde the waterway approaches the edge of the 
volcanic formation known on the maps as the Colorado plateau, or Black 
mesa, and locally as "the rim." Here the river is sharply deflected 
southward, and flows thence in a direction almost due south to its 
mouth. This part of the river is hemmed in on both sides by high 
mountain chains and broken every few hundred yards by rapids and 
"riffles." 
Its rapid fall would make the riyer valuable for irrigation if there 
were tillable land to irrigate ; but on the west the river is hugged 
closely by a mountain chain whose crest, rising over 6,000 feet above 
the sea, is sometimes less than 2 miles from the river, and whose steep 
and rugged sides descend in an almost unbroken slope to the river 
bottom. The eastern side of the river is also closely confined, thoug~ 
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not so closely as the western, by a chain of mountains known as the 
Mazatzal range. The crest of this chain is generally over 10 miles 
from the rivei·, and the intervening stretch, unlike the other side, which 
comes down to the river in practic~lly a single slope, is broken into 
long promontories and foothills-, and sometimes, where the larger tribu-
taries come iu, iuto well-defined terraces. Except at its head the prin-
cipal tributaries of the Verde come from the east~ those on the west, 
which are almost as numerous, being generally small and insignificant. 
Most of the moder;n settlements of the Rio Verde are along the 
upper portion of its course. Prescott is situated on Granite creek, one 
of the sources of the river, and along other tributaries, as far down as 
the southern end of the great valley in whose center Verde is located, 
there are many scattered settlements; but from that point to McDowell 
there are hardly a dozen houses all told. This region is most rugged 
and forbidding. There are no r• ,ads and few trails, and the latter are 
feebly marked and little used. The few permanent inhabitants of the 
region are mostly "cow men," and the settlements, except at one point, 
are shanties known as "cow camps." There are hundreds of square 
miles of territory here which are never visited by white men, except by 
"cow-boys'' during the spring and autumn round-ups. 
Scattered at irregular intervals along both sides of the river are 
·many benches and terraces of alluvium, varying in width from a few 
feet to several miles, and comprising all the cultivable land in the val-
ley of the river. Since the Verde is a mountain stream with a great 
fall, its power of erosion is very great, and its channel changes fre-
quently; in some places several times in a single winter season. 
Benches and terraces are often formed or cut away within a few days, 
and no portion of the river banks is free from these changes until con-
tinued erosion has lowered the bed to such a degree that that portion 
is beyond the reach of high water. When this occurs the bench or 
terrace, being formed of rich alluvium, soon beco~es covered with 
grass, and later with mesquite and ''cat-claw" bushes, interspersed 
with such cottonwood trees a may have survived the period when the 
terrace was but little above the river level. Cotton woods, with an 
occa ional willow, form the arborescent growth of the valley of the 
Verde proper, although on some of the principal tributaries and at a 
little di. tance from the river groves of other kinds of trees are found. 
All the e trees, however, are con.fined to the immediate vicinity of the 
river and tho e of it tributarie which carry water during most of the 
year; and a the mountains which hem in the valley on the east and 
w t are not high enough to upport great pines such as characterize 
the .plateau country on the north and east, the aspect of the country, 
even a hort di tan e awav from the river bottom. is arid and for-
bidding in th extreme. 
ithin th la t fi w y ar the haracter of the river and of the coun-
try adja ent to it ha materially changed. ·and inferences drawn from 
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present conditions may be erroneous. This change is the direct result 
of the recent stocking of the country with cattle. More cattle have been 
brought into the country than in its natural state it will support. One 
of the results of this overstocking is a very high death rate among the 
cattle; another and more important result is that the grasses and other 
vegetation have no chance to seed or mature, being cropped off close to 
the ground almost as soon as they appear. As a result of this, many of 
the river terraces and little valleys among the foothills, once celebrated 
for luxuriant grass, are now bare, and would hardly afford sustenance 
to a single cow for a week. In place of strong grasses these places 
are now covered for a few weeks in spring with a growth of a plant 
known as ":filaree," which, owing to the rapid maturing of its seeds _(in 
a month or less), seems to be the only plant not completely destroyed 
by the cattle, although the latter are very fond of it and eat it freely, 
both green and when dried on the ground. As a further effect of the 
abundance of cattle and the scarcity of food for them, the young wil-
lows, which, ewm so late as ten years ago, formed one of the character-
istic features of the river and its banks, growing thickly in the bed of 
the stream, and often forming impenetrable jungles on its banks, are 
now rarely seen. 
Owing to the character of the country it drains, the Rio Verde always 
must have been subject to freshets and overflows at the time of the Hpring 
rains, but until quite recently the obstructions to the rapid collection of 
water offered by thickly growing grass and bushes prevented destruct-
ive floods, except, perhaps, on exceptional occasions. Now, however, 
the flood of e~ch year is more disastrous than that of the preceding year, 
and in the flood of Febmary, 1891, the culminating point of intensity 
and destructiveness was reached. On this occasion the water rose in 
some places over 20 feet, with a corresponding broadening in other 
places, and flowed with such velocity that for several weeks it was impos-
sible to cross the river. As a result of these floods, the grassy banks that 
once distinguished -the river are now but little more than a tradition, 
while the older terraces, which under normal circumstances would now 
be safe, are being cut away more and more each year. In several locali-
ties nea:? Verde, where there are cavate lodges, located originaily with 
especial reference to an adjacent area of tillable land, the terraces have 
been completely cut away, and the cliffs in which the cavate lodges 
occur are washed by the river during high water. 
DISTRIBUTION A.ND CLASSIFICATION OF RUINS. 
All the inodern settlements of the lower portion of the Verde valley 
are located on terraces or benches, and such localities were also regarded 
favorably by the ancient builders, for almost invariably where a mod-
ern settlement is observed traces of a former one will also be found. 
The former inhabitants of this region were an agricultural people, and 
their villages were always located either on or immediately adjacent to 
some area of tillable soil. This is true even of the cavate lodges, which 
are often supposed to have been located solely with reference to facility 
of defense. Owing to the character of the country, most of the tillable 
land is found on the eastern side of the river, and as a consequence 
most of the remains of the former inhabitants are found there also, 
though they are by no means confined to that side. These remains are 
quite abund'aint in the vicinity of Verde, and less so between that point 
and the mouth of the river. The causes which have induced American 
settlement in the large area of bottom land about Vel'.de doubtless also 
induced the aboriginal settlement of the same region, although, owing 
to the different systems of agriculture pursued by the two peoples, the 
American settlements are always made on the bottom lands themselves, 
while the aboriginal settlements are almost always located on high 
ground overlooking the bottoms. Perched on the hills overlooking 
these bottoms, and sometimes located on the lower levels, there was 
once a number of large and important villages, while in the regions on 
the south, where the tillable areas are as a rule very much smaller, the 
settlements were, with one exception, small and generally insignificant. 
The region treated in these pages is that portion of the valley of Rio 
Verde comprised between its mouth and Verde, OI' Beaver creek, on 
the north. It was entered by the writer from ~he south; it is not pro-
posed, however, to follow a strict geographic order of treatment, but, 
on the contrary, so far as practicable, to follow an arrangement by 
types. 
The domiciliary ruins of this region fall easily into three general 
classes, to which may be added a fourth, comprising irrigating ditches 




a. Villages on bottom lands. 
b. Villages on defensive sites. 
Cavate lodge . 
Bowlder-marked site . 
Irrigating ditches and works. 
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The ruins of the first group, or stone villages located ou bottom 
lands without reference to defense, represent in size and in degree of 
skill attained by the builders the highest type in this region, althoug};t 
they are not so numerous as th9se of the other groups. They are of 
the same type as, although sometimes smaller in size than, the great 
valley pueblos of the regions on the north and south, wherein reliance 
for defense was placed in massive and well-planned structures and not 
on natural advantage!-1 of location. In the north this class of ruin has 
been shown to be the last stage in a long course of evolution, and there 
is a suggestion that it occupies the same relation to the other ruins in 
the Verde region; this question, however, will later be discussed at . 
some length. The best example of this type on the lower Verde is a 
large ruin, located in a considerable bottom on the eastern side of the 
river, about a mile above the mouth of Limestone creek. This is 
said to be the largest ruin on the Verde; it is certainly the largest in 
the region here treated, and it should be noted that it marks practically 
the southern limit of the Rio Verde group. 
The ruins of the second subclass, or stone villages located on 
defensive sites, are found throughout the whole of this region, although 
the type reaches its best development in the northern portion, in the 
vicinity of Verde. The separation of this type from the preceding one 
is to a certain extent arbitrary, as tbe location of a ruin is sometimes 
determined solely by convenience, and convenience may dictate the 
selection of a high and defensible site, when tbe tillable land on which 
the village depends is_ of small area, or when it is divided into a num-
ber of small and scattered areas; for it was a principle of the ancient 
village-builders that tbe parent village should overlook as large an 
extent as possible of the fields cultivated by its inhabitants. A good 
illustration of this type of ruin is found a little'way northeast of Verde, 
on the opposite side of the river. Here a cluster of ruins ranging from 
small groups of domiciles to medium-sized villages is found located on 
knobs and hills, high up in the foothills and overlooking large areas of 
the Verde bottom lands. These are illustrated later. Another example,. 
also illustrated· later, occurs on the eastern side of the river about 8 
miles north of the mouth of Fossil creek. The village, which is very 
small, occupies the whole summit of a large rock which projects into 
the stream, and which is connected with the mainland by a natural 
causeway or <like. This is one of the best sites for defense seen by the 
writer in an experience of many years. 
Oavate lodges are distributed generally over the whole northern por_ 
tion of the region here treated. At many points throughout this region 
there are outcrops of a calcareous sandstone, very soft and strongly lam-
inated and therefore easily excavated. This formation often appears in 
the cliffs and small canyons bordering on the streams, and in it are 
found the cavate lodges. The best examples are found some 8 miles 
south of Verde, in a small canyon on the eastern side of the river, a~d it 
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is noteworthy that in this case stone villages occur in conjunction with 
and subordinate to the cavate lodges, while elsewhere within this region 
and in other regions the cavate lodges are found either alone or in con-
junction with and subordinate to stone villages. To this latter type 
belong a number of cavate lodges on the northern side of Clear creek, 
about 4 miles above its mouth. The cavate lodges of the Verde differ 
in some particulars from those found in other regions; they are not exca-
vated in tufa or volcanic ash, nor are the fronts of the chambers gen-
erally walled up. Front walls are found here, but they are the exception 
and not the rule. 
Bowlder-marked sites are scattered over the whole region here treated, 
although they are more abundant in the southern part than in the north-
ern. They are so abundant that their locations could not be indicated 
on the accompanying map (plate xr). These constitute a peculiar type, 
not found elsewhere in the experience of the writer, and present some 
points of interest. They vary in size from one room to considerable 
settlements, but the average size is two or three rooms. They are 
always located with reference to some area, generally a small one, of 
tillable land which they overlook, and all the data now available sup-
port the inference that they mark the sites- of small farming or tempo-
rary shelters, occupied only duriug the farming season and abandoned 
each winter by the inhabitants, who then return to the main pueblo-
a custom prevalent today among the pueblos. These sites are found on 
the fiat bottom lands of the river, on the upper terraces overlooking 
the bottoms, on points of the foothills, in fact everywhere where there 
is an area of tillable land large enough to grow a few hills of corn. 
They often occur in conjunction with irrigating ditches and other horti-
cultural works; sometimes they a.re located on small hillocks in the beds 
of streams, locations which must be covered · with water during the 
annual floods; sometimes they are found at the bases of promontories 
bordering on drainage channels and on the banks of arroyas, where 
they might be washed away at any time. In short, these sites seem 
to have been selected without any thought of their permanency. 
Irrigating ditches and horticultural works were found in this region, 
but not in great abundance; perhaps a more careful and det~iled exami-
nation would reveal a much larger number than are now known. Fine 
examples of irrigating ditches were found at the extreme northern 
and the extreme southern limits of the region here treated, and there 
i" a fair presumption that other examples occur in the intermediate 
country. These works did not reach the magnitude of those found 
in the G'la and Salt river valleys, perhaps partly for the reason that 
th great fall of Verde river and its tributaries renders only short 
ditche eue 'Sary to bring the water out over the terraces, and also 
part! be au e irrigation i not here essential to successful horticulture. 
In od ar fair crop can be obtained without irrigation, and today 
hi m hod of farming i pur ued to a limited extent. 
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STONE VILLAGES. 
Ruins of villages built of stone, either roughly dressed or merely 
selected, represent the highest degree of art in architecture attain'ed 
by the aborigines of Verde valley, and the best example of this class 
of ruin is found on the eastern side of the river, about~ mile above 
the mouth of Limestone creek. The site was selected without refer-
ence to defense, and is overlooked by the. hills which circumscribe 
a, large semicircular area of bottom land, on the northern end of which 
the village was located. This is the largest ruin on the Verde; it cov-
ers an area of about 450 feet square, or over 5 acres, and has some 225 
rooms on the ground plan. From the amount of debris we may infer 
that most of the rooms were but one .story in height; and a reasonable 
estimate of the total number of rooms in the village when it was occu-
pied would make the number not greater than 300 rooms. The ratio 
of rooms to inhabitants in the present pueblos would give a population 
for this village of about 450 persons. Zuni, the largest . inhabited 
puebloi covering an area of about 5 acres, has a population of 1,600. 
It will thus be seen that, while the area covered by this village was 
quite large, the population was comparatively small; in other words, 
the dense clustering and so-cailed beehive structure which character-
ize Zuni and~Taos, and are seen to a less extent in Oraibi, and which 
result from long-con~inued pressure of hostile tribes upon a village 
occupying a site not in itself easily defensible, has not been carried to 
such an extent here as in the examples cited. But it is also appar-
ent that this village represents the beginning of the process which in 
time produces a village like Zuni or Taos. 
Plate xrr exhibits the ground plan of the village. It will be observed 
that this plan is remarkably similar in general characters to the ground 
plan of Zuni.1 A close inspection will reveal the presence of many 
discrepancies in the plan, which suggest that the village received at 
various times additions to its ·population in considerable numbers, and 
was not the result of the gradual growth of one settlement nor the 
home of a large group coming en masse to this locality. It has been 
shown 2 that in the old provinces of Tusayan and Cibola (Moki and 
Zuni) the present villages are the result of the aggregation of many 
related gentes and subgentes, who reached their present location at 
different times and from different directions, and this seems to be the 
1 Eighth Ann. Rep. Bureau of Ethnology, 1886-'87, Wash., 1891, pl. lxxvi. 
2 Ibid., pp. 1-228. 
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almost universal rule for the larger pueblos and ruins. It should be 
noted in this connection, however, that, the preceding statements being 
granted, a general plan of this character indicates an essentially mod-
ern o.rigin or foundation. 
The ground plan shows a number of courts or open spaces, which 
divided the village into four well-defined clusters. The largest court 
was nearly in the center of the village, and within it (as shown on the 
plan) there are traces of a small single-room structure that may have 
been a kiva or sacred chamber. Attached to this main court and 
e~tending eastward is another court of considerable size, and connected 
with this second court at its eastern end there is another one almost 
square in plan and of fair size. West of the main court may be seen a 
small court opening into it, and north of this another square space 
separated from the main court by a single stone wall and inclosed on 
the other three sides by rooms. In addition to these there are two 
completely inclosed small courts in the center of the southwestern clus-
ter, and another one of moderate size between the southw3stern and 
southern clusters. 
The arrangement of these courts is highly suggestive. The central 
space \Vas evidently the main court of the village at the time of its 
greatest development, and it is equally evident that it was inclosed at 
a later period ~han the small inclosed courts immediately adjacent to 
it, for had the latter not preceded it they would not occupy the posi-
tions they now do. Plate XIII represents a part of the main court, and 
beyond the debris can be seen a small portion of the bottom upon 
which the village is built. To the left, in the foreground of the illus-
tration, are traces of a small detached room, perhaps the main kiva 1 
of the village; this is also shown on the ground plan, plate XII. 
The smaller courts are but little larger than the largest rooms, but 
it will be noticed that while some of the rooms are quite large they are 
always oblong. This requirement was dictated by the length of avail-
able roofing timbers. The cottonwood groves on the river bank would 
provide timber of fair size but of very poor quality, and, aside from 
thi , roofing timbers longer than 15 feet could be~btained only at points 
many miles distant. In either case the hauling of these timbers to the 
site of the village would be a work of great labor and considerable dif-
ficulty. The width of the rooms was, therefore, limited to about 20 feet, 
mo. t of them being under 15 feet; but this limitation did not apply to 
the courts, which, though sometimes surrounded on all sides by build-
ing,, were always open to the sky. 
It i probable that the central and northern portion of the southwest-
ern clu ter compri ed the first rooms built in this village. Thi s is the 
portion which command the be t outlook over the bottom, and it is 
1 Th kfra is th a . mbly chamber, termed estufa in some of the olcler writings , par t icularly 
tho c of tb arly panish xplor rs. full cl scription of these peculiar structures has already 
b n publish cl in an article on Pneblo architecture; Eig hth Ann. Rep. Bureau of Ethnology, 1886-
'87, Wa h., 1 1, pp. 1-228. 
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also on the highest ground. Following this the southern cluster was 
probably built; afterwards the northern cluster was added, and finally 
the northwestern cluster. Subsequently rooms connecting these 
clusters and the eastern end of the village were built up, and probably 
last of all were added the rooms which occupied what was originally 
the eastern end of the main court. This hypothetic order of building 
the clusters composing the village is supported by the character of the 
site and the peculiarities of the ground plan. Most of the rooms in the 
northwestern cluster and in the eastern part of the village were but one 
story in height, while the crowding in the interior of the village, direct 
evidence of which is seen on the ground plan, could take place only 
after the rooms surrounding that area had been located: and when hos-
tile pressure from outside made it undesirable to extend the bounds 
of the village; in other words, at the latest stage in the growth of the 
village. 
The arrangement and distribution of the rooms within the clusters 
indicate an occupancy extending over a considerable period of time. 
A reference to the ground plan will show that continuous wall lines 
are the exception, and it is seldom that more than two or three rooms 
are grouped together in regular order. In irregularity of arrangement 
the inhabitants of this village followed a. general habit, the result of 
which can be seen today in all the inhabited villages and in most of 
the large pueblo ruins. It indicates a steady growth of the village by 
the addition of rooms, one or two at a time, as they were needed. The 
division into clusters, however, indicates an aggregation of related 
gentes or subgentes banded together for protection. Given these con-
ditions, (1 )· bands of related families living near one another; (2) hostile 
pressure from outside; and (3) a site not in itself easily defended, and a 
ground plan similar to the one under discussion must result. Single 
detached rooms would not be built when the village might be attacked 
at any time, but they might be added during periods of peace and, the 
conditions being favorable, they might form the nuclei of other clusters. 
It is possible that some of the clusters forming this village had their 
origin in this manner, but this question cau not be determined from the 
ground plan, as a similar result would be produced by the advent of a 
small band of related families. · 
Growth in number of rooms does not necessarily indicate growth in 
population, and this qualification must not be lost sight of in the dis-
cussion of pueblo ground plans. Among the Pueblos of today, descent, 
in real property at least, is in the female line; when a man marries he 
becomes a member of his wife's family and leaves his own home. to live 
with his wife's people. If the wife's home is not large enough to con-
tain all the members of the household, additional rooms are built adjoin-
ing and connected with those previously occupied. It may be mentioned 
in this connection that the women build the houses, although the men 
supply the material and do the heavy work. The result of this custom 
may be readily seen: a family in which there are many daughters must 
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necessarily increase the space occupied by it, while a family consisting 
of sons, no matter how many they may be, will become extinct, so far 
as regards its home in the village. It is no uncommon thing to see in 
the villages of today several rooms in course of erection while there are 
a dozen or more rooms within a few steps abandoned and going to decay. 
Long· occupancy, therefore, produces much the same effect on a ground 
plan of a village as a large population, or a rapidly growing one, except 
that in the former case irregularity in the arrangement of rooms will 
be more pronounced. 
It will be noticed that the size of rooms is more varied in the south-
western and southern clusters than in the remaining portions of the 
village. In the southwestern cluster rooms measuring 8 feet by 18 
or 20 are not uncommon. These occur principally in the central and 
southwestern part of the cluster, while in the northern and northeastern 
part the rooms are uncommonly large, one of them measuring about 40 
feet in length by nearly 15 feet in width and presenting a floor area of 
600 square feet. Rooms approaching this size are more common, how-
ever, in the northern and northwestern clusters. In these latter clusters 
long narrow rooms are the exception and a number of almost square 
ones are seen. The smallest room in the village is in the center of the 
southern cluster, on the highest ground within the area covered by the 
ruin; it measures 6 feet by 10, with a floor area of 00 square feet, a,s 
opposed to the 600 square feet of the largest room. This small room 
was probably at one time a · small open space between two projecting 
rooms, such as are often seen in the inhabited pueblos. Later the room 
on the south was built and the front of the space was walled up in order 
to make a rectangular area, thus forming the small room shown on 
the ground plan. The maximum length of any room is about 40 feet, 
the maximum width attained is about 20 feet, and in a general way 
it may be stated that the average size of the rooms is considerably 
larger than that of the rooms in the northern ruins. 
From the regularity in distribution of the debris now on the ground, 
it appears that the rooms of the northwestern and northern clusters, 
including the eastern part of the village, were almost uniformly one 
story in height, and most of the rooms in the other clusters were also 
limited in height to a single story. The only places on the ground 
plan where rooms of two stories might have existed are the northern 
and central parts of the outhwes tern and southern clusters, and per-
hap the outhern ide of the northern clu ter; the last, however, being 
very doubtful. 
In the carcity of detached rooms or small clusters the plan of this 
village trongly re emble the ground plan of Zuiii. Only three 
detach d room ar een in the plan. One of these, situated in the 
main or entral court, ha already been referred to as probably the 
rem, in ' of a kiva or acred chamber. Anothe~ single _ room occurs 
out:ide of the villao- n ar it outhwestern corner. This was prob-
ably a dw llin room, for a kiva would hardly be located in this place. 
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The third room is found also outside the village and at its southeastern 
corner. The space inclosed within the walls of this room measured 
about 7 feet by 4 and the lines of wall are at an acute angle with the 
wall lines of the village. This structure is anomalous, and its purpose 
is not clear. 
The absence of clearly defined traces of passageways to the interior 
of the village is noticeable. This absence can hardly be attributed to . 
the advanced state of decay in the ruin, for nearly all the wall lines 
can still be easily traced. At one point only is there a suggestion of 
an open passageway similar to those found in the inhabited pueblos. 
This occurs in the southeastern corner of the ground plan, between the 
southern cluster and the southern part of the northeastern cluster. 
It was abo~t 25 feet long and but 6 feet wide in the clear. There were 
undoubtedly other passageways to the interior courts, but they were 
probably roofed over and perhaps consisted of rooms abandoned for 
that purpose. This, however, is anomalous. 
There are several other anomalous features in the ground plan, the 
purposes of which are not clear. Prominent among them is a heavy 
wall extending about halfway across the southern side of the village 
and at some distance from it. The total length of this wall is 164 feet; 
it is 4 feet thick (nearly twice the thickness of .the other walls), and is 
pierced near its center by an opening or gateway 4 feet wide. The 
nearest rooms of the village on the north are over 40 feet away. This 
wall is now much broken down, but here and there, as shown on the 
plan, portions of the original wall lines are left. It is probable that its 
original height did not exceed 5 or 6 feet. The purpose of this struc-
ture is obscure; it could not have been erected for defense, for it has 
no defensive value whatever; it had no connection with the houses of 
the village, for it is too far removed from them. The only possible use 
of this wall that occurs to the writer is that it was a dam or retaining 
wall for a shallow pool of water, fed by the surface drainage of a small 
area on the east and northeast. There is at present a very slight 
depression between the wan and the first houses of the village toward 
the north-apout a foot or a foot and a half-but there may have been 
a depression of 2 or 3 feet here at one time and this depression may 
have been subsequently filled up by sediment. This conjecture could 
be easily tested by excavating a trench across the area between the 
wall and the houses, but in the absence of such an excavation the 
suggestion is a mere surmise. 
Another anomalomffeature is found in the center of the southwe·stern 
cluster. Here, in two different rooms, are found walls of double the 
usual thickness, occurring, however, on only one or two sides of the 
rooms. These are clearly shown on the ground plan. The western-
most of the two rooms which exhibit this feature has walls of normal 
thickness on three of its sides, while the fourth or eastern side consists 
of two walls of normal thickness, built side by side, perhaps the result 
of some do_mestic q'!larrel. The eastern room, however, has thick walls 
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on its northern and eastern sides, and in this case the walls are built 
solidly at one time, not consisting, as in the previous case, of two walls 
of ordinary thickness built side by side. An iuspection of the ground 
plan will show that in both these cases this feature is anomalous and 
probably unimportant. 
A ruin of the same general type as that just described, but much 
smaller in size, is found about 6 miles farther northward on the east-
- ern side of the river. It is located on the river edge of a large semi-
circular flat or terrace, near its northern end, and is built of flat slabs 
of limestone and river bowlders. It is rectangular in plan and of mod-
erate size. On the southern end of the same flat are two single-room 
rancher's houses and a large corral. The room:S in this ruin are oblong 
and similar in size and arrangement to those just described. 
N About 11 miles above the last-described ruin, 
1 
or 17 miles above the large ruin near Lime-
stone creek, there is another small ruin of the 
same general type as the last, located on a 
similar site, and in all respects, except size, 
~----- closely similar to it. 
About 3 miles below the mouth of the East 
Verde there is still another ruin of similar 
character, located on the edge of a mesa or 
bench overlooking the river. It is built of 
lJowlders and slabs of rock. Like the others 
this ruin is rectangular in plan and of small 
size. 
About 10 miles north of the mouth of Fossil 
creek, on the point of a bench or_ terrace on the 
western side of the river, and perhaps 20 feet 
above it, occurs a small ruin, similar in charac-
Fm. 279.-Sketch map, site ofter to the preceding. The river here makes a 
small ruin 10 miles north of Fos- . 
sil cr eek. long turn eastward, then flows south agam, and 
in the angle a small bench or terrace is formed. At this point the 
mountains rise abruptly from the river on both sides to a height of over 
a thousand feet. Fig. 279 illustrates the location of this ruin. So far 
as could be distinguished from the hills opposite, the rooms occur in 
two broken lines at right angles to each other. 
These four small ruins are all closely similar to the Ia.rge ruin 
described above in all respects except size, and peculiarities of ground 
plan attendant on size. The rooms are always rectangular, generally 
oblong, and arranged without regularity as regards their longer axis, 
Except the one Ia t described, the ruins consist of compact masses of 
rooms, without evidence of interior courts, all of very small size, and 
all located without reference to defense. The last-described ruin differs 
from the oth r only in the arrangement of rooms. There is Jlracti-
cally no tanding wall remaining in any of them, and even now they 
can be e n for mile from the hill above. When the walls were 
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standing they must have been conspicuous landmarks. The masonry 
of all consists of flat bowlders, selected doubtless from the river bed, 
or perhaps sometimes quarried from the terraces, which themselves 
contain large numbers of river bowlders. In general appearance and 
in plan these ruins resemble the ruin next to be described, situated 
near the mouth of the East Verde. 
On the southern side of the JiJast Verde, half a mile above its mouth, 
a small creek comes in from the south, probably dry throughout most 
of the year; and on a promontory or point of land left by this creek a 
small ruin occurs. It is siinilar in plan and in character of masonry 
Fm. 280.-Ground plan of ruin at mouth of the East Verde. 
to those just described, and differs from them only in that its site is 
better adapted for defense, being protected on two sides by steep hills 
or cliffs. The ground plan of this ruin is shown in figure 280, and 
its general appearance in plate xrv, which also shows the character 
of masonry. The village overlooked a large area of low bottom land 
in the angle between the Verde and the East Verde, and is itself over-
looked by the foothills rising behind it to the high mesas forming part 
of the Mazatzal mountains. 
The walls of this village were built of flat bowlders and slabs of lime-
stone, and there is now practically no standing wall remaining. The 
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ground plan shows a number of places where the walls are still visible, 
but they extend only a few inches above the debris. There were about 
forty rooms, and the plan is characterized by irregularities such as 
have already been noticed in other plans. .Although the village was of 
considerable size it was built up solidly, and there is no trace of an 
interior court. It will be noticed that the rooms vary much in size, and 
that many of the smaller rooms are one half the size of the larger ones, 
as though the larger rooms had been divided by partitions after they 
were completed. It is probable that rooms extended partly down the 
slope on the west and south of the village toward the little creek before 
mentioned, but if this were the case all evidences have long since been 
obliterated. 
On the southern side of the village the ground plan shows a bit of 
curved wall. It is doubtful whether this was an actual wall or merely 
a terrace. If it was a wall it is the only example of curved wall found 
in the region in ruins of this class. Between this wall or terrace and 
the adjoining wall · on the north, with which it was connected, the 
ground is now :filled in. Whether this :filling occurred prior or subse-
quent to the abandonment of the village does not appear. The north-
eastern corner of the ruin is marked by a somewhat similar feature. 
Here there is a line of wall now almost obliterated and but feebly 
marked by debris, and the space between it and the village proper is 
partly filled in, forming a low terrace. .Analogous features are found 
in several other ruins in this region, notably in the large ruin near 
Limestone creek. It should be noted in this connection that Mr. E.W. 
Nelson has found that places somewhat similar to these in the ruins 
about Springerville, New Mexico, always well repaid the labor of exca-
vation, and he adopted as a working hypothesis the assumption that 
these were the burial places of the village. Whether a simjlar condi-
tion would be found in this region can only be determined by careful 
and systematic excavation. 
The village did not occupy the whole of the mesa point on which it is 
located; on the east the ground rises gently to the foothills of the 
Mazatzal range, and on the south and west it slopes sharply down to 
the little creek before mentioned; while on the north there is a terrace 
or fl.at open space some 60 feet wide and almost parallel with the longer 
axis of the village. This open space and the sharp fall which limits it 
on the north is shown on the ground plan. The general view of the same 
feature (plate xv) also hows the character of the valley of the East 
Verde above the ruin; the stream is here confined wjthin a low walled 
·an.yon. This open space formed a part of the village and doubtless 
occupied the ame J·elation to it that interior court do to other villages. 
It northern or outer edge i a trifl higher than the pace between it 
and the villag proper and i marked by everal large bowlders and a 
mall amount of d ' bri . It j po ible that at one time there was a 
<lefen ive wall her a1th ugh the ground fall o uddenly that it is 
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aid. Defensive walls such as this may have been are very rare in 
pueblo architecture, only one instance having been encountered by the 
writer in an experience of many ye~rs. The map seems to show more 
local relief to this terrace than the general view indicates, but it should 
be borne in mind that the contour interval is but 2½ feet. 
A comparison of the ground plan of this ruin and those previously 
described, together with that of the ruin near the mouth of Fossil creek 
(plate XVI), which is typical of this group, shows marked irregularity 
in outline and plan. In the character of the debris also this ruin differs 
from the Fossil creek ruin and others located near it. .As in the latter, 
bowlders were used in the wall, but unlike the latter rough stone pre-
dominates. In the character of its masonry this ruin forms an inter-
mediate or connecting link between the ruins near Limestone creek and 
opposite Verde and the class of which the ruin near the mouth of Fos-
sil creek is typical. In the ch~racter of its site it is of the same class 
as the Fossil creek ruin, being intermediate between the valley pueblos, 
such as that near Limestone creek, and pueblos located on defensive 
sites, such as the group opposite Verde. The ground plan indicates an 
occupancy extending over a considerable period of time and terminat-
ing at or near the close of the period of aboriginal occupancy of the val-
ley of Rio Verde . 
.Another ruin, of a type closely similar, occurs on a bluff near the 
mouth· of Fossil creek. The plan of this ruin is shown in figure 281. 
The village is located close to the edge of the bluff, as shown in the 
plan, and has an outlook over a considerable area of bottom land adjoin-
ing the bluff on the east. It is probable that the cavate lodges whose 
location some 8 or 10 miles above the ruin, on Fossil creek, is shown on 
the general map (plate XI) were appendages of this village. 
The wall still standing extends but a few inches above the debris, 
but enough remains to mark the principal wall lines, and these are 
further emphasized by the lines of debris. The debris here is remark-
ably clean and stands out prominently from the ground surface, instead 
of being merged into it as is usually the case. This is shown in the 
general view of the ruin. There are twenty-five rooms on the ground 
plan, and there is no evidence that any of these attained a greater 
height than one story. The population, therefore, could not have been 
much, if any, in excess of forty, and as the average family of the Pueblos 
consists of :fi:ve persons, this would make the number of families which 
found a home in this village less than ten. Notwithstanding this Rmall 
population the ground plan of this village shows clearly a somewhat 
extended period of occupancy and a gradual growth in size. The east-
ern half of the village, which is located along the edge of the bluff, 
probably preceded the western in point of time. It will be noticed that 
while the wall lines are seldom continuous for more than three rooms, 
yet the rooms themselves are arranged with a certain degree of regu-
larity, in that the longer axes are usually parallel. 
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The masonry of this villageis almost entirely of flat bowlders, obtained 
probably from the bed of the creek immediately below. The terrace on 
which the village was built, and iu fact all the hills about it are com-
posed of gravel and bowlders, but it would be easier to carry the bowl-
ders up from the stream bed than to quarry them from the hillside, 
and in the former case there would be a better opportunity for selec-
tion. Plate xvr shows the character of the rock employed, aud il1us-
FIG. 281.-Ground plan of ruin near the mouth of .Fossil creek. 
trates the extent to which selection of rock has been carried. Although 
the walls are built entirely of river bowlders the masonry presents 
almost as good a face as some of tbe ruins previously described as 
built of slabs of limestone, and this is due to careful selection of the 
stone employed. 
bout half mile above the mouth of Fossil creek, and on the east-
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and on a low spur near its mouth there is a ruin very similar to the 
one just described. It is also about the same size. The general 
character of the site it occupies is shown in the sketch, figure 282. The 
masonry is of the same general character as that of the ruin near the 
mouth of Fossil creek, and the debris, which stands out sharply from 
the ground surface, is distinguished by the same cleanness. 
About8~ miles nort,hof Fossil creek, N 
on the eastern side of the Verde, 
occurs a small ruin, somewhat dif-
erent in the arrangement of rooms 
from those described. Here' there 
is a bench or terrace, some 50 feet 
above the river, cut through near 
its northern end by a small canyon. 
The ruin is located on the southern 
side of this terrace, near the mouth 
of the creek, and consists of about 
ten rooms arranged in L shape. The 
lines are very irregular, and there 
are seldom more than three rooms 
connected. The debris mar king the 
wall lines is clean, and the lines are 
well defined, a]though no standing 
wall remains. 
About a mile above the ]ast-de-
scribed ruin, or 9½ miles north of the 
mouth of Fossil creek, a small group 
of ruins occurs. The sketch, :figure 
283, shows the relation of the parts 
of this group to one another. The 
small cluster of rooms on the south Fm. 282.-Sketch ma~;e~t~ of ruin above Fossil 
is very similar in character, location, and size to the ruin last described. 
The northern portion is situated on the opposite side of a deep canyon 
or ravine, on the crown of a hill composed of limestone, which outcrops 
everywhere about it, and is considerably higher than the small cluster 
on the south. The northern ruin is of considerable size and very com-
pactly built, the rooms being clustered about the summit of the hill. 
The central room, occupying the crown of the hill, is 20 feet higher than 
the outside rooms. In a saddle between the main cluster and a similar 
hill toward the southeast there are a number of other rooms, not 
marked so prominently by debris as those of the main cluster. There 
is no standing wall remaining, but the debris of the main and adjoining 
clusters indicates that the masonry was very rough, the walls being 
composed of slabs of limestone similar to those found in the large 
ruin near the mouth of Limestone creek, and obtained probably not 
20 feet away from their present position. 
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The ruin described on page 200 and assigned to the first subclass 
occurs about half a mile north of this limestone bill, on the opposite 
side of the river. This small ruin, like all the smaller ruins described, 
was built of river bowlders, or river bowlders with occasional slabs 
of sandstone or limestone, while the ruin last described consists 
C 
exclusively of limestone 
slabs. This difference is 
explained, however, by 
the character of the sites 
occupied by the several 
ruins. The limestone hill 
upon which the ruin 
under discussion is 
situated is an anomalous 
feature, and its occur-
rence here undoubtedly 
determined the location 
of this village. It is 
difficult otherwise to un-
derstand the location of 
this cluster of rooms, for 
. they command no out-
look over tillable land, 
although the view up and 
down the river is exten-
sive. This cluster, which 
is the largest in size for 
many miles up and down 
the river, may have been 
the parent pueblo, occu-
pying somewhat the 
same relation to the 
smaller villages that Zufil 
occupies to the summer 
farming settlements of 
utria, Pescado, and Ojo 
Caliente; and doubtless 
the single-room remains, 
FIG. 283.- ketch map of ruin 9½ miles above Fossil creek. which occur above and 
below the cluster on me a benches and near tillable tracts, were con-
nected with it. Thi ruin is an example of the second· subclass, or 
village locat d on defensive site , which merges into ruins of the first 
ubcla , or village on bottom land,, through villages like that located 
at the mouth of the Ea t Verde and at the mouth of Fo il creek. 
On the ea tern ide f the Verde, just below the mouth of Beaver 
er k, oppo ite and a little above Verde, o ur one of the be t exam-
pl to be found in thi region of a large village located on a defen ive 
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site. Here there is a group of eight clusters extending half a mile_ up 
and down the river, and some of the clusters have walls still standing 
to a height of 8 and 10 feet. The relation of these clusters to each 
other is shown in the• sketch map, figure 284. 
The principal ruin of the group is situated on the northern side of a 
small valley _running eastward from the river up to the foot of a prom-
inent mesa, which here bounds the eastern side of the river bottom. 
The valley is perhaps half a mile long and about an eighth of a mile 
wide. The ruin is located on a butte or knoll connected with the hills 
back of it by a low saddle, forming a sort of promontory or tongue of 
land rising from a flat space or ben~h, the whole some 200 feet above 
the river bottom. One of the clusters of rooms is located in the saddle 
mentioned and is connected with the main ruin. At the foot of the 
]!'IG. 284.-Sketch map showing location of ruins opposite Verde. 
butte on the western side there is a similar cluster, not connected, 
however, with the main ruin; aud south of the main ruin, on the 
extreme edge of the little mesa or bench, there is another small clus-
ter. The ruin shown on the sketch map southwest of the main ruin 
consists of but two rooms, with no wall now standing. All these clus-
ters are shown in their proper position on the ground plan, plate xvn. 
Plate xvnr, which is a general view from the east, shows the main ruin 
on the butte, together with the connected cluster east of it in the sad-
dle. The modern settlement seen in the middle distance is Verde. 
About a quarter of a mile west of the main ruin there is another 
small but well-preserved cluster of rooms. It occupies the narrow 
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ridge of a hill ome 200 feet above the river. On the west and south 
tbe bill descends abruptly to the river; on the southeast and east it 
slopes harply down to a broad valley on the level of the mesa bench 
before mentioned, but tbe valley is cut by a narrow and deep canyon 
marking the east side of the bill. This cluster is shown on the ground 
plan, plate xvu, though not in its proper position. Northeast of this 
cluster and perhaps 200 yards distant there are traces of other rooms, 
but they are so faint that no plan can be made out. As shown on the 
sketch map, figure 284, the bill is a long narrow one, -and its western 
side falls rapidly to a large triangular area of :flat bottom land lying 
between it and Beaver creek, which it overlooks, as well as a large 
area of the valley up tbe river and all the fine bottom lands north and 
east of Verde and on the northwestern side of Beaver creek. As 
regards outlook, and also as regards security and facility of defense, 
the site of the small cluster is far superior to that of the main cluster 
of rooms. 
About a quarter of a mile south and east of the main ruin, on the 
opposite side of the little valley before mentioned, a mesa bench simi-
lar to the one last described occurs; and on a point of this, extending 
almost to the river bank, there are traces, now nearly obliterated, of a 
small cluster of rooms. .A. short distance eaRt of this point there is a 
large rounded knoll, with a peculiar terrace-like bench at about half its 
height. The entire summit of this knoll was occupied by rooms, of 
which the walls are much broken and none remain standing. This 
knoll, with the ruins on its summit, is shown in plate XIX, which also 
gives a general view from the north of the smal1 cluster southeast of the 
main ruin. The character of the valley of the Verde at this point is 
also shown. The sketch map, :figure 284, shows the location of these 
ruins in reference to others of the group. 
The main cluster, that portion occupying the crown or summit of the 
butte before described, exhibits at the present time some :fifty rooms 
in the ground plan, but there were at one time a larger number than 
this; and th re is no doubt that rooms extended down the slopes of 
the hill outhward and southwestward. The plan of this main cluster 
i peculiar; it differs from all the smaller urrounding clusters. It tells 
tbe story of a long oc upancy by a people who increased largely in 
number , but who, owing to their hostile environment, could not 
increa e the pace occupi d by them in proportion to their numbers. 
It will be noticed that while the wall lines are remarkably irregular 
in arraugernent they are more often continuous than otherwise, more 
frequently continuou in fact, than the lines of ome of the smaller 
illag before de ribed. The room are remarkably small, 10 feet 
quar beiu a not unu ual rnea urement, and built so closely together 
a to l av no pac for int rior ourt . The typical rooms in the ruins 
ofthi. r gion ar oblong, generally about twice as long as broad, measur-
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In the ruin uuder discussion it seems that each of these oblong rooms 
was divided by a -transverse partition into two smaller rooms, although 
the oblong form is also common~ This is noticeable in the south-
western corner and on the eastern side of the main cluster, in the 
southwestern corner and on the northern end of the cluster adjoining on 
the north, and in all the smaller clusters. It is probable that the 
western central part of the main cluster was the first portion of the 
group of structures built, and that subsequently as the demand. for 
accommodation increased, owing to increase of population, the rooms -
on the eastern and southern sides of the main cluster were added, 
while the rooms of the older portion were divided. 
There is no evidence that any portion of this cluster attained a greater 
height than two stories, and only a small number of rooms reaehed that 
height. The small cluster adjoining on the north, and those on the 
southeast, southwestJ and west, were built later and belong to the last 
period of the occupancy of the group.. The builders exhibite<l a decided 
predilection for a -flat site, as an examination of the sites of the various 
room clusters in the ground plan (plate xvn) will show, and when the 
sight of the main cluster became so crowded that additional rooms could 
be added only_by building them on the sloping hillside, recourse was had . 
to other sites. This tendency is also exhibit~d in the cluster adjoining 
the main cluster on the north, which was probably the second in point 
of age. The northern end of 'this small group of rooms terminates at 
the foot of the hill which rises northeastward, while a series of wall 
lines extends eastward at an angle with the lines of the cluster, but 
along the curve of the hillside. 
The small northern cluster was iu all probability inhabited by five 
or six families only, as contrasted with the main cluster, which had 
sixteen or seventeen, while the smaller clusters had each only two or 
three families. The strong presumption of the late_r building and 
occupancy . of the smaller clusters, previously commented on, is sup-
ported , by three other facts of importance, viz, the amount and height 
of the standing wall, the character of the sites occupied, and the extra-
ordinary size of the rooms. · 
Although as a rule external appearance is an unsatisfactory crite-
rion of age, still, other things equal, a large amount and good height 
of standing wall may be taken to indicate in a general. way a more 
recent period of occupancy than wall lines much obliterated and 
merged into the surrounding ground level. The character of the site 
occupied is, however, a very good criterion of age. It was a rule of 
the ancient pueblo builder, a rule still adhered to with a certain degree 
of persistence, that enlargement of a village for the purpose of obtain-
ing more space must be by the addition of rooms to those already built, 
and not by the construction of detached rooms. So well was this rule 
ohserved that attached rooms were often built on sites not at all 
adapted to them, when much better sites were available but a short 
13 ETH--14 
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di tance away; and, although detached rooms were built in certain 
case , tL.ere wa alway a strong reason for such exceptions to the gen-
eral rule. At a late period in the history of the Pueblos this rule was 
not ISO much adhered to as before, and detached houses were often 
built at such points as the fancy or convenience of the builder 
might dictate. As the traditions are broken down the tendency to 
depart from the old rule becomes more decided, and at the present day 
several of the older Pueblo villages are being gradually abandoned for 
the more convenient deta.ched dwellings, while nearly all of them have 
suffered more or less from this cause. 
The tend.ency to cluster rooms in one large compact group was 
undoubtedly due primarily to hostile pressure from outside, and as this 
pressure decreased the inherent inconveniences of the plan would assert 
themselves and the rule would be less and less closely adhered to. It 
therefore follows that, in the absence of other sufficient cause, the 
presence of detached rooms or small clusters may be taken in a general 
way to indicate a more recent occupancy than a grouud plan of a com-
pact, closely built village. 
The size of rooms is closely connected with the character of the site 
occupied. When, owing to hostile pressure, villag·es were built on sites 
difficult of access, and when the rooms were crowded together into 
clusters in order to produce an easily defended structure, the rooms. 
tllemselves were necessarily small; but when hostile pressure from 
surrounding or outside tribes became less pronounced, the pueblo-
builders consulted convenience more, and larger rooms were built. 
TL.is has occurred in many of the pueblos and in the ruius, and in a 
geunal way a ruin consisting of large rooms is apt to be more modern 
than one consisting of small rooms; and where large and small rooms 
occur together there is a fair presumption that the occupancy of the 
village extended over a period when hostile pressure was pronounced 
and when it became less strong. It has already been shown that, owing 
to the social system of the pueblo-builders, there is almost alwayR 
growth in a village, although the population may remain stationary iu 
numbers or even <lecrea e; so that, until a village is abandoned it will 
fo1low the general rule of development sketched above. 
Along the . outbern side of Clear creek, which discharges into the 
Rio Verde from the ea t, about 4 miles below Verde, there is a flat ter-
rnce from 30 to 40 feet above the creek and ome 2 or 3 miles in length. 
Scattered over almo t the whole of this terrace are remains of houses 
aml horticultural work , which will be de cribed later. ear the west-
€rn end of the terra e a low hill with flat top and rounded sides rises, 
and on tb top of tbi occur the ruiu who e ground plan is shown in 
:figure2 . 
Tl.ii ruin command an outlook over. the wpole extent of the terrace 
an l rn t have b en the l10me p~ blo with which were connected 
iugle hou who e remains cover the terrace. Tile 
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ground plan is peculiar. The rooms were arranged in four rows, each 
row consisting of a line of single rooms, and the rows were placed 
approximately at right angles to one another, forming the four sides of 
a hollow square. The rooms are generally oblong, of the usual dimen-
sions, and as a rule placed with their longer axes in the direction of the 
row. Several rooms occur, however, with their longer axes placed 
across the row. Thirty-eight rooms can still be traced, and there is no 
l!'m. 285.-Ground plan of ruin on southern side of Clear creek. 
likelihood that there were ever more than forty, or that any of the 
rooms attained a greater height than one story. The population, 
tllerefore, was probably never much in excess of fifty persons, or ten 
to twelve families. _ 
It will be noticed that the wall lines are only approximately rectan-
gular. The outside dimensions of the village are as follows: North-
eastern side, 203 feet; southwestern, 207 feet; southeastern, 182 feet; 
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and northwestern, 194 feet. The northeastern and southwestern sides 
are nearly equal in length, but between the southeastern and the north-
western sides there is a difference of 12 feet, and this notwithstanding 
that the room at the western end of the southeastern row has been set 
out 3 feet beyond the wall line of the southwestern side. This differ-
ence is remarkable if, as the ground plan indicates, the village or the 
greater part ofit was laid out and built up at one time, and was not 
the result of slow growth. 
As already stated, long occupancy of a village, even without increase 
of population, produces a certain effect on the ground plan. This 
effect, so strongly marked in all the ruins already described, is conspic-
uous in this ruin by its almost entire absence. The ground. plan is 
just such as would be produced if a small band of pueblo builders, con-
sisting of ten or twelve related families, should migrate en masse to a 
site like the one under discussion and, after occupying that site for a 
few years-less than five-should pass on to some other location. 
Such migration and abandonment of villages were by no means anoma-
lous; on the contrary, they constitute one of the most marked and most 
persistent phenomena in the history of the pueblo builders. If the 
general principles, already laid down, affecting the development and 
growth of ground plans of villages are applied to this example, the 
hypothesis suggested above-an incoming of people en masse and a 
very short occupancy-must be accepted, for no other hypothesis will 
explain the regularity of wall Jines, the uniformity in size of rooms, and 
the absence of attached rooms which do not follow the general plan of 
the village. The latter is perhaps the most remarkable feature in the 
ground plan of this village. The addition of rooms attached irreg-
ularly at various points of the main cluster, which is :necessarily con-
sequent on long occupancy of a site, even without increase of popula-
tion, was in this example just commenced. The result of the same 
process, continued over a long period of time, can be seen in the ground 
plan. of any of the inhabited villages of today and in most of the ruins, 
while a plan like that of the ruin under discussion, while not unknown, 
is rare. 
Plate xx, which is a general view of the ruin from the southwest, shows 
the character of the site and the general appearance of the debris, while 
plate xxr illustrate the character of the masonry. It wiH be noticed 
that the level of the ground inside and outside of the row of rooms 
i c se:ntially the ame; in other words, there has been no filling in. It 
will also be noticed that the amount of debris is small, and that it con-
sist principally ofrounded river bowlders. Them sonry was peculiar, 
the wall were comparatively thin, and tbe lower courses were corn-
po, ed of riv r bowlder , not dressed or otherwise treated, while the 
upper ourse , and pre umably al o the coping stones, were composed 
of lab of and tone an 1 of a very friable limestone. The latter has 
di int grated very much under atmospheric influences. The white 
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areas seen in the illustrations are composed of this disintegrated lime-
stone. The general appearance of the ruin at the present time must 
not be ac_cepted as its normal condition. It is probable that the debris 
has UJ?-dergone a process of artificial selection, the flat slabs and most 
available stones for building probably having been removed by neigh-
boring settlers and employed in the construction of stone fences, which 
. ~ ' 1:: ' :::-
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Fro. 286. -Ground plan of ruin 8 miles north of Fossil creek. 
are much used in this region. Even with a fair allowance for such 
removal, however, there is no evidence that the rooms were higher than 
one story. The quantity of potsherds scattered about the ruins is 
noticeably small. 
About 8 miles north of the mouth of Fossil creek, on the eastern 
side of the Verde, there is a ruin which, though very small, is interest-
ing. At this point there is a long narrow mass of rock, the remains 
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of a volcanic dike, some 80 or 90 feet long, which at the southern end 
overhangs the stream, while the other end is merged into the ground 
level. At its southern end the rock is some 50 feet above the water, 
but 150 feet northward the dike is no longer traceable. A general view 
of this dike is given in plate xxn, while the ground plan, figure 286, 
shows the character of the site. There were rooms on all tha.t portion 
of the dike that stands out prominently from the ground level, and 
traces of other rooms can be seen on the ground level adjoining on the 
north and in the causeway resulting from the breaking down and dis-
integration of the dike. Remains of eight rooms in all can be traced, 
five of which were on the summit of the rock. The wall lines on the 
summit are still quite distinct and in places fragments of the original 
walls remain, as shown on the ground pfan. The. plan shows typical 
pueblo rooms of average size, and the masonry, though rough, is of the 
same character as that of other ruins in the vicinity. 
Facility of defense undoubtedly had something to do with the choice 
of this location, but that it was not the only desideratum consulted is 
evident from the occurrence of a large area of fertile bottom land or 
flat river terrace immediately adjoining the ruin on the east and over-
looked by it; in fact, the volcanic dike on which the ruin occurs occu-
pies the western end of a large semicircular area of tillable land, such 
as already described. Viewed, however, as a village located. with ref-
erence to defense it is the most perfect example-facility of obtaining 
water being considered-in this region. It may be used, therefore, to 
illustrate an important principle governing the location of villages of 
this type. 
A study of the ground plan (figure 286) and the general view (plate 
xxn) will readily show that while the site and character of this village 
are admirably adapted for defense, so well adapted, in fact, as to sug-
gest that we have here a fortress or purely defensive structure, still 
this adaptation arises solely from the selection of a site fitted by nature 
for the purpose, or, in other words, from an accident of environment. 
There has not been the slightes~ artificial addition to the natural 
ad vantages ,of the site. 
The statement may seem broad, but it is none the less true, that, so 
far as our knowledge exteqds at the present time, fortresses or other 
purely defensive structures form a type which is entirely unknown in 
the pueblo region. The reason is simple; military art, as a distinct 
art, was developed in a stage of culture higher than that attained by 
the ancient pueblo builders. It is true that within the limits of the 
pueblo region structures are found which, from their character and the 
character of their sites, have been loosely described as fortresses, their 
de cribers lo ing sight of the fact that the adaptability of these struc-
tures to defen e is the result of nature and not of art. Numerous exam-
ple are found where tlie building of a single hort wall would double 
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were rooms on the ground here. It is likely that access was from this 
side. 
It should be noted that this ruin, which is of a type known as ''fort-
ress'' by some writers, is so placed as to command an extellsive out-
1ook over the large valley below and over the two small valleys above, 
as well as the considerable area of flat or bottom land formed by the 
junction of the small valleys. It is a type of a subordinate agricultural 
settlement, and bad the defensiye motive been entirely absent from the 
minds of the builders of this village it would un<loubtedly have beeu 
located just where it now is, as this is the best site for an agricultural 
settlement for some distance up and down the river. 
Remains of walls somewhat similar to these last described occur on 
a butte or pinnacle on the easterIJ side of the river and about 7 miles 
N 
r 
FIG. 21:!7. - Sketch map of 
ruius on pinnacle 7 milea 
north of Fossil creek. 
FIG. 288.-Remains of small rooms 7 miles north of 
Fossil creek. 
north of the mouth of Fos il creek. From the south this pinnacle is a 
most conspicuou la1ldmark, rising as it does some 2,500 feet above tlrn 
river within a di tance of a quarter of a mile. TJ;ie upper 50 feet of the 
eminence con ists of bare red rock split into sharp points and little pin-
nacle ·, a ,•hown in figure 287, which represents 011ly the upper portion of 
the butte. The heavy black line on the ketch map are walls. Some 
of the e were doubtle m .re retainiugwall , but others are till stand-
ing- to a, considerabl height, and there is yet much debris on the lope 
of the rock formin(T the a tern ide of the butte near it top. It i 
d ubtfnl wh th r the e rooms were ever used for habitations, and 
mor probabl that they were u ed a a brine or for ome analogou 
pnqo . 
I rhap a quarter of a mile northea tward, in the addle connecting 
th butt wi h tlle ·ontiguou bill .· in that direction, there are remam 
of tbr :mall r om locat d ea t of a low w "II or ridge. Figure 2 
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shows the general character of the site, which seems to have been a 
favorite type for tempora1~y structures, single-room outlooks, etc. 
Among the fragments of' pottery picked up here were pieces of polished 
red ware of the southern type, and part of the bottom of a large pot 
of so-called corrugated ware. . . 
Half a mile northwestward, in a saddle similar to that last described, 
and east of the crown of a hill, are the remains of a single room, nearly 
square and perhaps 10 feet long. T~ese single rooms and small cluster 
remains are unusual in this region, and seem to replace the bowlder-
marked ruins so common south of the East Verde (to be descdbed more 
fully later). Although the walls of this single-room structure were 
built of river bowlders, they are well marked by debris and are of the 
same type as those in the ruins at the mouths of the East Verde and 
Fcssil creek. 
CAVATE LODGES. 
Cavate lodges comprise a ·type of structures closely related to cliff 
houses and cave dwellings. The term is a comparatively new one, and 
the structures themselves are not widely known. They differ from the 
cliff houses and cave dwellings principally in the fact that the rooms 
are hollowed out of cliffs and hills by human agency, being cut out of 
soft rock, while the former habitations are simple, ordinary structures 
built for various reasons within a cove or on a bench in the cliffs or 
within a cave. The difference is principally if not wholly the result of 
a different physical environment, i. e., cavate lodges and cave dwellings 
are only different phases of the same thing; but for the present at least 
the name will be used and the cavate lodges will be treated as a sep-
arate class. 
'l'bere are but three regions iu the United States in which cavate 
lodges are known to occur in-considerable numbers, viz, on San Juan 
river, near it~ mouth; on the western side of the Rio Grande near the 
pueblo of Santa Clara; and on the eastern slope of San Francisco · 
mountain, near Flagstaff, Arizona. To these may now be added the 
mjddle Verde region, from the East Verde to a point north of Verde, 
Arizona. 
Within the middle Verde region there are thousands of cavate 
lodges, sometimes in clusters of two or three, oftener in small groups, 
and sometimes in large groups comprising several hundred rooms. 
One of these large groups, located some 8 miles south of Verde on the 
eastern side of the river. has been selected for illustration. 
The bottom lands of the Rio Verde in the vicinity of Verde have 
been already described, and the cavate lodges in question occur just 
below the southern end of this large area of tillable land, and some of 
them overlook it. The river at this point flows southward, and -
extending toward the east are two little canyons whicll meet on its · 
bank. North and ~outh of the mouth of the canyons the bank of the 
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river is formed by an inaccessible bluff 180 or 200 feet high. These 
bluffs are washed by the Verde during high water, though there is 
evidence that up to a recent time there was a considerable area of 
bottom land between t,he river and the foot of the bluff. Plate xxrv 
shows the northern end of the group from a low mesa on the opposite 
side of the river; the eastern bank of the river can be seen in the fore-
ground, while the sandy area extending to the foo~ of the bluff is the 
present high-water channel of the Verde. The map (plate xxv) shows 
the distribution of the cavate lodges composing the group, and plate 
xxvr shows the character of the site. The cavate lodges occur on two 
distinct levels-the first, which com_prises nearly all the cavate lodges, 
is at the top of the slopes of talus and about 75 feet above the river; the 
second is set back from 80 to 150 feet from the first tier horizontally and 
PunPLE. 
WHITE. 
TOP or TAI.VS'. 
FIG. 289.-Diagram showing strati} of canyon wall. 
30 or 40 feet above it. The cavate lodges occur only in tp.e face of the 
bluff along the river and in the lower parts of the two little canyons 
before mentioned. These canyons run back into the mesa seen in the 
illustration, which in turn forms part of the foothills rising into the 
range of mountains hemming in the Rio Verde on the east. 
The walls of the canyon in the cavate-lodge area are composed of 
three distinct strata, clearly defined and well marked. The relations 
of the sttata, at points on the northern and western sides of the north 
canyon, are shown in figure 289 and plate xxvr. The lowest stratum 
hown in the figure is that in which almost all the cavate lodges occur. 
It i about 8 feet thick and composed of a soft, very friable, purple-gray 
'and tone. Above it lie a greenish-white bed a few inches thick, fol-
lowed by a, tratuni of a pronounced white, about 12 feet thick. This 
bea vy stratum is com po ed of calcareous clay, and the green bed of a 
alcareou clay with a mixture of sand. The white stratum is divided 
at two-third its height by a thin belt of greenish-white rock, and above 
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it there is another belt of purple-·gray sandstone about 12 feet thick. 
The top of this saudstone forms the ground surface south of the point 
shown in the diagram, while on the north and east it forms the floor of 
the upper tier of cavate lodges. 
On the southern side of the canyon the lower purple stratum shows 
three distinct substrata; the upper is reddish purple and about 3½ feet 
thick. the middle is purple gray, about 7 feet thick, and apparently 
softe; than the upper and lower strata. The lodges occur in the 
middle purple substratum, their floors composed of the upper surface 
of the lower stratum and their roofo of the under surface of the upper 
stratum. Those on the north side arc similarly placed, their roofs being 
about 3 feet below the white, except thn,t in several initanoos the upper 
part of the purple up to the white has fallen, making the cavity larger. · 
This has occurred, however, since thC: abandonment of the caves, and 
the debris, still fresh looking, is in situ. · 
The formation in which the lodges occur is not of volcanic origin, 
although the beds composing it were perhaps deposited by hot springs 
during the period of great volcanic activity which produced San Fran-
cisco mountain in central Arizona and the great lava flows south of 
it. In view of the uncertainty on this point and the further fact that 
almost all the cavate lodges heretofore found were excav3!ted in tufa, 
ash, or other soft volc-anic deposits, the report of Mr. Joseph S. Diller, 
petrographer of the U. S. Geological Survey, will be of interest. It is 
as follows: 
The coarse-grained specimen is sandstone, that of mediam grain is argillaceous 
sand&tone, and the fine-grained one is calcareous clay. The coarse-grained friable 
sandstone, in which the lodges have been excavated, consists chiefly of subangular 
and rounded grains of quartz and feldspar with a small proportion of black particles. 
Many of the latter are magnetite, whilt; the others are hornblende and various ferro-
ma,gnesian silicates. I did not detect any fragments of volcanic origin. 
The specimen of argillaceous sandstone is made up of thin layers of. fine-grained 
sand of the same sort as the first, alternating with others containing considerable 
clay. In the clay layers, a trace of carbonate of lime :was found here and there, 
forming a transition of the calcareous clay. 
The calcareous clay when placed in acid effervesces vigorously, but when allowed 
to stancl the effervescence ceases in a few minutes and the insoluble white clay 
remains. 
All the strata composing this formation are very soft; the purple-
gray material of the middle layer is so soft that its surface can 
be rubbed off with the hand. They are also minutely stratified or 
laminated, and the laminoo are not well cemented together, ~o that a 
blow on the roof of a cavity with a stone or other implement will briug 
off slabs varying from half an inch to an inch and a half in thickness. 
These thin strata or laminoo are of ~nequal hardness, weathering in 
places several inches into the face of the rock in thin streaks · of a few 
inches or less. The middle purple stratum exhibits this quality some-
what more decidedly than the others, and this fact has doubtless 
determined the selection of this stratum for the location of the lodges, 
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as a room can be excavated. in it mo;re easily than a room of a similar 
size could. be l.milt up with loose rock. 
The almost absolute dependence of the native builder on nature as 
he found it is well illustrated by these cavate lodges. At a point in the 
northern wall of the northernmost canyon, shown in the diagram (figure 
289) and in plate xxvr, there is a small fault with a throw of about 2½ 
feet, and the floors of the lodges west of the fault are just that much 
lower than the floors east of it. Furthermore, where the purple-gray 
stratum in which the lodges occur is covered up by the rising ground 
surface, the• cavate lodges abruptly cease. In the northern and southern 
en<l.s of the group the talus encroaches on and partly covers the purple-
gray stratum, and in these places the talus has been removed. from the 
face of the rock to permit the excavation of lOllges. In short, the 
occurrence of the cavate lodges in this locality is determined absolutely 
by the occurrence of one particular stratum, and when that stratum 
disappears the lodges disappear. So far as can be ascertained with-
out actually excavating a room there is no apparent difference between 
the stratum in which the lodges occur and the other purple strata.above 
aud below it. That there is some difference is iudicated by the con-
finement of the lodges to that particular level, but that the difference 
is very . slight is shown by the occurrence in two places of lodges jus-t 
above the principal tier, a kind of second-story lodge, as it were. rt is 
such differences in environment as these, however, often so slight as to 
be readily overlooked, which determine some of the largest operations 
carried on by the native builders, even to the building of some of the 
great many-storied pueblos, and, stranger still, sometimes leading to 
their complete abandonment. 
In the region under discussion cavate lodges usually occur in con-
nection with and subordinate to village ruius, and range in number 
from two or three rooms to clusters of considerable size. Here, how-
ever, the cavate lodge.is the feature which has been most developed, 
and it is noteworthy that the village ruins that occur in connection 
with them are small a11d unimportant and occupy a subordinate posi-
tion. 
There are remains of two villages connected with the cavate lodges 
just described, perche<l on the points of the promontories which form 
the mouths of t11 o two canyons before mentioned. The location of these 
ruin is hown in plat~ xxv. The one on the southern promontory is 
of greater extent than that on the northern point, and both are now 
much broken down, no standing wall remaining. A general view of 
the ruin on the northern promontory is given in plate xxvn, and the 
ame illu tratiou hows the remains of the other village on tlrn flat 
top of the promontory in the farther part of the foreground. 
The cavate lodges are generally rudely circular in shape, sometime 
oblong, but never rectangular. Tbe large tare 25 and even 30 feet 
in diameter and from thi ._ ize rang . down to 5 or 6 feet and thence 
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particularly in point of size, it is difficult to draw a line between 
·mall rooms and large storage cists, but including the latter there 
are two hundred rooms on the main level, divided into seventy-four 
distinct and separate sets. These sets comprise from one to fourteen 
roomR each. On the upper level there are fifty-six rooms, divided into 
twenty-four sets, making a total of two hundred and fifty-six rooms. 
As nearly as can be determined by the extent of these ruins the pop-
ulation of the settlement was probably between one hundred and fifty 
and two hundred persons. 
There is great variety in the room~, both in size and arrangement. 
As a rule each set or cluster of rooms consists of a large apartment, 
eutered by a narrow passageway from the face of the bluff, and a 
number of smaller rooms connected with it by narrow doorways or 
short passages and· having no outlet except through the large apartment. 
Fm. 290.-Walled storage cist. 
As a rule two or more of these smaller back rooms are attached to 
the main apartment, aud sometimes the back rooms have still smaller 
rooms attached to them. In several cases there are three rooms in a 
series or row extending back into the rock, and in one instance (at the 
point rna~ked Eon the map, plate xxv) there are four such rooms, all 
of good size. 
Attached to tbe main apartment, and sometimes also to the back 
rooms, there are usually a number of storage cists, differing from the 
smaller rooms of the cluster only in size. These cists or cubby-holes 
range in size from a foot to 5 feet hi diameter, and are nearly always 
on a level of the floor, although in some instances they extend below it. 
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Storage cists are also sometimes excavated iu the exterior walls of 
the cliffs, and occasionally they are partly excavated and partly in-
closed by a rough, semicircular wall. An example of the latter type is 
shown in :figure 290 . 
.As a rule the cavate lodges are set back slightly from the face of 
the bluff and connected with it by a narrow passageway. .Another 
type, however, and one not uncommon, bas no connecting passageway, 
but instead opens out to the air by a cove or nook in the bluff. This 
cove was used as the main room and the back rooms opened into it in 
the usual way by passageways. .A number ofloJges of this type can 
be seen in the eastern side of the northern promontory or bluff. Pos-
sibly lodges of this type were walled in front, although walled fronts 
are here exceptional, and some of them at least have been produced by 
the falling off of the rock above the doorway. The expedient of wall-
ing up the front of a shallow cavity, commonly practiced in the San 
Juan region, while comparatively rare in this vicinity, was known to 
the dwellers in these cavate lodges. .At several points remains of front 
walls can be seen, and in two instances front walls remain in place. 
The masonry, however, is in all cases very rough, of the same type as 
that shown in plate XXVIII. . 
In this connection a comparison with the cavate lodges found in 
other regions will be of interest. In l 875 Mr. W. H. Holmes, then 
connected with the Hayden survey, visited a number of cavate lodges 
on the Rio San Juan and some of its tributaries. Several gtoups are 
illustrated in his report. 1 Two of his illustrations, showing, respec-
tively, the open front and walle_d front lodges, are reproduced in plates 
XXIX and xxx. The open front lodges are thus described: 
I observed, in approaching from above, that a ruined tower stood near the brink 
of the cliff, at a point where it curves outwarcl toward the river, and in studying 
it with my glass detecte<l a number of cave-like openings in the cliff face about half-
way up. On examination, I found them to have been shaped by the hand of man, 
but so weathered out and changed by the slow process of atmospheric erosion that 
the evidences of art were almost obliterated. 
The openings are arched irregularly above, and generally quite shallow, being 
governed very much in contour and depth by the quality of the rock. The work of 
excavation has not been an extremely great one, even with the imperfect imple-
ments that must havo been used, as the shale is for the roost part soft and friable. 
A hard stratum served as a floor, and projecting in many places made a narrow 
platform by which the inhabitants were enabled to pass along from one house to 
another. 
8mall fragments of mortar still adhered to the firmer parts of the walls1 from 
which it is inferred that they were at one time plastered. It is also extremely prob-
able that they were walled up in front and furnisheu with doors and windows, yet 
no fragment of wall has been preserved. Indeed, so great has been the erosion that 
many of the caves hav been almost obliterated, and are now not deep enough to 
give shelter to a bird or bat. 
Walled front , the author states, were observed frequently on the 
:E io Manco , where th re are many well-pre erved specimens. He 
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described a large group situated on that stream, about 10 miles above 
its mouth, as follows: 
The walls were in many places quite well preserved and new looking, while all 
about, high and low., were others in all stages of decay. In one place in particula.r, 
a picturesque outstanding promontory bas been full of dwelliug~, literally honey-
combed l,y this earth-burrowing race, and as one from below views the ragged, 
window-pierced crags [see plat~ xxx] he is unconsciously led to wo11der if they are 
not the ruins of some ancient castle, behind whose moldering walls are hidden the 
dread secrets of a long-forgotten people; but a nearer approach 'luickly dispels such 
fancies. for the windows prove to be only the doorways to shallow and irregular 
apart~ents, hardly sufficiently commodious for a race of pigmies. N eith.er the outer 
openings nor the apertures that communicate between the caves are large enough 
to allow a person of largo stature to pass, and one is led to suspect that these nests 
were not the dwellings proper of these people, but occasional resorts for women and 
children, and that the somewhat extensive ruins in the valley below were their 
ordinary dwelling places. 
It will be noticed that in both these cases there are associated ruins 
on the mesa top above, and in both instances these associated ruins 
are subordinate to the cavate lodges, in this respect resembling the 
lodges on the Verde already described. This condition, however, is 
not the usual one; in the great majority of cases the cavate lodges are 
subordinate to the associated ruins, standing to them in the relation 
of outlying agricultural shelters. Unless this fact is constantly borne 
in mind it is easy to exaggerate the importanee of the cavate lodges as 
corupared with the village ruins with which they are connected. 
The cavate lodges near San Francisco mountain in Arizona were vis-
ited in 1883 by Col. James Stevenson, ofthe Bureau of Ethnology, and 
in 1885 by Maj. J. W. PoweU. Major Powell1 describes a number of 
groups in the vicinity of Flagstaff. Of one group, situated on a cinder 
cone about 12 miles east of San Francisco peak, he says: 
Here the cinders are soft and friable, and the cone is a prettily shaped dome. On 
the southern slope there are excavations into the indurated and coherent cinder 
mass, constituting chambers, often 10 or 12 foet in diameter and 6 to lOfeet in height. 
The chambers are of irregular shape, and occasionally a larger central chamber forms 
a kind of vestibule to @everal smaller ones gathered about it. The smaller chambers 
are sometimes at the same altitude as the centrr.il or principal one, and sometimes at 
a lower altitude. About one hundred and fifty of these chambers have been exca-
vated. Most of them are now partly filled by the caving in of the walls and ceilings, 
but some of them are yet in a good state of preservation. In these chambers, and 
about them on the summit ~nd sides of the cinder cone, many stone implements were 
found, especialJy metates. Some bone implements also were discovered. At the 
very summit of the little cone there is a plaza, inclosed by a rude wall made of 
volcanic cinders, the floor of which was carefully leveled. The plaza is about 45 
by 75 feet in area. Here the people lived in underground houses-chambers hewn 
from the frin.ble volcanic cinders. Before them, to the south, west, and north, 
stretched beautiful valleys, beyond which volcanic cones are seen rising amid pine 
forests. The people probably cultivated patches of ground in the low valleys. 
About 18 miles still farther to the east of San Francisco mountain another ruined 
village was discovered, built about the crn.ter of a volcanic cone. This volcanic 
peak is of much greater magnitude. The crater opens to the e.astward. On the 
1 Seventh Ann. Rep. Bur. Eth., 1891, p.xix. 
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south many stone dwellings have been built of the basaltic and cinder-like rocks. 
Between the ridge on the south and another on the northwest there is a low saddle 
in which other buildings have been erected, and in which a great plaza was found, 
much like the one previously described. But tho most interesting part of this vil-
lage was on the cliff which rose on the northwest Ride of the crater. In this cliff 
are many natural caves, and the caves themselves were utilized as dwellings by 
incl_osing them in front with walls made of volcanic rocks and cinders. These cliff 
dwellings are placed tier auove tier, in a very irregular wav. In many cases nat-
ural caves were thus utilized; in other cases cavate chambers were made; that is, 
chambers have been excavated in the friable cinders. On the very summit of the 
ridge stone buildings were erected, so that this village was in part a cliff village, in 
part cavate, and in part the ordinary stone :pueblo. The valley ~elow, especially to 
the southward, was probably occupied by their gardens. In the chambers among 
the overhanging cliffs a great many interesting relics were found, of stone, bone, 
and wood, and many potsherds. 
It will be _seen that the first group described bears a remarkably 
close resemblance to the cavate lodges on the Rio Verde. The lodges 
themselves are smaller, but the arrangement of main apartment and 
attached back rooms is quite similar. It will be noticed also that in 
the second g10up described village ruins are again associated on the 
summit of the cliff or ridge. Major Powell ascertained that these 
cavate lodges were occupied by the Havasupai Indians now living in 
Cataract canyon, who are closely related to the Walapai, &ind who. it is 
said, were driven from this region by the Spaniards. 
The cavate lodges on the Rio Grande. in New Mexico, in the vicinity 
of the modern pueblo of Santa Clara, were also visited in 1885 by Major 
Powell and are thns described by him: 1 
The cliffs themselves are built of volcanic sands an<l. ashes,· and many of the strata 
are exceedingly light and friable. The specific gravity of some of these rocks is so 
low that they will float on water. Into the faces of these cliffs, in the friable and 
easily worked rock, many chambers have been excavated; for mile after mile the 
cliffs are studded with them, so that altogether there are many thousands. Some-
times a chamber or series of chambers is entered from a terrace, but usually they 
wero excavated many feet above any landing or terrace below, so that they could 
ue reached ~nly by ladders. In other places artificial terraces were built l>y con-
structing retaining walls and filling the interior next to the cliffs with loose rock 
and sand. Very often steps were cut into the face of a cliff and a rude stairway 
formed by which chambers could be reached. The chambers were very irregularly 
arranged an<l very irregular in size and structure. In many cases there is a central 
chamber, which seems to have been a general living room for the people, uack of 
which two, three, or more chambers somewhat smaller .are found. The chambers 
occupied by one family are sometime· connected with those occupied by another 
family, so that two or three or four ets of chamber have iuterior communication. 
ually, however, the communication from one system of chambers to another was 
by the out ide. Many of the chambers had evidently been occupied as dwellings. 
They ·till contained fireplaces and evidences of fire; there were littl e caverns or 
shel v in which various vessels were placed, and many evidences of the han<licraft 
of the people w re left in stone, bone, horn, and wood, and in the chambers and 
ab ut the sicl s of the lift: pot herds are abundant. On more careful survey it was 
fonu<l that many chamb •r had b en used a stables for a e , goats, and sheep. 
'om tiows th y had be n fille<l. a£ w inche , or even 2 or 3 feet, with the excrement 
1 Yenth nn. Rep. Bur. Eth., op. cit., p. xxu. 
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of these animals. Ears of corn and corncobs were also found in many places. 
Some of the cham hers were evidently constructed to be used as storehouses or 
caches for grain.· Altogether it is very evident that the cliff houses have been used 
in comparatively modern times; at any rate, since the people owne<l asses, goats, and 
sheep. The rock is of such a friable nature that it will not stand atmospheric deg-
radation very long, and there is abundant evidence of this character testifying to 
the recent occupancy of these cavate dwellings. 
Above the cliffs, on the mesas, which have already been described, evidences of 
wore ancient ruins were found. These were pueblos built of cut stone rudely 
dressed. Every mesa had at least one ancient pueblo upon it, evidently far more 
ancient than the cavate dwellings found in the face of the cliffs. It is, then, very 
plain that the cavate dwellings are not of great age; that they have been occupied 
since the advent of the white man, and that on the summit of the cliffs there are 
ruins of more ancient pueblos. 
Major Powell obtained a tradition of the Santa Clara Indians, recit-
ing three succesRive periods of occupancy of the cavate lodges by 
them, the last occurring after the Spanish conquest of New Me.xico in 
the seventeenth century. 
It will be noticed that here again the cavate lodges and village 
ruins are associated, although in this case the village ruins on the mesas 
above are said to be more ancient than the cavate lodges. A general 
view of a small section of cliff containing lodges is given in plate xxxr,. 
for comparison with those on the Verde. The lodges on the Rio 
Grande seem to have been more elaborate than those on the Verde, 
perhaps owing to longer occupancy; but the same arrangement of a 
main front room and attached back rooms, as in the cavate lodges on 
the Verde, was found. 
As the cavate lodges of the San Francisco mountain region have 
been assigned to the Havasupai Indians of the Yu.man stock, and those 
of the Rio Grande to the Santa Clara pueblo Indians of the Tanoan 
stock, it may be of interest to state that there is a vague tradition 
extant among the modern ~ettlers of the Verde region that the cavate 
lodges of that region were occupied within the last three generations .. 
This tradition was derived from an old Walapai Indian whose grand-
father was alive when the cavate lodges were occupied. It was impos-
sible to follow this tradition to its source, and it is introduced only' as. 
a suggestion. Attention is called, however, to the tradition given in. 
the introduction to this paper with which it may be connected. 
Aside from the actual labor of excavation, there was but little work 
expended on the Verde cavate lodges. The interiors were never plas-
tered, so far as the writer could determine. Figure 291 shows the plan. 
of one of the principal sets of rooms, which occurs at the point marked. 
D on the map, plate xxv; and plate xxxu is an interior view of the. 
principal room, drawn from a flashlight photograph. This set of rooms. 
was excavated in a point of the cliff and extends completely through it 
as shown on the general plan, plate xxv. The entrance was from th; 
west by a short passageway opening into a cove extending back some 
13 E'l'H--15 . 
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10 feet from the face of the cliff. The first room entered mea ures 16 
feet jn length by 10 feet in width. On the floor of this room a struc-
ture resembling the piki or paper breacl oven of the Tusayan Indians, 
was found constructed partly of fragments of old and broken metates. 
N 
I 
°' FJO. 291.-Plan of cavate lodges, group D . 
n<l. of the room tber i a cubby-hole about a foot in 
xcavated at the floor level. t the ea 'tern enu of the room 
tb r i a 1 a acreway about 2½ feet long 1 ading into a maller roughly 
cir ular r m, m a ·uring 7½ fi et in it' longe t diameter, and this in 
I 
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turn is connected with another almost circular room of the same size. 
The floors of aII three of these rooms are on the same level~ but the 
roofs of the two smaIIer rooms are a foot lower than that of the 
entrance room. At the northern end of the entrance room there is a 
passageway 3 feet long and 2~ feet wide leading into the principal 
room of the set. This passageway at its southern end has a framed 
doorway of the type illustrated later. · 
The main room is roughly circular in form, measuring 16 feet iri its 
north and south diameter and 15 feet from east to west. The roof is 
about 7 feet above the floor. Figure 292 shows a section from north-
west to southwest (a, b, figure 291) through the smaUconnected room 
SECTION TH ROUGH . C,, D. 
Fm. 292.-Sections of cavate lodges, group .D. 
adjoining on the south, and also an east and west section ( c, d, figure 
291). The floor is plastered with clay wherever it was necessary in 
order to bring it to a level, and the coating is consequently not of uni-
form tlJickness. It is divided into sectious by low ridges of clay as 
shown in the plan and sections; the northern section is a few inches 
higher than the other. Exteuding through the clay finish of the floor 
and into the rock beneath there are four pits, indicated on the plan by 
round spots. The largest of these, situated opposite the northern door, 
was a fire hole or pit about 18 inches in diameter at the floor level, of an 
inverted conical shape, about 10 inches in depth, and plastered inside 
with clay inlaid with fragments of pottery placed as closely together 
as their shape would permit. The other pits are smaller; one located 
near the southeastern corner of the. room is about 6 inches in diameter 
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and the same in depth, while the others are mere depressions in the 
floor, in shape like the small paint mortars used by the Pueblo . 
The room, when opened, contained a deposit of bat dung and sand 
about 3 feet thick in the center and averaging about 2 feet thiek 
throughout the room. This deposit exhibited a series of well-defined 
strata, varying from three-fourths to an inch and a half thick, cau ed 
by the respective predominance of dung or sand. No evidence of di -
turbance of these strata was found although careful examination was 
made. This deposit was cleared out and a number of small articles 
were found, all resting, however, directly on the floor. The articles 
consisted of fragments of basketry, bundles of fibers and pieces of 
fabrics, pieces of arrowshafts, :fragments of grinding ston·es, three 
sandals of woven yucca fiber, two of them new and nearly perfect, and 
a number of pieces of cotton cloth, the latter scattered over the room 
and in several instances gummed to the 
floor. Only a few fragments of pottery 
were found in the main room, but outside 
in the northern passageway were the frag-
ments of two large pieces, one an olla, the 
other a bowl, both buried in 3 or 4 inches 
of debris under a large slab fallen from 
the roof. 
Owing to its situation this room was one 
F/oor: of the most desirab]e in the whole group. 
The prevailing south wind blows through 
--- it at all times, and this is doubtless the 
FIG. 293.-Section of water pocket. reason that it was so much filled up with 
sand. In the center of the room the roof has fallen at a comparatively 
recent date from an area about 10 by 7 feet, in slabs about an inch 
thick, for the fragment were within 6 inches of the top of the debris. 
The walls are smoke-blackened to a very slight extent compared with 
the large room south of it . 
.A.t the northeastern and , outhwestern corners there are two small 
pockets, opening on the floor level but sunk below it, which seem to 
have been dAsigned to contain water. That in the southwest corner is 
the larger; it is illustrated in the section, figure 293. .A.s hown in 
the ection and on the plan (figure 291), a low wall composed of adobe 
mortar and broken rock wa built across the opening on the edge of 
the floor, perhaps to increase its capacity. This cavity would hold 15 
to 20 gallons of water, a sufficient amount to supply the needs of an 
ordinary Indian family for three week or a, mouth. The pocket in 
the northea tern corner of the room i not quite so large a the one 
de cribed, and its front is not walled. 
We t of the main room there i a torage room, nearly circular in 
bape with a diameter of about G feet and with a floor raised about 2 
fi et a v that of the main room. lt"' roof is but 3 feet above the floor, 
and a ro it w tern end i a low bencll a couP.le of inche above the 
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floor. In the northeastern corner there is a shallow cove, also raised 
slightly above the main floor and connecting by a narrow opening with 
the outer vestibule-like rooms on the north. These northern rooms 
of the lodge seem to be simply enlargements of the passageway. The 
northern opening is a window rather than a door as it is about 10 feet 
above the ground and therefore could be entered only by a ladder. 
The opening is cut in the back of a cove in the cliff, and is 6 feet from 
the northern end of the main room. ·At half its length it has been 
enlarged on both sides by the excavation of niches or coves about 4 
feet deep but only 2½ feet high. These coves could be used only for 












.FIG. 294.-Plan of ca,vate lodges, group A. 
In the southeastern corner of the main room there is another open-
ing leading into a low-roofed storage cist, appro.ximating 4 feet in diam-
eter, and this cist was in turn connected with the middle one of the 
three rooms first described. This opening, at the time the room was 
examined, was so carefully sealed and plastered that it was scarcely 
perceptible. · 
A different arrangement of rooms is shown in plan in figure 294 and in 
section in figure 295. This group occurs at the point marked .A on the 
map. The entrance to the main room was through a narrow passage, 3 
feet long, leading into the chamber from the face of the bluff, which at 
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this point is vertical. The main room is oblong, measuring 17 feet one 
way and 10 the other. At the southern end there is a small cist and 
on the western side near the entrance there is another hardly a foot in 
diameter. North of the main room there is a small, roughly circular 
room with a diameter of about 6 feet. It is connected with the main 
room by a passage about 2 feet long. On the floor ·of the main room 
there are two low ridges of clay, similar to those already described, 
which divide it into three sections of nearly equal size. 
East of the main room there is another of considerable size in the 
form of a bay or cove. It measures 13 feet by 6 feet, and its floor is 20 
inches higher than that of the main room, as shown in the section (figure 
295). Attached to this bay, at its northern end, is a small cist about 3 
SECTION THROUGH. A. B. 
_fl 
DooRWAY, 
SECTION TH ROOGH C. D. 
:F10. 295.-Sections uf cavate lodges, group A. 
feet in diameter, and with its floor sunk to the level of the floor of the 
main room. Ea t of the cove there is another cist about 4½ feet in 
diameter and with it floor on the level of the cove. Adjoining it on 
the outh and l ading out from th outhea tern corner of the cove or 
bay th r i a long pa· age leading into an almost circular room 9 
fi et in diameter. The back wall of tbi room i 33 feet from the face 
of the ·liff. The pa age leading into it i 6 feet Jong, 2½ feet wide at 
the l r ay bulging lightly in the enter~ and it floor i on the same 
le I a. the room it onnect · it a"tern end i d fined by a ridge of 
clay about 6 inch high. 
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In the eastern side of the circular room last described there is a 
storage eist about 3 feet wide and 2 feet deep. No fire-pit was seen 
in this cluster, although if the principal apartment were carefully 
cleaned out it is not improbable that one might be found. 
A cluster of rooms somewhat resembling the last de8cribed is shown 
in plan in figure 296. This cluster occurs at the point marked Bon the 
map. The main room is set back 5½ feet from the face of the bluff,. 
which is vertical at this point, and is oblong in shape, measuriug 19½ 
by 11½ feet. Its roof is 7 ½ feet above the floor in the center of the 
room. Attached to its southern end by a passage only a foot in length 
is a small room or storage cist about 5 feet in diameter. At its north-
eastern corner there is another room or cist similar in shape, about 7 
feet in diameter, and reached by a passage 2 feet long. This small 
N 
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]'IG. 296.-Plan of cavate lodges, group B. 
room is also connected with a long room east of the main apartment by 
a passage, the southern end of which was carefully sealed up and 
plastered, making a kind of niche of the northern end. At the south-
eastern corner of the room there is a small niche about 2 feet in diam- · 
eter on the level of the floor. 
The eastern side of the main room is not closed, but opens directly 
into an oblong chamber of irregular size with the roof nearly 2 feet 
lower and the floor a foot higher than the main room. This step in the 
floor is shown by the. line between the rooms on the ground plan. The 
second room is about 6 feet wide and 20 feet long, its southern end 
rounding out sl~ghtly so as to form an almost circular chamber. Near 
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the center of its eastern side there is a passageway 2½ feet long leading 
into a circular chamber 10½ feet in diameter and with its floor on th 
same level as the room to which it is attached. The ba.ck wall of thi 
room is 35½ feet from the face of the cliff. 
A group occuring at the point marked Eon the map (plate xxv) i:s 
shown in plan in figure 297. It is located in a projecting corner of the 
bluff and marks the eastern limit of the cavate lodges at this end of 
the canyon. The group consists of five rooms, and has the distinction 
of extending four rooms deep into the rock. The main room is set 
back about 13 feet from the face of the bluff, about 7 feet of this dis-
tance being occupied by a narrow passageway an<l the remainder by a 
cqve. The. depth from the face of the bluff to the back of the inner-
most chamber is 47 feet. The main room measures 16 feet in length 
and 11 feet in width, and its roof is less than 7. feet high in the center. 
Near its center and opposite the long passageway mentioned there is a 
fire-pit nearly 3 feet in diameter. 
0 • 
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At the northeastern corner of the main room there is a wide opening· 
leading into a room measuring 8 by 7 feet, with a floor raised 2 feet 
above that of the principal apartment. The roof of this chamber is but 
4½ feet above the floor. Almost the whole eastern side of this room is 
occupied by a wide opening leading into another room of approximately 
the same size and shape. The roof of this room is only 3 feet 10 inches 
above the floor, and the floor is raised 6 inches above that on the west. 
In the northea tern corner there i::; a short narrow passageway leading 
into a Rmall circular room, the fourth of the series, having a diameter 
of 4 feet. The roof of thi apartment is only 3 feet above the floor. 
In the outbea tern corner of the main room there is a narrow pas-
ageway leading into a circular chamber about 8 feet in diameter. 
Thi chamber i connected with the econd room of the eries de cribed 
by a pa ageway about 2 feet long which opens into the southeastern 
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corner of that -room. This passageway, at its northern end, is 1½ feet 
below the room into which it opens'. One of the most noticeable feat-
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Fm. 298.-Plan of cavate lodges, group O. 
an~ pockets in the wall wliich are characteristic of these lodges, and 
which are v~ry numerous in all the principal groups, noticeably in the 
group next described. 
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At the point marked O on the map there is an elaborate group of 
chambers, consisting of two groups joined together and comprising 
altogether eight rooms. This is shown in plan in figure 298. The rock 
composing the front of the main room of the southern group bas recently 
fallen, making a pile of debris about 4 feet high. The room originally 
measured about 12 by 22 feet. Its eastern side is occupied by a pas-
sageway leading into an adjoining chamber and by two shallow, 
roughly semicircular coves, apparently the remains of former small 
rooms. Along the. northern wall of the room there are two little nooks 
at the floor level, and along the southern wall there are four, one of 
them (shown on the plan) being dug out like a pit. The roof of the 
room was about 6 feet above the floor. 
The passageway pear the eastern side is 4½ feet long, and is 3½ feet 
wide-an unusual width. It opens into a roughly circular room, 8 feet 
in diameter, but with a roof only 3½ feet above the floor. Along the 
northeastern side of this room there are three small pockets opening on 
the floor level. • On the southern side of the room there is a wide open-
ing into a small attached room, roughly oblong in shape and measur-
ing about 6½ by 4½ feet. Along the southern wall of this little room 
there are two small pockets, and at the southwestern corner the rock 
has been cleared out to form a low cavity in the shape of a half dome. 
In the northwestern corner of the room there is another wide passage 
to a small room attached to the main room. This passage is now care• 
fully sealed on its southern side with a slab of stone, plastered neatly 
so as to be hardly perceptible from the southern side. The room into 
which this passage opens on the north is attached to the northeastern 
corner of the main apartment by a narrow passage, 1½ feet wide and a 
foot long. Jt is roughly circular in shape, about 6 feet in diameter, and 
is the only chamber in the southern group which has no pockets or 
cubby-holes. Of these pockets there are no fewer than twelve in the 
southern group. Near the northern corner of the main room there is a 
doorway leading into a cove, which in turn opens into the main room 
of the northern group. 
The main room of the northern group is set back about 9 feet from the 
face of the bluff, but is entered by a passageway about 3 feet long, the 
remainder of the di~ tance consisting of a cove in the cliff. The 
room is 22 feet long and 13 feet wide and its roof ii:, 6½ feet above 
the floor. In the southwestern corner there is a small pocket in the 
\valJ and in the northwestern corner two others, all on the floor level. 
In the a tern ide, howev r, ·there is a cub by-hole nearly 2 feet in 
diameter and about 2 feet above the floor. This is a rare feature. The 
outliern end of the room opens into a kind of cove, raised 2 feet above 
the floor of th main room and opening at its southern end into the 
main room of the outhern group. In the floor of thi cove there i a 
cir ular pit about 1 inche in diameter (marked in the plan, figure 298). 
!thou h r embling the fire hole already de cribed, the position of 
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the pit under consideration precludes use for that purpose; it was 
probably designed to contain water; At the northeastern corner_ of 
the principal apartment there is an oblong chamber or storage mst, 
measuring 6 feet by 7 feet. 
Connected with the main room by a passageway 2 feet long cut in 
its eastern wall, there is an almost circular chamber 7 feet in diameter, 
and this in turn connects with another chamber beyond it by a pas-
sageway 2½ feet long and less than 2 feet wide. The roofs of the two 
chambers last mentioned are but 4½ and 4 feet1 respectively, above the 
floor, and in none of the rooms of thiR group, except the main apart-
ment, are pockets or niches found. The whole group extends back 
about 45 feet into the bluff. 
BOWLDER-MARKED SITES. 
Within the limits of the region here treated there are many hundreds 
of" sites of structures and groups of rooms now marked only by lines of 
water-rounded bowlders. As a rule each site was occupied by only one 
or two rooms, although sometimes the settlement rose to the dignity of a 
village of considerablP size. The rooms were nearly always oblong, 
similar in size and ground plan to the rooms composing· the village 
ruins already described, but differing in two essential points, viz, char-
acter of site and character of the masonry. As a rule these remains are 
found on and generally near the edge of a low mesa or hill overlooking 
some area of tillable land, but they are by no means confined to such 
locations, being often found directly on the bottom land,. still more fre-
quently on the banks of dry washes at the points where they emerge 
from the hills, and sometimes on little islands or raised areas within 
the wash where every spring they must have been threatened with 
overflow or perhaps even overflowed. An examination of many sites 
leads to the conclusion that permanency was not an element of much 
weight in their selection. 
Externally these bow Ider-marked sites have every appearance of 
great antiquity, but all the evidence obtainable in regard to them indi-
cates that they were connected with and inhabited at the same time as 
the other ruins in · the region in which they are found. They are so 
much obliterated now, however, that a careful examination fails to 
determine in some cases whether the site in question was or was not 
occupied by a room or group of rooms, and there is a notable dearth 
of pottery fragments such as are so abundant in the ruins already 
described. Excavation in a large ruin of this type, however, conducted 
by some ranchmen living just above Limestone creek, yielded a con-
siderable lot of pottery, not differing in kind from the fragments found 
in stone ruins so far as. can be judged from description alone. 
In the southern part of the reg-ion here treated bowlder-marked sites 
are more clearly marked and more easily distinguished than in the 
northern part, partly perhaps because in that section the normal ground 
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surface is smoother than in the northern section and affords a greater 
contrast with the s.ite itself. Plate xxxur shows one of these bowlder-
marked sites which occurs a little below Limestone creek, on the oppo-
site or eastern side of the river. It is typical of many in that district. 
It will be noticed that the bowlders are but slightly sunk into the soil, 
and that the surface of the ground has been so slightly disturbed that 
it is practically level; there is not enough debris on the ground to raise 
the walls 2 feet. The illustration shows, in the middle distance, a con-
siderable area of bottom land which the site overlooks. In plan this 
site shows a number of oblong rectangular rooms, the longer axes of 
which are not always parallel, the plan resembling very closely the 
smaller stone village ruins already described. It is probable that the 
lack of parallelism in the longer axes of the rooms is due to the same 
cause as in the village ruins, i. e., to the fact that the site was not all 
built up at one time. 
The illustration represents only a part of an extensive ·series of wall 
remains. The series commences at the northern end of a mesa forming 
the eastern boundary of the Rio Verde and a little below a point oppo-
site the mouth of Limestone creek. The ruins occur along the western 
rim of the mesa, overlooking the river and the bottom lands on the 
other side, and are now marked only by bowlders and a slight rise in 
the ground. But few lines of wall are visible, most of the ruins con-
sistjng only of a few bowlders scattered without system. From the 
northern end of the mesa, where the ruins commence, traces of walls 
can l>e seen extending due southward and at au angle of about 10° 
with the mesa edge for a distance of one-fourth of' a mile. Beyond this, 
for half a mile or more southward, remains of single houses and small 
clusters occur, and these are found in less abundance to the southern 
edge of the mesa, where the ruin illustrated occurs. The settlement 
extended some distance east of the part illustrated, and also south-
ward on the slope of the hill. Two well-marked lines of wall occur at 
the foot of the hill, on the flat bottom land, but the slopes of the hill 
are covered with bowlders and show no well-defined lines. Scattered 
about on the surface of the ground are some fragments of metates of 
coarse black basalt and some potsherds, but the latter are not abun-
dant. 
The bowlders which now mark these sites were probably obtained in 
the immediate vicinity of the points where they were used. The mesa 
on which the ruin occurs i a river terrace, constructed partly of these 
bowlders; they outcrop occasionally on its surface and show clearly 
jn its sloping ide , and the wa he that carry off the water falling on 
its urface are full of them. 
In the northern end of the settlement there are faint traces of what 
may ha e b en an irrigating ditch, but the topography i such that 
wat r could not be brought on top of the mesa from the river it elf. At 
th oath rn nd of the , ettlement, northeast of the point shown in 
he illu tration, there are trac of a tructure that may have been a 
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storage reservoir. The surface of the mesa dips slightly southward, 
and the reservoir-like structure is placed at a point just above the head 
of a large wash, where a considerable part of the water that falis upon 
the surface of the mesa could be caught. It is possible that, commenc-
ing at the northern end of the settlement, a ditch extended completely 
through it, terminating in the storage reservoir at the southern end, 
and that this ditch was used to collect the surface water and was not 
connected with the river. A . method of irrigation similar to this is 
practiced today by some of the Pueblo Indians, notably by the Hopi or 
Tusayan and by the Zuni. In the bottom land immediately south of the 
mesa, now occupied by several American families, there is a fine example 
of an aboriginal ditch, described later. · 
In the vicinity of the large ruin just above Limestone creek, previ-
ously described, the bow Ider-marked sites are especia1ly abundant. In 
the immediate vicinity of that ruin there are ten or more of them, and 
they are abundant all along the edge of the mesa forming the upper 
river .terrace; in fact, they are found in every valley and on every 
point of mesa overlooking a valley containing tillable la.nd. 
It is probable that the bowlder-marked ruins are the sites of second-
ary and temporary structures, erected for convenience in working 
fields I)ear to or overlooked by them and distant from the home pueblo. 
The character of the sites occupied by them and the plan of t,he struc-
tures themselves supports this hypothesis. That they were connected 
with the permanent stone villages is evident from their comparative 
abundance about each of the larger ones, and that they were con-
structed in a less substantial manner than the home pueblo is shown 
by tJ?.e character of the remains. 
It seems quite likely that only the lower course or courses of the 
walls of these dwellings were of bowlders, the superstructure being 
perhaps sometimes of earth (not adobe) but more probably often of 
the type known as '' jacal "-upright slabs of wood plastered with 
mud. This method of construction was known to the ancient pueblo 
peoples and is used today to a considerable extent by the Mexican . 
population of the southwest and to a less extent in some of the 
pueblos. No traces of this construction were found in the bowlder-
marked sites, perhaps because no excavation was carried on; but it is 
evident that the rooms were not built of stone, anu that not more than 
a small percentage could have been built of rammed earth or grout, as 
the latter, in disintegrating leaves well-defined mounds and lines of 
debris. It is improbable, moreover, that the structures were of brush 
plastered with mud, such as the Navajo hogan, as this method of con-
struction is not well adapted to a rectangular ground plan, and if per-
sistently applied would soon modify such a plan to a round or par-
tially rounded one. Temporary brush structures would not require 
stone foundations, but structures composed of upright posts or slabs, 
filled in with brush and plastered with mud, and designed to last more 
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washed out. No traces of the ditch were found east of the point shown 
.in plate XXXIV, but as the , 
modern acequia, which 
enters- the valley nearly 
10 feet below the ancient 
one, extends up the valley 
nearly to its head, there 
is no reason to suppose 
that the ancient ditch did 
not irrigate nearly the 
whole area of bottom land. 
The ancient ditch is well 
marked by two clearly 
defined lines of pebbles 
and small bowlders, as 
shown in the illustration. 
Probably these pebbles 
entered into its construc-
tion, as the modern ditch, ~ 
washed out at its head ~ 
and abandoned more than f 
~ 
a year ago, shows no trace ~ 
of a similar marking. g, 
A little west and south ~ 
of the point shown in ~. 
plate xxxrv the bottom [ 
land drops off by a low a: 
bench of 3 or 4 feet to a 
1i. 
lower level or terrace, JJ. 
and this edge is marked ~ 
for a distance of about a =" 
quarter of a n;_iile by the 
remains of a stone wall 
or other analogous struc-
ture. This is located on 
the extreme edge of the 
upper bench and it is 
marked on its higher side 
by a very small elevation. 
On the outer or lower side 
it is more clearly visible, 
as the stones of which the 
wall was composed are 
scattered over the slope 
~arking the edge of the 
upper bench. At irregu-




~ la z 
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wall there are distinct rectangular areas about the size of an ordinary 
pueblo room, i.e., about 8 by 10 and 10 by 12 feet. 
In February, 1891, there was an exceptional flood in Verde river due 
to prolonged hard rain. The river in some places rose near~y 20 feet, 
and at many points washed away its banks and changed the channel. 
The river rose on two occasions; during its first rise it cut away a con-
siderable section of the · bank near a point known as Spanish wash, 
about 3½ miles below Verde, exposing an ancient ditch. During its 
second rise it cut away still more of the bank and part of the ancient 
ditch exposed a few days before. The river here makes a sharp bend 
and flows a little north of east. The :wodern American ditch, which 
supplied all the bottom lands of the Verde west of the river, was ruined 
in this vicinity by the flood that uncovered the old ditch. Figure 299 
is a map of the ancient ditch drawn in the field, with contours a foot 
apart, and showing also a section, on a somewhat larger scale, drawn 
through the points AB on the map. Plate xxxv1 is a view of the ditch 
looking westward across the point where it has been washed away, 
and plate xxxvu shows the eastern portion, where the ditch disappears 
under the bluff. 
The bank of the river at this point consists of a low sandy beach, 
from 10 to 50 feet wide, limited on the south by a vertical bluff 10 to 
12 feet high and composed of sandy alluvial soil. This bluff is the 
edge of the bottom land before referred to, and on top is almost flat 
an<l. covered with a growth of mesquite, some of the trees reaching a 
diameter of more than 3 inches. The American ditch, which is shown on 
the map, runs along the top of the bluff skirting its edge, and is about 
14 feet above the river at its ordinary stage. The edge of the bluff is 
shown on the map by a heavy black line. It will be observed that the 
ancient ditch occurs on the lower flat, about 3 feet above the river at its 
ordinary stage, and its remains extend over nearly 500 feet. The line, 
however, is not a straight one, but has several decided bends. One of 
these oceurs at a point just west of that shown in the section. About 
80 feet east of that point the ditch makes another turn southward, and 
about 40 feet beyond strikes the face of the bluff almost at right angles 
and passes under it. 
About 50 feet north of the main ditch, at the point where it passes 
under the bluff, there are the remains of another ditch, as shown on 
the map. This second ditch was about a foot higher than the main 
structure, or about ·4 feet above the river; it runs nearly parallel with 
it for 30 feet and then passes into the bluff with a slight turn toward 
tbe north. lt is about the same size as the main ditch, but its sec-
tion is more evenly rot1nded. Figure 300 shows this ditch in section. 
AH already tated, the American ditch i about 14 feet above the 
river, while the ancient ditch is less than 4 feet above the water. This 
decided difference in level indicates a marked difference in the charac-
ter of the river. The de truction of the modern ditch by tbe flood of 
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1891 is not the first mishap of that kind which has befallen the settlers. 
The ditch immediately preceding the current one passed nearly over 
the center of the ancient ditch, then covered by 10 feet or more of alJu. 
vial soil, and if a ditch were placed today on the level of the ancient 
structure it would certainly be destroyed every spring. The water 
that flowed through the modern ditch was taken from the river at a 
point about 3 miles farther northward, or just below Verde. The water 
for the ancient ditch must have been taken out less than a mile above 
the southern end of the section shown in the map. 
At first sight it would appear that the ancient ditch antedated the 
deposit of alJuvial soil forming the bottom land at this point, and this 
Fm. 300.-Part of old irrigating ditch. 
hypothesis is supported by several facts of importance. It is said that 
ten years ago the bottom land, whose edge now forms the bluff referred 
to, extended some 25 or 30 feet farther out, and that the river then 
flowed in a channel some 200 or 300 feet north of the present one. Be 
this as it may, the bottom land now presents a fairly continuous sur-
face, from the banks of the river to the foothills that limit the valley 
on the west and south, and it is certain that this bottom land extended 
over the place occupied by the ancient ditch; nor is it to be supposed 
that the ancient ditches ended abruptly at the point where they now 
enter the bluff. The curves in the line of the ancient ditch might indi-
cate that it was _constructed along the slope of a hill, or on an uneven 
13 ETH--J.6 ' 
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surface, as a deep excavation in fairly even ground would naturally 
be made in a straight line. 
The face of the bluff shows an even deposit of sand, without apparent 
stratification, except here and there a thin laxer or facing of mud occurs, 
such as covers the bottom of the ancient ditch and also of the modern 
ditch. Singularly enough, ho.wever, over the ·ancient ditch, about 5 
feet above its bottom, there is a stratum of sand and gravel, and on 
top, within a few inches of the surface of the ground, a thin stratum 
of mud. This mud stratum extends only about 8 feet horizontally 
and is slightly hollowed, with its lowest part over the center of the 
ditch. The gravel stratum also was laid down over the ditch, is tilted 
slightly south ward and occurs in two layers, together about a foot 
thick. It first appears a few feet south of the point where the main 
ditch enters the bluff and over the ditch both layers are distinctly 
marked, as shown in plate xxxvnr. Both layers are clearly marked to a 
distance of 4 feet north of the northern side of the main ditch; here 
the lower layer thins out, but the upper layer continues faintly marked 
almost to the edge of the small ditch. At this point the gravel stratum 
becomes pronounced again and continues over the small ditch, almost 
pure gravel in places, with a decided dip westward. At a point just 
beyqnd the northern side of the small ditch the gravel layer disappears 
entirely. 
The occurrence of this gravel in the way described seems -to indicate 
that the ditch was built along the slope of a low hill forming the edge 
of the bottom land at that time, and that subsequently detritus was 
deposited above it and over the adjacent bottom land forming a smooth 
ground surface. .Against this hypothesis it must be stated that no 
evidence whatever was found of more than a single deposit of sandy 
loam, although the ex.posures are good; but perhaps were an examina-
tion made by a competent geologist some such evidence might be 
developed. 
There is one fact that should not be lost sight of in the discussion, viz, 
the very low elevation of the ditch above the river. The Verde is. as 
already stated, a typical mountain stream, with an exceptionally high 
declivity, and consequently it is rapidly lowering its bed. If, as 
already conjectured, the water for the ancient ditch was taken from the 
river but a short distance above the point where remains of the ditch 
are now found-and this assumption seems well supported by the 
character of the adjacent topography-the slight elevation of the bed 
of the ditch above the river would indicate that, in the first place, 
the ditch was located, as already suggested, along the slope of a hill, 
and in the econd place, that the ditch was built at a period of no great 
antiquity. The occurrence of the high bluff under which the ditch now 
pa ' e dom~ not conflict with this suggestion, for the deposition of the 
material compo ing it and its erosion into its present form and condi-
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a stream like the Verde, and certainly a hundred, or at most a hun-
dred and fifty years would suffice to accomplish it. At the present 
time a few floods deposit an amount of material equal to that under 
discussion, and if subsequently the river changed its channel, as it 
does at a dozen different points everyspring,afew decades ouly would be 
required to cover the surface with grass and bushes, and in short, to 
form a bottom land similar to that now existing over the ancient ditch. 
In conclusion it should be noted, in support of the hypothesis that 
the ditch was built before the material composing the bluff was laid 
down, that immediately under the ditch there is a stratum of hard 
adobe-like earth, quite different from the sand above it and from the 
material of which the bluff is composed. This stratum is shown 
clearly in plate XXXVIII. 
The hypothesis which accords best with the evidence now in hand 
is that which assumes that the ditch was taken out of the river but a 
short distance above the point illustrated, and that it was built on the 
slope of a low hill, or on a nearly flat undulating bottom land, before 
the material composing the present bottom or river terrace was depos-
ited, and that the ditch, while it may be of considerable antiquity, is 
not necessarily more than a hundred or a hundred and fifty years 
old; in other words, we may reach a fairly definite determination of its 
minimum but not of its maximum antiquity. 
On the southern side of Clear creek, about a mile above its mouth, 
there are extensive horticultural works covering a large area of the 
terrace or river bench. These have already been alluded to in the 
description of the village ruin overlooking them, but there are several 
features which are worthy a more detailed description. For a distance 
of 2 miles east and west along the creek, and perhaps half a mile north 
and south, there are traces of former works pertaining to horticulture, 
including irrigating ditches, "reservoirs," farming outlooks, etc. 
At the eastern eud of these works, about 3 miles above the mouth 
of Clear creek, the ma.in ditch, after running along the slope of the 
hill for some distance, comes out on top of the mesa or terrace nearly 
opposite the Morris place. The water was taken from the creek but a 
short distance above, hardly more than half a mile. West of the point 
where the ditch comes out on the mesa top, all traces of it disappear, 
but they are found again at various points on the terrace. Plate XXXIX 
shows a portion of the terrace below and opposite the rectangular ruin 
previously described. In the distant foreground the light line indi-
cates a part of the ancient ditch. Plate XL shows the same ditch at a 
point half a mile below the last, where it rounds a knoll. In the dis-
tance is the flat-topped hill or mesa on which the rectangular ruin 
previously described is located. About a hundred yards southeast of 
this point further traces of the ditch may be seen, and connected with 
it at that point are a number of rectangular areas, which were culti-
vated patches when the ditch was in use. 
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The whole surface of the terrace within the limits described is cov-
ered by small water-worn bowlders scattered so thickly over it that 
travel is seriously impeded. In many parts of it these bowlders are 
arranged so a~ to inclose small rectangular areas, and these areas are 
connected with the old ditch just described. Plate xxxrx shows some-
thing of this surface character; and in the right hand portion of it may 
be .seen some of the rows of bowlders forming the rectangular areas. 
The rows which occur at right angles to the ditch are much more 
clearly marked than those parallel to it, and the longer axes of the 
rectangular areas are usually also at right angles to the ditch line. 
On the ground these traces of inclosures can hardly be made out, but 
from an elevated point, such as the mesa on which the rectangular 
ruin overlooking these works is located, they show very clearly and 
have the appearance of windrows. Traces of these horticultural works 
would be more numerous, and doubtless more distinct, were it not that 
a considerable part of the area formerly under cultivation has been 
picked over by the modern settlers in this region, and immense quan-
tities of stone have been removed and used in the construction of 
fences. This has not been done, however, in such a manner as to leave 
the ground entirely bare, yet bare areas occur here and there over the 
surface, where doubtless once existed a part of the general scheme of 
horticultural works. 
One such bare area occurs close to the edge of the terrace about a 
mile and a half above the mouth of the creek. In its center is a structure 
called for convenience a reservoir, although it is by no means ce.rtain 
that it was used as such. It occurs about 100 yards from the creek, 
opposite the Wingfield place, and consists of a depression f--urrounded 
by an elevated rim. It is oval, measuring 108 feet north and south 
and 72 feet east and west from rim to rim. The crown of the rim 
is 5 feet 8 inches above the bottom of the depression and about 3 feet 
above the ground outside. The rim is fairly continuous, except at 
points on the northern and southern sides, where there are slight 
depressions, and these depressions are further marked by extra large 
bowlders. At its lowest points, however, the rim is over 2 feet above 
the ground, which slopes away from it for some distance in every 
direction. Plate XLI shows the eastern side of the depression; the large 
tree in the middle distance is on the bank of Clear creek and below 
the terrace. Plate XLII shows the northern gateway or dip in the rim, 
looking southward acros the depression. The large bowlders previ-
ously referred to can be clearly seen. .A depression similar to this 
occur on the opposite side of the valley, about half a mile from the 
ri ver. In this ca e it is not marked by bowlders or stones of any 
d cription, but i mooth and rounded, corresponding to the surface of 
the ground in it ·'Yi.cinity. In the latter as in the former case, the 
depr ion occur on a low knoll or swell in the bottom land, and the 
surface of the ground lope·s gently· away from it for some distance in 
e ry direction. 
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The purpose of these depressions is not at all clear, and although 
popularly known as reservoirs it is hardly possible that they were 
used as such. The capacity of the Clear creek depression is about 
160,000 gallons, or when two-thirds full, which would be the limit of 
its working capacity, about 100,000 gallons. The minimum rate of 
evaporation in this regi<m in the winter months is over 3 inches per 
month, rising in summer to 10 inches or more, so that in winter the 
loss of water stored in this depression would be about 10,000 gallons 
a month, while in summer it might be as high as 35,000 or even 40 000 
. ' gallons a month. It follows, therefore, that even if the- reservoir were 
filled to its full working capacity in winter and early spring it would 
be impossible to hold the water for more than two months and retain 
enough at the end of that time to make storing worth while. It has 
been already stated, however, that these depressions are situated on 
slight knolls and that the land falls away from them in every direc-
tion. As 110 surface drainage could be led into them, and as there is 
no trace on the ground of a rai ed ditch discharging into them, they 
must have been :fill d, if u, ed a reservoirs, from the rain which fell 
within the line that circum cribe them. The mean annual rainfall 
(for over seventeen year ) at Verde, a few miles farther northward in 
the same valley, i 11·44 inches, with a maximum annual fall of 27·27 
inches and a minimum of 4·80 inches. The mean annual fall (for over 
twenty-one year ) at Fort McDowell, near the mouth of the Rio Verde., 
is 10·54 inches, with a maximum of 20·0 inches and a minimum of 4·94 
inches.1 
If these depressions were u ·eu a. reservoirs it is a fair presumption 
that the bottoms were pla tered with clay, so that there would be :no 
seepage and the only loss would be by evaporation. Yet this loss, in 
a dry and windy climate such as that of the region here treated, would 
be sufficient to render impracticable a storage reservoir of a cross sec-
tion and a site like the oue under discussion. Most of the rainfall is in 
the winter months, from December to March, and it would require a 
fall of over 12 inches during those months to render the reservoir of 
any use in June; it would certainly be of no use in July and August, 
at the time when water is most needed, save in exceptional years with 
rainfall much i11 exces of the mean. 
On the other band, there is the hypothesis that these depressions 
represent house structures; but if so these structures are anomalous in 
this region. The contour of the ground does not support the idea of 
a cluster of rooms about a central court, nor does the debris bear it out. 
Mr. F. H. Cushing has found depressions in the valleys of Salt and 
Gila rivers somewhat resembling these in form and measurement, and 
situated always on the outskirts of the sites of villages. Excavations 
were made, and as the result of these he came to the conclusion that 
1Report on Rainfall (Pacific coast and western states and territories), Signal Office U. S. War 
Dept., Senate Ex. Doc. Ill , 50th Cong., 1st Sess., Washington, 1889 ; pp. 70-73 (Errata, p. 4). 
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the depressions were the remains of large council chambers, as the 
floors were hard, plastered with mud, and dish-shaped, with a fire-hole 
in the center of each; and no pottery or implements or remains of any 
kind were found except a number of "sitting stones." Mr. Cushing 
found traces of upright logs which formed the outer wall of the struc-
ture; he inferred from the absence of drainage channels that the struc-
ture was roofed, and as the ordinary method of roofing is impracticable 
on the scale of these structures, he supposed that a method similar 
to that used by the Pima Indians in roofing their granaries was 
employed, the roof being of a flattened dome shape and composed of 
grass or reeds, formed in a continuous coil and covered with earth. If 
the depressions under discussion, however, are the remains of struc-
tures such as these described, they form a curious anomaly in this · 
region, for, as has been already stated, the affinities of the remains of 
this region are with the northern architectural types, and not at all 
with those of the southern. 
There is a third hypothesis which, though not supported by direct 
evidence, seems plausible. It is that the depression of Clear creek, and 
· perhaps also the one on the opposite side of the Verde, were thrashing 
floors. This hypothesis accords well with the situation of these depres-
sions upon the tillable bottom lands, and with their relation to the 
other remains in their vicinity; and their depth below the surface of 
the ground would be accounted for, under the assumption here made 
of their use, by the high and almost continuous winds of the summer 
in this region. Perhaps the slight depressions at the northern and 
southern side of the oval were the gateways through which the ani-
mals which trampled the straw or the men who worked the flails passed 
in and out. Whether used in this way or not, these depressions would 
be, under the assumption that the bottom was plastered with mud, not 
only practicable, but even desirable thrashing floors, as the grain 
would be subjected during thrashing to a partial winnowing. This 
suggestion would also account for the comparatively clean ground stu-
face about the depressions and for their location on slightly elevated 
knolls. 
Scattered over the whole area formerly under cultivation along Clear 
creek are the remains of small, single rooms, well marked on the ground, 
but without any standing wall remainini, These remains are seat-
tered indiscriminately over the terrace without system or arrangement; 
they are sometimes on the flat, sometimes on slight knolls. They num-
ber altogether perhaps forty or fifty. Plate XLIII shows an example 
which occurs on a low knoll, shown also in plate XL; it is typical of 
the e remains. It will be noticed that the masonry was composed of 
river bowldersnot dres ed or prepared in any way, and that the debris 
on the ground would rai e the walls scarcely to the height of a single 
low tory. 
The location of the e remain , their relation to other remains in the 
vi inity and their character all support the conclusion that they were 
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the depressions were the remains of large council chambers, as the 
floors were hard, plastered with mud, and dish-shaped, with a fire-hole 
in the center of each; and no pottery or implements or remains of any 
kind were found except a number of '' sitting stones." Mr. Cushing 
found traces of upright logs which formed the outer wall of the struc-
ture; he inferred from the absence of drainage channels that the struc-
ture was roofed, and as the ordinary method of roofing is impracticable 
on the scale of these structures, he supposed that a method similar 
to that used by the Pima Indians in roofing their granaries was 
employed, the roof being of a flattened dome shape and composed of 
grass or reeds, formed in a continuous coil and covered with earth. If 
the depressions under discussion, however, are the remains of struc-
tures such as these described, they form a curious anomaly in this 
region, for, as has been already stated, the affinities of the remains of 
this region are with tbe northern architectural types, and not at all 
with those of the southern. 
There is a third hypothesis which, though not supported by direct 
evidence, seems plausible. It is that the depression of Clear creek, and 
· perhaps also the. one on the opposite side of the Verde, were thrashing 
floors. This hypothesis accords well with the situation of these depres-
sions upon the tillable bottom lands, and with their relation to the 
other remains in their vicinity; and their depth below the surface of 
the ground would be accounted for, under the assumption here made 
of their use, by the high and almost continuous winds of the summer 
iu this region. Perhaps the slight depressions at the northern and 
southern side of the oval were the gateways through which the ani-
malf, which trampled the straw or the men who worked the tlails passed 
in and out. Whether used in this way or not, these depressions would 
be, under the assumption that the bottom was plastered with mud, not 
only practicable, but even desirable thrashing floors, as the grain 
would be subjected during thrashing to a partial winnowing. This 
sugge tion would al o account for the comparatively clean ground sur-
face about the depressions and for their location on slightly elevated 
knolls. 
cattered over the whole area formerly under cultivation along Olear 
creek are the remain of small, single rooms, well marked on the ground, 
but without any standing wall remainini, These remains are scat-
tered ind.i criminately over the terrace without system or arrangement; 
they are ' ometime on the :flat, sometimes on slight knolls. They num-
ber altogether perhap forty or fifty. Plate XLIII shows an example 
which occur on a low knoll, hown also in plate XL; it is typical of 
the e remain . It will be noticed that the masonry was composed of 
river b wlder not dres ed or prepared in any way, and that the debris 
on the ground w uld rai e the walls carcely to the height of a single 
low tory. 
The loca ion of the r main , their relation to other remains in the 
vi inity , nd their character all upport the conclusion that they were 
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small temporary shelters or farming outlooks, occupied only during the 
season when the fields about them were cultivated and during the 
gathering of the harvest, as is the case with analogous structures used 
in the farming operations among the pueblos of to-day. Their number 
and distribution do not necessarily" signify that all the terrace was 
under cultivation at one time, although there is a fair presumption 
that the larger part of it was, and the occurrence of the ditch at both 
the upper and the lower ends of the area strengthens this con~lusion. 
As it is impossible that an area so large as this should be cultivated 
by the inhabitants of one village, it is prol:>able that a number of vil-
lages combined iu the use of this terrace for their horticultural opera-
tions; and, reasoning from what we know to have been the case in other 
regions, it is further probable that this combination resulted in endless 
contention and strife, and perhaps finally to the abandonment of these 
fields if not of this region. The rectangular ruin already illustrated is 
situated on a hill south of the terrace and overlooks it from that 
direction; on the opposite side of Clear creek, on the hill bounding the 
valley on the north, there are the remains of a large stone village which 
commanded an outlook over the terraces in question; and a little farther 
up the creek, on the same side and similarly situated, there was another 
village which also overlooked them. There were doubtless other vii . 
lages and small settlements whose remains are not now clearly distin-
guishable, and it is quite probable that some of the inhabitants of the 
large villages in the vicinity, like those near Verde, hardly 3 miles north-
ward, had a few farming houses and some land under cultivation on this 
terrace. 
Thus it will be, seen that there was no lack of cultivators for all the 
tillable land on the terrace, and there is no reason to suppose that the 
period when the land was under cultivation, and the period when the 
villages overlooking it were occupied, were not identical, and that the 
single-house remains scattered over the terrace were not built and occu-
pied at the same period. The relation of the stone villages to the area 
formerly cultivated, the relation of the single-room remains to the area 
immediately about them, the character of the remains, and the known 
methods of horticulture followed by the . Pueblo Indians, all support 
the conclusion that these remains were not only contemporaneous but 
also related to one another. 
S'rRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
MASONRY AND OTHER DETAILS. 
The masonry of the stone villages throughout all the region here 
treated is of the same type, although there are some variations. It 
does not compare with the fine work found on the San Juan and its 
tributaries, although belonging to that type-the walls being composed 
of two faces with rubble filling, aind the interstices of the large stones 
being filled or chinked with spalls. This chinking is more pronounced 
and better done in the northern part of the region than in the south. 
The rock employed depended in all cases on the immediate environ-
ments of the site of the village, the walls being composed in some cases 
of slabs of limestone, in other cases of river bowlders only, and in still 
others of both in combination. The walls of the large ruin near Lime-
stone creek were composed of rude slabs of limestone with an inter-
mixture of bowlders. The bowlders usually occur only in the lower 
part of the wall, near the ground, and in .several cases, where nothing 
exists of the wan ' above the surface of the ground, the remains con-
sist entirely of bowlders. A good example of this peculiarity of con-
struction is shown in plate XLIV, and plate LXV shows the character of 
stone employed and also a section of standing wall on the western side 
of the village. A section of standing wall near the center of the ruin is 
illustrated in plate XIII. It will be noticed that some of the walls shown 
iu this illustration are chinked, but to a very slight extent. The wall 
represented in plate XL v has slabs of limestone set on edge. This 
feature is found also in other ruins in this region, notably in those 
opposite Verde, though it seems to be more used in the south than in 
the north. An example occurring in the ruin . opposite Verde is shown 
in plate XL VI. In this case chinking is more pronounced; the walls are 
from 2 to 2½ feet thick, built in the ordinary way with two faces and 
an interior filling, but the stones are large and the filling is almost 
wholly adobe mortar. The two faces are tied together by extra long 
tone which occa"ionally project into the back of oue or the other face. 
The western cluster of the ruin la ~t mentioned, shown on the ground 
plan (plate XVII), ha almost all it walls till standing, and the masonry, 
wl1ile of the ame general character as that of the main cluster, is 
b tt r ex cuted. The tone.: com po ing the walls are smaller than those 
in the main lu ter and more uniform in size, and the interstices are 
carefully chinked. The chinking i di tin ·tive in that spalls were not 
u ed but more or 1~. flattened river pebbles. The different color and 
xtur of the pebble make them tand out from the wall distinctly, 
an ornam n tal ffect. 
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That portion of the standing wall of the ruin opposite Verde, wh.ich 
occurs in the saddle northeastward from the main cluster, shown on the 
plan in plate XVII, represents the best masonry found in this region . 
.As elsewhere stated, this was probably the last part of the village to be 
built. These walls are shown in plate XL VII. It will be noticed that · 
the stones are of very irregular shape, rendering a considerable amount 
of chinking necessary to produce even a fair result, .and that the stones 
are exceptionally large. The masonry of this village is characterized 
by the use of stones larger than common, many of them being larger 
tban one man can carry and some 0f them even larger than two men can 
handle . 
.All the larger and more important ruins of this region are constructed 
of limestone slabs, somet,imes . with bowlders. The smaller ruins, on 
the other hand. were built usually of river bowlders, sometimes with 
an mtermixture of sla,bs of limestone and bandstone but with a decided 
preponderance of river bowlders. This would seem to suggest that this 
region was gradually populated, and that the larger structures were the 
last ones buHt. This suggestion has been already made in the discus-
sion of the ground plans, and it is, moreover, in accord with the history 
of the pueblo-builders farther northward, notably that of the Hopi. 
Plate XXI illustrates a type of bowlder masonry which occurs on 
Clear creek; plate XL VIII shows the masonry of the ruin at the mouth of 
the East Verde, and plate XVI shows tbatof a ruin at the mouth of Fossil 
creek. In all these examples the stone composing the walls was derived 
either from the bed of an adjacent stream or from the g-round on which 
they were built, and was used without any preparation whatever; yet 
in the better examples of this type of masonry a fairly good result was 
obtained by a careful selection of the stones. .A still ruder type of 
masonry sometimes found in connection with village ruins is shown in 
figure 290. This, however, was used only as in the example illus-
trated, for retaining walls to trails or terraces, or analogous structures. 
In a general way it may be stated that the masonry of the village 
ruins of this region is much inferior to that of the San Juan region, and, 
in its rough and unfinished surfaces, in the use of an inferior material 
close at hand rather than a better material a short distance a-way, and 
in the ignorance on the part of the builders of many constructive 
devices and expedients employed in the best examples of pueblo 
masonry, the work of this region may be ranked with that of the 
Tusayan-in other wqrds, at the lower end of the scale. 
There is but little masonry about the .cavate lodges, and that is rude 
in character, .As elsewhere stated, walled fronts , are exceptional in 
this region, and where they occur the work was done very roughly. 
Figure 301 shows an example that occurs in the group of cavate lodges 
already described. It will be noticed that little selection has been 
exercised in the stones employed, and that an excess of mortar has 
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been used to fill in the large interstices. Figure290 (p. 221), which shows 
a storage cist attached to the group of cavate lodges, marked D on the 
map (plate xxv), exhibits the same excessive use of adobe or mud. 
plastering. ..A.t several other points in the area shown on this map there 
are short walls, sometimes inside the lodges, sometimes outside. In 
ti . _,;, .,._ • . )h~ 
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Fro. 301.-Walled front cavate lodges. 
all ca e , however, they are rudely constructed and heavily plastered 
with mud; in hort, the ma onry of the cavate lodges exhibits an 
ignorance fully equal to that of the tone villages, while the execution 
is, if anything, ruder. It is singular that, notwithstanding the exces-
sive u ~ of mud mortar and mud pla tering in the few walls that are 
found th re, uch pla tering wa almost never used on the walls in the 
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interiors of the lodges, perhaps because no finer finish than the rough 
surface of the rock was considered desirable. 
The cavate lodges seem to have been excavated without the aid of 
other tools than a rough maul or a piece of stone held in the hand, and 
such a tool is well adapted to the work, since a blow on the surface of 
the· rock is sufficient to bring off large slabs. Notwithstanding the 
rude tools and methods, however, some of the work is quite neat, 
e~pecially in the passageways (which are often 3 or 4 feet long and 
quite narrow) and in the smaller chambers. In the excavation of these 
chambers benches were left at convenient places along the wall and 
µiches and cubby-holes were cut, so that in the best examples of 
cavate lodges the occupants, it would seem, were more comfortable, 
so far as regards their habitation, than the ordinary Pueblo Indian of 
today, and better supplied with the conveniences of that method of 
living. It should be stated in this connection, however, that although 
the group of cavate lodges gives an example of an extensive work well 
carried out, the successful carrying out of that work does not imply 
either a large population or a high degree of skill; the only thing 
necessary was time, and the amount of time necessary for the work is 
not nearly so great, in proportion to the population housed, as was 
required for the better types of pueblo work in the San Juan country 
(the village ruins of the Chaco canyon for example), and probably no 
more than would be required for the construction of rooms of equal size 
and of the rather poor grade of work found in this region . 
.Although no examples of interior wall-plastering were found in the 
group of cavate lodges described, such work has been found in neigh-
boring lodges; and in this group plastered floors are quite common. 
The object of plastering the floors was to secure a fairly even surface 
such as the soft rock did not provide, and this was secured not by the 
application of layers of clay but by the use of clay here and there 
wherever needed to bring the surface up to a general level, and the 
whole surface was subsequently :finished. This final :finishing was some-
times omitted, and many floors are composed partly of the natural rock 
and partly of clay, the latter frequently in spots and areas of small size. 
The floors were often divided into a number of sections by low ridges 
of clay, sometimes 8 inches broad. These ridges are shown on the 
ground plans (:figures 294 to 298, and in plate xxv). Their purpose is not 
clear, although it can readily be seen that in such domesti~ operations 
as sorting grain they would be useful. 
DOOR AND WINDOW OPENINGS. 
The masonry of this region was so roughly and carelessly executed 
that little evidence remains in the stone villages of such details of con-
struction as door and window openings. Destruction of the walls 
seems to have commenced at these openings, and while there are 
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numerous standing wallR, some with a height of over 10 feet, no perfect 
example of a door or window opening was found. It is probable that the 
methods employed were similar or analogous to those used today by 
the Hopi, and that the wooden lintel and stone jamb was the stand-
ard type. 
In the cavate lodges window openings are not found; there is but 
one opening, the doorway, and this is of a pronounced and peculiar type, 
Fro. 302.-Bowld rs rn footway , cavat Iodg-es . 
a rule the e doorway are wider at the top than at t he bottom and 
tber ar no corner , the opening rouo-hly approximating the shape of a 
p ar with th maller nd downward. The upper part of the opening 
on i t al a f the naked rock, but t lJ lower part i generally 
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fram d with slabs of sandstone. Plate _xux shows an example that 
occur in the upper tier of lodges at its eastern end. The floor of this 
FIG. 303.-Framed doorway, cavate lodges . 
lodge is about 2 feet above the bench from which it was entered, and 
this specimen fails to show a feature which is very common in this group 
· -a line of water-worn bowlders extending from the exterior to the inte-
rior of the lodges through the doorway and arranged like stepping 
stones. This feature is shown in figure 302, which represents the door-
way of groupE, shown on the general map (platexxv) and on the detailed 
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plan, figure 297. Figure 303 shows a type in which the framing is 
extended up on c1ne side nearly to the top, while on the other side it 
extends only to half the beight of the opening, which above the fram-
ing is hollowed out to increase its width. This example occurs near 
that shown in plate XLIX, and the floor of the chamber is raised about 
2 feet above the bench from which it is entered. The illustration gives 
a view from the interior, looking out, and the large opening on the right 
was caused by the comparatively recent breaking out of the wall. 
Figure 303 shows the doorway to the group of chambers marked E on 
the general map, an interior view of which is shown in figure 302. In 
this example the obvious object of the framing was to reduce the size 
of the opening, and to accomplish this the slabs were set out 10 or 12 
inches from the rock forming the sides of the opening, and the inter-
vening space was filled in with rubble. Plate xxxn, which shows the 
interior of the main room in group D, shows also the large doorway 
on the north. 
It will be noticed that these doorways all conform to one general 
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upper third than in the lower two-thirds 
of its height. This requirement seems 
to be the counterpart or analogue of the 
notched doorway, which is the standard 
type in the cliff ruins of Canyon de 
Chelly and other regions, and still very 
common in Tusayan (Moki). Figure 304 
shows a notched doorway in Canyon de 
Ohelly and figure 305 gives an example 
of the same type of opening in Tusayan. 
The object of this peculiar shape in the , 
regions mentioned has been well estab-
lished,1 and there is no reason to suppose 
that similar conditions and a similar 
Fm.
3~~~:0~td~eg1.i<~?1~~wayin object would not produce a similar 
result here. This type of opening had 
its origin in the time when the pueblo builders had no means, other 
than blankets, of temporarily closing door openings and when all the 
supplie of the village were brought in on the backs of the inhabitants. 
In order to ecure protection against cold and storm the opening was 
made of the smallest po ible ize con istent with its use, and the upper 
part of the opening was made larger in order to permit the introduc-
tion of ba k loads of faggots c1,nd other necesG.1iries. This purpose 
would be almo t a well erved by the openings of the cavate lodges as 
by the notched doorway, and at the ame time the mallest possible 
opening wa expo ed to the weather. The two types of openings seem 
tudy of Pueblo Ar hitecture, by Victor Minrl eleff: 8th. Ann. Rep. Bur. Eth. for 1886-1887; 
Washington, 1 91, pp. 1-228. 
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simply to be two different methods of accomplishing the same purpose-
one in solid rock, the other in masonry. That it was considered desirable 
to reduce the openings as much as possible is evident from the employ-
ment of framing slabs in the lower portions, reducing the width of that 
part generally to less than a foot, while the upper portions are usually 
3 feet and more in wid1ih, and the absence of framing slabs in the 
upper part of the openings was probably due to their use as suggested; 
no slabs could be attached with sufficient firmness to resist the drag 
of a back load of wood, for example, forced between them. The strict 
confinement of door openings to one type /:luggests a short, rather than 
a long, occupancy of the site under discussion, a suggestion which is 
Fm. 305.-Notched doorway in Tnsayan. 
borne out by other details; and this unity of design renders it difficult 
to form a conclusion as to the relative age of the two types of open-
ings under discussion. So far as the evidence goes, however, it sup-
ports the conclusion that the doorways of the cavate lodges were 
derived from a type previously developed, and that the idea has been 
modified and to some extent adapted to a different environment; for 
if the idea had been developed in the cavate lodges there would be a 
much greater number of variations than we find in fact. There can be 
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no doubt, however, that· the cavate lodge doorwayR represent au earlier 
type in development, if not in time, than the notched doorways of 
Tusayan. 
CHIMNEYS AND FIREPLACES. 
Nowhere in the village ruins or in the cavate lodges of the lower 
Verde were any traces of chimneys or other artificial smoke exit found. 
The village ruins are too much broken down ro permit definite state-
ment of the means employed for smoke exits, but had the inhabitants 
employed such exits as are in use in the pueblos today some evidence 
of them would remain. Probably there was no other exit than the door, 
and perhaps trapdoors or small openings in the roofs, such as were 
formerly employed in the inhabited pueblos, according to their tradi-
tions. In the cavate lodges no exit other than the door was possible, 
and many of them are found with their walls much blackened by smoke. 
The fireplaces or fire boles of the cavate lodges have already been 
alluded to, and one of the best examples found js illustrated in plate 
xxxn, and the location of a number of others is show.non the gen-
eral plan. Thesf fireplaces are located not in the center of the cham-
ber, but near the principal doorway, and doubtless the object of this 
location was to facilitate the escape of the smoke. Fire holes were 
never located in interior rooms. The fireplace illustrated in plate xxxn 
has been already described (p. 227); it was excavated in the solid rock 
of the floor and was lined with fragments of pottery laid in mud mortar 
as closely as their shape would permit. A part of thi pottery lining 
can be seen in the illustration. When the room wa cleared out the 
fire hole was found to be about half full of fine a he'. 
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CONCLUSIONS. 
The rums of the lower Verde valley represent a comparatively la.te 
period in the history of the Pueblo tribes. The period of occupancy 
was not a long one and the population was never large, probably not 
exceeding at any time 800 or 1,000 souls, possibly less than 700; nor 
were the dwellings in that region all occupied at the same time. 
There is no essential difference, other than those due to immediate 
environment, between .the architecture of the lower Verde region and 
that of the more primitive types found in other regions, Tusayan for 
example. The Verde architecture is, however, of a more purely aboF-
iginal type than that of any modern pueblo, and the absence of intro-
duced or foreign ideas is its chief characteristic. There are no c~im-
neys, no adobe walls, no constructive expedients other than aboriginal 
and rather primitive ones. The absence of circular kivas I or sacred 
council chambers is noteworthy. 
The circular kiva is a survival of an ancieut type-a survival sup-
ported by all the power of religious feeling and the conservatism in 
religious matters characteristic of savage and barbarous life; and while· 
most of the modern pueblos have at the present time rectangular kivas,. 
such, for example, as those at Tusayan, at Zuni, and at Acoma, there is. 
no doubt that the circular form is the more primitive and was formerly 
used by some tribes which now have only the rectangular form. Still 
the abandonment of the circular and the adoption of the rectangular· 
form, due to expediency and the breaking down of old tradition~, was. 
a very gradual process and proceeded at a different · rate in different. 
parts of the country. At the time of the Spanish conquest the pre-
vailing form in the old province of Cibola was rectangular, although_ 
the circular kiva was not entirely absent; while, on the other hand~ in_ 
the cliff ruins of Canyon de Oltelly, whose date is partly subsequent to, 
the sixteenth century, the circular kiva is the prevailing, if not the· 
exclusfveform. But notwithstanding this the Hopi Indians of Tusayan,. 
to whom many of the Canyon de Ohellyruins are to be attributed, today 
have not a single circular kiva. The reason for this radical departure· 
from the old type is a simple one, and to be found in the single term envi-
ronment. The savage is truly a child of nature and almost completely 
under its sway. A slight difference in the geologic formations of two, 
regions will produce a difference in the arts of the inhabitants of those· 
1 As t his term has been already defin ed, it is here u sed without further explanation. For a full dis-
cu ssion of t hese structures, see "A Study of Pueblo Architecture," by Victor Mindeleff, in 8th Ann .. 
R ep. Bur. E t h. , 1886- 87, W ashington, 1891. 
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regions, provided the occupancy be a long one. In the case of the 
Tusayan kivas the rectangular form was imposed on the builders by the 
character of the sites they occupied. The requirement that the kiva 
should be under ground, or partly under ground, was a more stringent 
one than that it shou1d be circular, and with the rude appliances at 
their command the Tusayan builders could accomplish practically 
nothing unless they utilized natural cracks and :fissures in the rocks. 
Hence the abandonment of the circular form and also of the more 
essential requirement, that the kiva should be inclosed \Tithin the walls 
of the village or within a court; the Tusayan kivas are located indis-
criminately in the courts .and on tbe outskirts of the village, wherever 
a suitable site was found, some of them being placed at a considerable 
distance from the nearest house. 
It will be seen, therefore, that it is impossible to base any chronologic 
conclusions on the presence or absence of this feature, notwithstanding 
the undoubted priority of the circular form, except in so far as these 
conclusions are limited to some certain region or known tribal stock. 
If it be assumed that the Verde ruins belong to the Tusayan, and all 
the evidence in hand favors that assumption, the conclusion follows 
that they should be assigned to a comparatively late period in the his-
tory of that tribe. 
That the period of occupancy of the lower Verde valley was not a 
loug one is proved by the character of the remains and by what we 
know of the history of the pueblo-building tribes. There are no very 
large areas of tillable land on the lower Verde and not a large number 
of small ones, and aside from these areaR the country is arid and for-
bidding in the extreme. Such a country wou~d be occupied only as a 
last resort, or temporarily during the course of a migration. _ The term 
migration, however, must not be taken in the sense in which it has been 
applie<l to European stocks, a movement of people en masse or in several 
large groups. Migration as used here, and as it generally applies to 
the Pueblo Indians, means a slow gradual movement, generally without 
any definite and ultimate end in view. A. small section of a village, 
generally a gens or a subgens, move away from the parent village, 
perhap only a few miles. A.t another time another section moves to 
another site, at still another time another section moves, and so on. 
The e movements are not po sible where outside hostile pressure is · 
trong, and if uch pre sure i long continued it results in a reaggre-
gation of the variou cattered ettlement into one large village. Such 
in bri f i · the proce whi h is termed migration, and which has cov-
er d the . outbwe t with thou and of village ruins. Of course larger 
mov rn nt hav o curred and whole village have been abandoned in 
a <l , but a a rule the abandonment of village wa a gradual process 
oft n year . 
beologi inve tigation of the pueblo region commenced 
an wa · littl knowledge extant by which travelers could 
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check their conclusions, the immense number of ruins in that region 
was commonly attributed to an immense population, some writers plac-
ing the number as high as 500,000. Beside this figure the present pop-
ulation, about 9,000, is so insignificant that it is bardly surprising that 
the ancient and modern villages were s'eparated and attributed to 
differeut tribal stocks. 
The process briefly sketched above explains the way in which village 
ruins have their origin; a band of 500 village-building Indians might 
leave the ruins of fifty villages in the course of a single century. It is 
very doubtful whether the total number of Pueblo Indians ever exceeded 
30,000. This is the figure stated by Mr. A. F. Bandelier, whose inti-
mate acquaintance with the eastern part of the pueblo region gives his 
opinion great weight. The apparently trifling causes which sometimes 
result in the abandonment of villages have been already alluded to. 
The lower Verde forms no exception to the general rule sketched 
above. Scattered along the river, and always located on or immedi-
ately adjacent to some area of tillable land, are found many small ruins, 
typical examples of which have been described in detail. These form 
the subordinate settlements whose place in the general scheme has been 
indicated. The masonry is generally of river bowlders only, not dressed 
or prepared in any way. The number of these settlements is no greater 
than· would be required for one complete cycle or period, although the 
evidence seems to support the hypothesis that the movement com-
menced in the northern part of the region and proceeded southward in 
two or perhaps three separate steps. It is possible, however, that the 
movement was in the other direction. This question can be settled only 
by a thorough examination of the regions to the north and south. 
There are two, possibly three, points in the region discussed where 
a stand was made and the various minor settlements were abandoned, 
the inhabitants congregating into larger bands and building a larger 
village for better defense against the common foe. These are located 
at the extreme northern and southern limits of the region treated, 
opposite Verde and near Limestone creek, and possibly also at an 
intermediate point, the limestone ruin above Fossil creek. These more 
important ruins are all built of limestone slabs, and the sites are care-
fully selected. The internal evidence supports the conclusion that the 
movement was southward and that in the large ruin near Limestone 
creek the inhabitants of the lower Verde valley had their last resting 
place before they were absorbed by the population south of them, or 
were driven permanently from this region. The strong resemblance 
of the ground plan of this village to that of Zuni has Leen already 
commented on, and it is known that Zuni was produced in the way 
stated, by the inhabitants of the famous "seven cities of Cibola," except 
that in this case Zuni was the second site adopted, the aggregation 
into one village, or more properly a number of villages on one site 
' ' having taken place a few years before. The fact that Zuni dates only 
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from the beginning of the last century should not be lost sight of in 
thi di cus ion. 
The inhabitants of the Verde valley were an agricultural people, and 
even in t,he darkest days of their history, when they wtre compelled 
to abandon the minor settlements, they still relied on horticulture for 
sub ' i tence, and to a certain extent the defense motive was. subordi-
nated to the requirements of this method of life. There can be no 
donbt that the hostile pressure which produced the larger villages was 
Indian, probably the Apache and Walapai, who were in undisputed 
posses ion at the time of the American advent, and but little doubt 
that this pressure consisted not. of regular invasions and set sieges, 
but of sudden raids and descents upon the :fields, resulting in the car-
rying off of the produce and the killing of the producers. Such raids 
were often made by the Navajo on Tusayan, Zuni, and the eastern 
pueblos and on the Mexican villages along the Rio Grande for some 
years after the American occupation, and are continued even today in 
a small way on the Tusayan. The effect of such raids is cumulative, 
and it might be several years before important action would result on 
the part of the village Indians subjected to them. On the other band, 
several long seasons might elapse during which comparative immunity 
would be enjoyed by the village. In the lower Verde there is evidence 
of two uch periods, if not more, and during that time the small pueb-
los and settlements previously referred to were built. None of these 
small settlements was occupied, however, for more than a few decades, 
the ground plans of most of them indicating an even shorter period. 
That cavate lodges and cliff-d w~llings are simply varieties of the 
same phase of life, and that life an agricultural one, is a conclusion 
supported by the remains in the lower Verde valley. The almost entire 
absence of cliff-dwellings and the great abundance of cavate lodges 
has already been commented on, and as the geologic formations are 
favorable to the latter, and unfavorable to the former on the Verde, 
wherea the Canyon de Ohelly, where there are hundreds of cliff-dwell-
ing and no cavate lodges, the conditions are reversed, this abundance 
of cavate lodge may be set down as dne to an accident of environ-
ment. The cavate lodge of the Rio Verde is a more easily constructed 
and more convenient habitation than the cliff-dwelling of Canyon de 
Chelly. 
n xamination and urvey of the cliff ruin of Canyon de Chelly, 
mad om year a<ro by the writer, revealed the fact that they were 
alway l cated with reference to ome ar a of adjacent tillable land and 
that th d fen iv motiv xercised o mall an influence on the selec-
ite and t11e ·hara ter of the building. that it could be 
It wa found that the cliff-dwellings were merely farming 
, ud that th village prop r w re almo t always located on 
n bott. m. ith light modification , the e onclu ion may be 
rde r gion and applied to th cavatelodge th re. 
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The relation of the e lodges to the village ruins and the character of 
the sites occupied by them support the conclusion that they were 
farming outlooks, probably occupied only during the farming season, 
according to the methods followed by many of the Pueblos today, and 
that the defensive motive had little or uo influence on the selection of 
the site or the character of the structures. 'rhe bowlder-marked sites 
and the small single-room remains illustrate other phases of the same 
horticultural methods, methods somewhat resembling the "intensive 
culture," of modern agriculture, but requiring further a close supervision 
or watching of the crop during the period of ripening. As the area 
of tillable land in the pueblo region, especially in its western part, is 
limited, these requirements have developed a class of temporary struc-
tures, occupied only during the farming season! In Tusayan, where 
the most primitive architecture of the pueblo type is found, these 
structures are generally of brush; in Canyon de Chelly they are cliff~ 
dwellings; on the Rio. Verde they are cavate lodges, bowld.er-marked 
sites and single house remains; but at Zuni they _ have reached their 
highest development in the three summer villages of Ojo Caliente, 
Nutria, and Pescado. 
Since the American occupancy of the country and the consequent 
removal of the hostile pressure which has kept the Pueblo tribes in 
check, development has been rapid and now threatens a speedy extinc-
tion of pueblo life. The old Laguna has been abandoned, Acoma is 
being depopulated, the summer pueblos of Zufi.i are now occupied all 
the year round by half a dozen or more families, and even in Tusayan, 
the most conservative of all the pueblo groups, the abandonment of the 
borne village and location in more convenient single houses has com-
menced. It is the old process over again, but with the difference that 
formerly the cycle was completed by the reaggregation of the various 
families, and little bands into larger groups under hostile pressure from 
wilder tribes, but now that pressure has b8en permanently removed, and 
in a few years, or at most in a few generations, the Qld pueblo life will 
be known only by its records. 
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OMAHA DWELLINGS, FURNITURE, AND IMPLEMENTS 
BY J .A.MES OWEN DORSEY 
INTRODUCTORY NOTE. 
The accompanying paper is one of the results of personal investiga-
tions among the Omaha of Nebraska and cognate tribes of Indians, 
beginning in 1878 and continued from time to time during late years. 
While the paper treats of the Omaha tribe, much that is said is 
applicable to the Ponka, as the two tribes have long had similar envi-
ronments and a common dialect, for, until 1877, their habitats were 
almost contiguous, and since 1880 about one-third of the Ponka tribe 
has been dwelling on its former reservation near the town of Niobrara, 
Nebraska. 
Acknowledgments are due Dr. 0. T. Mason for many valuable sug-
gestions early in the progress of the work. 
I ' 
DWELLINGS. 
The primitive domiciles of the Omaha were chiefly (1) lodges of earth 
or, more rarely, of bark or mats, and (2) skin lodges or tents. It may be 
observed that there were no sacred rites connected with the earth 
lodge-building or tent-making among the Omaha and Ponka. 
EARTH LODGES. 
When earth lodges were built, the people did not make them in a 
tribal circle, each man erecting his lodge where he wished; yet kin-
dred commonly built near one another. 
The earth lodges were made by the women, and were intended prin-
cipally for summer use, when the people were not migrating or going 
on the hunt. Those built by the Omaha and Ponka were constructed 
in the following manner: The roof was ~mpported by two series of ver-
tical posts, forked at the top for the reception of the transverse con-
necting pieces of each series. The number in each series varied accord-
ing to the size of the lodge; for a small lodge only four posts were 
erected in the inner series, for an ordinary lodge eight were required, 
and ten generally constituted the maximum. When Mr. Say1 visited 
1 James' account of Long's Expedition to the Rocky Mountains in 1819-'20. 
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the Kani:;a Indians, he occupied a lodge in which twelve of these posts 
placed in :1 circle formed the outer series, and eight longer ones con-
stituted the inner series, also describing a circle. The wall was 
formed by setting upright slal>s of wood back of the outer posts all 
around the circumference of the lodge. These slabs were not ove.r 6 
feet in height, and their tops met the cross timbers on which the willow 
posts rested. Stocks of hard willow about 2 inches in diameter rested 
with their butts on the tops of the upright slabs and extended on the 
cross timbers nearly to the summit. These poles were very numerous, 
touching one another and extending all around in a radiating manner, 
supporting the roof like rafters. The rafters were covered with grass 
about a foot thick; and over the whole lodge, including the sides or 
slabs, earth was piled from a foot to 2 feet in depth. Such a covering 
lasted generally about twenty years. .A. hole in the middle served as an 
exit for the smoke. 
Fro. 306.-Yellow Smoke's earth lodge. 
In addition to the lodge proper there was a covered way about 10 feet 
long and 5 feet wide·, the entrance to which had a covering of tanned or 
dried buffalo hides. This covering consisted of two hides hanging 
side by side, with the inner borders slightly overlapping. They were 
fa tened to the passageway at tho top and at the outer ides, but were 
loose at the bottom where they overlapped. Thi part was raised by a 
per on ent ring the lodge. imilar covering wa placed at the inte-
rior end of the pa ageway. 
ub quently to 1 55, the Omaha dwelt in thre village composed of 
earth lodge , a follow : (1) Biku'de, a village near th . agency; (2) 
Windja'ge, Standiu · Ilawk' village, near the Pre byterian mi ion 
bou e· and (3) Ja0 ¢a'te (''W od Eater ,' named after an in ·ect found 
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under the bark of t.rees Sanssouci's village, near the town of Decatur, 
Nebraska. 
Earth lodges were generally used for large gatherings, such as feasts, 
councils, or dances. Occasionally there was a depression in the center 
of the lodge which was used as a :fireplace; but it was not over 6 inches 
deep. Each earth lodge bad a ladder, made by cutting a series of deep 
notches along one side of a log. On a bluff near the om:·aha agency 
I found the remains of several ancient earth lodges, with entrances on 
the southern sides. Two of these were 75 feet and one was 100 feet in 
diameter. In the cent~r of the largest there was a hollow about 3 feet 
deep and nearly 4 feet below the surface outside the lodge. 
ODGES OF BARK OR MATS. 
The Omaha sometimes make ba.rk lodges for summer occupdincy, as 
did the Iowa and Sak. ~iu'¢ipujiu.'ga, or low lodges covered with 
mats, were used by the Omaha in former days. Such lodges are still 
common among the Winnebago, the Osage, and other tribes. The 
ground plan of such a lodge forms an ellipse. The height is hardly 




Fro. 307.-Ground plan of Osage lodge. 
pole has one end planted in the ground, the other end being bent down 
and fastened to the pole immediately opposite; a number of poles thus 
arranged in pairs formed both wall posts and rafters. 
Generally there was one fireplace and one smokehole in such a lodge; 
but when I visited the Osage in 1883, I entered a low lodge with two 
:fireplaces, each equidistant from its end of the lodge and the entrance, 
each :fireplace having its smokehole. 
SKIN LODGES OR TENTS. 
The tent was used when the people were migrating, and also when 
they were traveling in search of the buffalo. It was also the favorite 
abode of a household during the winter season, as the earth lodge 
was generally erected in an exposed situation, selected on account of 
comfort in the summer. The tent could be pitched in the timber or 
brush, or down in wooded ravines, where the cold winds-never had full 
sweep. Hence, many Indians abandoned their houses in winter and 
went into their tents, even when they were of canvas. 
The tent was commonly made of ten or a dozen dredsed Oi.' tanned 
buffalo skins. It was in the shape of a sugar loaf, and was from 10 to 
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12 feet high, 10 or 15 feet in diameter at the bottom, and abou~ a foot and 
a half in diameter at the top, ~hich served as a smokebole (lihu11a0 ). 
Besides the interior tent poles ('lici-3, figure 309) and the tent skin 
(liba-1), the tent had the i:J.i¢umanha0 , or the place where the skins were 
fastened t,ogether above the entrance ( 4). The li¢uma0 ha11 was fastened 
ihu ub a"("), w · · ted of st,ick or pieces of hide thrust 
through the ho] nt kin , . The bottom of tlie tent 
u (lihu¢ugada0 --6) driven through 
f the kin , made wh n the latter 
eyhad ehard. Theentrance(lijebe)wa 
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generally opposite the quarter from which the wind was blowing. .A 
door flap ('l-ijebeg¢an7-) hung over the entrance; it was made of skin 
with the hair outside, so as to turn water, and was held taut by a stick 
fastened to it transversely. The bottom of the door flap was loose, but 
the top was fastened to the _tent. 
The smokehole was formed by the two 'l-ihugah¢i 0 ¢a (9), or triangular 
ends of tent skins, immediately above the entrance and 'l-i¢umanhan. 
When there was no wind both of th,e 'l-ihugab¢in¢a were kept open by 
means of the 'l-ihu¢ubajin (8) or exterior tent poles, which were thrust 
through the ujiha, or small sacks, in the corners of the 'l-ihugab¢in¢a. 
When the wind blew one of the 'l-ihu¢ubajin was raised to the wind-
FIG. 309.-Exterior parts of an Omaha tent. 
ward and the other was lowered, pulling its skin close to the tent and 
leaving an opening for the escape of the smoke; but if the wind came 
directly against the entrance both the flaps were raised, closing the 
8mokehole to prevent the wind from blowing dowri it. When the wind 
blew the people used nandi¢agaspe to keep the bottom of each tent 
skin in place. These consisted of twisted grass, sticks, stones, or other 
heavy objects. 
Figure 310 represents the tent of dejequde, an Omaha. The banners 
or standards, which were carried by the leaders of a war party or a 
party going on a dancing tour, are depicted with their decorations of 
strips of red and blue Indian cloth. Sometimes these standards were 
ornamented with feathers instead of with cloth. Each standard could 
be used in four war expeditions. 
13 ETH--18 
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No toterri posts were in use among the Omaha. The tent of the prin-
cipal man of each gens was decorated on the outside with his gentile 
badge, which was painted on each side of the entrance as well as on 
the back of the tent. 1 The furniture of the sacred tents resembled that 
of the ordinary ones. 
Before the introduction of canvas tents by the whites no needles or 
thread were used by the Siouan tribes. Tlie women used sinew of the 
deer or buffalo instead of thread, and for needles they had awls made 
of elk horn. 
Fm. 310.-dejequde's tent. 
Since there were no outbuildings, public granaries, or other structures 
of this description, each hou 'ehold stored away its own grain and other 
provi ions. There were no special tribal or communal dwellings; but 
, oruetimes two or more households occupied a single earth lodge. 
When a ouncil was ·held, it took place in the earth lodge of one of the 
11 ad chiefr, or el. e two or three common tents were united, makiug one 
farg one. z There were no public bath , as the Missouri river was 
11 ar, and they could resort to it whenever they desired. Dance houses 
w r improv:i ed either of earth lodges or skin tents. 
w at-lodge w re in the form of low tents (+iu¢ipu).1 Stones were 
11ot boil d for the weat-lodge, but were put into tbe fire to be heated. 
Tl1 w r remov d fr m the fire by mean' of tick aUed i 11 •e ba i ¢an, 
1Third .A.nn. Rep. Dur. Ethnology for 1882-'83, p. 230: also ".A. tudy of iouan Cults," fa Eleventh 
nn. R p. Bur. Ethnol ry, 1 !J-'00, p. 351. 
2Third nn. R p., op. ·it., p. 294 . 
'Contril,ution to Torth mericau Ethnology, Yo!. vi, 18!J0, pp.152, 169, and 2i!<i. 
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a11d then water from the kettle was poured on them, creating steam. 
Cedar fronds were dropped on the stones, causing a perfume to arise. 
FURNITURE AND IMPLEMENTS. 
FIREPLACES . 
Within the tent, in the center, was the :fireplace (une¢e), formed by 
excavating a small hollow. Beside this was erected a forked post 
(isag¢e), on which was hung the apparatus for suspending a kettle 
over the fire. This apparatus was called ¢exe u¢ugacke by the Ponka, 
literally, "that by means of which the kettle is hung." The Omaha 
have two names for it, uha11 u¢ugacke, and u¢ugackeg¢e, the last syllable 
of the Jatter 11ame referring to the attitude of the post. .Around the 
fireplace was a circular space for the faet of the people as they sat 
about the fire. The couches of the occupants of the tent were arranged 
outside of and all around this circular space. 
BEDS AND BEDDING . 
.A couch was formed by laying down two or three winter hides dried 
with the hair on. These hides wero placed around the fireplace at a 
safe distance. In the earth lodges, according to Joseph La Fleche, the 
Omaha used sahi, or grass mats, for seats, as is the present custom of 
the Winnebago; but at 11ight they reclined on dressed hides with thick 
hair on them, and covered themselves with similar hides. 
For pillows they used ibehin or inbehi 11. When the vegetation 
was about 3 inches high in the spring, the Indians killed deer and 
pulled off the hair in order to remove the thin skin or tissue next 
to it. This latter, when thoroughly dried, is smooth and white, resem-
bling parchment. It was used for pillows and moccasin-strings. When 
used for pill<'ws the case was filled with goose feathers or the hair of 
tlie deer until it was about 2 feet long and 9 inches high. During the 
day, and whenever there was occasion, they were used as seats; but if 
11one could be had, the people sat on winter robes or hides forming the 
couches. 1 Back of .the couches and next to the interior tent-poles were 
placed the baggage, sacks of corn, and other household properties. 
The upright tent is one form of the Dakota "wake'ya," the plur:11 of 
which, "wake'yapi," undoubtedly gave rise to the familiar "wick'iup" 
of the plains, and also to "wa-ka'-yo" of Morgan.2 
CRADLE::;. 
A board of convenient size, usually about a yard long and a foot wide, 
was selected to form a . cradle or u¢uhe. No pillow was needed. A 
1 Hammocks and bedsteads were unknown prior to their introdnction by the traders and other white 
people. · 
2 Contributions to North American Ethnology, vol. iv., 1881, p. 114. 
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soft skin (daq¢uqaha ¢a,n) covered with plenty of thick hair was laid on 
the board, and on it was placed the infant. 
In the annexed figures, a is the fadua¢isinka 0 he, the object painted 
on the board at the end where the infant's head is laid; b is the 'i'nde-
C d 
FIG. 311.-0maha cradle-plan. 
i¢idfodi 0 (" that which is drawn taut over the face"), the two stdngs 
of beads and sinew or thread (sometimes made of red calico alone), 
which keep in place the fan, etc.; the fan ('i'.ndeagani), which is sus-
pended from a bow of wood, ( c) is about 6 inches square, and is now 
~/ ~~
a c d 
Fm. 312.-0maha cradle--side view. 
made of interwoven sinew on which beads have been strung. Occasion-
ally thimbles and other bright objects dangle from the bottom of the 
fan. The i¢a¢istage ( d) is the band by which the infant is fastened 
to the era die. 
CHILDRE "'S SWINGS. 
For swings the ends of two withes of buffalo hide were secured to 
four trees or posts which formed the corners of a paraIJelogram. A 
blauket was thrown across the withes and folded over on them. Tbe 
infant was laid on top of the fold and swung from side to side without 
falling. 
BROOMS. 
Broom were of two kinds. One form was made of sticks tied to-
gether, and wa u ed fo:· sweeping the ground outside of the tent or 
earth lodge, and the interior of the earth lodge, except the fireplace. 
The other kind was made of goose or turkey feathers, and was used for 
weeping the fireplace of an earth lodge. 
POTTERY. 
Pott ry ha not been made by th Omaha for more than fifty year·. 
The art of makin it ha.g been forgotten by the tribe. 
)!ORTAR A D PE TLE . 
m rtar wa mad by burning a lar 0 ·e hole in a rouu<l. knot or piece 
of w o<l abou "'in h in diamet r. The lower end wa harpened 
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to a point, which was thrust into the ground when needed for use. 
After putting corn in a mortar of this description, the woman grasped the 
wooden pestle in the middle, with the larger 
end upward ; the smaller end, 
which was about an inch in 
diameter, was put into the mortar. 
The operation of pounding corn 
among the Omaha was called 
"he." The mortar ( uhe) and pes: 
tle ( wehe) were both made com-
monly of elm, although some-
times they were fashioned of 
white oak. Mortars were of 
various sizes, some of them meas-
uring 2 feet in diameter. Pestles 
were always of hard and hM;vy 
wood, and fully 3 feet long, taper-
ring from 4 inches to an inch in 
FIG.314.-0maha diameter. 
pestle . 
FIG. 313.-0maha mortar. 
SPOONS, LADLES, AND DRINKING VESSELS. 
Spoons were made of horn, wood, or pottery. The black spoons made 
of buffalo horn ('J.ehe sabe), are not used by such Omaha as belong to the 
Buffalo gentes (Iiikesabe, (j;atada, .1esinde, etc.) which may not touch 
a "buffalo head. Other horn spoons of light color are made of cow horn. 
These are of modern origin. Wooden spoons (ja0 iehe) were made of 
knobs or knots of tr_ees. Spoons made of buffalo horn are found among 
the Omaha and Ponka, but the Osage, Kansa, and Kwapa use clam 
shells ('J.ihaba, in ¢egiha; tciihaba, tciihuba, in Kansa), so the Kansa 
call a small spoon, tciihaba jii'iga. Spoons of buffalo born had their 
handles variously ornamented by notches and other rude carving, often 
terminating in the head of a biru, the neck or handle of each being 
elevated at an angle of 50° or 60° with the bowl, which was about 3 
inches in width by about 5 in length. As the handle of such a spoon 
usually terminates_ in a head or book, it was impossible for it to slip 
into the bowl w:q.en the hook rested on the outside of the rim of the 
bowl. 
Food was served in bowls of a very wide and simple form and of 
various sizes, generally carved out of large knots of wood. Tllese 
served as drinking cups (ni'itatan), but now cups of tin or earthenware 
are used for that purpose. 
WATER VESSELS. 
When pottery was made, they used bowls and kettles. Some used 
wooden bowls of different sizes, the largest being about 2 feet in 
diameter. When they went on the hunt, they used the inijeba (or 
sack made of the muscular coating of the buffalo paunch, by filling 
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with gra to make it tand out and keep its shape until dried). When 
the inijeha wa filled with water the mouth was tied, and it was kept 
covered and in the hade that it might remain cool. After being used 
for a few day it became trong smelling, and was thrown away, another 
taking its place. Some preferred the "~enan'de uq¢a'ha ¢an" or peri-
cardium ( ') of the buffalo, which is like sinew. This does not smell 
unpleaHant, even when used for seven or ten days. But at the expira-
tiou of t.hat time it is unfit for further service. 
Jugs have been introduced by the traders. 
OTHER VESSELS. 
Provi ion sack::; or parfleche cases were made of dried buffalo hide. 
When u. eel for carrying the dried meat, they were called weabasta . 
.After two or three years' use they became soft and were :fit only for 
making mocca in soles. These sacks had the hair taken off, and were 
sometimes made in trunk fashion. · 
Fruit ba kets were of three kinds. The Ponka made them of the 
bark of a tree, called tawa'anhe, which is found on the old Ponka reser-
vation in Dakota. orthern Indians make boats of this bark. The 
Omaha do not find the tree on their land, so they make the fruit baskets 
of other kinds of bark. The three kinds of baskets are as follows: 
N a 0 'pa (1¢ise, used for chokecherries; ag¢afi.'kamafige u.¢ise, used for 
raspberrie ; and bact u.¢ise, used for strawberries. When the Ponka 
wi hed to make the baskets, they stripped off the bark in horizontal 
ections, not pulling upward or downward. 
In modern times the Omaha have learned to make sacks of thread 
of different colors drawn from black, red, blue, and white blankets. 
Differ.ent figures are woven. Each ack is about a foot deep, 16 inches 
from the mouth to the opposite side, and from 2 to 2~ feet long. The 
opening i on one of the long sides, and when the articles are put in a 
gathering tring i drawn and tied. 
II I~ ' AND AXES. 
the Omaha u ed the shoulder blades of the buffalo. Axes 
and hat het ar now made of iron, hence, the Omaha name, man'ze-pe, 
·harp ir n. But the Kan a have tue ancient name, ma0 'hi-spe, answer-
ing t th Dakota, wa0 hi0 '-kpe, harp flint. The hatchet is distin-
gui h d fr m the ax by addino- "jifiga," mall. Some of the stone axes 
a11d hat ·h t 11 v be n fi und on the Omaha reservation, but they could 
hardly ha b en u d for utting. It is not known what tools were 





prominent butte, near the old Ponka 
kn wn a '' Hthi 0 -~u," ignifying blue knife, from 
't n with whi h it surface i covered. It is 
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everal miles from the mouth of Ponka creek and nearly opposite the 
mouth of Choteau creek, South Dakota. 
IMPLEMENTS CONNECTED WITH FIRE. 
In former ages, the <{Jegiha made fire by rubbing or turning a stick 
round and round between the hands. On the present Omaha reserva-
tion, and in that region, the Omaha use elm roots for tbat purpose. In 
the country called c[izabahehe, near the source of Elkhorn river, there 
is a grass known as "duaduahi," which has about a hundred fine 
shoots from each root, which is half the size of the bead. The stalk was 
used for hand drills and fire sticks. One stalk was cut almost fl.at, and 
the man puts his feet on the ends to steady them. Then, holding the 
other stick in his hands, with one end touching the stalk on the ground, 
· he turned it round and round till the friction produced fire. Some-
times a small quantity of dry sand was placed on the flat stick. The 
same flat stick answered for several occasions. When tbe cavity made 
by turning the hand drill became too large, the point of contact was 
shifted to another part of the flat stick, and so on until the whole of that 
stick was used, when it was thrown away and another was obtained. 
Duaduahi, according to Mr. Francis La Flesche, may be found in Judi-
ciary square, Washington, District of Columbia. After the coming of 
the white man, but before the introduction of friction matches, which 
are now used by the whole tribe, the Omaha used flints and tinder for 
making fire. 
Spits for roasting, etc., naqpe, or webasna 11 , were made of any kind 
of wood. 
For tongs they used the dedi¢a¢isande ("fire-holder"), made by slit-
ting one end of a stick. This implement was also called, jau jifiga nini 
ibista ("the stick that presses the fire against the tobacco''), because 
it was used for lighting pipes. 
SMOKING PARAPHERNALIA. 
The pipes in use among the Omaha are of three kinds: the sacred 
pipe (niniba. waqube, mysterious pipe), including the war pipes and 
those used by the chiefs in making peace; the niniba weawau or 
FIG . 315.-0maha calumet. 
calumet (illustrated in figure 315), used in the calumet dance or dance 
of adoption,1 and the hatchet pipe or mauzepe niniba, introduced since 
the coming of the white man. One form of the pipe used on ordinary 
1 See "Omaha Sociology, " Third Ann. Rept. Bur. Ethnology, cbap. vi. 
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occa ion i, ·bown in .figure 316. Thi pipe has a bowl of catlinite, 
and the. tem i d corated with hor ehair. 
T bacco pouches (uiniujiha) were made of deer or antelope ·skin, and 
w re ornamented with porcupine quills or a fringe of dee:skin. Some-
FIG. 316.-0maha pipe used on ordinary occasions. 
time buffalo bladder were used for this purpose. The women used 
them a receptacle for their porcupine quills. 
EQUIPAGE FOR HORSES. 
Saddle. (canakag~~eJ were in use before the coming of the whites. 
They were made of wood, aronnd which was wrapped hide, while still 
"~aha-nu}[a ' (green or oft). .According to Joseph La Fleche these 
addles did not rub sores on the backs of the native horses (Indian 
ponie ), but Dougherty1 said, in 1 19, "The Indians are generally cruel 
hor e-mnster , perhaps in a great measure through necessity; the 
backs of their hor 'e are very often sore and ulcerated, from the friction 
of the rude addle, which i fashioned after the Spanish manner, being 
levated at the pummel and croup, all(l resting on skin sa<ldle cloths 
wi bout padding. ' They ride very well, and make frequent use of the 
whip and their heel , the latter being employed instead of spurs. 
For bri<lle: and lialt r~ they used trip of hide, out of which material 
they mad al:o lariat . The bridle u ed consi ' ted of a withe, one end 
of which wa wra.pped two or three times around the animaFs lower 
jaw, whil he oth "r wa held in the hand, formmg but a single rein. 
Tlli did not hinder the rider from guiding bis hor e, as he was able to 
turn l1im to th left by pre ing the ingle rein against the animal's 
n ·k, a w 11 a.· by the u e of th right heel again tits side. When he 
wi , h l t turn to th right, h pulled the rein and pre sed his left heel 
a ain t the hor,' ' ide. 
Whip w 'r' of tlir kind . The wahi w ~ga api was attached to a 
b 11 h ndl . The handl ~ of a ja"'ukeii0 wega api was made of com-
mon w d. That fa, zauzi wega api was made of O age orange wood, 
whi ·hi. ery hard. The whip wa attached to tbe wrist by a b.road 
baud whi ·hp,-' <l throu h a h le n ar th end of the handle. The 
baudl wa ab ut 1- in b .' long au<l wa very tout. A specimen that 
ha b n d p ' it d in th :rationa,l Mu eum (a gift to the author from 
11 Oman, ) ha a, la.' h 2 fi et 1 ng· ·ompo d of 8 thong one-fifth of an 
in ·h wi<l ,. ' h . e , r plait d to · th r in oue rouuded plait for 18 
in ·b , th 1 . of he la h b ing in 2 plait f 4 thong each, knotted 
ma0 'tanah-ftize, i. ., '' that by wh1ch (a) wild 
· m d by takrng the hair from the bead of ~-----------
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a buffalo and plaiting it into a very strong rope as thick as one's 
thumb. This rope was called "~aha-¢isan," and was utilized by the 
Omaha and Ponka instead of'the common Jasso for catching wild horses 
in northwestern Nebraska. One end of' the rope was formed into a 
noose large enough to slip · over a horse's head, and the ends of this 
noose were secured to a long pole by small cords. The other end of 
the rope, arranged in a coil, was fastened to t,he belt or waist of the 
man. He rode with the pole held in one hand and tried to thrust the 
noose in front of a horse. When be succeeded in passing the noose 
over the head of an animal, he threw away the stick, which had become 
separated from the noose, and held the rope alone, which he pulled 
toward him. When the horse was caught, the man made an fad(1¢icin 
(bridle or face cover), being careful to place some buffalo hair over the 
nose and under the chin, to guard against paining the horse, whose 
eyes remained uncovered. 
Trappings for the saddle (sin'de-ehe¢e) were used. Some years ago 
a specimen of Omaha trapping was presented by the writer to the 
Anthropological Society of Washington, and subsequently was depos-
ited in the National Museum. 
TRAVELING GEAR. 
Snowshoes (se-hinbe) were worn by the Omaha and Ponka when they 
traversed a region north of their modern habitat. 
For traveling on foot a staff (hi-maiig¢e) was used when it was 
necessary to pass over mountains; also when heavy loads had to be 
carried. This staff differed from the crutch (i-maiig¢e). 
The women had maca}{an, or straps, for aiding them in carrying loads 
of wood, etc. 
BOATS. 
When they wished to cross streams they made hide boats, or 
mandeha. ThP;se were manufactured from dried buffalo hides, which 
were sewed together with sinew, and so tightly that no water could 
penetrate the seams. Ten branches of red willow were placed within, 
the ends being bent upward and fastened by withes to two other sap-
lings, which extended the whole length of' the boat at the inside of the 
gunwale. The ten pieces were the ~ici-ikidada11 • The rudder or steering 
oar (i¢isa11 '¢e) was fashioned like the oars (mandu.¢ugahi), with the 
blade flat and of the breadth of two hands. The rowers (u¢ugahi aka) 
sat near the bow, and the steersman (¢isa11 '¢a aka) took bis seat at the 
stern. 
MUSICAL lNSTRCMENTS. 
Rattles were of :five kinds. dexe were generally gourds; wata11 ' 
dexe, gourd rattles, were always round, and were partially :filled with 
seed, fine shot, or gravel. iliahanu11a dexe, gre~n-hide rattles, were of 
two sorts, one of which is "¢iguje," bent a little. Specimens of this 
form are in the National Museum. 
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Two kind of rattles were called q.a-cage, i. · e., "deers-claws," from· 
th c mpo ition of one variety, though the other was made of molars 
f th elk. • 
The Omaha u ed three styles of drums. The ¢exe-ga1p'i b¢aska, or 
flat drum, iR illu trated by a specimen (no. 21675) in the National 
:\[u eum. The ¢exe-gaJ[fr gadaje is made of buffalo hide, cowhide, or 
the skin of a horse. An example 
of this drum (no. 24682) is ahm in 
the National Museum, and is illus-
trated by the accompanying figure 
317. The ja0 ' "¢exe-gaJ[ll, or J[Uge 
¢exe-gaJlu, is a wooden or box drum, 
represented by the accompanying 
figure 318, also from a specimen (no. 
58610) in the National Museum. 
Whistles were made of elder 
(ba'.pici-hi, or popgun wood)_ by 
pushing out the pith. No holes 
were made in the sides of the tube. 
Nisude qan' ga, or large flutes, 
were made of red cedar. A branch 
F10. 317.-Skin drum. was cut off, rounded, split open 
with a knife, and hollowed out 1 then six holes were made in the side 
of one of them, and the halve were stuck together again. When one 
of th ·e in truments is blown it produces quavering notes. The best 
·peciruen were made by da¢i11-qail' ga, Big Pawnee. 
F10. 818.-Box drum. 
illn trat d in figure 319. 1 W ahi nisude, or bone 
made of h long b ne from the eagle wing. These small 
nly one hol . R ed flute , r,iqr,e ni ude, were made of a 
l whi h grow · uth of the Otnaha territory, probably in 
- - -----
1 Compare Re fii , " .AM:\1129-8420, ray and Matthews, 11 in the ational Museum. 
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Kansas. The Omaha obtained the reeds from some of the southern 
tribes and made them into flutes having but one hole each. 
FIG. 319.-Omaha large flute. 
WEAPONS. 
CLUBS. 
The jan-weti11 , "striking-wood,'' is a four-sided club. It is made of 
ash, and is as long as from the elbow to the tips of the :fingers. The 
jan-dagn_a, "wood with a smooth head," is a club made of ironwood, 
FIG. 3~0.-Omaha club (jan-daona). 
which is very hard. According to the late Joseph La Fleche, the 
Omaha form of this weapon had a steel point projecting from the ball. 
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Figure 320 and 321 are forms of the jan-d:fona which may be seen in the 
... ational '.Iu eum (no . 2649 and 22419). The weaq¢ade, another kind 
f war club, i made of some kind of bard wood. There are two vari-
etie ·, one of which i shown in figure 322 (National Museum no. 23729). 
The other ha a ball carvtd at the end of a straight handle, with a wooden 
FIG. 321.-0maha club (ja0 -daona). 
point ( of one piece with the ball and handle) projecting from the ball, 
making an angle of about 130° with one side of the handle. There is a 
teel poiut inserted in the ball, forming au angle of about 110° with the 
1''10. 322.-0maha club (wea<J.ct,ade; . 
handle. The in'-wate-jiil1ga i , something like a slung 
.110 . round ton i wrapped in a, piece of bide which is fastened 
to a wo d n handle about 2 feet loug. 
f t t wi bin the 1 
ll 
Lan·.· 
h ja0 '-m 
TO~IAIIAWK . 
well a of battl -axes were at first made 
ntury and a half they have been fa, h-
,'PEAR . 
r cl ignat d by th ge11eral term man'dehi. 
of a;h, and r from 6 to feet long. There 
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are two kinds, of one of which the handle is round, and about an 
inch in diameter, and the point is flat and about the width of three 
fingers at its juncture with the handle. 
Besides these there are the lances, called waq¢exe-¢az'3, of which 
there are two varieties. One consists of a straight pole, which has 
been thrust through a piece of buffalo hide that has its long end sewed 
together, forming a sort of covering. To this hide are fastened feath-
ers of the crow and mi 0 'xa-san, or swan, in alternate rows or bunches. 
Between the feathers are fastened square pieces of blanket. About 
the middle of the pole a space of nearly 6 inches is left without feath-
ers, and this is the place where the spear is grasped. When the pole 
was Iiot set into a metal point the lower end was cut very sharp.1 The 
other variety, or mandehi ¢iguje, '' bent spear," is the weapon which 
the Dakota call "wahukeza." It is ornamented with eagle feathers 
placed at intevals, one being at the end of the curved part; and it 
generally terminates at the bottom in an iron point. It is possible for 
one of these waq¢exe¢aze to reach a man about 6 feet distant; and 
even mounted men have been killed by them. Spears are used also 
iu some of the dances. Around the shaft is wrapped the skin of a 
swan or brant. The end feather at the top is white; the other feathers 
are white or spotted. The bent spear is ·uo longer employed by the 
Omaha, though the Osage, Pawnee, and other tribes still use it to a 
greater or lesser extent. 
Bows. 
Bows (man-de) are of two kinds. One is the man-de or zanzi-mande 
(bow-wood bow), having an unbroken curve past the grip to within an 
-,--
FIG. 323.-Omaha bow (za"zi-mande) . 
inch or two of each nock. 2 The other kind is the '.J.a11an-mande, so called 
because it has deer sinew glued on its back.3 Bows were made of hick-
ory, ash, ironwood, or za0 zi, the last being greatly preferred. 'It is a 
wood resembling that of the Osage orange, with which some persons 
FIG. 324.-Omaha bow (laJ[a0 -mande). 
confound it; but it is black and much harder than the former, the 
Osage orange wood being yellow, soft, and easily cut. Tb.e zanzi is 
probably that which Dougherty 4 called" bow-wood (Maclura aurantiaca 
of Nuttall)." 
1See First Annual Report of Bureau of Ethnology, 1879-'80; 1881, Pl. x, '' Tolkotin cremation.'' 
2Th1s may be the "self-bow" mentionoo in the .A.me.dean Naturalist for July, 1886, p. 675. 
3This 1s the sinew-backed bow above mentioned. 
~Long's Expedition, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 290. 
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Bow ring were made of the twisted sinew of the elk a11d buffalo, 
a among o her tribe . 
ARROWS. 
The arrow' (111a11 ) u ed in former days were of several kinds. The 
hunting arrow, u ell for killing the buffalo, was genera11y about 2 feet 
long, of the u ua1 cylindric form, and armed with an elongate triangu-
lar point, made at tir t of flint, afterward of sheet iron. The shoulders 
of the arrow were rounded instead of angular, as in the ordi -
nary barbed form. The point, or head, was firmly secured 
to the shaft by <leer sinew wrapped around the neck of the 
point, a11d over that was spread some cement, made in a 
manner to be afterward explained. The flight of the arrow 
was equalized by three half-webs of feathers, neatly fast-
ened near it base in the usual manner. 
Another kind of hunting arrow was the hide nazi¢e, 
which was altogether of wood . .. About G inches from the 
Fm. 3~5.-omahapoint the shaft wa triangular or quadrangular· and the huntrng arrow. ' 
point was maue by holding the shaft close to a fire and 
turning it round and round tiff the heat bad 
rP-duced it to the proper hape and bad hard-
ened it. This wa u ed for killing :fish, deer, 
and mall game. 
The war arrow (b) differed from that used in 
huntin in having a barbed point, which was 
v ry lightly attach d to the haft, so that if 
it pen trat d the body of an enemy it could 
not b withdrawn without 1 aving the point a. b. 
in th wouud. FIG. 326.-0maha war arrow. 
Chilclr nu ed th hide-'l-ac , or target arrow, when they began to learn 
th u of th b w. ith this a boy could kill small birds and animaVs. 
a 
F10. 327.-Omaha style of lude-;ace. 
mak a):'row haft (ma0 a) of ja11 - 1qude-hi, "gray 
;\TOO<l, whi •h gr win their country, but is not found 
1 • f the Omaha made the1r shaft of the 
al od, ' (Viburnum) a that was the wood best 
1 p etime th y were made of chokecherry 
1 L ·nform me that b ha ma<le them of ash 
l . 
g th y were straight. If 
f i t th, while be pre, ed 
m re poli h d by mean of 
ton , arh of which had 
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a groove in the middle of one side. These grooves were brought to 
gether, and the arrow was drawn between them. 
War arrows had crooked lines drawn along the shafts from the points 
to the other ends, down which, so I was informed by the Indians, it 
was intended that the blood of a wounded foe should trickle. 
Arrowheads (mahi11-si:), when made of fl.int, as at the first, were called 
"i11 ''e mahinsf," stone arrowheads. In more recent times, they were 
manufactured of pieces of sheet iron; as, for example, hoops of pails 
and barrels. · . 
Arrow cement (hi11 'pa), for attaching the heads to the shafts, was 
usually made from the skin taken off a buffalo or elk head. This was 
boiled a long time, till ready to fall to pieces. When the gelatinous 
matter forming the cement rose to the top of the wat<>r, a stick (called 
hi0 pa-ja11jifi'ga) was thrust in and turned round and round, causing the 
material to be wrapped around it. When cooled it was smoothed with 
the band. Then the act was repeated till a large quantity was collected . 
on the stick. When needed for use, it was w.armed by placing either 
in the mouth .or in hot water. The skin of the big turtle was also used 
for making cement. 
A set of arrows were called, collectively, "ma0 wi0 'dan." A set gen-
erally consisted of ten arrows, but the number varied; sometimes there 
were two, four, or even twenty. When a man had arrows left in bis 
quiver, he compared them with tbat which was in the slain animal. 
When he had none left, he appealed to some one who knew his style of 
arrow. 
There were no clan or gentile marks on arrows. One set was distin-
guished from another by the order of the paint stripes on them, by the 
kind of feathers used, by the mode in which the arrowheads were made, 
etc. The Oto made bad arrows; those of the Pawnee were better, but 
they were inferior to those made by the Dakota, Ponka, and Omaha. . 
The feathers, half-webs general1y, put on arrows were those of the 
eagle, buzzard, wild turkey, great owl, and goose. Sometimes hawk 
or crow feathers were employed. 
QUIVERS. 
Quivers (man'jiha) for men were made of buffalo hide; · but. boys· 
quivers were made either of otter skins or of the skins of cougars, with 
tbe tail of the animal hanging down from the upper extremity. A skin 
case was attached to the quiver for carrying the bow when not. in use. 
The wrist was defended from the percussion of the bowstring by the 
leather wristguard or aqande-da. 
SHIELDS AND ARMOR. 
Shields ('.Jahawag¢e) were made of the hides of buffalo bulls. T_hey 
were round and very thick, reaching to the waist of the bearer. Arrows 
did not penetrate them. Joseph La Fleche never heard of the use of 
defensive armor, such as helmet and mail, among the Omaha and Pon ka. 
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He had heard of a Pawnee who made a coat from four elk skins, two 
formiug the front and two the back. Between each pair of skins was 
placed sand. A helmet was made in like manner. It covered the back 
of the head and extended over the for6head, coming down as far as t,he 
eye . When the Pawnee noticed an arrow coming toward him, be 
bowed his bead forward. 
FIREARMS. 
Firearms were introduced among the Omaha prior to 1819, when 
Dougherty says that they preferred those called "Mackinaw guns." 
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CASA GRANDE RUIN 
BY COSMOS MINDELEFF 
INTRODUCTION. 
LOCATION AND CHARACTER. 
The Casa Grande ruin, situated near Gila river, in southern Arizona, 
is perhaps the best known specimen of aboriginal architecture in the 
United States, and no treatise on American antiquities is complete with-
out a more or less extended description of it. Its literature, which 
extends over two centuries, is voluminous, but of little value to the 
practical scientific worker, since hardly two descriptions can be found 
whfoh agree. The variations in size of the ruin given by various 
authors is astonishing, ranging from 1,500 square feet to nearly 5 acres 
or. about 200,000 square feet in area. These extreme variations are 
doubtless due to difference of judgment as to what portion of the area 
· covered by remains of walls should be assigned to the Casa Grande 
proper, for this structure is but a portion of a large group of ruins. 
So far as known to the writer no accurate plan of the Casa Grande 
ruin proper has hitherto been made, although plans have been pub-
lished; and very few data concerning the group of which it forms a 
part are available. It would seem, therefore, that a brief report pre-
senting accurate plans and careful descriptions may be of va]ue, even 
though no pretention to exhaustive treatment is made. 
HISTORY AND LITERATURE. 
The eadier writers on the Casa Grande generally ·state that it was 
in ruins at the time of the first Spanish invasion of the country, in 1540, 
and quote in support of this assertion Castaneda's description of a ruin 
encountered on the march.1 Castaneda remarks that, "The structure 
was in ruins and without a roof." Elsewhere he says that the name 
"Chichilticale" was given to the place where they stopped because t4e 
monks found in the vicinity a house which had been inhabited by. a 
people who came from Oibola. He surmises that the ruin was formerly 
1 Castaneda in Ternaux-Compans. Voyage de Cibola. French text, p.1, pp. 41, 161-162. (The original 
text-Spanish-is in the Lenox Library; no English translation has yet been published. 
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a fortress, destroyed long before by the barbarous tribes which they 
found in the country. His description of these tribes seems to apply 
to the Apache. 
The geographic data furnished by Cast,aiieda and the other chroni-
clers of Coronado's expedition is very scanty, and the exact route fol-
lowed has not yet been determined and probably never will be. So far 
as these data go, however, they are against·the assumption that the 
Chichilticale of Castaneda is the Casa Grande of today. Mr. A. F. 
Bandelier, whose studies of the documentary history of the southwest 
are well known, inclines to the opinion that -the vicinity of Old Camp 
Grant, on the Rio San Pedro, Arizona, more nearly fill the descriptions. 
Be this as it may, however; the work of Castaneda was lost to sight, and 
it is not until more than a century later that the authentic history of the 
ruin commences. 
In 1694 the Jesuit Father Kino heard of the ruin, and later in the 
same year visited it and said mass within its walls. His secretary and 
usual companion on his missionary journeys, Mange by name, was not 
with him on this occasion, but in 1697 another visit was paid to the 
ruin and the description recorded by Mange 1 in his diary heads the 
long list of accounts extending down to the present time.2 Mange 
describes the ruin as consisting of-
.A. large edifice, the principal room in the center being four stories high, and those 
adjoining it on its four sides three stories, with walls 2 varas thick, of strong 
argamaso y baro (adobe) so smooth on the inside that they resemble planed boards, 
and so polished that they shine like Puebla pottery. 
Mange also gives some details of construction, and states that in the 
immediate vicinity there were remains of twelve other buildin·gs, the 
walls half fallen and the roofs burned out. 
Following Mange's account there were a number of descriptions of 
no special value, and a more useful one written by Padre Font, who in 
1775 and 1776 made a journey to Gila and Colorado rivers and beyond. 
This de cription 3 i quite circumstantial and is of especial interest 
because it formed the basis of nearly all the accounts written up to the 
time when that country came into our po session. According to this 
authority-
The boa e forms an oblong square, facing exactly the four cardinal points, and 
round about it ther are rain indicating a fence or wall which surrounded the 
house and other building . The exterior or plaza extends north and south 420 feet 
and a t and w t 260 feet. 
1 ont mea ured th five room of the main building, and recorded 
many int r ting d tail . It will be noticed that h described a sur-
1 n Enl!li. b trnn . lation jb giv n by II. H. Bancroft, Works, iv, p. 622, note. Also by 13artlett, 
P .r onal ·armtivt•, 1854, vol. H, pp. 2 1-2 2; anoth r wa publish d by "choolcraft, Hist. Cond. and 
Pro . of 10. In!l., vol. iii, 1 53, p. 301. 
2Quit n xten h·e Ii tis giv ·n by Bancroft (op. cit., pp. 622-625, notes), and by Bandeli r in Papers 
rch . In t. of m r., m rican s ri a, i, p. 11, not . 
1
.\ numb r of opi a of Font's .Journal are known. Bancroft giv a partial translation in op. cit., 
p . 23, no ), doe al o Bartl t (op. it., pp. 278-280); and a Fr uch translation is given by Ternaux: 
'ompan. , ix. Voya d 'ibola, ppendh:. 
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rounding wall inclosing a comparatively large are.a; and nearly all the 
writers who published accounts prior to our conquest of the country in 
1846based their descriptions on Font'sjournal and erroneously applied 
his measurement of the supposed circumscribing wall to the OasaGrande 
proper. 
The conquest of the coun~ry by the ''Army of the WeE-t" attracted 
attention anew to the ruin, through the descriptions of Colonel Emory 
and Captain Johnston. The expedition passed up the Gila valley, and 
Colonel Emory, in his journal, gives a fanciful illustration and a slight 
description. The journal of Captain Johnston contained a somewhat 
better description and a rough but fairly good sketch. The best descrip-
tion of that period, however, was that given by John Russell Bartlett, 
in his "Personal Narrative," published in 1854. 
Bartlett observed that the ruin consists of three buildings, "all 
included within an area of 150 yards." He described these buildings 
and gave ground plans of two of them and elevations of the principal 
structure. He also gave a translation of a portion of Font's journal, 
as well as the previous description of Mange. He surmised that the 
central room of the main building, and perhaps the whole structure, 
was used for the storage of corn. 
Bartlett's account held place for nearly thirty years as the main reli-
. ance of compilers, and it forms today one of the most circumstantial 
and comprehensive descriptions extant. Other descriptions appeared 
at intervals of a few years, some compiled from Bartlett aud Font, 
others based on personal observation, but none of them containing 
anything new, until the account of Mr. A. F. Bandelier, published 
· some ten years ago,~ is reached. 
Mr. Bandelier described the large group, of which the Casa Grande 
forms a part, and gave its dimensions as 400 meters (1,300 feet) north 
and south by 200 meters (650 feet) east and west. He also described 
and gave measurements of the Casa Grande proper and discusses its 
place in the field of aboriginal architecture. In a later publication2 be 
discussed the ruin at somewhat greater length, and presented also a 
rough sketch plan of the group and ground plans of the Casa Grande and 
of the mound north of it. He gave a short history of the min and quite 
an extended account of the Pima traditions concerning it. He consid-
ered the Casa Grande a stronghold or fortress, a place of last resort, 
the counterpart, functionally, of the blockhouse of the early settlers of 
eastern United States. 
In 1888 Mr. F. H. Cushing presented to the Congres International 
des Americanistes 3 some ''Preliminary notes" on his work as director of 
the Hemenway southwestern archeological expedition. Mr. Cushing 
did not describe the Casa Grande, but merely alluded to it as a sur-
1Archreological Inst. of Amer., 5th Ann. Rep., 1884. 
2 Papers Archreol. Inst. of Amer., Amer. ser., iv, Cambridge, 1892, p. 453 et seq. 
•Berlin meeting, 1888; Compte-Rendu, Berlin, 1890, p. 150 et seg. 
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viving example of the temple, or principal structure, which occurred 
in conjunction with nearly all the settlements studied. As Mr. Cush-
ing's work was devoted, however, to the investigation of remains anal-
ogous to, if not identical with, the Casa Grande, his report forms a 
valuable contribution to the literature of this subject, and although 
not everyone can accept the broad inferences and generalizations 
drawn by Mr. Cushing-of which he was able, unfortunately, to present 
only a mere statement-the report should be consulte<l. by every stu-
dent of southwestern archeology. 
The latest contribution to the literature of the Casa Grande is a 
report by Dr. J. Walter Fewkes,1 also of the Hemenway expedition, 
under the title "On the present condition of a ruin in Arizona called 
Casa Grande." Two magnificent illustrations are presented, engrav-
ings from photographs, showing general views of the ruin, as well as a 
number of views depicting details, and the ground plan presented at 
the end of the report is the best so far published. It is unfortunate 
that this author was not able to give more time to the study of the ruin; 
yet his report is a valuable contribution to our knowledge concerning 
the Casa Grande. 
DESCRIPTION. 
THE CASA GRANDE GROUP. 
The Casa Grande has been variously placed at from 2 leagues to 2 
miles south of Gila river. The writer has never traversed the distance 
from the ruin to the river, but the ruin is about a mile from Walker 
ranch, which is well known in that neighborhood, and about half a 
mile from the river. This question, however, is not of much impor-
tance, a the ruin is easily found by anyone looking for it, being located 
directly on one of the tage routes from Casa Grande station, on the 
outhern Pacific railroad, to Florence, Arizona, and about 9 miles 
below, or we ·t of, the latter place. 
The name Casa Gran<l.e has been usually applied to a single struc-
ture tanding near the outhwesteru corner of a large area covered by 
m und and other d bri , but ome writer have applied it to the south-
we tern portion of the area and even to the whole area. The latter 
eems the pr per application of the term, but to avoid confusion, where 
both th ettlement a a whole and that portion which has formed the 
theme of, o many writer are referred to, the settlement will be desig-
nat .d a th 1a a rande group, and the single structure with stand-
in wall a. th a. a 'rancle ruin. 
Pr bably no wo investigator woul<l a ign the same limits to the 
ar a o red th group, a the margins of this area merge imper-
tibly int th urrounding country. The accompanying map (plate 
LI) how, thi, ar c a. int rpr t d by the writer. The urface covered 
1 ,Jour. of m r. Etbn. and rch., Cambriclge, 1892, vol. ii, page 179 et seq. 
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by well defined remains, as there shown, extends about 1,800 feet north 
and south and 1,500 feet east and west, or a total area of about 65 
acres. 
The Casa Grande ruin, as the term is here used, occupies a position 
near the southwestern corner of the group, and it will be noticed that 
its size is insignificant as compared with that of the entire group, or 
even with the large structure in the north-central part of it. The 
division of the group into northern and southern portions, which has 
been made by some writers, is clearly shown on the map; but this 
division is more apparent than real. The contour interval on the map 
is one foot-a sufficiently small interval to show the surface configura-
tion closely and to bring out some of its peculiarities. Depressions are 
shown by dotted contours. It will be noticed that while most of the 
mounds which mark the sites of former structures rise but 10 feet or 
less abov-e the surrounding level, the profiles vary considerably, some 
being much more smoothed off and rounded than others, the former 
being shown on the map by even, "flowing'' contours, while the latter 
are more irregular; and it will be further noticed that the irregularity 
reaches its maximum in the vicinity of the Casa Grande ruin proper, 
where the ground surface was more recently formed, from the fall of 
walls that were standing within the historical period. 
External appearance is a very unsafe criterion of age, although in 
some cases, like the present, it affords a fair basis for hypothesis as to 
comparative age; but even in this case, where the various portions of 
the group have presumably been affected alike by climatic and other 
influences, such hypothesis, while perhaps interesting, must be used 
with the greatest caution. Within a few miles of this place the writer 
has seen the remains of a modern adobe house whose maximum age 
could not exceed a decade or two, yet which presented an appearance 
of antiquity quite as great as that of the wall remains east and south-
east of the Casa Grande ruin. 
The application of the hypothesis to the map brings out some interest-
ing results. In the first place, it may be seen that in the lowest mounds, 
such as those in the northwestern corner of the sheet, on the southern 
margin, and southwest of the well-marked mound on the eastern mar-
gin, the contours are more :flowing and the slopes more gentle than in 
others. This suggests that these smoothed mounds are older than the 
others, and, further, that their present height is not so great as their 
former height; and again, under this hypothesis, it suggests that the 
remains do not belong to one period, but that the interval which 
elapsed between the abandonment of the structures whose sites are 
marked by the low mounds and the most recent abandonment was 
long. In other words, this group, under the hypothesis, affords another 
illustration of a fact constantly impressed on the student of southwest-
ern village remains, that each village site marks but an epoch in the his-
tory of the tribe occupying it-a period during which there was constant, 
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in e ant change, new bands or minor divisions of the tribe appe_aring on 
cene other divisions leaving the parent village for other sites, and 
the bl> a~d flow continuing until at some period in its history the 
population of a village sometimes became.so reduced that the remai~der, 
a a matter of precaution, or for some trifling reason, abandoned it en 
ma . e. Thi pha e of pueblo life, more prominent in the olden days 
than at pre ent, but still extant, has not received the prominence it 
deserves in the study of southwestern remains. Its effects can be seen 
iu almo t every ruin; not all the vil1ages of a group, nor even all the 
part of a village, were inhabited at the same time, and estimates of 
population based on the number of ruins within a given region, and 
even those based on the size of a given ruin, must be materially 
revi ed. As this suQject has been elsewhere 1 discussed, it can be dis-
mi ed here with the statement that the Casa Grande group seems to 
have formed no exception to the general rule, but that its population 
changed from time to time, and that the extent of the remains is no 
rit;erion of the former population. 
It will be noticed that in some of the mounds, noticeably those in the 
immediate vicinity of the Casa Grande ruin, the surface is very irregu-
lar. In this in tance the irregularity indicates a recent formation of 
urface; for at this point many walls now marked only by mounds were 
standing within the historical period. External contour is of course a 
product of ero ion, yet imilarity of contour does not necessarily indicate 
either equalero ion or equal antiquity. Surface erosion does not become 
a prominent factor until after the walls have fallen, and one wall may 
ea ily last for a century or two centuries longer than another similarly 
ituated. The surface erosion of a standing wall of grout, such as these 
under di cu ion, is very slight; photographs of the Casa Grande ruin, 
xtendiug over a period of sixteen years, and made from practically 
he , ame point of view, how that the skyline or silhouette remained 
' e11tially unchanged during that period, every little knob and projec-
tion r maining the ame. It is through sapping or undermining at the 
gr un l urfa ·e that walls are destroyedi An inspection of the illustra-
ti n ompanying this paper will show what is meant by sapping: 
th ternal wall ar cut away at the ground surface to a depth vary-
ing from few in h to nearly 2 feet. After a rain the ground, and 
hat portion of the wall at pre ent below its surface, retains moisture 
mu h lon°er than the part of the wall which stands clear; the mois-
tur ri by capillary attraction a foot or two above the ground surface, 
r n rin the wall at thi level ofter than el ewhere, and as this por -
ti n i m r po· cl to the flying 'and which the wind sweeps over the 
r und it i h re that ro ion attain it maximum. The wall is gradu-
11 ' ·ut way at c nd ju t abov th ground urface until finally the base 
·m, ll t , upport it and it fall en masse. Then and not 
urft <: r i n b ome an important factor and the profile of 
1
: i, JIP· 17 2Gl of this R port, "Aboriginal R mains in V rde Valley ." 
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the mass becomes finally rounded. But it will be readily seen that a 
slight difference of texture, or thickness, or exposure, or some trifling 
difference too minute for observation, might easily add many decades 
to the apparent age of a mound. The walls once fallen, however, the 
rounding or smoothing of the mounds would probably proceed at an 
equal rate throughout the group, and study of the profile gives a fairly 
good estimate as to the comparative age of the mounds. On this basis 
the most ancient mounds are those specified above, while the most recent 
are those in the immediate vicinity of the Casa Grande ruin. This esti-
N 
•r ., ,. , Se;1te l" l 
Contour Interval, I Foot 
:f'lG, 328.--Map of large mound. 
mate accords well with the limited historical data and with the Pima 
traditions, which_recount that the Casa Grande ruin was the last inhab-
ited village in this vicinity. 
Probably intermediate in time between the Casa Grande ruin and 
the rounded mounds described above should be placed the large struc-
ture o~cupying the northern-central part of the map. This mound is 
deservmg of more than a passing notice. It consists of two mounds 
' 
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each four or five times the size of the Casa Grande ruin, resting on a 
flat-topped pedestal or terrace about 5 feet above the general level. The 
summits of these mounds, which are nearly fiat, are some 13 feet above 
this level. The sides of the mounds slope very sharply, and have suf-
fered somewhat from erosion, being cut by deep gullies, as shown in 
figure 328, which is an enlargement from the map. It has been st~ted 
that these structures were mounds, pure and simple, used for sacrifice 
or worship, resembling somewhat the well-known pyramid of Cholula; 
but there is no doubt that they are the remains of house-structures, 
for a careful examination of the surface on the slopes, reveals the ends 
of regular walls. The height is not exceptional, the mound on the 
east being less than 3 feet lower, while the one on the southeast lacks 
less than 4 feet of its height. The characteristic feature, however, 
and one difficult to explain, except on the hypothesis stated, is the 
sharp slope of the sides. It will be noticed that the ra,ised base or ter 
race on which the mounds are located is not perfectly fiat, but on the 
contrary has a raised rim. This rim seems quite inconsistent with the 
theory which has been advanced that the terrace was built up solidly 
as a terrace or base, as in that case it would seem natural that the slope 
from the base of the mounds to the edge of the terrace would be con-
tinuous. 
There is an abundance of room between the crest of the rim and the 
base of the terrace for a row of single rooms, inclosing a court within 
which the main structures stood, or such a court may have been cov-
ered, wholly or partly with clusters of rooms, single storied outside, but 
rising in the center, in two main clusters, three or more stories high. Such 
an agglomeration of rooms might under certain conditions produce the 
re ult seen here, although a circumscribing heavy wall, occupying ~he 
position of the crest of the rim and inclosing two main clusters each 
ri ing three or more stories, might also produce this result. The diffi-
culty with the latter hypothesis is, however, that under it we should 
expect to find a greater depression between the base of the mounds 
and the edge of the terrace. The most reasonable hypothesis, there -
fore, i that the pace between the base of the mounds and the edge 
of the terrace wa occupied by rooms of one story. This would also 
h lp to explain the teepness of the slopes of the mounds themselves. 
The wall of the tructures they represent, being protected by the 
adjacent low walls of the one-story rooms, would not suffer appreciably 
by undermining at the ground level, and if the central room or rooms 
of each lu ter were higher than the surrounding rooms, as is the case 
in th Ca a Grande ruin, the exterior walls, being usually heavier than 
the inn r wall , would be the last to uccumb, the clu ters would be 
fill d up by th di integration of the inner walls, and not until the 
pace betwe n the 1 w one-story wall surrounding the central cJuster 
w r nearly filled up would the pronounced disintegration of the outer 
wall f the tru ture eommence. t that period the walls were prob-
BURcAU OF ETHNOLOGY 
THIRTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT PL. LIi 
/0 
Contour Interval, I .Foot. 
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ably covered and protected by debris dropping from above, and possi-
bly the profile of the mounds was already established, being only 
slightly modified by surface erosion since. 
About the center of the eastern side of the terrace, and also on the 
western side, the water which falls on the surface of the structure is 
discharged through rather pronounced depressions at these points. 
These depressions are not the work of running water, though doubtless 
emphasized by that agency, but represent low or open spaces in the 
original structure, probably passageways or gateways. Furthermore, 
before or inside each gateway there is a slightly depressed area, just 
where we would expect to find it under our hypothesis, and showing 
that the process of filling in is not yet completed. If the structure 
were to remain undisturbed for some decades longer these spaces would 
doubtless be filled up from material washed from the mounds, giving 
eventually a continuous slope from the base of the mounds to the edge 
of the terrace. 
On the eastern margin of the map and in the southeastern corner 
two small and sharply defined mounds, differing in character from any 
others of the group, are represented. That shown on the eastern mar-
gin rises about 6 feet and the other about 10 feet above the surround-
ing level, and both stand out alone, no other remains occurring within 
a hundred yards in any direction. These mounds seem a thing apart 
from the other remains in the group; and it is probable that they repre-
sent the latest period in the occupancy of this site, or possibly a period 
subsequent to its final abandonment as a place ofresidence. Analogous 
remains occur in conjunction with some large ruins in the north, and 
there they represent single rooms, parts of the original structure kept 
in a fair state of preservation by occasional repairs while the remainder 
of the village was going to ruin, and used as farming outlooks long 
after the site was abandoned as a place of residence. As these farming 
outlooks have been discussed at some length in another paper 1 it is 
not necessary here to enlarge upon th~ir function and the important 
part they play in Pueblo architecture. If the high mounds in question 
mark, as supposed, the sites of farming outlooks such as those which 
are found in the north, they indicate that the occupancy of the region 
in which they occur was continued after the abandonment of the Casa 
Grande structure by the people who built it or by people of similar 
habits and customs. 
An inspection of the map will show a number of depressions, some of 
quite large area, indicated by dotted contour lines. The principal one 
occurs a little west of the center of the area, and is worth more than a 
passing notice since similar structures are widely distributed through-
out this region. It may be roughly characterized as a mound with 
excavated center. The ground for some distance about the structure 
(except for two depressions discussed later) is quite flat. From this 
1 
.A. Study of Pueblo Architecture; 8th .A.nn. Rep. Bur. Eth., 1891, pp. 86,227, and elscvrhere. 
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flat surface as a base the structure rises to a height of 5 feet. From 
the exterior it has the appearance of an ordinary mound, but on reach-
ing the top the interior is found to be hollowed out to a depth whfoh 
even at the present day is below the surrounding surface, although not 
below the depressions adjoining. The main structure or mound is 
shown in figure 329 (an enlargement from the map). It measures on 
top. of the crest 150 feet from north to south and about 80 feet from 
east to west, but covers a ground area of 200 feet by 120 feet or over 
half an acre. The crest is of the same height throughout, except for 
slight elevations on the eastern and western sides and a little knoll or 
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, well in the outhwe tern corner. There is no indication of any break 
~nth ntinuity of the ere t. uch a would be found were there open-
m :· at wa the interior. The bottom of the depression in the 
mam n ·tu.re t p ut a foot below the surrounding ground 
but it t originally con iderably more than this . . ' 
e 1 o ure to atmo pheric ero ion and con e_ 
o excavation wa made and the character 
~·n e~ermi~ d, but the mound is apparently 
t aid up rn block , like the Casa Grande 
ruin . 
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To the east and to the west are two large depress~ons, each about 5 
feet below the surrounding ground surface, evidently the places whence 
the material for the construction of the mound was obtained. Yet the 
amount of material removed from these excavations must have been 
cousiderably in excess of that used in the construction of the mound, 
and this excess was doubtless utilized in neigh boring constructions, 
since it is hardly to be supposed that it was carried away to any con-
siderable distance. 
The purpose of this hollow mound, which is a fair type of many simi-
lar structures found in this region, is no_t clear. Mr. Frank Hamilton 
Cushing, while director of the Hemenway southwestern archeological 
expedition, found a number of these structures and excavated some of 
them. From remains thus found he concluded that they were sun-
temples, as he termed them, and that they were covered with a roof 
made of coiled strands of grass, after a manner analogous to that in 
which pueblo baskets are made. A somewhat similar class of struc-
tures was found by the writer on the 11pper Rio Verde, but these were 
probably thrashing floors. Possibly the structure under discussion 
was for a similar purpose, yet its depth in proportion to it8 size was 
almost too great for such use. The q_uestion must be left for determina-» 
tion if possible by excavation. 
In the southern central part of the map is shown another excava-
tion, covering a larger area than any of the others, of very irregular 
outline and from 3 to 4 feet deep. It is apparently older than the others 
and probably furnished the material for the house structures northeast 
and southwest of it. Bordering the depression on the south there are 
some low mounds, almost obliterated, which probably were the sites of 
other house structures. 
. Scattered about the area shown on the map there are several small 
depressions~ usually more regular in outline than those described. The 
best example is situated near the northeastern corner of the area. It 
is situated in the point of a low promontory, is about 3 feet deep, almost 
regularly oval in outline, and measures about 50 by 100 feet. A. similar 
depression less than 2 feet deep occurs near the northwest corner of the 
area, and immediately south of the last there is another, more irregu-
lar in-outline, and nearly 3 feet deep. There are also some small 
depressions in the immediate vicinity of the Casa Grande ruin and of 
the mounds north of it. 
With a single exception none of these depressions are so situated that 
they could be used as reservoirs for the storage of water collected from 
the surface, and the catchment area of the depressions is so small and 
the rate of evaporation in this area so great that their use as reservoirs is 
out of the question. It is probable that all of the smaller depressions 
represent simply sites wh·ere building material was obtained. Possibly 
the ground at these points furnished more suitable material than else-
where, and, if so, the builders may have taken the trouble to transport 
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it everal hundred yards rather than follow the usual practice of using 
material within a few feet of the site. 'l'his hypothesis would explain 
the large size of the depressions, otherwise an anomalous feature. 
CASA GRANDE RUIN . 
S'l'ATE OF PRESERVATION. 
The area occupied by the Casa Grande ruin is insignifinant as com-
pared with that of the entire group, yet it has attracted the greater 
attention because it comprises practically all the walls stiU standing·. 
'!'here is only one small fragment of wall east of the main structure 
and another south of it. 
The ruin is especially interesting because it is the best preserved 
example now remaining of a type of structure which, there is reason to 
believe, was widely distributed throughout the Gila valley, and which, 
o far as now known, is not found elsewhere. The conditions under 
wlJich pueblo architecture developed in the north were peeuliar, and 
:::;tamped themselves indelibly on the house structures there found. 
II ere iu the south there is a radical change in physical environment: 
e\'en the available building material was different, and while it is prob-
able that a ystematic investigation of this field will show essentially 
the ·ame ideas that in the uorth are worked out in stone, here 
mboclied in a di:f:forent material and doubtless somewhat modified to 
:uit the changed environment, yet any general conclusion based on the 
Htu<ly of a single ruin would be unsafe. In the present state of knowl-
dge of thi :field it i. not advisable to attempt more than a detailed 
<l scription, embodying, however, a few inferences, applicable to this 
rnin only, which seem well supported by the evidence obtained. 
The Casa Grande ruin is located near the southwestern corner of the 
group and the grouud ·urface for miles about it in every direction is 
,o flat that from the ·ummit of tbe walls an immense stretch of country 
i, l>rougb.t und r view. On the east is the broad valley of Gila river 
ri 'in°· in a great plain to a distant range of mountains. About a mil~ 
, ml< half toward th north a fringe of cottonwood trees marks the 
our' of th , riv r, beyond which the plain continues, broken some-
what by hill and butte , until the view is closed by the Superstition 
mou11tafo ', On the northwe·t the valley of Gila river runs into the 
h l'izon, with a £ w butte here and ther . Ou the west lies a range 
of mountain ' ·l ing th valley in that direction, while toward the 
' uthw t and outh it extend until in place it meets the horizon, 
while rn ther pla' it i · ·lo d by range of mountain blue at1d misty 
i11 th di:tan ·e. In au xperi nee of ome year among northern ruins, 
f h m locat d with pecial r C rence to outlook over tillable 
th 1 writ r ha found no ther ruin o well ituated as this. 
hara t r f th , ite o ·upie<l by the ruin indicates that it 
o a lat d t if not to the final peri d iu tlie occupancy of this 
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region, a period when by reason of natural increase of 11umbers, or 
perhaps aggregation of related gentes, the defense motive no longer 
dominated the selection of a village site, but reliance was placed on 
numbers and character of structures, and the builders felt free to 
select a site with reference only to their wants as a horticultural peo-
ple. This period or stage bas been reached by many of the Pueblo 
tribes, although mostly within the historical period; but some of them, 
the Tusayan for example, are still in a prior stage. 
A ground plan of the ruin. is shown. in plate ur, and a general view 
in plate LIII. The area covered and in closed by standing wall13 is about 
43 feet by 59 feet, buj, the building is not exactly rectangular, and the 
common stateme11t that it faces the cardinal points is erroneous. The 
variation from the magnetic north is shown on the ground plan, which was 
made in December, 1890. 'rhe building comprised three central rooms, 
each approximately 10 by 24 feet, arranged side by side with the longer 
axes north -and south, and two other rooms, each about 9 by 35 feet, 
occupying respectively tlle northern and southern ends of the building, 
and arranged transversely across the ends of the central rooms, with 
the longer axes running east and west. Except the central room_, which 
was three stories in height, all the rooms were two stories above the 
gromtd. The northeastern aud southeastern corners of the structure 
have fallen, and large blocks of the material of which they were com-
posed are strewn upon the ground in the vicinity. It is probable that 
the destruction of these corners prior to that of the rest of the build-
ing was due to the disintegration of minor walls connected with them 
and extending, as shown by the ridges on the ground plan, north . 
ward from the northeastern corner and eastward from the southeast-
ern corner. These walls doubtless formed part of the original struc-
ture and were probably erected with it; otherwise the corners of the 
main structure would not have been torn out or strained enough to 
fall before the rest of the building was affected. 
It is not likely that the main building orig'iually stood alone as at 
present. On the contrary there is every reason to suppose that it was 
connected with other buildings about 75 feet east of it, now marked by 
a bit of standing wall shown on. the map (plate LI), and probably also 
with a small structure about 170 feet south of it, shown in plate LIV. 
These connections seem to have been by open courts inclosed by walls 
and not by continuous buildings. The court east of the ruin is well 
marked by the contours and seems to have been entered by a gateway 
ur opening at its southeastern corner. 
DIMENSIONS. 
It is probable that the area immediately adjacent to the ruin, and 
now covered by mounds, carried buildings of the same time with tlte 
main structure and was occupied contemporaneously with it or nearlv 
so. This area, well marked on the map, measures about 400 fe~t 
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north and south, and 240 feet east and west. It is not rectangular, 
although the eastern and, western sides, now marked by long ridges, 
are roughly parallel. The northeastern corner does not conform to a 
rectangular plan, and the southern side is not more than half closed 
by the low ridge which extends partly across it. This area is doubt-
less the one measured in 1776, by Padre Font, whose description was 
copied by later writers, and whose measurements were applied by Hum-
boldt and others to the ruin itself. Font gave his measurements as 
those of a circumscribing wall, and his inference has been adopted by 
many, in fact most, la.ter writers. .A. circumscribing wall is an anom-
alous feature, in tlte experience of the writer, and a close inspection of 
the general map will show that Font's inference is hardly justified by 
the condition of the remains today. It seems more likely that the area 
in question was covered by groups of buildings and rows of rooms, 
connected by open courts, and forming an outline sometimes regular 
for a considerable distance, but mme onen irregular, after the manner 
of pueblo structures today. The long north and south ridge which 
forms the southeastern corner of the area, with other ridges extending 
we tward, is quite wide on top, wide enough to accommodate a single 
row of rooms of the same width as those of the ruin, and it is hardly 
rea onable to suppose that a wall would be built 10 or 12 fe~ wide 
when one of 4 feet would serve every purpose to which it could pos-
ibly be put. Furthermore, the supposition of an inclosiug wall does 
not leav any reasonable explanation of the transverse ridges above 
mentioned, nor of the long ridge which runs southward from the south-
ea tern corner of the ruin. 
The exterior walL ri e to a height of from 20 to 25 feet above the 
ground. Thi height accommodated two stories, but the top of the 
wall i now 1 to 2 feet higher than the roof level of the second story. 
The middle room or space was built up three stories high and the walls 
are now 28 to 30 feet above the ground level. The tops of the walls, 
while rough and much eroded, are approximately level. The exterior 
urface of the wall is rough, as shown in the illustrations, but the 
int rior wall of the rooms · are finished with a remarkable degree of 
mo thne , ·o mt1 h so as to attract the attention of everyone who 
ha. vi ·ited the ruin. Mange, who saw the ruin with Padre Font in 
l(H)7, the wall shine like Puebla pottery, and they still retain 
thi · fini h wh rev r the urface has not cracked off. This fine finish 
i ,' h wn in a number of illu. tration herewith. The walls are not of 
v n thi 1 n .- . t the round lev 1 tbe exterior wall is from 3½ to 4½ 
f thi ·k and in on place at the outh rn end of the ea tern wall, is 
r :; £ et thi k. Th interior wall are from 3 to 4 feet thick 
a t h op the wall ar redu d to about 2 feet thick, partly 
·k r t 'P at h fl. or 1 1 , partly by ext rior batter, the 
r1 r wall urfa e b in approximat ly rtical. ome writ r , not-
th in ·lination of the uter wall urfac , and not · eing the interior, 
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have inferred that the walls leaned considerably away from the perpen-
dicular. This inference has been strengthened, in some cases, by an 
examination of the interior, for the inner wall surface, while finely 
:finished, is not by any means a plane surface, being generally concave 
in each room; yet a line drawn from floor level to .floor level would be 
very nearly vertical. The building was constructed by crude methods, 
thoroughly aboriginal in character, and there is no uniformity in its 
measurements. The walls, even in the same room, are not of even 
thickness, the floor joists were seldom on a straight line, and measure-
ments made at similar places, e. g., the two ends of a room, seldom 
agree. 
A series of precise measurements gives the following results: Out-
side eastern wall, at level 3 feet above center of depressed area adjoin-
ing the ruin on the east, 59 feet; western wall at same level, 59 feet 
1 inch; northern and southern walls, at same level, 42 and 43 feet re-
spectively. These measurements are between points formed by the 
intersection of the wall lines; the northeastern and southeastern corners 
having fallen, the actual length of standing wall is less. At the level 
stated the northern wall measures but 34 feet 4 inches, and the south-
ern wall 36 feet 10 inches. A similar irregularity is found in the 
interior measurements of rooms. The middle room is marked by an 
exceptional departure from regularity in shape and dimensions. Both 
the east and west walls are bowed eastward, making the western wall 
convex and the eastern wall conc·ave in reference to the room. 
Precise measurements of the middle room at the second floor level, 8 
feet above the base previously stated, are as follows : Eastern side, 24 
feet 8½ inches; western side, 24 feet 2 inches; northern side, 9 feet 3½ 
inches; southern side, 9 feet 1 inch. The eastern room is a little more 
regular, but there is a difference of 11 inches between the measurements 
of the northern and southern ends. A similar difference is found in the 
western room, amounting there to 6 inches. The northern and i::;outhern 
rooms do not afford as good bases for comparison, as a corner is missing 
in each; but measurements to a point where the interior wall surfaces 
would intersect if prolonged, show variations of from 6 inches to a foot. 
The statement that the ruin exhibits exceptional skill in construction 
on the part of the builders, is not, therefore, supported by facts. 
I 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION. 
'The Casa Grande ruin is often referred to as an adobe structure. 
Adobe construction, if we limit the word to its proper meaning, con-
sists of the use of molded brick, dried in the sun but not baked. 
Adobe, as thus de:fine<i, is very largely used throughout the southwest, 
more than nine out of ten houses erected by the Mexican population 
and many of those erected by the Pueblo Indians being so constructe<l; 
but, in the experience of the writer, it is never found in the older ruins, 
although seen to a limited extent in ruins known to belong to a period 
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ub eqnent to the Spani h conquest. Its discovery, therefore, in the 
a a Grande would be important; but no trace of it can be found. The 
wall are composed of huge blocks of earth, 3 to 5 feet long, 2 feet high, 
and 3 to 4 feet thick. These blocks were not molded and placed in 
itu, but were manufactured in place. The method adopted was prob-
ably the erection of a framework of canes or light poles, woven with 
reeds or grass, forming two parallel surfaces or planes, some 3 or 4 feet 
apart and about 5 feet long. Into this open box or trough was rammed 
clayey earth obta.ined from the immediate vicinity and mixed with 
water to a heavy paste. When the mass was sufficiently dry, the fra,me-
work was moved along the wall and the operation repeated. This is 
the typical pise or rammed-earth construction, and in the hands of 
skilled workmen it suffices for the construction of quite elaborate build-
ings. As here used, however, the appliances were rude and the work- · 
men unskilled. An inspection of the illustrations herewith, especially 
of plate LV, showing the western wall of the ruin, will indicate clearly 
how this work was done. The horizontal lines, marking what may be 
called courses, are very well defined, and, while the verticai joints are 
not apparent in the illustration, a close inspection of the wall itself 
shows them. It will be noticed that the builders were unable to keep 
straight courses, and that occasional thin courses were put in to bring 
the wall up to a general level. This is even more noticeable in other 
part of the ruin. It is probable that as the walls rose the exterior 
surface was smoothed with the hand or with some suitable implement, 
but it was not carefully finished like the interior, nor was it treated 
like the latter with a specially prepared material. The material em-
ployed for the walls was admirably suited for the purpose, being 
when dry almost as hard as sandstone and practically indestructible. 
The manner in which such wans disintegrate under atmospheric influ-
ences bas already been et forth in detail in this report. An inhab-
ited tructure with walls like these would last indefinitely, provided 
occupancy continued and a few slight repair , which would accom-
pany occupancy, were made at the conclusion of each rainy season. 
Wh n abandoned, however, sapping at the ground level would com-
mence, and would in time level all the walls; yet in the two centu-
ries which have lapsed ince Padre Kino's visi~and the Casa Grande 
wa then a ruin-th re ha been but little destruction, the damage done 
by relic hunter in the Ia t twenty years being in fact much greater 
than that wrought by the elements in the preceding two centuries. The 
reli hunter eem to have had a craze for wood, as the lintels of open-
in and ven the tump of floor joi. t have been torn out and carried 
away. The writer ha been reliably informed that as late as twenty 
y ar ago a portion of th floor or roof in one of the rooms was still in 
pla e but at the pr s nt day nothing i left of the floors except marks 
on the verti al wall and a few tumpR of floor joi ts, deeply imbedded 
in the wall , and o high that hey can not be seen from the ground. 
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The floors of the rooms which were also the roofs of the rooms below, ' . 
were of the ordinary pueblo type, employed also today by the Amen-
can and Mexican population of this region. In the Casa Grande ruin 
a serieR of light joists or heavy poles was laid across the shorter axis 
of tbe room at the time the walls were erected; these poles were 3 to 6 
inches in diameter, not selected or Ia.id with unusual care, as the holes 
in the side walls whfoh mark the places they occupied are seldom in a 
straight line, and their shape often indicates tbat the poles were quite 
crooked. Better executed examples of the same construction are often 
found in northern ruins. Over the primary series of joists was placed 
a layer of light poles, 1½ to 2 inches in diameter, and over these reeds 
and coarse grass were spread. The prints of the light poles can still 
be seen on the walls, The floor or roof was then finished with a heavy 
coating of clay, trodden down solid and smoothed to a level. A number 
of blocks of this final floor finish, bearing the impress of the grass and 
reeds, were found in the middle room. There is usually a setback in 
the wall at the floor level, but this practice was not followed in all the 
rooms. 
The position of the floor is well marked in all cases by holes in the 
' Wfl,11, into which beams projected sometimes to a depth of 3 feet, and by 
a peculiar roughness of the wall. Plate LVI shows two floor levels, 
both set back slightly and the upper one strongly marked by the rough-
ness mentioned. This roughness apparently marks the thickness of tbe 
floor in some cases, yet in others it is much too thick for a floor aud 
must have had some other purpose. The relation of these marks to the 
beam holes suggests that in som~ cases there was a low and probably 
narrow bench around two or more sides of the room; such benches are 
often found in the present Pueblo villages. 
The walls of the northern room are fairly well preserved, except i II the 
northeastern corner, which bas fallen. The principal floor beams were 
of necessity laid north and south, across the shorter axis of the room, 
while the secondary series of poles, 1-½ inches in diameter, have left 
their impression in the eastern and western walls. There is no set-
back in the northern wall at the first floor level, though there is a very 
slight one in the southern wall; none appears in the eastern and west-
ern walls. Yet in the second roof level there is a double setback of 9 
and 5 inches in the western wall, and the northern wall bas a setback 
of 9 inches, and the top of the wall still shows the position of nearly all 
tbe roof timbers. This suggests-and the suggestion is supported by 
other facts to he mentioned later-that the northern room was added 
after the completion of the rest of the edifice. 
The second roof or third floor level, the present top of the wall, has 
a decided pitch outward, amounting to nearly 5 inches. Furthermore, 
the outside of the northern wall of the middle room, above the second 
roof level of the northern room, is very much eroded. This indicates 
that the northern room never had a greater height than two stories, but 
probably the wa.Ils were crowned with low parapets. In this connec-
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tion it may be stated that a calculation of the amount of debris within 
the building and. for a distance of 10 feet about it in every direction, 
the interior :floor level _being determined by excavation, showed an 
amount of material which, added io the walls, would raise them less 
than 3.feet; in other words, the present height of the walls is very 
nearly the maximum height. 
Subsequent to this examination the ruin was cleared out by con-
tractors for the Government in carrying out a plan for the repair and 
preservation of the ruin, and it was reported that in one of the rooms 
a floor level below that previously determined was found, making an 
underground story or cellar. This would but slightly mollify the fore-
going conclusion, as the additional debris would raise the walls less 
than a foot, and in the calculation no account was taken of material 
removed from the surface of the walls. 
In support of the hypothesis that the second roof level of the northern 
room was the top roof, it may be stated that there is no trace of an 
opening in the walls above that level, except on the western side. 
There was a narrow opening in the western corner, but so well fi.11ed 
that it is hardly perceptible. Doubtless it formed a niche or opening 
in the parapet. 
The southern wall on the first roof level still preserves very clear 
and distinct impressions of the rushes , which were used in the con-
truction of the roof. In some cases these impressions occur 3 inches 
above the top of the floor beams, in others directly above them, show-
ing that the secondary series of poles was very irregularly placed. 
In the eastern and western walls th~ impressions of rushes are also 
clear, but there they are parallel with the wall surface. The rushes 
were about the thickness of a pencil. 
The :floor joists were 3 to 4 inches in diameter, and as a rule pro-
j cted into the wall but 5 to 8 inches. In some places in the northern 
wall, however, they extended into the masonry as much as 3 feet 3 
in h . The beam were doubtless cut by guess, at ibe place where 
tr of the requi ite size were found, according to the method em.-
pl yed by the Pueblo Indian today, and if, as supposed, the northern 
ro m was built after the rest of the structure, the excess in length 
would nece arily be found in the northern wall. 
In the roof construction previously described rushes or ca11es formed 
tlle third member, and in the northern room the wall is rnugh immedi-
at ly above the impre ions of ru~hes, and projects 8 to 12 inches. 
Thi feature i well marked; it may be a remnant of the clay covering 
f floor r r of, but it i almo t too thick for that and possibly marks 
the p i ion of a low b ncb, a previou ly suggested. The bottoms of 
the op nin om ju t to or a trifle above the top of this marking. 
b w 11 f the we t .rn room were smoothly fini hed and the finish 
i 11 pr rved bu h r a in the northern room, the exterior wan 
f b middl r om wa not :fini hed above the econd roof level, and 
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there is no doubt that two stories above the ground were the maximum 
height of the western rooms, excluding the parapet. The eastern wall 
presents a marked double convexity while the western wall is compara-
tively straight in a horizontal line, but markedly concave vertically 
above the first roof level. Below this level it is straight. The floor 
beams were from 3 to 6 inches in diameter. The marks in the eastern 
wall show that the beams projected into it to a nearly uniform depth 
of 1 foot 4 inches. In the western wall, however, the depth varies from 
1 to 3 feet. The beams which entered the eastern wall were very 
irregularly placed, the line rising in the center some 3 or 4 inches. 
The beams of the second roof level show the same irregularity and in 
the same place; possibly this was done to correct a level, for the same 
feature is repeated in the eastern room. 
The walls of the southern room are perbaps better :finished and less 
well constructed than any others in the building. The beam holes in 
the southern wall are regular, those in the northern wall less so. The 
beams used averaged a little smaller than those in the other rooms, and 
there is no trace whatever in the overhanging wall of the use of rushes 
or canes in the construction of the roof above. The walls depart con-
siderably from vertical plane surfaces; the southern wall inclines fully 
12 inches inward, while in the northeastern corner the side of a door-
way projects fully 3 inches into the room. The broken condition of the 
soutllern wall indicates carelessness in construction. The weakest 
point in pise construction is of course the framing around openings. 
In the southern wall the openings, being doubtless the first to give 
. way, are now almost completely obliterated. In the center of the wall 
there were two openings, one above the other, but not a trace of lintels 
now remains, and the eastern half of the wall now stands clear from 
other walls. Probably there was also an opening near the southwestern 
corner of the room, but the lintels giving way the wall above fell down 
and, as shown un the ground plan (plate Ln), filled up the opening. 
This could happen only with exceptionally light lintels and -exception-
ally bad construction of walls; one of the large blocks, before dm;cribed 
as composing the wall, must have rested directly above the opening, 
which was practically the same size as the block. 
The walls of the eastern room were well :finished, and, except the 
western wall, in fairly good preservation. The floor beams were not 
placed in a straight line, but rise slightly near the middle, as noted 
above. The finish of some of the openings suggests that the floor was 
but 3 or 4 inches above the beams, and that the roughened surface, 
. already mentioned, was not part of it. The northern wall of this room 
seems to have run through to the outside, on the east, as though at 
one time it-formed the exterior wall of the structure; and the eastern 
wall of the building north of this room is separated from the rest of 
the wall by a wide crack, as though it had been built against a smooth 
surface. The western wall of this room shows clearly that in the con-
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struction of the building the floor beams were laid on the tops of the 
walls, and that the interveniug spaces were filled with small lumps of 
material up to a level with or a little above the upper surface of the 
beams, the regular construction with large blocks beiug then resumed. 
In the middle room many blocks bearing the imprint of grass and 
rushes were found, and the rough marking of the walls just above the 
floor beams is covered in places in this room with masonry composed 
of these grass marked blocks projecting some distance iuto the room, 
indicating that in this room at least they mark the position of a bench. 
Tllese blocks occupy the whole thickness of the setback at the second 
roof level-perhaps au indication that the upper story was added after 
the building was occupied. 
OPENINGS. 
The Casa Grande was well provided with doorways and other open-
ings arranged in pairs one above the other. There were doorways 
from each room into each adjoining room, except that the middle room 
was entered only from the east. Some of the openings were not used 
and were closed with blocks of solid masonry built into them long 
prior to the final abandonment of the ruin. 
The middle room had three doorways, one above the other, all open-
ing eastward. The lowest doorway opened directly on the floor level, 
and was 2 feet wide, with vertical sicles. Its height could not be 
determined, as the top was completely broken away and merged with 
the opening above, but the bottom, which is also the floor level, is 6 
fret 9 inches below the level of the first roof beams. The doorway of 
the second story is pre erved only on the northern side. Its bottom, 
still ea ily distinguishable, is 1 foot 6 inches above the bottom of the 
floor beams. It was 11ot over 2 feet wide and was about 4 feet high. 
The upper doorway i till well preserved, except that the lintels are 
gone. It is about three foches narrower at the top than at the bottom 
and about 4 feet high. 
In addition to it three doorways, all in the eastern wall, the middle 
tier of room wa well provided with niche and holes in the walls, 
ome of them doubtle utilized a outlooks. On the left of the upper 
d orway are tw hole , a foot apart, about 4 inches in diameter, and 
;m othly fini hed. Almo t dire ·tly above the e some 3 feet, and 
about 2 feet higher than tlrn top of the door, there are two similar 
h le . ar the outh rn end of the room in the same wall there is 
ano ll r r und opening a trifle larger and about 4½ feet above the floor 
1 v 1. In th we t rn wall th re are two "' imilar openings, and there is 
n a ·h in h north rn and ~outhern wall . AU the e openings are 
·ir ·ular, f ,mall diam ter ud are in tbe upper or third tory, as hown 
u th l vati n b r itb figure, 30. The frequency of openings in 
th upp r r hird t ry and t-heir ab en e n lower levels, except the 
, p dally rra11 O' d opening d rib cl lat r, , upport the hypothe i 
ha n n f tb r lll xc pt th middl on were ver more than two 
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stories high and that the wall remains above the second roof level 
represent a low parapet. 
In the second story, or middle room of the middle tierJ there were 
no openiugs except the doorway in the eastern wall and two small 
orifices in the western wall. In the midtlle of this wall there is a niche 
about 18 inches below the roof, and a foot below this is a round-cornered 
opeuing measuring about 7 by 8 inches extending through the wall. 
This opening was on a level with another in the western wall of the 
western room, and commanded a far-reaching though contracted view 
toward the west. Below and a little northward is a similar though 
somewhat larger opening corresponding to an opening in the western 
wall of the western room. 
MI ODLE ROOM. 
_, .. _ 
D k~ 
,._J ___ _ ,......, 
We:itWall. 5outhWall . 
0 
East Wall. North Walt. 
Fm. 330.-Elevatious of walls, middle room. 
The upper doorway in the western wall of the western room is much 
broken out, but the top can still be traced. It was 4 feet 5½ inches in 
height and 1 foot 11 inches wide at top. The opening was blocked 
by solid masonry built into it and completely filling it up to within 10 
inches of the top. This upper space, which is on a level with the upper 
bole in the middle room, seems to have been purposely left to allow an 
outlook from that room. The filling block is level on top and flush 
with the wall inside and out. A.t a height of 12 inches above the 
lower edge of the floor beams below it, and perhaps 3 inches above the 
floor, is the lower edge of a roughly square opening a foot across, cut 
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out from the block itself and inclined slightly downward toward the 
exterior. It was plastered and smoothly finished. This opening cor-
responds to the one in the middle room already, described. This :fill-
ing block, with the orifice under discussion, is shown in figure 330, and 
in detail in plate L vn 
The lower doorway, shown in figure 330, is much broken out, and 
although now but 2 feet 1½ inches wide at its narrowest part, no trace 
of the original surface remains on the northern side. The opening was 
4 feet 6½ inches high and probably less than 2-feet wide, with vertical 
sides. 
In the western wall of the southern room there was but one opening. 
This is about 9 inches square, finished smoothly, and occurs in the upper 
room, about 6 feet 5 inches above the floor. It is shown in plate L VIII. 
The doorway between this room and the western room was smoothly 
finished and is in good order except the top, which is entirely gone. It 
was covered with double lintels made of poles 2 to 4 inches in diameter, 
the lower series about 3 inches above the top of the door. The open-
ing was originally filled in like that described above, leaving only 8 or 
10 inches of the upper part open. The lower part of the block was 
pierced by a square hole, like that in the western room,_ but this has 
weathered or been broken out and the block has slipped down, so that 
now its top is 1 foot 5½ inches below what was formerly the top of the 
opening. The top of the filling block is still smooth and finished and 
shows across its entire width a series of prints probably of flat sticks 
about an inch and a half wide, though possibly these are marks of some 
finishing tool. The marks run north :md south. 
The opening below the one just described was so much filled up at 
the time of examinatfon that none of its features could be deter-
mined, except that it was bridged by two tiers of sticks of the usual 
ize a lintels. The subsequent excavation before referred to, however, 
apparently disclosed an opening similar to the one described, and, like 
it, filled nearly to the top with a large block. 
A little west of the middle of the northern wall there are three niches, 
arranged side by ide and about G½ feet above the first roof beams. 
The niche are 10 in ·he high, a foot wid , and about a foot deep, and 
are about in h apart. They are moothly fini bed and plastered, 
but w re roughly made. 
The ea tern op ning in the northern wall, opening into the east room, 
i w 11 pre rv d xc pt the top, which i mi ing. It measured 4 feet 
--½ in h in h igbt and 1 foot 11 inche wide at the bottom, the top 
b ing n arly an inch 1iarrower. It carried two tier of lintel of me-
dium ·iz . 
Th ap in the outhern wall of the outhern room, shown in the 
plan th ugh now open from the ground up, repre ents the location of 
tw do rway , n abo th th r. Remain of both of these can . till 
b n n h nd of the wall • om asurement can be obtained. 
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The large fallen block near the southwestern corner of the room, which 
undoubtedly slipped down from above, shows a finished surface at the 
ground level im,ide, but above it no trace of an opening can be seen, 
possibly because the ends of the walls above are much eroded. 
The upper opening in the eastern wall of the eastern room was appar-
ently capped with a single lintel composed of five sticks 4 to 6 inches 
in diameter laid level on the top of a course of masonry. The bottom 
of the opening is filled either with washed-down material or with the 
remains of a block such as that previously described. This opening is 
the most irregular one in the building, the top being nearly 4 inches nar-
rower than the bottom, but the northern side of the opening is vertical, 
the southern side only being inclined in ward. The opening was 4 feet 
11 inches high and 1 foot 8½ inches wide at the bottom. The opening 
immediately below that described, which was the ground floor entrance 
from the east, is so much broken out that no evidence remains of its 
size and character. There appears to have been only one row of lintel 
poles. 
The eastern opening in the southern wall of the northern room is well 
preserved, the lintels having been torn out by relic hunters without 
much destruction of the surrounding masonry. It was neatly finished, 
and its bottom was probably a little above the first roof level. The 
edges of the openings were made straight with flat sticks, either used 
as implements or incorporated into the structure, and forming almost 
perfectly straight edges. Marks of the same method of construction 
or finish are apparent in all the other openings, but the remains are 
not so well preserved as in this instance. Possibly the immediate lin-
tels of openings were formed of thin flat sticks, as the lintel poles are 
often some inches above the top of the opening. In this opening the 
supporting lintel was formed of a. number of poles 2 to 4 inches in 
diameter, irregularly placed, _sometimes two or three in vertical series 
with very little filling between them. This construction has been char-
acterized as a Norman arch. The opening was originally 1 foot 11 
inches at the top and 4 feet 6 inches high. The b9ttom is 1½ inches 
wider than the top. 
The upper opening in the western end of the southern wall is much 
like that just described. A small fragment of masonry above the lin-
tel remains, and this is within a quarter of an inch of the top of the 
opening. Above the opening there was a series of rough lintel poles, 
3 to 5 inches in diameter, arranged in three tiers with 4 to 6 inches of 
filling between them. Prints of these sticks are left in the wall and 
show that some of them were quite crooked. Probably they were of 
mesquite, obtained from the Immediate vicinity. The edges of the 
openings were finished with flat sticks, like those described, and its 
bottom was 6 inches to a foot above the floor·. The height of the open-
ing wa~ 4 feet 3 inches and its width at the top 2 feet, at the bottom 2 
feet li mches. 
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The opening immediately below the last described is filled with debris 
to the level of the lintel. Above this, however, there is a series of three 
tier of sticks with 6 to 8 inches of masonry between them vertically, 
ometimes laid side by side, sometimes separated by a foot of masonry. 
Some of these lintel poles, as well as those of the opening above it, 
extend 3 feet into the wall, others only a few inches. The lower sides 
or bottoms of the holes are washed with pink clay, the same material 
used for surfacing the interior walls. Perhaps this was merely the 
wetting used to make succeeding courses of clay stick better. This 
opening is shown in plate LIX. 
ear the middle of the northern wall there are two openings, one 
above the other. The upper opening wa.s fiuished in the same manner 
a those already described. But two tiers of poles show above it, though 
the top is wen preserved, and another tier may be buried in the wall. 
There are indications that the opening was closed by a block about 2 
feet thick and flush with the outside. The height of the opening was 
4 feet 5 inches, width at top 1 foot 4½ inches, and at the bottom 1 foot 
10 inches. It narrows a little from north to south. 
The lower opening is so much broken out that little remains to show 
its character. There is a suggestion that the opening was only 2 feet 
high, and there were probably three tiers of lintels above the opening, 
the top of which was 2½ feet below the roof beams, but the evidence is 
not so clear as in the other instances. 
In the middle of the we tern wall, at a height of 5 feet 8 inches above 
th first roof level, there i a large, roughly circular opening or window, 
14 inches in diameter. This is shown in plate LX. It is smoothly fin-
i ·hed, and enlarge , lightly, outward. 
CONCLUSIO S; 
A before stated, any conclu ~ions drawn from a study of the Casa 
Grande it elf, and not checked by examination of other similar or 
anal O'On ruin , can 11ot be considered as firmly e tabfaihed, yet they 
have a sun- tive value. 
1 rom the charact r of the remain it seems probable that the site of 
· · ated as the a a Grande group was occupied a 
ole, but piecemeal a it were, one part being occu-
while ome other part was being built up, and 
of population through many generations reached 
oc ·upation of the structure here termed the Casa 
obable that thi structure did not exist at the 
)i d, and till more probable that all or 
abandoned for some time before the 
rande wa erected. It is also proba-
f the Ca a rande the ground about it 
opulation, who temporarily occupied, 
ltu , f rming outlook located near it. 
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The methods employed in the construction of the buildings of the 
Cusa Grande were thoroughly aboriginal and characteristically rude in 
application. A fair degree of adaptability to purpose and environment 
is seen, indicating that the Casa Grande was one, and not phe first, 
building of a series constructed by the people who erected it and by 
their ancestors, but the degree of skill exhibited and amount of inge-
nuity shown in overcoming difficulties do not compare with that found 
in many northern ruins. As architects, the inhabitants of the Casa 
Grande did not occupy the first rank among pueblo_-builders. 
It is probable that the Casa Grande ruin as we see it today shows 
very nearly the full height of the structure as it stood when it was 
abandoned. The middle tier of Tooms rose to a height of three stories; 
the others were but two stories high. It is also probable that the 
building was enlarged after being once completed and occupied. At 
one time it probably consisted of four rooms on the ground plan, each 
two stories high. The northern tier of rooms was added afterward, 
and probably also the third room iu the central tier. 
The Casa Grande was undoubtedly built and occupied by a branch 
of the Pueblo race, or by an allied people. Who these people were it 
is impossible to determine finally from the examination of one ruin, but 
all the evidence at baud suggests that they were the ancestors of the 
present Pima Indians, now found in the vicinity and known to have 
formerly been a pueblo-building tribe. This conclusion is supported 
by the Phr.a traditions, as collected by Mr. Bandelier, who is intimately 
acquainted with the documentary history of the southwest, and whose 
knowledge of the Pima traditions is perhaps greater than that of any-
one else now living. In his various writings he hints at this connec-
tion, and in one place he declares explicitly that the Casa Grande is a 
Pima structure. None of the internal evidence of the ruin is at vari-
ance with this conclusion. On the contrary, the scanty evidence is 
in accord with the hypothe'Sis that the Uasa Grande was erected and 
occupied by the ancestors of the Pima Indians. 
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OUTLINES OF ZUNI CREATION MYTHS 
BY FRANK HAMILTON CUSHING 
INTRODUCTORY 
THE SURVIVAL OF EARLY ZUNI TRAITS. 
During the earlier years of my life with the Zuni Indians of western-
central New Mexico, from the autumn of 1879 to the winter of 1881-
before access to their country had been rendered easy by the comple-
tion of the Atlantic and Pacific railroad,-they remained, as regards 
their social and religious institutions and customs and their modes of 
thought, if not of daily life, the most archaic of the Pueblo or Aridian 
peoples. They still continue to be, as they have for centuries been, the 
most highly developed, yet characteristic and representative of all these 
people. 
In fact, it is principally due to this higher development by the Zuni, 
than by any of the other Pueblos, of the mytho-sociologic system dis-
tinctive in some measure of them all at the time of the Spanish con-
quest of the southwest, that they have maintained so long and so much 
more completely than any of the others the primitive characteristics of 
the Aridian phase of culture; this despite the fact that, being the 
descendants of the original dwellers in the famous '' Seven Cities of 
Cibola," they were the earliest known of all the tribes within the ter-
ritory of the United States. Like the other Pueblos, the Zufiia.ns, 
when discovered, were found living in segregated towns; but unlike 
the other groups ( each separate community of any one of which was 
autonomous except on rare occasions) they were permanently and 
closely confederated in both a political and hierarchical sense. In other 
words, all their subtribes and lesser towns were distinctively related 
to and ruled from a central tribe and town through priest-chiefs, repre-
sentative of each of them, sitting under the supreme council or septu-
archy of the "master priests of the house" in the central town itself, 
much as were the divisions and cities of the great Inca dominion in 
South America represented·at and ruled from Cuzco, the central city 
and province of them all. 
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It thus happened that, although one or another of the Zuni sub-
tribes was at different times partially and temporarily conquered by 
the Spaniards, they were never as a whole people subdued; and, 
although missions and chapels were ultimately established at one and 
another of their towns by the Franciscan friars, they were never all of 
them immediately under mission influence and surveillance at any one 
time until a comparatively recent date. The evidences and tragic 
consequences of this may be traced throughout the history of Spanish 
intercourse, and as the measure of its effect in minimizing the influence 
of Spanish thought and example on Zuni culture and habits is of 
great importance in determining to what extent the following sacred 
myths may be regarded as purely aboriginal, a brief outline of this 
histo.ry is regarded. as desirable. 
OUTLINE OF SPANISH-ZUNI HISTORY. 
The :first discovered of the Seven Cities of Cibola or Zuniland, called 
by the Zunis themselves Shiwona, was by native account the most east-
erly of their towns, the K'ya'kime of tradition and the Caquima of 
later Spanish record. .According also to native tradition it was entered 
by E tevanico, the negro spy of Fray Marcos de Niza, and the Black 
Mexican of Zuni story, in the spring of 1539. The negro was forthwith 
killed· by the inhabitants; but the friar, following him shortly after, 
saw from the mesa heights to the southward one of the seven villages, 
and, making good his escape, reported his discovery to the viceroy of 
Mexico, Don Antonio de Mendoza. 
Only a year later the largest of the westerly towns, Hawik'uh 
(.Aquico) wa stormed and its inhabitants partly subdued, partly driven 
away to the great tribal stronghold, Thunder mountain, by that val-
iant knight, Don Francisco Vasquez de Coro11ado, and his vanguard 
of hardy mail-clad oldier . The little army occupied as headquarters, 
for everal months, the town they had captured, and later the more 
numerou rear of the army were quartered at the more central and 
ea tern town of Mat aki (Muzaque). During this time Coronado and 
hi comrade in arm were able to reassure and pacify the natives, 
in omucb that wh n, two years afterward, they were returning through 
Zuniland en route to Mexico from the conquests of the farther Pueblos 
and tb ir vain earch for the golden province of Quivira, they were 
ntr at 1 to r main and join the tribe . But Fray Juan de Padilla, 
th her ic pri 't of the exp dition, had found more fertile :fields to the 
, r , and nly three or four exican Indian allies of the Spaniards 
r fain to tay. 
h n in 1. 1- 2, Franci co hamuscado and hi 9 soldiers ~eck-
ly n tr t d tho e va t an l lonely wilds of the southwest (in 
I k t •h d hi rav n ignature and tho e of many of his succes-
ro, or the Rock 1 a of In cription , 35 miles east of 
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Zuni) and passed through the country of Cibola, he was not hindered 
by its people. And when Antonio de Espejo, in 1582, with scarcely 
more of a company, was on his way toward Tusayan or the Hopi 
country, in the northwest, he stopped at the central town of .Alona 
(Halona) and was well received. To this day the marks, said by the 
Zunis to have been made by the "iron bonnets of his tall warriors," are 
shown on the rafters of one of the low, still used prehistoric rooms 
facing the great northern court (once the central and main one) of 
Zuni, and attest to the hospitality so long ago accorded them there. 
Again, in the autumn of 1598, Juan de On.ate and his more consid-
erable force of soldiers and priests, after their general tour of formal 
conquest in the other Pueblo provinces, were met as they approached 
the Zuni towns by delegations of singing priests and warriors, and 
were received with such showers of white prayer-meal on entering that 
they had to protect themselves. fr9m these o:fferjngs, as they supposed, 
of peace. This incident, and that of the ceremonial hunt and feast given 
them afterward,' signifies conclusively the estimation in which, up to 
that time, the Spaniards had been held by the priestly elders of Zuiii-
land. Precisely as the returning Ka'kakwe, or mythic-dance drama-
tists, personating gods and heroes of the olden time are recehred twice 
yearly (before and after the harvest growth and time), so were these 
soldiers and friars received, not as enemies nor as aliens, but as verita-
ble gods or god-men, coming forth at the close of autumn from out the 
land of day, whence come the ripening breaths of the Frost gods! 
.As yet, the Franciscan friars, although sometimes baptizing scores 
of the Zuni-much to their gratification, doubtless, as quite appropriate 
behavior on the part of such beings when friendly,-had not antag-
onized their ancient observances or beliefs; and the warriors who accom-
panied them had never, since the first of them had come, and after 
fighting had laid down their dreadful arms and made peace and left 
hostages, albeit mortals like themselves, with their forefathers-had 
never again raised their fearful batons of thunder and fire or their 
long blades of blue metal like lightning. 
But all this was soon to change. When, nearly a quarter of a cen-
tury later still, Fray Alonzo de Benavides became father-custodian 
of New Mexico, be undertook to establish missions throughout the 
country. More than twenty missionaries were introduced into the 
Pueblo provinces by him, and soon afterward Esteban de l'erea brought 
thirty more from Spain and old Mexico. Among the latter were Fray 
Martin de .Arvide and Fray Francisco de Letrado. Fray Let;rado was 
assig~ed to Zuni some time after 1628. By the end of the following 
year the Indians had built for him at Halona the little Church of the 
Purification or of the Immaculate Virgin, and at Hawik'uh the church 
and conventual residence of the Immaculate Conception. 
Fray Francisco was an old man and very zealous. Unquestionably 
he antagonized the native priests. It is as certain that, at first welcom-
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ing him, they gradually came to look upon his religion as no less that 
of mortal men than their own, and to regard its magic and power of 
appeal to the gods as of small account in the making of rain or the 
quelling of war and sorcery. Wherefore, although baptized by dozens as 
they had been, they brooked but ill the compulsory attendance at mass 
and other observances and the constant interferences of the father and 
his oldiers (for a small escort, unluckily, accompanied him) with their 
own acts of worship: When in the winter of 1630 Fray Martin de .A.rvide 
joined Fray Letrado at Hawik'uh, on the way to establish missions 
among the Zipias, a pueblo people said By the Zunis to have lived con-
siderably to the southwestward of them at that time, and called by them 
Tsipiakwe ("People-of-the-coarse-hanging-hair"), be foresaw for his 
brother and himself speedy martyrdom. He bad but fairly departed 
when, on the Sunday following, the people delayed attending mass, and 
Frtay Francisco, going forth to remonstrate with them, met a party of 
the native religionists armed with bows and arrows and in mood so 
menacing that in expectancy of death he knelt where be had stood, 
clinging to his cru~ifix, and, continuing to entreat them, was trans-
fixed by many arrows. 
Thus speedily was slain the first resident priest of Zuni; thus were 
the Zunis them, elves disillusionized of their belief in the more than 
mortal power of the Spaniard and the deific character of bis religion; 
for they broke up the ornaments of the altar, burned the church, and 
then sallied forth to follow Fray Martin. They overtook him at night 
five days later, attacked his party while in camp, overawed and killed 
outright his two soldier , and, joined by his traitorous "Christian 
llldians," one of whom, a half-blood, cut off his hand and scalped him, 
they killed al o this venerable friar and hastened back to their town. 
There the ceremonial of the scalp dances of initiation were performed 
ver the scalp of the two friar , an observance designed both as a com-
m moration of victory and to lay the ghosts of the slain by completing 
the ount of their un:fini bed days and makini, them members by adop-
tion of the gho tly tribe of Zuni. The scalp-dance is also supposed to 
pro laim in ong, unto the god and men, that thenceforward their 
p ople are of the enemy, and unto the gods of the enemy that the 
(l. f Zuni ar vi -tor over them, whereof and wherefore it will be 
w 11 for them to bewar . Thus thee timation in which the Spaniard, 
and e pe ially hi r ligiou repre entatives, were ever afterward to be 
b ld wa fix don tho fatal day at the close of February, 1630. 
ow again, aft r thi demon tration, the Zunis, as in the day · of the 
r at flo d, wh n men had di obeyed the gods, a when Coronado 
<lvan n Ilawik uh, o oon a they had completed the rites of 
p rifying an bap izing th calps, betook themselves to Thunder 
m untain, nd h r n intrench u them elv . 
It w, n un il ft r two year had pa ed that they were attacked 
th r u n t v rcom , by T ma d lbizu and his soldiery and 
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induced by the priests who accompanied him, and whom the Indians, 
knowing them to be unarmed, allowed to approach, to hold parley. It 
is probable that Don Tomas, :finding it impossible to storm their rock 
successfully, promised that if they would yield the wretched mestizo 
who bad cut off the band and torn away the scalp of Fray Martin, be 
and his people would leave them in peace. At any rate, the mutilator 
of the friar was yielded, and in due course was banged by the Spanish 
authorities. 
Then gradually the Zunis descended from their stronghold and a few 
years later were peacefully reoccupying the largest four of their towns. 
More than thirty years elapsed before the missions of the Purifica-
tion at Halona and the Immaculate Conception at Hawik'uh were 
reestablished. In 1670 Fray Juan Galdo was the resident priest at 
the one, and at the other Fray Pedro de Avila y .Ayala. But in the· 
autumn of the year named a numerous band of A.pacbe-N avajo attacked 
the town of Hawik'ub, and, m~king for the lower courts where stood 
the church and convent, they dragged Fray Avila from the altar, at 
which be had sought refuge, clinging· to the cross and an image of the 
Virgin, and, stripping him, beat him to death with one of the church 
bells at the foot of the cross in the courtyard hard by. They then 
plundered and burned the church, threw the image of the Virgin into 
the flames, and, transfixing the body of the priest with more than 200 
arrows, cast upon it stones and the carcasses of three dead lambs. The 
mutilated corpse was thus found the following day by Fray Galdo and 
carried to · Halon a for sepulture in the Church of the Purification 
there. 
After this tragic occurrence the pueblo of Hawik'uh was abandoned 
by the missionaries and for a short time at least by its native inhabitants 
as well. Nevertheless, it seems highly probable that other Zunis, if not 
indeed 8ome of the townspeople themselves, had to do with the tragic 
affair just related, for there is no evidence that, although the people 
of Hawik'uh were numerous, any of them came to the rescue of the 
father, or that their town was sacked, whereas the church was plun-
dered and burned. 
They do not seem, however, to have done injury to the priest of 
Halona, for just previously to the summer of 1680 when they, in com-
mon with all the other Pueblo Indians, joined in the revolt against 
Spanish rule and religion, they were tolerating the presence of Fray 
Juan de Bal at this town and of another priest, it seems, at Hawik'ub. 
When the message strands of that great war magician, Pope of 
Taos, who had planned the rebellion and sent forth the knotted strings 
of invitation and warning, were received by the Zunis, their leaders of 
one accord consented to join the movement and sped the war strands 
farther on to the Tusayan country, there insisting with the less cour-
ageous Hopi that they join also, and ultimately gaining their at :first 
divided consent. 
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When all the knots had been numbered and untied, then, to a man, 
the Zunis arose to slay Spaniards wheresoever they might encounter 
them. They forthwith killed Fray Juan de Bal, the priest of Halona, 
burning his church and destroying the chapels in the lesser towns 
round about. Not content with this, they dispatched warriors to the 
Tusayan country to see to it that the Hopi remain faithful to their 
promi e an<l. vigorously to abet them in its fulfilment. 
It fared far otherwise with the priest of Hawik'uh. .Although his 
name is unknown, and although it has been doubted that any other 
missionary than Fray Juan of Halona was with the Zunis at the time, 
or that the mission of Hawik'uh was ever occupied after the death of 
Fray Pedro de Avila, yet Vetancurt's chronicles are explicit in stating 
the contrary, and that, although the Church of the Conception was again 
burned, the priest escaped. This latter statement is substantially true 
if we may trust Zuni tradition, which is very detailed on this point, and 
which is trustworthy on many another and better recorded point of even 
remoter date. 
The elder Priests of the Bow-three of whom were battle-scarred 
warriors of nearly a hundred winters at the time of my initiation 
into their order-told me that one of their gray-robed tutatsikwe 
(" fathers of. drink," so named because they used cup-like vessels of 
water in baptizing), whom their ancients had with them at Hawik'uh 
in the time of the great evil, was much loved by them; "for, like our-
selves," they affirmed, "he had a Zuni heart and cared for the sick 
and women and children, nor contended with the fathers ofthe people; 
therefore, in that time of evil they spared him on condition "-pre-
ci ely the rather sweeping condition these same veterans had in 1880 
impo ed on me ere they would permit of my adoption into one of their 
clan -"that he eschew the vestment and usages of his people and kind, 
and in everything, costume and w~ys of life alike, become a Zuni; for 
a uch only could they spare him and nurture him." Not so much, I 
imagine, from fear of death-for the dauntless Franciscan friars of those 
day :£ ar d only God and the devil and met martyrdom as bridegrooms 
of the Virgin her elf-as from love of the Zunis, if one may judge by the 
r ar<l th y ven till have for hi memory, and a hope that, living, he 
mi b p r ban re train them, alike to the good of their people and bis 
own p pl , th fath r gave way to their wi bes; or he may have been 
:£ r d to a d to th m by one of those compul ory adoptions of the 
n my n t un ommonly practiced by the Indian in times of hostility. 
B hi c , it may h Zuni. abandoned all their towns in the valley, and 
t kin th o d prie t with them, fl d y t again to the top of their 
oun ain f Thund r. round an ample amphitheater near its 
' u h rn rim th r built ix or ·even great clu ters of stone houses 
in h mini tur val s of them a ummit the reservoirs 
n w ancl nth re t above the tri kling spring under 
l n CT h upper reach of the giddy trail by whieh 
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the heights were scaled they reared archers' booths and heaps of sling-
stones and munitions of heavy rocks. , 
There, continually providing for the conflict which they knew would 
sooner or later reach even their remote fastnesses ( as speedily it began 
to reach the Rio Grande country), they abode.securely for more than ten 
years, living strictly according to the ways of their forefathers, wor-
shiping only the beloved of war and the wind and rain, nor paying 
aught of attention to the jealous gods of the Spaniard. 
Then at last Diego de Vargas, the rectmquistador of New Mexico, 
approached Zuniland with his force of foot soldiers and horsemen. 
The Zunis, learning this, poisoned the waters of their springs at Pescado 
and near the entrance to the valley with yucca juice and cactus spines, 
and, they say,'' with the death-magic of corpse shells; so that the horses 
and men, drinking there, were undone or died of bloating and bowel 
sickness." In this latter statement the historians of V arga,s and the 
Zuni traditions agree. But the captain-general could not have stormed 
the Rock of Cibola. With the weakened force remaining at his com-
mand his efforts were doubly futile. Therefore, where now the new 
peach orchards of the Zunis grow on the sunlit sand slopes, 80(, feet 
below the northern crest of the mesa their fathers so well defended in 
those days, Vargas camped his army, with intent to besiege the heathen 
renegades, and to harass and pick off such stragglers as came within 
the range of his arquebuses. 
Now, however, the good friar w horn the Indians called Kwan 
Tatchui L6k'yana (" Juan Gray-robed-father-of-us"), was called to 
council by the elders, and given a well-scraped piece of deerskin, 
whitened with prayer meal, and some bits of cinder, wherewith to make 
markings of meaning to his countrymen. And he was bidden to mark 
thereon that the Zunis were good to those who, like him, were good to 
them and meddled not; nor would they harm any who did not harm 
their women and children and their elders. And that if such these 
captains and their warriors would but choose and promise to be, they 
would descend from their mountain, nor stretch their bowstrings more. 
But when they told their gray father that he could now join his people 
if that by so doing he might stay their anger, and told him so to mark 
it, the priest, so the legend runs, '' dissembled and did not tell that. 
he was there, only that the fathers of the .Ashiwi were good now;" for 
he willed, it would seem, to abide with them all the rest of his days, 
which, alas, were but few. Then the hide was tied to a slingstone 
and taken to the edge of the mesa, and cast down into the midst of 
the watchful enemy by the arm of a strong warrior. And when the 
bearded foemen below saw it fall, they took it up and curiously 
questioned it with their eyes, and :finding its answers perfect and its 
import good, they instant bore it to their war captain, and in token of 
his consent, they waved it aloft. So was speech held and peace forth-
with established between them. 
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That without casualty to the Zunis an understanding was in some 
way , on reached between them and Vargas, the chroniclers of the 
expedition agree with this Zuni legend; and before the end of the 
centnry the Indians had all descend_ed to the plain again and were 
gathered, except in seas~ns of planting and harvest, chiefly at three 
of their easternmost towns, and the central one of Halona itiwana, 
the Zuni of today. After the reconquest at least some of the, missions 
were rehabilitated, and missionaries dwelt with the Zunis now and 
again. But other chiefs than those chosen by the priestly elders of 
the people were thenceforward chosen by the Spaniards to watch the 
people-gobernador, alcalde, and tenientes,-and these in turn were 
watched l>y Spanish soldiers whose conduct favored little the foster-
ing of good will and happy relations; for in 1703, goaded to despera-
tion by the excesses of these resident police, the Zunis drove at least 
three of them into the church and there massacred them. Then, 
according to their wont, they fled, for the last time, to the top of Thun-
• der mountain. 
When they :finally descended they planted numerous peach orchards 
among the cliff: and terraces of Grand mountain and Twin mountains 
to the northward of Zuni, and there also laid out great gardens and 
many little cornfields. And with the pretext of wishing to be near 
their crop there, they built the seven S6noli 'Hluelawe (the ''Towns 
of onora "), so named because the peach stones they had planted 
there had been brought from Sonora, Mexico. But their real object 
wa to e cape from the irksome and oft-repeated spyings upon and 
interdiction of their sacred observances and mythic drama-dances, 
which, a time went on, the Spanish frailes, supported by the increasing 
power of the authorities at Santa Fe in the :first half of the eighteenth 
c ntury, were wont to make. So, in hidden and lone nooks on the 
mountain , where their fine foundations may be seen even now, the 
Indian prie ts had massive kiva built, and there from year to year 
th y ondu ted in secret the rite which but for this had never been 
pr rv d so perfectly for ternng, albeit only in outline, in the following 
pa . . But ev n thu far from the mission and its warders the plume-
w n , of wor hip, which in earlier times had been made long (each one 
c or in (T to it kind a long a from the elbow to the tip of one finger 
r n th r of him who made and a ri:fi.ced it), now had to be cut short 
an made onl a 1 ng a the hand and the various :fingers of those 
ho made th m; for the large plumed me age to the winds and 
pa · ft n tray d the p ople, and they mu t now need be made of 
on eni u fi r burial or biding away in crannie" or under bu hes 
. 11 ar a miO'h b o the brine of the acr d precincts where once 
h f~ b r had r hip d fr ly. 
h nd f tbe century, betw en 1775 and 1780, the old 
nr Lad f uadalup w hi h now harbor only burros 
f · Id winter night and i toppling to ruin in 
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the .middle of the grand plaza of Zuni, was built and beautifully deco-
rated with carved altar pieces and paintings, gifts from the King of 
Spain to the Indies and work of resident monks as well. Its walls 
were painted-as the more recent plasterings scaling off here and 
there reveal-by Zuni artists, who scrupled not to mingle many a 
pagan symbol of the gods of wind, rain, and lightning, sunlight, storm-
dark and. tempest, war-bale and magic, and, more than all, emblems 
of their beloved goddess-virgins of corn-growing with the bright-
colored Christian decorations. And doubtless their sedulous teachers 
or masters, as the case may have been, understanding little, if aught, 
of the meanings of these things, were well pleased that these reluctant 
proselytes should manifest so much of zeal and bestow such loving care 
on this temple of the holy and only true faith. 
In a measure the padres were right. The Indians tllenceforward did 
manifest not only more care for the mission, but more readiness to 
attend mass and observe the various holy days of the church. To be 
baptized and receive baptismal names they had ever been willing, nay, 
eager, for they were permitted, if only as a means of identification, to 
retain their own tik'ya shiiwe (" names totemic of the sacred assem-
blies"), which names the priests of the mission innocently adopted for 
them as surnames and scrupulously recorded in the quaint old leather-
covered folios of their mission and church. Thus it chances that in 
these faded but beautifully and piously indicted pages of a century 
ago I find nam~s so familiar, so like those I heard given only a few 
year·s since to aged Zuni friends now passed away, that, standing out 
clearly from the midst of the formal Spanish phrases of these old-time 
books, they seem like the voices of the dead of other generations, and 
they tell even more clearly than such voices could tell of the causes 
which worked to render the Zunis of those times apparently so recon-
ciled to Spanish teaching and domination. 
For it is manifest that when, as the meaning of his name informs us, 
the chief priest of the Ka'kakwe, or mythic drama-dancers of a hun-
dred years ago, entered the Church of Our Lady of Guadalupe and 
was registered as ":B..,eliciano Pautiatzanilunqufa" (Pautia Tsani Lun-
k'ya), or "Felix Of-the-sacred-dancers-glorious-sun-god-youth," neither 
he nor any of his attendant clan relatives, whose names are also 
recorded, thought of renouncing their allegiance to the gods of Zuni 
or the ever sacred Ka.'ka; but that they thought only of gaining the 
magic of purification and the name-potency of the gods of another 
people, as well as of securing the sanctification if not recognition of 
their own gods and priests by these other gods .and priests. 
That this was so is shown also by the sacred character almost inva-
riably of even the less exalted tribal names they gave. Thus, those 
belonging not to the priesthood, yet to the "midmost" or septuarchial 
clans, as "Francisco Kautzitihua" (Kautsitiwa), or "Francis Giver 
of-the-midmost-dance," and "Angela Kahuitietza" (Kawiti Etsa), or 
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" n elina Of-the-midmost-dance Little maiden;" and those belonging 
t.o yet other clan divisions and the Ka'ka, like" Manuel Layatzilunquia" 
(Laiyat i Lunk'ya), or "Emanuel Of-the-flowing plume Glorious-tall-
bearer," and "Maria Laytzitilutza" (Laitsitilutsa), or" Mary Of-the-
oft-flowing-plume Little-bearer;" and, :finally, even the least sacred 
but mythically alegoric clan names, such as "Manuel Layujtigua" 
(La-yuhtiwa) or "Emanuel Plume-of-lightness," a name of the Eagle 
clan and upper division of the tribe; and "Lucia J ayatzemietza," 
(Hai ya Tserni Etsa) or "Lucy Of-green-growing-things-ever-thinkiug 
Little-maiden," which, alluding to the leaves of growing corn and vines 
when watched by the young unmarried girls, is oue of the Corn or Seed 
clan names belonging to the southern division. Only very rarely were 
the colloquial names one hears most often in Zuni (the sacred and 
t.otemic names are considered too precious for common use) given for 
bapti mal registration. I have found but two or three. One of these 
i written "Estevan ato Jasti" (Nato HastiJJ) or "Stephen Old-
t.obacco," a Navajo sobriquet which, in common with the few others 
like it, was undoubtedly offered reluctantly in place of the '~true 
aud acred name," because some relative who had recently borne it 
w~ dead and therefore his name could not be pronounced aloud 
le, t hi pirit and the hearts of those who mourned him be disturbed. 
But the presence of these ordinary names evidences no less than that 
of the more "idolatrous" one , the uncompromisingly paganistic spirit 
of the, e upposedly converted Indians, and the unmodified fashion of 
their thoughts at the period of their truest apparent allegiance, or at 
lea t ubmi sion, to the church. Hence I have not hesitated to pause 
Ii m what in the cour e of this introductory sketch to give these exam-
ple in detail, particularly as they evidence not merely the exceeding 
vitality of the native Zuni cult, but at the same time present an expla-
nation of the trange pectacle of earnest propagandists everywhere 
vigilantly eeking out and rutlJle' ly repressing the native priesthood 
and their dance and other ceremonials, yet, unconsciously to them-
el e , l mnizing the 'e very thing by their rites of baptism, offi-
ially recognizing in the ey of the Indians, the very names and titles 
f th ffi iator and office they otherwi e persecuted and denounced. 
t w quite of a pie e with all thi that during the acts of worship 
rformed in the old church at that time by the Zunis, whilst they 
kn It ma . r r ~ ponded as taught to the mysterious and to them 
i but oth rwi e m aningle : credo, they scattered in secret their 
· ·r whit pra er-m al and invoked not only the soul of their dead 
ri t -wh a a iqu. or ruler of th pueblo were accorded the 
i tinction f buri 1 in the church, under their very feet-but also, the 
ri al m i ine-plum and fetich hidden away under the very altar 
h r t d th ar h n m of th ir religion! 
in fi 11 win fur h r b 1 ani h hi tory of Zufii, we need not be 
, urpri: d h tall\ u, 11:£ rawhileaft rthecompletionofthechurch, 
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and that more tihan twenty priests were at one time and another resi-
dent missionaries of Zuni. Nor, on the other hand, need we be surprised 
that when in the early part of the present century these missionaries 
began to leave the pagan surnames out of their registers giving Spanish 
names instead-began to suspect, perhaps, the nature of the wall paint-
ingR, or for some other reason had them whitewashed away-and sought 
more assiduously than ever, in the deepest hiding places of the many-
storied pueblo, to surprise the native priests at their unholy pagan prac-
tices, that the records of baptisms in the old books grew fewer and 
fewer, and that as the secular power withdrew, more and more its sup-
port of the clergy, the latter could no longer control their disaffected 
flock, and that finally the old mission had to be abandoned, never again 
to be reoccupied save on occasions of the parochial visits of priests resi-
dent in far-away Mexican towns or in other Indian pueblos. 
Nevertheless, although the old church was thus abandoned and is 
now utterly neglected, there lingers still with the Indians a singular 
sentiment for it, and this has been supposed to• indicate that they retain 
some conscious . remnant of tile faith and teachings for which it once 
stood. 
It is true that the Zunis of today are as eager as were their fore-
fathers for baptism and for baptismal names additional to their own. 
But it must be remembered that baptism-the purification of the head 
by sprinkling or of the face by washing with medicine-water, was a 
very old institution with this people even before the Spaniards found 
them. With them anyone being named anew or assuming a new per-
sonality or office is invariably sprinkled or washed "that he be the 
more cleanly revealed and the better recommended in his new guise 
and characte~ to the gods and spirits" invoked for the occasion, 
"and thus be constantly recognized by them as their child, named of 
themselves, and so be made a special recipient of their favor." This 
custom is observed, indeed, on many occasions, as on reaching puberty 
or before any great change in life, or before initiation into the sacred 
societies, as well as both before and after war, and especially before 
and after performance in the sacred dances. The head and face of 
every participant·in these mythic dramas is washed or sprinkled when 
he is being painted and masked to represent or to assume the presence 
and personality of the god for whom he is to act or by whom he is to 
be possessed. 
Thus it may be seen that this custom probably bad its rise in the 
simple and necessary act of washing the face for painting before the 
performance of any ceremony calling for the assumption of a new role, 
and in the washing away of the paint, when the ordinary condition of 
life was to be resumed after such performance. Thus, too, it may be 
seen that baptism as practiced by the early Franciscan missionaries 
must have seemed not only familiar to the Zunis, but also eminently 
proper and desirable on occasion of their accepting the benefits of initia-
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tion into what they supposed was the Ka'ka, or one of the general sa-
cred ocietie of these other people. No wonder, then, that when about 
to be baptized they insisted on giving their own sacred names of the Ka' -
ka if only as a surety of their full recognition under them in this new 
K~'ka no less than under the new names they were about to receive. 
' It i also true that the Zunis do not again burn the dead and cast 
their ashe iuto the river, nor bury t,he bodies of the clan elders, or the 
prie ts of the tribal septuarchy, in their own houses, as they did ere 
the time of Coronado, or "under the ladders," as their funereal rituals 
continue nevertheless to say they do. They bury all, 110w, in the little 
strip of consecrated ground out in front of the church; ground already 
o overfilled with the bones of past generations that never a new grave 
i made that does not encroach on other graves. Bo~es lie scattered 
all about there, rubbish accumulates, the wooden cross in the center of 
the place is frequently broken, and the mud walls inclosing it are 
sometimes allowed to fall to the ground. Yet in vain I urged them if 
only for sanitary reasons to abandon burying their dead there, and 
inter them in the sand hills to the south of the pueblo. "Alas! we 
could not," they said. "This was the ground of the church which was 
the house of our fathers wherein they were buried, they and their chil-
dren, 'under the descending ladders.' How, if we bury our dead in 
lone places, may they be numbered with our 'fathers and children 
of the descending ladders~'" 
But far from indicating any lingering desire for" Christian burial," 
thi i a striking example of the real, though not apparent, persistence 
of their original mortuary customs. For they still ceremonially and 
ritualistically " burn " their ordinary dead, as did their forefathers 
when fir t compelled to bury in the churchyard, by burning some of 
th ir hair and personal effects with the customary clan offerings of 
food and property, and casting the ashes of all into the river; and it 
matters not where these, who virtually exist no more, but are, in their 
eye , consumed and given to the waters, are buried, save that they be 
placed with the priestly dead of today, as the '' children " or ordinary 
dead were placed with the priestly dead in the days of the " Misa 
k'yakwe" or" Mission-house people." So, too, the priests of today, or 
the tribal fathers, are still painted with the black of silence over their 
mouth and the yellow and green of light and life over their eyes and 
no tril , as are the gods, and are ritualistically buried" under the lad-
d r ," that i , in their own hou es, when actually buried in the church-
yard. Thu , when the gods are invoked, the e, as being demigods, 
till prie t of the b loved, are al o invoked, fir t, a ' "Fathers and chil-
dr n of the de cending ladd T,' tben a oul in the clouds and winds 
and water , "Makers of th ways of life." o the whole burial ground 
of the church i , in the e timation of th Zuni, a fetich whereby 
t inv k the ul of th ance tor , the pot ncy of which would be 
d tro d if di turbed · hence the plac i neither cared for nor 
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abandoned, though recognized even by themselves as a " direful place 
in daylight." 
It is much the same with the old church. .A few years since a party 
of .Americans who accompanied me to Zuni desecrate1l the beautiful 
antique .shrine of the church, carrying away" Our Lady of Guadalupe 
of the Saqred Heart," the guardian angels, and some of the painted bas-
reliefs attached to the frame of the altar. When this was discovered 
by the Indians, consternation seized the whole tribe; council after coun- · 
cil was beld, at which I was alternately berated (because people who 
bad come there with me bad thus'' plundered their fathers' house''), 
-and entreated to-'plead with "Wasintona" to bave these '' preciom; 
saints and sacred masks of their fathers" returned to them. 
Believing at the time that the Indians really reverenced these things _ 
as Christian emblems, and myself revere1:1cing sincerely the memory of 
the noble missionaries who bad braved death and labored so many 
years in the cause of their faith and for the good of these Indians, I 
promised eithf'.r to have the original relics returned or to bring them 
new sair1ts; and I also urged them to join me in cleaning out the old 
church, repairing the rents. in its walls and roof, and plastering once 
more its rain-streaked interior. But at this point their mood seemed 
to change. · The chiefs and old men puffed their cigarettes, umnoved 
' by the most eloquent appeals I could make, save to say, quite irrele-
vantly, that I "talked well," and that all my 'thonghts were good, very 
good, but they could not heed them .. 
I asked them if they did not care for their 'missa, k'yakwi or mis-
sion-110use. ''-Yea, , verily," they .: teplied, with fervor. :" It \vas tlie 
sacred place of .our fathers, even more sacred than ;were the things 
taken away therefrom.",· 
l 'asked if they, would not, then, in ufemory of tliose 'fatbers, restore 
its beauty. 
"Nay," .they replied, "we ·could ·uot, -alas ! for it was the mfssa-house-
of our fathers who are dead, and dead •is the missa-h6use -! May the 
fathers be made to live again by the adding of' meat to their · bones 1 
How, then, may the· missa-house be made alive -again by the adding of 
mud to, its walls¥" , , 
· · Not long afterward there was a furious night storm of wind ·and rain. 
On the following morning, . great seams appeared in the northern walls. _ 
of the old building. I called a council of the Indians and urged that. 
since they would n0t repair the missa-house, it be torn down; for it 
might fall over some day and kill the women and children as they 
passed through the narrow alley it overshadowed, on their way to 
and from the spring. Again I was told that my words "·ere good, 
but alas! they could not heed them; that it was the rnfssa-house or 
thefr fathers! How, if they took it away, would the fathers know their 
ownf It was_wellthat the wind and rain wore it away, as time wasted 
away their fathei'.s' bones. 'fbat 1nattered not, for it was the work of 
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tbe belove<l., whP.reof they, the fathers, were aware, but for themselves 
to move it suddenly away, that were worse than the despoiling of the 
shrine; for it was the house of the fathers, the shrine only a thing 
the.reof, not a, thing of the fathers as verily as was the house itself. 
From their point of view this reasoning of the Indians was perfectly 
consistent, based as it was on their belief that the souls of their ances-
tors were mediators and that their mortal remains and the places and 
things thereof were means of invoking them, quite as sacrifices are 
supposed _to be, for the time being, the mortal and mediate parts of 
the gods and spirits to which they have been offered, hence a potent 
means of invoking them. This is shown much more clearly in the only 
other instance of seeming reverence for th~ church that I can pause to 
give. 
The Zuuis are careful to remove all traces of Catholicism, or rather all 
symbols of the Mexican religion, from their persons or vicinity during 
the performance of their sacred dances or rites, seeing to it that no Mexi-
can word, even, is ever spoken in the presence of the Ka/ka. If a Mex-
ican or anyone suspected of being a Mexican happens to approach their 
towu during a ceremonial, he is met by watchful sentinels and led, no 
matter what his rank, condition, or haste, to some sequestered r()om, 
where, although courteously treated and hospitably entertained without 
charge, he is securely locked up and rigorously guarded until after the 
<la11ce or other observance is over. "The fathers of these Mexicans 
did violence to our fathers," say the Indians in explanation, '' when that 
our fathers of old called the sacred Ka'ka. Therefore, in those days 
our father sought to hide the dancers from their eyes. Our fathers 
come nigh in breath, when now we call the Ka/ka, and they aid our 
song and prayers to the beloved Gods of Rain an<\ Wind. How, if 
they see we have departed from their customs, and reveal t_hese things t 
Th n will they be ad at our forgetfulness of their ways, and filled with 
fear le t the e evil p ople, beholding, do sacrilege to their precious 
Ka/ka, and will flee away, nor aid our songs and prayers for rain, nor 
our alls for th ir beloved pre ' nee!" 
ev rtbele ~, iu autumn, when the harvest is over, one may see the 
dilapi<lat <l little :fi.O'ure of ai.nt Francis borne about the pueblo on the 
f tu Fea t of the Dea<l.;" and one may see here and there can-
burning or uch poor ub ' titute for them as the Indians can get; 
and h r and th re al o old ro ' arie aud a few bra s crucifixes revealed. 
fore th y fell, n h ar l, a tue uight wore on, the aucient church 
b n. hamm r d · an<l half f rgotten, wholly uuiutelligible phrases of 
lmr ·h L ti1t ·hant d. But all tlli L not in memory of a " aint's 
ul<l m r a one would be told were he injudiciou ly to 
i a t and dr ma f th beloved dead of all days 
th d ad of long, r long ago, mu t fir t be um-
f h ir anci nt r li , hi ·h be t th y knew-the 
nu-£ i ·h , and th ong t them belonging-yettQe 
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"old ones of the m.issa times knew also these things of the missa; and 
so, that they be lured near and come ·not as strangers, but find means 
of recognition and movement (manifestation) to us, and happily receive 
our offerings of food to tlle fire, they must (in place of the summoni~g 
songs and <lrums and rattles) hear the church bells and chants of the 
Spaniards and see the things which they, perforce, held to most famil-
iarly and with least fear and secrecy in times of festival while yet they 
lived in dayUght." 
I need not add that this fully accounts for the contradictory behavior 
of the Indians in reference to the old church, the burial ground, and 
other things pertaining to it. The church could not be rebuilt. It bad 
been <lead so long that, rehabilitated, it would be no longer familiar to 
the "fathers" who ju spirit had witnessed its decay. Nor could it be 
taken suddenly away. It had stood so long that, missing it, they 
would be sad, or might perhaps even abandon it. 
The Zuni faith, as revealed in this sketch of more than three hun-
dred and fifty years of Spanish intercourse, is as a drop of oil in water, 
surrounded and touched at every point, yet iri no place penetrated or 
changed inwardly by the :flood of alien belief that descended upon it. 
Herein is excmplified ·anew the tendency of primitive-minded man to 
interpret unfamiliar things more directly than simply, according to their 
appearances merely, 110t by analysis in our sense of the term; and to 
make his interpretations, 110 less than as we ourselves do, always 
in the light of what he already familiarly believes or habitually thinks 
he knows. Hence, of necessity he adjusts other beliefs and opinions 
to his own, but never his own beliefs and opinions to others; and 
even his usages are almost never changed in spirit, .however much so in 
externals, until.all else in his life is changed. Thus, he is slow to adopt 
from alien peoples ~ny but material suggestions, these even, strictly 
according as they suit bis ways of life; and whatever he does adopt, or 
rather absorb and assimilate, from the culture and lore of another peo-
ple, neither distorts nor obscures his native culture, neither discolors 
nor displaces his original lore. 
All of the foregoing suggests what. might be more fully shown by 
further examples, the aboriginal a11d uncontaminated character-so far 
as a modern like myself can represent 1t-of the myths delineated in 
the following series <;>f outlines. . Yet . a casual visitor to Zuni, seeing 
but unable to analyze tlie signs above noted, would be led to infer quite 
the contrary by other aud more patent signs. He would see horses, 
cattle and donkeys, sheep and goats, to ·say nothing of swine and a 
few scrawny chickens. He would see peach orchards and wheat fields, 
carts (and wagons now), and tools of metal; would find, too, in queer out-
of-the-way little rooms native sil~/ersmiths plying their primitive bel-
lows and deftly using a few crude tools of iron and stone to turn their 
scant silver coins into bright buttons, bosses, beads, and bracelets, 
which every well-conditioned Zuni w~ars; and he would see worn also, 
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especially by the men, clothing of gaudy calico and other thin products 
of the looms of civilization. Indeed, if one did not see these things 
and rate them as at :first the gifts to this people of those noble old 
Franciscan friars and their harder-handed less noble Spanish com-
pauions, infinitely more pathetic than it is would be the history of the 
otherwise vain effort I have above outlined; for it is not to be for-
gotten that the principal of these gifts have been of incalculable value 
to the Zuiii. They have helped to preserve him, through an era of new 
external conditions, from the fate that met more than thirty otb.er and 
less favored Pueblo tribes-annihilation by the better-armed, cease-
lessly prowling Navajo and Apache. And fo'r this alone, their almost 
sole accomplishment of lasting good to the Zuni, _not in vain were 
spent and given the lives of the early mission fathers. 
It is intimated that aside from a(lding such resources to the tribe 
as enabled it to survive a time of fearful stress and danger, even the 
introduction of Spanish plants, animals, and products did not greatly 
change the Zunis. This is truer than would at first seem possible. The 
Zuni was already a tiller of the soil wheu wheat and peaches were 
given him. To this day he plants and irrigates bis peach trees and 
wheat crops much as he anciently plauted and watered his corn-in 
bills, hoeing all with equal assiduity.; and he does not l'eap his wheat, 
but gathers it as he · gathers his corn i_n the ear. Thus, only the kind of 
grain is new. The art of rearing it ~md ways of husbanding and using 
it-remain unchanged. The Zuni was already a herder when sheep and 
goat were giYen him. He had not only extensive preserves of rabbits 
and deer, but also herds-rather than flocks-of turkeys, which by day 
were driven out over the plains and mesas for feeding, and at night 
hou ed near the town or in distant shelters and corrals. It is probable 
that bis ance try ha<l even other dc>mestica ted animals. 4-nd he m:.ed 
the fl b of th e animal a 'food, their feathers and fur as the materials 
for hi, wonderfully knitted, woven, an<l twilled garments and robes, as 
he now u e. the mutton an<l. goat meat for food, and the wool of the 
sh ep for hi' e()ua1ly well-knitted, woven, and twilled, though le:-s 
b autifu1, armeut and robe . Thus, only the kinds (and degree 
of pro luctivity) 0f th animal.- are new, the arts of caring for them 
, nd m de of u ·in · their products, are unchanged. This is true 
fV n in detail. ben I fir t went to live with the Zufiis their sheep 
pl 1 k J, n h ared, with fl.at 8trip of band iron in place of 
b n patulc" Ol'iginal]y u eel in plucking the turkey ; and the 
b r] r alwa rupu] u ly Ii ·ked up 'tray fl.eeks of wool-callh1g 
heir nor fur-and pinning it, knitting, too, at their 
w 1 n 1 inrr · a th y foll w d their beep, all as their fore 
f, th r u 11 er t pi k ur a1Hl twirl the tray feather and knit at 
th ir d wn kilt 11d nni . a tb y follow d and h r<letl their turkey . 
n b r, mi h f Zniii today work · in ov r a their ance tors 
f th 't n -u ·in t ' , rk d up uit of c pp r, uot ouiy u ing tools 
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of stone and bone for the purpose but using even the iron tools of the 
Spaniard mostly in stone-age fashion. 1 
This applies equally to their handling of the hoes, hatchets, and 
knives of civilized man. They use their hoes-the heaviest they can 
get-as if weighted, like the wooden and bone hoes of antiquity, ver-
tically, not horizontally. They use their hatchets or axes and knives 
.more for hacking and scraping and chipping than for chopping, hewing, 
and whittling, and in such operations they prefer working toward them-
selves to working from themselves, as we work. Finally, their garments 
of calico and muslin are new only in material. They are cut after the 
old fashion of the ancestral buckskin breeches and shirts, poncho coats 
of feathers and fur or fiber, and down or cotton breech clouts, while in 
the silver rings and bracelets of today, not only the shapes but even 
the half-natural markings of the original shell rings and bracelets sur-
vive, and the silver buttons and bosses but perpetuate and multiply 
those once made of copper as well as of shell and white bone. 
Thus, only one absolutely new practical element and activity was 
introduced by the Spania1·ds-beasts of burden and beast transporta-
tion and labor. But until the present century cattle were not used 
natively for drawing loads or plows, the latter ·of which, until recently 
being made of a convenient fork, are only enlarged harrowing-sticks 
pointed with a leaf of iron in place of the blade of fl.int; nor were carts 
employed. Burdens were transported in panniers adapted to the backs 
of burros instead of to the shoulders of men . 
. The Zufii is a splendid rider, but even now his longest journeys are 
made on foot in the old way. He has for centuries lived a settled 
life, traveling but little, and the horse has therefore not played a very 
conspicuous part in his later life as in the lives of Jess sedentary peo-
ples, and is consequently unheard of, as are all new things-including 
the greatest of all, the white man himself-in his tribal lore, or the 
folk tales, myths, and rituals of his sacred cult-societies. All this 
strengthens materially the claim heretofore made, that in mind, and 
especially in religious culture, the Zuni is almost as strictly archaic as 
in the days ere his land was discovered. 
OUTLINE OF PRISTINE ZUNI HISTORY. 
If a historic sketch of Spanish intercourse with the Zuni people indi-
cates that little change was wrought on their native inood by so many 
years of alien contact, an outline of their pristine.history, or a sketch of 
their growth and formation as a people, will serve yet further to show 
not only how, but also why, this was so, as well as to expiain much in 
the following outlines of their myths of creation and migration, the 
meaning· of which would otherwise remain obscure. · 
1Some of the primitive Zufli methods of working ~etals are incicleutally described 
in my paper entitled "Primitive Copper-working, an Experimental Study," in The 
American Anthropologist, Washington, January, 1894, pp. 193-217. 
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Lingui tically the Zuui Indians of today stand alone, unrelated, so 
far a bas heretofore been determined, to any other Indians either seden-
tary, like themselves, or unsettled, like the less advanced_peoples of the 
plain . Nevertheless, although they as yet thus constitute a single 
linguistic stock, there are pr<·sent and persistent among them two 
distinct types of physique and numerous survivals-inherited, not 
borrowed-of the arts, customs, myths, and institutions of at least two 
peoples, unrelated at :first, or else separate and very diversely condi-
tioned for so long a period ·of their preunited history that their develop-
ment had progressed unequally and along quite different lines, at the 
time of their final coalition. That thus the Zunis are actually descend-
ants of two or more peoples, and the heirs of two cultures at least, is 
well shown in their legends of ruins and olden times, and especially in 
these myths of creation and migration as interpreted by archeologic 
and ethnographic research . 
.Accorcling to all these tokens and evidences, one branch of their 
ancestral people was, as compared with the other, aboriginal in the 
region comprising the present Zuni country and extending far .toward 
the north, whence at some remoter time they had descended. The other 
branch was intrusive, fi~om the west or southwest, the country of the 
lower Rio Colorado, their earliest habitat not so clearly defined and 
their remoter derivation enigmatical, for they were much more given to 
wandering, less advanced in the peaceful arts, and their earliest ruins 
are those of comparatively rude and simple structures, hence· scant and 
difficult to trace, at least beyond the western borders of .Arizona. Con-
sideril).g both of these primary or parental stocks of the Zuni as having 
been thus o widely asunder at first, the ancestral relations of the aborig-
inal or northern branch probably ranged the plains north of the arid 
mountain region of Utah and Colorado ere they sought refuge in the 
desert and canyons of the e territories. Yet others of their descend-
ants, if still surviving, may not unlikely be traced among not only 
other Pu ~blo,' , but also and more distinctly among wilder and remoter 
branche , probably of the Sho honean stock. The ancestral relations 
of tlle intru ive or we tern branch, however, were a. people resembling 
the emi ·ettled Yuman and Piman in mode of life, their ruins com-
bining type of tru ure chara ·teri tic of both these stocks; and if 
th ir d ndant other han Zufii tbemselve ·, be yet identified among 
Yumau tribe , or om like people of the lower Colorado region, tliey 
will b £ und ( uch of them a urvive) not greatly·chauged,probably, 
from th ondition he w re all in whe·u, at a. very di tant time, their 
a warclf ring kin .·fi 1k wh ul im t ly became Zufiis, left them there. 
It i quit · rt in ha r lativ in a way-not ancestral-of the 
till ~ i 't. man y ar b fore Fray Marco d iza di cov-
1 1 th Zuuiau · nqu r d me mall town of the Keres 
,· nth-· u b war<l f h Zuni-Cib L country and adopted 
f th me f th ir ri ual-drama - till per-
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formed, and distinctively Keresan in kind-into their own tribe. Pre-
viously to that-previously, indeed, to their last and greatest union with 
the settled people mentioned as the aboriginal Zuni-a large body of the 
western branch and their earlier fellows ( called in the myths of crea-
tion " Our lost others") separated from them in the country south 
and west of the Rio Puerco and tbe Colorado Chiquito, and -went, not 
wholly as related in the myths, yet quite, undoubtedly, far away to 
the southward. I have identified and traced their remains in Arizona. 
toward and into Mexico as far as the coast, and if, as the Zunis still 
believe, any of them survive to this day, they are to be looked for lower-
down in Mexico or in the still farther south, whither, it is said, they 
disappeared so long ago. But, as before intimated, these relatives (by 
adoption in the one case, by derivation in the other) were not, strictly. 
speaking, ancestral, and thmi are barely alluded to in the myths, and 
therefore concern us less than do the two main or parental branches. 
Of these, the one which contributed more largely in numbers, certain 
culture characteristics, and the more peaceful arts of life to make the 
Z11flis what they wAre at the time of the Spanish conquest, was the 
aboriginal branch. · The intrusive or western branch is, strange to say, 
although least numerous, the one most told of in the myths, the one 
which speaks throughout them in the first person; that is, which claims 
to be the original Sh:iwi or Zuni. Of this branch it is unnecessary to 
say much more here than the myths · themselves declare, save to add 
that it was, if not the conquering, at least, and for a long time, the 
dominant one; that to it the Zunis owe their vigor and many, if not 
most, of their distinguishing traits; and that, coming as they did from 
the west, they located there, and not in the north, as did all these other 
Pueblo Indians (including even those whom they found and prevailed 
over, or were joined by, in the present land of Zuni), the place where 
the human family originated, where the ancestral gods chiefly dwell, 
and whither after death souls of men are supposed to return anon. 
According to their own showing in the myths they were, while a 
masterful people, neither so numerous at the time of their coming, 11or 
so advanced, nor so settled, as were the peoples whom they" overtook" 
from time to time as they neared the land of Zuni or the" Middle of the 
world." They did not cultivate theiSoil, or, at least, apparently did not 
cultivate corn fo any considerable exte11t before they met the first of 
these peoples, for, to use their own words, they were " ever seeking seeds 
of the grasses like birds on the mesas." 
There is abundant reason for supposing that. the '' dder nations"-
these peoples whom they '' overtook," the "People of the · Dew," the 
'' Black pebple," and the" Corn peor,le" of the" towns builded round"-
were direct and comparatively unchanged descendants of the famous 
c1iff dwelle1 s of the Mancos, San Juan, and other canyons of Utah,. 
Colorado, and northern New Mexico. The evidences of this are numer-
ous and detailed, hut only the principal of them need here be examiued. 
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The ruin of the 'e rounded towns of the Corn tribes which Hernando 
de lvarado and Fray Juan de Padilla saw in 1540 while going south-
ea tward from Zuni, are especially characteristic of the Zuni region, 
and extend quite geuerally both southward toward the Rito Quemado 
and the Salinas in we~teru central New Mexico, and, by way of the 
"ba o, 11orthward llearly to tbe Colorado boundary. They are as often 
half round as tbey are wholly oblong or circular, and even when com-
pletely rounded or oval in outline are usually divided into two semicir-
,cularpart by an irregular court or series of courts extendi~g lengthwise 
tbrouglJ the middle, and thus making them really double villages of the 
half-rou11u type . 
.A comparison of the ground plans of these round or semicircular 
ruins with those of the typical cliff ruins reveals the fact that they 
were simply cliff towus transferred, as it were, to the level of the open 
plains or mesa tops. Their outer or encircling walls were, save at the 
extremities of the courts, generally unbroken and perpendicular, as 
uninterrupted and sheer, almost, as were t,he natural canyon walls sur-
rounding to the rearward the older cliff towns to which they thus cor-
re ponded and which they apparently were built to replace; and the 
houses descended like steps from these outer walls in terraced stories, 
facing, like tlJe seats of ·an amphitheater, the open courts, precisely as 
descended the terraced stories of the cliff dwellings from the encircling 
rock wall of the sheltered ledges or shelves on which they were 
reared, nece arily facing in the same manner the open canyons below. 
Thu the courts ma.y be supposed to have replaced the canyons, as the 
outer wall replaced the cliffs or the back walls built nearest them in 
the rear of at least the deeper village caves or shelters. 
Other , tructural and kindred features of the cliff towns are found to · 
be equally cbaracteri tic of the round ruins, features whicl1, originating 
in tll c ndition' of building and dwelling in the cliffs, came to be 
p rp tuat din th round town afterward built on the plains. 
o limited wa tl1e foothold afforded by the scant ledges or iu the 
h lt r d bnt hallow hollow of tlie cliffs where tl1e ancient cliff 
d w ,11 r. wer at fir t forced a a measure of safety to take refuge and 
.finally t build, that th y had to economize space to the utmost. Hence 
iu part ouly th wom n and cllilclren, beiug smaller and more in need 
· prot -ti n than the men, were. accommollated with dw.elling places 
a ' ,· n ·h, th room.· f which wer o diminutive that, to account for 
th m, h ri f h dwarfi h ,'iz oft.he cliff dwellers as a race have 
• 11 omm n. ~ a forth r m a:ure of economy these rooms were 
nil t p f n anoth r, om tim t th height of Reveral stories~ 
1p i11 f, ·t tc h v •ry ro f at tli r ar of the cavern in most cases--.. 
aud th u' h w re t rra · d towar l th front in order that light 
admi t l a. dir ctly a. p ible to each tory. 
I m·p f aecommodating th men and of serving 
· ' ' m 1 r lll ' £ r · uu il and cer monial functions, large circular 
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cbam bers were c0ustrueted almost al ways out in front of the terraced 
dwelling cells of the women and childre-p, and thus in the more exposed 
mouths of the caverns or shelters the villages nestled in. These rouud 
asi;;embly rooms or kivas were often, in<l.eed, built up from sloping por-
tions of the sheer outer edge of the village cave shelf, in order to be as 
much as possible on a level with or even below the limited ground space 
between them and the houses farther back, so that the front along the 
lower and outermost row of these house cells might remain open and 
unobstructed to passage. 
The dwelling rooms or house cells themselves were made as nearly 
rectangular as was practicable; for onJy partitions divi<l.ed them; but 
of uecessity such as were placed far backtoward or against the encir-
cling and naturally curved rock walls, or the rear masonry walls, built 
in conformity to their curvature in all the deeper caves, had small 
triangular or keystone-shape ·spaces between their partitions. These, · 
being too small for occupancy even by children, were used as store-
rooms for grain and other ' household supplies. When the cave in 
which a village was l>uilt happened to be very deep, tbe living rooms 
could not be carried too far back, as neither light nor sufficient air 
could reach them there; hence here, chiefly against the rear wall or the 
cave back itself, were built other storerooms more or less trapezoidal 
in shape, accordi11g to the degree o_f curvature in the rock face against 
which they were built, or, as said before, of the rear wall itself, which 
in the deeper caves often 1reached from :floor· to roof and ran parallel to 
the natural semicircular back of the cavern. 
Against the rearward face of such back walls when present (that is, 
between them and the rear of the caye ·itself), behind the· village 
proper, if space further permitted, small rooms, ordinarily of one story, 
or pens, sometimes roofless, were built fol' the housing of the flocks of · 
turkeys which ·the cliff dwellers kept. Beyond ·these poultry houses 
was still kept, in the deeper village caves, a space, dark and filled with 
loose soil and rubbish, in-which certain of the dead, mostly men, were 
buried; while other dead were interred beneath the floors of the lower-
most room~, when the soil or sand filled in to level up the sloping 
rock bottom of the shelter was sufficiently deep to receive them. 
A noteworthy peculiarity of the doorways in the upper stories leading 
toward the rearward storerooms already described was that they were 
often made T-shape; that is, very :g.arrow at the bottom and abruptly 
widened at the top. This was done in order to avoid the necessity of 
making these openings for entrance and egress too large proportionally 
to the small size of the rooms. Thus, neither were the walls weakened 
nor were the inmates needlessly exposed to cold; for fuel, even of the 
lightest kind, was gathered with risk and tra·nsported thither with 
great difficulty, and tbe ·use of it was therefore limited to cookery, aud 
ye1i a ;person bearing a back load of corn or other provender might, by 
steppmg first one foot, then the other, through the narrow lower portion 
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of uch a <loorway, then stooping with his blanket or basket load, pass 
through without inconvenience or the necessity of unloading. 
- arly all of these features- so suited to, and some of them evidently 
o unavoidable with, a people building eyrie-like abodes high up on 
limited. loping ledges in pockets of the cliffs-were, although they were 
totally uunecessary to the dwellers in the half-round or double half-
round towns of the plains, where space was practically unlimited and 
topographic and other conditions wholly different, nevertheless charac-
teri tic of these also. 
ot only were the external walls of these old villages of the plains 
emicircular, as thongh built in conformity with tbe curved rock walls 
of tue hollows in the cliffs, but thry were continuous. That is, in all 
the rounded town ruins1 except those which seem to have been recon-
tructed in more recent times, tbe outer walls were built :first as great 
micircular inelosures, hollow artificial cliffs, so to say, and afterward 
the house walls were bui_lt up against them inside, not into them, as 
they would have been had these outer aud the inner walls been built up 
together. Moreover, not only were the ground plans of these towns of 
th plains semicircular, as though built in conformity with the curved 
rock walls of hollows in the cliffs in ancestral fashion, but the store-
rooms were al o still tucked away in the little :flaring spaces next to 
these now outer and surrounding walls, instead of being placed near 
the more convenient entrances fronting tLe courts. 'Ihe huts or sheds 
for the turkeys, too, were placed not in tlrn inclosures of the courts, . 
but arrainst and outsi<le of these external walls of the villages; and 
wLile many of the dead were buried, as in the cliff houses, under the 
floor of the lowermost rooms, otllers of them, almost always men, and 
n tably victim of war or accident, were sti11 buried out beyond even 
the turkey hut . o both the turkey huts and some of the graves of 
tu c r unc]. Yillage r tained tllo same positions relative to one another 
and to tlle ''r arward" of the dwellings that had very naturally been 
iv n th min tlle cliff village ; for in these, being behind the houses 
and in th :i;- ar of the caves, they occupi cl the most protected areas; 
Lile in the l'onwl villag , being beliind the houses, they were thrown 
q 1it ut id of th village , hence occupied the most exposed positions, 
wbi ·h lat r fact woulu. appear inexplicable rnve by considering it as 
a nrvi al of cliff-town u age. 
'Ih' ki va , or , embly ro m of the round village , were placed gen-
ral1y in fr nt f the hou facing the court , as of old they had been 
built in th mouth of th cavern al o in front of the houses facing 
th any n . I r v r th y wer , although no longer in the way, 
wh lly r in p rt ul>terran an, that i , , unk to the level of the court 
r 1 laza a in h ·liff t wn they had b en built ( except where crowu.-
in ,., r n<l r it n , ary to mak th m two- tori d, a in some cases) 
up h fr nt l p . nly t _lt h ight f th gen ral cave floor or of 
h l w rm . hou fi undation . 
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Finally, there were no doorways iri the lower stories· of the rounded 
villages, the roofs of which were reacheJ by ladders; but in the upper 
stories there were passages, some of which, although here no longer so 
needfully small, were still economically fashioned as of old-wide at 
.the top, narrow at the base, like the T-shape granary avenues of the 
cliff ruiu s. 
The closeness of correspondence of all these features in the round 
ruins to those in the cliff ruins (features which in the round ruins appear 
less in pla~e than in at least the older cliff ruins) would seem to justify . 
my conclusion, earlier stated, that the round towns were . simply out-
growths of the cliff villages, transpla.nted, as it were, into the plains; 
for all of these features, as they occur in the old cliff ruins, can, with 
but a single exception (that of the circular form of the kivas or assem-
bly chambers, which, as will presently be shown, were survivals of a yet 
older phase of building), be accounted for as having originated from 
necessity, whereas in the round ruins they could not have originated 
even as possible expedients, since they were unsuitable save by having 
become customary through long usage. 
I have reasserted this fact because the theory that all cliff dwellings 
were but outlying places of refuge or the hunting and farming stations 
of larger pueblos in their neighborhood, strongly fortified by position 
in order that the small parties occupying them now and then for longer 
or shorter seasons might find safe retreat in them, has been advanced 
quite successfully. As this theory is not unlikely to gain a consider-
able hearing, it is necessary to demonstrate even more fully the fact 
that at least the round towns <lid not give their structural character-
istics to such of the northern cliff ruins as resembled them in plan, and 
that therefore the latter are to be regarded as actual cliff-dweller 
remains. In the southern portions of New Mexico and Arizona, as on 
the upper Salado and in canyons of the Sierra Madre, still farther south, 
an the cliff dwellings and villages were built without reference to the 
curved forms of the caverns in which they occurred.1 That is, they 
rigidly retained the rectangular pueblo form of arrangement charac-
teristic of the larger ruins in the valleys and. plains around them. 
Hence for this and for other reasons they may be regarded as pueblos 
transferred to the cliffs, such outposts of the larger pueblos of the 
plains as it IS claimed all cliff dwellings were. So, also, as hitherto 
intimated, many of the later cliff dwellings, even of· the north, have 
r~ctangular . pueblo additions below them in the canyons or above 
them on the mesas, and some of the village ruins in the cave shelters 
tllemselves are almost faithful miniature reproductions in general plan 
of the large pueblos of the plains near at hand; but in the one case 
the pueblo additions above and below were comparativeJy modern, and 
indicate either that the cliff dwellings they are adjacent to continued 
1See Bandelier, Final Report of Investigations among the Indians of the South-
western United States, ete., Part II, pp. f25-428. 
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to be occupied down to the time of later true pueblo building, or that 
they were reoccupied from comparatively rnod .. m pueblos and that all 
additions made were constructed according to customary later forms 
of building. In the other case, that of tlie rectangular structures in 
semicircular cave shelters, either a return to cliff cl welling from pueblo 
dwelling is indicated, or, as with tlrn southern cliff villages, these also 
were outposts of comparatively modern kinds of pueblos occurring in 
the neighborhood. Such, for exa_mple, was the case with many of the 
cliff dwellings of the Tsegi or Canyon de Cbelly, Rome of which con-
tinued to be occupied long after the more easterly towns of the San 
Juan were abandoned, and others of which were reoccupied, probably 
by Tusayau Indians, in comparatively recent time. 
The occurrence of sepulchers in or near almost an the San Juan cliff 
ruius would alone indicate that they were central and permanent homes 
of the people who built arnl occupied them. Tbe surviving Pueblo 
Indians, s0 far as I am aware, never bury iu or near their outlying 
towns. Invariably the dead are taken to the central pueblo home of 
the tribe for sepulture, as there only may they become tribal fetiches 
in the manner I have heretofore indicated, and be properly renounced 
by tbe clans of kin at tbeir place of birth and rearing. If, then, all 
the cliff towns were merel,-y: outlying strongholds, no interments of the 
original inhabitants would be found in them save tlwse of children per-
chance born and reared in them. In fact, this is precisely the case with 
some, of the towns in question, those above described as manifestly 
~ettlements from later true pueblos. · 
A110ther feature of the older cliff dwellings is ~till more significant in 
thi connection-the presence of the kiva; for the kiva or sacred assem. 
bly room was never, for mythic and sociologic reasons, built in tempo-
rary or outlying ettlements. 'fbe mere council chamber was sometimes 
pre entin the, e, but the true kivanever, so long as they remained resorts 
of more central pueblo towns, for each kiva of such a town located 
a divi ion of the tribe as pertaining to one or another of the quarters 
or mythic divi.-ion . Hence, as might be expected, in the more south-
rJy cliff lwelling belonging to more recent pueblos no kiva is ever 
fi Ulld. 
Th · · cl by the kivas i significant in other ways, for 
in bove theory the claim bas also been advanced 
that er occupied for 011ly brief periodR at best; 
th 11 <1 by me, represent a phase- o much as an 
1ent of a people. A.side from the lingµi ' tic, 
rn:e I I.lave to offer later on that of not only 
ertain. oth r feature of the mi11s tbem. elves, 
long and continuon o ·cupancy; aud an 
·1 to an understanding of tlrn culture 
a b ing not that of Pueblo at fir t, 
, blo developing. 
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Occurring in the midst of the. greater groups of northern cliff cl well-
ings, no less than somewhat more scatteringly and widely distributed 
to at least as far south as the middle of .Arizona, are remains of cave 
dwellings of an older type. They are usually lower down in the cliffs, 
although they once occurred also in the larger and more accessible of 
the caverns now occupied by later cliff-house remains, underneath or 
amid which remains they may still in places be tracecl. These rude 
and very ancient cave dwellings mark the beginnings of the cliff occu-
pancy. In all essentials they correspond to the modern cave dwellings 
of the Sierra Madre in Sonora, Mexico, so admirably described by my 
friend, Dr. Carl Lnmholtz, as built and still lived in by the Tarahumari 
and Tepehuani Indians, who survive either in the state of these first 
cliff dwellers of the north, or, aR is more probable, have naturally and 
independently resorted to a similar mode of life through stress of similar 
circumstances. 
Like the Tarahumari; these ancient people of the north at first 
resorted to the caves during only portions of the year-during the 
inclement season after each harvest, as well as in times of great danger . 
.At other times, and during the hunting, planting, and seed-gathering 
seasons particularly, they dwelt, as do the Tarabumari, in raneherias, 
the distinctive rema1ns of which lie scattered near and far on the 
plateaus and plains or in the wide valleys. But the caves were their 
central abodes, and the raucherias, frequently shifted, were simply out-
lying stations such as are the farmiDg hamlets of the modern pueblos. 
The earliest of these· dwellings in the caves were at fii:st simple ,huts 
disposed separately along the rear walls of these recesses in the cliff~. 
They usually had foundation ,wall~, approxilillat~ly circular in plan, of 
dry-laid stones, upon which reste<l. upper converging courses of cross-
laid logs aucl sticks, hexagonal and pen-like covers surmounted, as-were 
the rancherias of the open plains, hy more or le~s high-pitched. roofs .of 
thatch-here in the shelters added rather for protection from cold than 
from storms of rain and snow. 
But in course of time: as the people dwelling, when needful, in these 
secure retreats increased in numbers, and available caves became filled, 
the huts, especially in the more suitable shelters, were crowded together 
in each, until· no longer built separately, but in irregularly continuous 
rows or groups at the rear, each divided from others by simple, gener-
ally straight, partitions, as are the dwelling divisions of the Tarahumari 
today. But unlike the latter, thes
1
e hut-like rooms of the northern cave-
dwellers were still r~unded outwardly, that is, each hut (where not con-
tiguous to or set in the midst of others, as was the case wit4 those along 
the front), retained its circular form. The partitions and foundation 
walls were still built low, and still surmounted by converging cross-laid 
upper courses of logs or saplings and roofs of thatch. .As with the 
Tarahumari, so with these earliest cliff dwellers of the north• their 
.· ' granaries were far more perfectly constructed, than their own abiding 
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place . To adequately protect their store or provision from seed-
<levouring animal , no less tllan from tlle elements, it became necessary 
to place it in dry crannies or pockets of the. cliffs near at hand, pre-
ferably in rece ses as far back in their caves as possible, and also to 
eal it up in these uatural receptacles. At first ( as may be seen in 
connection with the caves of Las Tusas, Arizona, containing some of 
tlle olde. t and rudest separate hut remains I have yet examined) the 
mouths of the e receptacles were walled up with 'dry-laid stones, care-
fnlly chinked, and pla tered inside with mud, precisely as were the 
granary pockets of the Havasupai Indians seen by me .in 1881. Later, 
while still tlle bouses continued to be mere low-walled and partitioned 
shed or hut of dry masonry, these grauaries came to be quite well 
cou tructed, of mud-laid walls, and were enlarged, as stores increased 
with increa e of settlement and tillage, until they had to be built out-
ward from the niches like good sized, slightly tapering bins, protruding 
somewhat from tbe cave walls, and fiually forining, as do the granaries 
of the Tarahumari today, miniature prototypes of the perfected single 
cliff house of a far later <lay. 
In time of great danger· small children were not infrequently 
be towed for afe-keeping in the larger of these little granary rooms in 
the <le pe t reces es at the rear of the earliest cave villages, as the 
finding of their remain without burial token in such situation has 
atl te<l; and thus the folk tales which modern Pueblos tell of chil-
dren 1 ft in the granary rooms and surviving tl!e destruction or flight of 
th ir l<lers by subsisting on the scant store remaining therein (later to 
rnerO'e-so the stories run-as great warrior-magicians and deliver their 
captive elder ), are not wholly without foundation in the actual past of 
tlleirance try. It wa tlm that these first cliff dwellers learned to build 
wall of tone with mud mortar, and thus, as their numbers increased 
(through irumunity from de truction which, ever better, these cliff holds 
afford d), th women, who from the beginning had built and owned the 
granc rie 1 amed al o to build contiguously to them, in the depths of 
the avern other granary-like cell somewhat larger, not as places of 
ab <l , at fir t but a retreats for themselve and their children. 
It i not needful t tra e further the development of .the cliff village 
prop r into ah me for he wom n and children, which :first led to tbe 
tu ·kinO' of tr room far back iu the mid t of the houses; nor is it 
n · · 'ary t e k out id f uch imple beofonings the causes which 
fir J d t h · 11 truction of b kiva, , always by the men for them-
el and n arl ' alwa out in front of the hou e cell , which led to the 
r t n i n fi r of th ·ir ular £ rm iu the kiva and to the surYi val 
m fi r , 1 11 tim (a hamb r of coun il and my tery, wb re the 
f th c 11 ·ieut. of m n commuu <l in the e bou, e of old with the 
f b ir ·hil lr n Tand hildr n) of th cro. -laid upper cour s of 
'It tb ro fin , f hat h. Ind e<l it i only in ome way like 
tlli · a ·urvival thr u h 1 w v luti 11 of ar haic tructures forwor hip, 
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that tl!e persistence of all these strange features-the retention for use of 
the men, the position· in front of the· houses, the converging hexagonal 
log wall caps, the unplastered roofing of thatch-until long after the 
building of houses for everyday use by the women, with walls contin-
uous from floor to ceiling, with flat and mud-plastered roofs and smooth 
:finishing inside and out, manifest themseJves. 
Of equal significance with this persistency of survival in the kiva, as 
to both structural type and function, of the earliest cave-dwelling hut-
rooms through successively higher stages in the development of cliff 
architecture, is the trace of its growth ever outward; for in nearly or 
quite all of the largest cliff ruins, while as a rule the kivas occur, as 
stated, along the fronts of the houses-that is, farthest out toward the 
mouths of the caverns-some are found quite far back in the midst of 
the houses. But in every instance of this kind which I have examined 
these ki vas farthest back within the cell cluster proper are not only the 
oldest, but in other ways plainly mark the line of the original boundary 
or frontage of the entire Yillage. Aud in some of the largest of these 
ruins this frontage line has thus been extended; that is, the llouses 
have grown outward around and past the kivas first built in front of 
them, and then, to accommodate illcreased assemblies, successively 
built in front of them and in greater numbers, not once or twice, but 
in some cases as many as three, four, and in one instance five times . . 
All this makes it plain, I think, that the cave and cliff dwell er mode 
of life was a phase, 11ot an incident merely, in the development of a 
people,.. and that this same people in general occupied these same caves 
continuously or successively for generations-how long it is needless 
here to ask, but long enough to work up adaptively, and hence by 
very slow degrees, each one of the little natural hints they received 
from the· circumstances and necessities of their situation in the caves 
and cliffs into structural and other contrivances, so ingenious and suit-
able and so far-fetched, apparently, so long used, too, as to give rise 
to permanent usages, customs, and sociologic institutions, that it has 
been well-uigh impossible to trace them to such original simple begin-
nings as have been pointed out in the case of a few of them. 
The art remains of both the earliest cave dwellers and of the cliff 
dwellers exhibit a like continuity of adaptive development; for even · 
where ·uses of implements, etc., changed with ehauging conditions, they 
still show survivals of their original, diverse uses, thu·s revealing the . 
antecedent condition to which they were adapted. 
Moreover, this line of development was, as with the structural fea-
tures ·already reviewed, unbroken from first to last-from cave to 
cliff, and from cliff to round-town conditions of life; for the art 
remains of the round ruins, of which I recovered large numbers when 
conducting the exearntious of the Hemenway expedition in ruins east 
of Zuni, are with scarcely an exception identical, in type at least with 
those of the cliff ruins, although they are more highly developed,' espe-
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cia1ly the potteries, as naturally they came to be under the less r~stricted, 
more favorable conditions of life in the open plains. Everything, in 
fact, to be learned of the round-ruin people points quite unmistakably 
to their descent in a twofold sense from the cliff'-d welling people; and 
it remains necessary, therefore, only to account for their change of hab-
itat and to set forth their supposed relationship finally to the modern 
Zuui pueblos. 
In earlier writings, especially in a "Stmly of Pueblo Pottery," 1 
where the linguistic evidence of tlrn derivation of the Zunis from cliff-
dwelling peoples is to some extent discussed, I haye suggested that 
tlie prime cause of the abandonment of the cliffs by their ancestry was 
mo t probably' increase of population to beyond the limits of available 
building area, and consequent overcrowding in the cliffs; but later 
researches have convinced me that, although this was no doubt a potent 
factor in the case and ultimately, in .connection with tlie obvious 
advantages of life in more accessible dwelling places, led by slow 
degrees as the numbers and strength of the cliff villages made it possi-
ble, to the building of contiguous pueblos both aboYe their cliffs on the 
mesas and below them in the valleys1 still it was by no means the only 
or the fir t cause of removal from these secure strongholds. Nor is it 
to be inferred from th~ evidence at band that the cliff dwellers were 
ever driven forth from their almost inaccessible towns, either by stress 
of warfare or by lack of tbe means of subsisteuce, as bas been so often 
uppo ed. On the contrary, it is certain that long after the earliest 
d 'Cent into the plain had been ventured, the cliffs continued to be 
occupied, at fil.'. t and for a very long period as the permanent homes 
of nant tribe , and later a winter resorts and places of refuge in 
tim of danger , for the e latter tribes, as well as, perhaps, for ~heir 
kin lk of the plain 
It i by tlii · upp ition only that the comparatively modem form 
of th · qua.r and Taced pueblo built contiguously to tlie latest 
abandoned of the cliff town may be explained. For when the cliff 
ome numerous euough to be able to maintain them-
·t 11t out on the open plaitrn, it bas been seen that they 
th ir village safe antl convenient or quite right unless 
in both ·eueral form and the relative arrangement 
nerations their towns in the oliffs-did 
ow at once how to build villages of 
1fid ntly regard the e round. towns as 
ler after they fir t left the cliffs. 
void or liff-form or rounded village 
undantly trace<l i ', a ha been said 
tbr land of Zuiii a far as 
Ri d r gion in outberly 
tlt ibl Lake f alt which 
1 Four h Annual ' P rt of b Bur a,n of E ho lorry, 1 82-83. 
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the early Spanish chronicles mention as the possession and source of 
supply of the "salt in kernels" of the Zuni-Cibolans. 
Not only did a trail (used for such long age:; that I have found it 
brokenly traceable for hundreds of miles) lead down from the cliff-town 
country to this broad valley of the Lake of Salt, but also there have 
been found in nearly all the cliff dwellings of the Mancos and San Juan 
section, whence this trail descends, salt in the characteristic kernels 
and colors found in this same source of the Zµiii supply. 
This salt, as occurring in the cliff ruins, is commonly discovered 
wrapped in receptacles of corn husk, neatly tied into a trough-like 
form or pouch by bands of corn-leaf or yucca fiber. These pouches 
are precisely like the "wraps of the ancients," or packs of corn husk 
in which the sacred salt is ceremoniously brought home in advance of 
the cargoes of common salt by the Zuni priests on each occasion of their 
annual, and especially ,of their greater quadrennial, pilgrimages (in 
June, after the planting) to the Lake of Salt. And it is not difficult 
to believe that both the packs and the pilgrimages-which latter offer 
many sugge~tive features not. to be considered here-are survivals of 
the time when the remoter cliff-dwe:Iing ancestry of the Zuni Corn tribes 
ventured once in a period of years to. go forth, in parties large enough 
for mutual protection, to the far-off source of tlicir supply of salt. 
Except this view be taken it is difficult to conceive why the ''time . 
after planting" should have become so established by the Zunis (who 
are but two days' foot-journey from the lake, and visit its neighborhood 
at other periods of the year on hunting and other excursions) as tlie 
only period for the taking . of the salt-to take which, indeed, by them 
or others at any other season, is held to be dire sacrilege. 
But to the cliff dwellers and their first descendants of the farther 
north this period "after th·e planting" was the only available one of 
tlrn year; for the journey along their trail of salt must have consumed 
many days, and bee9- so fraught with danger as to have drawn away a 
goodly portion of the warrior population who could ill be spared at a 
later time in the seas.on when the ripening and garnering of the harvest 
drew back upon the cliff-towns people the bands of predatory savages 
who annually pillaged their outlying fields, and in terror of whom they 
for so long a time clung to their refuge in the cliffs. 
Addjtional considerations. lead further to the inference not only that 
the Zu.4is inherit their pilgrimages for the salt and the commemorative 
and other ceremonials wliich have developed around them directly from 
the cliff-dweller branch of their ancestry, but also that these latter were 
led down from the cliff:;; to build-and dwell in their round towns aloug 
the trail of salt chiefly, if not wholly, by the desire to. at once shorten 
and render less ~angerous their communal.expeditions to the Lake of 
Salt and to secure more exclusive po~~ession thereof. 
These two objects were rendered equally and the more desirable by 
the circumstance,. strongly indicated by both the salt r..remains them-
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elves and by usages surviving among the present Zuilis, that in course 
of time an extensive trade in salt of thi~ particular variety grew up 
between the cliff dwellers and' more northern and western tribes. 
When found by the Spaniards the Zuni-Oibolans were still carrying on 
an extensive trade in this salt, which for practical as well as assumed 
mythic reasons they permitted no ethers to gather, and which they 
guarded so jealously that their wars with the Keresan and other 
tribes to the south-southeastward of their country were caused-as 
many of their later wars with the Navajo have been caused-by slight 
encroachments on the exclusive right to the products of the lake to 
which the Zunis laid claim. 
The salt of this lake is superior to any other found in the southwest, 
not excepting that of the Manzano salip.as, east of the Rio Grande, 
which nevertheless was as strenuously fought for and guarded by the 
Tanoan tribes settled around these salinas, and had in like manner, 
indeed, drawn their ancestry down from earlier cavate homes in the 
northern mountains. Hence it was preferred (as it still is by both 
Indian and white 1>opulation of New Mexico and Arizona) to all other 
kinds, and commanded such price that in the earlier cliff-packs I have 
found it adulterated with other kinds from the nearer salt marshes 
which occur in southern Utah and southwestern Colorado. That the 
adulteration of the lake salt with the slightly alkaline and bitter salt 
of the neighboring marshes w·as thus practiced with a view to eking 
out the trade supply is conclmlively shown, I think, by the presence in 
the same cliff homes from which the adulterated specimens were 
obtained, of abundant pecimens of the unadulterated salt, and this as 
conclusively show not only that the cliff dwellers traded in this salt, · 
a do their modern Zuni representatives, but also that it was then, as 
now, more highly valued than other kinds of salt in the southwest. 
The influence on the movements of whole tribes of people which it 
i here a sumed uch a source of favorite salt supply as this exerted 
over the early cliff dweller , doe not stand alone in the history of 
m rican tribe . It already has been intimated that the Tanoans so far 
priz <l. their comparatively inferior source of salt supply in the salinas 
of the Manzano a to have been induced to settle there and surround 
th m with av ritable ordon of their pueblos. 
Anoth r and far more igni.ficant in tance, that of the Cerro de Sal 
in P ru may mentioned, for in that country not only was salt of 
ri u kind to b found in many vall ys and throughout nearly all 
th d rt f th Medano region extending from northern Ecuador to 
u hern hili, ut the ea al o lay near at hand along the entire 
w t rn b rd r of thi va t stretch of country; y t from remote parts 
f u h m ri · trail lead, ome from the mazon an<l. from Argentina, 
m r th n th u and miles aw y, ome from nearer points and from 
ll l 1 <lir ·ti n t thi f m u rr de al ." The salt from this 
lik h t f th Lak of Salt, highly prizerl that it 
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drew aboriginal populations about it in even pre-Incan days, and was 
a source of supply, as well as, it is affirmed, of abundant tribute to those 
domil)ant Pueblos of South America, tbe Incas of later days.1 
That the Lake of Salt, as ·a coveted source, actually did influence the 
earlier descents of the cliff' dwellers, and di<l. lead to .tlrn building and 
occupancy by them of the long line of ruins I have described, rests, 
:finally, on linguistic no less than on such comparative evidence as has 
already been indicated. In turn, this leads to consideration of the 
larger and at present more pertinent evidence that these dwellers in 
tbe round towns were in part ancestors of the Zunis, and that thus, as 
assumed at the outset, the Zunis are of composite, at least dual, origin, 
and that their last, still existing, phase of culture is of dual derivation. 
The archaic. and sacred name for the south in Zuni is .A.laho'inkwin 
t<ihna., but the name more commonly employed-always in familiar or 
descriptive discourse-is J.lf ak'yaiakwin tdhna (that is, the '' direction 
of the salt-containing water or lake," from ma, salt; k'yaia, water, or 
lake-containing or bearing; kwin, place of, and tdhna, point or direc-
tion of). That this name should have displaced the ol<lerform in familiar 
usage is significant of the great importance attached to their source of 
salt by the ~arly Zufiis; yet but natural, for the older form, .A.laho"i,n-
kwin t<ihna, signifies "in the direction of the home ( or source) of the 
coral shells," from dlaho, glowing red shell-stuff; fokwi·n, abiding place 
of, or containing place of, and t<ihna. This source of the alahoice or 
coral red shells (which are derived from several species of subtropical 
mollusks, and we : e so highly prized by the southwestern tribes that the 
Indians of the lower Colorado traded in them as assiduously as did 
those of the cliff's and round towns in salt) has been for generations the 
Gulf of California and the lower coast to beyond Guarmas. 
It is not improbable, then, that this archaic and now exclusively rit-
ualistic expression for the southward or the south is a surviving para-
phrase of the name for south ( or of the source in the south of the red 
shel'ls), formerly known to the western branch of the Zuni ancestry, and 
once familiarly use<l. by them to designate also, perhaps, the direction 
of the source of their chief treasure ( these coral red shells of aboriginal 
commerce), as in the Gulf of California, which was then south of thew, 
but is now due west-southwestward from them . . 
What renders this supposition still more probable, and also strength~ 
ens the theory of the dual origin of many para1lelisms in Zuni culture, · 
observances, and phraseology, is not so much the fact that this name 
for red shells an<l. tbe archaic Zufii name for red paint, ahona, resem-
ble in sound and meaning the Yuman ahowata, ahauti, etc., for red 
paint, nor yet the fact that such resemblance extends to many archaic 
and other terms, for example of relationship in the Zuni as compared 
1 A parallel world example of the influence of sa.lt sources on the movements of 
primitive peoples may be found in the fact that all the great historic trade routes 
across Asia were first established along salt trails of prehistoric times. 
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e pecially with corresponding terms in the Yavapai Tulkepaiya and 
other dialects of the Yuman. In fact, all the terms in Zuni for the four 
quarters are twofold and different, according as used familiarly or rit-
ualistically. That for west, for instance, is in the archaic and ritual-
istic form, K'yalishi"inlcic'in tahna, and signifies "direction of the home, 
or source of mists and waters, or the sea;" which·, when the Zuni. abode 
in the farther southwest near the Pacific, was the appropriate name for 
west. .But tbe familiar name for west in modern Zuni is Sunhakwi·n 
tahna, the'' <lirection of the place of evening," which is today equally 
appropriate for their plateau-encircled home of the far inland. 
"North," in the archaic form, is :now nearly lost; yet in some of the · 
more mystic. rituals it occurs as both Wimaiyawan tahna ( Wilcutaiya 
is "north" in the Yuma), "direction. of the oak mountains," and Yii/la-
waunankwin tahna, literally '' direction of the piace of the mounta'iin 
ranges,"which from the lower Colorado and southern Arizona are toward ' 
the ·north, .but from northern Zufii are not so conspicuous as in the ' 
other direction, as, for instance, toward the southwest. On the other 
hand, if we consider · the familiar phrase for north, P.'ish'lankwfai tdhna, 
"direction of the wind-swept plains," or of the "plains of 'the' mightiest 
winds," to have been ·iriherited from the abo:r-iginal round-town Zunis, 
then it was natriral enough for them to have named the north as they 
did; for to the north of their earlier homes in the cliffs and beyond lay 
the measureless plains \\'here roamed the strong Bison God of Winds, 
whence came his fierce northern breath and bellowings in the roar of, 
storms in winter. 
'Ihe east, in common language,· signifies "direction· of the coming of 
day;" but in the ritual speech signifies "direction of tl1e plains of day-
light"-a \iteral de cription of the great Yuma desert as seen at day-
break from the Colorado region, but scarcely applicable to the country 
ea tward from Zufii, which is rugged aud broken until the Llauos 
E taca<.lo of T xa are reached. 
Th div r e meaning of terms in Zuni architecture is no less signifi-
ant of the diver ondition and -Opposite directions of derivation of 
th Zuni a If the aboriginal branch of the Zuni were derived , 
from tbe d. he northern cliff town , as has been assumed, 
th n viving in the names of such structural : 
feat Ued from life in the cliff~ iing{iistic 
evicl m elve material ,evidence, of tb'efact.' 
f n, there i an abundahce. 
I Zuni ance try were, as has also been 
a u ori!!in, then we hotlld expect to find 
1atur , , ay, a " to the structural modiri-
rounc.1-town architecture which their 
in th t wn mi(J'bt lead u to expect •· 
abu µ ly traced in later Zuni ruins, 
itie f -Oib la .. 
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The conditions of life and peculiarities of building, etc., in the caves 
and cliffs, then in the round towns, have been commented on at some 
length in previous pa.ges, and sufficiently described to render intelligi-
ble a presentation of this linguistic and- additional evidence in regard 
to derivation from that direction; but it t'ernains for me to sketch, as 
well as I uan in brief, the more significant of such characteristics of 
the primitive Yuman house and village life as seem to bear on the 
additional linguistic and other evidence of derivation also from the 
opposite. or Rio Colorado direction, for both clews should be presented 
side by side, if only for the sake of contrast. 
These ancient people of the Colorado region, Yuman or other, had, 
as their remains show (not in their earliest period, nor yet in a later 
stage of their development, when a diverging branch of them_:_,, Our 
lost others" 1-had attained to a high state of culture in southern 
· Arizona and northern Mexico, but at the time of their migration in 
part Zufiiward), houses of quite a different type from those of th~ 
north. They were mainly rancherias, that is, more or less scat-
tered over the mesas and plains. They were but rarely round, com-
monly parallelogrammic, and either single or connected in straight 
L-shape or double L-shape rows. The foundations were of rough 
stones, . designed probably to hold more firmly in · place the cane-
wattled, mud-plastered stockades which formed the sides and ends as 
well as (in the house rows) the partitions. They owed their rectangular 
shapes not to crowding, but to development from an original log-built 
house type-in the open (like the rancheria house type of the Tara-
humari), to which may also be traced their generally greater length 
than width. They were single storied, with rather flat or slightly 
sloping roofs, although the high pitched roof of thatch was not wholly 
unknown, for it was still employed on elevated granaries; but some-
times (this was especially the case with single houses) the stockade 
posts were carried up above this roof on three sides) and overlaid with 
saplings on which, in turn, a bower of brush or cane or grass was con-
structed to protect from the sun rather than from rain.- . Thus a &ort of 
rude and partial second story was formed, which was reached from 
below by means of a notched step-log made of a forked or branching 
tree-trunk, the forks being placed against the edge of the roof proper 
to keep the log (the butt of which rested on the ground) from turning 
when being ascended.2 · 
Of these single houses the "bowers" described in the following myth 
of the creation of corn (see page 391), and typically surviving still 
to a great extent in the cornfield or farm huts of modern Zuni, may 
be taken as fair examples; and of the villages or hut-row structures 
of these ancient plains and valley people, an excellent e:x;ample may 
1 See pages 403, 405-406. 
2See Mindeleff, Architecture of Tusayan and Cibola, Eighth Ann. Rep. Bur. Eth-
nology, p. 157. 
~ 
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be found in the long-houses of the Mohave and other Yumans of the 
valley of Colorado river. Both these hut-row houses and the single-room 
houses were generally surrounded by low walls of loose stone, stone 
and mud, stockade and mud, or of mud alone; and as often as not one 
side or the front of a hut within such a wall inclosure was left entirely 
open. 
Thus the outer waU was iutended in part as a slight protection from 
the wind, and probably also to guard from flooding during the sudden 
showers which sometimes descend in torrents over Arizona plains. 
They may also have been designed to some extent for protection from 
the enemy; for these people were far more valiant fighters than their 
ultimate brethren of the north, and depended for protection less on 
security of position than on their own prowess. Only during times of 
unusual danger did they retire to fortified lava buttes (or, when near 
them, to deep but more or less open crevices in some of the mor~ exten-
sive lava fields), where their hut foundations may be found huddled 
together within huge inclosures of natural lava blocks, dry laid and 
irregular, but some of them skillfully planned and astonishingly vast; 
but in these strongholds they never tarried long enough to be influ-
enced in their building habits sufficiently to change the styles of their 
hamlets in the plains, for until we reach the point in eastern Arizona 
where they joined the" elder nations" no change in ground plan of these 
house i to be traced in their remains. 
It is nece ary to add a few details as to costume, usages, and the 
institution of these semisettled yet ever shifting people. 
They wore but scant clothing besides their robes and blankets-
breech-clout and kilts, short for the men, long for the women, and 
made of hredded bark and rushes or fiber; sandals, also of fiber; neck-
la of hell bead , and pendent carved shell gorgets. The hair was 
bobbed to the level of the eyebrows in front, but left long and hanging 
at be back gathered into a bunch or switch with a colored cord by 
th men, into which cord, or into a fillet of plaited fiber, gorgeous long 
tail feather of the macaw, roadmnner, or eagle were thrust and worn 
upright. To the crown of the head of the warriors was fastened a huge 
bunch of tripped or litted feather of the ow 1 or eagle, called, no doubt, 
th n a now by it uman name, musemaj for it is still known, though 
u · d in differ nt fa hion a th mumtsemalc'ya or mumpalolc'ye by 
th Zufii Pri t of the ow. The warriors al o carried targets or 
hi Id f ucca or cotton cord, clo ely netted across a strong, round 
h p-fram and er d wi ha c ar rand larger net, which was only 
ifi ti n of be carr iug n t (like tho e still in u e by the Papago, 
ima an h r Indian of uth rn Arizona), and was turned to 
un a u h ind d on hunting and war xpeditions. 
h ir han w p n w re hu 0 • one knive and war club shaped 
t t -m· h r · whi h were called, it would eem, iitelcati (their 
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Yuman name) for, although changed in the Zuni of today, still strik-
ingly survives in familiar speerh as the expression itehk'ya or itehk'yati, 
to knock down finally or fatally, and in ceremonial allusion (rather than 
name) to the old-fashioned and sacred war clubs (which are of identical 
form) as itehk'yatawe, or knocking-down billets, otherwise called face-
smashers or pulpers. 
They sometimes buried tbe dead-chiefly their medicine men and 
women, or shamans; but all others were burned (with them personal 
effects and gifts of kin) and their ashes deposited in pots, etc., at 
the heads of arroyas, or thrown into streams. They held as fetiches 
of regenerative as well as protective power certain concretionary stones, 
some of the larger of which were family heirlooms and kept as house-
hold gods, others as tribal relics and amulets, like the canopas and 
huaca~ of ancient Peru. These nodules were so knobbed, corrugated, 
and contorted that they were described when seen elsewhere by the 
early Spanish writers as bezoars, but they were really derived from 
the sources of arroyas, or mountain torrents, in the beds of which they 
are sometimes found, and being thus always water-worn were regarded 
as the seed of the waters, the source of life itself. Hence they were 
ceremoniously worshiped and associated with all or nearly all the 
native dances or dramaturgies, of which dances. they were doubtless 
called ·by their old time possessors "the ancients," or "stone ancients," 
a name and in some measure a connection still surviving and extended 
to other meanings with reference to similar fetich .stones among the 
Zunis of today. 
From a study of the remains of these primitive · Arizonian ancestors 
of the Zunis in the light of present-day Zuni archaisms, and especially of 
the creation myths themselves, it would be possible to present a much 
fuller sketch of them. But that which has already been outlined is suffi-
ciently full, I trust, to prove evidential that the following Zuni expres-
sions and characteristics were as often derived from this southwest-
ern branch as from the cliff dweller or aboriginal branch of the Zuni 
ancestry: 
The Zuni name of an outer village wall is hek'yapane, which signi-
fies, it would seem, ''cliff-face wall;" for it is derived, apparently, from 
heane, an extended wall; and dk'yapane, the face of a wide cliff. Thus 
it is probably developed from the name which at first was descriptive 
of the encircling rear wall of a cave village, afterward naturally contin· 
ued to be applied to the rear but encircling or outside wall of a round 
town, and hence now designates even a straight outer wall of a village, 
whether of the front or the rear of the houses. 
The· name for the outer wan of a house, however, is heine, or heline, 
which signifies a mud or adobe inclosure; from heliwe, mud (or mud-
and-ash) mortar, and uline, an inclosure. Since in usage this refers 
to the outer wall of a house or other simple structure, but not to that 
of a town or assemblage of houses, its origin may with equal propriety 
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be attributed to the mu<l.-plastered corral or adobe sides or inclosures 
of such rancheria as I have already described.1 · 
Again, the names in Zuni, first, for a room of a single-story structure, 
and, second, for an inner room on the ground floor of such or of a 
terraced structure, are (1) telitona, "room or space equally inclosed," 
that is, by four equal or nearly equal walls; and (2) teluline, "room 
or space within ( other rooms or) an inclolsure. Both of these terms, 
although de criptive, may, from their specific use, be attributed to 
single-story rancheria, orig-in, I think, for iu the cliff villages there was 
no ground-floor room. The name for a lowermost room in the cliff 
villages still seemingly survives in the Zuni name for a cellar, which 
is <i,paline, from a, rock, and pdloiye, buried in or excavated within; 
while the cliff name for an upper room or top-story room, 6shtenu-
'hlane, from 6shten, a cave-shelter or cave roof, and u'hlane, inclosed 
by, or built within the hollow or embrace of, also still survives. Yet 
1 ln my "Study of Pueblo Pottery," etc. (Fourth Annual Report of the Bureau 
of Ethnology, 1882-83), I have said that "The archaic name for a building or 
walled structure is heshota, a contractio.n of the now obsolete term heshotapone; 
from Msho, gum, or resin-like; sh6taie, leaned or pla'ced together convergingly; 
tdpoane, a roof (covering) of wood, or a roof (covering) supported by wood." 
I ngret to say that the etymology of this word as thus rendered was not quite cor-
rect, and therefore its meaning as interpreted in the passage which immediately fol-
1owed was also mistaken. It is quite true that hesho signifies gum or resin, etc. 
(re£ rring, a I then supposed, to dhesho, or gum rock, a name for lava; usecl con-
structively in the oldest round huts of the basaltic regions); but the root he enters 
iuto many oLher compounds, such as not only wax, gum, pitch, metal (as being rock-
pitch, that is, melted from rocks), etc., but also mud, clay-paste, mud-mortar, and 
fimilly adobe, a being dried mud mortar; hence walls made either with or of adobe, 
etc. Had I been, at the time of this fir t writing, as familiar with the language as I 
now am I should not have connected as a single root he and sho, making hesho (gum 
or pitch) of it. For, as elsewhere stated in the same essay, sh6we signifies canes, 
(sh6ole, a cane or reed), and it now app ars that the syllable thus derived formed a 
root by it elf. But I had not then learned that the greater number of the ruins of 
sontliern .A.rizona, e pecially of the plains, consisted of gabion-like walls, that is, 
of wall8 made uy packiIJg tiff earth or rubble mortar or cement between double or 
pa1,ill ·l auo-watt1 •d stockad , ancl then h eavily plastering this exterior or casing 
(' wa the ca. e in the main walls of the celebrated Casa Grande and the temple 
monncl of Lo foerto ) ; or else, in loss massive ruins of lesser walls the cores or 
npport of whi h c n iste{l of clo e- et posts lathed with reeds or canes, the mud or 
c m n being bnilt up eitb r side of these cor s, or, in case of the thinnest walls, 
uc-11 as lHtrti tion , merely pla tered to i h r face. 
I can not donut that v n the grand st and most highly developed of theseruins-
tb a a rallu 8th m elv s, which look today as if constructed wholly of massive 
ma. onry-no l · ·s hau the simplest plastered stockade walls, were developed from 
su ·h h ginuincr as th mere mud-pla t red cane and stockade screens of the ancient 
ran heria build r . Thu , I am 011 trained to render the primary meaning of 
h '*lwtapoane as a ppr xi mat ly "mud-plastered cane and stick structure;" from heliwe, 
mud mortar· show , an . or re d ; tch e, wood, or tdtawe, wood-post ; p6a, to place 
(lrani1wly r ·lo ly) ov r against; and 11 , (any) thing macl . From this, the generic 
t ·rm h/ lwta for w 11 d tructnr ( • p ·ially ruin d wall- tructures), would very 
n; tnrall · b:w h n drnved, and thi mi ht r might not have given rise to the use of 
the pretix: h ·, a. o curri1w in all nam for mortar-laid walls. 
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other examples of diversely derived house-names in this composite 
phraseology might be added, but one more must suffice. The Zuni 
name for a ladder is 'hletsilone, apparently from 'hlewe, slats ('hlema, 
slat), and tsilulona, hair, fiber, or osier, entwined or twisted ill. This 
primary meaning of the name would indicate that before the )adder of 
poles and slats was used, rope ladders were commonly in vogue, and if 
so, would point unmistakably to the cliffs as the place of its origin; for 
many of the cliff dwellings can not now be reached save by means of 
ropes or rope ladders. Yet, although the name for a stairway ( or steps 
even of stone or adobe) might naturally, one would suppose, have been 
derived from that of a ladder (if ladders were used before stairs, or 
vice versa if the reverse was the case), nevertheless it has a totally 
independent etymology, for it is iyechiwe, from ikoiyiichi, forked log or 
crotch-log, and yehchiwe, walking or footing-notched; that is, notched 
step-log or crotch. And this it would seem points as unmistakably 
to such use of forked and notched step Jogs or crotch-logs as I have 
attributed to the rancheria builders, as does the "rope-and-slat" ladder-
name to the use of the very different climbing device I have attributed 
to the cliff dwellers. 
It is probable that when the round-town builders had peopled the trail 
of salt as far from the northward as to the region of Zuni and beyond, 
the absence of very deep canyons, containing rock-sheltered nooks suffi-
ciently large and numerous to enable them to find adequate accommo-
dation for cliff villages, gradually led them to abandon all resort to the 
cliffs for protection-made them at last no longer cliff dwellers, even 
temporarily, but true Pueblos, or town dwellers of the valleys and plains. 
But other influences than those of merely natural or physical envi-
ronment were required to change their mode of building, and corre-
spondingly, to some extent, their institutions and modes of Jife from 
those of round-town builders to those of square-town builders, such as 
in greater part they were at the time of the Spanish discoveries. In 
the myths themselves may be found a clew as to what these influences 
were in that which is told of the coming together of the,,, People of 
the Midmost" and these "Dwellers-in-the-towns-builded-round." For 
there is evidence in abundance also of other kind, and not a little of it 
of striking force and interest, that this coming together was itself the 
chief cause of the changes referred to. It has been seen that the west-
ern branch of the Zuni ancestry (who were these" People of the Mid-
most") were almost from the beginning dwellers in square structures; 
that their village clusters, even when several of their dwelling places 
happened to be built together, were, as shown by their remains wherever · 
found, built precisely on the plans of single-house structures-that is, 
they were simple extensions, mostly rectilinear, of these single houses 
themselves. 
Now peoples like those of the round towns, no less than primitive 
peoples generally, conceive of everything made, whether structure, 
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ut n il or w apon a animi tic a living. They conceive of this life of 
tliiug a they do of the lives of plant·, of hibernating animals, or of 
le piug men, a a till ort of life generally, but as rotent a-o.d aware, 
11 verth le ~, and as capable of functioning, not only obdurately and 
re i tingly but also actively and powerfully in occult ways, either for 
goo<l or for evil. .As every living thing they observe, every animal, 
ha form, and acts or functions according to its form-the feathered 
and winged bird flying, because of its feathered form; the furry and 
four-footed animal running and leaping, because of its four-footed form, 
and the scaly and finny fish swimming, because also of its fins and 
cale and form appropriate thereto-so these things made or born into 
pecial form of the hands of man also have life a:!ld function variously, 
according to their various forms. 
A. this idea of animals, and of things as in other sort animals, is 
carried out to the minutest particular, so that even the differences in 
the claws of beasts, for example, are supposed to make the difference 
between their powers of foot ( as between the h_ugging of the bear and 
the. clutching of the panther), it follows that form in all its details is 
considered of the utmost importance to special kinds of articles made 
and used, even of structures of any much used or permanent type . 
.Another phase of this curious butperfectlynatural attributive of life and 
form-personality to material things, is the belief that the forms of these 
thing not only give them power, but also restrict their power, so that 
if properly made, that is, made and shaped strictly as other things of' 
their kind have been made and shaped, they will perform only such 
afe u es a their prototypes have been found to serve in performing 
before them. .As the fish, with cales and fins only, can not fly as the 
duck doe , aud a the duck can not swim under the water except so 
far as hi feather , omewhat re embling scales, and his scaly, webbed 
fe t, som what re embling fin enable hjm to do so, thus also is it with 
things. In thi way may be explained better than iri anr other way, 
I think, the exce ive p r i tency of form- 'urvival, including the survi-
val f detail in conv ntional ornamentation in the art products of primi-
tiv people -the repetitions, for in tance, in pottery, of the forms and 
v n the orn m nt f the ve l , ba ketry, or what not, which pre-
ded it in d velopm nt and u e and on which it was first modeled. 
hi, t nd n y to per i ' t in the making of well-tried forms, whether of 
ut n il r d mi il , i ' gr t that ome oth r than the reason usually 
· ·i ne<.l namely that f m r ac u tomednes , i nece sary to account 
£ r it an th r a n have giv n i fully warranted by what I know 
f th m d in wbi ·h he Zuni till regard the things they make and 
n l whi hi cl arly manifi tin their names of such things. It 
i nd n y r t, ind d th t n ither change of environment and 
th r c nditi t u i ution of unu ed materials for tho e in 
t r th maki11 f hing will eff ct change in their forms 
pr r viug Id r form in thi 11ewer sort of mate-
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rial the greatest amount of iuconvenience be encountered. There is, 
iudeed, but one influence potent enough to effect change from one estab-
lished form to another, and that is acculturation; .and even this works 
but slowly and only after long and familiar intercourse or after actual 
commingling of one people with a diversely developed people has 
taught them the safety and efficiency of unfamiliar forms in uses fa. 
miliarly associated with their own accustomed but different forms. 
Sooner or later such acculturation invariably effects radical change in 
the forms of things used by one or the other of the peoples thus com-
mingling, or by both; though in the latter case the change is usualiy 
unequal. In the case here under consideration there is to be found 
throughout the nearer Zuni country ruins of the actual transitional type 
of pueblo thus formed by the union of the two ancestral branches of 
the Zunis, the round town with its cliff-like outer wall merging into 
the square, terraced town with its broken and angular or straight outer 
walls; and in these composite towns earliest appears, too, the house wall 
built into (not merely against) the outer walls of the curved portions 
no less than into the outer walls of the squared or straight portions. 
The composite round and square pueblo ruin is not, however, con-
fined to this transitional type or to its comparatively restricted area 
wherever occurring, but is found here and there as far northward, for 
instance, as the neighborhood of older cliff ruins. But in such cases it 
seems to have been developed, as heretofore hinted, in the compara-
tively recent rebuilding of old rounded towns by square-house builders. 
Quite in correspondence with all this is the history of the development, 
from the round form into the square, of the kivas of the later Zuni 
towns; that is, like the towns themselves, the round kivas of the earlier 
round towns became, first in part and then nearly squared in .the com-
posite round and square towns, and finally altogether squared in the 
square towns. This was brought about by a twofold cause. When the 
cliff dwellers became inhabitants of the plains, not only their towns, 
but also the kivas were enlarged. To s~ch an extent, indeed, were the 
latter enlarged that it became difficult to roof them over in the old fash-
ion of completing the upper courses of the walls with cross-laid logs, and 
of roofing the narrowed apex of this coping with combined rafter and 
stick structures; hence in many cases, although the round kiva was 
rigidly adhered to, it was not unfrequently inclosed within a square wall 
in order that, as had come to be the case in tbe ordinary living rooms, 
rafters parallel to one another and of equal length might be thrown 
across the top, thus making a flat roof essentially like the flat terrace 
roofs of the ordinary house structure. · 
It is not improbable that the first suggestion of inclosing the round 
kiva in a square-walled structure and of covering the latter with a flat 
roof arose quite naturally long before the cliff dwellers descended into 
the plains. It has been seen that frequently, in the larger and longest 
occupied cliff-towns, the straight-walled houses grew outward wholly 
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around the kivas; aud when this occurred tlie round kiva was thus 
not only surrounded by a square inclosure-formed by the walls of the 
n arest hou e ,-but also it became necessary to cover this in closing 
space with a flat roof, in order to render continuous the house terrace 
in which it was constructed. Still, the practice never became general 
or intentional in the earlier cliff.towns; probably, indeed, it became so 
in the now ruined round towns only by slow degrees. Yet it needed 
after this (in a measure) makeshift beginning only such influence of 
continued intercourse between the square-house building people and 
the e round-town building people to lead finally to the practical aban-
donment by the latter of the inner round structure surviving from their 
old-fashioned kivas, and to make them, like the modern Zuni kiva, 
square rather than round. 
An evidence that this was virtually the history of the change from 
the round kiva building to the square kiva building, and that this 
change was wrought thus gradually as though by long-continued inter-
cour e, is found in the fact that to this day all the ceremonials per-
formed in the great square kivas of Zuni would be more appropriate in 
round structures. For example, processions of the performers in the 
midwinter night ceremonials in these kivas, on descending the ladders, 
proceed to their p1aces around the sides of the kivas iu circles, as 
though following a circular wall. The ceremonials of concerted invo-
ca~ion in the cult societies when they meet in these kivas are also per-
formed in circle , aud the singers for dances or other dramaturgic per-
formances, although arranged in one end or in the corner of the kiva, 
continue to form themselves in perfect circles; the drum in the middle, 
the inger sitting around and facing it as though gathered _within a 
smaller ircular room inclo ed in the square room. Thus it may be 
inferred, fir ' t, from the fact that in the structural details of the scuttles 
or hat ltways by which these modern kivas are entered the cross-
logged structure of th inner roof of the earlif1st cliff kivas survive, and 
from the additional fact above stated that the ceremonials of these 
kiva ar cir ular in form, that the quare kiva is a lineal descendant of 
the round n · and ·ecoud, that even after the round kiva was inclosed 
in tb quar l'oom, ., o to ay, in order that its l'Oof might be made as 
w r th r £ of the women' · hou es, or continuous therewith, it long 
r tain d th round kiva within, and hence the ceremonials necessarily 
p rf rm d ircularly within thi roun<l. inner structure became so asso-
i t 1 with th ut r tructnre a w 11, that after the abandonment 
ntir ly thr ugh th influ nc I have above , uggested, of these round 
inn r tr tnr they on inu d thu to b performed. 
, · forth r idenc f be n inuity of thi development from the 
arli . t t th lat t form · rtain I aint d mark, 011 h walls of the 
·lift' ki t 11 not nl of tb ir d rivation in turn from a yet earlier 
f rm bu al. au 1 again of th d ri ati n fr m th m of the late t form . 
u t h anc:i n rnin : f h 
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sumed · mark the sites of buildings belonging to t.he earlier cliff ancestry ' . folk on the northern desert borders, there are discovered the remams 
~f certain unusually large huts, the ~alls of which appear to have been 
strengthened at four equidistant points by firmly planted uprig~t logs. 
It is probable that, alike iu this distribution and in the number of these 
logs, they corresponded almost strictly to the poles of, first, the medicine 
tent, and, second, the medicine eartll lodge. When, in a later period of 
their development, these builders of the round huts in the _north came 
to be, as has heretofore been described, dwellers iii the kivas ot the 
caves, their larger, presumably ceremonial structures, while reared -iith-· · 
out the strengthening posts referred to, nevertheless containe~, ai 
appropriate parts, the marks of th·em on the walls correspondi'ng tl'iere~' 
to. At any rate, in the still later kivas·of the cliffs three parallel marks, 
extending from the tops· of the walls to the floors; ·are found paint~d on . 
the four sides ·of the kivas. Finally, in the modern square ki~li ''or' 
Zuni there are 'still placed, ceremonially' once 'every fourth year; of ' 
the four sides of the lintels or hatchways, three parallel marks, ·and., 
these marks are called by the Z'ufii in their rituals the holder'frip ·of the· 
doorways and roofs. Many additional points in connecti01i not onlf 
with the structural details of, but also in the ceremonials· performed . 
within, these modern kivas, may be found, survivals all pointing, as do ·· 
those above mentioned, to the unbroken development of the kiv~; from 
the earth medicine lodge to the finished square structure of the riiodern' 
Zufii and Tusayan Indians. 
It likewise has been seen that through very natural causes a strict 
division between the dwellings of the women: and children and of the 
adult male population of the cliff villages grew up. From the relatively 
great numbers of the kivas found in . the courts of the round towris, it 
may be inferred that this division was still kept up ' after the cliff · 
dwellers became inhabitants of the plains and ' 'builders of such round · 
towns; for when first the Spaniards encounter'ed the Zufii dwellers 
in the Seven Cities of Cibola they found that, at least ceremonially, 
this division of the men's quarters 'from those of the women was 'still 
persisted in, but there :1s evidence · that even thu.'s early i_t was not so ' 
strictly held to on other occasions. Then, as nbw, the men became per-
manent guests, at least, in the houses of'thetr wives; ·and' it is prob- '' 
able that the cause which ·broke down this r>revious strict division or" 
the sexes was the union of 'the western ot rancheria building branch of j 
the Zuili ancestry with the'cliff aml round-town building'bra~ch. : '.i' I.' 
rn: ·nothing is the dual origin of the''Zufiis ·so strongly suggested aiiin · · , 
the ~wofold nature of their burial custoins itt the time when first ·tiiey I ; · 
were encountered by the Spaniards; for according to s·ome of the 'ear If : 
writers they cremated ·the dead with all of their belongings, ye,t accord~/ i; ; 
ing to others they buried them in the courts, houses, or near the ,v·~Ils'' ' 
of their villages. It has ' already'b.een stated that the cliff dwellers' 
buried their dead in the houses and to the rear of their cavern villages, 
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and that, following them iu this, the dwellers in the round towns 
buried their dead also in the houses and to the rear--that is, just out-
side of their villages. It remains to ·be stated that nearly all of tl.ie 
Yuman tribes, and some even of the Piman tribes, of the lower Colorado 
region diRpo ed of their dead chiefly by cremation. Investigatio~ of the 
square hou 'e remains which lie scattered over the southwestern and 
central portions of .Arizona would seem to indicate that the wei.;tern 
branch of the Zufii ancestry continued this practice of cremating the 
greater number of their dead. If this be true, the custom on the oue 
band of crematiug the dead, which was observed by Castaneda at 
Matsaki, one of the principal of the Seven Cities of Cibola, aud the 
practice of burying the dead observed by others of the earliest Spanish 
explorers, are easily accounted for as being survivals of the differing 
cu toms of the two peoples composing the Zuiii tribe at that time. As 
has been mentioned in the first part of this introductory; both of these 
very different customs continued ceremonially to be performed, even 
after di ·posal of the dead solely by burial under the influence of the 
Franci can fathers came to be an established custom. 
In the K:l'ka, or the mythic drama daiice organization of the Zuilis; 
there is equal evidence of dual origin, for while in the main the kfi/ka 
of the Zuni corresponds to the katzina of the Rio Grande Pueblo tribes 
and to the kachina of the Tusayan Indians, yet it possesses certain dis-
tinct and apparently extraneous features. The most notable of these 
is found in that curious organization of priest-clowns, the Ka'yimashi, 
the myth of the origin of which is so fully given in the following out-
line (see page 401). It will be seen that in this myth these Ka/yimashi 
are described a having heads covered with welts or knobs, that they are 
referred to n t only as "husbands of the sacred dance" or the "ka/ka" 
(from ka/ka and yemashi, as in 6yemashi, husband or married to) and as 
the Old On or A 'hliishiwe. 
Thr uo-h ut the Rio Colorado region, and associated with all the 
r maunng ruin f the rancheria builders in central and even eastern 
rizoua a w n, are found certain concretions or other nodular and 
u ually v ry r uo-h stone , which today, among some of the Yuman 
trib , are u ed a fetiche co,~nected both with water worship and 
bou eh Id wor hip. mong the acred objects said to have been 
br u ht by the Zuni ance. try from the pla.ce of creation are a number 
f uch :fi ich- n , aud in all the ruin of the later Zufli towns such 
fi ti b- ton are al o found, e pe ially before rude altars in the plazas 
nd ar und nci nt I nely shrin on the mesa and in the mountains. 
The e fi i h- ton re today referred to a a'hliishiwe, or stone an-
fr ma ton , 'hlii/shi, aged one, and we, a plural suffix. The 
f hi n m t the A'hliishiwe a$ a name of the Ka/ye-
t h t the nodul r bape and knobbed mask-
- ·lown ar but dramatic per onifi.cations of the. e 
c n if n e amine uch tone , e pecially when used 
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in connection with the worship and-invocation of torrents, freshets, and 
swift-running streams (when, like the masks iu question, they are 
covered with clay), the resemblance between the fetich-stones and the 
masks is so striking that one is inclined to believe that both the 
characters and their names were derived from this single source. 
From the fact that this peculiar institution of the clown-priest organi-
zation, associated with or, as the Zunis say, literally married to the 
Cachina, or Ka/ka proper, was at one time peculiarly Zuni, as is averred 
by themselves and avowed by all the other Pueblos, it would seem that it 
was distinctively an institution of the western branch of their ancestry, 
since also, as the myths declare, these Old Ones were born on the sacred 
mountains of the Ka'ka, on the banks of the Colorado Chiquito in Ari-
zona. Finally, this is typical of many, if not all, features which distin-
guish the Zuiii Ka'ka from the correspouding organizations of other 
Pueblo tribes. 
OUTLINE OF ZUNI MYTHO-SOCIOLOGIC ORGANIZATION. 
A complete outline of the mytho-sociologic organization of the Zuni 
tribe can not in this connection 'be undertaken. A sufficient characteri-
zation of this probably not unique combination of the sociologic and 
mythologic institutions of a tribe should, however, be given to make 
plain certain allusions in the following outlines which it is feared would 
otherwise be incomprehcn_sible. 
The Zuni of today number scarcely 1,700 and, as is well known, they 
inhabit only a single large pueblo-single in more se.nses than one, 
for it is not a village of separate houses, but a village of six or seven sepa-
rate parts in wliich the houses are mere apartments or divisions, so to 
say. This pueblo, however, is divided, not always clearly to the eye, but 
very clearly in the estimation of the people themselves, into seven parts, 
corresponding, not perhaps in arrangement topographically, but in 
sequence, to their subd°ivisions of the "worlds" or world-quarters of 
this world. Thus, one division of the town is supposed to be related 
to the north and to be centered in its kiva or estufa, which may or may 
not be, however, in its center; another division represents the west, 
another the south, another the east, yet another the upper world and 
another the lower world, while a final division represents the middle or 
mother and synthPtic combination of thl'm all 1n this world. · 
By reference to the early Spanish history of the pueblo it may be 
seen that when discovered, the .Asbiwi or Zunis were living in seven 
quite widely separated towns, the celebrated Seven Cities of Cibola, 
and that this theoretic subdivision of the only one of these towns 
now remaining is iu some measure a survival of the original subdivision 
of the tribe into seven subtribes inhabiting as many separate towns. 
It is evident that iu both cases, however, the arrangement was and is 
"f ' ' 1 we may call it 1mch, a mythic organization; hence my use of the term 
the mytho-sociolog'ic organization of the tribe. At any rate, this is 
.,, 
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the key to their sociology as well as to their mythic conceptions of 
pace and the uni ver e. In common with all other Indian tribes of 
orth America thus far studied, the Zunis are divided into clans, or 
artificial kinship group", with inheritance in the female line. Of these 
clan there are, or until recently there were, nineteen, and these in turn, 
with the exception of one, are grouped in threes to correspond to the 
mythic subdivision I have above alluded to. These clans are also, as are · 
tho e of all other Indians, totemic; that is, they bear the names and 
are supposed to have intimate relationship wit.h various animals, plants, 
and objects or element·. Named by their totems they are as follows: 
Ka/lokta-kwe, Orane or Pelican people; P6yi-kwe (nearly extinct), 
Grouse or Sagecock people; Ta'hluptsi-kwe (nearly extinct), Yellow-
wood or Evergreen-oak people; Aii'i'shi-kwe, Bear people; Suski-kwe, 
Uoyote people; Aiyaho-kwe, Red-top plant or Spring-herb people; .Ana-
kwe, Tobacco people; Ta'a-kwe, Maize-plant people; T6nashi-kwe, 
Badger people; Sb6hoita-kwe, Detr people; Maawi-kwe ( extinct), Ante-
lope people; T6na-kwe, Turkey people; Ya'tok'ya-kwe, Sun people; 
.Apo.ra-kwe (extinct), Sky people; K'ya'k'yali-kwe, Eagle people; 
Tak'ya-kwe, Toad or Frog people; K'yarta-kwe (extinct), Water people; 
hitola-kwe (nearly extinct), Rattlesnake people; Pichi-kwe, Parrot-
.Macaw people. 
Of these clans the :fir. t group of three appertains to the north, the · 
econd to the we t, the third to the south, the fourth to the east, the 
fifth to the upper or zenith, and the sixtp. to the lower or nadir region; . 
while the ingle clan of the Macaw is characterized as ''midmost,'' or of 
the middle, anu al o as the all-containing or mother clan of the entire 
tribe, for in it the seed of the priesthood of the houses is supposed to 
b pre erved. The Zuni explanation of this very remarkable, yet when 
under tood and compreheuded, very simple and natural grouping of the 
Ian or totem i exceeuingly interesting, and also significant whether 
it throw light on the origin, or at least native meaning, of totemic sys-
tem in general, a would at first eem to be the case, or whether, as is 
more probably the case in thi instance, it indicates a native classifrca-
ti u, o to ay, or recla ification of clan which existed before the cul-
ture bad be u elaborated to it pre ent point. Briefly, the clans of the 
north-that i ' , tho e of the Crane, the Grouse, and Evergreen-oak-
ar gr up 1 to ether and are h Id to be related to the north because of 
th ir p nliar :fitne for tb regi n whence comes the cold and wherein 
th a ·on f wint r it If i uppo cl to be created, for the crane each 
au uum app ar in th van of wint r, the grou e does not flee from the 
ppr ach f wint r but put on hi c at of white and traverses the 
fi r of th u w- lad m untai11 a. fre ly a other birds traverse 
umm r ft Id and woodland , carino- not for the cold, and the ever-
r n ak r w a gre n and i.' a. tur<ly in winter a. other trees are 
in • rin r umm r· h nc th . , r t tern and in a n .. e god-beino-
f hen r hand f wint r, nd h ·lan i., ople nawed after them and 
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considered ·as, mythically at least, their breath-children, are therefore 
grouped together and related to the north and winter as are their 
totems. And as the bear, whose coat is grizzly like the evening twilight 
or black like the darkness of l).ight, and the gray coyote, who prowls 
amidst the sagebrush at evening and goes forth and cries in the night-
time, and the spring herb or the red-top plant, which blooms earliest 
of all flowers in spring when :first the moisture-laden winds from the 
west begin to blow-these and the . people named after them are as 
appropriately grouped in the west. The badger, who digs Lis bole on 
the sunny sides of hills and in winter appears only when tbe sun shines 
warm_ above them, who excavates among the roots of the juniper and 
the cedar from which :fire is kindled with the :fire drill; the wild tobacco, 
which grows only where :fires have burned, and the corn which anciently 
came from the south and is still supposed to get its birth from tbe 
southland, and its warmth-these are grouped in the south. The tur-
key, which wakes with the dawn and helps to awaken the dawn by his 
cries; tbe antelope and the deer, who traverse far mesas and valleys in 
the twilight of the dawn-these and their children are therefore grouped . 
in the east. And· it is not difficult to understand why the sun, the sky 
(or turkis), and the eagle appertain to the upper world; nor why the 
toad, the water, and the rattlesnake appertain to the lower world. 
By this arrangement of the world into great quarters, or rather as 
the Zunis conceive it, into several worlds corresponding . to the four 
quarters and the zenith and ~he nadir, and by this grouping of the 
towns, or later of the wards (so to call them) in the town, according to 
such mythical division of the world, and finally the grouping of the 
totems in turn. within the divisions thus made, not only the ceremonial 
life of the people, but all their governmental arrangements as well, are 
. completely systemized. Something akin to written statutes results 
from this and similar related arrangements, for each region is given its 
appropriate color and number, according to its relation to one of the 
regions I have named or to others of those regions. Thus the north is 
designated as yellow with the Zunis, becaus~ the light at morning and 
evening in winter time is yellow, as also is the auroral light. The west 
is known as the blue world, not only because of the blue or gray twi-
light at evening, but also because westward from Zuiiiland lies the 
blue Pacific. The south is designated as red, it being the region of 
summer and of fire, which is red; and for an obvious reason the east 
is designated white (like dawn light); while the upper region is many-
colored, like the sunlight on the clouds, and the lower region black, 
like the caves and deep springs of the world. Finally, the midmost, 
so often mentioned in the following outline, is colored of all these 
colors, because, being representative of this (which is the central world 
and of which in turn Zuni is the very middle or navel), it contains all 
the other quarters or regions, or is at least divisible into them. 
Again, each region-at least each of the four cardinal regions, namely, 
13 ETH--24 
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north, we t, south, and ea t-is the home or center of a special element, 
a well a of one of the four sea ons each element produces. Thus the 
north is the place of :wind, breath, or air, the west of water, the south 
of fire, and the east of earth or the seeds of earth; correspondingly, 
the north is of cour e the place of winter or its origin, the west of 
spring, the south of summer, and the east of autumn. This is all 
because from the north and in winter blow the fiercest, the greatest 
wind or breaths, as these people esteem them; from the west early in 
spring come the moistened breaths of the waters in early rains; from 
the south comes the greatest heat that with dryness is followed by 
summer, and from the east blow the winds that bring the frosts that 
in turn mature the seeds and perfect the year in autumn. By means 
of this arrangement no ceremonial is ever performed and no council 
ever held in which there is the least doubt as _to the position which a 
member of a given clan shall occupy in it, for according to the season 
in which the ceremonial is held, or according to the reason for which 
a council i convened, one or another of the clan groups of one or 
another of the regions will take precedence for the time; the natural 
sequence being, however, first the north, second the west, third the 
south, fourth the east, fifth the upper, and sixth the lower; but first, 
as well as la t, the middle. But this, to the Zuiii, normal sequence of 
the region and clan groups, etc., has been determined by the apparent 
· quence of the phenomena of the seasons, and of their relations to one 
another; for the masterful, all conquering element, the first necessity of 
life it elf, and to all activity, is the wind, the breath, and its cold, the 
latter overmastering, in winter all the other elements as well as all 
ther exi tence save tho e especially adapted to it or potent in it, like 
tho e of the totems and gods and their children of the north. But in 
pring, when with tlie fir t appearance of the bear and the first sup-
po <l. growl' of hi pidt ma ters in the thunders and winds of that 
im th ir breath begin to bring water from the ocean world, then the 
tr ngtlJ. of he wint r i broken, and.the snows thereby melted away, 
an<l. th arth is r viviti <l. with driu k,· in order that with the warmth of 
umm r from the outh thing may grow and be cherished toward their 
ol l a r maturity and p rfection, and finally toward their death or 
l pin in winter by th fr t-lad n br aths of autumn and the east. 
·li 1 vin a th Zufii do, in tlii arraugemeut of the universe and 
hi: <li ·tribu i n of th I ment an<l. being chiefly concerned in them, 
n<l. fine 11 in th r lation ldp of their clan and the members thereof 
t lJ •' 1 m ntary ing , it i but naturnl that they hould have 
,' C'i ti -' r rtl r: or ult in tituti n compo eel of the elders or 
1 din m m r f a. ·h roup of their clan a, above cla sifted. 
h , ri i u f th ' ' ·r t nd o cult m .di in 1 ocietie or better 
' ' ' of ma ic i on f the great t con equence and 
n uJ ou b d upon 11 r . In ·trict ac ordance 
f h £ ur .· u and th ir lement and with their 
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supposed relationship to these, are classified the four fundamental activi-
ties of primitive life, namely, as relating to the north and its ~asterful-
ness and destructiveness in cold, is war and destruction; relating to the 
west is war cure and hunting; to the south, husbandry and medicine; to 
the east, magic and religion; while the above, the below, and the middle 
relate in one way or another to all these divisions. A.s a consequence 
the societies of cold or winter are found to be grouped, not rigidly, but 
at least theoretically, in the northern clans, and they are, respectively: · 
'ffiewe-kwe, Ice-wand people or band; Achia-kwe, Knife people or 
band; Ka'shi-kwe, Cactus people or band; for the west: Pi'hla-kwe, 
Priesthood of the Bow or Bow people or band (A.pi'hlan Shiwani, 
Priests of the Bow); Saniyak'ya-kwe, Priesthood of the Hunt or 
Coyote people or band; for the south: Make'hlana-kwe, Great fire 
(ember) people or band; Maketsana-kwe, Little fire (ember) .people 
or band; of the east: Shiwana-kwe, Priests of the Priesthood people 
or band; Uhuhu-kwe, Cottonwood-down people or band; Shume-kwe, 
or Ka'ka'hlana-kwe, Bird-monster people or band, otherwise known as 
the Great Dance-drama people or band; for . the upper region: N ewe-
kwe, Galaxy people or band or the All-consumer or Scavenger people or 
band (or life preservers); and for the lower regions: Chitola-kwe, Rat-
tlesnake people or band, generators (or life makers). Finally, as pro-
duced from all the clans and as representative alike of all the clans 
aud through a tribal septuarchy of all tlie regions and divisions in the 
midmost, and finally as representative of all the cult societies above 
Illentioned is the Ka'ka or .A.kaka-kwe or Mythic Dance drama people 
or organization. It may be seen of these mytho-sociologic organiza-
tiou s that they are a system within a system, and that it contains also 
systems within systems, all founded on this classification according 
to the six-fold division of things, and in turn the six-fold division 
of each of these divisions of things. To such an extent, indeed, is 
carried this tendency to classify according to the number of the six 
regions with its seventh synthesis of them all (the latter sometimes 
apparent, sometimes nonappearing) that not only are the subdivi-
sions of the societies also again subdivided according to this arrange- · 
ment, but each clan is subdivided both according to such a six-fold 
arrangement and according to the subsidiary relations of the six parts 
of its totem. The tribal division made up of the clans of the north 
takes precedence ceremonially, occupying the position of elder brother 
or the oldest ancestor, as the case might be. The west is the younger 
brother of this; and in turn, the south of the west, the east of the 
south, the upper of the east, the under of them a11, while the middie 
division is supposed to be a representative being, the heart or navel 
of all the brothers of the regions first and last, as well as elder and 
younger. In each clan is to be found a set of names called the names 
of childhood. These names are more of titles than of cognomens. 
They are determined upon · by sociologic and divinistic modes, and are 
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be towed in childhood a the "verity names" or titles of the children to 
whom given. But this body of names relating to any one totem-for 
in tance to one of the beast totems-will not be the name of the totem 
' bea t itself, but will be names both of the totem in its various con-
ditions and of various parts of the totem, or of its functions, or of its 
attribute , actual or mythical. Now these part~ or functions, or attri-
bute of the parts or functions, are subdivided also in a six-fold manner, 
so that the name relating to one member of the totem-for example, like 
the right arm or leg of the animal thereof-would correspond to the 
north, and would be the first in honor in a clan (not itself of the northern 
group); then the name relating to another member-say to the left leg 
or arm and it powers, etc.-would pertain to the west and would be sec-
ond in honor; and another member-say the right foot-to the south and 
would be third in honor; and of another member-say the left foot-
to the ea t and would be fourth in honor; to anot.her:__say thA head-
to the up1 er regions and would be fifth in honor; and another-say the 
tail-to the lower region and would be sixth in honor; while the heart 
or the naivel and center of the being ':VOuld be first as well as last in 
honor. The studies of Major Powell among the Maskoki and other 
tribe have made it very clear that kinship terms, so called, among other 
Indian tribe (and the rule will apply no less or perhaps even more 
strictly to the Zuni ) are mther devices for determining relative rank or 
authority a igni:fied by relative age, as elder or younger of the per-
on addre ·ed or poken of by the term of relationship. So that it is 
quite impo' ible for a Zufii speaking to another to say simply brother; 
it i alway nece ~ary to ay elder brother or younger brother, by 
which the 'P aker him elf affirms his relative age or rank; also it is 
u tomary for one clan man to address another clansman by the same 
kin hip name of brother- Ider or brother-younger, uncle or nephew, 
. ; but a cording as the clan of the one addressed ranks higher or 
lower than the clan of the one u ing the term of address, the word-
mb 1 for elder or younger relation hip must be used. 
With u ha y t m of arrangement as all thi may be seen to be, with 
uch a facil devi e for mbolizing the arrangement (not only according 
to numb r of the region and their ubdivi ions in their relative succes-
i n and th u ce ion of their el men ts and sea on , but also in colors 
a tribut cl t th m, t .) and :finally, with uch ~n arrangement of names 
· rr p ll(lin ly la iii d and of term of relationship igni:ficant of 
nk re th r han f con anguinal connection, mi ·take in the order of 
. r m ni l a pr · i n or a ouncil i simply impos ible, and the 
p pl mpl in u h cl vi may be aicl to have written and to be 
writin th ir t tut and law in all their daily relationships and utter-
inall i th mu h to add, I mu t b cont nt with simply 
tha he hi h 1 gr e f temization wbi h ba b en attained 
½nii i. in thu. group in th ir dan e erally and erially about 
mi m t ,r up w m y th influ n e f the coming t gether of 
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two diverse peoples acting upon each other favorably to the develop-
ment of both in the application of such conceptions to the conduct 
of tribal affairs. It would seem that the conception of the midmost, 
or that group within all these groups which seems to be made up of 
parts of them all, is inherent in such a system of world division and 
tribal subdivision corresponding thereto; but it may also well be that 
this conception of the middle was made more prominent ~ith the Zunis · 
than with any other of our southwestern peoples through the influ-
ence of the earthquakes, which obviously caused their ancestors from 
the west again and again to change their places of abode, thus empha-
sizing the notion of getting nearer to or upon the lap or navel of the 
earth mother, where all these terrific and destructive movements, it was 
thought, would naturally cease. 
Be this as it may,_ this notion of the "middle" and its relation to the 
rest has become the central fact indeed of Zuni organization. It has 
given rise to the septuarchy I have so often alluded to; to the office of 
the mortally immortal K'yak'lu, keeper of the rituals of creation, from 
which so much sanction for these fathers of the people is drawn; to the 
consequent :fixing in a series like a string of sacred ep~cs, a sort of 
inchoate Bible, of these myths of creation and migration; and :finally, 
through all this accumulated influence, it has served to give solidarity 
to the Zuni tribe at the time of its division into separate tribes, making 
the outlying pueblos they inhabited subsidiary to the central one, and 
in the native acceptation of the matter, mere parts of it. 
GENERAL EXPLANATIONS RELATIVE TO THE TEXT. 
As the space originally apportioned to this merely preliminary essay 
.on the Myths of Creation has already been greatly exceeded, the con-
sideration even in outline of the cultural characteristics of the Zunis, 
which would do much to further illumine the meaning of the myths, 
must be left to the second paper of the series. This will constitute a 
key or appendix to the present paper, and will contain such glossaries 
and det ailed explanations as will render, it is hoped, all obscure passages 
clear , and will at the same time give my authority for framing and 
translating t he myths_ as I have. 
Chiefly, however, it will in turn introduc~ a third paper on the sacred 
dances or creation dramas of the Ka/ka, which originally the myths 
themselves (as the source of the songs, rituals, and forms of these 
dramas) were designed to introduce . . Lastly, the whole series are but 
preliminary to a very extensive work on the subject which I contem: 
plate producing so soon as health and opportunity for further researches 
amorig the Zunis will permit. . 
A s inclusive of the dramaturgies or dances, and nearly all other 
ceremonials of the Zunis, this subject of their creation myths is almost 
inexhaustible. I, at least, can not hope to complete it, and I have 
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therefore cho en to treat it in its relation especially to their so- called 
dance , particularly to tho e of the Ka'ka. 
ith other primitive peoples as with the Zunis, there seems to be 
no bent of their mind so strong or pervasive of and influential upon 
their lives as the dramaturgic tendency. That tendency to suppose that 
even the phenomena of nature can be controlled and made to act more 
or les by men, if symbolically they do first what they wish the elements 
to do, according to the way in which, as taught by their mystic lore, 
they suppose these things were done or made to be done by the ances-
tral gods of creation time. And this may be seen in a searching analysis 
not only of the incidents and symbolisms in folk-tales as well as myths 
of such primitive peoples, but also in a study of the moods in which 
they do the ordinary things of life; as in believing that because a stone 
often struck wears away faster than when first struck it is therefore 
helpful in overcoming its obduracy to strike it-work it-by a prelimi-
nary dramatic and ritualistic striking, whereupon it will work as though 
already actually worked over, and will be less liable to breakage, etc. 
All this and much more to the same effect will be illustrated in the 
paper whicl). I have mentioned as designed to follow the present one. 
There remain still a few points in this preliminary paper which must 
be commented upon-points regarding my own hand in the work chiefly. 
I u e very freely such terms as "religious," '' sacred," "priest," and 
"god," not becau e they always express exactly the native meaning, 
but for the rea on that they' do so more approximately than any other 
terms I could select. The fearful and mysterious, the magical and 
occult, all these and many other elements are usually included in 
tbe primitive man religion, and hence terms like" sacred" must be 
given ales re tricted value than they have in our speech or culture. 
gain, while the Zuni word shiwa,ni, "priest," literally signifies 
guardian and po e or, a well a maker or keeper of tbe flesh, or seed 
of life of th Zuni , it mu t not be upposed to repre ent a medicine-
man, haman, or sor erer-for all of which there are specific differenti-
ated t rm in the Zuni tongue. Those who bear that title are also 
divided into four cla e , but among all the e the functions of possess-
ing a hrin being rituali t , p rforming before the altars, and leading 
a w 11 a.· ord ring all organized acerdotal ceremonials, is common. 
Th refor tbe imple term "prie t," in the P3igan rather than in the 
bri tian n i the b ·t and tme t that can be found. 
Fr quen ly I have ' a ion to reprodu e portions of ongs or rituals, 
or again w rd of th anami or "Beloved God ." In the originals 
th · aro almo t alway in faultle blank ver e meter, and are often 
v n grandly p ti . I do not h sitate either to r produce as nearly as 
ibl th ir £ rm or to t, x to the n.tt rmost my pow r of expres ion 
i r ndering th m anin . of them where I quote, clear and effective 
ancl in int lligible n Ii . 11. et in d ing thi 1 do not have to depart 
ry f: r fr m ' :ci ntific a ura y, ven in the lingui tic ense. 
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Finally, I have entitled the originative division of this paper "Out-
lines of Zuni Creation Myths," because, in the first place, this is but a 
preliminary rendering of these, and, properly speaking, they are a series 
of explanation-myths. Now, while such myths are generally discon-
nected, often, indeed, somewhat contradictory episode-legends with 
primitive peoples, they are, with the Zunis, already become serial, and it 
is in their serial or epic form (but merely in out.line) that I here give 
them. .Although each is called a talk, and is held specifically by a par-
ticular organization or social division, yet all are called "the speech." 
This comes about in Zuni by the presence iu the tribal organization, as 
already explained, of a class of men and priests there called the '' Mid-
most," or the "All," because hereditary in a single clan (the Macaw), yet 
representative sacerdotallyof all the clans and all the priesthoods, which 
they out-rank as "Masters of the House of Houses." 
With them all these various myths are held in brief and repeated in 
set form and one sequence as are placed the beads of a rosary or on a 
string, each entire, yet all making a connected strand. Here, then, we 
see the rudiment or embryo of a sacred epic such as that of the Kya'klu 
or "Spealrnr of all times whensoever." 
As finally published, this paper will contain the most ample explana-
tion of all these points and many others, and will not ask, as it does 
today, catholic judgment and charitable interpretation. 
The so-called dances of the Zunis, and presumably those of all similar 
primitive peoples, are essentially religio:sociologic in cqaracter and 
always at least dramatic, or, more properly speaking, dramaturgic. It 
follows that to endeavor to describe and treat at all adequately of any 
one such ceremonial becomes a matter of exceeding difficulty, for it 
should involve a far more perfect scheme of the sociologic organization 
as well as at least a general survey of the mythology and religious 
institutions of the tribe to which it relates, such as I here present, as 
well as an absolute_ly searching description of all details in both the 
preparation for and the performance of such ceremonial. 
For example, the celebrated Ka'ka or mythic drama-dance organiza-
tion of the Zunis, and for that matter all other of their ceremonials, 
are, any one of thein, made up in personnel from specific clans. Thus 
formed, they are organized, and the actors and their parts divided in 
accordance with the groupings of these clans in relation to the symbolic 
regions of the world, or in this case literally septs. Finally, the para-
phernalia and costumings, no less than the actions, songs, and rituals, 
are as distinctly founded on and related to the legend or legends 
dramatized. 
At this point it seems desirable that the sense in which the terms 
"drama," ''dramatic," and "dramaturgic" are employed in relation to 
these ceremonials be explained. This may best be done, perhaps, by 
contrasting the drama of primitive peoples, as I conceive it, with that 
of civilized peoples. While the latter is essentially spectacular, the 
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former ha for it cbi.ef motive the absolute and faithful reproduction 
of reative epi odes-oue may almost say, indeed, the revivification of 
the ancient. 
That this is attempted and is regarded as possible by primitive man 
i not to be wondered at when we consider his peculiar modes of con-
ception. I have said of the Zunis that theirs is a science of appear-
ance and a phi.lo ophy of analogies. The primitive man, no less than 
the child, i the mo t comprehensive of observers, because his looking 
at and into things is not self-conscious, but instinctive and undirected, 
therefore comprehensive and searching. Unacquainted as he is with 
rational explanations of the things he sees, he is given, as has been the 
race throughout all time, to symbolic interpretation and mystic expres-
sion thereof, as even today are those who deal with the domain of the 
purely speculative. It follows that his organizations are symbolic; 
that his actions within these organizations are also symbolic. Con-
sequently, as a child at play on the floor finds sticks all-sufficient for 
the personages of his play-drama, chairs for his houses, and lines of 
the floor for the rivers that none but his eyes can see, so does the 
primitive man regard the mute, but to him personified, appliances of 
his dance and the actions thereof, other than they seem to us. 
I can perhaps make my meaning more clear by analyzing such a con-
ception common to the Zuni mind. The Zuiii has observed that the 
corn plant is jointed; that it leave spring from these joints not regu-
larly, but spirally; that stripped of the leaves the stalk is found to be 
indented, not regularly at opposite sides, but also spirally; that the 
matured plant i characterized, as no other plant is, by two sets of 
seeds, the ear of corn springing out from it two-thirds down and the 
ta . el of seed , sometime earlets, at the top; also that these tassels 
re emble the seed- pikes of the pring-grass or pigeon-grass; that the 
leave them l ve while like broad blades of grass are fluted like plumes, 
and that amono- t the ear of corn ever and anon are found bunches of 
t; and, finally, that the color of the corn are as the colors of the 
w rld- ven in number. Lat r on it may be seen to what extent he 
ha leg ndiz d the e characteristic , thus accounting for them, and to 
what xteut, al o, he ha dramatized thi , his natural philosophy of 
th corn and its rigin. othing iu thi world or universe having 
o ·urred by ideut- o it eem to the Zufii mind,-but everything 
ha ing b n tart d by a per onal ageucy or upernal, h~ immediately 
b in to in th haracteri ti of the corn plant the traces of the 
f tb p pl iu hi myth of the olden time. Lo! men lived 
n d t fir t, but, a. rel ted in tbe cour e of the legends 
hi h £ 11 w h r m a tim when, by th potencie of the god·s and 
i · f hi wu pri ·t or haman , man modified the food of first 
£ d f m u ·hildren. It ue ded only a youth and a 
u in nt n l nr to " fc pat oppo ite id anu ucce ively 
of gra ' plan d wi h plum f upplication and walking 
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or dancing around them, holding them firmly to draw them upward 
until they bad rapidly grown to the tallness of themselves, then to 
embrace them together. Behold! the grasses were jointed where 
grasped four times or six according to their tallness; yea, and marked 
with the thumb-marks of those who grasped them; twisted by their 
grasp while circling around them and leaved with plume-like blades 
and tasseled with grass-like spikes at the tops. More wonderful than 
all, where their persons had touched th~ plants at their middles, behold! 
new seed of human origin and productive of continued life had sprung 
forth in semblance of their parentage and draped with the very pile of 
their generation. For lo! that when the world was new all things in 
it were k'yaiuna, or formative, as now is the child in the mother's womb 
or the clay by the thoughts of the potter. That the seed of seeds thus 
made be not lost it needed that Paiyatuma, the God of Dew and the 
Dawn, freshen these new-made plants with bis breath; that Tenatsari, 
the God of Time and the Seasons, mature them instantly with his touch 
and breath; that K welele~ the God of Heat, ripen them with the_ touch 
of his Fire-brother's torch and confirm to them the warmth of a life of 
their own. Nevertheless, with the coming of each season, the creation 
is ever repeated, for the philosophy of ecclesiasticism is far older than 
ecclesiastics or their writings, and since man aided 1n the creation of 
the corn, so must he now ever aid in each new creation of the seed of 
seeds. Whence the drama of the origin of corn is not merely reenacted, 
but _is revived and reproduced in all its many details with scrupulous 
:fidelity each summer as the new seed is ripening. And now I may 
add intelligibly that the drama of primitive man is performed in an 
equally dramaturgic spirit, whether seen, as in its merely culminating 
or final enactment, or unseen and often secret, as in its long-continued . 
preparations. In this a given piece of it may be likened to a piece of 
Oriental carving or of Japanese joinery, in which the parts not to be 
seen are as scrupulously :finished as are the parts seen, the which is like-
wise characteristic of our theme, for it is due to the like dramaturgic 
spirit which dominates even the works, no iess than the ceremonials, 
of all primitive and semiprimitive peoples. 
So also it seems to the Zuni that no less essential is it that all the 
long periods of creation up to the time when corn itself was created 
from the grasses must be reproduced, even though hastily and by mere 
signs, as are ~he forms through which a given species in animal life has 
been evolved,- rapidly repeated in each embryo. 
The significance of such studies- as these of a little tribe like the · 
Zunis, and especially of such fuller studies as will,it is hoped, follow in 
due course, is not restricted to their bearing on the tribe itself. They 
bear on the history of man the world over. I have become convinced 
that they thus bear on human history, especially on that of human cul-
ture growth, very directly, too, for the Zunis, say, with all their strange, 
apparently local customs and institutions and the lore thereof are 
' 
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representative in a more than merely general way of a phase of culture 
through which all desert peoples, in the Old World as well as in the 
ew, must sometime have passed. Thus my researches among these 
Zunis and my experimental researches upon myself, with my own hands, 
under strictly primitive conditions, have together given me insight and 
power to interpret their myths and old arts, as I could never otherwise 
have hoped to do; and it has also enlarged my understanding of the 
earliest conditions of m~n everywhere as nothing else could have done. 
The leisure for this long continued research has been due to the 
generosity, scie:nti:fi.c disinterestedness, and personal kindness of my 
former chief, Professor Spencer F. Baird, and of my present revered 
director, Major J. W. Powell, whose patience and helpfulness through 
years of struggle, ill-health, and delay could not adequately be repaid 
by even the complete carrying out of the series of works herein pro~ 
jected and prefaced. To them and to Professor W J McGee, who has 
aided and fostered this work in every possible way, I owe continual 
gratitude. 
MYTHS 1 
THE GENESIS OF THE WORLDS, OR THE BEGINNING OF NEWNESS. 
Before the beginning of the new-making, Awonawilona (the Maker 
and Container of .All, the .All-father Father), solely had being. There 
was nothing else whatsoever throughout the great svace of the ages 
save everywhere black dark,ness in it, and everywhere void desolation. 
In the beginning· of the new-made, Awonawilona conceived within 
himself and thought outward in space, wh_ereby mists of increase, 
steams potent of growth, were evolved and uplifted. Thus, by means 
of his innate knowledge, the .All-container made himself in person and 
form of the Sun whom we hold to be our father and who thus came to 
exist and appear. With his appearance came the brightening of the 
spaces with light, and with the brightening of the spaces the great 
mist-clouds were thickened together and fell, whereby was evolved 
water in water; yea, and the world-holding sea. 
With his substance of flesh (yepnane) outdrawn from the surface 
of his person, the Sun-father formed the seed-stuff of twain worlds, 
impregnating therewith the great waters, and lo! in the heat of his 
light these waters of the sea grew green and scums (k'yanash6tsiyal-
.lawe) rose upon them, waxing wide and weighty until, behold! they 
became A witelin Tsita, the "Four-fold Containing Mother-earth," :md 
Apoyan Ta'chu, the ".AH-covering Father-sky." 
THE GENESIS OF MEN AND THE CREATURES. 
From the lying together of these twain upon the great world- waters, 
so vitalizing, terrestrial life was conceived; whence began all beings of 
earth, men and the-creatures, in the Four-fold womb of the World (.Awi-
ten Tehu'hlnakwi). · 
Thereupon the Earth-mother repulsed the Sky-father, growing big 
and sinking deep into the embrace of the waters below, thus separa-
ting from_ the Sky-father in the embrace of the ~aters above. As a 
woman forebodes evil for her first-born ere born, even so did the Earth-
mother forebode, long withholding from birth her myriad progeny and 
meantime seeking counsel with the Sky-father. "How," said they to 
1 As stated more fully in the introductory paragraphs, notes giving the etymologies 
of native terms and explaining and amplifying obscure or brief allusions an<l. present-
ing the special sense in which certain expressions and passages are used will be given 
in the second part of this paper, to appear in the future. 
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one another, "shall our children, when brought forth, know one place 
from another, even by the white light of the Sun-father'" 
Now like all the surpassing beings (pikwaiyin ahdi) the Earth-
mother and the Sky-father were 'hlimna (changeable), even as smoke 
in the wind; tran mutable at thought, manifesting themselves in any 
form at will, like as dancers may by mask-making. · 
Thus, as a man and woman, spake they, one to the other. "Behold!" 
said the Earth-mother as a great terraced bowl appeared at hand 
and within it water, '' this is as upon me the homes of my tiny chil-
dren shall be. On the rim of each world-country they wander in, ter-
raced mountains shall stand, making in one region many, whereby 
country shall be known from country, and within each, place from place. 
Behold, again!" said she as she spat on the water and rapidly smote 
and stirred it with her fingers. Foam formed, gathering about the 
terraced rim, mounting higher and l;l.igher. "Yea,'' said she, "and from 
my bosom they shall draw nourishment, for in such as this shall they 
find the substance of life whence we were ourselves sustaineu, for see!" 
Then with her warm breath she blew across the terraces; white fl.eeks of 
the foam broke away, and, floating over above the water, were shattered 
by the cold breath of the Sky-father attending, and forthwith shed 
downward abundantly fine mist and spray! '' Even so, shall white 
clouds fl.oat up from the great waters at the border~ of the world, and 
clustering about the mountain terraces of the horizons be borne aloft 
and abroad by the breaths of the surpassing of soul-beings, and of the 
children, and shall hardened and broken be by thy cold, shedding 
downward, in rain-spray, the water of life, even into the hollow places 
of my lap! For therein chiefly shall nestle our children mankind and 
creature-kind, for warmth in thy coldness." 
Lo I even the trees on high mountains near the clouds and the Sky-
fath r crouch low toward the Earth-mother for warmth and protection! 
Warm i the Earth-mother, cold the Sky-father, even as woman is the 
warm, man the cold being I 
''Even !" aid the Sky-father; '' Yet not alone shalt thou helpful 
b unto our •hildren, for behold!" and he pread his hand abroad with 
th p 
O
lm downward and into all the wrinkles and crevices thereof he 
t th emblance of shiniug yellow corn-grains; in the dark of the 
arly world-dawn th y gleamed like parks of fire, and moved as his 
hand wa m v d v r the bowl, shining up from and also moving in 
thedepth f th water ther in. "Seel" said be, pointing to the seven 
gr in la. p <l. y hi thumb and four finger , ''by such shall our 
hildr n uide<l.; fi r behold, when the un-father is not nigh, and 
h t rr • re a th dark it If (b ing all hidden therein), then shall 
ur hildr u b ui<l. d by light -lik to the 'e light of all the s~x 
urnin round th midmo ·t ne-a, in and around the mid-
where the our hildren hall abide, lie al1 the other 
a. and ven a th grain gleam up from the 
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water so shall seed-grains like to them, yet numberless, sr,ring up 
from thy bosom when touched by my waters, to nourish our children." 
Thus and in other ways many devised they for their offspring. 
THE GESTATION OF MEN AND THE CREATURES. 
Anon in the nethermost of the four cave-wombs of the world, the seed 
of men and the creatures took form and increased; even as within eggs 
in warm places worms speedily appear, which growing, presently burst 
their shells and become as may happen, birds, tadpoles or serpents, so 
did men and all creatures grow manifoldly and multiply in many kinds. 
Thus the lowermost womb or cave-worid, which was .Anosin tehuli 
(tbe womb of sooty depth or of growth-generatiori, because it was the 
place of first formation and bl~ck as a chimney at night time, foul too, 
as the internals of the belly), thus did it become overfilled with being. 
Everywhere were unfinished creatures, crawling like :reptiles one over 
another in tilth and black darkness, crowding thickly together and tread-
ing each other, one spitting on another or doing other indecency, inso-
much that loud became their murmurings and lamentations, until many 
among them sought to escape, growing wiser and more manlike. 
THE FORTHCOMING FROM EARTH OF THE FOREMOST OF MEN. 
Then came among men and the beings, it is ·said, the wisest of wise 
men and the foremost, the all-sacred master, P6shaiyaIJk'ya, he who 
appeared in the waters below, even as did the_Sun-father in the wastes 
above, and who arose from the nethermost sea, and pitying men still, 
won upward, gaining by virtue of his (innate) wisdom-knowledge issu-
ance from that first world-womb through ways so dark and narrow that 
those who, seeing somewhat, crowded after, could not follow, so eager 
were they and so mightily did they strive with one another ! · Alone, 
then, he fared upward from · one womb (cave) to another out into the 
great breadth of daylight. There, the earth lay; like a vast island in 
the midst of the great waters, wet and unstable. And alone fared he 
forth dayward, seeking the Sun-father and supplicating him to deliver 
mankind and the creatures there below. 
THE BIRTH FROM THE SEA OF THE TWAIN DELIVERERS OF 
MEN. 
Then did the Sun-father take cgunsel within himself, and casting his 
glance downward espied, on the great waters, a Foam-cap near to the 
Earth-mother. With his beam he impregnated and with his heat 
incubated the Foam-cap, whereupon she gave birth to Uanam Achi 
Piahkoa, the Beloved Twain who descended· first U anam Ehkona. 
' ' • • I the Beloved Preceder, then Uanam Yaluna, the Beloved Follower 
Twin brothers of Light, yet Elder and Younger, the Right and th; 
Left, like to question and answer in deciding and doing. · To them the 
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Sun-father imparted, still retaining, control-thought and his own knowl-
edge-wisdom, even as to the offspring of wise parents their knowing-
ne i imparted and as to hi right hand and his left hand a skillful 
man gives craft freely surrendering not his knowledge. He gave them, 
of himself and their mother the Foam-cap, the great cloud-bow, and for 
arrows the thunderbolts of the four quarters (twain to either), and for 
buckler tlle fog-making shield, which (spun of the floating clouds and 
spray and woven, as of cotton we spin and weave) supports as on wind, 
yet hides (as a shadow hides) its bearer, defending also. And of men 
and all creatures he gave them the fathership and dominion, also as 
a man gives over the control of his work to the management of bis 
hand . Well instructed of the Sun-father, they lifted the Sky-father 
with their great cloud-bow into the vault of the high zenith, that the 
earth might become warm and thus fitter· for their children, men and 
the creatures. Then along the trail of the sun-seeking P6shaiyaIJk'ya, 
they sped backward swiftly on their floating fog-shield, westward to the 
Mountain of Generation. With their magic knives of the thunderbolt 
they pread open the uncleft depths of the mountain, and still on their 
cloud-shield-even as a spider in her·web descendeth-so descended 
they unerringly, into the dark of the-under-worid.. There they abode 
with men and the creature , attending them, coming to know . them, 
and becoming known of them as masters and fathers, thus seeking the 
way for leading them forth. 
THE BIRTH AND DELIVERY OF MEN AND THE CREATURES. 
ow there were growing thing in the depth , like grasses and crawl-
ing vine . So now the Beloved Twain breathed on the stems. of these 
gra es (growing tall1 as grass i wont to do toward the light, under 
the opening they had cleft and whereby they had descended), causing 
th m to increa e vastly and rapidly by gra ping and walking round 
and round them, twi ting tl\em upward until lo l they reach forth even 
into the light. And where ucce ively they grasped the sterns ridges 
w r form d and thumb-mark whence prang branching leaf-stems. 
Th r with th two formed a great ladder whereon men and the crea-
tur mi ht a c nd to th ·ond cave-floor, and thu not be violently 
d ·t din after-time by the thro of the Earth-mother, and thereby be 
mad demoniac and deformed. 
p tbi ladder, into the econd cave-world, men and the beings 
r wd 1, followi g lo ely the Two Little but Mighty Ones. Yet many 
f 11 ba ·l and, lo tin the darkne , p opled the under-worl<l., whence 
th y ,v r cl liv r din fter-tim amid terrible earth shakings, becoming 
th · m 11 , ·t r nd fi arfully trang b in°-. of old n time. Lo! in this 
c·on womb it a d rk.. i. th night fa tormy a on, but larger 
f , pac· au hi h r h n h d be n th fir t, becau e it was nearer the 
nay l of h ~ rth-m th r h n e nam d K'61in t buli (the mbilical-
omb, r th I 1 · f ta i n ). Her again men and the beings 
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increased and the clamor of their complainings grew loud and beseech-
ing. .Again the Two, augmenting the growth of the great ladder, guided 
them upward, this time not all at once, but in successive bands to 
become in time the fathers of the six kinds of men (the yellow, the tawny 
gray, the red, the white, the mingleq., and the black races), and with 
them the gods and creatures of them all. Yet this time also, as before, 
multitudes were lost or left behind. The third great cave-world, where-
unto men and the creatures had now ascended, being larger than the 
second and higher, was lighter; 1ike a valley in starlight, and named 
.A.wisho tehuli-the Vaginal-womb, or the Place of Sex-generation or 
Gestation. For here the various peoples and beings began to multi-
ply apart in kind one from another; and as the nations and tribes of 
men and the creatures thus waxed numerous as before, here, too, it 
became overfilled. .As before, generations of nations now were led out 
successively (yet many lost, also as hitherto) into the next and last 
world-cave, Tepahaian tehuli, the Ultimate-uncoverable, or the Womb 
of Parturition. 
Here it was light like the dawning, and men began to perceive and to 
learn variously according to their natures, wherefore the Twaiµ taught 
them to seek first of all our Sun-father, who would, they said, reveal to 
th6m wisdom and knowledge of the ways of life-wherein also they were 
instructing them as we do little children. Yet like the other cave-
worlds, this too became, after long time, filled with progeny; and finally, 
at periods, the Two led forth the nations of men and the kinds of being, 
into this great upper world, which is called Tek'ohaian ulahnane, or 
the World of Disseminated Light and Knowledge or Seeing. 
THE CONDITION OF MEN WHEN FIRST INTO THE WORLD OF 
DAYLIGHT BORN. 
Eight years made the span of four days and four nights when the 
world was new. It was while yet such days and nights continued that 
men were led forth, first in the night, that it might be well. For even 
when they saw the great star (m6yachun 'hlana), which since then is 
spoken of as the lying star (m6kwanosona), they thought it the Sun 
himself, so burned it their eyeballs! Men and the creatures were nearer 
alike then than now: black were our fathers the late born of creation, 
like the caves from which they came forth; cold and scaly their skins 
like those of_ mud-creatures; goggled their eyes like those of an owl; 
membranous their ears like those of cave-bats; webbed their feet like 
those of walkers in wet and soft places; and according as they were 
elder or younger, they had tails, longer or shorter. They crouched 
when they walked, often indeed, crawling along the ground like toads, 
lizards and newts; like infants who still fear to walk straight, they 
crouched, as before-time they had in their cave-worlds, that they might 
not stumble and fall, or come to hurt in the uncertain light thereof. .And· 
when the morning star rose they blinked excessively as they beheld its 
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brightness and cried out with many mouth-motionings that surely now 
the Father was coming; but it was only the elder of the Bright Ones, 
gone before with elder nations and with his shield of flame, heralding 
from afar ( as we herald with wet shell scales or crystals) the approach 
of the Sun-father! .And when, low down in the east the Sun-father 
himself appeared, what though shrouded in the midst of the great 
world waters, they were so blinded and heated by his light and glory 
that they cried out to one another in anguish and fell down wallowing 
and covering their eyes with their bare hands aud arms. Yet ever 
anew they looked afresh to the light and anew struggled toward the 
sun as moths and other night creatures seek the light of a camp fire; 
yea, and what though burned, seek ever anew that light! 
Thus ere long they became used to the light, and to this high world 
they had entered. Wherefore, when they arose and no longer walked 
bended, lo! it was then that they first looked full upon one another . 
and in horror of their filthier parts, strove to hide. these, even from one 
another, with girdles of bark and rushes; and when by thus walking 
only upon their hinder feet the same became bruised and sore, they 
ought to protect them with plaited soles (sandals) of yucca fiber. 
THE ORIGIN OF PRIESTS AND OF KNOWLEDGE. 
It wa thus, by much devising of ways, that men began to grow know-
ing in many things, and were instructed by what they saw, and so 
became wiser and better able to receive the words and gifts of their 
fathers and elder brothers, the. gods, Twain and others, and priests. 
For already masters-to-be were amongst them. Even in the dark of 
the under-worlds such had come to be; as had, indeed, the various 
kind of creatures-to-be, so these. And· according to their natures they 
had found and cherished things, and had been granted gifts by the gods; 
but a y t they knew not the meaning of their own powers and posses-
ion , even a children know not the meanings and right uses of the 
pr ciou or needful things given them; nay nor yet the functions of 
th ir ry pa.rts ! ow in the light of the Sun-father, persons became 
n from person , and these things from other things; and thus the 
p pl ·am to know their many fathers among men, to know them by 
them, Iv or by tbe pos e ions they ha,d. 
w th :fir t and mo t perfect of all these fathers among men after 
haiyal)k'ya wa anauluha,, wl10 brought up from the under-world 
at f th inn r o an, aud d of life-production and growiog 
hiu · in ourd ·h brou ht the e up, and al o things containing the 
f-d ing-p w r ." 
THE ORIGIN OF THE RA VEN AND THE MACAW, TOTEMS OF 
WINTER AND SUMMER. 
IT , h m arried ev r in hi hand a staff 
hich n w · · r d plum d and covered with feathers 
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of beautiful colors-yellow, blue-green, and red, white, black, and 
varied. Attached to it were shells and other potent contents of the 
under-world. When the people saw·all these things and the beauti-
ful baton, and heard the song-like tinkle of the sacred shells, they 
stretched forth their hands like little children and cried out, asking 
many questions. 
Yanauluha, and other priests (shiwanateuna) having been made 
wise by teaching of the masters of life (god-beings) with self-magic-
knowing (ya.m tsepan anikwanan), replied: "It is a staff of extension, 
wherewith to test the hearts and understandings of children." Then 
. he balanced it in his hand and struck with it a hard place and blew 
upon it. Amid the l)lumes appeared four round things, seeds of moving 
beings, mere eggs were they, two blue like the sky or turkis; two dun-
red like the flesh of tbe Earth-mother. 
Again the people cried out with wonder and ecstasy, and again asked 
they questions, many. 
"These be," said he who was named Yanauluha, "the seed of liv-
ing things; both the cherishers and annoyancers, of summer time; 
choose ye without greed which ye will have for to follow! For from 
one twain shall issue beings of beautiful plumage, colored like the 
verdure and fruitage of summer; and whither they fly and ye follow, 
shall be everlastingly manifest summer, and without toil, the pain 
whereof ye ken not, fields full fertile of food shall flourish there. And 
from the other twain shall issue beings evil, uncolored, black, piebald 
with white; and whither these two shall fly and ye follow, shall strive 
winter with summer; fields furnished only by labor such as ye wot not 
of shall ye find there, and contended for between their offspring and 
yours shall be the food-fruits thereof. 
"The blue! the blue!" cried the people, and those who were most 
ha-,ty and strongest strove for the blue eggs, leaving the other eggs 
for those who had waited. "See," said they as they carried them with 
much gentleness and laid them, as one would the new-born, in soft 
sand ou the sunny side of a cliff, watching them day by day," precious 
of color are these; surely then, of precious things they must be the 
seed!" And "Yea verily!" said they when the eggs cracked and 
worms issued, presently becoming birds with open eyes and with pin-
feathers under their skins, "Verily we chose with understanding, for see! 
yellow and blue, red and green are. their dresses, even seen through 
their skins!" So they fed the pair freely . of the food that men favor-
thus alas! cherishing their appetites for food of all kinds! But when 
their feathers appeared they were black with white bandings; for 
ravens were they! And they flew away mocking our fathers and 
croaking coarse laughs ! 
And the other eggs held by those who had waited and by their 
father Yanauluha, became gorgeous macaws and were wafted by 
him with a toss of his wand to the far southward summer-land. As 
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father, yet child of the macaw, he chose as the symbol and name of 
himself and a father of these his more deliberate children-those who 
had waited-the macaw and the kindred of the macaw, the Mula-kwe; 
wbil 't those who had chosen the mvens became the Ra,ven-people, 
or the Ka/ka-kwe. 
Thus first was our nation divided into the People of Winter and the 
People of Summer. Of the Winter those who chose the raven, who 
were many and strong; and of the Summer those who cherished the 
macaw, who were fewer and less lusty, yet of prudent understanding 
because more deliberate. Hence, Y anauluha their father, being wise, 
saw readily the light and ways of the Sun-father7 and being made 
partaker of his breath, thus became among men as the Sun-father is 
among tbe little moons of the sky; and speaker to and of the Sun-
father him :::;clf, keeper a.nd dispenser of precious things and command-
ments, P~kwi Shiwani Ehkona (and Earliest Priest of the Sun). He 
and his sister became also the seed of a,11 priests who pertain to 
the fidmost clan-line of the priest-fathers of the people themselves 
"masters of the house of houses." By him also, and his seed, were 
established and made good the priests-keepers of things. 
THE ORIGIN AND NAMING OF TOTEM-CLANS AND CREATURE 
KINDS, AND THE DIVISION AND NAMING OF SPACES AND 
THINGS. 
'Ihe Twain Beloved and priest fathers gathered in council for the 
nantiug aud election of mau-groups and creature-kinds (tanawe), 
pace , and thing, . Thus determined they that the creatures and 
thing of ummer an<l the southern space pertained to the Southern 
people,or Children of the Producing Earth-mother; and those of winter 
and nor c , to the Winter people, or Children of the Forcing or 
Qui ·k 'ath r. 
Of t 11 of Summer, Rome love<l and uuder,·tood most the 
un, h m the fathers of the un people (Ya/tok'ya-kwe). 
om 1 the water, and became the To~Ld people (Tak'ya-kwe), 
Turtle taa-kwe), 01· Frog people (TMc'yaiuna-kwe), who so. 
muC'h ater. Other' again lov d the seed of earth a11d 
b <' me f ee<l ('Iaat~m'hlauah-kwe), such as those of the 
Fir. t-<rr (P 1 tfta-kwe, 110w .Aiyaho-kw ), and of the Tobacco 
(An - e warmth and became the Fire or 
·din , then, to their natures and 
or of the Masters of Life~ they 
f Winter or the orth. They 
ding to their re emblances or 
ap (Ail) hi-kwe), Coyote people 
( (t • ·1- w ) · otb r a th Oralle peo-
pl • (rft' -hve) or rou e people (Poyi-
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kwe). In this wise it came to pass that the .Ashiwe were divided of 
old in such wise as are their children today, into anotiwe (clans or 
kinties) of brothers and sisters who may not marry one another, but 
from oue to another of kin. Yea, and as the Earth-mother had increased 
and kept within herself all beings, cherishing them apart from t heir 
father even after they came forth, so were these our mothers and sis-
ters made the keepers of the kin-names and of the seed thereof, nor 
may the children of each be cherished by any others of kin. 
· Now the Beloved Foremost Ones (Uan Ehkon Ateona) of these clans 
were prepared by instruction of the gods and the fathers of the house 
of houses and by being breathed of them (puak'yanapk'ya), whereby 
they became ashiwani or priests also, but only the priests of pos-
session, master keepers of sacred things and mysteries (tikitlapon 
amosi), each according to his nature of kinship. It was thus that 
the warmth-wanting (tek'yii'hlna shema) Badger-people were given 
the great shell (tsuiikeinan 'hlana), the heart or navel of which is 
potent or sensitive of fire, as .of the earthquake and the inner fire is 
the coiled navel of the Earth-mother. On the sunny sides of hills bur-
row the badgers, finding_ and dwelling amongst the dry roots whence 
is fire. Thus the '' Two Badgers" were made keepers of the sacred 
heart-shell ( suti' k'ili achi), makers and wardens of fire. So, too, 
were the Bear, Crane, and Grouse people given the muetone, or 
the contained seed-substance of hail, snow and new soil (for the bear 
sleeps, no longer guarding when winter comes, and with the returning 
crane, in the wake of the duck, comes winter in the trail of the 
white growing grouse). So, to the Toad and other water people, 
descended to them from Y anfmluha the k'yaetone, or the conta_ined 
seed-substance of water; and to the .Ataa-kwe, or All-seed-people, 
especially to the First-growing-grass people and the Tobacco people, 
was given of him also, the chuetone, or the contained seed-substance. 
of corn grains. 
THE ORIGIN OF THE COUNCILS OF SECRECY OR SACRED 
BROTHERHOODS. 
Now when the foremost ones of more than one of these kin clans pos-
sessed a contained or sacred seed-substance, they banded together, 
forming a society for the better use and keeping of its medicine and its 
secret (forbidden) mysteries, and for the guidance and care thereby 
of their especial children. Thus, leading ones of the Bear people, Crane 
people, and Grouse people became the 'Hleeta-kwe, or Bearers of the 
Ice-wands as they are sometimes called, whose prayers and powers 
bring winter, yet ward off its evils to the :flesh and fearsomeness to the 
soul. But at first, only four were the bands of priest-keepers of the 
mysteries: Shiwana-kwe, or the Priesthood of Priest people; Sania-
k'ya-kwe, or ~he Priesthood of the Hunt, who were of the Coyote, Eagle, 
and Deer km, Keepers of the Seed-substance of Game; Achiak'ya-
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kwe or the Great Knife people, makers and defenders of pathways for 
the people; and ewe-kwe, keepers of magic medicines and knowl-
edge invincible of poi on and other evil, whose first great father was 
Paiyatuma, God of Dew and the Dawn, himself. Out of these and 
of other clans were formed in later days by wisdom of the Father of 
Medicines and Rites (the great P6shaiyaIJk'ya, when he returned, all 
as is ·told in other talk of our olden speech) all other societies, both 
that of the Middle, and the Twain for each of all the other six regions 
(tem'halatekwiwe,) the Tabooed and Sacred Thirteen. But when all 
was new, men did not know the meanings of their possessions, or even 
of the commandments (haitoshnawe); even as children know not the 
prayers (te-usupenawe) . These they must first be taught, that in later 
days, when there is need therefor, they may know them and not be 
poor. 
THE UNRIPENESS AND INSTABILITY OF THE WORLD WHEN 
STILL YOUNG. 
As it was with men and the creatures, so with the world; it was 
young and unripe (lc'yaiyuna). Unstable its surface was, like that 
of a marsh; dank, even the high places, like the floor of a cavern, so 
that seeds dropped on it sprang forth, and even the substance of offal 
became growing things. 
Earthquake shook tlle world. and rent it. Beings of sorcery, 
demon and monsters of the under-world fled forth. Creatures turned 
fierce, becoming beast of prey, wherefore others turned timid, becom-
ing their quarry; wretchedne aud hunger abounded, black magic, 
war, and contention entered when fear did into the hearts of men and 
the creature . Yea, fear was everywhere among them, wherefore, 
ev rywhere tbe people, hugging in dread their precious possessions, 
be ·ame wanderers tb y, living on the seeds of grasses, eaters of dead 
and lain thin ! Yet till, they were guided by the Two Beloved, 
ever in the direction of th ea t, told and taught that tbey must seek, 
in th lirrht nd under the path way of the Suu, the middle of the 
world, over which I ne could they :find the earth stable, or rest them 
an<l. bid them in p a·-'. 
THE HARDENING OF THE WORLD, AND THE FIRST SETTLE-
MENT OF MEN. 
1 d for a tim , the people were bidden 
t of Sitting-place , which was named 
ing or elevation). Yet still poor and 
e children of men, still moist and 
abode in. till al o, great demons 
y forth in time of earthquake ( anu-
11 wander r and timid: creatures. 
c un 1 one with the other and with 
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the Sun-father, and instructed by him, the elder said to the younger, 
"Brother, behold ! 
That the earth be made safer for men, and more stable, 
Let us shelter the land where our children be resting, 
Yea! the depths and the valleys beyond shall be sheltered 
By the shade of our cloud-shield! Let us lay to its circle 
Our firebolts of thunder, aimed to all the four regions1 
Then smite with our arrowi; of lightning from under. 
Lo! the earth shall heave upward and downward with thunder! 
Lo! fire shall belch outward and burn the world over, 
And floods of hot water shall seethe sw.ift before it! 
Lo! smoke of earth-stenches shall blacken the daylight 
And deaden the senses of them else escaping 
And lessen the number of fierce preying monsters! 
That the earth be made safer for men, and more stable." 
"It were well," said the younger, ever eager, and forthwith they 
made ready as they bad between themselves devised. Then said the 
elder to the younger, 
"Wilt thou stand to the right, or shall!, younger brotherf" 
'' I will stand to the right!" said the younger, and stood there. 
To the left stood the elder and when all was ready, 
'Hluaa they let fly at the fire bolts, their arrows! 
Deep bellowed the earth, heaving upward and downward. 
"It is done," said the elder. "It is well," said the younger. 
Dreaa was the din and stir. The heights staggered and the moun-
tains reeled, the plains boomed and crackled under the floods and fires, 
and the high hollow-places, hugged of men and the creatures, were 
black and awful, so that these grew crazed with panic and strove alike 
to escape or to hide more deeply. But ere-while they grew deafened 
and .deadened, forgetful and asleep! A tree lighted of lightning bu·rns 
not long! Presently thick rain fell, quenching the :fires; and waters 
washed the face of the world, cutting deep trails from the heights 
downward, and scattering abroad the wrecks and corpses of stricken 
things and beings, or burying them deeply. _Lo! they are seen in the 
mountains to this day; and in the trails of those :fierce waters cool 
rivers now run, and where monsters perished lime of their bones 
(aluwe-calcareous nodules in malpais or volcanic tuff) we :find, and 
use in food stuff! Gigantic were they, for their forms little and great 
were often burned or shriveled and contorted. into stone. Seen are 
these, also, along the depths of the world. Where they huddled together 
and were blasted thus, their blood gushed forth and flowed deeply, here 
in rivers, there in floods; but it was charred and blistered and blackened 
by the :fires, into the black rocks of the lower mesas (apkwina, lava 
or malpais). There were vast plains of dust, ashes and cinders, 
reddened as is the mud of a hearth-place. There were great banks of 
clay and s01l burned to hardness-as clay is when baked in the kiln-
mound,-blackened, bleached or stained yellow, gray, red, or white, 
streaked and banded, bended or twisted. Worn and broken by 
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the heavings of the under-world and by the waters a11d breaths of the 
age , they are the mountain-terraces of the Earth-mother, "dividing 
country from country! 'J Yet many were the places behind and between 
the e-dark canyons, deep valleys, sunken plains-unharmed by the 
fires, where they swerved or rolled higher-as, close to the track of a 
forest-fire, green grow trees and grasses, and even flowers continue to 
bloom. Therein, and in the land sheltered by the shield, tarried the 
people, awakened, as from fearful dreams. Dry and more stable was 
the world now, less fearsome its lone places; since, changed to rock 
were so many monsters of prey (some shriveled to the size of insects; 
made precious as amulets for the hunter and warrior, as told in other 
talks of our ancient speech). 
THE BEGINNING OF THE SEARCH FOR THE MIDDLE OF THE 
WORLD, AND THE SECOND TARRYING OF MEN. 
But ever and anon the earth trembled anew in that time, and the 
people troubled. 
"Thus, being, it is not well," said the Two. "Let us again seek 
the Middle." So, they led their myriad~ far eastward and tarried them 
at Tesak'ya Yala (Place of nude mountains). 
THE LEARNING OF WAR, AND THE THIRD TARRYING. 
Yet soon again the world rumbled, and again they led the way 
into a country and place called Tamelan K'yaiyawan (Where tree 
bole stand in the midst of the waters). There the people abode for 
long, saying (poor people!) "This is the Middle!" Therefore they 
built home . .At times they met people who had gone before, thus 
learning much of way in war, for in the :fierceness that had entered 
their heart with fear, they deemed it not well, neither liked they to 
look upon trangers pea efully. nd many strange things also were 
learned and happen d there, that are told in other speeches of the 
ancient talk. 
Having fought and grown strong, lo! when at last the earth groaned 
and the con he . ounded warning, and the Twain bade them forth, 
for oth ! they murmured much, and many (foredoomed!), turned bead-
tr n and were left to peri h mi erably in their own houses as do 
rat in falling tr , or fli iu forbidd n food! 
THE MEETING OF THE PEOPLE OF DEW, AND THE FOURTH 
TARRYING. 
r company obediently forward, until at la t tlrny 
n K yaia ( mi t in the midst of the water.). 
v a they j , th moke of men's hearth-fire 
blage of h atter ov r the biUs before them! 
ame clo er n t lJ r in tho places, nor 
upon them O' er bile in their last tanding-
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place, had touch of war-but challenged them rudely, to know, for-
sooth, who they were and why there. 
THE GENERATION OF THE SEED OF SEEDS, OR THE ORIGIN OF 
CORN. 
''We are the People of Seed," said these strangers, replying to our 
fathers of old, '' born elder brothers of ye, and led of the gods!" 
"Nay," contended our fathers, "verily, we are led of the gods and 
of us are the Seed people and the substance of seed whereof our 
wise elders carry the potencie&." Whereupon they grew yet more 
angry, so dark were they of understanding! 
The people who called themselves "Of the Seed ,,:__who were none 
others than the" Drinkers of the Dew of Grasses "-bade them pause. 
"Behold ! " said they, "we have powers above yours, yet without your 
aid we can not exert them; even as the mothers of men may not be fer-
tile save of the fathers. .Ye are our younger brothers, for verily so are 
your People of Seed, and more precious · than they know, are they and 
their sacred keepings, ye-unwittingly, alack !-so boast of; even as 
we are more wise than ye are and in ourselves quickening withal, for · 
ye are, like virgins, unthinking, yet fertile. Now go to! Let us look 
peacefully upon one another. Do ye, therefore, try first your powers 
with the sacred things ye carry according as ye have been instructed 
or may best devise; then will we according to our knowledge of these 
things and our own practices try our powers with them also, showing 
forth our customs unto you." 
At last, after much wr.angling and council, the people agreed to this. 
And they set apart the time, eight days (as now days are numbered) 
wherein to make their preparations., which was well; for therefrom 
resulted to them great gain, yea, and the winning of these stranger 
villagers, and by wise and peaceful acts rather than by war and the 
impetuosity of right hands. In the borders of the plain in the midst 
of cedars (fuel furnishers of the food-maturing fire, these!) and under 
the shade of Hemlocks (Tree-goddesses of the food-growing water, 
these!) they encamped. And at the foot of the Hemlocks, facing 
the sunlight, they builded them of cedar boughs a great bower: like 
to it, only lesser, are those whence we watch and foster the ripening 
of our corn; for from their bower thus fashioned, our fathers and 
mothers, the priests and priest-matrons of old, watched and labored 
for the first birth of corn, and in tbiR wondrous wise, as young parents 
watch for the birth of their children, though not knowing of what kind 
or favor they will be, nevertheless expectantly of heart; and as we now 
watch the fulfilment of our harvests. 
S_o, the seed-priests and master-keepers of the possessions, and 
their fathers (those of the house of houses) fasted and intently con-
templated their sacred substances to divine the means thereof. And 
it seemed good to them to cut wands of the spaces, painting them 
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ignificantly and pluming them in various ways with the. feathers of 
the clouu aud rnmmer un-loving birds (Olowik'ya W6we Pekwi 
A hiwani), thinking thereby to waft the breath of their prayers and 
incantations (taught of the Surpassing Ones all in the new time of 
the world) and to show forth their meanings even so far as unto the 
ancient sitting spaces of those who first taught them. 
When all else was prepared, they made a shrine around their 1n1i-
etone ( or medicine seed of hail and soil) their lc'yaetone ( or medicine 
eed of the water and rain) and their chuetone (or medicine seed 
of grains) . And around these, and reaching out toward the Sun 
before them, they set their plumed wands of message. For the plain 
was dry and barren, and they wanted fresh soil by the hail torrents, 
moisture by the rain, and growth of seed-substance, that they might the 
better exhibit their powers to these strangers; if perchance, in response 
to their labors and beseechings, these things would be vouchsafed them. 
Therefore, that the meaning of their beseechings might be the more 
plain and sure of favor, certain ones of the sage priests, sought out and 
placed the largest and mo t beautifully colored grass seeds they could 
find among the stores of their way-farings, in the gourd with the chi'i-
etone, and then cut from branches of the easy growing cottonwood 
and willow, gleaned from the ways of water, goodly wands which they 
plumed and painted, like in color to each kind of seed they had selected; 
yellow, green, red, white, black, speckled> and mottled; one for each 
ide of the sacred gourd, one to be laid upon it, one to be laid under it, 
and one to be placed within it; and as soon as :finished, thus they dis-
po ed the wand . 
ow when night came, these master-priests took the chuetone-all 
retly, whil t the other were drow 'y-and carried it, with t.he 
plumed wand they had made, out into the plain, in front of the 
b wer. There they br athed into tlle e things the prayers and over 
th m of ly inton d the incantation which had been taught them 
in th new time of the world. Then they placed the f.huetone on 
th gr und of the plain and on ach Hide of it, by the light of the 
v n gr at , tar whi h were at that time ri ing bright above them, 
tb 1 ]ant d one f th plum d wand with the eeds of it color; 
:fir,·t th bri he t, 11 w with th yellow gra seeds, on the north; 
h nth blu with the gr n gra eed , on the we t; then the red 
i h th r d d to th ·outb, and the white with the white seeds to 
b t· ut th th r three plumed wand th y could not plant, one 
a v th h r b l w, and the la.·t within the gourd; so looking 
, the t, r: th aw h w· ha h y were t, four f them a though 
ar nnd g ird lik h ir o, n, and thr otb r. a though along 
h n 11 ! JI a! huki f ! ·aid th y. Ti a ign, mayhap, of 
k -fa h r. wh r up n h t a h of tb others in a line, 
h ·k n with i I : f black uear to th acred gourd 
h han 11 h ·kled on with it. p ttecl eed next, 
f nd th m ttled one with it 
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dappled seeds far out at the end of the handle, that it might (being 
of the colors of all the others) point out each of them, as it were, and 
lead them all! 
And when, on the morrow, the watchers saw the plumes standing 
there all beautiful in the plain, and asked who planted them, and for 
what, the priests replied, "Verily tney were planted in the night, while 
ye heedlessly drowsed, by the seven stars." Thereat the people, mis-
taking their meaning, exclaimed, " Behold! the seed wands of the stars 
themselves!" and they joyed in the omen that their prayers had been 
heard so far. And lo! during the eight days and nights there arose 
thick mists, hail and rain descended until torrents poured down from the 
mountains bringing new soil and spreading it evenly over the plain. 
And when on the morning of the ninth day the clouds rolled away, 
''Eluu!" shouted our fathers of the Seed kin to the stranger people; 
"Water and new soil bring we, where erst was barren hardness; yea, 
even grasses, tall and plumed as were our wands, and spiked with seed, 
for the grass seed had sprouted and the new wands taken root and 
grown~ and now had long feathery blades and tall, tasseled stems,_wav-
ing in the wind. 
"Yea, verily!" cried the People of the First-growing-grass ·kin 
(Aik'yaho-kwe), chief of the clans of Seed, "we are the People of 
the Seed!" 
But the strangers, heeding not their boastings, replied, " Yea, verily, · 
enough!, It is well! Truly water and new soil ye have brought, and 
grasses growing great therefrom, yet ye have not brought forth new 
life therefor of the flesh of men or the seed of seeds! Come now~ let 
us labor together, in order that what ye have begun may be perfected. 
New soil and the seed of its production, the seed of water, yea even 
the substance of seed itself we · had not, yet of the seed of seed we 
are verily the people, and our maidens are the mothers thereof, as ye 
shall see." 
Then. they, too, set apart eight days, during which to prepare for 
their custom, aml they further said, " That we may be perfect in the 
plenishing and generation of the seed of seeds, send us forth, O, ye 
comers, a youth of the kin of Water and of those who hold posses-
sion of the precious k'yaetone, which give unto ~s likewise, that we join 
it to the chuetone ye have placed in the midst of the growing plants, 
according to our understanding of its meaning and relation. And let 
the youth be goodly and perfect and whole of seed." 
Therefore the fathers of the people chose forth, it is said, Yapo-
tuluha, of the clans of Water, foster child of the great Sun-priest 
Yanauluha, and named of him. And into his hand they gave the 
k'yaetone and certain of their wands of worship, and sent him to 
the strangers glorious to look upon. Now there were in the village of 
the stranger Seed people seven maidens, sisters of one another, virgins 
of one house, and foster children of Paiyatuma (the God of Dew) him-
self. And they were surpassingly beautiful, insomuch so that they 
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were likened to the seven bright stars and are sung of in the songs of 
the Seed people and told of iu their stories. They, too, were chosen 
and breathed upon by all the fathers and matrons of the Seed, and 
with the youth Yapotuluha, instructed in the precious rites and incan-
tations of their custom. And during all the tiine of preparation rain 
fell as before, only gently and warm, and on the eighth day the matrons 
and fathers led the maidens and youth, all beautifully arrayed, down 
into the plain before the bower where watched the people and grew 
the grasses. .And there they danced and were breathed of the sacred 
medicine seeds. .All through the night backward and forward danced 
they to the song line of the elders, and in accordance therewith by 
the side of the growing _plants, motioning them upward with their 
magic wands and plumes, as we, with implements of husbandry, 
encourage the growth upward of the corn plants today. .As time 
went on, the matron of the dance led the youth and the first maiden 
apart, and they grasped, one on either side, the first plants, dancing 
around them, gently drawing them upward as they went, even as the 
Two Beloved had caused to grow the canes of the under-world. So 
also did the youth and each maiden in turn grasp the other plants in 
their turn, until all had grown to the tallness of themselves and were 
jointed where they had grasped them; yea, and leaved as with waving 
plume of the macaw himself. .And now, in the night, the keepers 
of the great shells (of the Badger kin), brought forth fire with their 
hand from roots, and kindled it in front of the bower toward the east, 
that it heat might take the place of the Sun and its light shine brightly 
ou the dancers, making their acts verily alive; and as the dawn 
approached, the youth and :first maiden were led apart as before by the 
Mother-making matron, and together embraced the first of the fuJi 
rown plant , and so, in turn, the youth and each of the other maidens 
embra ed the other plant . 
nd a· they embraced the fir t plant, the fire :flamed brightly, with 
the :fir. t catching aud :flu h of the wood, and yellow was its light; and 
a they mbraced the second plant, the :flames were burning smokily with 
th, full r ra ping of the wood, and blue was the light; and as they 
w r mbra ino- the third plant, the fire reached its fullness of mastery 
ov r th wood, and red wa. its light; and a they were embracing the 
:£ urth plan , the fire wa fumele and triumphant over the wood, and 
whit wa it. light; and a. they were embracing the fifth plant, the fire 
gav up it br ath in loud. of park , and treaked, of many colors, 
wa.· it Jicrbt; and a tb y wer mbracing the sixth plant, the fire 
w n d and 1 p , giving more h at, a 'twer , than light, thus somber 
a: th li ht, t, a. th y were mbra ing the eventh plant, it 
k u cl fr .·Ii , id h fir in th wind of the morning, and glowed 
. h lat fir of th wand r l' with a light f all the color . 
w wh nth d d.: wn cl 1 ! wh r th mid-per on of the youth 
h m id n h, d t u b d mo t unit dly and warmly tLe plants, 
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new parts appeared to the beholders, showing, through their cover-
ings, many colors, soft hair shrouding them, as if to make precious 
their beauty. 
Whilst the people still gazed at these, wondering, out from the East-
land came Paiyatuma and Tenatsali of the All-colored flowers (God 
of the Seasons), followed by Kwelele with bis flame-potent fire-wand. 
Paiyatuma touched the plants with the refreshing breath of his :fl.rite; 
Tenatsali with the :flesh-renewing breath of his flowers; Kwelele, with 
the ripening breath of his torch, whereby the new parts were hardened, 
some to fruitfulness; others, being too closely touched, burned to the 
very beat of generative warmth, unfruitful in itself, but fruitful mak-
ing! Then, as Paiyatuma waved his flute, lo! following Tenatsali, 
the maidens and the attendant Kwelele went forth and disappeared 
in the mist of the morning. As they vanished, Paiyatuma turned to 
where, full in the light of the rising sun, stood the seven plants. Lithe 
and tall stoo<l he there beside them like a far journeyer, and said to tbe 
awed watchers: 
Lo! ye children of men and the Mother, 
Ye Brothers of Seed, 
Elder, younger, 
Behold the seed plants of all seeds ! 
The grass-seeds ye planted, in secret, 
Were seen of the stars and the regions, 
Are shown in the forms of these tassels ! 
The plumes that ye planted beside them 
Were felt in the far away spaces, 
Are shown in the forms of their leaf-blades! 
But the seed that ye see growing from them, 
Is the gift of my seven bright maidens, 
The stars of the house of my children! 
Look well, that ye cherish their persons, 
Nor change ye the gift of their being,-
As fertile of flesh for all men 
To the bearing of children for men,-
Lest ye lose them, to seek them in vain! 
Be ye brothers ye people, and people; 
Be ye happy ye Priests of the Corn! 
Lo! the seed of all seed-plants is born! 
As the people eagerly looked, the mists of the morning were seen 
to be clearing away, and gone within them, even as his voice, was 
Paiyatuma! 
,rThanks this day," together said the fathers and their people, as 
they looked upon the plants before them, then at the stranger people. 
"Verily, ye are our elder brothers, and as children and sisters, yea as 
our very mothers, will we cherish thy maidens and the substance of 
their flesh!" 
"Yea," replied these other Seed people, "eating thereof, ye shall 
become in very truth our younger brothers! For even as the father 
bath said, these be the product of our liands joined with thine in labor, 
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and of our heart joined with thine in sa r >d thought." Then the an-
cient of the Peopl f De'i tood in place of Paiyatuma, and spake: 
B hold he fulfilment of work e begitn ! 
Ear fully gifted with fruitage of kernels 
By the warmth of our maidens 
ln embrace with your Rain youth; 
The seed of their per ons 
All wrapped in soft garments 
And draped with the hair 
Of their full gen.,ration; 
All proportioned and formed 
By the touch of the Dew God; 
Made complete and mature 
By the touch of the Time God; 
Ripened fully, as food, 
By the touch of the Fire God! 
First, yet last of them all 
I the plant of the MiddJe-
Wi th its seven-fol<l kernels 
An<l. b ues of the embers-
Is the corn of all regions, 
The 1-to-pa-nah-na-kwe ! 
Yet the earliest quickene<l 
By the eldest Corn maiden, 
Is the corn of the North land; 
Made yellow by fl.ame-light,-
The hue of the North sky 
Seen in winter or gloaming,-
Is tbe trong 'Hlup-tsi-kwa-kwe! 
Then the corn of the West land 
By the next si ter quickened, -
Made blue by the smoke-light,-
Is hued like the ocean 
Or 1:!hadows of evenino-,-
The rich 'Hlf-a-kwa-kwe ! 
xt, the corn of the outh land, 
By the third sister quickened, 
I red, like the flowers 
And frui tage of summer-
Mad o by the brand-light--
I the weet hf-k'ya-na-kwe! 
xt the ·orn of the East la.rnl 
The fourth sister quickened, 
Is white, like the milk 
, hich w drink fo the morning 
Of lifo; like the light 
Of th dawning ach morning-
fade o by full fire-light--
Is the pure K 6-h:t-kwa-kwe ! 
Text the corn of the Zenith, 
The fifth si ter quickenecl, 
I tr ak d lik the ky 
"\ ith the cloud ancl thP rainbow-
:Iad ob the, park-1ight-
I the hard K'u -chu-a-kwe ! 
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And next is the corn of 
The dark Lower regions 
The sixth sister quickened; 
Is black like the depth of 
The earth it emerged from-
Made so by the heat-light-
Is the soft Kwi-ni-kwa-kwe ! 
Last, as first, is the Mid-most, 
Quickened :first by the seventh 
Of all the Corn maidens; 
Bearing grains of each color-
Made so by the embers-
And seed of them all, 
Hence, the Tem-'hla-nah-na-k'ya, 
f-t9-pa-nah-na-kwe ! 
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Thus, of the substance of all flesh is the seed of seeds, Corn! And 
suited to all peoples and places; yet we, brothers younger are with ye, 
favored in the light, in that together we are its priests and keepers. 
Let us therefore love it and cherish it, as we cherish and love our 
women; and it shall be the giver of milk to the youthful and of flesh 
to the aged, as our women folk are the givers of life to our youth and 
the sustainers of life in our age; for of the mother-milk of the Beloved 
Maidens it is filled, and of their flesh the substance. Eating thereof, 
. thy youth shall grow strong and handsome, thy maidens beautiful and 
fruitful, even as are themselves, the Beloved Maidens, our mothers and 
thine!" 
"Be it well!:' said the fathers. ''Brothers younger to ye, let us 
indeed be, and let us, therefore, clasp the warm hands of brothers 
elder and brothers younger, making the words of the Father of Dawn 
true, in truth!" 
Then the ancient of the People of the Dew replied: 
It is well: brothers younger! 
Dwell in peace by our :firesides. 
Guard the seed of our maidens, 
Each kind as ye see it, 
Apart from the others. 
And by lovingly toiling, 
As by toiling and loving, 
l\fen win the full favor 
And hearts of their maidens, 
So, from year unto year 
Shall ye win by your watchiug, 
And power of beseeching, 
And care for the corn-flesh, 
The fayor and plenish 
Of our seven Corn maidens. 
They shall dance for the increase 
And strength of the corn-seed, 
Of each grain, making many-
Each grain that ye nourish 
With new soil and water! 
For long, ere ye found us, 
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\Y afar ought :£ r water, 
Drinkino- dew from our fath r, 
Lik d r, on the mountain ! 
And for long r ye found u 
Ye wandered in hunger 
eeking eed of the gra es, 
Like birds on the mesa . 
Thus, 'ti well, brothers younger, 
'rhat ye dwell by our :firesides! 
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Thu,, happily were our fathers joined to the People of the Dew, and 
the many hou es on the bills were now builded together in the plain 
where fir t grew the corn plants abundantly; being prepared year after 
year by the beautiful custom of the ever young maidens, and attended 
faithfully by the labors of the people and the vigils of their fathers. 
THE RENEWAL OF THE SEARCH FOR THE MIDDLE. 
When men had "almost forgotten the seeking of tbe Middle, the earth 
trembled anew, and the hells sounded warning. Murmuring sore 
when the Twain Beloved came and called them again, yet carrying 
what oever they could with them (more preciously than all things else 
ave their little ones, the J;eed of corn!), they and the people they had 
dwelt with journeyed on, seeking safety. For now, their kin were 
mingled; thus, their children were one people. Wheresoever they 
r t d, they builded them great houses of stone, all together, as may 
tm be seen. And in the plain' ever they bunt them bowers for the 
watching of the renewal and growth of the seeds of the corn. There-
fore, they never hungered whether journeying anon or sitting still. 
THE CHOOSING OF SEEKERS FOR SIGNS OF THE MIDDLE. 
ow with much of journeying the people came to grow weary with 
ever eeking for the Middle all together; along a single way, insomuch 
that increa ingly they murmured whenever they were summoned and 
mu,•t need be leaving their homes and accustomed ranging-places . 
... nd o th y fell to <levi ing amongst themselves, until at last it 
, m d go d to them to be ·endiug messengers forth in one direction 
a11d another, the ooner to feel out the better way, and find signs of the 
.i\li Idle: a , by dividing, a company of hunters the sooner find trace of 
th ir quarry. 
w there was a prie t f the people named Ka'wimosa ( of the Ka/ka 
ma t r-mak r or source), thus named because he it was who was to estab-
li ·h, all unwittincrly the most potent and good sacred dance (myth-
dr ma or Ka.'ka) a happen dafter this wi e: 
H had four son ( 'Ome say more) and a daughter. And his eldest 
on wa nam d K ak'lu, which ignifies, it is said, "Whensoever;" 
for h wa wi ·er of word and he under tanding thereof than all 
other · having Ii t ned to the ouncils of men with all beings, since 
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ever the inner beginning! So, when it was asked who of the precious 
ones (children of priest-fathers and priest-mothers) should journey 
northward, seeking to learn the distance thitherward to the great 
embracing waters, that the Middle might be the better surmised; nor 
said the Twain aught, as we say naught, to little children weary of a 
way that must, weary or nay, be accomplished! When this was 
asked, Ka'wimosa, the priest, bethought himself of his wise eldest 
son and said, "Here is he!" Thus K·yak'lu was summoned, and made 
ready with sacrifice presentations from all the priests to all the sur-
passing-ones for the great journey; and he departed. 
Long the people waited. But at last it was said, "Lost is our 
K'yak'lu ! For wise of words was he, but not wise of ways!" 
And the fathers, mourning, again called a council. Again, when it 
was inquired, Ka'wimosa the priest, bethought him, and cried, 
"Here!" and again were madA ready duly and sent forth messen-
gers, this time southward, the next younger brothers of K'yak'lu 
(.Anahohoatchi); for, said the father, they will guide one another 
if ye send twain. And of these, also, much is told in other talks of 
our ancient speech; but then, they too, lingered by the way. 
Once more a council was called, and again, when it w~s inquired, 
Ka'wimosa cried, ''Here!" and this time tlie youngest son, who was 
named Siweluhsiwa, because he was a long-haired youth of great 
beauty; and the daughter, who was named Siwiluhsitsa, because 
she was, a long-tressed maiden of beautiful person; they also were 
summoned and made ready duly and sent eastward. 
THE CHANGE-MAKING SIN OF THE BROTHER AND SISTER 
Far they journeyed, and as the day quickened they saw before them 
a distant high mountain. 
Let us hasten, 0, sister, my sister! 
Thou art weary with travel, my sister; 
We will rest in the shade of yon mountain. 
I will build you a bower of cedar, 
And seek in the cliffs for game-creatures; 
And you shall rest happily, sister. 
Thus spake he, for he loved his sister and her beauty. (Nay, but she 
was soft and beautiful!) 
And so, they hastened. When they reached the mountain. Si we-
luhsiwa built a bower of cedar branches under the shade of, a tree. 
Then he went forth to seek game. When, having captured some, he 
returned, his sister was sleeping in the bower; so he stepped softly, 
that he might not disturb her-for he loved his sister, and gently he 
sat himself down before her and leaned his chin on his hand to watch 
her. The wind softly blew to and fro, and she slept on; her white 
cotton mantle and garments were made light for the journey, and thus 
the wind played with them as it listed over her prostrate form. .As the 
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f h r, great r ban 
an kin m u for kin ! • • • 
'r, z <l wa 1 bid of a ·t· and t i. ter thus 
awak ued, fl d from him in loucl a.ffrigh , and then, in harne and bot 
au r turning, upbrai<l. d bim :fiercely. W udrou being wer they, 
m r than it i the lot of mer men in the e day to b , for th y were 
th childr u of Ka/wirno a the prie t and a prie tes -mother in the 
time of creation and newne . nd o, like to th urpa ~ ing one , 
they w re hlimnawiho, or changeable-by-will inclined; yea, and all 
thing er k'yaiyuna or formative, when the world wa new! Lo, 
now! Th refore, a he upbraided him, her eyes grew great and glar-
ing and her face potted and drawn. And he, as be heard and saw 
her, gr , dazed, and tood 8en, ele s before her, his head bowed, his 
eye red and wollen, his brow bent and burning. 
"Thou hamele s of men ! " cried the maiden. '' Know that thou shalt 
return to thy people never; nay, nor will I! Lo! I will make by mine 
tlle power a deep water dividing this mountain! Alone on one side 
halt thou dwell, alone on the other dwell I! I will draw a line, and 
mak a wift water between the day-land and the night-land, between 
all ur people and u, ! " She tamped with her sandal as she spake, and 
deep was the mark thereof; for the mountain was hollow and resound-
ing. Then he ran headlong down to the westward end of the moun-
tain and drew her foot along the ·ands from the south to the northward, 
and deep was the gully she made. And the brother, seeing her flee, 
rau after her calling hoar ely. But now, as he neared her, he stopped 
and tared; and forthwith grew crazed more than ever; but with anguish 
and frio-ht thi time, at her rao-e and distortion. As she turned agi:i,in 
b k, h threw hi arm aloft, and beat his head and temples and tore 
away hi bair and garments and clutched his eyes n,nd mouth wildly, 
until great welt. and knob too<l. out on his bead; hii:i eyes puffed and 
oo-gl d hi lip blubbered and puckered; tears and sweat with wet 
blo db drenched hi whole per on, and be ca t him elf headlong aml 
r 11 din the lu t until coated with the dun earth of that plain. And 
wh u he tagg r d to hi feet, the red soil adhered to him as skin 
.cl v . to fl h a11d hi ugline hardened. 
Th maid n tar d in wild terror at what she had wrought! And 
n w h too, wa filled with angui h and shrieked aloud, tossing her 
arm nd ru hing bitb r and thither, and o great was her grief aud 
p ir hat h r hair all whiten d. Lo! now he lamented plaintively 
and piti d h r brother, for she thought-woman-like!-"But he loved 
m ! ·he tenderly yearned for him now, and ran toward him. 
ain h 1 oked at h r for he wa crazed, and when he saw her close 
a hand tr n e 1 oking and ugly, he laughed aloud, and coarsely, 
u an n to d , til1, with hi hands cla ped in front of him and his 
h d b w d befor him dazed! When he laughed, she too laughed; 
, hen h a ·ilent and bowed, she cried and besought him. Thus it 
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was with t hem ever after in those days. They talked loudly to each 
other; they laughed or they cried. Now they were like silly children, 
playing on the ground; anon they were wise as the priests and high 
beings, and harangued as parents to children and leaders to people. 
The marks in the mountain and sands sank farther and farther; for 
much the earth shuddered as was wont in those days. And thus the 
mount ain was sundered in twain and waters welled up in the midway. 
The fur row iu the sands ran deeper and deeper and swifter and swifter 
with gathering water. In to the nether mountain the pair fled-not 
apart-but together, distraught. Ceaselessly echoed their gibberish 
and cries across the wide water and from one mountain side to the 
other. Thenceforth, together they dwelt in the caves of the place they 
had chosen, forgetful of the fa.ces of men anrl recking naught of their 
own ugly condition! 
THE BIRTH OF THE OLD-ONES OR ANCIENTS OF THE KA'KA. 
In time there were born to these twain, twelve children. Nay, neither 
man-children nor woman-children they! For look now! The first, was 
a woman in fulness of contour, but a man in stature and brawn. From 
the mingling of too much seed in one kind, comes the two-fold one kind, 
'hlahmon, being man and woman combined-even as from a kernel 
of corn with two hearts, ripens an ear that is neither one kind nor the 
· other , but both! Yet not all ill was this .first child; because she was born 
of love- what though crazed !-ere her parents were changed; thus she 
partook not of their distortions.- Not so with her brothers; in sem-
blance of males, yet like boys, the fruit of sex was not in them! For the 
fruit of mere lust comes to naught, even as corn, self. sown out of 
season, ripens not. For· their parents, being changed to hideousness, 
abode together witlessly and consorted idly or in passion not quick-
ened of favor to the eye or the heart. And lo! like to their father 
were his later children, but varied as his moods; for then, as now, what 
the mother looked most on while withholding them, thus wise were they 
formed as clay by the thought of the potter; wherefore we cherish our 
matrons and reveal not to them the evil dramas neither the slaughtered 
nor hamstrung game lest their children be weakly or go maimed. Thus 
they were strapping louts, but dun-colored and marked with the welts of 
their father. Silly were they, yet wise as the gods and high priests; 
for as simpletons and the crazed speak from the things seen of the 
instant, ut t ering belike wise words and prophecy, so spake they, and 
became the attendants and fosterers, yet the sages and interpreters, of 
the ancient of dance-dramas or the Ka/ka. 
Named are they, not with the names of men, but with names of mis-
meaning, for t here is Pekwina, Priest-speaker of the Sun. Meditative 
is he, even in the quick of day, after the fashion of his father when 
shamed, saying little save rarely, and then as irrelevantly as the 
veriest child or dotard. 
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i an w u ger 
f f Invi · · ity). Ile 
·1 blue 1- qu b. 
ar he h hi h •ad 
ill ink him lf quite out 
i co n · a though it were as 
outer), ho do little but laugh and look 
bla ot; and hi you1w r broth r, a'hla hi (.Aged 
Bn · tb m all, and what with having grieved 
and 11 out (when bi younger brother wa ap-
tur oi K yamak'ya-kwe or Snail Ka/ka of the 
u ei horned toad· yet he i a fri ky a a 
faw1 "k y a, and bawl' a,• lu tily a a small boy 
pl 
hon · 
It (the Glum or ggrieved), mourned al ' O 
r, as tol n by the Ka'ka, too, until hi eyes 
·u happ d to protru ion; but nathless 
ul and ever a ready iude d a the mo t complai-
cklin ) and T a'hUi hi (Old-youtll), tb youngest, 
y imp rt ut of the nine, alway advisiug others 
ik a oung prie in his :fir t clan e, or like unto the 
r mad too ag d-thinking and elf-notioned with early 
b fath r , tand daz d, with his head bowed and his 
before him or lik to broken bow hanging by his sides, 
romp and play (a,• he and hi i~ter aid when turned 
erily are lik to idi t , or to dotard and crones turned 
icon. taut a lauo-hter, startled to new thought by every 
mnd th m · but in the pr ence of the Ka'ka of old, 
t though o uncouth. .And they are the oracles of 
f d p m aning. ; wherefore they are called the 
ndm n of the Ka'ka or acred drama-dance) ; and 
even by the Father of the P ople, a the A 'hlasbi 
the n ient ·). nd mo t preciou in the ight of 
1 n ar tb y ! But for their birth and the manner 
d that all had been different; for from it many things 
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came to be as they are, alike for men and gods and even the souls of 
the dead! 
THE RENEWAL OF l'HE GREAT JOURNEY, AND THE SUNDERING 
OF THE TRIBES OF MEN. 
There came a time when the people for whom Siwelubsiwa and 
Siwiluhsitsa had gone to seek the way, could tarry no longer await-
ing them; for, bearing the earth rumble, the Twain .Beloved and their 
Warrior-leaders of the Knife summoned the tribes forth to journey again. 
Now in these days the people had grown so vast of number that no 
longer could they journey together; but in great companies they trav-
eled; like herds of bison severed when too numerous for the grass of a 
single plain. The Bearers of the Ice-wands and the Ancient Brother-
hood of the Knife led the clans of the Bear, the Crane, the Grouse 
and others of the People of Winter (yea and in small part others too), 
through the northernmost valleys, carrying ever in their midst the 
precious muetone. The Fathers of the People, Keepers of the seed, 
and the Ancient Brotherhood of Priests led the clans of the Macaw 
and other Summer people ( and in part others still) through the middle 
valleys, carrying ever in their midst the precious lc'aetone. They, 
being deliberate and wise, sought rather in the pathway between the 
northward and the southward for the place of the Middle. 
The Seed-fathers of the Seed-kin, the Keepers of Fire, and the Ancient 
Brotherhood of Paiyatuma (Newe-kwe) led the All-seed clans, the Sun, 
Badger and other Summer people (not of the Midmost), through the 
southern valleys, carrying ever in their midst the precious chuetone. 
Leading them all, whether through the northern ways, through the 
middle ways, or through the southern ways, now here, now there, were 
the Two Beloved ones, and with them their Warriors of the Knife. 
Now although those who went by the northern way were• called the 
Bear and Crane father-people, yet with theni went some of all the clans, 
as the Parrot-macaws of the Middle, and the Yellow-corn ones of the 
Southern people. 
And although the People of the Middle way were called the Macaw 
father-people, yet with them went Bear and Crane people of the north, 
nevertheless, (a few) and Seed people of the south, also (a tew) those 
of the White Corn. 
And although the people of the southern way were called the All-seed 
father-people, yet with them went a few of both the northern and the 
middle ways. And this was well! That even though any one of these 
bands migbt hap to be divided through wildness of the way or stress 
of war, they nathless might retain, each of them, the seed· of all the 
kin-lines. Moreover, this of itself speedily came to be, through the 
mingling of the clans from one to another in the strands of marriage. 
And although thus apart the peoples journeyed, descending from 
the westward the valleys toward north and toward south, like gather-
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r am fr ma wide rain- torm, yet al o like rain- tream gather-
r , t riv r or lagoon, o they came together and thu abode 
a on of r t. trong and impetuous, the Bear kindred on the 
n b nd w re the fir t to move and farthe t to jJ)urney; on the other 
fomd th e 1 kindred led the way; wherea , the heart of them all of 
th Ia aw kindr d, deliberately (as was their custom) pursued the 
mid<ll cour of the Sun-father. 
In uch order, then, they came, in time, within sight of the· great 
divid cl mountain of the Ka'yema hi. Seeing smoke and mist rising 
th r from, they all one after ~nother, hastened thither. The Bear · 
p ople were fir t to approach, and great was their dismay when, on 
de, ending iuto the plain, they beheld a broad river, flowing, not as 
otb r water were wont to flow in that land, from east to west, but 
traight aero their pathway, from toward the south, northward. 
nd lo! on the farther ide were the mysterious mountains they sought, 
but between them rolled wiftly these wide turbid waters, red with the 
oil of tho e plain . 
THE ORIGIN OF DEATH BY DYING, AND THE ABODE OF SOULS 
AND THE KA'KA. 
Not for long did the impetuous fathers of the Bear and Crane delib-
erate. ay I Straightway they strode into the stream and feeling forth 
with their feet that it e'en might be forded-for so red were its waters 
that no footing could be seen through them,-they led the way across; 
yet great was their fearfulness withal; for, full soon, as they watched 
the water moving under their very eyes, strange chills did pervade them, 
a though they were themselves changing in being to creatures mov-
ing and having being in the waters; even as still may be felt in the 
giddine which besets t~ose who, in the midst of troubled or passing 
wat r gaie long into them. Nathless, they won their way steadfastly 
to th farther shore. But the poor women who, following closely with 
th little children on their backs, were more aya"we (tender, suscep-
tibl ) becam witle ly crazed with these dread fear-feelings of the 
water wherefore, the little ones to whom they clung but the more 
l ly, b ing k'yaiyuna and all unripe, were instantly changed by the 
terr r. They turned cold, then colder; they grew scaly, fuller webbed 
and harp lawed of hand and feet, longer of tail too, as if for swimming 
and uidan e in unquiet waters. Lo! They felt of a sudden to the 
m th r that bore them, a the feel of dead things; and, wriggling, 
cratcb d their bare boulders until, hrieking wildly, these mothers let 
g all hold on hem and were even fain to hake them off-fleeing from 
them in terror. Thu multitude of them fell into the swift waters, 
iling hrilly and plaintively, a even still it may be said they are 
heard to cry at night time in those lone waters. For, no sooner did 
h fall b low the urge than they floated and swam away, still 
ryiu -changed verily, now, even in bodily form; for, according to 
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their several totems, some became like to the lizard (rnik'yaiya'hli), 
chameleon (semaiyak'ya), and newt (tewashi); others like to the frog 
(tak'aiyuna), toad (tak'ya), and turtle (etawa). But their souls 
(top'ha'ina, 'other-being or in-being'), what with the sense of falling, 
still falling, sank down through the waters, as water itself, being 
started, sinks down through the sands into the depths below. There, 
under the lagoon of the hollow mountain where it was erstwhile cleft 
in twain by the angry maiden-sister Si.wiluhsitsa as before told, dwelt, 
in their seasons, the soul-beings of ancient men of war and violent death. 
There were the towns for the ':finished' or dead, Hapanawan or the 
Abode of Ghosts; there also, the great pueblo (city) of the Ka/ka, 
Ka' 'hluelawan, the town of many towns wherein stood forever the 
great assembly house or' ghosts, Ahapaa,wa Kiwitsinan'blana, the 
kiva which contains the six great chambers in the midst of which sit, 
at times of gathering in council, the god-priests of all the Ka'ka exer-
cising the newly dead in the Ka'k'okshi or dance of good, and receiv-
ing from them the offerings and messages of mortal men to the immortal 
ones. 
Now, when the little ones sank, still sank, seeing naught, the lights 
of the spirit dancers began to break upon them, and they became, as 
be the ancients, 'hlimna, and were numbered with them. And so, 
being received into the midst of the undying ancients, lo! these little 
ones thus made the way of dying and the path of the dead; for 
whither they led, in that olden time, others, fain to seek them (inso-
much that they died), followed; and yet others followed these; and so 
it has continued to be even unto this day. 
But the mothers, still crying, knew not this-knew not that their 
children had returned unharmed into the world whence even themselves 
bad come and whither they too needs now must go, constrained thither 
by the yearnings of their own hearts in the time of mourning. Loudly, 
still, they wailed, on the farther shore of the river. 
THE LOSS OF THE GREAT SOUTHERN CLANS. 
The Seed clans arrived, and strove to cross the waters, but as it had 
chanced to the others so befel it all dismally with them, until loud be-
came the commotion and multitudes of those behind, nearing-even 
many of the Midmost clans-turned and fled afar southward along the 
bank, seeking a better crossing; fled so far that they were lost to 
sight speedily and strayed never to return! 
Nay, they became the fathers and mothers of our Lost Others-lost 
ever since that time. 
THE SAVING OF THE FATHER-CLANS. 
Lo ! as the people were crying aloud and tossing their hands aloft and 
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- oundin n<l ur bad th m c a · from their 
yinu-
ok now, ye faithle and witle ! 
'fh mother who love not their offspring 
And h ri h them not hrough all danger, 
fo tloae them an n, a he woodt>ird, 
'\ ho sit not her n t, doth her broocllinga ! 
Fear not, but cleave fa t to your children 
Though they strange-turn and frightful of seeming! 
'Tia the mao-ic of water, and wildness 
f heart, and will pass (as men's laughter 
Doth pass when the joy-thought is sobered), 
As ye win your way forth from the waters. 
Thu ·pake they, and continued speaking; whereupon the people 
who w re yet left, took heart, even the women, and stayed their 
thought , linging toutly to their little ones as they fared through the 
water , what though the terror and hurt was sore. Thus passed they 
all afely over, and-even as bad been said-as they won their way up 
from the wat r ancl at them down to rest on the farther shore below 
tbe mountains, lo! the little ones· grew warm an,l right again. But 
n ver were the thought of womenkind beguiled wholly from that har-
. rowing journey. Wherefore they be timid of deep places, startled (as is 
th voic of aves el by any shrillness of sound) and witless-driven by 
th i ht of reptil -er ature . Lo'! and so their anxieties are like to 
pre them elv on the unripe and · forming children of their bowels. 
Wherefore, al , we guard their eyes from all weird-seeming things 
wh n th y be with child .. 
THE A WAITING OF THE LOST CLANS. 
Now, wb n the people were rested a11d the children righted, they 
ar and jouru yed into the plain to the ea, t of the two mountains 
and th r at ,vat r b twe n them. Thence they turned them north-
ward t the ,·nnri e lop s of the uppermo ·t of the mountains. There 
th y ncamp d, m urning f r their lo t children and awaiting the 
p r hanc , of tho e who had fled away. 
THB STRAYING OF K'YAK'LU, AND HIS PLAINT TO THE_ WATER-
FOWL. 
, 11 thi time K'yak'lu the all-hearing and wise of speech, 
· eying afar in the north land of cold and white 
h , for lo! aJl the world he wandered in now 
w tliat Ii s pread forth there forever. Cold 
face b cam wan, and white from the frozen 
ng withal, white a become all creatures who 
· ght and dreary of heart was he, so lost by 
wa he, that b wept, continually wept and 
ar cour ing clown hi cheeks stained them 
e wrinkle th r of (a may be seen on his face 
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to this day when in due season he reappears), and be died of heart and 
thence became transformed (i'hlimnakna) last ingly as are the gods. 
Yea, and his lips became splayed with continual calling, and his voice 
grew shrill and dry-sounding, like to the voices of far-flying water-
fowl. As he cried, wandering all blindly hither and thither, these, 
water-birds, hearing, flocked around him in m1mbers and curiously 
peered at him, turning their heads from side to side and ever approach-
ing nearer, all the while calling one to another. 
Behold! when he heard them calling, their meanings were plain to 
him, wise as he was of all speeches! Yet still he lamented aloud, for 
none told him the way to his country and people. 
HOW THE DUCK, HEARING, WAS FAIN TO GUIDE K'YAK'LU. 
Now, when the Duck beard his cry, lo! it was so like to her own 
that she came closer by than any, answering loudly. And when they 
were thus come near to each other, much related appeared they, strange 
as that may seem. Forasmuch as he was of all times the listener and 
speaker, and therein wisest of all men, so was she of all regions the 
traveler and searcher, knowing all ways, whether above or below the 
· waters, whether in the north, the west, the south, or the east, and 
therein was the most knowing of all creatures. Thus the wisdom (y1i-
yananak'ya) of the one comprehended (aiyuhetok'ya) the knowledge 
(dnikwanak'ya) of the other, and K'yak'ln in the midst of his lamenta-
tions besought counsel and guidance, crying-
Ha-na-ha ! ha-na-ha ! a-h ah-hua ! 
O, grandmother! Where am I stra,ying 
So far from my country an d peoplef 
All speeches I know, ofmy sitting 
In councils of men and the beings, 
Since first in the dep t hs t hey had being! 
But of far ways, alas ! I am kenless ! 
Ha-na-ha ! ha-na-ha ! a-h ah-hua ! 
The mountains are white, and t h e valleys; 
All plains are like others i n whiteness; 
And even the light of our father 
The Sun, as he rises and p asses, 
Makes all ways more hidden of whiteness ! 
For in brightness my eyes see but darkness-
And in darkness all w ays are bewildereu ! 
Ha-na-ha ! ha-na-ha ! a-hah -hua ! 
In the winds, lo ! I h ear the directions; 
But the winds speak the ways of all r egions, 
Of the north and the west and the south ward, 
Of the east and of upward and downward, 
They tell not the way to the Middle! 
They tell not the way to my people! 
Ha-na-ha ! ha-na-ha ! a-hah-hua ! 
"Hold, my child, my father," said the Duck. "Think no longer sad 
thoughts. Though thou be blrnd, yet thou hearest all as I see all. Give 
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irdJ , nd pla e them on my 
ba , ma with my eein · if o be 
h h arin ra 'P , n l 11 l l firmly my trail. For look, now ! 
by uutr nd h wa, hith r w 11 I know, for I go that way each 
ar l adi110- he wild · o aud th crane, who flee thither as winter 
f 11 w . ' 
nd th K yak'lu pla ed hi talking hells on the neck of the Duck, 
and in her be, k plac cl the inging hell , which ever in his speakings 
and Ii tening K yak'Ju had been wont to wear at hi girdle; and albeit 
p infnlly and Jamel , yet he did follow the ound she made with these 
h 11 , perching lightly on his earching out tretched hand, and did all 
t lowly follow her wift flight from place to place wherein she, anon, 
goin<>' for h would await him and urge hiw, ducking her head that the 
11 11 might call loudly, and dipping her beak that they might summon 
hi ear a the hand ummons the eyes. By and by they came to the 
uutry of thick rain and mi t on the borders of the Snow World, 
and pa d from water to water, until at last, lo! wider waters lay in 
tbeir way. Iu vain the Duck called and jingled her shells from over 
h mid t f them, K'yak'lu could not follow. A.ll maimed was he; 
nor could h wim or fly as could the Duck. 
HOW THE RAINBOW-WORM BORE K'YAK'LU TO THE PLAIN 
OF KA"HLUELANE. 
ow tbe Rainb w-worm wa near, in that land of mists and waters. 
n l when heh ard the acred ounds of the hells he listened. ''Ha! 
tb e be my grand •hildr n, and precious be they, for they call one to 
th oth r with helJ of the great world-encircling waters," said he; 
and o, with one m a ure of his length, he placed himseif 11igh them, 
aying-
Why mourn ye grandchildren, why mourn yef 
ive me plum s of the pace , grandchildren, 
That r la.ted I lJe to the regions, 
That uplift d I be to tho cloud-heights, 
That my footst p be ountries and countries; 
o I bear ye full swift on my shonlders 
To the plac of thy people and country. 
K'y~ik'lu took of hi plume-wands the lightest and choicest; and the 
Duk · im her twoi:,trongpinion-feather,•thathemightpendant 
th making th m far reaching and far. eeing. A.nd the 
Hain him elf and toop d nigh to them whilst K'yak'lu, 
a plum , appr ached him and fa:stened them to his 
r · h bent bead, all white and glistening 'wet, 
. a not turuing to one ide nor to the 
dow gleamed full brightly on his fore-
n a the great ky it elf gleams little 
in ame painted thereon, and i hlimna. 
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'' Thanks this day!" said the. Rainbow. "Mount, now, on my shoul-
ders, grandson ! " 
The Rainbow unbent himself lower that K'yak'lu might mount; then 
he arched himself high amidst the clouds, bearing K'yak'lu upward as 
in the breath a mote is borne, and the Duck spread her wings in flight 
toward the south. Thitherward, like an arrow, the Rainbow-worm 
straightened himself forward and followed until his face looked into 
the Lake of the Ancients, the mists whereof were to him breath and 
substance. 
And there in the plain to the north of Ka"hluelane, K'yak'hi 
descended even ere the sun was · fully entered, and while yet it was 
light, the Rainbow betook himself swiftly back. 
But alas! K'yak'lu was weary· and lame. He could not journey 
farther, but sat himself down to rest and ponder the way. 
THE TARRYING OF K•YAK'LU IN THE PLAIN, AND HIS DISMAY. 
Now, as he sat there, all silent, came across the plains the shouts 
and harangues of the Ka'yemashi as they called loudly to one another, 
telling, like children, of the people who had but then forded the wide 
river, and passed on to the eastward "with su9h great ado," said they. 
For the children of the Twain knew not yet the people of their parents, 
nor did their parents tell them aught, save to bid them hide in the 
mountains; for they willed not that their shame be made known 
whilE,t the hearts of their erstwhile people were so sore with anguish. 
And as K'yak'lu, the wonderful hearer, lifted his head and signed to 
the Duck, forthwith knowing from the talk of the Ka'yemashi who 
they were and what had chanced to their parents, his own brother and 
sister, and all the evils that had befallen his people by the sin and 
change-makings of these two. Lo! the strength of his heart wasted as 
he bowed him down again in the plain, alone, blinded of sight, wearied 
and lamed, and now from very sadness blinded even of thought withal, 
now that he learned of the woes which the two, his own brother and 
sister, had wrought upon all of the people. The Duck, long waiting, at 
last shook her shells and called to him. He heard not, or hearing gave 
no heed, but sat, like one bereft of aU thinking, lamenting the deeds 
of his brother and sister and the woes of his people. 
HOW THE DUCK FOUND THE LAKE OF THE DEAD AND THE GODS 
OF THE KA.'KA.. 
The Duck thereupon fled away toward the mountain whence issued 
the garrulous talking, and thence beyond, spying water, to the lake in 
its hollow. There she swam to and fro, this way and that, up and down, 
loudly quacking and calling. Lo! the lights of the Kiwifa,in of the 
Ka'ka began to gleam in the waters, and as she gazed she beheld, rising 
from them, snout foremost, like one of her own kind, the S;1lamopia 
of the north, whom the gods of the .Ka'ka, the noble and surpassing 
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bli wa had di patched to bid the Duck 
wh t ver m age sh might bear. 
into the great a. sembly hall . There 
had mad , of her finding and leading 
yak'lu at blind of eyes, maimed and 
g, the plaill beyond the mountains. 
HOW THE GODS OF THE KA.'K.A COUNSELLED THE DUCK. 
" a him know w well ! replied the gods. "Of our sacred breath 
br athed hi father and hi mother when days were new and of us 
hall be numbered they, when time is full. Lo! therefore because 
changed viol ntly of hi grief and sore hardships whilst yet but 
k'yaiyuna, he hath become 'hlimna, and yet unchanging, since fin-
i h d o; yea, and unceasing, as one of ourselves, thus shall he remain. 
True al o i this, of his brother and sister who dwell with their 
nncouth offi pring in the mountain bard by. Go upward, now, and 
wi h thy tinkling shells entice these children to the lake shore. 
Loudly will they talk of the marvel as in their wilder moments they 
ever talk of anything new to hap. .And they will give no peace to the 
old on until the e come down also to see thee! Thou wearest the 
sa r d h Us and strands of K'yak'lu wherewith he was ever wont to 
count hi ' talk in other days when days were new to men. When 
tb e th y e, lo! in taut grave will become they and listen to thy 
wor , f r tb y will know the things they watched him wear and 
cov t d wh u th y were still little, all in the days that were new to 
men. id them make forthwith of poles and reeds, a litter, and bear it 
away, th father of th ·rn all with his children (nay not the sister-
m ther, to or hurt the love of a brother el<l.P.st for a sister youngest, 
wh refore o :pfciably he mourneth even now) to where, in the far 
plail1, 'yiik'lu it o mourniug. id them greet him, and bring him 
h n ·e. Th y may n tenter, but they may point the way and tell him 
h , , f arl ly, t win into onr pre ence, for as one even of ourselves 
i h b me; y a, and th y al o, save that they stayed themselves for 
th a('J' , mid way 1 twixt the Ii vin g and the dead, by their own rash 
a t did th y tay them elve so, wherefore it i · become their office to 
p int th way of the again living to the newly dead, for aye. Tell 
tb gr nd hild, hy father withal, K'yak'lu, to mourn not any- longer, 
n ith r tarry, nt to get him traightway hither, that he may learn from 
u f hi. ple of the meaning. of pa t times, and of how it shall be 
in tim : t ·ome. 
HOW BY BEHEST OF THE DUCK THE KA'YEMASHI SOUGHT 
K'YAK'LU TO CONVEY HIM TO THE LAKE OF THE DEAD. 
vn 
and all a 
Du k a bidd n, ven so did tbe Ka/yemi:i,sbi, one 
aid they would do a the Duck bade them~ and 
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ere the morning came, they with a litter went, singing a quaint and 
pleasant song, adown the northern plain, bearing their litter. And 
when they found the K'yak'lu, lo! he looked upon them in the star-
light and wept; but their father, he who had been the glorious Siwe-
luhsiwa, his youngest brother, stood over him and chanted the sooth-
ing yet sad dirge-rite, and he, too, wept and bowed his head; but 
presently he lifted his face and, as a gleeful child, his children joining, 
cajoled the silent K'yak'lu to sit him down 'in the great soft litter they 
did bear for him. 
HOW THE K.A. 'YEMASHI BORE K'YAK'LU TO THE COUNCIL OF 
THE GODS. 
Then lifting it on their shoulders, t,hey bore it lightly, singing loudly 
as they went, to the shores of the deep black lake, where gleamedfrom 
the middle the lights of the dead. 
Uprose at this point, the Salamopia Tem'hlanahna or of all the 
six regions, led by the leader of them all and taking K'yak'lu on .their 
shoulders, they in turn bore him out over the water to the magic lad-
der of rushes and canes which reared itself high out of the water; 
and K'yak'lu, scattering sacred prayer-meal before him, stepped 
down the way, slowly, like a blind man, descending a skyhole. No 
sooner had be taken four steps than the ladder lowered into the deep; 
and lo! his light was instant darkened. 
But when the Salamopia of the regions entered the central sit-
ting place of the Ka'ka with K'y~ik'lu, Shulawitsi lifted his brand on 
high and swinging it, lighted the fires anew, so that K'yak'lu saw 
again with fulness of sight and so that they shone on a11 the gods 
and soul-beings therein assembled, revealing them. Yea, and through 
the windows and doorways of all the six chambers encircling, and at 
each portal, the Sala·mopia of the region it pertained and led unto 
took his station. And Pautiwa, and his warriors the bluehorned 
Saia'hliawe, and the tall Shaalako-kwe, yea, and all the god-priests 
of the regions six, those who are told of without omission in the Rpeech 
of K'yak'lu and in other speeches of our ancient talk, bade K'yak'lu 
welcome, saying, "Comest thou, son 1" " Yea," he replied. " Verily 
then," said Pautiwa-
Sit thee down with us, 
That of much we may tell thee, 
For far thou hast wandered 
And changed art become. · 
As a woman with children 
Is loved for her power 
Of keeping unbroken 
The life-line of kinsfolk, 
So shalt thou, tireless hearer, 
Of all sonnds with meaning, 
Be cherished amongst us 
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Ancl wor hipped of mortals 
For k eping unbroken 
Th Ta.le of Cr ation, 
Yea, all we sha,11 tell thee 
Of pa t days and future. 
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So aid Pantiwa, cloud- ender and sun-priest of souls, and his 
bro h r younger of the regions all, joined in so saying. 
Then K'yak'lu sat him down and bowed his head, and calling to the 
Duck who had guided him, stretched forth his hand and upon it she 
ettl d, a upon a wave-ere tor a wood bough. 
THE COUNCIL OF THE KA'KA, AND THE INSTRUCTION OF 
K•YAK'LU BY THE GODS. 
The god sent forth their runners, the Salamopia and the timid, 
fl et-footed Hehea, to summon all beings, and then, gathering them-
s Ive in a sacred song-circle, ealled in from the several chamberi dancers 
in emblance of the Ka'kokshi, or Dance of Good. And with these 
c< m , behold! the little ones who had sunk beneath the waters, well and 
beautiful and all seeming wonderfully clad in cotton mantles and pre-
ci u neck jewel . And the e played, sad only with the sadness of their 
mothers, but re ting therefrom when in dreams, above, these rested. 
nd when the dancers paused, the gods turned to K'yak'lu and said: 
"Lo! we begin, given thou be ready." 
nd K'yak'lu said: ''It is well; I am ready; yea, even my heart listen-
etb," and iu cadence to their speech following, he moved the Duck with 
h r tinklinb, talking shell , as a master of song moves his baton, or a 
da11c r hi rattle, and in solemn, ceaseless tone, as in singing yet with 
sp ech mor teady, the god , one by one, told to K'yak'lu the things 
each be t knew, wbereof he o wondrously speaks when come amongst 
u for the welfare of our little children, bringing them the sacred breath 
of the Ka'ka itself, and to their elder these same speeches of the gods. 
When, after long tim , they bad done, they further charged him 
with a me age of comfort to the mourning mothers, and with com-
mandment and in truction to men and the beings. 
'lhen they brought forth the sacred cigarette, and the master priest-
god, m ke in r lationship with K'yak'lu to n.11 the six regions, and, 
ri in , he wa led in turn to the portal of each chamber, first to the 
n rtb m, th n to the we tern, outhern, ea tern, upper, and lower, and 
be pla cl hi finger on the ill of each, thr t in aftertimes he should 
kn w th ugh but dim of igbt or in the dark, the places of worship 
(whi h m n uilt th n but poorly) from others, and in such alone, and 
to ·h en £ w who h Id be rite· f the Ka/ka, should therein tell and 
d 11 n t m and w rd of the god aud tell of other such like pre-
an i nt hin , . 
h nth a/lam pia, lifted the ladder and guided upward K'yak'lu 
and the u ·k, howing them afely to the hore of the lake. When 
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the old ones (Ka'yemashi) heard the shells of the Duck tinkling, forth 
they came, bringing their litter and singing boisterously, for much they_ 
loved K'yak'lu as the light of the rising sun fell upon him, as a raven 
loves bright shells or chips of glistening stone. 
THE INSTRUCTION OF THE KA'YEM.ASHI BY K•YAK'LU. 
And when they had come to the side of K'ya,k'lu, instant they became 
grave, for he bade them hearken to the words of the gods, and their 
instructions. 
"Ye shall attend me, for know that ye are to be the guardians of the 
Ka'ka and tellers of itr meanings, and givers of enjoyment to the 
children of men, even a ;:, ye gave the enjoyment of comfort unto me, 
when ye sought me in the plain of my sorrows. Ye shall bear me to 
the people yonder, for I have tidings for them, and instructions the 
to which ye shall bear witness in aftertimes when I am not by. Ye 
shall cherish the K a'ka ; yea, and all other precious customs, for there-
unto as unto life mortal, yet unceasing, became fitted thy father, my 
brother younger; and thereunto were ye born, ye and thy sister elder, 
man-woman of the Ka'ka, as unto the councils thereof am I become 
slave yet master. But my sister, thy mother, shall abide by the place 
she hath made, maintainiug it, as woman ever maintaineth the hearth 
she hath made, all the days of men." 
HOW THE KA'YEMASHI BORE K'YAK'LU TO HIS PEOPLE. 
This said K'yak'lu as he sat him down on the litter, and obediently 
the Ka'yemashi lifted it upon their shoulders and bore it away, along 
the trail eastward, down which westward we go after death and fulfil-
ment. And as they journeyed through the plain, calling loudly to one 
another, the little people of the Marmot villages ran out and stood up, 
looking at them and calling to one another, which so amused and 
pleased the Ka'yemashi that they became proud of their master and 
uncle, K'yak'lu, and sang all the way thereafter of the audience they 
had at every prairie-dog village, of Marmot youths and Marmot maidens; 
and thus they were singing gleefully as they neared the camp of the 
people, insomuch that none were frightened, but all wondered who were 
those pleasant, strange people coming, and what one of precious con-
sideration guided of the far-journeying Duck they were bearing aloft 
on their litter. Thus, ever since, they sing, as they bring in K'yak'lu 
from the western plain, along the river-trail of the dead, and thus 
happily and expectantly we await their coming, our little ones wonder-
ingly as did the first men of those days. 
THE RETURN OF K•YAK'LU, AND HIS SACRED INSTRUCTIONS TO 
THE PEOPLE. 
Speedily the fathers of the people recognized their lost K'yak'lu (led 
and prompted as they were of the Twain), and preciously they housed 
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THE ENJOINING OF THE K'YAK'LU AMOS!, AND THE DEPARTURE 
OF K•YAK'LU AND THE OLD-ONES. 
n ak'1u h d done , peaking, h and the ancient ones 
to no. · ftho e who had listened, and into the mouths 
e m a t them ( mall of stature like as he was) he 
· g ·ght peak unfailingly the words he had 
e the K'yak'lu ~ mo i, whose office we still 
h ancient one lifted him upon the litter, and 
t ts and bid<ling men call them ever with the 
h ve m re haha, they ang of how the young 
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THE COMING OF THE BROTHERS ANAHOHO AND THE RUNNERS 
OF THE KA'KA. 
:r w wh n h y had d parted, there came from the west, behold! two 
stran r · min guid d by the alamop1a and all the fleet runners 
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of the Ka'ka then first seen of men and feared as by children now, for 
they were fierce and scourged people from their pathways to make room 
for those they guided. For know that these were the two brothers Ana-
hobo who had returned to the desolate cities of their people. Therein 
had they sought in vain for the living in the blackened houses. They 
even tore down the chimneys and p~ered in, seeking for their brother 
K'yak'lu, and when they found him not they smote their faces and held 
their noses in grief, and all black as were their hands with soot, lo! thus 
became their faces, :flat and masked with the black hand-mark of dis-
may, and as they held their faces they cried dismally and long. 
THE DISPATCHING OF THE SOULS OF THINGS TO THE !::OULS OF 
THE DEAD. 
·No sooner did they come into the village of our fathers than they 
began turning over the things from which the people had :fled, and cast-
ing them down where the Salamopia stamped them into the earth or 
otherwise destroyed them that their likes might go the way of the dead 
for the dead and the Ka/kit And when the people saw this, they brought 
forth vessels and baskets and other things without stint, all of which, 
as though all were chimneys, the Twain .Anahoho took up, and peer-
ing into them lifted their faces and cried their dreary mournful cry, 
casting these things straightway to the ground. Thus to this day they 
follow their brother, seeking ever, finding never, sending after their 
brother the souls of men's possessions that all may be well in the after 
time, in the after time of each age of man. 
THE RENEWAL OF THE . GREAT JOURNEYING AND OF THE 
SEARCH FOR THE MIDDLE. 
Long sojourned the people in the town on the sunrise slope of the 
mountain of Ka''hluelawan, and what though the earth in time 
began to groan warningly anew, loath were they to leave the place of the 
Ka'ka and the lake of their dead. But the rumbling grew louder 
apace, and at last the Twain Beloved called, and bade the people arise, 
and all together-now that their multitudes were in part diminished-
follow them eastward, seeking once more the place of the Middle. Not 
withou.t murmuring among themselves did the people obey; but after 
they had fared forward a certain distance they came to a place of fair 
seeming and great promise, so much so, indeed, that it was said, '' Let 
us tarry in this favored spot, for perchance it may be the place of the 
Middle." 
And so they builded for themselves there greater houses than ever 
they had builded, and more perfect withal, for they were still great 
and strong in numbers and wittier than of old, albeit yet unperfected 
as men; and the place wherein they so builded was Han'hlipiIJk'ya, 
"The Place of Sacred Stealiug," so named in after time for reasons we 
wot of. 
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pr p rou ly; but with waxing 
t changed o that little ..,uited to 
i g-w r onr wonderful, magical, 
fa . t-lik they were sore inconven-
m he cha or at war; for now and 
in w · met ld r nations of men a.nd man-
om u t trive, so they thought, forsooth, 
naught ·ave great dang r with increase of anger and 
Thu , not any longer in fear only of the gods and great 
n fi ar now of the war th y themselves provoked, con-
tending the world with their own kind and with man-beings, changed 
yet therwi e were they. Of the elders of all their folk-kins the gods 
th r fore call d a council. 
THE WARNING-SPEECH OF THE GODS, AND THE UNTAILING OF 
MEN. 
' Chang cl, verily and yet more changed shall ye be, oh our chil-
dr n. cried the Twain god in uch fashion and voice that none failed 
of h eding in all that great council: 
M n now, shall ye be, 
Like the men of first nations, 
Lik th perfect Corn Maiden ; 
Walkin"' traight iu tlie pathways 
Ancl full in the sunlight; 
Clothed in garments, and ta.illes 
(Tllat ye straiaht sit in council 
And stand the more seemly). 
And your feet hall be webles's, 
And hand void of talons, 
Y t full-fnrni bed, for :fighting. 
Th n rang d wer the clans 
In pr cc ions lik dancers; 
First, the fronts of their faces 
\Ver shorn of their forelocks 
By the Twain with their weapons, 
And fir s of the lightning, 
That the un on his journeys 
Might know hem, his children, 
And warn th ·m of sham . 
Again fa pr ions, 
Th ir talons we •erecl 
And w bb d fingers slitted; 
And a · · ·on 
Tb s w r parted 
v ith t e lightnings. 
Th e wounding 
And lo oli h; 
But th m "bear it1' 
That th children 
"Be fitter a ' 
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When lastly the people 
Were ranged in procession 
And their tails· were razed sharply, 
There were many who cried 
(Little heeding the foremost 
Who recked now, no longer 
The pain they had suffered), 
And these, in their folly, 
Shrinking farther and farther 
Fled away, in their terror, 
Crazed,· and chattering loudly, 
Climbing trees and high places, 
And bereft of their senses 
Wandered far (seeking safety, 
Sleeping ever in tree-tops) 
To the south Summer-country. 
Seen again by far walkers--
" Long of tail and long handed 
Like wizened man-children, 
Wild, and noisy ofmouthing, 
Their kind still abide there, 
Eating raw things like creatures-" 
Say the words of the ancients. 
" Thus wise fared it ever 
With those who feared greatly 
The words of the fathers, 
Yet feared not their warnings!" 
Say the words of the ancients. 
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Thereafter more and more goodly of favor became the people, for 
they dwelt long in Han'hlipiIJk'ya, where, lo! that this might be so, 
their useless parts had in .sacred theft been stolen, as it were, from 
them, and they gained great strength, and in the fulness thereof they 
sought more often than ever to war with all strangers (whereby they 
became still more changed in spirit), the which the Two Beloved 
watched amain, nor said they aught! 
But there ca.me a day when the people grew vain and waxed inso-
lent, saying, ''Look now, we are perfect of parts and surely have 
attained to the Middle place or unto one equal thereunto. Go to, let 
us build greatly and lay up store, nor wearily wander again even 
though the earth tremble and the Twain bid us forth. Think ye we 
shall not be strong and defy even the Fearful!" cried the Men of the 
Knife, the stout warriors of the Twain. But what of all that, This!: 
Even whilst they were wont to speak in this brave fashion the moun-
tains trembled often, and although afar sounding, much did it abate 
these boastings! 
THE ORIGIN OF THE TWIN GODS OF WAR AND OF THE PRIEST-
HOOD OF THE BOW. 
Well aware of this temper of the people, changed also in spirit. 
became the Twain Beloved. "Verily a time hath come," said they, 
"and this is the time." Forthwith they called the fathers to council 
13 ETH--27 
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Watch well o'er your seed-things ail<l children! 
Speak wisely to these our new children; 
Henceforth they shall be your first speakers, 
And the peace-making shields of your people, 
Through wasting the blood of all foemen 
And feeding the soil with its substance! 
Thus much. 
Then the Twain gave directions: 
They named the eight days for preparing. 
The people returned to their houses, 
The priests to their fastings and labors, 
The Twain to their high mountain-places. 
And when the eight days had been counted 
And all had been done as commanded, 
Around the deep pool in the valley, 
That leads from the walled Han 'hlipiIJk'ya 
The sacred seed-contents were gathered. 
And full in their midst the great drum jar 
Was placed by the summoned clan-fathers. 
Then ea.ch took his place in the circle, 
And the Twain Gods still further instructed 
The kin-priests_. and knife-bearing warriors. 
Soft they chanted the sacred song-measure, 
The magic and dread Sh6mitak'ya, 
And whispered the seven fell names! 
Then they painted the round mark of thunder 
And the wavering trail of the lightning 
Around the great drum, in the middle, 
And on the hooped drum-stick of thunder. 
And over the drum-head, with prayer-dust 
They marked out the cross of the quarters, 
As on the cloud-shield they had leveled 
Fire-bolts to the four earthly regions. 
With black of shell-corpse-scales that glitters, 
They painted the eyes of the leaders; 
With blood of their own tinged their cheeks; 
With pollen of sleep sealed their lips. 
With blood of their own thus they painted 
The cheeks of the warriors assembled; 
With black of shell-corpse-scales that glimmers 
They shaded their eyelids and eyebrows, 
That their lives might endure through the trial 
And their eyes n9t be 'blighted by lightning. 
And the nostrils of each they did breathein, 
That their own wind might mingle with man-wind, 
Give power to men's voices in battle 
And strengthen men's wills with endnrance. 
, Then said they to the drummer and singers: 
"Lo, now! Ye shall sing our dread song-line. 
Like beetles that fall in hot ashes 
Ye shall perish, ye singers and drummer. 
But lo! in the lightnings and wind-storms 
Your beings shall join the beloved. 
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n 1 rive pow r to the voice of the warrior, 
Brino-in"' p a• to the e d-prie ts and woruen. 
And y ball be f remo t for ver 
f ur ho n the Priests of the Bow. 
L ! Th p ple hall ee that we dread not 
'lhe oming of fire-bla t and thund r 
\: ith our name-father , :fiercer than any-
The torm g d of all the six regions: 
Hli'hl'tunk'ya, Wind God of the North; 
-heponolo, Wind of the West; 
(Jloma, Wiu<l God of the South; 
T ailuht anok'ya-oftbe East; 
an bulmna, Wind from Above; 
af biwani, Bla t from Below; 
Unah inte, Whirlwind of All! 
By tL ir breaths and fell power 
We hall changed be, in Leing; 
Made black and mis-shapen; 
Made stronger with :fierceness; 
Made swifter with hurling; 
Mad crafty with turning; 
Plunged deep in the waters, 
Auel renewed of their vigor; 
lacl anew with their foam-dress I 
Yea, the power of the weapons 
The un-father gave us 
And the Foam-mother made us, 
That ye be led upward, 
hall multiplied be 
In the means of destruction 
For the hands of our children, 
Y Priest of the Bow, 
Tbatmen be keptlivino-! 
Bnt to rock, acre-enduring, 
Group din oog for our chosen, 
0, drummer and siuo-ers! 
Ye hall changed be forever! 
The foot-r ts of eagl s 
And signs of our ord r ! " 
Th fathers in thought bowed their faces, 
od er tly pray cl, in their hearts. 
Th p ple who watched them, held breath, 
And cov r d th ir mouths with their robes. 
In dr acl f tb pow rs of magic 
And in woe for the doom of their father . 
T · t aud the left 
th side of the wat rs, 
by the cloud-shield, 
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On its shoulder the plume-wand of man-folk; 
The drum-master lifted his sound-hoop, 
In its circle the symbol of thunder, 
On its handle, the red sign of lightning; 
Six times did they lift up in silence 
The song-staff and hoop of the drum, 
Then struck, with the might of their sinews. 
The sound shook the valley with thunder 
And above and below echoed thunder; 
The meal on the drum-head was lifted 
And danced as a rain-cloud around them. 
Then the water below moved and bubbled, 
And mists like a cold breath ascended; 
As wind in a vase the song sounded; 
Black cloud-steps rose up from the quarters 
And darkened the day with their shadows. 
When the first name was named by the singers, 
The world rocked with earthquake and thunder 
And the roar of swift storms in the northland. 
Ha'hl'tunk'ya, with dire eyes and staring-
Gleaming yellow as :firelight in winter-
And teeth with rage gnashing, and yellow 
As shucks of the corn-plant grown aged-
Tumbled down from the north with his hail-balls, 
And, mingling with mud the deep water, 
In a voice like the sound of a, torrent, 
Bellowed loud to the Twain and the singers: 
"Why call ye, small worms of the waters 
And spawn of the earth and four quarters, 
Ye disturbers of thought, lacking shame; 
Why call ye the words of my namef" 
"Thy feet stay with patience, grandfather; 
We are small, but we joy in thy fury, 
Whence we yearn for thy counsel and spirit; 
For we long to smite foes from the pathways 
As thou canst the trees from the highlands." 
"Being so, it is well," said the ancient. 
Lo! the seed-stuff of hail, bound with treasure, 
Gleamed with ice from the breath of his answer. 
When they named the next name of the song strand, 
Uheponolo rolled from the westland 
In sand-blasts and dust-clouds like mountains, 
And stayed fast their feet with his driftings; 
And [etc.]. 
When they named the third name of the song strand, 
Oloma swirled up from the southland 
Like a fire draught, and crackled the pool-rim; 
And [etc.]. 
When they named the fourth name of the song strand, 
TsaUuh'tsanok'ya shrieking shrilly, 
Shot the mountains and valleys with dawn-frost; 
And [etc.]. 
When they named the fifth name of the song strand, 
Saushulima streamed from the zenith, 
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And d lo ed the ale with wift water; 
And [ t .]. 
Wh n they nam d the i:s::th name of the song strand, 
aishiwani, ripped the arth op n; 
h t , rp e , and demon of blackness 
Writh d forth in hot flames from the chasm, 
nd burl d the god into the water! 
lack moke ro e and strangled the people, 
Who fell, like the tricken of lightning! 
It tiIB ned the drummer and singers 
Who e song ceased to sound, when, all weakly, 
Thev named the la t name of the song strand-
N~r moved, when replied 0-nahsinte, 
Whirling in (twisting trees a the spmner 
Twi ts fiber of yucca), and rescued 
The Twain from the hot, surging waters, 
Dried the foam in their hair to war-bonnets, 
Caught his brothers the Wind Gods in order 
And hurled them, each one to his mountain 
(In the north, in the west, and the south.ward; 
In the east, and the upper, and under); 
And rising, uplifted the smoke-clouds. 
Lo! the world was alight with the sunshine, 
And bending above was the Rai11 bow! 
But the drummer and singers were sitting, 
Lifted up by the power of the ancients; 
Clo e enwrapped in th dnst swept around them, 
Made tark by the roar of the death-sounds, 
Fix din death by the shock of the lightnings, 
Burn d hard by the fro t-mingled fire-draughts; 
ill at they, their drum in the middl , 
.As th y it evermore, in that valley. 
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Lo I dwarfed and hide u -di. ui d were the two god .Ahaiyuta 
a · er t anamachi iahkoa or the Beloved Twain who 
n · now with the full ·trength of evil; and armed 
a 'th long bow and black tone-tipped arrows of 
· of long-tailed kin of catamounts; whizzing 
1 ing luncr- tone in fiber-pockets; pears with 
d , and bl od-drinking broad-knives of gray stone 
iu kin; fa c-pulping war-club tuck asla,nt 
iu their target of otton close plaited with 
h · tru ere casings of scorched rawhide, 
b th ad wore hey helmet of strength 
li i f m lk , whereof they were fashioned. 
mall w re they Twain, 
.'mall ndmi, hapen; 
."t,rong were they Tw in, 
tron and h rel favor d · 
Endnrin ly thoughtful w re they Twain, 
End . ·ill ; 
'n 'i lcli 1gbtfnl wer th y Twain, 
nyi will: 
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Swiftly thoughtftJl were they Twain, 
Swift of wile; 
Heartless minded were they Twain, 
Wrathful of heart; 
Strong were they of spirit, 
Strong were they of breath, 
Evil were they and bad, 
Evil, both, and bad. 
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Lo! and of Chance and Fate were they the Masters of fore-deeming; 
for they carried the word-painted arrows of destiny (sh6liweatsinapa), 
like the regions of men, four in number. And they carried the shut-
tle-cocks of divination ( hapochiwe), like the regions of men, four in 
number. And they carried the tubes of hidden things (iyankolot6-
mawe), like the regions of men, four in number. And the revealing-
balls thereof, (iyankolote tsernak'ya m6liwe), like the regions of men, 
four in number. Yea, and they bore with these other things-the 
feather-bow and plume-arrow of far-finding, tipped with the sheJl of 
heart-searching; and the race-sticks of swift journeys and way-winning 
(m6tikwawe) two of them, the right and the left, the pursuer and 
the pursued of men in contention. All of these things wherewith to 
divine men's chance, and play games of hazard, wagering the fate of 
whole nations in mere pastime, had they with them. 
Twain Children of terror and magic were they, and when they called 
with the voice of destruction the smitten warriors of these Twain Chil-
dren stirred and uprose, breathing battle-cries as echoes answer cries 
in deep canyons, and swiftly they roused those who still lived, of the 
deep-slumbering people. 
Some, like the drummer and singers, had stiffened been, to stone; 
nor heard they the shrill death-cries than which in the night time 
naught is more dread-thrilling. Nay, years come and go, and sitting 
or lying where stricken the hunter sees them still. But others had 
endured in flesh and they were awakened. Then the priests led them 
back to rebuild their wrecked houses, and the 1~wain again assembling 
their warriors, said to them-
Know ye our chosen: 
Lo ! not long shall we tarry; 
Prepare as for journeys; 
Season wood for thy bow-strings 
And face-breaking war-clubs; 
Plait shields like to our shields, 
And fashion strong garments-
For in such hard apparel 
Shall consist thy adornment; 
Attend to· our teaching 
At night, in close places, 
For in such shall consist 
Thy strength of straight thinking 
In all tangled places! 
Night after night the war-drum sounded, deep in the caves of the 
valley, and with it the tones of the words-all potent-forbidden and 
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~1,in rt d w r t aching unto th fir t Prie t of 
THE DOWNFALL OF HAN'•HLIPUjK'YA, AND THE SEARCH ANEW 
FOR THE MIDDLE. 
ri t f th B we tabli b.ed by teaching of the 
wain wh > ur ath of de truction ach one of them breathed in clue 
art; wh m none might gain ay; nay, not even tbe fathers whose 
1 k r theyw r and with whom non mightcontend; nay,noteven 
r r r , who e co urger they wer -nor yet the Fearful! · 
n ,' when on a dark night thereafter the world groaued and the 
h 11 · unded warning, all together the Twain and these their new 
warrior , ught the prie t-father of the people, bidding them ta~rn in 
he. nu for arrying, their tabernacles of precious possessions. And 
wif ly aud ternly too they wakened all sleepers, old ones and young, 
.and th who obeyed them were gathered in clan-lines and led off to 
at ty, £ r haiyuta, tlle elder, and hi warriors journeyed before 
h m, all(l Mat ailema, the younger, and his warriors followed behind-
hi 11 of th people, mak rs and destroyer of pathways! But those 
who 1 v tl 1 ping r who murmured like children were left to their evil; 
th y w r ch ked by the black fume , or buried in tl.te walls of their 
h u ·, which fell when presently the earth heaved with dire fumes, fire 
nd thunder. Tb ir bones are till digged by the gopher and marmot. 
Thu , from ountry to country journeyed the people, their fathers 
tb pri t and the keepers of the mysterie , with the women and 
cllildr n iu th ir mid t, while before them, from valley to --;alley, the 
B w-prie t wept danger away. 
THE WARS WITH THE BLACK PEOPLE OF THE HIGH BUILDINGS 
AND WITH THE ANCIENT WOMAN OF THE K•YA'KWEINA AND 
OTHER KA'KAKWE. 
ared, in the mid t of plains to the eastward, 
· hts (heshotayalawa). But in these times tlle 
ere alway those of the eagle or mountain-
s of pr y. Of tho e they met it was "Lo, 
ze him and utterly overthrow him and eat of his 
with y kind!" Thus, only, thought they. 
and po ion of this people, for they knew how 
e w bringing new oil; and this too with-
anc· hungry with long wandering for new 
ave h m battle. ow as the e people 
the elder na of men and were 
I Dance- them elve , theRe 
11 ni h:fiu· of fighting. For 
·t iki, or Ancient Woman of the 
heart in her rattle and was deathless 
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of woundR in the body, led the enemy, crying out shrilly; all of which, 
yea and more, beyond the words of a sitting, is told in other speeches 
of our ancient talks, those of the Ka/ka. Thus, it foll out ill for the 
fighting of our impetuous ancients; for, moreover, thunder raged and 
confused their warriors, rain descended and blinded them, stretching 
their bow-strings of sinew, and quenching the flight of their arrows as 
the flight of bees is quenched by the sprinklii;ig-plume of the honey 
bunter. But the strong 'Hleetokwe devised bow-strings of yucca, 
and the Two Little Ones sought counsel of the Sun-father, who 
revealed the life-secret of the Demoness and the magic power over 
the under-fires (k6line) of the dwellers in the mountains and cliffs; 
so that after certain days the enemy in the mountain town were over-
mastered. And because our people found in that great town some 
survivors bidden deep in the cellars thereof, and plucked them f~rth as 
rats are pulled from a hollow cedar, and found them blackened by the 
fumes of their own war-magic, yet comely and wiser than the common 
lot of men withal, they spared them and called them the Kwinikwa_ 
kwe (Black people), and received them into their kin of the Black Corn. 
THE ADOPTION OF THE BLACK PEOPLE, AND THE DIVISION OF 
THE CLANS TO SEARCH FOR THE MIDDLE. 
:N;ow for once even the Warriors of the Bow were fully surfeited of 
fighting, and paused to rest. Thus, warm bands of brothers elder 
and younger were clasped with the vanquished; and in time (for at 
first these people were wild of tongue) speech was held with t-hem, 
whereby our fathers gained much knowledge, even of their own powers 
and possessions, from these Black people, in like manner as they had 
gained knowledge from the People of the Dew, whence in like manner 
also they grew wiser in the ways of living, and loved more to cherish 
their corn and corn virgins that they might b.ave life and abundance 
rather than cause death and hunger. Yet were their journeyings not 
endeq.. Again, and anon, the shell sounded w:p,rning. 
When, therefore, the Twain Little Ones, Ahaiyuta and Matsailema, 
again bade the people arise to seek the Middle, they divided them 
into great companies, that they might fare the better (being fewer in 
numbers together) as well as be the better content with thinking that, 
thus scattered, they would the sooner find the place they had for so 
long sought. So, again the Winter people were bidden to go north-
ward, that in their strength they might overcome evils and obstacles 
and with their bows strung with slackless fiber of the yucca, contend, 
winning their way with the enemy in cold weather or warm, and in 
rain and dryness alike. With them, as aforetime, they carried their 
precious muetone, and with them journeyed Matsailema and the War-
riors of the Knife, they and chosen Priests of the Bow. 
Also, to the southward, as before, journeyed the Seed people and the ' 
kinties of Corn and others of the Summer people, they and with them 
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ed of the magic of the under-fire, hav-
and with the wonderful Chua-kwe-
corn, and called therefore People of Corn 
ka, the K'yamak'ya-kwe, or Snail Beings 
g d war with men and their Ka/ka in after 
ey, the Summer people, led the people of 
lien people. 
of the Middle-yea, and thos(l of the Seed 
Uy cheri bed the chuetone and the Maidens of 
dle through the midmost way, led of Ahaiyuta, 
Prie t of the Bow. 
THE NORTHWARD EASTERN JOURNEY OF THE WINTER CLANS. 
be eopl of Winter, tho e led by the 'Bleeto-kwe, and Matsai-
1 ma, fought th ir way fiercely into the valley of the Snow-water river 
( k'y wane-Ri Puerco del Poniente), settling first at the mud-
i uing prin of that valley (H kwainaukwin), where their villages 
may n in rn und to thi, day, and the marks of the rites of their 
father and of their kin-name on the rocks thereabout. 
b ame far wanderer toward the north, building towns 
they pau ed, ome high among the cliffs, others in the 
d :»ow th y reached at la t the "Sacred City of the Mists 
papulirna, at the Hot Springs in Colorado), the Middle 
f , ·red rotherhood (Tik'yaa,wa itiwana), and were · 
ial)k'ya ere he de cended aO'ain; and how they returned 
u· · rywbere they tarried, along the River of Great 
n ande de] orte) ven back to the mountains of 
h wan) and ttled :final1y at the Place of Planting 
a )-all thi ' and more j told in the peecbes they 
old of our an ient di cour e. 
THE SOUTHWARD EASTERN JOURNEY OF THE SUMMER CL·ANS. 
d th ed , guided by the Kwinikwakwe, fared 
along the valley of the River of Red 
t f b auty and greatn ' , as may 
rk ir rite al o are on the rocks 
1 h th y fared until they came 
1i h m or :pla e of nativity, of 
· ( h6hko yalana-La 
ard. 
g they remained, not 
a, town by it elf, and 
fought cont nding 
t 11 untain of pace-
r cl th m back west-
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ward and sat them down at last with other people of the way, jn the 
upper valley of Zuniland (Shiwina Teu'hlkwaina), building Hesho-
tatsina (The Town of Speech-markjngs) and many other towns, all 
of them round and divided into parts, ere they rejoined the people of 
the Middle, when that they too had come nigh over the heart of the 
world-all this and much else is told in the speeches they themselves 
hold of our ancient discourse. 
THE EASTWARD MIDDLE JOURNEY OF THE PEOPLE OF THE 
MIDDLE. 
How the People of the M1ddle, the Macaw people and their children, 
journeyed straightway eastward, led by Ahaiyuta and the fathers of 
all the people, this we tell in the mid-coming speech of our sacred an-
cient discourse, and in other speeches thereof. How, now, after time, 
they settled at Kwakina, where the Brotherhood of Fire (Makekwe) 
had its place of ancient origin in wondrous wise-told of by themselves-
and where originated their great dance drama of the Mountain Sheep, 
and the power of entrance into fire, and even of contention with sorcery 
itself . 
.A.nd at each place in which the people stopped, building greatly, they 
· learned or did some of the things for which those who be custodians 
of our olden customs amongst the Tik'yaapapakwe (Sacred Brother-
hoods) are still marvelous in their knowledge · and practice. But 
after our father ancients hap. builded in K wakina, lo! when the world 
rumbled and the shells .sound~d, the noise thereof was not great, and 
therefore no longer did they arise as a whole people, for seeking yet 
still the Middle, but always many abode longer, some living through 
the dangers which followed, and becoming the fathers of '' Those who 
dwell round about the Middle.~~ Still, for long the warnings sounded 
and the leaders would be summoning the people to seek the" very mid-
most place wherein the tabernacle of the sacred seed-contents might be 
placed. at rest safely for all time, and where might dwell in peace those 
who kept it." 
THE SETTLEMENT OF ZUNI-LAND, AND THE BUILDING OF THE 
SEVEN GREAT TOWNS THEREIN. 
It was in this way that first after Kwakina, Hawikuh was built, and 
thereafter, round about Zuni, each (at first lesser because of the people 
left behind each time) of all the others of the six towns of all the regions 
the Midmost, (Shfwina 'Hluella Ulapna). 
First, then, Kwa,kina, .then Hawikub, K'yanawe, Hampasawan, 
K'yakirne and Matsaki. · .A.nd in what manner the people dwelt in 
each of these, bow they talked and consorted wondrously with beasts 
and gods alike is told in the telapnawe (tales of the olden time pass-
ing) of our ancients, alike in the "lies of the grandfathers" and in the 
"strands" of their solemn sayings. But always, at each place, were 
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ite the warnings, that they had found 
elve contending the which, they con-
ce, tho:e of the ortlJern (sept) in the 
ext, and o, those of the South, East, 
il t till the main people of the Macaw 
ght unweariedly until they thought at 
und indeed the place of the Middle. 
THE REUNION OF THE PEOPLE OF THE MIDDLE WITH THE SUM-
MER AND SEED PEOPLES. 
hil t in thi p r ua ion they still tarried there, lo! again, after 
I 11 wandering thr ugh many valley , the peoples of Corn and the 
d fi und th m there, through eeing of their smoke, and in the near 
v 11 y t th ea tward found they a well the peoples of the Corn and 
b d dw Hing in their great round towns~ the smoke whereof wan-
had al o er twhile been. So they said to them, "Ye are our 
r broth r ! t Matsaki, here at the Middle, let us dwell in peace 
a n I pie, ther of our kinds around about us, yet with qs ! " 
Th r by 1at aki greatly increased; but the warnings yet still sounded 
non an l the god and master-priests of the people could not rest. 
THE GREAT COUNCIL OF MEN AND THE BEINGS FOR THE DETER-
MINATION OF THE TRUE MIDDLE. 
I d a great ouncil of men and the beings, beasts, birds 
kind 'hlimnaj these were gathered in the council. 
ration it wa said: 
anii. 't'ipe, the Water- kate 1 Lo! leg has he of great 
' ayhap be can feel forth with them to the 
us, thereby pointing out the very Middle." 
oned, appeared in emblance, growing 
ather him elf (K'yanas't'ipe through 
their que tions ere he was bespoken, 
d he lifted himself to the zenith, and 
an of th ix regions, so that they 
ater ·; and to the we t, and the south, 
and to the northea t, the waters 
water b low. 
t grew cold, o he drew it in; and to 
t u bed · :finger-foot thither 
But t outh and east far 
raduall led downward and 
el r . t, h th m mark ye the 
wn of · d there ' hall be the 
~ n l; ~b~tn~ fie 
f h and the nearne s of 
e uatting), his belly 
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rested over the middle of the plain and valley of Zuni; and when he 
drew in· his :finger-legs, lo! there were the trail-roads leading out and 
in like stays of a spider's net, into and forth from the place he had 
covered. 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE FATHERS AND THEIR TABERNACLE 
AT HALONAWAN OR THE ERRING-PLACE OF THE .MIDDLE. 
Then the fathers of the people built in that spot, and rested thereat 
their tabernacle of sacred treasures. But K'yanas't'ipe had swerved in 
lowet.i.ng, and their town was reared a little south of the very midmost 
place. Nevertheless, no longer in after time sounded the warnings. 
Hence, because of their great good fortune (halowilin) in thus :find-
ing the stable middle of the world, the priest-fathers of the people 
called this midmost town the .A.biding place of Happy Fortune (Halo-
nawan). 
THE FLOODING OF THE TOWNS, AND THE BUILDING OF THE 
CITY OF SEED ON THE MOUNTAIN. 
Yet, because they had erred even so little, and becauise the :first 
priest of after times did evil, lo! the river to the southward ran full, 
and breaking from its pathway cut in twain the great .town, burying 
houses and men in the mud of its impetuosity. Whence, those who 
perished not and those of the :flooded towns rounded about :fled to the 
top of the Mountain of Thunder, they with all their Seed people and 
things, whence the villages they built there were named Taaiya'hltona 
'Hhielawa; or the "Towns-all-above of-the-seed-all." 
THE STAYING OF THE FLOOD BY SACRIFICE OF THE YOUTH AND · 
MAIDEN, AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF HALONA .1TIWANA 
ON THE TRUE MIDDLE. 
But when by the sacrifice of the youth priest and maiden priestess ( as 
told in other speech) the waters had been made to abate and the land 
became good to walk upon, all the people descended, calling that high 
mountain place, which ever after hath echoed thunder, Taaiyalane, 
or the Mountain of Thunder. When all the towns were rebuilded, 
then on the i10rthern side of the river they builded anew the Town of 
the Middle, calling it Halona !tiwana (Halona the Midmost); but the 
desolated part they called Halonawan, because they had erred there 
(halowak'ya), though even so little. 
THE CUSTOM OF TESTING THE MIDDLE IN THE MIDDLE TIME. 
Now at last never more did the world rumble; yet the fathers of the 
people questioned in their hearts, fearing further misfortune to their 
children, if so be they still erred in the resting place of the sacred mys-
teries whatsoever. So, when the sun had reached the middle between 
winter and summer, they devised an ordinance and custom whereby this 
might be tested. They brought out the things of lightninf and the 
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· · t navel-shell were summoned 
now we do in observing the 
ople fa ting, all the :fires dose 
dy, and on the last night the 
Kiwitsina of the North, and 
pers and the fathers foremost, 
ile tl1e incantations of dread 
ipiJJk'ya, were chanted, yet the 
n, but it trembled not, neither 
ion-only storms. Then, said 
)ecting mood may we kindle 
rthat is dawning." And they 
u ing the old to be cast out as is 
u tom of this day of the Middle-
y and their brothers round about 
he acr'ed things were resting over 
w re the foundations of Halona 
or ( or fortune). 
TH CHERISHING OF THE CORN MAIDENS AND THEIR CUSTOM 
AS OF OLD. 
f wandering, the tabernacles of 
over the Middle at Zuni (they, 
Corn tribe and their other chil-
turned their hearts rather to the 
eu than to the wasting of lives 
a. gain they loved, cheerfully 
aiden , and this, year after year, 
might ver be renewed and its 
THE MURMURING OF THE FOOLISH ANENT THE CUSTOM OF THE 
CORN MAIDENS. 
there were not wantiug 
and aid that it was not 
they, the fathers of the 
iers of the people of 
, and both joining in 
u ic was not as that 
of nights they some-
n<lered up and down 
a f liquid voice in 
ater- va . .And this . 
drum, a11d eemed to 
ain of Thunder. Lo! 
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they ere aw d thereby, and bethought that the music ~as, may~ap, 
that f th gho t of ancient men who had dwelt above m the times 
of the high waters; but it was far more beautiful, at lea~t, than the 
mu i of the 'Illabekwe .singers when danced the Corn maidens. 
Other aid yea, and lingering near they had see~, as the day-
light increa ed, white clouds roll upward from the grotto in Thunder 
mountain like to the mists that leave behind them t he dew itself, and 
as the sun rose, lo! within them even as they faded , the bright gar-
ments of the Rainbow-women might sometimes be seen fl.uttering, and 
the broidery and paintings of these dancers of the mists were more 
beautiful than the costumes of even the Maidens of Uorn. 
THE COUNCIL OF THE FATHERS THAT THE PERFECTION OF 
THE CUSTOM BE ACCOMPLISHED . 
Then were the fathers of the People-priests of the House of Houses 
sore displeaRed at these murmurings of their children, and bade them 
to be hushed; yet they pondered, and bethought themselves how to 
still these foolish children yet more completely, so that the precious 
Mothers of Corn be not made sad by their plaints. 
'' What is this ye tell us," said they. "These things be to the simple 
as the wind and other movings, speechless; but to us, they be signs, 
even, as erst the warnings of the under-world were signs to our fathers 
the beloved, and ourselves, that we seek still further the Middle, so are 
these t,bings signs to us. Stay, therefore, thy feet with patience, 
while we devise that ye be made content and happy." Then to one 
another they said, '' It may well be Paiyatuma, the liquid voices his 
flute and the flutes of his players that they tell of. Come now, we will 
await the time of our custom and then learn if perchance our hearts 
guess aright." 
THE OBSERVANCE OF THE 'HLAHEKWE CUSTO M, OR DANCE OF 
THE CORN MAIDENS. 
Now when the time of ripening corn was near, the fathers ordered 
preparation for the 'Hlahekwe, or dance of the Corn maidens. 
When the days of preparing had been well nigh numbered, the 
old ones, even the Ka'yemashi themselves who had come with the 
Ka/ka (subject now to the prayerful breaths· of the priest -fathers of 
the people) in the spring and summer times of the Ka'k'okshi dances, 
came forth yet again from the west, and with fun and much noise of 
mouth, made-as for his sister their father had first made-a bower of 
cedar. But this bower they built, not in the open plain, but in the 
great court of the town where t he dances an<l. customs of the Ka'ka 
were held. J:i"'or in these days the people and the kinties of Seed no 
longer came as strangers to the abode of other people, hence builded 
not their bower in the plain, but in the plaza of their own town. And 
the Ka/yemashi diligently collected cedar-boughs and rafter-poles 
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i t and th~ Prie t of the House of House , 
of acred seed- ub tance , the muetone, the 
one and with world-terraced bowls of sacred 
Th e, they bore into the plaza in solemn 
by the matrons of ti.le Seed aud Water clans, 
ew eed and their offerings of plumed wands to 
a today, in every particular, so then the Priest 
ounger brother of the House laid out the sacred 
roadway of prayer, leading down from it through 
th · and duly pla ed the acred thing in order upon and before 
it. y it · e even in the ame order, so then the prie ts took 
th at ar of the terrace and alt;ar of sacred things, and 
th th th ir tray of new seed, those of the Seed kins 
io-ht, tho e of the Water kins northwardly to the 
gt rra and down the sacred roadway guided and 
, by the cho en leader of the dance, and watched 
the ow. 
ger came and sat them down ·in the southern 
e father of the people gave the word for begin-
-forth rite . But then, not as now, there 
th, yea, and d ncers only of them, whence 
le had been voi ed. 
d th ma ter-prie t said, "Lo, now! as in 
be a fire, beyond the dancers (6talcwe) in 
by it light yet other ingers and dancers 
time came Paiyatuma and his people, for 
If be, tho e who murmur will be content 
r tom." 
w to k ep the shell and fire, generated 
her , and the youth round about merrily 
nd iu the bri htening light the dance went on. 
THE SENDING OF THE TWAIN PRIESTS OF THE BOW, THAT THEY 
BESPEAK THE AID OF PA1YATUMA AND HIS FLUTE PEOPLE. 
n Star had ri en high in the sky, then 
h m the two Ma ter-prie t of the Bow. 
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" Ye have hear d," said t lley iu low-sounding speech,'' the complainings 
of these children and t heir tales of strange sights and sounds at the 
grotto under Thunder mountain. Go forth, therefore, and test the truth 
of all this. If so be ye too hear the music, approach the cavern aud 
send greeting before ye. It were no wonder if ye behold Paiyatuma 
and his maidens other seven, and his singers and players of flutes. 
They will deem ye well arrived, and maychance will deign to throw the 
light of their favor upon us and give us help of their custom, thereby 
adding to the contentment and welfare of our children among men, and 
to the completeness of our own observances." 
Then with their ·hands the Fathers of the House extended their 
breaths, which breathing, the Priests of the Bow went forth, one fol-
lowing the other. 
THE F INDIN G OF PAIYATUMA, AND HIS CUSTOM OF THE FLUTE. 
When, up the trail of the river, they had some time passed Matsaki, 
they heard the sound of a drum and strains of song now and then echo-
iug down from Thunder mountain. Then they knew that the sounds. 
came from the Cavern of the Rainbow, and so hastened forward; and as 
they neared the entrance, mists enshrouded them, and they knew no.w 
also that verily Pafyatuma was there. 'J'hen they called to know if 
there were gathering within . The singing ceased, and they were bidden 
to enter and sit. As they did so, Pa:iyatuma came forward to them 
and said: 
"Ye come well. I have commanded the singers to cease and the 
players to draw breath from their.flutes, that we might hearken to the 
messages ye bear, since for n aught never stranger visits the place of a 
stranger." 
"True," replied the two, " our fathers have sent us to seek and greet 
ye, it having been declared by our children that thy song-sounds and 
t he customs thereof so far surpass our own, even those of our beloved 
Maidens, makers of the seed of seeds." 
"Ah, well!" replied he, " thus ever js it with men, children, verily! 
Athirst ever are they for tha t which is not or which they have not. 
Yet. it is well that ye come, and it shall be as ye wish. Sit ye yet longer, 
watch and listen." 
To the left, grouped around a great world-bowl, clad in broidered 
cotton vestment, were a splendid band of players, long flutes in their 
hands and the adornments of god-priests on their faces and persons. 
In their midst, too, was a drummer and also a bearer of the song-staff; 
aged , t hey, and dignified with years. 
Pa:iyatuma scattered a line of pollen on the floor, and folding his 
arms strode to the rear of the cavern, then turned him about and with 
straightened mien (tsdmo'hlanishi), advanced again. FoIJowing him, Io, 
and behold ! came seven maidens beauteous like to the Maidens of 
Corn, but taller and fainter of form. Like to them also in costume, yet 
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diff rina om what iu h hue of the mantles they wore. And in their 
arrietl n t tablets of the sun, moon, and each her star 
, ith r mbol of the Corn priests above them, but, verily, wands 
of • t nwoo l from h branchlets and buds of which tiny clouds 
fl d forth. 
, he e b the i ter of our Maidens of Corn, of the House of the 
tar e n h e too, a they, so the e more faintly, as, when above are 
n the tar of the Hou e of Seven, others seven are seen below in the 
w r ·. Like in form of gesture is their dance custom, but fertile not 
of h ed but of the water of life wherewith the seed is quickened," 
ai 1 Paiyatuma. 
He lifted hi, flute, then took his place in the line of the dancers, as 
th yti'poto d in the line of the Corn <lance. The drum sounded 
until the a ern hook a with thunder. The flutes sang and sighed as 
th wind in a wooded canyon whilst still the storm is distant. White 
mi t fl at cl ur from the wands of the maidens and mingled with the 
br ath of the flute over the terraced world-bowl, above which sported 
h buttertli of Summerland, about the dress of the Rainbow in the 
tran e blue light of the night. 
wed and entranced with the beauty of it were the Priests of the 
Bow, in much that when they arose to go they feared to speak their 
furth rm .. age. But Paiyatuma, smiling, gave them his breath with 
hi hand and , aid, " Go ye the way before, telling the f~thers of our 
u t m an<l traightway we will follow." 
THE PREPARATLONS FOR THE COMING OF PAiYATUMA AND HIS 
PEOPLE OF THE FLUTE. 
· ly th rie t of the Bow returned a,· they had come, and 
an ourt and bower, bowed low and breathed over the 
fat and by them being breatlled and smoked in turn, 
d n and li t ued to in the Cave of the Rainbow. 
· w ary, aud only the fathers heard and 
)le nodded their heads all drowsily, some 
their father au ient had ari en on that 
n the olden tim , and ·arried the sacred 
arouud a gr at world-bowl wherein 
et ( as in the olden time those fathers-
·-wand. au a d , so now) theu 
·ayer-wor ·n be bowl they 
-du t of c - , and the ancie;t 
t r incre . n, to the left and 
owl and with it a Teat drum jar, 
o h r ban tho. alr ady itting on 
m l Prie ts of the Bow 
e · fr the people a mbled 
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that they might sit the more seemly for the coming, ,mayhap, of precious 
strangers. 
THE COMING OF PAIYATUMA AND HIS DANCE OF THE FLUTE. 
Ere loug, the sound of music was heard, coming from up the river, 
and soon came Paiyatuma followed by bis Flute people and singers 
and maidens of the Flute dance. Uprose the fathers and all the watch-
ing people, greeting the God of Dawn with outstretched hands and 
offerings of prayer-meal, and words of thanks and welcome. Then the 
singers took their places and sounded their drum, flutes, and song of 
clear waters, while the Maidens of the Dew danced their custom of the 
Flute dance. Greatly marveled the people when from the wands they 
bore forth ca.me white clouds, and flue cool mists descended. 
THE SACRILEG E OF THE YOUTHS OF THE DANCE,AND THE 
FLEETING OF THE MAIDENS OF CORN. 
Now when the dance was ended and the Dew maidens, with Paiya-
tuma, had retired within the bower, forth came the beautiful and ever 
young Mothers of Corn. And when the players of the flutes saw them, 
they were enamored of their beauty, and. gazed upon them so intently 
that fain were the maidens to let fall their hair and cast down their eyes. 
Yet the youth8 grew not less bold of eye. Theu, yea and with jealousy 
now, bolder grew the youths mortal, who led the dance and attended 
the dancers, and lo! as the morning neared and the dancers of the 
flute came forth again, these, impassioned and in rivalry, sought all 
too freely the presence of the Mother-maidens, no longer holding them 
so precious as in olden time, but e'en plucking at their white garments. 
Meanwhile the people, eagerly watching the new dance, gave little 
heed to aught else. For behold! the waters rose in the terraced bowl 
and flowed out toward the dancers, yea, and the mists increased greatly, 
shrouding the watchers and the dancers alike, until within them the 
Maidens of Corn, all white their garments, became invis1ble ! Then 
sadly and noiselessly they stole iu amongst the people and laid their 
corn-wands down amongst the trays, and passing the seed-corn over 
their persons, placed it back in the trays, and laid their white broid-
ered garments thereupon as m~thers lay soft kilting over their babes. 
Behold! having thus by their wonderful knowledge now placed within 
the corn the substance of their flesh·, then even as the mists became 
they, and with the mists drifting, fled away, verily, to the far south 
Summerland ! 
As the day dawned the dancers of the flutes completed their custom, 
the players, waving their flutes over the people assembled, followed 
Paiyatuma as he strode, wordless, forth from the midst of the people. 
THE MOURNING FOR LOSS OF THE MAIDENS OF CORN. 
The call was voiced, and the song of the Maidens of Corn sounded as 
when the others had retired before; the drum w~s beaten and the rattles 
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r .·hak 11- ut all in Yain. o maiden came forth from the bower. 
h n ag rly b 1 ader ought all through the bower. Naught found 
th ,· v tlJ pr ciou wand and the garments all softly laid there-
ui 11 f th ir lov d Maiden of the Seed. Deep was their grief and 
all ;il 11 w r the p ople. Then pake the fathers: "Look ye now; 
luw wat ·hed ill, ye matron and elders, and therein grievously have 
, ,· iuu d, wb r fore lo t be our beloved maidens, mothers of the Seed 
of 1, for ome among t our children have dared to hold them less 
than pr •iou and look upon them as upon maidens of the people they 
look. here£ re ari e, a11d brush away from thy persons and spit 
fi rth fr m thy mouth the evil of this night, that the day find ye not 
ham -darkened, aud further ill befall ye not than the grievous loss of 
ur b autiful maiden ; for the rash forwardness of our youths, and the 
n ·li en eye lrnve proveu guilty of in failing to watch all things well 
ar or , and ar puni bed full meetly as wa warned us aforetime by 
hi. · nr grievou lo' ! " 
Th n aid they to one another, "We must seek (but how¥) tlte 
maid n , ; and we must ummon them forth from their hiding with 
ol um promi , if only that we may look upon them once more and 
that they go forth at lea t content with those who have not wrougltt 
thi , il, a11d c nt nt with us, not wroth; and that they be not thus 
wr th r . ad hearted, and therefore withhold not from us their sacred 
br ath f ble iug, lacking which the corn seed, life of flesh, can not 
fl uri h. But who hall , eek them for u ¥ They left no trail behind 
nd f r rnu t have in tant journeyed, being now of other-being-as may 
1., n by their ca ·t-o:ff garment , left here with us. O, woe! woe 
h day wh n we h d d not well their preciousness! If woe to us, woe 
inde <l to our murmuring children who know not what they want, and 
]i <rll t l ·on id r t o many of the thing they have, therein lightly 
h ldin th ru! 
THE SEEKING OF THE MAIDENS OF CORN BY THE EAGLE. 
d they forth the two master-priests, and said: 
hould journey to eek our precious maidens¥ 
ill, who among t the beincr i even as ye are, 
of ye 
er brother and fath r, the Eagle, he of the side 
n latane) and th t rraced tail-fan (awi'hluiyan 
· uring of will and urpa sing of ight." 
· d h father . ' Go ye forth and beseech 
111 . . 
· 1 wiftly to Twin mountain, where 
in a grott high up among the 
t. 
mountain and pal~e in at the entrance 
h 1 t w re th r who frightened, 
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screamed lustily, striving to hide themselves in the dark recesses to 
the rearward, "O, pull not our feathers, ye of hurtful touch, but wait, 
when. we are older we will drop them e'en from the clouds for you!" 
"Hush!" said the warriors, '' wait ye in peace, for we seek not ye · 
but thy father!" 
But from afar came at once, a frown on his brow, the old Eagle. 
"Why disturb ye my pin-feather lings P cried he. 
"Behold, father and elder brother, we come seeking only the light of 
thy favor. Listen!" 
Then they told him .of the lost Corn maidens, and prayed him to 
seek them, that messages of conciliation might be sent them or given. 
"Being so, be it well with thy wishes. Go ye before contentedly," 
answered the Eagle, smoothing bis feathers. 
Forthwith the warriors returned to the council of the fathers, relat-
ing how that their message had been well received, and the eagle leapt 
forth and winged his way high into the sky-high, high, until he circled 
among the clouds, small seeming and swift, as seed-down in a whirl-
wind. And all through the heights he circled and sailed, to the north, 
the west, the south and the east. Yet nowhere saw he trace of the 
-Maidens. Then he flew lower, returning, and the people heard the roar 
of his wings almost ere the warriors were rested, and arose eagerly 
to receive his tidings. As he alighted, the fathers said, "Enter thou 
and sit, oh brother, and say to us what thou hast to say;" and they 
offered him the cigarette of the space·-relations. 
When they had puffed to the regions and purified his breath with 
smoke, and blown smoke over the sacred things, then the Eagle spake: 
'' Far ~ave I journeyed, scanning all the regions. Neither blue bird nor 
wood-rat can hide from my seeing," said he, snapping his beak and 
looking aslant. ''Neither of them, unless they hide under bushes; yet 
have I failed to see aught of the maidens ye seek for. Send you, 
therefore, for my younger brother. the Falcon; strong of flight is he, 
yet not so potently strong as I, and nearer the ground he takes his way 
ere sunrise. 
Then the Eagle, scarce awaiting the thanks of the fathers, spread 
his wings and flew away to Twin mountain, and the Warrior Priests 
of the Bow, sought again fleetly over· the plain to the westward for 
his younger brother, the Falcon. 
THE SEEKING OF THE MAIDENS OF CORN BY THE FALCON. 
They found him sitting on an ant hill; nor would he have paused but 
for their cries of peaceful import, for, said he, as they approached him, 
"If ye have snare-strings I will be off like the flight of an arrow well 
plumed of our feathers!" 
"Nay, now!" said the twain. "Thy elder brother bath bidden us 
seek thee." Thereupon they told him what had passed, and how that 
the Eagle had failed to find their m3,idens so white and beautiful. 
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l•, il 1 , a , y . f cour e he failed! For be clambers aloft to 
·l u . a,l)(l hink , for ooth, that he can see under every bush and 
v ry hadow a ee,' the Sun-father who sees not with eyes! 
b £ r aid the Fal ·on; and ere they had turned toward the 
b ha l •pread hi sharp wings and was skimming off over the 
f th tr e and bu hes as though verily seeking for field mice or 
i . ,' n t . nd the warriors returned to tell the fathers and await 
hi miurr· but after he had sought far over the world to the north 
nd h w t the east aud the south, be too returned and was 
r i 1 a had been the Eagle; ·but when he had settled on the edge 
fa tray, before the altar, as on the ant hills he settles today, and had 
' Ill k d and be n moked as had been the Eagle, he told the sorrowing 
fath r and mother that he had looked behind every copse and cliff-
ha w but of the maidens had found no trace. '' They are hidden 
m r •l ely than ever parrow hid," said he, gripping the cover of the 
tr n which he perched as though it were real feathers and blood, 
and ruffling his ere. t. Then he, too, flew away to his hills in the west. 
la, ! ala ! our beautifnl maiden mothers!" cried the matrons. 
,, L . t, lo t a the dead are they!" "Yea," said others, "where, how 
ind d, hall we eek them now, For the far-seeing Eagle and the close-
ar hing Falcon alike have failed to find them." 
THE SEEKING OF THE MAIDENS OF CORN BY THE RAVEN. 
'' tay yo11r £ t with patience," said the fathers. For some amongst 
th rn h ard a Raven who was wandering about the edge of the town at 
br < k of day eeking food in the dirt and refuse, and they bethought 
th m Iv . "Look, now! There is Heavy-nose, whose beak never fails 
t fin l th ub tance of eed. it elf, however so little or well hidden it be. 
ur ly h w ll mu t know then, of tbe maiden-mothers thereof. Let us 
l1 him.' o th y bade the warrior-priests go forth once more. · Forth 
he riv r , ide went the pri Rts. '-We carry no pricking quills," said 
r i in th ir hand, all weaponless, "and, 0, Black-banded father, 
k y ur aid; for look now, the mother-maidens of seed whose 
u , t n i. th f od alike of thy people and our people, have fled away 
, llith r n ith r our grandfather the Eagle, nor yet his younger brother 
tb 1 1 11, • n tra e them; and we pray thee to aid u or give us 
un.· l f uidan · . ' 
aven. " ay, now; much too hungry am I to 
n bu ine ,• for y and thy kind. Ye are stingy! 
~ n in· ever p rcbing time, , triving to win a throat-
u y pi k thy and Ii k thy bowl too clean for the like of 
h u poor grandfath r. Surely we will give thee 
igarette to moke with all due observance!" 
v n, ruffling hi ollar and opening his mouth 
~ i a-la-ka that well he might have swallowed his 
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own head. "Go ye before, then," said he, and he followed them 
closely into the court of dancers. 
Not ill to look upon was he, for upon his shoulders were bands of 
cotton, white, and hls back was blue and gleaming as the tresses of a 
maiden dancer in sunlight. When the warriors had spoken to the fath-
ers, the master priest of them, rising, came forward and greeted the 
Raven, bidding him sit and smoke. 
"Ha! there ·is corn in this, else why the stalk thereof?" said the 
Raven as, taking the cane cigarette of the far-spaces, he noticed the 
joint thereof. Therefore, forthwith, as he had seen the master do, so 
did he, only more greedily. He sucked in such a tbroatful of the 
smoke, fire and all, that it well nigh strangled him, and be coughed 
and grew giddy and sick to such a pass that the smoke, all bot and 
stinging, went through every part of him, and filled all his feathers, 
making even his brown eyes bluer and blacker in rings! It is not to 
be wondered at, this blueness of flesh, blackness of dress and tearful-
ness, yea and skinniness, of eye which we see in bis kindred today. 
Nay, nor is it matter of wonder, either, that for all that, they are as 
greedy of corn-food as ever, for look now-no sooner had the old Raven 
recovered than he espied one of the ears of corn half hidden under the 
mantle-covers of the trays. He leapt from his sitting place laughing 
(as they always do when they find anything, these ravens), then catch-
ing up the ear of corn, he made off with it over the heads of the people 
and the tops of the houses, saying, "Ha! ha! in this wise and in no 
other meseems will ye find thy Seed maidens!" 
Nevertheless, after some absence, he came back, saying, "A sharp eye 
have I for the :flesh of the maidens, but of their breathing-beings, who 
might see them, ye dolts, save by help of the Father of Dawn Mist him-
self, whose breath makes others of breath seen as itself;'' whereupon 
he flew ·away again kawkling. · 
THE BESEECHING OF PAfYATUMA, AND HIS REVERSAL OP' THE 
PEOPLE'S EVIL. 
'' Truly now, trulyt said the elders to one another; "but how shall 
we find, and how prevail on our father Paiyatuma to aid us, when so 
grievous is ours the fa_ult ~ Which same, moreover, he warned us of 
in the old time." 
Of a sudden, for the sun was rising·, they heard Paiyatuma iu his 
daylight mood and 'hlimnan. Thoughtless and loud, uncouth of mouth, 
was he, as he took his way along the outskirts of the village. Joking 
was he, as today joke fearlessly of the fearful, his children the Newe-
kwe, for all his words and deeds were reversals (iyat"i'hlna penaJ,0e) of 
themselves and of his sacred being. Thus, when quickly the warrior 
priests were sped to meet him, and had given to him their greetings 
and messages, he sat him down on a heap of vile refuse, saying that 
he waR about to make festiv~l thereof, and could in no wise be 
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u m! 
not . ' . aid h , " owards and followers 
f the Bow, the twain who lead them, 
a rily w d com all(l to seek thy favor, asking that,. ye 
m an u.- to th ouncil of the elders," aid the two priests. 
ill I y ye nay and that ye are children, all; and that if ye did 
m , c uld not ummon me, and that if ye did summon me, go 
w uld I not, :fi r ooth, to a council of little children; nay, not I!" said he, 
ri in · an l preparing forthwith to follow them, as it were, but immedi-
a ly t kin o- the lead, and striding rudely into the presence of the 
f, tb r whom he greet d noi ily and with laughter like one distraught, 
an l without dignity or hame. 
My p or little children," aid he to the aged priests and the white 
hair l matrons, ' good the night to ye all" (albeit in full dawning); 
"ye far happily, I see, which perplexes me with sorrow." 
m t thou, fathed" , aid the chief priest; "pit~ thou our shame 
and orr w. 
elf; nay, not I!" 
he chief prie t once more, "verily we are guilty, but 
1 d from much seeking in vain for our maidens the 
and we have ummoned thee to beseech the light 
nd favor, earnestly, O, father, notwithstanding our 
thyself warned us in olden time to beware, yet do we 
that I find ye o happy, guileless, arrogant and so 
y coun el and helping." 
the light of thy favor, O, father, and aid in the 
· tiful maiden . " 
i But why find that whi his not lost, or sum-
1 n om Even if they were lost and would come, 
d o to k them. nd if I went to eek them I 
, if I found them and called them they would 
n ev n if th y would I hould bid them bide 
there, and tell them ye cared naught for 
. h ri h d them." 
and at the father ; "I see that 
re all wi e, while ye have been 
redly the plumes of the spaces, 
rrac , nor yet here b~hind 
1 er by them," said he 
ad aid were not there 
d the traight 'rows of 
nort11-he took, and 
quoth h . baking his 
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head over its sacred completeness and beauty. Then he took up 
another, that of the west, then the red of the south and the white of 
the east. And gathering them· in his arms he said, turning to go, 
"Now verily we approach." 
As he thus turned to go, Pekwina the master, Speaker of the Sun, 
who, all wise, well knew the meaning of these lying speeches, arose, 
and taking two plumes, the banded wing-tip feathers of the turkey, the 
right and the left, shifted them as he advanced toward Paiyatuma, 
taking the left. one in his right hand and the right one in his left hand. 
And nearing Paiyatuma he strokeq him with the tips of the feathers, 
upward, breathing from them each time. Four times he stroked him, 
and .then laid the feathers on his lips. And Paiyatuma spat upon 
them and breathed upon them, and all the people spat by his sign of 
command, uprising·. Then ~he master-priest took the right feather in his 
right hand and the left feather in his left, and casting abroad the lying 
spittle, himself spat lightly and blew upon the feathers, and with them 
stroked the lips, then the person, of Paiyatnma, this time down ward, 
breathing upon them. And this he did four times, and the face of Pai-
yatuma grew grave, and he lifted himself upward; and when he had so 
uplifted himself, lo! he was aged and grand aud straight, as is a tall 
tree shorn by lightnings. Then placing the plume wands in the hands 
of the father, he took the banded plumes from him and breathed in from 
them, and out on the hands of the father, and folding his arms held 
upright in each hand the· feather pertaining thereto. Then he spake: 
"Thanks this day, thou father of the people. Thou art wise of thought 
and good of heart, divining that my evil of speech and act were but the 
assumption of the evils in thy children who, had they not turned false 
to good and :fickle of their duties commanded, had else been followers of · 
thee as are the fawns unerringly followers of the deer in the mountains 
and plains; and whose falsity, therefore lyingly, as it were, I did take 
unto myself and spit forth that they might be turned unto thee yet 
again and set straight in the paths of right commandment. From out 
of me, haply, thou hast now withdrawn the breath of reversal, and from 
out of me the speech of lying, even as thy children have spat forth, by 
my will and example, their wronging of commandments. 
"Thanks this day; and therefore, in that ye, O, ye fathers, have 
kept thine hearts steadfastly right and straight of inclination, there-
fore will we show unto ye the light of our favor. 
"Verily I will summon from Summer land, for there methinks they 
bide, once more the ·beautiful maidens, that ye look once more upon them 
and make offering in plumes of sacrifice meet for them, and that they 
consummate the seedfulness of the seed of seeds, presenting them all 
perfected, to ye; for lost are they as dwellers amongst ye, even as I 
warned ye aforetime they would be, if not held precious of person. 
"Disperse, therefore, from this thy custom when ve shall have com-
pleted as is due and meet the song-lines and sacred~ speeches, and the 
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)lum -w nd , (teliki-
u, four you L , so 
f the fie h, and 
o he 1-. brine of 
l meaning and 
and the Beloved 
pauy, ye father of 
pr ciou , tile elder 
ollowin ·, the elder 
he hrine four times, 
,reof, and set within 
and in order, as ye 
gn of thine hearts 
tedly thereafter until, 
urreturn-coming. Ye and 
, eed, ball tLen await us as 
e of import, wait ye thus in the 
which i the first, and which ye 
e bide our comiug in good and per-
the perfected ed of seeds." 
aiyatuma breathed upon him, and 
ere I depart," turned him about and 
N' him wh 11th y went forth to see. 
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· t · plain to th outhward, he et the 
· · t, th yellow, h planted upright, 
t it intently. nd when it had ceased 
011 · ne 1 northward, but moved not. 
a atch d it, and the white wand; 
an right and 1 .ft and till north-
r d wand, and br athing not, long 
o n th of down-plume began to 
reath of ome mall creature; backward 
uthw rd tli y 'Wayed, a if in time to 
rland ! " quoth Pai-
oft though, to their 
ev r be when I set 
my bright beads in 
born on the breath 
rmtb health, hower 
erlanu and the but-
aid a he upro e and 
( 11 wiftly far ou th ward 
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into tlle countries of Summerland; yea, swiftly and all silently as the . 
soft breath he sought for, bearing his painted flute before him. And 
when he paused as though to rest, he played on his painted flute, and 
quickly butterflies and birds sought the dew of his breathings therefrom. 
Them he sent forth to seek the Maidens, following swiftly, and long 
ere he found them he greeted them with the music of his song-sound, 
as the People of Se.ed now greet them in the song of their dances. 
THE FINDING OF THE MAIDENS OF CORN IN SUMMERLAND. 
And when the Maidens heard his music and saw his tall form 
advancing through their great fiel~s of ready quickened corn, they 
plucked ears thereof, each of her kind, and with them fil1ed their 
colored trays and over all spread broidered mantles-broidered in all 
bright colors and with the creature-signs of Summerland. From 
eldest to youngest they sallied forth to meet and to welcome him, still 
in their great fields of corn! Then he greeted them, each with the touch 
of his hands and the breath of his flute, and bade them prepare to fol-
low him erewhile to the northland home of their deserted children. 
THE RETURN OF THE MAI-DENS OF CORN WITH PAfYATUMA. 
Lo! when the time had come, by the magic of their knowledge how, 
they lightened themselves of all weariableness or lingerfulness, and 
in their foster-father's lead, his swift lead, sped back as the stars speed 
over the world at night time toward the home of our ancients. Yet at 
night and dawn only journeyed they, as the dead do and the stars also. 
Thus journeying and resting by the way, that the appointed days 
might be numbered, they came at evening in the full of the last moon 
to the place of the Middle, bearing as at first their trays of seed, each 
her own kind. 
THE PRESENTATION OF THE PERFECTED SEED TO THE FATHERS 
OF MEN, AND THE PASSING OF THE MAIDENS OF SEED. 
No longer a clown speaking and doing reversals of meanings-as do 
his c~ildren (followers) the Newekwe, today,-was Paiyatuma, as he 
walked into the court of the dancers ere the dusk of the evening, and 
stood with folded arms at the foot of the bow-fringed ladder of priestly 
council, he and his attendant follower (dnsetone) Sh(1tsuk'ya, brother 
of K welele ! Nay, he was tall and beautiful, and banded with his own 
mists, and as wings carried upright in his hands, under his folded arms, 
banded also, the wing-plumes right and left, of the turkey, wherewithal 
he had winged his way from afar leadiug the Maidens and followed as 
by his own shadow, by the black being of corn-soot, who cries with the 
voice of the frost-wind when the corn has grown aged and the harvest 
is taken away-Shutsuk'ya. 
And again, surpassingly beautiful were the Maidens clothed in the 
white cotton and broidered garments of Summerland, even as far 
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a, •. aid ar , ppar le l om lo ·t other, ! And each in her 
, .· 11 k'ya, o that all the people around, 
< ud red. Then upward from the place of 
ri , bearing a vessel of sacred meal-for 
n, waiting (all the night and day) the fathers 
the Seed and Water and the keepers of the 
nd chanting-and when he saw Paiyatuma, 
ring the sacred meal which contains the sub-
daylight, down the ladder-rungs, and thence 
ol along the four ides of tbe roof terrace of the 
ly and then rightwardly into the entrance place 
adder wh re tood high its bow-fringed standards. 
, t retir d <l.own the descending ladder, Paiyatuma 
rward and up t,he anctified road-way on the ascend-
of acr d ·ub, tance made for him), followed by Shu.-
walking to the line-mark of each region, 
ht, con ecrating it; and when each conse-
uk'ya touched him with his wands and 
r<l. w re all said, Sbutsuk'ya shrilly whistled 
· h time touching Pai.yatuma with the wands four 
1irn about, and then signed him to come forward 
ing ladder below the which waited the Maidens 
down, and the Maiden-mother of the North, 
the foot of the ladder and lifted from off her 
llow corn, and thi , Paiyatuma taking, 
in ucce ion, praying the while: at the 
ne, and being signaled unto, each time, 
i tle of h-Clt, uk ya. Thu , the Priest 
n th nnmber of pre entation was fully 
d r •eived from the bands of Paiya-
ed }tnd breathed d eply therefrom, 
yr tiring to the nd of the line of 
nd the Maiden of the We t was 
b r elder .-i ter had, when Pai-
of tb blue corn which 
re fully accomplished, 
athed from deeply and 
h in turn, the Maidens 
of th South, the red, 
h Maid n of th East, 
r ·e1ved · and o, the 
t fir t at la t, the tray 
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of all-color seed, which the Priestess of Seed and All, herself received. 
Aud now, behold! the Maidens stood as before, she of the North at the 
northern end, but with her face southward far looking, she of the West 
next, and lo! the seventh, last, southward, and standing thus, the 
darkness of the night fell around them; and as shadows in deep night, 
so these Maidens of the Seed of Corn, the beloved and beautiful, were 
seen no more of men. 
THE INSTRUCTIONS OF PAfYATUMA FOR THE ORDINANCES AND 
CUSTOMS OF THE CORN PERFECTING. 
And Paiyatuma stood alone, at last, for Shutsuk'ya walked now 
behind the Maidens, whistling shrilly (as the frost-wind whistles when 
the corn is gathered away) among the lone canes and dry leaves of a 
gleaned :field. And Paiyatuma descended the ladder, and stood in the 
fire-light with folded arms, in the midst of the fathers. And he spake 
unto them: 
"Behold! with my lost Maidens, mothers to ye, I have returned; 
_and finding ye gathered in good and perfect council according to my 
commandments and the approval of thy wisdom, I have restored unto 
ye with mine own hands, that which they else could not have given ye, 
the flesh of each made perfect in generative seed. This ye shall cherish, 
apart in kind, for all time, as the seed of a.II thy seed, and in so far as 
ye cherish it, verily it shall be multiplied! 
"As ye have done in the days now measured, so also ye shall do in 
the days to come; ye shall keep the beautiful custom of the Mother-
maidens of Corn, all in due season, preparing therefor strenuously. 
Danc·e in it, shall thy maidens, chosen of the Seed kin ties; thus, as 
it were, ye shall agaiu see the beautiful Mothers of Seed and as it were 
also, they shall renew the seed of each season, aud therein shall ye 
gain in them again the preciousness of the Mother-maidens, yet lose 
them even thus gained, each year; choosing, therefore, each season 
newly, the Maidens of the Seed, that these who be lost as maidens be 
replaced as maidens in the replacing of the Mother-maidens. 
"And ye shall keep, after each custom of the Corn Maidens, the flute 
custom of the Water Maidens, and after, in due season, the custom of 
this day also, the which I have shown unto ye. Having danced first 
with thy maidens of the Seed kin for the ripening of the corn, ye shall 
next dance with thy maidens and youth of the Water kin for the fer-
tilizing of the seed, and after, in the full of the last moon thy Maidens 
of Corn shall bring the seed unto ye of the house, as ye have seen, that 
it be perfected; and they shall lead others maidens of other kins-not 
seven, but many times seven in number-who shall bring seed and the 
food thereof (for multiplied many times seven shall be the seed!) unto 
ye and thy younger brothers, that the seed be finished as the sub-.. 
stance of flesh. Amongst my followers, also, some shall represent me 
and my attendant Sbutsuk'ya 'hlirnna of us; and they shall choose 
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kin hlim,1ui of the Flute maidens for the flute 
I ad · d u. of the Seed 'hlim-na of the Mother-
i d l the Mother-maidens themselves unto 
ha hi day elevated, offered to the spaces 
m t eed, each kind, so shall they, in after 
that ye sanctify it, ye aud the good Ka'ka, for 
1ting of the spring time to come. 
hearken! Ye loved the custom of the Maidens, 
lif(1 · yet among t ye some held not preciously their 
ye hall ee no more save in the persons of thine 
ui f them, or in dreams or visions like thereto. 
e d parted, since the children of men would seek to 
inin<T ble sedne s of their flesh into suffering humanity 
t but i u tained, and they would perish-even as the 
hy daughter must perish-and in the loving of men 
· · of men' children, lo! they, even they, woulci forget 
ir beautiful seed-growing! 
of her own being and blood gives life and suste-
' have these given unto ye-for ye are their 
f life and ustenance. The Mother-maidens are 
of each is with ye! From the beginning of the 
1 year, ye ·bal1 trea ure their gifts throughout the 
Moon of the acred Fire and the Earth-whitening, 
w- gh , the Moon of the Snowless Path-
the and-driving Storms, an<1 the Moon of 
· ir hall ye treasure the e gifts, with 
f acred observances of thy rites and 
f eeds. Then in the new soil which 
ail d water h::.tve brought unto ye the 
tetone, 11 bury in perfect order a I instruct 
a y the f the dead. Aud as the 
d o hall e h decay; but as from 
e th "r-b . oul) in the night light 
>rth, .·o from tlii:-; hall Hpring forth in the 
h r, 11 w b ing lik he fir, t, yet in Hevenfold 
hi their fie h, derived 
p rfect and b autiful, 
f, ·tio11 of p r 011, and 
lerived: . o long ai:; like 
THE FINAL INSTRUCTIONS OF PAfYATUMA, AND HIS PASSING. 
u orn ' and ong of th planting, aid 
a him den n n<l • m k cl th i arette 
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of relationship with the fathers of the Seed and Water kin ties, and all 
night long until the dawn the songs sounded and the sacred instruc-
tions of the seed (ta/a teusu haitosh nawe) sounded . 
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